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PREFACE 

TO THE 

FIRST EDITION. 

IT is not without considerable hesitation, and 

great diffidence, that I venture to submit the fol

lowing pages to public notice. 

The subject is, in a great measure, foreign to 

my usual avocations, and was originally taken up 

merely as a matter of curiosity, although it after

wards swelled, in my estimation, into no small im

portance. Conscious, however, as I necessarily 

must be, of my own great deficiency in the requi

site knowledge of those sciences which are moat 

calculated to elucidate the particular object of my 

present researches, I have long felt an anxious de

sire that some individual, better qualified hy his 

professional pursuits, and in every other respect 

more competent, had been induced to undertake 

the task which has now devolved on me. But see-
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xii PREFACE TO THE 

ing no immediate prospect of the fulfilment of this 
hope, and having been frequently applied to, both 
by professional gentlemen and others, for informa

tion, I ha'\le, at length, felt myself almost compelled 
to exhibit a concise view of the .progress which bas 

hitherto been made towards the elucidation of this 

obscure but most interesting subject; for the reader 
will soon perceive, that this could not have been 
satisfactorily nccompliahed in mere casual and in

terrupted conversation. Indeed, it is almost im

possible for any one to comprehend a great many 
particulars, which it is yet necessary not to overlook, 

without having either himself cal'efully made e:x:

pel'imentl, or witnessed-at least attentively stu
died-those made by ethers. 

Fortunately, the kindness of a moet · respected 

friend, whose active and enlightened mind. is con
smntly alive to the interests of literature and 

soience_ has recently supplied me with aD admir

able opportunity of i.Btroducing the subject to the 
ootice of. the British public, by communicating to 

me the late Repor.t of ·the Magnetic Experiments 

made by a Cammittee of the Medical Section of 

the Royal .Academy of France. I felt that I 
had now nothing more to do, than te lay this im
portant document before my countrymen, accom
pallied by such an historical and explanatory in

troduction, as might enable those, who had not 
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bitherio paid any attention t& tU auhjee~ to. eelll

prehend its cietaila. • 
This aubjet~ ought to be peculiarly intereeting 

to the medical profeeaioa,. as well u to the phile.
sopher in general. If the vaat variety ef facta, 

whi.,h have been gradually accumulating during-the 

Jut half century, can be eoosidered as aati.factGrKy 

substantiated~ the force of the eoridence in favoar 

of Animal M~~~a-or by whatever other na111e 

we may cbooae t. dW.ioguW. tba& peeuliar IJ})"iea 

of sympatbeae iniluenee which baa long been so 

called- hecomee absolutely irl'e8is&ible. And if 

these fact& be true, ud n~ ea,irely aoppoeicitiou 

aud deluam, it eannot be denieli &hM they are eal

culated. to open 1tp- maey IMW and most important 

views in •e4ical and physiologieal science-in~ 

deed, in the whole· philoeophy of the human mind. 

Ever sioce the- tilDe' ei that singular compound 

of genius uwt. feUy, Paraeela., pb.yaiciana in ge
neral seem t~ llave. been in the bahit of relying 

&oo exelusivelys upc>ll· the effi'*')' el tlae obemical r&

medies, to the a}IDJ)st entire neglect of many simple 
and natural, though equally eSi..O,ua, sanative 

processes-, especially those powerful psychical in-

• This Report, so far as I am aware, has not been published 
in F'l'IUice. A detemdnate number of copies, however, were li
thograplted in- th& uee ot the- members of the Academy ; awd 
from one of these the translation has been made. 

I 
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xiv PREFACE TO THE 

ftuences, which appear to have been known and 

employed in ancient times, and which are deve

loped with such prodigious efFect, in the magnetic 

treatment. Thus, for example, in cases of epilepsy 

and other spasmodic diseases, the regular practi

tioner would perhaps prescribe the internal admi

nistration of lunar caustic, ammoniate of copper, 

or some other dangerous drug; whereas, the mag

netic doctor would cure the patient as speedily, as 

efFectually, and ·probably more safely, by means of 

a few simple, and apparently insignificant manipu

lations. This is a circumstance which surely de
serves the serious attention of the profession ; the 

more especially, as, should it still continue to be 

neglected by the regular physician, the treatment 

runs the risk of being unskilfully practised, and 

probably abused, by the empiric.* 

This country has produced many eminent phy

sicians, distinguished for their learning, their ta

lents, and their liberality.t Of late, however, our 

medical men seem liable to the reproach of having 

• This truth was fully exemplliied during the earlier practice 
of Animal M4!J11i1tUm in France. 

" Eadem namque subjeeti subtilitas et varietas, qwe magnam 
medendi facultatem prrebet, sic etiam magnam aberrandi faci.li. 
tatem."-BACO:If. 

t I trust, however, that we have no rE'IIIIOn, in our days, to 
•1 with Hippocrates, M«lici fama quidttm el nemine r~~ulli, re au
,_ 61 oper6 tlalde pauci. 
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almost entirely neglected the most important labours 

of their professional brethren upon the Continent. 

The interesting and instructive works of Sprengel, 

Reil, Treviranus, Gmelin, Wienholt, Autenrieth, 

and many others, are known only to a few ; and 

when any mention happens to be made of the subject 

of Animal Magneti&m, it is at best received with an 

ignorant ridicule, or with a supercilious reference 

to the superseded report of the French Commis

sioners in 1784; as if nothing had been done, since 

that period, towards a more profound experimen

tal investigation and improvement of the magnetic 

treatment. 

But it is evident that our physicians cannot long 

re~ain ignorant of these matters, without falling 

greatly behind the age in respect to professional 

acquirementll. To them, therefore, I would re

spectfully, but earnestly, recommend a scientific 

and impartial inquiry into the subject. They are 

unquestionably the most competent to the investi

gation, the most interested in its result, and the 

best qualified to render the discovery-provided 

they shall be ultimately satisfied that it really is 

a di~overy-most conducive to the interests of 

science, and to the public welfare: At all events, 

they ought no longer to betray utter ignorance up

on a subject which has long been handled in almost 

every physiological text-book upon the Continent. 
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Within the limits whieb I bad pt:!e&eribed to my
self in this publication, it was found quite impos

sible fully to elucidate all the detaila of this inte

resting s~jeet. This would have required, at the 

least, a large volume. All that I proposed to my

self, therefore, at this time, was merely to give 

such an introductory notice of tAis· discovery, as 

might prepare the reader, in some degree, for a 

more serious study of ita nature and priooiples, 

and of the evidence by which its reality is sup

ported. Should the present trivial publication at

kaet aoy remarkable share of attention, lldditional 

information can easily be communicated hereaf

ter. 

EDUI"B·UBGH, 

15th April 1833. 
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PREFACE 

TO THE 

SECOND EDITION. 

WHEN the First Edition of this Inquiry was 

published, I was perfectly aware of. the grO&S igno

ra~ that prevailed, in this country, upoa the sub. 

ject of its contents, and of the prejudices I ahould 

pr~bahly ene&unter, and the ridicule to which I 

might expose myself, in auemptin« to recommend 

it to the aerious notice of philosophers. Having 

occaaionally bestowed a good deal of attention up

on Animal Magnetism, however, daring a period 

of more than twen~ yars ; having carefully in

vestigated its 10rigin and progresa, perused all the 

most important works wlrich treated of its prio
eiple~;~, .explained its practice, and established 'be 
reality of ita opera:tion; mad, moreover, ha-ving made 

a fe• succeasfnl experi1tumt1 in orde1· to satisfy 

•&~. I. 6 
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myself with regard to the truth of the facts and 

the alleged efficacy of the proces11es ; I felt myself, 

in some measure, qualified to communicate to 

others an adequate portion of information upon this 

interesting but neglected subject. Accordingly, I 
had long determined to publish a short account of 

the discovery, provided I found a favourable oppor

tunity, and was not anticipated by any other more 

competent individual. My object, I thought, would 

be amply attained, if I should only succeed in at

tracting public attention, and in exciting a spirit 

of investigation in more influential quarters. Per

haps the very circumstances that, as an individual, 

I was. altogether unconnected with the medical 

profession, and otherwise unattached to any parti

cular philosophical sect, and, consequently, could 
have no conceivable interest in the establishment 

or refutation of the statements to be made or the 

doctrines to be propounded, might operate as an 

assurance that I should divest myself of all scien

tific pr~judices, and treat the subject as an honest 

and zealous, although an humble, inquirer afte1· 

truth. Indeed, I had no philosophical theory to 

recommend to the favourable notice of the public ; 

my sole object was to solicit theh· earnest and on

biassed attention to a class of very curious but 

hitherto much neglected facts, which I deemed of 

more than ordinary importance, and of the truth 
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SECOND EDITION. xix 

of which every competent inquirer might satiafy 

himself, aa I had done, by study and experiment. 

But, notwithstanding the apparent simplicity 
of my project, I could not avoid feeling that, in 

carrying my determination into effect, I should 

have many serious difficulties and disadvantages to 

contend with. The subject-at least. in its scien

tific relations-waa new in this country, and al

most, if not entirely unknown to the great majo

rity of those to whom I should have to address 

myself: and, besides, so far as causes are concerned, 

it was by no means of easy explanation. Probably 

few, if any men of scientific pursuits, in this king

dom, were prepared for a serious investigation of 

the details to be submitted to their judgment. The 

terms, too, by which the doctrine has hitherto been 

designated, savoured of mysticism, with which, in

deed, it bad been generally-at one time, perhaps, 

not altogether unjustly-aasociated; while the very 

t>xtraordinary character of the facts to be adduced 

must almost necessarily have caused them to be 

viewed with the utmost suspicion and scepticism, 

at least, if not treated with absolute ridicule. From 

the gentlemen of the medical profession, whose 

opinion would naturally have much weight with 

the inexperienced public, I had, for obvious reasons, 

nothing to hope, but, at the utmost, an armed neu

trality; although it was principally in a deficient 

-- -
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knowledge of the techoioal Jore .pecoMr to their 

craft, that I felt my oWB weMmeM and want of 

support. • The eelebrated Bepert of the French 

J Academician&, in 1784-tlo 'ft'bieb I shall have oc

casion to advert hereafter-had aearly baDislted. 

Animal Magnetism from. the territery of aeienee, 

conSigned it to the realme of imaginatioa and cle
luRion, and presented formida'We OO.tacles to its 
restoration, by erec,ing a strong barrier of preju-

• This neutrality, so far as I am aware, has been pretty strict
ly observed, and I may even venture to confess my obllgations 
for the polite attention I have e:.:perienoed from several of the 
junior, and consequently most unprejudiced and most inqulasi.
tive, members of the profession. I cannot help expressing some 
surprise, however, that the wbject should have been viewed by 
medical men, in general, with such an apparently Ustl- and 
apathetic indifference. Upon due Inquiry (and this is all I ask 
for), they would find a number of very extraordinary and high
ly interestiDg filets, adduced upon the most incontrovertible eri
dence, to which sufficient attention has not been hitherto paid. 
These facts are most important to medical science, and ought to 
be seriously investigated. To this blvestigation they ought to 
be the most competent ; and by neglecting it, they just leave a 
wide door open to quackery, besides depriving themselves of ad
ditional means of being useful to society, and, by abandoning 
the lk.ient.i:fic study of their proAI!Iioa, becoming little IMMer 
than mere empirics. 

I must embrace this opportunity of returning my grateful 
thanks to the gentlemen connected with the medical periodical 
preBS, for the candour and courte.,- with which they treated my 
former hasty and very imperfect production, and for the Indul
gence they shewed towards the many errors Into which my ig
norance of their science m\18t ~ have betrayed ttJe.

V mi41m plllimu• da~~~wgw vicillim. 
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dice against · all. further inquiry. Any attempt, 

sabseqnently made, to re-introduce the subject to 

public notice, moat have been repNed aa imply
ing a preference of private investigation and indi

vidua1 judgment, to the apparently aolemn, delibe

rate and authoritative decision of a celebrated 

scientific body. Besides, the namea of the greater 

number of those indiv.idual.--bowcver respectable 

or distinguished among their own fellow-citizens

who .had made Animal Magnetiana the object of 

their researches upon the Continent, and given 

their 001Ul~ee to that mode of treatment as a 

sanative .prooese, were aliDOIIt entirely oalmown in 

this country, and, coDMqoently, -oould have carried 

J.iule weig»t along with them, if autberity only 

were to be depended apoa. 
In mere r.eoent times, holft!V•;~ly for 

my projected undertaking,-a Committee consist·· 

ing of some of the most distinguished members of 

one of ·tbo&e acietatiie eoeietiell, wbieh had formerly 

pronounced a judgment so apparl!nt1y unfavourable 

in this interesting matter-the R&yal Academy .of 

Medicme at Pam-have framed a new Report up

on the subject, founded upon numero.us experi

ment., which may be fairly 'CIOIUlitlered as haJVirrg 

now superseded the former Report of the Commis

sioners appointed in 1784, and thus placed Auimal 

Magnetism upon a footing ef reapectalriHty, by 
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conferring upon its study, at length, the sanction 
of that learned body. While the original Commis

sioners had formerly-in the very infancy of the 
inquiry-in the days of eomparative ignorance

prematurely condemned tbe doctrine and practice 
of Animal Magnetism as delusive and dangerous ; 

a recent Committee of competent persons, appoint
ed from among their own body by one of the most 
learned scientific societies in Europe, have now, 

with far more ample and more mature knowledge 

of the subject, with an infinitely larger body of 
evidence before them, and with a praiseworthy zeal 
tempered with a truly philoeopbical caution, re-in

vestigated the facts, reviewed the question, and 
found reason to reverse the hasty and inconsiderate 
sentence of their predecessors. • 

It is curious, and by no means uninstructive, to 

• Dr Bertrand states it as an important fact, that, in the dis
cussions which preceded the recent investigation and Report by 
the Royal Academy of Medicine, there was scarcely one mem
ber who opposed the proposition for a new examination, who 
did not, at the aame time, admit thaJ mag1I8IUm s.rerts a rt1al ac

tion 0t1 1M animal BCOMmfl· This affords one instance among 
many of the irrational incoDiistency of some of the opponents ol 
Animal Magnetism. They pretend to admit the existence of 
the •nt, while they obstinately refuse to investigate the rea
lity of the phenomena by which alone its efficacy can be demon
strated. 

NomavUi, t.dto wrilatil inoenigan&., cuilibst opinioni potiw ig

rum ~nt, quam up/()l'and& wrilate pet"tinaci diligsnti4 per
-artl ooltmt.-MnrvT. FE~:oxx. 
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observe the different reception which these two re

ports respectively met with in the scientific world; 

The former, wi'h all its numerous faults, imperfec
tions, inconsistencies, and contradictions on ita 

head, was, at once, almost universally hailed, by 
th'e professional physician and the philosopher, with 

the highest satisfaction and applause, as conclusive 
with regard to the reality, the merit, and the uti
lity of an alleged important discovery, which had 
begun to disturb the calmness of· their scientific 

repose. The latter has been viewed with suspi
cion and distrust, and treated with censure~ con

tumely and ridicule, because it has opened up an 
obnoxious but highly interesting discussion ; a). 

though this last Committee, carefully avoiding the 
controversial example of their predecessors, have 

merely laid before their brethren the result of their 
own experiments and observations, without one 
word of argument, or a single allusion to theory. 

This affords one instance, among many, of the ex

treme reluctance which is felt by philosophers to 

allow their partial convictions to be unsettled by 
new lights, and of the great difficulty of procuring 

a favourable reception for doctrines which are ob

jectionable only because they are deemed to be in
compatible with preconceived notions. 

Were we even to go the length of holding that 
these two apparently conflicting Reports neutra-
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lised each other-which, however, would be un

fair, comridering the very di.trerent situation and 

opportunities of the two ComllliuiODB, ·as well as 

the spirit by which they aeem to have been respec

tively actuated-we should still be left in posaes
sion of the whole of the facta elicited by both Com

mittees, together with all the other overwhelming 

evidence brought out by the numerous investiga

tions of many competent aDd Cll'edible iadividnal 
inquirers, in support of the reality of Ammal Mag
netism. Indeed, the last Report of the French 

Academicians contains but aa inconsiderable frag

ment of the evidence in 1ihe case. So trae i1J thi~ 
that even were the Report in question--however 

valuable as an auxiliary, as expressing the decided 
conviction, after the most IIDXioua, the most ample, 

the most able and deliberate inquiry, of some of 

the most emineat scientific physicians in Europe

were tbis Report, I ay, at this moment annihilated 

and forgotten, the most important facts which it 

recogni&eR could, nevertheless, be established, in 

the moat satisfactory manner, by evidence alto

gether independent of u, as I trust I shall be en

abled to shew iu the &equel. Nay, in this docu

ment, some of the most remarkable phenomena 

which occasionally occur in the magnetic practice, 

aa will be seen bere&fter, are acarcely even adverted 

to. lu oue poitft of view, ai leallt, this Jut Report 
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unquestionably possesses a decided SUJleriority over 

the former. It is limited to the facts alone which 
feU under the observation of the reporters, and 

cautiously avoids all doubtful, perplexing, and un

satisfactory theories. • 
I am quite aware that a great many of the facts 

to which I shall have occB!Iion to solicit the atten

tion of the reader, especiaHy when I come to treat 

• Those ingenious persons who vainly imagine that they have 
demolished Animal Magnetism, when they have merely uttered 
some foolish quibbles, jokes, or invectivee against the last Re
port of the Freuch Academicians, ought to be made aware that 
they have not attempted, far less accomplished, one thousandth 
part of their necessary labours. They must proceed to examine 
and refute the voluminous works of DoCtors Wienholt, Olbers 
(the astronomer), Treviranus, Heinecken, Gmelln, Brandis, 
Passavant, Kluge, Ennemoser, Ziermann, &c. ; of Professors 
Kieser, Eschenmayer, Nasse, Nees von F..senbeck, &c. ; of MM. 
de Puysegur, Tardy de Montravel, Deleuze, de Lausanne, 
Roullier, Chardel, Fillassier, &c. Tbey must invalidate the 
whole facts brought forward in these works, and in the vari
ous periodical and other publications which have appeared upon 
this subject, and prove that their authors were and are fools or 
knaves and liars ; for all of them speak of what they assert to 
have witnessed. Moreover, they must refute Nature herself_ 
and demonstrate t.hat, according to all the known principles of 
science, she is an arraut quac,k aQd impostor, and utterly un
worthy of the slightest degree. of credit, when she pretends tn 
act in opposition to established notions. In attempting this 
arduous and very laudable task, I may admire their boldness, 
but cannot promise them success. Yet until they have done 
all this, they must not be allowed to boast of having refuted 
Animal Magnetism. 

VOL. I. C 
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of the higher phenomena of Animal Magnetiam, 
are of a very extraordinary character-upon the 
fint view, perhaps, altogether incredible; auch, in 
abort, as 

"May gratify our curiosity, 
"But ought not to necessitate belie£" 

The evidence adduced in support of the reality of 
these facts, I freely admit, must be thoroughly 
sifted, and e.arefully examined, and accurately 
weighed-must be ucertaioed to be of the most 
ample, the most unsuspicious, the most cogent and 
irreeiatible nature-Wore their exiMence can be 

generally admitted. But a rational, a philosophi
cal scepticism can be allowed to go no farther than 
thia, however extraordinary, however incemprehen
sible the facts themselves may appear to be. That 
an individaal, for exaap.ple, in certain circumstances, 
in a peeuliar state of the organism, should be able 
to see, or, at least, should appear to us to exercise 
the faculty of ftrioa, at the pit of the stomaeh, the 
palms of the hands, or the points of the fingers, is, 
no doubt, most extsaordioary, quite inconsistent 
witb oommon experience, and incompatible witb 
the principles of all established science-some, 
perhaps, will exclaim, Marvellous ! impossible !• 

• Voici leur jargon : Cela est faux, impossible, absurde ! 
Eh 1 combien y a t-11 de chOBeS lesquetles, pour un tempe, nous 
avons rejetees avec riseee comme impo!IBi.bles, que noue avone 6te 
contraints d'avouer apre., et encore passer outre a d'autres plus 
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But. the pbeaomeaon, wbea its reality bas on(le been 

eat.ahlished, and its eooditiona ascertained, by eatl&

factory and irl't!fragable evidence-when once we 

are a&Sured th,t·itiaa poeitive natul'al faot-the p'lte-
nomenon, I ~Y~ J.owever extraordinar~' and reiDOte- .; 

from comtBOn experience it may be, is no more mi

raouloua orineredible, than that theeaMe iodividaal, 
in different eireumatanoea, in tbe ordinary state of 

the organism, should aee with hia eres. We are toe 

apt to judge of the reality of thingB by their more 

familiar external appearancea, and, forptting the 

first aphorism of Lord Baooo, to expect that Nature 
will ~I...,.e aeoommodate her operationa to our pre

oooceiv.ed notion& of pouihility, and adapt w ·phe

nomena to ow arbitrary aya.tema of philoeephy. In 

a certain aeaae, iadeed, aniveraal nature may he 

said to conUitute one grand and inoomprebeoeible 

miraeleof Diwioe Power. lu.eur preaeat ordinary 

State of eDatenoe, ·we are pel'IDitted to see only 

"as threuA'h a glau-diU'kly." We are yet oon

feuedly ignorant « maay of tbe powers and pro
oea&e~~ of nature, .as well as ef the. oau888 to which 

they a~e to ·be asol'i4led. We af'e, theFefore, not en

titled to pl'Meribe J.imita to her eperatioos, and to 

say to her, llil'llerroshalt tltou go, and nofartAer. We 

meet Bet presome to BI!Sign bounds to the exercise 

etrltllgee. Et, &ll reboun, com bien d'autres nous ont etl! comme 
articles de foi, et puis vains mensonges I-CHARDON, De Ia Sa
guse. Liv. I. 

j 
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. of the power of the Almighty; nor are tb«.>se ope

rations and that power to be controJled by the ar
bitrary theories and capricious fancies of man. To 

borrow the language of an old and eloquent English 

author, " The ways of God in nature, as in pro
vidence, are not as our ways: Nor are the models 

that we frame any way commensurate to the vast

ness, profundity, and unsearcbableness of His 

works, which have a depth in them greater than 

the well of Democritus. "* 
In this age of intellect, it seems, we have become 

much too enlightened to believe in miracles, and 

yet we are constantly surrounded by miracles; for, 

essentially, every thing in nature is a miracle. The 

human eye, with its power of vision, whiclr is 

placed in intimate and immediate connexion with 
the soul, is a miracle; :and so of the other senses. 
The motion of the muscles at the command of the 
will is a most astonishing and incomprehensible 
miracle. The regular return of the seasons, the 

fertility of the earth, the origin and nature of man, 

the millions of worlds around us, and their unvaried 

revolutions, the principle of gravitation, the phe

nomena of electro-magnetism, &c.-all these things 
are miracles, which do not owe their existence and 
preservation to themselves, but depend upon de

termined laws assigned them by that great, omni-

• Joseph GlanvilL 
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&Cient, and omnipotent Being by whom they were 

originally created. But because they are universal 

and continually recurring, they no longer appear 

to ns as miracles; all this bas become so natural to 

us, that we conclude it could not have been other

wise than it is. But do these miracles, which per

vade all nature, cease to be miracles, because they 

are common to all existence ? They are still 
miracles, only subject to certain laws which are 

generally recognised. Hence it comes, that we 

only consider as a miracle whatever appearg to us 

to deviate from these general laws, and does not 
seem to coincide with the other common phenomena. 

For instance, were the exalted psychical powers of 

some individuals, such as the clairvoyance of som

nambulists, a property common to all men in ge:
neral, nobody would consider it as miraculous, 

but as an endowment conferred by nature upon all 

mankind. Exceptions, deviations from a general 

J:'Ule, however, are disputed and denied, unless they 

become as obvious to the senses as the influence of 

the magnet, which we re~ognise \vhen it attracts 

iron, although we do not comprehend its cause. 

Nature supplies us with factA, and of these men 

form theories and systems by means of a more or 

less perfect process of generalization. But, unfor

tunately, in the course of time, these theories are 

permitted to supersede nature, our systems are 
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completed, and thenceforward we become ob.ti
nateJy indisposed to admit the reality of any fact, 
howeTer cl.,arly demonstrated, which does not fall 
within our established general laws. 

We know a n11mber of instances in which wounds 
and diseasea have been cured by sympa,by ; but 
many peraoas, who are sceptics in regva to aJI 

•titer super•seosible pheoomena, do not hesitate to 

deny all 8Uch effects of sympathy, of which they 
httve not been witt~esses, of' which · they bal'e 

not themselves experienced. Others have had 

a pteeeatinumt of certain events which bu been 

subsequently verified in the most wonderful man
ner. These pet·soos profess their belief in such 

presentiments, but reject the in6uence of 11ympathy, 
the clttirvoganee of somnambulists, and other extra
ordinary phenomena. But if the one be true~ the 
others are; at least, possible; and experience must 
determine the reality of both. Now, the reality of 

the extraordinary phenomena alluded to, as shall 

hereafter be shewn, has been demonstrated by such 

satisfactory evidtmce as . must put even the most 
obstinate scepticism to silence; and the most )earn

ed and enlightened physicians, who have conde
scended to investigate the subject impartially, no 
longer attempt to deny facts which either they 
themselves, or others, have frequently witnessed, 
and which incontrovertibly prove that there are 
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hidden powen in the human conati,ution, which 

are capable of being developed on particular occa

sions, and under favourable circumataDces, and 

which the igoorant then gu.e 11pon as miracles. • 

It has hitherto been too much the custom with 

aU the zealous partisana and apostles of new doe

trines aad systems of science, however auapiciooe 

or fanciful, to make•a clamorous and impatient, and 

often very unreaaonahle, appeal to the faith or cre

dulity gf the public. I have too high an opinion 

of the eandou.r of lily readers, and too much rospeet 

for their inteJligence, to make aoy such appeal upon 

the present occaaion. Firm, indeed, as is my own 

individual conviction of the reality and impot•tance 

of the fact. I am about to submit to the considera

tion of the public, I do not now, I never did, and 

never eball, call upon any one to profees his belief 

in them:-

" Let me be ceaiUr'd by th' austerest brow, 
Where I want art or judgment, tax me freely : 
Let envious censors, with their broadest eyea, 
Look through and through me; I pursue no favour; 
Orllg ~8 ,., 1/0fW all8nlion. •• t 

I merely soJicit the patient attention of the honest 

and unprejudiced inquirer, and humbly invite him 

to read, and reason, and investigate, and request 

• See some striking observations upon this subject in a work 
by Profeuor W. Stllling, entitled : »..- ZtiiiDII-.Iwmg tkr See/6 
mit der UNNnllell. Ludwigsburg, 1834. 

t Ben Jonson. 
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that he will belieye nothing but upon the most co

gent evidence of its truth. Conviction, when ulti

mately obtained in this way, will be le~~s apt to be 

mingled with error-will be more valuable in it

self, more powt~rful and more permanent. Let it 
be remembered that I am not going to open up any 

new views of religious faith, nor even to expound 

any new system of human science. I am merely 

about to lay before the public a class of very inte

resting natural facts, which, although many of them 

have been occasionally observed during thousands 

of years, have hitherto been too much disregarded 

by philosophers, and, consequently, still await a 

satisfactory elucidation. Should I have occasion 

to bring forward any theoretical or speculative no

tions upon this subject, it will only be tor the pur

pose of exhibiting the analogy that exists between 

these facts and other known phenomena of nature, 

or of shewing how ingenious men have attempted 

to explain things which to many appear to be per

fectly anomalous and inexplicable. I trust, how

ever, that the intelligent reader will carefully dis

tinguish between theo·ry and fact, and beware of 

permitting ihe former to withdraw his attention 

from the latter. It was by vigorously attacking 

the theories of the first magnetizers, and denying 

or suppressing the facts, or keeping them in the 

back ground, or misrepresenting and subjecting 
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them to ridicule, that the adversaries of Animal 

Magnetism on the Continent so long succeeded in 

their opposition to that doctrine, in the face of daily 

experience; and as it is extremely probable that 

the same disingenuous mode of hostility may be at

tempted upon its first introduction into this coun

try, we should be cautious of allowing ourselves 

to lose sight of the facts, when we have once be

come satisfied of their reality. 

The great book of Nature lies open and acces

sible to a11. Some indivicluals may be more, while 

others are less, capable of dccyphering the charac

ters in which it iR written, and of comprehending, 

and duly appreciating, the truths it reveals. But 

if we would peruse it with advantage, we must 

prepare ourselves for the study, by previously 

~haking off all prepossession. Some, perhaps, have 

the misfo1·tune to be naturally blind ; but the pro

verb truly teaches us, that there are none so blind 

as those who will not see. • The scepticism of 

• Cer/4 til labor irritw et r.ullw elfoottu, olferre lwnen t:<eCO, 1111"

- aurdo, MJpfenliam hndo.-ST CYPB.JAN. 

"It ot\en happens, however, that an object is not seen, from 
not knowing haw to see it, rather than from any defect in the 
organ of vision. Mr Babbage has given a striking illustration 
of this fact. Conversing with Sir .John Herschel on the dark 
lines observed in the solar spectrum by Frauenhofer, he inquired 
whether Mr Babbage had seen them; and on his replying in 
the negative, Sir John Herschel mentioned the extreme diffi. 
culty he bad had, even with J<'rauenhofer's description in his 
hand, and the long time which it had cost him in detecting 
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science, which hath certainly rid us of many errors, 
eometimes repels, with too much contempt, the in
vestigation of phenomena whieb it deems impos
sible, or inconsiStent with some preconceived sys. 
tem. But this pre-occupation of the miad is in
compatible with the enlarged study of nature; and 
there are no prejudices so difficult to eradicate, 
and, at the same time, so detrimental to the real 
progress of useful knowledge, as the .prejudices of 
aelf..eatisfied and excluaiYe science. 

Althcmgh, at this time of day, it may appear 

to those conversant with the subject to be some

thing like a work of su~rerogation to attempt to 

answer, at any great length, the objections formerly 

urged by ignorance and prejudice against the mag
netic treatment; yet it may be proper to take some 

short notice of the most. prevalent; the more espe
cially as they may happen to be revived in this coun
try by'pei'IIOna who are not aware that they have been 
already repeatedly and most effectually refuted. 

them : He then added, • I will prepare the apparatus, and put 
you in such a position that they shall · be visible, and yet you 
shall look for them and not find them : after which, while you 
remain in the same position, I will instruct you lWII1 to - them, 
and you shall see them, ancl not merely wonder you did not see 
them beforE>, but you shall find it impossible to look upon the 
spectrum withouheeing them.' On looking as be was directed, 
notwithstanding the preYious warning, Mr Babbage did fiOt see 
them ; and, after some time, be inquired how they might be 
eeen, when the prediction of Sir John Herschel was completely 
fulftlled,"-THOMAS MARTIN, Chat'actet' of Lorvl Bacon, &e. 
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In the firat plaee, then, it waa once loudly .... 
serted by many, and is still faintly repeated by a 
few, that Animal Magoetiem is altogether a system 
of mere quackery and delusion. This objeotion
wbich might, perhaps, have some plausibiJityduriog 
the mfanoy of the discovery-has now become ut
terly ludioroua, and betrays either consummate ig
norance of the subject, or gr088 disboneety. For 
in this auertion it is implied that hundred. of 
learned, intelligent and eminent indiv.iduals-pby
sioiaos, philosophers and ot.hers-ia varioUI p&l'ta 

of Europe and at dift'ereut perioda of ,ime, toaay 
of them without any personal knowledge of eaeh 
other, and having no immediate communicatieo, 
had actually conspired together for the purpoee of 

}lah~ing a paltry piece of deoeption upoo the acieo
tifie world; and that, ~tb this sole o'ijeet in view, 
they had wantonly sacrificed, net their time and 
talents only, but their character, their respectabi
lity and their honotu; and all this without the 
slighteat prosp«!ct of advantage to themselves, for 
hitherto, it is believed, the practice of Animal Mag
netism has been by no means a profitable occupa
tion. And this calumny, be it remembered, is ut

tered against suoh men as the Doctors Wienholt, * 

• Wienholt, In conjunction with his colleague Dr Olberso 
the celebrated astrononter, succel!llfully employed the magnetic 
treatment in a variety of cases where all the ordinary resources 
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Olbers, Gmelin, Heinecken, Tre\'iranos, Hufeland, 
Brandis, Kluge, Passavant, Ennemoser, &c. ; the 

Prof~sors SprengeJ, Kieser, Eschenmayer, Nasse, 

&c.-M. Tardy de Montravel, the Marquis de Puy

segor, M. Deleuze, M. de Lausanne, M. Cbardel, 

tb~ Russian Count Panin, Baron de Strombeck, 

the nine eminent physicians who subscribed the 

recent Report of the French Royal Academy of 

Medicine, and hundreds of other intelligent indi

viduals of the most undoubted respectability. In

deed, considering the many accomplished profes
sional gentlemen who have countenanced this me

thod of practice, the mere mooting of such an ob

jection as this implies a degree of scepticism which 

is utterly ludicroll6 and absurd. Upon what evi

dence, I would ask, are we to be permitted to be

lieve any series of facts ? What amount of proof 
is required to justify the general introduction of 

any new medicine or mode of treatment ? If Ani-

of the medical art had entirely failed to produce any beneficial 
effect. The results of this prsctice were published in four vo
lumes, which I would earnestly recommend to the attention of 
the student of Animal Magnetism. An the other eminent in
dividuals above mentioned have recorded their faith in the salu
tary effects of the magnetic processes, and in the reality of the 
most remarkable phenomena; most of them have written scien
tific or practkal works upon the subject, and those still living, 
and belonging to the medical profession, are, I believe, in the 
constant habit of employing a mode of treatment, the efficacy 
of which bas been fully demonstrated by experience. 
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mal Magneti8Dl be an imposture, where shall we 

look for reality ? 

That quackery may be exhibited here, as in the 

regular medical profession, it would be absurd to 

deny. Yet we have never heard physicians urge 

this circumstance as an objection to the practice of 

their art. And supposing that cases occasionally 

do occur in which imposture is active, and the phe

nomena are feigned ;-an hundred such cases could 
not affect the truth of the facta realJy manifested, 

and attested by competent and credible witne81108. 
There might be a thousand false ~;overeigns in cir

culation ; but he would be rather a strange logician 

who should attempt to prove from theo<le that there 

is no such thing as a genuine coin of that denomi

nation. Because there are many quacks, is there 

no such thing in nature as an honest and skilful 

physician ? Ber.ause rogues abound, are there no 

honest men ? Tbis, indeed, is rather a singular 

argument in the mouth of a medical mao, especially 
when we reflect that by far the greater number of 

the phenomena of Animal Magnetism have been 
elicited by the investigation of regular g•·aduates, 
and rest upou medical evidence. Moreover, if me
dicine be not altogether a system of quackery, the 

very circumstance that the magnetic practice may 

give occasion to the exercise of quackery and de

ception, is one of the ve1·y best reasons why honest 
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and respectable profeuional men ahoald endeavour 

to wrest it out of the hands of the empiric, and take 

it und~ their own protection. 

Im the second place, it has beer,l moged as an ob

~n against ~he practice of Animal Magnetism, 

that it ia uncertain in its operation. Bot it ia illo

gieal to conclude that, becaWJe tbe magnetic treat

ment does not invariably prod~Jce the desired eifeet, 

it is therefore altogether inoperative and useless. 

Certain unknown, perhaps aceidental, circumstan

eea may counteract its usual efficacy in particular 

instances; indeed, several of these cireumstances 

have been already dieoovered and made known, and 

others may be detected upon farther experience. 

The same thing, however, it may be observed, some

times occurs in the ordinary medical practice. The 

prescribed medicines do not, upon every occasion, 

9perate in the precise manner expected by the phy

sician ; yet, from this circumstance, no sane per-

8C;)n weuld attempt to demonstrate the total inutili

ty of medicine. A tholl&and unprolific marriages 

take place ; yet, upon the strength of this fact, no 

one weuld be foolish enough to deny that the mul

tiplicati811 of mankind is brought about by the 

onion of the sexes. An hundred Uftsuecessful ex

~ments cannot redargue the evi«!!ence of esta

blished faets. A million of blind persons will ne

ver prove that tM netural healthy eye is sigbtltlss. 
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It is quite eertam that the magnetic treatment 
has been soece.folly employed in many instance& 
where the ordinary ra.oorcea of medical skill bad 
entirely failed 1» prodsce any beneficial effect; and 
in some ease- it is cooaidered u nearly a epecitic. 

In the third pl8ce, it baa been alleaed, and upon 
apparently high authority, that the .pN~ of Ani
mal Magnetism is dangerous. Now, if by tbia 
allegation it ia meant that the acimimstration of 
this remedy by onskilfol persooa, ancl in impropel" 
circumstances, may be attended with dugereua 
eoneequencea, the .objection m08t be admit.ted. 
But here, again, the objection equally appliea to 

the ordinary medical practice. May not the •me 
thing be &Rid. f1f the imprudent ad..tuietration of 
opium, of .,..,.ie, of foxglo"¥e, of mercary, or of 
any other medicinal drug? Nay, ia it not eqaaUy 

applicable Ito the 'ansldlliul uae of -t~UI'gteal iltetru

menta? The host .-dicinea, it - been said, and 
probably witb ~n, are poiaona in the .band. of 
the improd•t; whereea, the etrongest poiaoqs are 

m~ wl!eJJ. caatioosly ad ... iatered by the ex
perieaoed .pbyaieian. :o..idee, it il irn.pMd in this 

ebjeotion, that . the treatment in qeeatien does pro
dece some eil'eets ; and this admiMion, on tfte part 

of its ID08t strenuo08 opponent$, is ex-eeedi~ly va
iuaWe. In wort, fihk objectioa ie wholly fountled 
upon the argument ab abwu tul ~JB the 
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abuse to the use of any article whatever ; and it 

has therefore no force when directed against Ani
mal Magnetilim in particular. But it affords ano

ther powerful reason fot• taking the practice out of 

the hands of the empiric, and confiding it entirely 

to the intelligent and skilful physician. 
Fire and water are dangerous and destructive 

elements; but would we banish them entirely from 

the universe, lest we should be burnt or drowned ? 
The elements of the uneeasing activity of nature 

will continue to exist, whatever short-sighted mo~
tals, in ·their spurious wisdom, may be pleased to 

determine in regard to them. Let us study the 
properties, the relations, the powers of these tre

mendous elements ; and so shall we best learn to 

use them . with advantage, and to protect ourselves 
from their injurious effects. 

Objections, such as I have now briefly noticed, 

were, for a <:onsiderable period, urged against the 

practice of Animal Magnetism upon the Continent, 

and perhaps with some shew of reason, so long as 

it was exercised principally by unprofessional, ig

norant, and, it may be, unprincipled persons, and 

intimately associated with absurd mystical theories. 

But the circumstances are now entirely changed. 
The mind of every competent and conscientious 

inquirer was at length completely overwhelmed ,by 
the irresistible force of the evidence of the fucts 
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accumulated by experience ; a number of eminent 

physicians adopted and improved the treatment, 

and subjected the phenomena to a more scientific 
investigation; the doctrine assumed a more philo

sophical form; and the objections alluded to, hav

ing now become utterly ludicrous and contemptible 

when viewed in opposition to the facts, were ulti

mately abandoned by every enlightened antagonist 

of the system. So f&r as I am aware, there is now, 

upon the Continent, no longer any question regard

ing the reality of Animal MagnetiRm as a fact, at 

least among those who have thoroughly investigat

ed the · sobject, and of such alone I speak ; that 

question has been completely set at rest by a vast 

multitude of well-conducted and decisive experi

ments; the only points still controverted relate to 

the causes to which the effects ought to be .ascribed, 

and to the efficacy and utility of the treatment;

in short, the question lS DOW reduced to one of 

theory alone, and here, it must he confessed, there 
is much scope for speculation. 

That one human being, in certain circumstances, 

and under certain . conditions, is capable of pro
ducing a very perceptible, and, in some instances, 

a most remarkable effect upon the organism of an

other, by the exertion of some hitherto unknown, 

.and consequently inexplicable in6uences, ·either 

VOL. i. d 
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physieal ar psyehical, or both COOlbined-- for this 

has not been precieely aseer&ained-has been fre

quently 888er'ted aa a faet, in ancient and in mo

dern timee. Maay instaneea of it are upon record; 
and this faet, upon whate..er priaciplea it may ul
timately be found to depend, h• now been esta

bliahed beyond the p<*ribility of raUoual doubt, 
by the result of the prueeaea of Animal Magne
tism. It is a fact, however, "Which baa probably 

been believed ~y many without &ufticient inquiry, 
and eertaillly rejected by others without any ade
quate or satiafaetury investigation. The apparent 
mystery which envelopes the subject is well calcu
lated to feed credulity in t10me, and to generate 
soepueism in othen ; - iu either case erecting a 

barrier against all eober aud scientific inquiry. 
The only pel'&On& who are entitled to have ao au
thoritative voiee in the deeisron of a question of 

this oawre, are either snob u have the108elvcs 
made an adequate experimental investigation, or 

such as have carefully studied t.be subject, and im

panially weighed the whole e"fideuce. From such 

competent judges, Animal Magnetiam bas nothing 
to appk'ebend. The pheuomena alleged to have re

sulted from the magnetic practiee a~ either true, 
or some hundreds of enlightened and respectable 
individuals, otherwise of unimpeachable veracity, 

have, io this instance, been guilty of the most 
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daring and unparalleled effrontery-of the moat 
wanton, gratuitous, and abominable falsehood ; 

while many thousands of aober and sensible men, 
dloet of them originally seeptioal in regard to the 
facts, have permitted themselves to be imposed up
on by the groaaeat delusion ; and this, too, in caaea 
where deception appears to have been impossible, 
ol', if po88ible, could be productive of no imagin
able advantage, and was, besides, of easy detection. 

Moreover, ahnoat every individual may have an op
portunity of verifying these phenomena, for hia own 

particular satisfaction, by complying with the re
quisite conditions. In short, an obstinate denittl 
of tbe reality of these fact8, in the face of all the 
e\'idence, ia not only irrational in itself, but would 

annihila~ the grounds of all philosophical belief, 
and tear up aJJ science by the root8. 

There is one particular method of treating nove] 
facta• which appear hostile to establialu!d theories 
or •ystema of science, to which I would briefly call 
the attention of the reader, although it is perhaps 

tbe moat dangfll'oua of any, because apparently the 
moat rational, and certainly the most plausible of 
all. I think it right, indeed, to put the honest in

quirer upon hie guard against all tboa& apeeions 

and sophistical practices, which tend to perpetuate 
ignorance and error, and to prevent or retard the 

advancement of troth. The method to which I 

• 
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now allude, is t~at by which a clever but disinge

nuous writer, ·with a very superficial knowledge, 

o.r no knowledge at all, of a particular subject, 

resting upon principles generally conceived to have 

been already sufficiently established, combines his 

powers of wit and ridicule, with every species of 

tortuous sophistry, and brings the whole battery 

to bear against doctrines which be deems incom

patible with received notions. He feels his ad

vantag~ in combating new opinions, and arguing 

on the . side of the many against the few. l:lis 

object is victory, not truth; and he knows that the 

more he can perplex and darken the subject, the 

better chance he has to profit by the ob9curity. 

He is quite an ad~pt in the art·of distorting facts, 

and perverting arguments, of making a false ap

plication of known principles, and of contriving to 

throw an air of ridicule over the most serious sub

jects. Never was the Sphynx more captious in 

her enigmas, than such an antagonist in his pro

positions. He knows . how to give them a form 

wl1ich may impose upon the soundest logic. He 

himself contrives to assume the appearance of a 

good logician: he attacks with vigour-he evades 

with address; and when arguments fail him, he 

has recourse to wit. From a consequence which 

is just, and which he places in the strongest and 

fairest light, he passes to a number of other con-
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elusions, which are utterly false, but which he 
knows how to clothe in the same colours with the 

first. By means of this disguise, they pa&S cur
rent in the train, like well counterfeited coin, and 
are believed to be of the same nature, and of the 

same value. When hard pressed by unanswerable 
arguments, he squirts out a profuse quantity of 
inky matter around him, and, Jike the cuttle-fish, 
makes his escape amidst the obscurity. Some

times, too, a vigorous sarcasm astounds the reader, 
and extricates the writer from a serious embarrass
ment, occasioned by the in viucible opposition of 
some stubborn, unmanageable, and insuperable 
facts: like Hannibal, who, when arrested in his 
march by tl1e rocks of the Alps, is said to have em
ployed vinegar to dissolve them, and thus cleared a 

pa88Rge for his army. Such a writer securely relies 

upon having1lll the ignorant and indolent upon his 
side, and, accordingly, addresses himself principally 
to those who are disposed to mistake wit for argu

ment, and ridicule for 1·efotation-to those who, 
at all times, would rather be amused than instruct
_ed. But I need not enlarge any farther upon this 

method-which, when. skilfu1ly employed, is ex
ceedingly effective-because it is in very general 

use, and many admirable specimens of it are to be 
found in our modem reviews. ·I trust, however, 

that the majority, at least, of those to whom this 
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publication is addressed, possess too much intel
lectual diacernment to be imposed upon by sophis
try of this description, or to accept of an argument, 

a sneer, or a sarcasm, as a sufficient refutation of 

a demonatra~ fact. Let them remember that 
r eritaiJ non ettt de ratione faceti; or, to borrow the 
words of the English poet, 

" Reason is ill refuted with a sneer." 

I am aware it may very naturally occur to the 

reader, that the topics I have undertaken to inves
tigate in the foJlowing pages, would have been 

treated with much more scientific and technical 
skill and precision, and with much greater felicity 

of illustration, by some intelligent member of the 

medical profession, than by an individual who must 
be p1·eaumed to be little conversant with the cog
nate departments of knowledge. Nay, I may per
haps be reminded of the very judicious advice of 

the poet, 

" ... ······-· ...••• quid medicorum est 
Pertractent medici; tractent fabrilla fabri." 

Now, I haw not the alightest hesitation in amply 

ackuowledging, as I deeply feel, my own deficien

ciea in the _.ntiaJ qualifications requisite for the 

adequate per£ormaoceof the task I have, perhaps too 

arrogaatly, undertaken; and, had I observed a dispo

aition on the put of any gentleman of professional 
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edtwation, in this country, to take up and investigate 

the subject, tG communicate the result of his intel

ligent and impartial inquiries, and to add his ac

knowledged ~uisitions to tbe already accumu

lated treasures of science, I should unquestionably 

never have pre&WDed to obtrude myself upon pub

lic notice aa ao expounder of the apparent myste

ries of Animal Magneti11m; but, on the contrary, 

I shotlld have been most happy to withdraw from 

the field, and abandon the task w hands more skil

ful than mine. But I regret hli\'ing been at length 

compelled to relinquish all hope of any auoh pro

fessional and unprejlldiced inve~ttigation. I am 

sorry to have found the medical gentlemen in Great 

Britain, wi'h a very few henourable ueeption~ 
divided into two cl888811 in reNt.t.ioo to tbia interest

ing stud)'. The one i& cobt'p(mld of individual• 

who place; themaelvee in an attitude of determined 

holtilit.y, reaolved, it would: appear, not even to 

listen to taets, far lflllll to be convinced by reaaon

iodividuali whoae objeot it seema to be, not only to 

render their own minds impenetrable to all rational 

conviction; but to endeavour to argue, to frighten, 

or to ridicule the rest of mankind out of the use of 

their natural faculties-to persuade them to shut 

their eyes, to close their eal"B, and to steel their 

understandings against the admission of even the 

evidence of truth, and to resign themaelves impli-
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citly, like true CathoJics, to all the prejudices of 

foreclosed science. The other class consistM of 

such as look upon the whole details of the subject 

with a listless and apathetic indifference, and whom 

it seems in vain to attempt to rouse out of that 

state of torpor and inanition-that more than mag
netic sleep-into which they have permitted them

selves to sink, as into a slough of despond. 

It is not easy to discover the cause of this most 

extraordinary hostility and indifference, unless, 

perhaps, we may ascribe it to that propensity of 
the mind, which, after a certain routine of study 

and labour, indisposes it for the reception of new 
truths, which are supposed to stand in opposition 

to previous acquirements. The subject itself is 

sufficiently curiona and interesting, and worthy of 

the most serious investigation; and it is difficult to 

imagine how any class of men, professing a love 
for the· pursuits of science, and possessing every 

facility for extending their knowledge in an im

por~nt department, can look with coldness upon 

an overwhelming mass of accumulated evidence, 

whi<'h has already forced complete conviction up
on the minds of thousands of the most learned and 

enlightened individuals in Europe, and promises to 

open up many new and most . interesting views in 
the philosophy of man. It is well known to all 

who are conversant with the subject, that, upon 
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the Continent, th& record in ibis eaae' w use a le
gal phraae, baa long been closed, and a favourable 
j~ent pronounoed. by tbe learned;. and tbe or.ly 
oppagners of die doo\line of .Animal Magnetiam 
are now w be found, either amoug -thoee who are 

too auperoilious, too indolent'' ~r·: tOo ·prejudiced -to 
submi& to the labour of inquitoy;_ or aiDOng aoeb as, 

lib Zeuo and Pyrrho of old, relying upon the 
quirks and quibbles of a . penerted Iogie, would 

diaprove the possibility of motion, or dia~redit the 
evidenee of their own aenses. • · 

In these eircomatancea, therefore, conceiving it 

to be the duty o£ every man w impart to others 
that knowledge of which he believes himself to be 
in posseasion, more especially when, from its na

ture, it appears calculated to benefit mankind in 
general, I reaolved to aummon up that moral cou
rage which, in the cause of truth, however uufa-

• It seems the more extraordinary, that medical men in this 
country should obstinately decline the investigation of this sub
ject, ·which promises not only to enlarge their professional 
knowledge, but to augment their prsctical means, and thus in
crease the sphere of their usefulness, considering the manifold 
imperfections which all great physicians have acknowledged to 
exist In their science. These imperfections have been fairly 
stated, and candidly admitted, by the celebrsted Dr Abercrom
bie of Edinburgh, in his recent work On 1116 lnlelleclual Pqwers, 
who does not hesitate to acloiowledge, that " the uncertainty 
of medicine, which is a theme for the philosopher and the hu
morist, is deeply felt by the prsctical physicisn In the daily ex. 
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shionable or unpalatable, enables us to bid defiance 

to the sneers of ignorance and the prejudices of 

science, and to communicate to my countrymen 

some information with regard to those facts, of 

which both the authenticity and the vahte had long 

been recognised by our neighbours. I trust, how

ever, that, in respect of my acknowledged defi

ciency in much of that species of learning, which, 

had I possessed it, would have rendered the execu

tion of' my task more easy, more perfect, and pro

bably more acceptable to the profession, the follow-
. ing attempt to investigate a difficult subject will 

be treated with some corresponding indulgence. 

" Ne nostros contemne ausus, medicumque laborem : 

Scilicet hac tenui rerum sub imagine multum 
Natune, fatique subest, et grandis origo." 

Some of the observations contained in the fol-

ercise of his art;" and having noticed lhe different departments 
of medical science, he ingenuously admits, that extended obser. 
vation has only tended to render its deficiencies thj! more re
markable. Hence, no doubt, the daily success of quacks and em
pirics. Immediately previous to the observation above quoted, 
Dr Abercrombie alludes to the apologue which, according to 
D'Aiembert, was made upon this subject, by a physician, a man 
of wit and of philosophy: " Nature is fighting with the disease; 
a blind man armed with a club, that is the physician, comes to 
settle the disturbance. He first tries to make pesce; when he 
cannot accomplish this, he lifts his club, and strikes at random ; 
if he strikes the disease, he kills the disesse ; if he strikes na
ture, he kills nature." 
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lowing work may perhaps be thought to have ra

ther too controversial a complexion. This bas been 

occasioned principally by the ignorance, prejudice 
and petulance with' which the subject has general

ly been treated in this country. But the author 

disclaims all intention of offending the feelings of 

any individual. 

The first edition of this Inquiry was an exceed

ingly hasty, and, consequently, a very imperfect 
production. • In it, my principal object was to 
draw the attention of the public to the recent Re

port. of the French Academicians. The volume 

seems to have excited some small sensation in dif
ferent quarters; but I soon became aware that the 

• In hurrying it through the press, a slight error had, per in
curiam, crept into the title-page of the first edition, which pro
fessed to give the translation of a Report by a Committee of 1M 
..Jlledical SeciWn of the Freru:h Royal .Academg of Soiencu, instead 
of the Royal .Academy of Medicine. The error was altogether 
of a trivial nature, and the title was correctly given on the leaf 
preceding the Report. But-pan>a iewr caplunl animol-a 
great deal is said to have been attempted to be made of this cir
cumstance by the sceptics and opponents; nay, some, I am told, 
were disposed even to view it as decisive of the merit and fate 
of Animal Magnetism. Ridiculous ! as if any such casual and 
unimportant error of mine could affect the credibility of the 
phenomena described, or u if the Royal Academy of Medicine 
were not the most competent tribunal before which this parti
cular question could have been investigated. Whatever may 
be thought by individual members, an impartial inquiry into 
the pretensions of Animal Magnetism could have reftected no 
disgrace upon the Institute, or ~oyal Society of France. 
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introductory and ,explanatory. matter which accom

panied the Report, didnot con\'ey soificient infor

matioi,l to those to whom the subjeet was-entirely 

new, or who had not the means or the .leisure to 

prosecute the study in the writings of other au
thors. Besides, many most interesting phenomena 

were scat:cely noticed, far less explained 'to the in

quisitiYe reader; and I was anxious to exhibit a 

more extensive view both of the facts and of the 

evideoee. Although, therefore, I have announced 

the present publication as a second edition of the 

former, it has .been, in fact, ·almost entirely re

composed, and may be considered as nearly · a new 

work. All the most important information con

tained in the former has been retained io this edi

tion, whilst a great deal of new matter has been 

added. The French Repo11;, which was the prin

cipal object of the former publication, I now deem 

of inferior importance, and I have therefore thrown 

it into the Appendix. Valuable as that document 

undoubtedly is, I found many persons disposed to 

consider it as containing the whole evidence in the 
case, instead of being, as it is in reality, a mere 

fragment. 
I must still be permitted to express my hope, 

that this very interesting subject may soon engage 
the attention of some more competent inquirer. 

EDIXBUilGH, 16th ..fpri/1836. 
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rHIRD EDITION. 

THE Author has not thought it necessary to make any 

essential alteration on this last edition of his work. 

Since the publication of the previous editions, indeed, the 

progress of Zoo-Magnetic Science, in this country, has, in 

some respects, surpassed his anticipations; although nothing 

can be said to have been done which can be considered as 

having enlarged its boundaries. The public, however, after 

general attention to the subject had been roused, soon came 

to take a lively interest in the experimental investigation of 

the facts, which, although not always conducted in the most 

approved and most satisfactory manner, tended, at least, to 

attract the notice of the inquisitive, and to diffuse a know

ledge of the phenomena. The exertions of ELLIOTSON, 

l)upOTET, LAFONTAINE, and others, succeeded in demon-
VOL, I. e 
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strating, to the conviction of many ingenuous and unpre

judiced inquirers, the influence of the processes, and the 

reality of the facts ;-men of scientific attainments began to 

view the subject in a more favourable light ; and magnetic 

experiments have been exhibited, by various professors of 
the art, in almost all parts of the kingdom ; by which means 
the popular interest has been kept alive.-That these pro
ceedings have been always conducted by the most compe

tent persons, with the purest intentions, in the very best 

manner, and with the strictest attention to propriety and 

freedom from abuse, was not to be expected, and cannot be 

maintained. But greater experience, combined with more 
assiduous study, will, it is hoped, ultimately succeed in cor
recting any errors, misapplications and improprieties-in

cident, perhaps, to public and promiscuous experiments,

which may have hitherto prevailed, iB consequence of an 
imperrect knowledge of the method, as 1rell as of the ob
jects and phenomena, ~f the science. 

The Author has always been dispoeed to regal'd the me

dical application of the magnetic processes, as the most im
portant branch of the subject ; and, in this department, & 

good deal has been already accomplished in_ England, since 

the first appearance of Isis Be~klta. Dr ELLiorsolf, it is 
believed, was the first medical gentJeman, in this OOUiltry, 

who demonstrated the great utility of this practice ; in 
which he has had the merit ()f persmning, notwitbstanding 
all the formidable obstacles he has met with, in the ig
norance, interett, and prejudices of his professional bretb-
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ren.• Mr BBAID of Manchester, has, more recently, ap

plied his system of Hypnotilm-a modification of the mag

netic :treatment-to the cure of many eerious dise&ees, and 
his praetice has been most succe88lal. It is to be regreted, 

hcnreTer, that this moat intelligent practitioner should have 

inTolved himself, almost at the very commencement of his 
practice, in certain premature and very questionable theories 

upon this most interesting, but obscure subject. A more 

extensive study, and more varied practice, would probably 

fend to rectify and enlarge the too narrow and precipitate 

conclusions he has been led to embrace. t Premature spe-

• The Author baa always been ready to do the moet ample juadee to 
the professional talents of D:a ELLIOTSOll, and to the aaaldulty, Ral, aDd 
perseverance be baa displayed tn the Investigation of faeta ; but he ean 
118'1'et - to reprobate the erroneous and absurd apeeulatift DOtlODI to 
which he baa been induced to ghe the sanction of hia authority, and whl.eh 
may tend to mislead Incautious Inquirers from the path ef truth and real 
wiadom. 

t I am "flrY far from wiabing to derogate from the just merit of Ma 
BJUID. I conaider him a maa of talents, ingenuity, aad skill; and I 
have llO doubt that his method occurred to bimatlf aa an eatiftly De.W dl.
f{llfer7• .But I consider the method employed by thi1 ingmious geetle-
111811 aa jut an imperfect mean• of magnetization ; and that, In lact, be il 
unconscion~ly magnetislng hil patients all the time he il making them 
..... hia lanoet-caae. 

3AOOB Blmllltl'l, the &mona m}'ltic, ia aald to have heeD aa,-ble ol 
pladug llimself In a state of ecstatic reverie, by guing lntendy UJIGD bil 
aeed fak.stuMI. Other lndividuilare reported to have done the aame thlnr 
by ~r mean& Jd&SKEB, and IOllle ol his dilciple:l were, • ODe time, 
m die habit ol employiDg metal roda, as eondactor1 ol the magDdic ln. 
fluence to their patients. The effects produced by the m.mak '6agwl• 
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culation has been the besetting sin of all Animal Magnetists, 

from the days of MESKER downwards. If we are ever to have 

a just and adequate theory of Animal Magnetism, it must be 
made to comprehend, not a few phenomena. merely, which 
may happen to have been developed in the practice of a 
single individual, in consequence of the employment of one 
particular process ; but it must embrace a. vast mass of facts 
which have been accumulating for centuries, although but 

recently subjected to scientific investigation. These pheno

mena, too, must be contemplated in all the varieties of their 

manifestation-in all the different phases in which they pre
sent themselves to the observation of the inquirer. It were 

better, in the meantime, to have no theory at all, than one 

are well known. But some individuals have been occasionally placed in a 
state of magnetic Bleep and insensibility, by a eiogle glance from the eye 
of their magnetieer ; and again recalled to life and sensibility by the same 
means. 

It Ia rather curious, that the unfavourable Report of the French Aca
demicians, in 1784, notices, and actually admita the reality of these last 
mentioned facta. In speaking of the magnetic patients, the Report ob. 
serves :-Tous s011t 1011mis d celuf qui magmtfle; Us onl beau 2tre dans 
un a110upflsemenl apparent, Ia voi.r, un regard, un rigm le1 en retire. On 
ne peut s'empecher de rec:onnaitre a ce1 (/fell c0111tam, une grande puil
•ance qui aglte les malad11, qui le1 maitrfle, el tlont celui qui magnetile 
semble 2t,.e le depositaire 

Metals, however, have been found to exercise a peculiar lnfiuence upon 
some c:onetitutional idiosyncrasies, as well as upon magnetic patients. But 
we cannot found a correct and legitimate conclusion in regard to the real 
cause of a phenomenon from the particular means which may happen to 
be employed for producing it in some individual instances. Other cauaee 
may be in operation which we do not immediately perceive, and, there
fore, cannot appreciate. 
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which is inapplicable to the whole subject, which may very 

pOssibly mislead, and, at all events, can never conduct as to 

a perfect generaliza.tion, and to more satisfactory conclusions. 

In regard to the new science, as it has been called, of 

Pllrsno-Magnetilm, the Author has already taken an oppor

tunity of explaining his views, in a small Tract recently pub

lished. • He cannot but regret that the pursuits of science 

should be prostituted to such trivial purposes-ad captan

dum ~w,-and attention thus withdrawn from those ob

jects which are really important. It never ought to be for

gotten that the true value of Animal Magnetism consists 

in its demonstrated efficacy, as a therapeutic agent ;-
;,?, 

(" The rest is all but leather and prunella ;") 

and that all application of its processes to other than its 

legitimate purposes is, at least, useless, if not actually dan

gerous. To administer these processes recklessly and in

discriminately, especially in the case of healthy persons, is 

a grossly mischievous abuse. As well might we, in simila.r 

circumstances, resort to poison, or the dagger. By such 

unjustifiable conduct, we may induce permanent constitu

tional imbecility,-complete mental alienation, or actual, 

perhaps incurable, insanity. The Author is sorry to ob

serve, that these abuses have been rather prevalent in Eng

land. They ought to be severely and universally repro-

*See The Fallacv of Phreno-Magneti•m, Detected and Ezposed. Edin. 
burgh, 1843. 
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bated, and totally exploded. Were medical men to take 

this powerful remedy into their own hands,-apply it wit.h 
judgment,-and we the proper means for promoting its ape-

cess. these abuses of the practice would soon be etreot~y 
repreBBed. We are not entitled to sport with the lives, and 
health, and comfort of our fellow-creatures, for the mere 

gratification of our own selfish curiosity, or for the amuse

ment of others. Sick persons alone, under proper precau

tions, are fit subjects for this mode of treatment ; and none 

but individuals poBBessing adequate knowledge and skill 
should attempt the practice of Magnetism. 

But amidst these abuses-which are, perhaps, in some de

gree unavoidable, and may occasionally occur even in the 

practice of ordinary medicine,-it, is exceedingly gratifying 

to find, that several eminent medical gentlemen, in this 

country, have turned their serious attention to the practical 

advantages to be derived from the magnetic treatment of 
diseases. Dr ELLIOTSON,-whose talents and zeal have been 

long and successfully exerted in the cause of Magnetism, 
and who has given unequivocal proofs of his devotion to the 

interests of scientific medicine,-has published a very in
teresting account of " Numerous cases of surgical operations 
without pain, in the mesmeric state," • which places a very 

important magnetic principle, and its application to surgical 
practice, beyond all controversy. Instances of the same 

operation, attended with similar advantages and success, 

* London, 1843. 
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are now frequently brought under the notiee of the public. 
Bat still more numerous are the cues in wbioh tile mapa
tie treatment has d>rded almoet inatant&neou relief froJa 
pain. besides allel'iating serious morbid i111DptoJDt,-thus 
nperseding the preoari0111 use of narcotic drugs, and pro· 
mot.ing the recovery of health, in circ'llDlltaDcell where the 
ordinary reeonroea of medical skill had prerioualy t'ailed. 
Of Mr Blum's pra.cttce, the Author lw already spoken. • 
Dr Wu.sOJr of the Middlesex Hospital, hal publiabed a mott 

_amusing account of his magnetk experiments upon ani
mals, t and is understood to employ the processes profee.. 
siona1Iy, for the cure of disease in ~ human subject. 
Many other int.elligent practitioners are also deTOtiDg their 
attention to this mode of treaement. The ReT. Mr Tou
SBDD, hu favoured the public with a very inamlctiTe and 

eJt.tertaining volume, entitled:-" F4CU in Jlumnilm."t 
6CIIltaining ebiefty a narrative of his own magnetic e.zperi
ments, and an exposition of his theoretioal views of the sub
ject. This volume, it is believed. has been well received 
and extensively perused. Another most mtelligent clergy-

• For further particulars in regard to Mr BJWD'a method, the reader 
il referred to the volume recently publlahed by that eminent practitioner : 
NBVBYPIIO'LOCIT ; or tl1e Ralioflale of Ntr-• Sleep, &c. By J.uoa BBAID, 
H.R.C.S.E., &c. London, 1843. 

+ Triall of Aflirlllll M~~gr~elum 011 tlte JJr»u Crutiofl. By Josm 
Wn.aoa, PhyaiclaD to the MiddleteX Hoepital. Laodon, 1839. * Facl1 '" Mamerilm, &e. By the Rev, Cll.ltmer HAU TowK
IBB!fD. 
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man of the Church of England,-the Rev. GEORGE SANDBY, 
Vicar of Flixton, Suifolk, has very recently published a most 
interesting volume, under the title of " Mennerinn and ic. 
Opponentl,"• containing a luminous view of the subject in 
almost all its bearings, and a narrative of numerous cases, 
in which the efficacy of Animal; Magnetiam, in alleviating 
pain and curing diseases, was ~ ·most satisfactorily tested. 
Besides the above-mentioned works, various articles upon 
this subject have been occasionally inserted in medical and 
other periodical publications, during the last two or three 
years. 

For a year or two past, a number of itinerant professors 
of Mesmerism, as an art, have made their appearance in al

most every town and village in the kingdom, for the purpose 
of making public ewbitions of the phenomena of their 
science. These exhibitions may possibly have been of some 
advantage in riveting public attention, and in more exten
sively diifusing a knowledge of the facts, and a conviction of 
the reality of the influence in action. But, in other res
pects, they are highly objectionable-they may be produc
tive of mischief ; and, at all events, they are now unneces
sary, and ought to be entirely discontinued. The Author 

* Me11nerilm and it1 Opponenu, &c. By GaoBGB S~NDBY, Jun. M. A 
&c. London, 1844. This volume which has just come into my poesea
aion, is by much the moat judicious publication I have yet met with on the 
aubject of Animal.l\Iagnetiam. It doea great credit to the piety, the be
nevolence, the learning, talents, and judgment of the revetend author, and 
deaervea extensive circulation. 
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has already alluded to the abuses which may arise from the 

unskilful and indiscriminate exercise of this influence ; and 

a public theatre is far from being the fittest place for con

ducting magnetic experiments. 

A series of demonstrations, indeed, of a rather more scien

tific character, took place at Glasgow about twelve months 

ago, and several curious and most interesting cases occurred, 

of which a very distinct and able account was published, in 

the course of the last autumn, by Mr WILLW( LANG, of that 

city. • These cases present some of the very few instances 

of decided magnetic clai"'oyance which appear to have been 

hitherto developed in this country. 

It is to be hoped that those most intelligent gentlemen, espe

cially those of the medical profession, who have hitherto endea

voured to enlighten their countrymen in regard to the facts, 

and principles, and tendencies of Animal-Magnetism or Mes

merism, t will continue their exertions in the good cause. Let 

• MESKEB.ISil : It• Hirtorv, Phenomena, artd Practice, wUh Reports 
of CtUel developed in Scotland.-Edirtburgh, 1843. 

t I still continue to use the name A!lnu.L-M.t.G!IETISH, as the most ap
propriate term to designate this science, although it appears to have been 
almost entirely abandoned by our English writers on the subject. My rea
sons fur retaining it are :-

1. Because It Ia the name originally given by MESIIEJI. himself to his 
discovery, and baa been retained by a large majority of his auccesaon. 

2. Because MESIIERISIII would seem to imply an acquiescence in, and an 
adoption of, the theories of MESMER, while A!lllll.t.L M.t.G!IETISIII merely im
plies a recognition of the reality of the fact discovered, and involves no par
ticular theory. Many are A!IIHAL MAG!IETISTS who are not Mesmerists. 

3. There are Indications of a peculiar magnetic power manifested in some 

e5 
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~em only persevere in their benefloent labotn'8 ; others, no 

doubt, will gradually be induced to follow their eumple ; 

and it may be confidently anticipated that one of the safest, 

the most powerful, and the moit efilcaeious of remedies will 
speedily be acknowledged, even by physicians, ae a valuable 

accession to the resources of the healing art. It is a remark

able circumstance, that not one individual who once beeame 

thoroilghly acquainted with Zoo-Magnetic science, and espe

cially with the utility of the practice, wae ever subsequently 

induced to abandon his conviction of its truth and impor

tance ; and it is, perhaps, still more singular that, 10 far as 

the inquiries of the Author have extended, every one of the 

most learned and valuable adherents of the system, without, 

it is believed, a single exception, was originally a decided, if 
not a virulent sceptic. Experimental investigation has uni

formly been followed by flrm and unalterable conviction. 

But it is to the Continent of Europe, especially France 

and Germany, that we must look for the most important con

tributions to the theory and practice of Animal Magnetism. 

It was there that the discovery was made and promulgated, 

and there the new science was cultivated for half a century 

before public attention, in this country, was roused to the 

subject. In the last edition of this work, the progress of the 

of the phenomena ; and t'rom this circumstance Muua ia said to have de
rived the name of bia diacovery. 

4. It ia Injudicious to change a once eatabliahed designation without 
sufficient cause. It creates confusion, and places a weapon in the hands of 
the sceptical opponents. 
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lllieoce was brought do'Wll to the celebrated Report of the 

Committee of the Royal Academy of Medicine of Paria, in 

1831, whieh gave a fresh impehu to the inveltigation through

out Earope. It only remains that we should bring down our 
historical sketch to the present time. 

It was scarcely to be expected that the Report in question, 

eautieus and moderate, and able and accurate, as it wu, 
should han altogether escaped the cavils of some of tboee 
individuals who, from whatever motives, had always mani

fested au obstinate and irrational sceptical opposition towards 
the subject of investigation, and e'riuced au inveterate jea.
Jouay of the introduction of the magnetic practice. AmODg 

these, M. DUBOIS of Amiens, distinguished himself by hia un

reasonable violence and acrimony. • He published a cavilling 

• The t'ollowiDg anecdote may perbape, in eome measure, account lor the 
violent antipathy which H. DUBOIS baa manifested towardl ADimal Mag
netism. 

A patient bad been auft'ering lor eleven yean ftom .fillu/4 i11 11110 aud 
stricture of the recl11111. She bad been placed under the treatment ot a 
great number of the moat eminent surgeons and pbyaiciana of France, and 
bad used the waten of Bagneres, without succ:esa. She afterwards came 
under the care ofM. DUBOIS, and other practitioners of Paris, who declared 
an operation to be impossible. According to thepracription of )1. DuBOIS, 

the patient waa then treated by meana of injections and various medlcinea, 
but in vain. She waa rapidly sinking, and at length became disgusted 
with the medical treatment.-Sbe waa afterwards magnedled ; and in the 
very tint of her crue., the rejected the preacriptiona of M. DuBOIS, and 
prescribed for herself. She subsequently predicted that abe should be per· 
fectly cured on a particular day, and her prediction waa euctly verified, 

Now, we have .not been able to ascertain precisely whether theM. DUBOIS 

refened to in the foregoing case be the identical M. DuBOIS of Anti-mag-
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cmique upon the Report of the Academicians, which was re

markable chiefly for its impertinence and absurdity. But 

this was not enough to gratify his antagonism. In the year 

1837, M. BERNA, ·a physician of the Faculty of Medicine of 

Paris, requested the Academy to appoint a Committee of 

their number for the purpose of examining two female Som

nambulists, who had manifested some very remarkable phe

nomena. This opportunity was too good to be lost by the 

opponents of Magnetism. A hostile Committee was appoint

ed ; M. DuBors acted as their reporter; and the Report itself 

should it survive, will ever be distinguished as a memorable 

specimen of scientific folly and chicane. • Its absurdity and 

bad faith were sufficiently exposed in the Academy by M. 

netic notoriety ; but if he be tbe same individual, it will not be difficult to 

perceive tbe cause of his bitter hostility. He is probably nottbe only phy
sician who stands in tbis situation, 

* As characteristic of the spirit in which tbis proceeding was conducted, 
the reader may take tbe following fact :-

At tbe period in question (1838) there were two Messrs CLOQUET mem
bers of tbe Academy-the one M. HIPPOLYTE CLOQUET, a physician (since 
dead), and M. JuLES CLOQUET, the celebrated surgeon and anatomist, who, 
it may be recollected, performed the memorable operation for cancer upon 
MAD. PLANTIN, while in Somnambulism. 

In the report of M. DuBOIS referred to in the text, M. HIPPOLYT& 
CLOQUET, who was one of tbe commissioners, was designated simply by his 
surname, CLOQURT,-evidently for tbe purpose of misleading the public. 
After tbe report had been read in tbe Academy, M. JuLES CLOQUET asked 
tbe reporter (M. DUBOJs)whetber he did not intend tbat his brother's name 
ahould pass for his. M. DuBOIS answered, that this was really Ms inten
tion ; " tbat it was a good joke to make Magnetism appear to be condemn. 
ed by a semi-partisan, and tbat this would much increaae·the value of the 
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HussoN, the celebrated reporter of the former Committee in 

1831; and M. BERNA also published an examination andre

futation of the Report of M. DUBoxs. • As these waca~•wiu, 

however, were not calculated to promote the credit of the 

Academy, that learned body, it is believed, has ceased to 

take any prominent part in the investigation, which has since 
been left, in a great measure, to the exertions of its individual 

members ; of whom a large majority are understood to be 

perfectly convinced of the truth of the zoo.Magnetic facts. 
The number and violence of the opponents have almost daily 

diminished,-numerous experiments have been followed by 
almost universal conviction, and scarcely a voice is now raised 

against the truth and utility of the science. 

In the year 1838, however, a circumstance occurred at 
Paris, too remarkable, perhaps, to be passed over unnoticed 
in an historical sketch of the progress of Animal Magnetism, 
and the development of its most extraordinary phenomena. 

The fact that some Somnambulists have been found capable 
of exercising the faculty of vision without the use of the eyes, 

has always aft'orded a prolific theme for scepticism and ridi
cule to the ignorant and incredulous, as well as to the pro

fessed opponents of the science. The phenomenon itself is 

report! ! !"- See Hulolre au Somnambulimle, par AuBIN G£UTHIRR1 

T, ii, p. 380. 
In &ct, the whole of this proceeding was a complete burlesque, and was 

probably intended to be ao. 
* Ezamen e1 Refutation au Rapport fait 11 r Academie de Medecine, le 

8 Auot 1837, 1ur le M1J8netilme Ani11111l. Par D. J. BoNA, D.M. 1838. 
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rarely manilesied ; it OCCUl'S only in a higJ,l degree of the 

atliection ; it is precarious in its manifestations at various 

times, enn in the same individual ; but its occasional exis
tence, both in the natural and the magnetic SomnambaJilm, 
bas been moat amply demonstrated by the conclusive experi

ments of DB PJ:'llmlf, of Lyons, and a great number of other 

most intelligent pra.ctitioners, as the Author has endeavoured 

to show in the Appendix, No. IL of this work ; and it is now 
universally admitied by every experienced Magnetist upon 

the Continent. • To those who are acquainted with the 
extremely delicate sensibility of Somnambalists, espeeially 

of such as are under the inftuenee of Magnetism, with the 
consequent facility with which they are liable to be disturbed 
in their operations, and with the eftneseent nature of the 

phenomena themselves, it must be evident that this is a 

manifestation which is not very capable of being exhibiwcl 

in public, amidst a promiscuous crowd of spectators. Of 
this di8iculty the opponents of Magnetism appear to be 

aware. 
In the year 1837, M. BURDIN, a physician of Paris, de

posited in the hands of the Academy of Medicine the sum of 

3000 francs, as a prize to the individual who should satisfac

torily manifest in public this anomalous faculty of vision, by 

reading without the use of the eyes ; the prize to be awarded 

• Should the public lnterat in this subject continue umelued, the 
author meditates the publication of a amall work, now nearly ready for the 
preu, on the phenomena of Somnambuliam, which, he preaumea to think, 
wiD aet the question in regard to thia fact completely at reat. 
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by a eo~e of the Academy, to be nominated for the 
purpoae of investigating the fact. About the same period, 

:M. Piaumz, a physician of Montpellier, who had prenoualy 
known nothing of Animal Magnetism, which he had hitherto 
couidered a mere system of jugglery, happened to witness 
some of the experiments of M. l>m>OTBT; and he had a1ao an 

opportunity of observing some of the remedial eifects of the 

processes, which surprised him. His wife, :MADAKB PI&BAIBB, 

examined a Somnambulist, and was as much surprised aa her 

husband. One evening, whether from curiosity or other 
motives, MAD.um Piaunu: began to imitate the manipula
tions of M. DUPOTBT on her youngest daughter, a girl of ten 

years of age. ·In the course of ten minutes the child cloaed 
her eyes, dropt her head, and remained motionless. When 

asked questions, she answered them in her sleep, and when 

she awoke she recollected nothing that had occurred. The 

uperimenta were repeated upon other occasions, and at 
length the child manifested some of the most extraordinary 

phenomena of Somnambulism, and, amongst others, that of 
,ilion 1Dithout t~ me of t~ eyu. 

Before M. BUllDIN offered his prize, M. PIGJWRB had ad
dressed a memoir to the Academy of Medicine, requesting 

that a committee should be named for the purpose of inves
tigating the case of his daughter. The request was subse

quently repeated, and M. PIGJWU repaired to Paris. It 

was endent that this gentleman felt more interest in the 

establishment of the fact, than anxiety to obtain the BURDIN 

prize. Previously to the formal trial in presence of the 
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Academical committee, M. PiaEAIRE resolved to institute 

some preparatory experiments ; and for this purpose he in

vited several members of the Academy, and other physicians, 
who accordingly met at his house. The experiments were 

eminently successful Several other meetings were held, and 
the experiments were frequently repeated with the same re
sult. Besides a number of the most eminent physicians who 

were present at these meetings, we find the names of MM. 
ARAao, 0RFJLA, EsQUIROL, JULES CLoQUET, and of almost 

all the celebrated scientific and literary characters of Paris. 

The proces-'Derbau:c, verifying the facts, were sigued by all 
the persons present, with a few exceptions. 

Let us now see how the Academical committee proceeded. 
They had one interview-and only one-with M. PIGEAIRE, 

at which there was some discussion about the mode of ban

daging the eyes of the patient. They ne'Oer attended a single 
".Perimental meeting,-they ne'Der made any in'Destigation at 
all,-they ne'Der witnessed an experiment, either as members of 
the committee, as physicians, or as mere indi'Diduals,-they 
ne'Der e'Den saw the child who was to be the subject of ea;peri

ment, either in Somnambulism, or in her ordinary state. In 
these circumstances-the fact will scarcely be credited-the 

committee actutilly presented a report to the Academy, in 
which they insinuated that they had attended meetings,

that they had made an investigation,-that, in reality, t.W 
Somnambulist did read with her eyes bandaged; but that, in 

their in'Destigation, they had not obtained a conviction of the 

magnetic clair'Doyance ; and they concluded by declaring 
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that there were no grounds for awarding the Buanm prize. 
Truly, they manage these matters strangely in France ! But 

what else could have been expected, when it appears that 
the courteous, the candid, the indefatigable partisan M. 

DUBois, the reporter of the BERNA committee, was at the 

bottom of the whole business ? This committee, it is pretty 

evident, were aware that the fact they were appointed to in
vestigate had already been completely demonstrated at the 

preparatory meetings ; they dreaded the result of any par
ticular investigation in their own presence; and, accordingly, 
they fraudulently attempted to smother up the whole matter 
by means of ambiguous statements, and unwarranted 

hypotheses.* 
In Germany, the prosecution of scientific objects is con

ducted with less ecldt, indeed, but with more earnestness 
and good faith, than in France. In the former country, the 

most important magnetic facts have long been regarded 

as matters of demonstrated and unquestionable certainty. 

The investigation has been carried on almost entirely by in

dividual inquirers, without the intervention of jealousy and 

cabal; and statesmen, philosophers, physiologists, physicians, 

* For a circumstantial account of the whole of this diacreditable buabaeu, 
the reader is referred to the following works :-

Puillance del' Electriclte Animale au du Magnetlnne Vital, et de •e• 
Rapportl avec Ia Phyrique, Ia Phyriolotfie, et Ia Medecine, par J. PIGB.UU, 

D.l\1. 1839. 
Lettr11 1ur le Magnetilme etle Somnambulilrne, a I' occa~ion de M.t.DB

IIOIBELLB PIGEAIII.B, par le Docteur FMP.t.II.T, 1839. 
HUtlrire du SomnambulUme, &:c. par AUBIN G.t.OTIIIU, Parla, 1842. 
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soldiel'l, lawyers, and theologians, baTe vied with each other 

in their endeavours to explain the demonstra.~ phenomena, 

and to illustrate their analogical relations to the other 

sciences. Numerous valuable publications ou the subject 

are oontinuall1 issuing from tile press ; and a real, or even a 
pretended sceptic, in regard to Animal-Magnetism, is not 

often to be found in sooiet7. 

Bo.t the triumphs of Animal-Magnetism have not been 
confined to Eo.rope. The science bas long since crossed the 

AtJantic ocean, and is at present cultivated, with great 

ardour and success, b7 our American brethren. In short, 

it has alread1 conquered for itself a finn establishment in 

every portion of the civilized globe. 
In concluding this Preface, the Author must take the 

libert7 of addressing a few words to our sceptical ph7sieians. 
A great deal is said about medical experience-the science~ 

medicine is entirel1 founded upon experience-the experience 
of two thousand years. Be it so. A French ph7sician of 
no little eminence in his da7-BaoussAIB-a68erts that "the 
art of medicine, in its origin, was nothing but a rude empiri

cism, which i:lbance or instinct suggested to mankind." Well, 

then, the sceptical ph7sicians seem not sufficient11 to advert 
to the fact, that the practice of Animal-Magnetism has had 

an origin and progress precisel1 similar to those of the 

medioal art itself. Indeed, the former would appear to 

have been ful17 more ancient than the latter. Natural in

stinct or accident appears to have suggested it ; practice 

and in'N&tigation developed its inBuence, and imp.wed its 
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procesaes ; experience confirmed ita efticacy &D.d utility. 
Sa.beequently. indeed-from causes which it is anDeceeaaTY 
to enum6!'11.W her&-med.icine came to supersede magnetism ; 
as, in consequence of one of those periodical revolutiona, to 

which all human sciences and institutions, as well as mighty 

empires, are occasionally liable, magnetism now threatens 

to supersede medicine. Let the refractory physicians of the 

old school look to themselves. Let them gracefully accept 

of the olive-branch, while it is still presented to them. 

MlmtCINE Ali'D MA.GNETISll OUGHT TO BE CONJOINED. This is an 

age of rapid improvement in the arts aud sciences, as well 

as in political, economical, and social arrangements. The 

steam-engine and the railway are at work in the moral, no 

less than in the physical world. Symptoms of a great re

formation have been, for some time, apparent on the horizon 

of medicine. For the general advantage of all, it were wise 

to pay a little more attention to the manifest signs of the 

times. 
" Sixty years ago," says Dr TEsTE, "the Faculty of Paris 

raised their buckler against us ; sixty years ago, they sent 

forth the hue and cry against the magnetisers. The word 

of command was given; it was passed from mouth to mouth; 

it is transmitted from father to son ; it is engraved on the 

tablets of the law, and sculptured in relief on the front of 

the temple, there to remain until the temple itself shall 
crumble into dust. Well ! be it so ;-we shall bide our 

time : for this great struggle approaches its termination ; 
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and the result cannot be doubtful, seeing that we have truth 

for our device, and the universe for our judge."-See 
Manuel pratiqu6, ck Magnetilm6 .Animal, par ALPH. TEsTE, 

Docteur en Medecine, chc. Paris, 1840. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Miretur popul .. miraeula ; nil mihi mirum 

Pr11tter eum, 1olue qui facit ilia, Daux. 

Ow aN. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

IT is not uncommon for person-, Jgnorant • the 

nature of the alleged pbenomeua of ~itoal Mag

netism, to denounce them as pretended .-kaclee, 

1 and bold them up to ridicule. This i11 utre-y 

: irrational. A miracle .is a violation -of SOJl.KI ~ 

' ral and knoWil Jaw of na~ure, in ~sequence ~ 

the immediate interposition of a Superior Poww; 

and, in the sense of this definition, it is :oot p~ 

tended .by any of the philosophical adhereots of tbe 
doctrine, that there are any miracltlS iu Animal 

Magnetism. The experiments, indeed, by which 

the reality of its peculiat" pbenow.en• hae been e&

·tablished, have diseW&ed a number of utraord.nary 

and most iotere8ting faots ; kt ~be ocoaaional oc

currence of every fact, however unooJJliDOil, is ca
pable of beiog demonstrated by erideooe ; M ean 

be •hewa to be the result of natural cauees ; and it 

tben becomes quite unphilosophical to regard it as 

a real or pretended ntiracle. 
Previous to the wonderful diseoveries which 

have been made in aodem times, rei.t.ive t.o the 
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properties and action of Heat, of Electricity, of Gal
vanism, &c., bad any man ventured to anticipate 
the powers and uses of the Steam-engine, the Elec
trical Machine, the Voltaic Pile, or of any other of 
those mighty instruments by means of which the 
mind of man bas acquired so vast a dominion over 
the world of matter, he would probably ha\'e been 

c!>nsidered as a visionary or a madman ; and had 

he been able to exhibit the effects of any of these 
instruments, before the principles which regulate 
their action had become generally known to pLilo

sophers, they would, in all likelihOod, have been at

tributed to supernatul'lll agency; and we should 

then, perhaps, have heard of the mirades of Me
chanical Philosophy, as we now hear of the mira
cles of Animal Magnetism. In the strict and pro
,,er sense of the word, there are no miracles either 

in the one or in the other ; both are merely ~on

versant with the uatural effects of natural agencies. 

There is no error more arrogant or more irrational 

than that which leads us to measure the reality of 
phenomena, or the possibilities of nature, by the 
I hie of our own limited experience-to weigh them in 

the balance of our own partial understanding-with 

an otter disregard of positive facts, established by 

real and satisfactory evidence. Every man who 
has passed the mere threshold of science, ought to 

be aware, that it is quite possible for us to be in 
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po&&eRSion of a fact, or even of a series of facts, 

long before we become capable of giving a rationul 

and satisfactory explanation of them ; iu short, be

fore we are enabled to discover their causes ; and 

to such unexplained facts, especially when they ap

pear to be attended with mystery, the vulgar give 

the name of miracles. • But tbis is an abuse of 

language-uophilosophical and dangerous-which 

ought to be stigmatized and exploded.t 

Indeed, were we to regard all extraordinary and 

• The conduct of some of the opponente of Animal Magne
tism, is the most irrational that can be conceived. They sneer 
at our labours, and ridicule our facts, and then call upon us tQ 
explain the phenomena. They first discourage all investigation, 
and then taunt us with not doing that which investigation only 
can accomplish. 

t Many natural miracles, along with their scientific explana
tions, will be found in Sir David Brewster's learned and amusing 
Letters on Natural Magic. Take the following as one instance. 
We have probably all heard of the celebrated Sp«:tre of the 
Brocken, one of the Hartz Mountains in Germany. This spectre 
consists of a gigantic figure, which has, from time immemorial, oc
casionally appeared in the heavens to a spectator on the top of the 
mountain, and given rise to the traditional belief that it b haullt· 
ed by supernatural beings. This figure has been seen by many 
traYellers. IIi speaking of it, M. Jordan says, " In the cours.. 
of my repeated tours through the Hartz Mountains, I often, 
but in vain, ascended the Brocken, that I might see the spectre. 
At length, on a serene morning, as the sun was just appearing 
above the horizon, it stood before me, at a great distance, to. 
wards the opposite mountain. It seemed to be the gigantic 
figure of a man. It vanished in a moment." In September 
1796, the celebrated Abb6 Hauy visited tbis country. He says., 
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apparently unaccountable phenomena as miraclew, 

I suspect that we should have a great many more 
of such miracle~~ than those of Animal MagnetiSfn. 

Every science, in short, would have its own pecu

liar miracles. We should then have the miracles 
of Astronomy, of Chemistry, of Mineral MagnetMM, 

of Electricity, of Galvanism, and as many more 
classes of miracles as there are departments of na~ 

tural knowledge. For of many of the pbenomenli 
that occur iu these sciences, what more do we know 

than that they have been demonstrated to exist in 
certain circumstances, and under certain condi-

" After having ascended the mountain for thirty times, I at last 
uw the spectre. It was just at sunrise, in the middle of the 
month of May, about four o'clock in the morning. I saw dis
tinctly a human figure of a monstrous size. The atmosphere 
wu quite serene towards the east. In the south-west, a high 
wind carried before it some light vapoura, which were scarcely 
condensed into clouds, md hung round theJDOuntain upon waich 
the figure stood. I bowed ; the colossal figure repeated it. I 
paid my respects a second t.ime, which was returned with the 
same civility. I then called the landlord of the inn, a1ld having 

'taken the same position which I had occupied before, we looked 
towards the mountain, when we clearly saw two such colossal 
figures, which, after having repeated our compliments, by bend
ing their bodies, vaaished.... Here, then, was a popular miracle, 
so long as the phenomenon continued unexplained, 

Now1 the following is the simple explaoaUon of this siagular 
aad apparently preternatural apparition. 

" When the rising sun throws his rays over the Brocken upon 
\he body of a man standing opposite to fleecy clouds, let the be
holder tix hil eye steadily upon them, and, in nll probability, he 
will see his own shadow extending the length of 600 or 600 
feet, at the distance of about two miles frum him." 
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tiona? and thi& we also lu1ow in regard to the phe

nemena of Ana-l Mlgaetisaa. If no faets were tl) 

be adJDitted. in eeieace, eueptiag eoch a& are found 

~ eoiacide wita oun owv previoWt obeervation, or 

such as OOilld be immedtately referred to so~ 

known principle as tbeir caoee, our whole know

ledge might be comprased within very narrow 

bounds; there woul41 be an end to all farther ad

vancement, and the book of Nature weald henee

forth be to us a sealed volume. 

With regard to Astronomy, the celeerated Sir 

John HersebelJ, in the Introduction to bia late ad

mirable treaaiae upon that interesting study, ob

serves, that "there is no science which draws more 

largely upon that intellectual liherality, which i& 
ready to adopt whatever i& demonstrated, or to con .. 
cede whatever is rendered highly probable, how· 

ever new and uncommon the points of view may 

be in which objects the most familiar may thereby· 

beeome placed. Almo.t llll au cOfldUBimts sUI.nd w 
open tMd atriAift(J oontfadic&n witA those of mperji

dal twl wlgar ob.ervatiult, and wUh what appears 

In ""1711 mae, until he Ita& u11derltood and tOeigked the 

proofs In tke contrary~; tke 11W8t positive evidence of 
hi& l#mU8 •• , 

• When the early philosophers of the Italian school explained 
to their disciples, upon the principles of their astronomical 
system, the very simple causes of the solar and lunar eclipses, 
and other natural phenomena, which were generally regarded by 
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These obServations of Sir John Herschell, in re

lation to the facts and eonclusions of Astronomy, 
are probably applicable, in a greater or less degree, 

to all the sciences. In general Physics, for e.xam

ple, "what mere assertion will make auy man be

lieve that, in one second of time, in one beat of the 

pendulum or a clock, a ray of light travels over 

192,000 miles, aud would therefore perform the 
tour of the world in about the same time that it re
quires to wink with our eyelids, aud in much less 
than a swift runner occupies in taking a single 
siride ? What mortal can be made to believe, with

out demon11tration, that the 8Un is almost a million 

times larger than the earth ? and that, although so 

remote from us that a cannon-ball, shot directly 
towards it, and maintaining its full speed, would 

be twenty years in reaching it, it yet affects the 
earth by its attraction in an inappreciable instant 
of time? Who would not ask for demonstration, 
when told that a gnat's wing, in its ordinary flight, 
beats many hundred times in a second ? or that 

there exist animated and regularly organized be

ings, many thousands of whose bodies, laid close 

mar.ltind with surprise and terror, they did so under the seal of 
the most sacred secrecy, in order to avoid the fury of the people 
and the imputation of impiety; these events being considered 
by the vulgar as produced by the direct agency of. the gods. 
Similar circumstances probably gave rise to those Haf'fTIOnW So

cimu which sprung up during the infancy of Animal Magne
tism. 
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together, would not extend an inch? But what are 
these to the astonishing truths which modern opti· 
cal inquiries have . disclosed, which teach us that 

every point of a medium through which a ray of 
light passes, is afFected with a succession of periodi

cal movements, regularly recurring at equal inter
vals, no less than 500 millions of millions of times in 
a single second ! that it is by such movements, com
municated to tLe nerves of our eyes, that we see-

nay more, that it is the difference in the frequency 
of their recurrence which afFects us with the sense 

of the diversity of colour ; - that, for instance, in 

acquiring the sensation of redness, our eyes are af

fected 482 millions of millions of times ; of yellow

ness, 542 millions of millions of times; and of vio
let, 707 millions of millions of times per second ? 

Do not such things sound more like the ravings of 

a madman, than the sober conclusionR of people in 
their waking senses ? They are, nevertheless, con

clusions to which any one may most certainly ar
rive, who will only be at the trouble of examining 
the chain of reasoning by which they have been 

obtained. •" 
• Cabinet Cgc/op«rt&-To compare art with nature, let us 

look, for a moment, at the miracles of machinery. Mr W. Pare!!, 
at a public meeting lately, at Birmingham, stated, in proof of 
the increase of the power of production by the improvement of 
machinery, that, in 1792, the machinery in existence was equal 
to the labour of ten millions of labourers; in 1827, to two hun
dred millions; and in 1833, to four hundred millions. In the 
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''How strangely,'' say• ODe of the. very few in~ 
telligent English disciples of Mesmer (the late Mr 

Cbenevix)-" how •trangely moet they estimate 
natnre, how higllly musi they value themselvea, 

who deny the possibility of any eause of any e1Ject, 

merely because it is ineomFehensible! For, m 
fact, what do men comprehend? Of whai do they 

know the causes? When Newton said, that gravi
tation held the world together, did he assign the 

reason why the heavenly bodies do not fly off from 
each other into infinite space? He did but teach 

a word, and that word bas gained admittance, as 
it were, aurreptitionsT:y, amid causea, even in the 
mind& of the most enHghtened, insomuch that to 

doubt it now were a. proof of ignorance and folly. 

" Let an untutored Indian hear, for tl1e first 
time, that the moon which rolls above his head is 
suspended there by the power of gravitation; that 

she obeys the influence of every little speck which 
his eye ean discern in the firmament; of orbs 

cotton trade, spindles that used to revolve fifty times a minute, 
now revolve, in some cases, eight thousand times a minute. At 
one mill at Manchester, there are 136,000 spindles at work, 
spinning one million two hundred thousand miles of cotton 
thread per 11'eek. M r Owen, at New Lanark, with 2500 people, 
daily produc~ as much cotton-yam as will go round the earth 
twice and a half. The total machinery in the kingdom is cal
culated now to be equal to the work of four hundred millions, 
and might be increased to an inc.alculable extent under proper 
management. 
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placed beyond t~em again, but invisible ~ us, be. 
cause tlteir light has not yet reached our globe ; 

that the earth cannot be shaken, and the ahoek not 
communicated through the whole sy&tem of the 
universe ; that every pebble under hia feet a11 vir. 

tually rules the motions of Saturn aa the 8U1l can 

do. Let him then be told that one sentient being, 

placed in the vicinity of another ~entie~t ~Mring, 
can, by a certain action of his nervous system, pro
duce the daily phenomenon, sleep; and the rarer 
one, somnambulism ; and wbit'h of the11e 1eeeona 

would he be the most prompt to credit? Certain· 

ly not that which inculcates an impalpable action 
and reaction between ininite mauea, separated by 
infinite distances. The pride of learning, the arro-

gance of erudition, deem it ignoble to be1ieTe what 
they cannot explain ; while simple instinct, struek 

with awe by every thing, is equally open to credit 
what it cannot as what it can comprehend, and ad

mits no 11cholastic degrees of marnlloasness." 

Now1 if there be any individuals who are die

posed to reject the alleged pbenoniena of Animal 
Magnetism, at once, and without any serioua exa
mination of their reality, as utterly inexplicable, 

marvellous, and incredible, I would humbly re. 
commend to them, before taking soeb a precipitate 
and, I may be allowed to say, irrational step, to 

conside-r well whether it were a greater miracle 
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that these facts should be true, or that some hun

dreds of the most sober, enlightened, respectable, 

and competent observers, in all parts of Europe, at 

different periods of time, without any possible con

cert amongst each other, and without any imagin

able motive for falsehood and deception, should ba ve 

wilfully and recklessly compromised their own 110-

nourable and scientific characters, by declaring that 

they had witnessed certain phenomena of a most 
remarkable and unambiguous description, which, 

in reality, had no existence; that these learned and 

most respectable individuals should have acciden

tally stumbled upon and trodden the same extraor

dinary path of paltry and unprofitable deception, 

and openly, anxiously, and impudently proclaimed 

their own folly, and dishonesty, and moral turpi

tude, to the world at large ; and, moreover-most 

miraculous of all !-that this foolish and false tes

timony should happen to be supported and con
firmed, in almost all its essential particulars, by 
strong collateral evidence of the most unsuspicious 

nature. To adopt this last alternative, I do not 

hesitate to affirm, implies, in my humble opinion, 

our belief of a much greater miracle than any cre

dence we might accord to the facts themselves ; 

which last, indeed, lose all their miraculous charac
ter the moment we abandon all theoretical preju

dices, lay our minds open to demonstration, and 
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become satisfied that they are real, natural pheno.. 

mena. The best means of obtaining conviction, 

especiaUy in the case of professional gentlemen

and to them, principally, I would seriously recom

mend the inquiry-is to make careful experiments, 

for which an extensive practice must afford them 

many valuable opportunities; and should they pur

sue the appropriate methods in the right spirit, and 

in suitable circumstances, I may safely assure them 
that their efforts cannot faiJ to be crowned with 

success. Indeed, I cannot anticipate that the en

lightened professors of the healing art, animated 

with that zeal and benevolence which essentially 

characterise their fraternity, will much longer shut 

their eyes to some of the most interesting and im

portant phenomena of nature-that they will much 

longer neglect a method of treatment, which, be

sides increasing their therapeutic knowledge, pro

mises to multiply their resources, by enabling them 

more effectually to cure or alleviate many of those 

diseases which afBict humanity. 

I have been thus earnest in my endeavours to 

persuade my readers to throw aside all prejudice 

and prepo8Be8~ion, and submit to patient and on

biassed investigation, because I have almost inva

riably found that thoae persons, however otherwise 

learned and inte11igent, to whom any of the more 

extraordinary phenomena of Animal Magnetism 
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have been for the first time mentioned, have either 

listened to the eireumatances with .an increduleus 

wonder, or attempted to demeostrate the impoerti
bility of their occu.rnmce upon some commonly re

oeived principle of seieoee. &w, what I am de

airous of impressing upon ti,Jeir minds is this-that 

an alleged {aet is not necessarily fal&e, because it 

may seem extraordinary, unaeoountable, or appa

rently inconsistent with some assumed soientifie 

principle. Human wisdom is fallible; but Nature, 

when viewed with unjaundioed eyes and. unpreju

diced judgment, cannot deceive us in the end ; nor 

can her manifestations ever come into real collision 

with the eonclusions of a just philosophy: Nun
quam aJiud natura, aliud Stlpientia dixit. The fact 

itself must first he strictly investigated ; and if this 

investigation be conducted with skill and impartia

lity, it may possibly turn out, not that the alleged 

phenomenon is false, but that the adverse theory is 

either unfounded, or at least imperfect, or perhaps 

inapplicable in the peculiar circumstances of the 

"ase. In a subsequent part of this volume, I shall 

have occasion to direct the attention of the reader 

to a very remarkable, a very extraordinary, state of 

the human organism, which sometimes oeeurs na

turally or spontaneously, sometimes in consequence 

·of a morbid state of the system, and is sometimes 

pToduced artificially by means of the magnetic pro-
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cesses. Of the o~ca&M>ooal exisienee · ef this extm

ord.inary state-whieh is generally, although per

-haps not very properly, d4!nominated ~ 

lism*--it is impossible to flottbt; bat its very sin

gular phenomena have never )'Gt been sufficiently 

i.nveet~ed by physiolegi.te. To those who have 

made adequate inquiry, it must he abundantly • 

vious, that the state of Somnambt~ltam is totally 4if

ferent from tM erdinal'y organic state of exiatenee, 

and that the appearaBCe& it present& are ineapabJe 

of explanation upoa tile com men principles of phy

siology. But it ·would be Yer'f unphiloeopbioal in

deed, to regard this inconsisteney as a proof of the 

nen-exl8tenee of that peculiar state, in the face « 
our aetual experience. The proper method of pt1f>.. 

ceeding would be, first to aa.oet'tain the :reality of 

the facts, and then to alter or enlattre our theory, 

'flO as to enable it to comprehend, and, if possible, 

aeeoont for the newly-observed phenomena. 

I eould easi.ly point out to the ·notice of my 

readers maay striking instances illustrative of the 

• The impropriety of the term Somi!MIIbuli8m, or sleep-walk
illg, wilen employed to dietinguish the ltate :tn queetion, bas 
been remarked by many authors, and several others have been 
Mlfteeted as more ch8racteri.tic of tile aifeetimi. 'llhat ofSomno
~ appears to me to be the mQtlt appropriate, ·slpify.irtg that 
die o:aind is awake while the bodyeleepe. l .ain ewUe, how-, 
of.t~ cliliioulty of altering exp:esaian1 wbieh ha'llebeoome fiud, 
u it 'weft, by general .use; and I would recommd to my read
ers to attend to things rather .iliaD to words. 
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difficulty of obtaining credence to the statement of 

new, rare, or unnoticed facts, however well esta

blished, when they appear extraordinary in them

selves, or seem calcnlated to invalidate a favourite 
.theory, or to contradict preconceived opinions.• I 

need not remind my readers of those days of scien
tific darkness, in which eclipses of the sun and 

moon, the apJ>earance of comets, meteors, and other 

natural phenomena, were generally looked upon as 

miracles, frequently as harbingers of Divine wrath 

to mankind; nor will I go back to Galileo's restor

ed doctrine of the earth's motion, or to Sir Isaac 

Newton's splendid discoveries in physics, because 

these, I apprehend, must be familiar to most of us; 

but shall take my examples from the latest history 

of scientific discovery. 

The very first instance I shall adduce, ctrongly 
illustrates the influence of prejudice and pre-con

ceived opinion, even over otherwise enlightened 

minds.-" It is not without reason," says a recent 

writer, " that the epithet uncouth has been applied 

to the Dodo ; for two distinguished naturalists, in 

their day, maintained, for many years, that such a 

• Every one knows how much opposition the Copernican 
theory experi~mced, for a long time, from prejudice and prepos
!le88ion, and in what contempt it continued to be held by the 
learned as well as the vulgar. The persecution of Galileo, the 
tardy reception of the theory of Harvey, and of the discoveriel 
or Newton, are equally notoriOUio 
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form had never existed but in the imagination of 

the painter. One of these individuals, however, at 

length had an opportunity of inspecting the well 

known specimen of the head of the Dodo, which is 

preserved in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford; 

and was then convinced that such a bird had real

ly existed. But so far was he from producing the 

same conviction in the mind of his friend by the 

description of the specimen, that he incurred the 

charge of an intentional deception; and the result 
was, that an interminable feud ar()Be between 

them : for although they were attached to the 

same institution, and lived within its walls, .. ...... . 

they never again spoke to each other."* 

The next example to which I shall refer, relates 

to one of the most curious and most beneficial dis

coveries that have been made in modern times; and 

it affords an apt illustration of the absurdity of de

nying the possibility of facts before investigating 

their reality. 

" Authorities," says M. Arago,- who, however 

eminent in the physical and matl1ematical sciences, 

is, I am informed, a dedded opponent of Animal 

Magnetism,-" authorities, I admit, are of little 

weight in matters of science, in the face of positive 

facts ; but it is necessary that these facts exist, 

• See Dr Kidd's BrHgewater Trtalile. 
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that they b&'te been subjected to severe examina

tion, that they ha"te been skilfully grouped, with 
a view to extract from them the truths they conceal. 

He who ventutee to treat, a priori, a fact as absurd, 

wants prudence. He has not reflected on 'he nu

merous errors he would have committed in regard 

to many modern discoveries. I ask, for example, 

if there can be any thing in the ~orld more bizarre, 
more incredible, more inadmissible, than the dis

covery of Dr Jenner?-.. Well ! the bizarre, the in

credible, the inadmissible, is found to be true ; and 

the preservative against the small-po:s is, by una

nimous consent, to be sought for in the little pns

tule that appejU's in the udder of the eow."•-& 

fat· M. Arago. I have retrd of an eminent physi

cian at Berlin, whose prejudice against this disoo

vet·y was so inveterate, that, to the last moment of 

his life; l1e nevet ceased to inveigh against vacci

nation, as the bruitd inoculation. 

• These observation& appear to be exceecfmgly applieable to 
their author himaelf, in 80 mr as regards the opinions he is said 
to have uttered respecting the phenomena of Animal Magnetism. 
:M • .A.rago, however, I believe to be no less distinguished for his 
liberality, than for hie talents and scleatifie acqui.J:emente ; mel 
I would, therefore, humbly recommend to that eminent indivi
dual to investigate the subject more thoroughly and more mi· 
nutely, berore he ventures to pt1>nounce a decided opinion upon 
it. I think he will admit that the evidence could not have been 
feeble, which produced conviction in the mind of his celebrated 
countryman, CuVier. 
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Dr E}Oottcm, in oae al hia mtdiealleeiur~ when 

speaking of the prejudices that prevailed against 
th4t original introdacaoo of iaoculatioD. fcw the 
..ull·pox into EJt!laaoci, obMtn'ea, that "many 
oLtrrYJDeD and dialenung ministen mved agaiDRt 

it from the pulpit, and called inoculation the o.ff-
8pl"ing fd' alheiam : tlw~~e who pn;fonned it tUtre called 

tJOrm'et'l, ad the whole thing wa1 laid to be a dia

bolical i11t-entima o/ Satcm. Others, however, were 
of a diWerent opiniou, and Bitfbop Madd&:x ftnd Dr 
Doddridge ciefendecl h, and in doing so employed 
~~eriptural quotatioJM. You know," continues Dr 

Elliotson, " that the devil ean quote Scripture to 
8tlit his own purposes, and therefore it was very fair 
for good men to quote Scripture too. Howevm-, the 
reuonable aide of the question at lest prevailed." I 
have thought it propel' to make this reference to the 
analogous case of the introduction of inoculation, 

bef'.UM I am awal'e that similar arguments (if such 

tMy ean be cl\lled), have be~, and may still be 
employ~, by certain well.rneaning, perhaps, but 
weak, ill-informed, and mit~taken per11on«, in rela
tion to the study, the prartit"e, and the phenomena 
of Animal Magnetism. 

The two next instances I ftball bring fonvard, in 

illGStration of this 11ubjeet, seem still more apposite 
to oor own eliSe; inasmuch as they relate to facts 

which had been observed for many ages, before 
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their authenticity was fully eatabliahed by demon

stration. 

The fint of these relates to the curious pheno

menon of 8p0nlanet11U1 comlnution, or that internal 

burning to which animal bodies are occaaionally 

liable. This fact appears to have been known to 

·the ancients, and many instances of it have been 

recorded. The reality of this phenomenon, bow

ever, although believed by some, was, for a long 

time, doubted by many, until, in recent times, Sir 

DaYid Brewster, in his amusing and instructive 

I..etters on Natural Magic, has shewn that it bas 

been completely established by evidence; and I be

lieve it is now generally admitted by physicians and 

philosophers. 

The last instance I shall particularly refer to, is 
derived from the di&eovery of what are called me

teoric stonu. 

That solid masses fell from above upon the earth, 
connected with the appearance of meteors, bad 

been advanced as early as 500 years before the 

Christian era, by the Greek philosopher Anaxagoras; 

and the same idea bad been brought forward in a 

vague manner, by other inquirers among the Greeks 

and Romans, and was revived in modern times ; 

but it was regarded by the greater number of phi
losophers as a mere vwgar error, until so late as 

1802, when Mr Howard, by an accurate examina-
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tion of the testimonies connected with events of thie 

kind, and by a minute analysis of the substances 

said to have fallen in different parts of the globe, 

proved the authenticity of the circumstance, and 

shewed that these meteoric productions differed 

from any other substance belonging to our earth ; 

and since that period, a number of these phenomena 

have oecurred, and have been minutely recorded. 

Some of my readers, too, may perhaps recollect the 

various theories which were advanced with a view 

to account for this remarkable phenomenon ; and 

there can be little doubt that the difliculty of ex
plaining it upon intelligible and satisfactory prin

ciples, in this, as in other instances, prolonged the 

disbelief or the disregard of the fact. 

I have hinted that the two last mentioned 

examples may be regarded as pretty apposite iJJua

trations of the fate which has hitherto attended 

Animal Magnetism. It has been asserted by some 

individuals, little conversant with the subject, that 

· the facts of Animal Magnetism are new,-that the 

pretended discovery is altogether of recent origin. 

This assertion, even if it were true, would be ·a 
matter of no earthly consequence, because it could 

have no effect in invalidating the evidence of the 

existence of the phenomena. But it is not only 

unimportant, but demonstrably false, as will be 

seen hereafter. Many of the most important facts 
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alluded to appear to have been well known to the 

aoeients; they may be tnwed among different na

~ and in remote times ; aud they han been re

ferred to and reasoned upon by several old authors, 

although it is only at a recent period, indeed, that 

men of science have ctondeseeuded to mote to 

them an attention comm8Dil.ll"ate with dJeir valoe. 

We have thus seen that many things whiclt were, 
fCK" a long time, treated as fabulous and inc:rediWe, 

lntve,. at length, bwn proved to be aothentio faou, as · 

fJCNib as lhe evidence in support of them WM duly 
mbjeeted to acientific investigation, and the reqoi· 

siie experiments, when pcaible and neceasary, were 

made wiih a view to aacenain their truth. We have 

seen that, in the caae of meteorro stones, more than 

2000 years elapsed be,ween the first recorded ob

aervagoo of U.e phenomenon and the ultimate con

firmation and general recognition of the fact. Do 

Ret these examples ~ ua that; an obstinate scep

ticism, and neglect of adequate inve1tigMion, are 

quite as detrimental to the progreu of scientific dis

covery, as an excess of credulity without clue in

quiry? For, if we adopt the unphilosophieal prin

ciple of rejecting, and at once without examination 

or inquiry, all facts which appear to us to be extraor

dinary,inexplicable,aud myaterious,andwhich have 

not happened to fall immediately under our OWD li.. 

mited observatiou, lve place ourselvea preoitely in 
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the ame predicament with that Indian Prince, 

who, relying exclosivf'ly upon his 01Vtl ~xperienee, 

and probably conceiving that it was qtrite impoai

ble for any thing to exist of which be Wall ignorant, 

denied the possibility of the production of ice by 
the freezing of Mlter, and treated all accounts of 

the phenomenon a& apocryphal, fabulous, and ut
terly unworthy of credit. We are informed that, 

in more recent times, another sage Indian potentate, 

in the irame spirit, imagined that a certain Euro
pean tranllet was actually sporting with his cre

dulity, when he was merely attempting to give him 

an accurate deseription of the &team-engine. 

It may be reasonably maintained that, in the 

sciences of Physiology and Pgychology, as in others, 

one important fact, when well established, is of in

finitely more l'alue than hundreds of the most bril

liant bnt baseless hypotheses ; and nothing can be 

more irrational than to attempt to ridicule or de

preciate a wen authenticated fact, either beca119e 

we are incapable of accounting for it, or because it 

appeats, a priori, to be inconsistent with some re

ceived theory. " Concerning the pubJication of 

nOTel facts,"' says the late celebrated Sir H. Davy, 

" there can be but one judgment, for facts are in

dependent of fashion, wte, and eaprice, and are 

subject to no code of criticism ; they are more use

ful, perhaps, even when they contradict, than when 
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they support rec~ived doctrines ; for our theories 

are only imperfect approximations to the real know

ledge of things." 

Theories, indeed, have been pretty justly de

scribed as " the mighty soap bubbles, with which 

the growo.up children of science amuse themselves, 

whilst the honest vulgar stand gazing in stupid 

admiration, and dignify these learned vagaries with 

the name of science."* 

It may be stated as one of the many great ad

vantages attending the study of Animal Magnetism, 

that it tends to approximate the sciences of Physio

logy and Psychology-the phenomena of the ma

terial and those of ~he spiritual mao-by demon

strating, experimentally, the intimate coooexion 

that subsists between them. The study of Physio · 

logy has of late been generally confined to an in

vestigation of the component parts and mere mate

rial structure of the organism, with little or no re

gard to the principles which regulate their action 

in living beings. Psychological science, strictly so 

called, on the other hand, has been for a long time 

greatly neglected in this country, and its pheno

mena, even when they presented themselves to no

tice, have been almost entirely disregarded, al

though of paramount interest to every intelligent 

• Sill WJLLIAX Dauxxoxn; Academical Questions. 
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living being, and of the utmost importance to the 
philosophy of man. • This bas probably arisen 

• I find the following striking, and, u it appears to me, 
extremely appropriate observations upon the present state of 
philosophy in England, in the Lon.tJqn 1Im- for .Aprill8S6 1 

" In the intellectual pursuits which form great mincU, this 
country wu formerly pre-eminent. England once stood at the 
bead of European philosophy. Where stands she now ? Con
sult the general opinion of Europe. The celebrity of England, 
in the present day, rests upon her docb, her canals, her rail
roads. In intellect, she is distinguished only for a kind of sober 
good sense, free from extravagance, but also void of lofty aapi
rations; and for doing all those things which are best done where 
man most resembles a machine, with the precision of a machine. 
Valuable qualities, doubtless; but not precisely those by which 
man raises himself to the perfection of his nature, or achieves 
greater and greater conquests over the difficulties which encum
ber his social arrangements. .Ask any reftecting person in France 
or Germany his opinion of England; whatever may be his own 
tenets-however friendly his disposition to us-whatever his ad
miration of our institutions, and even his desire to introduce them 
into his native country ;-however alive to the faults and errors of 
his own countrymen-thefesturewhich always strikes him in the 
English mind, is the absence of enlarged and commanding views. 
Every question he finds discussed and decided on its own buia, 
however narrow, without any light thrown upon it from prin
ciples more extensive than itself; and no question discussed at 
all, unle:Js Parliament, or some constituted authority, is to be 
moved to-morrow, or the day after, to put. it to the vote. In
stead of the ardour of rea!elll'Ch, the eagerness for large and 
comprehensive inquiry, of the educated part of the French and 
G~an youth, what find we ? Out of the narrow bounds of 
mathematical and physical science, not a vestige of a reading 
and thinking public, engaged in the investigation of truth, tu 

truth, in the prosecution of thought for the sake of thought. 

VOL. I. C 
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from the peculiar direction which has been given 

to the atady of natnre. We are geuerally taught 

to investigate only the materiality and mechanism 

of things, without paying much regard to those im

materiaJ-or rather, those invisible, intangible and 

imponderable-forces, which are incessantly active 

throughout the universe, and are the mainsprings 
of the vital organization. Even in Pbyaies, bow

ever-a acience more immediately convenant with 

matter and mechanism-we dare not ovel'look the 
perpetual operation of these important powers, al

though we should never be enabled to aacertain 

Among no class, except aectarian religionists-and what they 
are we all know-is there any interest in the great problem of 
man's nature and life: among no class whJitever is there any 
curiosity respecting the nature and priuciplea of human society, 
the history Ol' the philoeophy of civilization; nor any belief 
that, from such inquiries, a single important practical conse
quence can follow. Guizot, the greatest admirer of EBgland 
among the continental philosophers, nevertheless remarks, that, 
in England, even great eveats do not, as they do every where 
else, in&pire great ideas. Things, in Eniland, are greater thaD 
the men who accomplish them." 

In the preceding representation, it is to be feared there is 
but too much truth. In England, the very name of science is 
perverted, and the epithet of philosopher is almost exclulively 
conferred upon the mathematician, the chemist, and the mecha
nic. Upon the Continent, England, in the present day, is not 
CODSidered as holding any high rank in the aeale of intellectual 
pUl'IIUit ; and for ooe work wh.lcla issues from the Brit.ish pie1B 

.in the COUille of a year, on any subject c01111ected with the 
science of mind, probably twenty make their annual appearance 
in France and Germany. 
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the principles of their action. AI Dr Repi ob

serves in hie treatise on FJectricity, " besides the 
well-known mechaniaU forcee which beloug to or

dinary ponderable matter, the phenomena of na

ture exhibit to our view another daas of powers, 

the presence of which, although sufticiently cha

racterised by certain efl'ects, is not aUended with 

any appreciable change in tbe weight of the bo
dies with which they are connected. To tbit eJaee 
belong Heat, Light, FJectricity, and Magnetilm." 

And with still more immediate reference to our 

present subject, M. Buft'oo, when treating of tlt.e 

aympat.hies tha4 exist between the dii'erent pan. 
of the living organism, reiOIU'Irs, that " the eorre

apondence which certain parts of tbe hwnaD body 

have with others very different and very distant •..• . . 

might be much more generally observed; but we do 
not pay sufficient attention to eft'eeta, when we do 

not suspect their causes. It is Wldoubtedly for this 

rea&On that men have never thought of carefully 

examining these couespoodenoes ill. the human 

body, upon which, however, depends a great part 

of the play of the animal maebine •••••• A great many 

of these might be diseovered, if •be moet emiuent 

physicians would turn their attention to that study. 

It appears to me that this would be, perhaps, more 

useful than the nomeuclature of anatomy ••••••• The 

true springs of our organizaiion are, not these 
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muscles, these arteries, these nerves, which are d&; 
scribed with so much care and exactness: there 
reside, as we have said, intemRl forces in organised 
bodies, which do not follow the laws of that gross 

mechanical system which we have invented, and 
to which we would reduce every thing. Instead 
of-attempting to obtain a knowledge of these forces 

from their effects, men have endeavoured to banish 
even the idea of them, and to exclude them from 
philosophy. They have, however, re-appeared, and 
with more eclat than ever, in the principle of gra
vitation-in the chemical affinitieS-in the phe
nomena of electricity, &e. But, notwithstanding 
their evidence and their universality-as they act 
internally, as we can only reach thein by means of 
reasoning, as, in a word, they elude our vision, we 
admit them with difficulty: we always wish to 

judge by the exterior; we imagine that this exte
rior is- all; it appears that we are not permitted 
to penetrate beyond it, and we neglect all the means 
which might enable us to approach them. · 

" The ancients, whose genius was less limited, 
and whose philosophy was more extended, wonder
ed less than we do at facts which they could not 
explain : they bad a better view of Nature, such 
as she is; a sympathy, a singular correspondence, 
was to them only a phenomenon, while to us it is 
a paradox, when we cannot refer it to our pre-
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tended Jawa of motion: they knew tha~ Nature 
operates by unknown means the greater part of 
her eft'ects; they were fully convinced that we can

not enumerate these means and resources of Na

ture, and that, consequently, it is impossible for 

the human mind to limit her, by reducing her to 
a certain number of principles of action and means 

of operation; on the <:ontrary, it was sufficient for 

them to have remarked a certain number of rela
tive eft'ects of the same order, to justify them in 

constituting a cause. 

" Let us, with the ancients, call this si~lar 
correspondence of the dift'erent parts of the body 
a Sympathy, or, with the moderns, consider it as 

an unknown relation in the action of the nervous 

system : this sympathy, or this relation, exists 
tbroaghout the whole animal economy; ~d we 

cannot too carefully observe its eft'ects, if we wish 

to perfect the theory of medicine." 
Thus far Buft'on.-It is unquestionably trJ)e, that, 

in modern times, at least, and especially in this 
country, ~ar too little attention bas been hitherto 
paid to the spiritual nature of man-to the efFects 

of those immaterial and invisible influences, which, 

analogous to the chemical and electric agents, are 
the true springs of our organization, continually 
producing changes internally which are externally 

perceived, as the marked eft'ects of unseen causes1 
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aod which caunot be explaiDed upon the pritieiples 

of any of the laws of mechanism: and it adds no 

small value to the study of Animal Magnetism, 

that it has brought pretty fully to light a most in

teresting clau of phenomena, heretofore little in

vestigated, a knowledge of which is e&leDtially ne.

ces&ary to the perfection, not of Medieine only, 

but of PhilOBOphy in general. 

The medical student applies himself to the study . 

of Anatomy, and endeavours to acquire a compe

tent knowledge of the different parts of the human 

body-of the bones, and joints, and nerves, and 

muscles-of the thews and sinews of a man-in 

short, of the mere aaimal meclumism : and this is 

indispensable to the skilful exercise of his future 

pt'ofe&sion. He toms to Physiology, and seeks to 

become aeqoainted with the uses and functions of 

the various portions of the material structure; and 

this, too, is essentially necessary. Chemistry, Ma

teria Medica, Pathology, &e. are also necessary ac

quisitions. But a great deal more than this is re

quisite to constitute an accomplished physician. 

He mast study profoundly the various sympathies 

and suseeptl'bilities of the human frame-its capa

bility of being affected, in various ways, by those 

imperceptible physical and moral influences, whose 
existence is constantly manifested in the living 

body, but which we should in vain attempt to detect 
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01' trace ia dte inanimate subject. All trnly emine~tt 
physicians have admitted the high importance of this 
last species of knowledge, and \be suoeeas of their 
prof8118ional practice bas mainly depended upon i\8 
skilful applH:ation. Yet it is certain, that, for more 
than a century, men of science have betrayed n 
strange indisposition towards all investigations of' 
this nature-an obstinate scepticism with regard 
to the reslllts of all su.cb inqniriee, and a propen
sity to disparage and ridicule the labours of those 
who are engag'lld in them •. So far, indeed, has thiil 
spirit of bosti1ity been carried, that individuals pre
tending to discovery in this department of science 
might esteem themselves fortunate, if, along with 

the depreciation of their pursui~ and tbe.ridicuJe 
of their alleged facts, they were not also denounced 
an~ persecuted as worthless, or even noxious im
postors. Of such perAecution there are abundant 
instances in the history of all incorporated acade
mies and colleges. 

When Mesmer first commenced the magnetic 
practice-of the efficacy of which be had, per
haps accidentally, made the discovery-at Vienna, 
he was immediately assailed by a virulent perse
cution on the part of the medical faculty, which 
eventually drove him from that city. The same 
hostile spirit pursued him into France. It was in 
nin that be succeeded in curing the most obsti-
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nate diseaeea by processes until then unknown or 
disregarded, and by means apparently inadequate; 
-it was in vain that he boldly published authentic 
reports of his corea; it was in vain that some of his 
moat respectable patients attested the reality of these 
cores. The whole faculty, instead of calmly in'vea
tigating the matter, rose up in arms against this 
single unprotected stranger, denied the success of 

his practice in the face of the moat positive and irre
fragable evidence, loaded him with everyimaginable 
species of calumny and abuse, loudly pccused him of 
jogglery, and proclaimed him a quack and an im
postor, although himself a regularly graduated phy
sician. It was conceived to be highly presumptuous 
in any member of the medical profession to pretend 
to cure diseases according to a method not recom
mended, or sanctioned, or even known, by the ~a
colty; and, unfortunately for their victim, tbewords 
Animal Magnetism were not to be found in the 
Materia Medica. Tbe patrimony of the college 
was in danger, and the heretic disciple of ..Escula
pius must be put down by all means. 

There is probably no instance, however, in which 
a real and valuable discovery baa been ultimately 
suppressed by methods so violent and irrational as 
this. Mesmer persevered-made a few learned 
converts, who shared tlae persecution infticted up
on their master- bid defiance to all the malice of 
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his enemies, and gallantly maintained his ground 

against the united efforts of incorporated power, 

of learning, argument, wit, ridicule, falsehood, and 

invective. The result-at least so far as posterity 

is concerned-was such as it were to be hoped 

might always be the case when . truth is opposed 

by oppres8ive authority, as well as by despicable 

arts and manmuvres. In vain did the French Aca

demicians of that day attempt to stifle tbe embryo 

discovery. Magno eat verita8, et prO!Dalebit. The 

seed had been abundantly sown in fertile soil

the plant grew up he8ltby and vigorous-the num

ber of labOurers daily increased-the fruit arrived 

at maturity' and the harvest was ultimately se
cured. After the retirement of Mesmer, indeed, 

the practice of Animal Magnetism-although ge

nerally discountenanced by scientific and profes

sional men, and, for ROme time, apparently in abey

ance-was still partially exercised in private by 
learned and unlearned individuals; and the extra

ordinary facts which were gradually brought to 

light, no less than the remedial efficacy of the treat

ment, at length forced complete conviction upon the 

minds of thousands. Several eminent physicians 

at last embraced the practice, and made great ad

ditions to the evidence in favour of the authenti

city of a doctrine which now stands much too 

firmly to be in any danger of being shaken down 
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by the impotent e80rts of an ignorant ridicule. 

Of late, it baa been almost universally recogni&ed 

upon the Continent, and it bas claimed the atten

U.on, and obtained the countenance, of some of the 

moat celebrated scientific societies in Europe. For 

several years, the Royal Academy uf Berlin bas 

openly encouraged the investigation, and aasigned 

prizes to the best memoirs on the subject; and in 

the late report of the French Royal Academy of 

Medicine, Animal Magnetism is recommended as 

worthy of being allowed a plaee within the circle 

of the medical acieneea. Indeed, it may be ttuly 

said, thai the physician who is contented to conti

nue in " happy ignorance" of ita interesting phe

nomena, and of the results which may be legiti
mately deduced · from them, wilfully relinquishes 

ooe of the most useful acquirements essential to 

his professional success, and neglects some of the 

most remarkable and ·most. important discoveries 

of modern pbilosopbieal investigation. 

" There are some secrets which who knows not now, 

Must, ere he reach them, climb the heapy Alps. 

Of science, and devote seven years to tolL,. 

The details to be submitted to tl1e attention of 

the public in this publication, are partly physiolo

gical, partly psychological, and partly falling more 

immediately within the medical department of the. 
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rapeutie~, or the method of curiug di&eMe~J; and 

in order that my readers may be in some '8UlU1lre 

aware of the great intereat and importaDee of the 

subjecw to be diaenaed, I shall here take the U

berty of premiaiug a short and succinct account of 

the new views to be brought under their notice in 
each of these seiences respectively. 

The ecinee of Physiology profeaaes to explain 

the fuuetions of organised beings. Human Phy

aiology relates to the animal, vital, or natutal func

tions of the human organism. 

This aci.oe is aelmowledged by almost all who 

have made it the object of their researches to be 
in a very imperf.ct and unutiafactory state ; and 

this imperfeCtion may, perhaps, be justly ascribed 
-as, indeed, it is directly attributed by many

to tbe circumstance, that most aathors have · ap

peared a great deal more anxious to establish some 

favourite theory or hypothesis of tlteir own, upon 

eertaiu points, than to de-rote themselves to an at

teotiv~ steady, and judicious pneralization of the 

actual phenomena of Nature. A great proportkm 

of the excellent work on Lifo and Orgamzatioll, 

by that very eminent anatemist and physiologist, 

the late Dr John Barclay of Edinburgh, ia occu

pied with an exposition and refutation of the fal
lacious theories of his predecessors. Mr How, the 
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author of a translation of Rudolphi's Elemenb of 
PAyliology, very justly observes in his preface, that 
"the almost insuperable diftictiltieawhich have ever 
attended the compilation of an elementary work on 
physiology, are increasing almost daily. There are 
few anthora who are not engaged in some favourite 
hypothesis, and thus the facts which come under their 
o'baervation are seen through a false and deceitful 
medium." The testimony of Mr Lawrence, in his 
Lecturu on Phyliology (Lee. UI. ), is to the same 
efFect. " In this," says he, " as in most other sub- · 
jecta, the quantity of solid instruction is an incon
siderable fraction of the accumulated mass; -a 
few grains of wheat are buried amid heaps of chaff'. 
For a few well-observed facta, rational deductions, 
and cautious generalizations, we have whole clouds 
of systems and doctrines, speculations and fancies, 
built merely upon the workings of imagination, 
and the labours of the closet." 

A great part of the evil probably arises from a 
propensity to the premature formation of theories 
and systems of science, which, in the course of 
time, are found inadequate to explain all the phe. 
nomena that occur; so that, when any new facts 
are discovered, the dool'll of science are closed 
against them, and they are at once rejected, not 
becaose they can be demonstrated to be false, but 
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because they are, Or are supposed to be, irreconcile
able with our preconceived notions. • 

Mucb, no doubt, has been done for this science, 
since Mr Lawrence gave the above description of 
tbe situation in which be found it ; and the names 
of Sir Charles Bell, Bichat, Flourens, Magendie, 

his learned translator, Dr Milligao,t and others, 

• This propensity of the learned was frequently expoeed and 
reprobated by Lord Bacon. as extremely detrimental to the 
progress of science: 

Error est pnematura atque proterva reductio doetrinarum in 
artes et methodos, quod cum fit, plerumque sclentia aut parum 
aut nlhll proficit.-.0. A.vgmmt. Sciml. 

t I entertain all due respect for the microecopic observers of 
'the animal economy, but they must learn to entertain a little 
more respect for BUch as take a more enlarged view of nature 
than thelllselvea. The investigations of the former extend no 
farther than the mere structure and funcUons ot" the variuus or
gans; and all this is very good, and very useful to know. But 
man and other animals poasesa not only various !lrgallS. but alao 
a moving power, a vital principle, without which these organs 
would be entirely useless. The microecopic observers, indeed, 
ridicule all inquiry into the manifeetaUons of this principle, as 
absurd and useless. Yet I do not hesitate to affirm that any 
system of Physiology is incomplete, which excludes all conaide
raUon of these manifestaUona, which are phenomena of nature, 
and a fit subject for philosophical investigaUon. What should 
we think of the wisdom of that philosopher, who, in attempting 
to communicate an adequate idea of the operaUon of the 6team. 
engine, should content himself with a mere descripUon of its 
mecbanism,-of its wheels and Ieven, and cylinden, and pistons, 
-keeping entirely out of view the moving ,power-the steam, 
and ridi~uling all investigaUon into the nature, applicaUon. and 
phenomena ot' this power? 

In the Preface to the first ediUon of :M. MagendiM Clnn· 
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whose su.cceaeful labours in this depe.rtmeat of 
knowledge have beml reeently laid before tbe pob-

pendium of Physiology, the author !lets out by observing, that 
bill priJiclp&l object in composing the work was " to contribute 
to the introduction (lf the Baconian method of induction into 
Physiological science ;" and on the 89th and 90th pages of the 
fuurtb edition of Dr Jrlllligan'll Tnanslation, tllere occurs the 
only refereoce which M. M.gendie has been pleued to make w 
the su~ject of Animal Magnetism. It is 88 follows:-

" The profel80n of magnetism, an~ particularly those of Ger. 
many, speak a great deal of a sense whica is present in all the 
othera, which wakes when they sleep, and which is displayed 
more especially in aleep-UJalker1 ; those persOns receive from it 
the power of predicting event1. The instinct of animals is 
formed by this sense; and it enables them to foresee dangers 
which are near. It resides in the bones, the bowels, the gan
glion, and the plexus flf. the nerves. To answer BUch reYeries 
would be a mere losing f1f time." 

Thle is all, ae &.r as I have obaerYed, that M. Mllf!"'ldie lias 
condescended to say about Alltmal Magnetism ; a ludicrously 
imperfecl; alluaion to ooe of these hundred theories which .have 
beeJa put furth with a view to account tor a certaiucl&IIB ofpbe
nomeoa. On tJ1e subject of the pheM- Utemselves ·he ia!l 
quite silent. Now, I would just take the liberty of asking M. 
Ma,:eadie, bl what palt ot the writings of Bacon he bas found a 
siRgle pa.age whieh, either clireetly or by impllcatien, can war
J'IUK 111 in excluding from philosophy the coDSideration f1f any 
el&ll8 of facts which have been established by incootl'IWertfble 
evidence, ed of the reality of whieh ~ery intelligent man insy 
eatisf'y himself by experiment and oblervation ? Lord Baeon 
wae not quite such a blockhead 88 11001e of hie pretended disciples 
would make him. 

In one of his notes to the work f1f M. MageD<Iie, Dr Mlllipn 
observes that • iwp--rflerf afford a moat p~lexing object of 
•udy." Now, surely that labour is not usele1111, that time is not 
mt.pent, wlrieh are occupied m attempt!Bg- to unnvel this per
plexity, in the true spirit of the Baconian philosophy, by eol
leetlag aiMl cludfying the filets. 
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lie, wiU be boDOurably di&Unguiahed lty posterity. 

But although much baa been already doae fer this 

science, in the way of collecting materiala for i&a 

future improvement, a great deal still remains to 
be performed, before it becomes capable of afford

ing us a just and comprehensive inaight into the 

human conatitution, and the action, sympathies, 

and susceptibilities of the various parts of the vital 

economy. Some very interesting discoveries, in
deed, have been made ; but the attempts to gene

ralize the facts discovered have been founded upon 
too limited an induction, and the theories which 

have resulted from these imperfect generalizations 

ha~e coosequently been too partial and exclusive. 

Hence we are still so far from having hitherto ar

rived at a knowledge of that important link which 

connects the phenomena of nature-mind and mU

ter. To me, indeed, it is quite incomprehensible 

how the interesting inquiries of the enlightened 

professors of .Animal Magnetism, upon the Conti

nent, should have been 110 entirely overlooked and 

neglected in this country, and such a truly ludi

crous, if not absolutely disgraceful, ignorance of the 

whole subject should still be allowed to prevail 

among professional men. Setting aside all theory, 
the various important and undoubted facts which 

have been brought to light by that practice, are not 

ouly exceedingly curioWJ in themselves, but are, 
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moreover, calculated to open up many new views 
in physiological ~~eience, and to explain many ob

scure passages in the book of Nature. The mul
titude of these indisputable facts, now accumulated 
by the intelligent disciple& of the doctrine, aft'ord 
the most overwhelming answer to the reiterated, 
ignorant parrot-erit>s of quackery and imagination. 
Physicians of tbe very highest eminence have borne 
the strongest testimony to the reality and import
ance of this diseovery, and have anticipated from 
it the most valuable accessions to their profeSBionaJ 
knowledge.• 

I am perfectly willing to agree with those who 
bold that all our knowledge ought to rest ultimate

ly upon PbysicRf-& science which embraces, or 

• The name and reputation of the celebrated Dr Hufeland, 
Physician to the King of Pruasia, is, or ought to be, welllmown 
to every professional gentleman in this country ; and no one ac
quainted with the character and writings of this practical phy
sician, will accuse him of any deficiency of scientific acquire
mente, or of any predisposition to enthusiastic feelings. I pre
sume, then, that the opinions of a man RO eminent, and in every 
respect so well qualified, will be allowed to have some weight 
even with those who are themselves indisposed to investigation, 
and prefer an indolent scepticism to the labour of enquiry. 
Now, in his illustrations of and additions to Dr Stieglitz's Ideas 
upoll Animal Magnetism, Dr Hufeland observes. "We stand 
before the dawning of a new day for science and humanity ,.....a 
new discovery, surpassing any that has been hitherto made, 
which promises to afford us a key to some of the most recondite 
secrets of nature, and thus to open up to our view a new world.'' 

1' Is it necessary to remind any perBOn& pretending to the cha-
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ought to embrace, all nature. · But our prevailing 
physical . theories have been recently described, 
perhaps with too much justice, as ''merely ingeni
ous methods, of no .other utility than to facilitate 
the calculation of results." • Hitherto the science 
of Physics has been unable to discover the element 
of motion, and now abandons the research as fruit
le88. Physiology, too, is ignorant of what life real
ly is, and yet pretends to explain its phenomena ; 
and Psychology, not knowing in what manner the 
spiritual faculties are united to the organization, 
is com~lled to investigate the operations of the in
tellect, as if they w~re performed altogether inde
pendently of the body; whereas they are only ma
nifested, in the ordinary state of existence, through 
the intermediate agency of the corporeal organs ; 
and Nature nowhere exhibits to our visual per
ceptioDB a soul acting without a body. 

Now, in the course of this volume, I shall ha\'e 
occasion to direct the attention of my readers to a 

racter of philosophers, that the term Phglic# is derived from a 
Greek word (9u,.,) signifying Nature? How, then, do they 
pretend to Umit it to matter and mechanism ? .Are not the 
phenomena of Spirit as much .a part of nature as thoee of 
Matter? 

• See .&.aids P~ P~, par C. ChardeL Paris, 
1831. In a subsequent part of this volume, I shall take the li
berty of laying the ingenious writings of this author more 
largely under contribution. 

TOL. 1. D 
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number oi new and moat important faets-factll, 

too, to which sufficient attention does not seem to 

have been paid, especially by medical men, in this 

eountry--l'elative to the more remarkable powers, 

sympathies, and · Bll8ceptibilitiee of the human or

ganism, and to the energies and oeeasional mani

festations of the vital functions. These facts are 

elear and unambiguons in tbem8elves, and their 

reality baa been demonstrated by numerous and 

decisive experiments; they are eooseqoently sup

ported by the most unimpeachable evidence, and 

most ultimately, in my humble opinion, greatly 

modify, if not entirely change, the whole aspect of 

the science.• 

With regard to Psychology, or that science which 

treats of the nature and functions of the immate
l'ial, or spiritual, or vital principle, which animates 

and governs the organism, I hope to be able to 
bring forward a numerous class of facts, of a cha

racter perha)Jil still more important, and certainly 

mol'e interesting to science and to humanity.t 

• The microscopic philosophers need be under no alarm. 
Their labours are ueeful, and we re~pect them, and require only 
the same respect from them. The object of their investigations 
is matter,-OUn is spirit, and the manifestations of spirit. Our 
paths are diiferent, and why should we tum aside to quarrel with 
each other? The objects of eclence &re !lllfticlently numerous to 
affiml occupation to all, and sufliciently separated to prevent 
the necessity of perpetual collision. 

t Our investigations, however, must not be confounded with 
those of the mere metaphysician. He dwells in the region of 
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It is a complaint 88 old, ai leut, 88 the days of 

Cudworth, that; in their psychological reeearchea, 
m4l&t individuals seemed dispoeed to give an undue 
'bias to the principles of materialism ; and Bitbop 

Berkeley asks, "' Have not Fataliam aad Sadducism 
gained ground during the general passion for ~be 
corpuscularian and mechanical philosophy, which 
hath preniled for about a century ?" The later 

facts and speculations of Lord Monhoddo, other
wise calculated to revive \be study of Spiriiual 
Philosophy, appear to have made little or no per

maneni impression upon the minds of philosophers. 
There is no doubt, indeed, that, for a considerable 

period, our psychological theories have in general 
displayed a decided leaning towards materialism ; 

they have too much disregarded the manifestations 
of the vital principle-,.-t.he tn& ~-aod relied 

too exclusively upon the mere acts of the material 

organization, as if there were nothing else deserv
ing investigation. Hen~ by a very partial and 
perverse examination of human nature, many phi
losophers and physiologists wen illdaeed to con

clude, that the soul-if indeed any such hypothe
iical beiag could be ratiOilally preaamed to exist-

abstract ideas, and endeavours to reduce these to the clearness 
of mathematical axioms; we are occupied with facts and obse:. 
vations tending lo demonstrate, and, if possible, explain the 
manifestations of the spiritual principle ; his proofs are logical ; 
oura are derived entirely from experience. 
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was inseparably connected with the body-that it 
was the mere product or oft'apring of organization 
-that both grew up to maturity together, existed 
in indissoluble union, and perished at one and the 
same moment of time. • 

• These opinions are very old ; they are of Pagan, not of 
Christian, origin. The doctrine, with th• reasons which led to 
the belief of it, is thus stated by Cb,arles Blount, and subee
quently plaglarised by other writers, in his Treatiae entitled 
.Anima Mtmdi. 

" As first to behold the aoul in its infimcy very weak, and 
then by degrees with the body to grow daily more and more 
vigorous, till it arrived to its perfection, from which state to
gether with the body it declined, till the decrepitude of the one 
and dotage of the other, made It seem to them probable that 
both should likewise perish together : 

Gigni pariter cum corporA, et uua 

Creteere aentimua, pariterque aeneecere meutem." 

Other ancient and modem poets have dilated upon the same 
idea. Thua Seneca, the Tragedian : 

Pm mortem nibil eat, ipuque mors Dihil. 
Mors individua eat noxia corpori, 

Nee parcene anime. 
Toti morimur, na]]aque pare manet noetri. 

And the aame aeotiment is re-echoed by Voltaire : 

Elt-ce Ia ce .Raion de l'Eieence aupreme, 

Que 1' on noue peint si lumineux ? 

Eet-ce Ia cet Elprit aunivant l nona meme 7 

D nait aveo noai8DI, croit, a'aft'oiblit comme eu: 

Helu I il perira de meme. 

This doctrine was held by some of the Greek and other hea
then philosophers ; it was maintained, amongst others, by the 
Jewish sect of the Sadducees, and it was embodied in what has 
been called the Arabian heresy. It seems to have originated 
from a want of due attention to the obvious and important dis-
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But the facta and observationa. I am about ·to 
submit to the serious consideration of my readers, 
in this volume, lead us to conclusions precisely the 
reverse of this, and are calculated, as I coneeive, 
to demonstrate, incontrovertibly, the separate ex
istence and independent activity of the fiOul of mal!, 
as well as ita powerful influence over the corpott!al 
organism ; in abort, that it governs, inatead of t. 
ing governed by, the body ;• and thus, by the most 

tinction between the merely physical and material, and the mo
ral and spiritual' nature of man, without which the various ph~ 
nomena of the human constitution cannot be properly compre
hended and explained. The doctrine, however, although cer
tainly very ancient, never became generally popular, even in 
the heathen world. As Cicero observes,· there always remained 
in the minds of men quai~ gvoddam auguriumfutu~ 
-an internal preSentiment of immortality, which opposed a 
stubborn resistance to all the ingenious sophistry of atheism. 
The opinion, too, was always philosophically refuted. as often u 
it was seriously propounded in a tangible shape. It was at
tempted to be revived by many of the Fren~h philosophers and 
elpriU fort., previous to the first revolution, 1111d even infected 
some thinking people among ourselves. I trust, however, that 
we have no reason, at present. to express ourselves in the lan
guage of an old and learned writer : " Surely we are f'allen into 
an age declining from God, in which ·many are fond of th01e 
things which lead us filrthest from Him; and the rabble of 
atheititic&l epicurean notions, which have been so often routed, 
and have fled before the world, are now faced about, and afresh 
recruited, to assault this present generation.''-81:& C. WoLsE
LEY; Unre410M1Jien8.a of Atheime, p. 37. 

• Spiritus intue alit ; totemque infuea pPr artue 
Mene agitet molem.- VIBGIL. 

Some of the ancient philosophers ascribed much greater in-
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ample and irrefragable evidence, to aet for ever at 

rest that apparently interminable oontroveray be

tween the Materialista and the Spiritualiats-that 

~vexata, as it baa been called-which baa been 

the great opprobrium of philosophy, from the earli

est dawn of science even to our own times. 

This indeed is perhaps the most interesting dis

covery, in a scientilic point of view, which baa hi

therto resulted from the investigation• of the pro

fessors of Animal Magnetism-a study which, it 

will thus be perceived, is of the very highest im

portance, not to medical science only, but to gene

ral philosophy. 

With regard to the therapeutic department of 

Animal Magnetism, it cannot be expected that I 

should enter at any great length into its details, 

beyond a mere enumeration of the conditions, a de

scription of the processes, and a statement of their 

attested efficaey. A dry narrative of cases of treat

ment, and a still drier list of cures and failures

for both have been amply recorded-however ac

eeptable to the gentlemen of the medical profesaion, 

could possess little interest for the general reader. 

With a reference, therefore, to the numerous works 

fluence to the soul, as the poet, Spenser, has expreeaed their 
doctrine in the following couplet : 

" For of the soul the body form doth take ; 
" For soul is form, aod doth the body make." 
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in which tbeee eases are to be MuDd minfttely re

corded, it may be almost eufticient for me to ob

serve at present, that, by mean• of a few apparent

ly insigui&eant manipuJaiiona, or even by an ener

getic exercise of the volition, aceompaniecl by a 

vehement deaire ~ relieve the aiBioted, diaeasea of 

the moat brveterate and obatinate nature, which 

bad previoualy bailed all the ordinary reaoureea of 

medical akill. have been radioally cored, or grea&

ly alleviated, and the patient, according to tlae aa

ture of the particular eaae, has been reatored to 

perfect or comparative health and atrength. Tttia 

flftlllltive etieacy of the prooe8888 might be demon

strated by the most ample and mwt satisfaetory 

evidence. In the mean time I shall take tbe li'ber

ty of merely alluding to one or two faets. 

The judiciowJ Dr Wieuholt of Bremen, a pbytri.· 

ciao of great respectability, and in extensive prac

tice, who bad long been • sceptical in regard to the 

alleged eAcaey of the magnetic treatment, was at 

length induced by circumstances to make trial · of 

it, and gives the foJlowing account of his own ex

perience. 

" It became every day more and more evident 

to me, that, in the phenomena produced by the 

magnetic treatment, there was manifested the in

fluence of a hitherto unknown agent, and that it 

was impossible to ascribe them either to mecl1ani-
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cal excitation, or to moral effects, aa their source. . 

But I found a still more valuable and more hate

reeting reward of my perseverance, in the auccesa

ful and complete termination . of many serious and 

inveterate diseases, where my art failed me, and I 

could derive no aid from it in future. 

" The best encouragement I experienced was in 

the successful and radical cure of my own child, a 
boy near six years old. For some years he had 

been almost constantly in a complaining state, and 

aftlicted with many ailments, especially of the sto
mach, which appeared to be of a spasmodic kind. 

At length, when he had attained his sixth year, he 

exhibited symptoms which led me to apprehend 

confirmed epilepsy; and now, as all my previous 
efforts had failed, I resorted to Magnetism, of the 

efficacy of which I had already acquired sufficient 
experience. His mother undertook the treatment. 

In a few days he. became somnambulist, and mani_. 

fested precisely the same phenomena, making al
lowance for his age, as other patients who have 

been placed in the same .state. In a few weeks he 
was cured, continued subsequently free from all 

those spasmodic attacks, and is at t .. is moment the 

model of a strong and healthy youth. 
" The cases in whieh, during a series of years, I 

have either administered Animal Magnetism my
self, or caused it to be administered by others, 
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amount now to between '75 and 80. By far the 

greatest number of these cases ooneiated of diseases 

in which I could obtain no relief, or, at the utmost, 

a very equivocal alleviation, from the ordinary me

dical treatment-diseases of various kinds, acute 

and chronic, nervous and other tedious complaints. 

'Among the patients there were persons of every 

age, rank, and sex, mamed as well as unmarried. 

In the cases of several of these patients, no other 

phenomenon was observed but a state similar to 

sleep; in others, there was feverish excitement; in 

many there were disagreeable and painful feelings, 

and in not a few convulsions. These reactions 

either appeared singly, or, as iu most cases, in com

bination. I had frequent opportunities, too, to ob

serve the phenomenon· of Somniloquism, with all 

its various shades and attributes ; although this 

state has occurred much more seldom in my expe

rience than it is said to have done in that of others. 

I have seen it in grown persons, as well as in chil

dren, in males as well u in females, in the married 

and in the unmarried. In many patients, however, 

Magnetism produced no perceptible symptoms, and 

the complaints a~ted during the process of mani

pulation, or the patients were restored to health by 

this treatment, without my being able to discover 

the cause. But not all of the magnetized patients 
VOL. J, E 
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recovered. Many continued in the same state as 

before the treatment; others found only an allevia

tion of their suft'erings; nay, some died. In some 

the cure was transient; several were only partial

ly, but many were completely, cured." 

In another passage, Wienholt adds: "Above all 

things, the competent judge will not overlook the 

nature and duration of the diseases which came un

der treatment. He will soon be convinced, that 

by far the greater part of the cases here reported 

fall under that class in which the skill of the phy

sician usually fails, which our forefathers, there· 

fore, designated by the significant name of Scanda

la medicorum, and which even our present physi

cians, notwithstanding all the boasted progress 

made in the healing art, have not been able to take 

out of that predicament."* 

Captain Medwin, in his Memoir of Shelley, the 

poet, informs us that " Shelley was a martyr to a 

most painful complaint, which constantly menaced 

to terminate fatally, and was subject to violent 

paroxysms, which to his irritable nerves were each 

• See the Preface to WIENROLT's Heilkraft d68 ThierUchen 
M1Jf1118li8mUB, a work which I would earnestly recommend, as 
written with great sobriety and good sense, and by an eminent 
practical physician, to every student of Animal Magnetism. In 
his magnetic practice, Wienholt was assisted by the Drs Olbers, 
Heinecken, Treviranus, &c. all of whom were perfectly satisfied 
of the efficacy of the treatment, and the reality of the pheno. 
mena. 
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a separate death." Captain Medwin continues, " I 
had seen magnetism practised in India and at Paris, 

and, at his earnest request, consented to try its ef

ficacy. Mesmer himself could not have hoped for 

more complete success. The imposition of my 

hand on his forehead instantaneously put a stop to 

the spasm, and threw him into a magnetic sleep, 

which, for want of a better word, is called Som

nambulism. Mrs Shelley and another lady were 
present. The experiment was repeated more than 
once. 

" During his trances, I put some questions to 

him. He always pitched his voice in the same tone 

as mine. I inquired about his complaint, and its 

cure-the usual magnetic inquiries. His reply 

was, 'What would cure me would kill me' (allud

ing probably to lithotomy). I am sorry I did not 

note down some of his other answers. Animal 

Magnetism is, in Germany, confined by law to the 

medical professors ; and with reason-it is not to 

be trifted with" ............ " It is remarkable, that, 

in the case of the boy Matthew Schwir, recorded 

by Dr Tritschler, the patient spoke in French, as 
Shelley in Italian. He improvised also verses in 

Italian, in which language he was never known to 

write poetry. I am aware that, in England, the 

phenomena of Animal Magnetism are attributed to 

the imagination. I only state those facts that may 
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perhaps shake the incredulity of the moat acep&i· 

cal!'• 

I could easily adduce a host of other eminent 
and unimpeachab]e authorities upon this subject ; 

but I am afraid of exceeding the limits l have pre. 

• A very curious instance of im~ during the mag
netic sleep will be found in a work on Animal Magnetism by 
Mr Baldwin, British Consul in Egypt. 

In the Memoir referred to in the text, Captain Medwin adds 
that Shelley was afterwards magnetised by a lady, to whom he 
addressed some vel'lle8, supposed to have been spoken to himaelf 
by his female physician during the operation ; and which, al
ihough careJ.es.Uy thrown together, possess a good deal of that 
"wild and wondrous" charm, mingled with refined sensibility, 
which distinguishes the poetical effusions of that glfh!d but un
fortunate genius. 

" Taz MAaNJ:TIC LADY TO Hila P.u~IIINT. 

" Sleep on I lleep on I forget thy pain ; 
My hand ia on thy brow, 

My spirit on thy brain, 
My pity on thy heart, poor friend ; 

And from my fingers flow 
The powers of health, and, like a sign, 

Seal thee from thine hour of woe ; 
And brood on thee, but msy not blend 

With thine. 

" Sleep on I lleep on I I Ion thee not ; 
But when I think that he, 

Who made and makes my lot 
Ae full of ftowers as thine of weeds, 

Might have been lost like thee ; 
And that a hand which wu not mine 

Might then haTe chased hia agony, 

AA I another' a--my heart bleeds 
For thine. 
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scribed to myself, and must therefore refer my 
readers to the sub&equent parts of this work, and 
&o the writings of those authors whom I shall have 
occasion to notice hereafter. 

In concluding this Introduction, I again beg to 
be permitted to repeat, what I formerly observed, 
that I do not expect my readers to place implicit 
confidence in all the statements I shall have occa-

" Sleep, tleep, and with the alwnber of 
The dead and the unborn : 

Forget thy life and woe; 
Forget that thou mllllt wake for ever ; 

Forget the world' a dull -m; 
Forget loat health, and the diviDe 

Feelings that die iu youth' a brief mora ; 

And' forget 111-for I can never 

Be tbiue. 

•• Like a cloud big with a May ebower, 
Myaoul weepa bealiDg raiu 

On thee, thou withered ilower ; 

k breath• mute muic~ 1iby sleep; 
kt ~oar calma thr brain I 

Ita light within thy gloomy breaat 
Speab like a aecond youth apia. 

By mine thy being it to itt deep 
Poaeet. 

•• The apeU it done, How feel you oow ? 

' Better-quite well'-replied 

The a1eeper .-What would do 

You good, when euft'ering and awake? 
What cure your head and aide ? 

• 'Twould ldll me what would Cure my paia ; 

.Aad as I must on earth abide 

Awhile, yet tempt me not to break 

My chain."' 
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sion to make, merely because I may have brought 
them forward as facta. I shall honestly lay before 

them the evidence in support of the<Je statements, 
and thus endeavour, to the utmost of my power, 
to place them in a situation to judge for themselves. 

I 888ure the public that I am no proselytising en
thusiast ;-I have no desire to make converts to 

any particular doctrine, but am anxious only to sti
mulate to inquiry, in order that truth, when ulti
mately discovered, may be duly acknowledged. In 
short, I do not caU upon any of my reader& to be
lieve ; I merely solicit their candid attention, and 
humbly invite them to think, and investigate, and 
decide according to their respective convictions. A 

blind credulity, and an obstinate scepticism, are 

frequently bo'b the offspring of ignorance, and both 
are equaiJy injurious to our progress towards scien
tific truth. 

With regard to myself, I expect neither fame 
nor fortune from literary or scientific labour; I 
have no personal interest in the reality of the facts 
I am about to establish ; I am content to act mere
ly in the humble capacity of a pioneer, and endea
vour to clear the way for others more competent 
to the task, and more ambitious of the honours and 
rewards of successful investigation. Upon this oc
casion, however, I would remind all those who may 
approach the discussion of this interesting but in· 
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tricate subject, in the words of an old and ingeni
ous English writer, the celebrated Dr Henry More 
-that " exquisite disquisition begets diffidence ; 
diffidence in knowledge, humility; humility, good 
manners and meek conversation. For mine own 
part, I desire no man to take any thing I say upon 
trust, without canvaSsing. I would be thought ra
ther to propound than to assert : But continually 
to have expreued my diffidence had been languid 
and ridiculous." 
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Nihil comp<llitum minculi caua, nrum audita acriptaque teaioribuo 
tradam.-T£CITUS, .An. zi. 27. 
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AN INQUIRY, &c. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE name of .Animal Magnetism has been given 

to that organic susceptibility which renders the 

nervous aystem of one individual capable of being 

affected, in various ways, by particular processes 

performed by another, especially when accompanied 

with faith, or, at least, a certain abandonment in 

the patient, and with an energetic effort of volition 

on the part. of the operator. The same name is also 

employed to designate the processes themselves, by 

means of which the desired effects are sought to be 
produced.* 

• The name, AniiMI M~ has been by many considered 
improper, becauae it conveys no adequate idea of the nature and 
extent of the suJ:dect ; &Qd, also, becau~ it seems to imply 
a questionable theory. This latter objection, indeed, has evi
dently misled many ingenious but superficial enquirers, who 
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This definition, however, applies only to the moat 
ordinary manner in which the effects alluded to are 
most frequently developed. But the same or simi
lar phenomena have been observed to occur, in a 
variety of instances, in consequence of the probable 
influence of certain organic or inorganic substances 
upon the living organism-nay. sometimes apon
taneously, or without any apparently adequate 
cause ; and as all these analogous phenomena are 

eeem to have conceived that they had demoliahed the whole 
doctrine, and invalidated the whole filets, when they had merely 
lhewn, like the French Academicians, in 1784, that the existence 
of a magrwlic jluid of this nature is an improbable hypothesis, and 
that, in the present state of our knowledge, we are not war
ranted in attributing the effects produced to any species of mag- · 
netism. But the name which Mesmer was originally induced 
to give to his discovery, in consequence of certain circumstances 
which shall be explabied hereafter, could not now be changed 
without considerable inconvenience; nor is it, perhaps, desirable 
that it should. Several of the sciences, it may be obServed, have 
long since out-grown the names by which they were at first de
signated: As an instance among many, the scieuce of~ 
was originally so called from a Greek word signifying Amlw. 
Whether the phenomena evolved during the procesees practised 
by Mesmer and hill disciples have any thing in them analogous 
to Magnetism, is to this day a moot point. The greater num. 
ber of the practical magnetisers are decidedly of opinion that 
such an analogy does exist. But, really, this is a matter of 
eomparatively little consequence. It is much easier to clusify 
these phenomena, than to give an appropriate and entirely un
objectionable name to that department of science under which 
they tall to be arranged; especially so long as their cause is ob
ecure or ambiguous. It is of more consequence to science, 
llowever, to collect and cta8sify &cts, than to stickle about names. 
-Ru,Miloma. 
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conceived to depend upon the same principle, they 

have consequently been all included under one ca

tegory. 

This influence. from whatever cause it may be 

alleged to proceed, appears so very mysterious and 

inexplicable, and the eff'ects said to have been pro

duced by the processes employed seem so very ex

traordinary and unaccountable, that the greater 

part of physical philosophers, especially in these 

later times, have, without sufficient examination, 

generally regarded the whole subject, prima facie, 

with the utmost scepticism ; and many uninformed 

persons, seduced by the prejudices of the learned, 

have not hesitated to treat it with unbounded ridi

cule. • Nevertheless, it will be shewn in the se-

• I might give many amusing specimens of this ignorant le
vity, but cui llono~ Some will probably occur hereafter. To 
me they have completely demonstrated the truth of the French 
poet's observation: 

L• plue granda foux eont ceux qui ne peneent paa l'etre. 

In the mean time, I must be permitted to express my regret 
that my friend, Professor Napier, in a late number of the Edin
IYurgh Rniew, should have lent his countenance, and that of the 
publication over which he presides, to mere vulgar clamour, 
and affected to sneer at what he, or his contributor, is pleased 
to denominate" the /olliM of Animal Magnetism." I have no 
hesJtation in telling Professor Napier, that be who attempts to 
hold up to ridicule a acientific subject, of which he is profoundly 
ignorant, has but small pretensions to the character of a philo
sopher. Indeed, I cannot sufficiently express my astonishment 
that a gentleman who once boldly undertook the task of ex
pounding the philosophy of Bacon, should expose his utter lgno-
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que), that manifest traeee of tbe reality of this in

fluence may be discovered in all ages and amongst 

all nations ; it bas alwayta constituted an element 

of popular belief; it is supported by eome striking 

ranee and contempt of its most elementary principle, by pass
ing a condemnatory sentence, without previous investigation, 
upon a series of filets, entirely elicited by inductive enquiry;
filets, too, which attracted the serious attention of such men as 
La Place, Cuvier, Hufeland, Dugald Stewart, and many other 
eminent philosophers and physician& Such conduct merits ge
neral reprobation; for when incompetent persons are permitted 
to erect themselves into judges and oracles in matters of litera
ture and science, when adventitious circumstances afford them 
opportunities of inftuencing popular opinion, and when they 
proceed, at once, to decide upon the character and value of par
ticular subjects, without condescending to enquire or having the 
capacity to comprehend, they only mislead others, become blind 
leaden of the blind, retard the progress of useful knowledge by 
discouraging investigation, and thu~ contribute to perpetuate the 
reign of pr~udice, Ignorance, and error. 

Judex damnatur cum nocena abaolvitur. 

In a subsequent number of the same publication (October 
1836, p. 240), It is said, with the same profound and deplorable 
ignorance of the subject: 

" In the province~~, a believer in Animal Magnetiam or Ger
man Metaphysics has few listeners and no encouragement; but 
in a place like London, they make a little coterie ; who herd to
gether, exchange flatteries, and take themselves for the apostles 
of a new gospel" 

Now, this may, perhaps, be thought a very smart sentence in 
the pages of a review ; but, in the first place, it is quite clear 
that the writer knows just as much of German Metaphysica as 
he does of Animal Magnetism-that is, in fact, nothing at all of 
either; secondly, it Is absolute nonsense in itself; and, thirdly, 
so far as it. relates to Animal Magnetism, it. Is just the very re. 
verse of the truth. The doctrines and practice of .Animal Mag· 
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natural analogies ; it bas been seriously maintain
ed in the writings of many profound and ingenious 
philosophers; and, during the last half century, its 
existence bas .been experimentally demonstrated by 
such ample and incontrovertible evidence, as pre
cludes all rational doubt in the mind of every ho
nest and intelligent inquirer. 

When a series of experiments, however, bas been 
instituted and succeBBfully conducted, with the 
view of investigating the reality of. certain alleged 
facts which are of comparatively rare occurrence, 
and consequently not immediately obvious to com-

netism were actually proscribed in Paris, Vienna, and other 
large cities,-proscribed even by the respective governments, at 
the instigation of the learned rabble. They were, for a consi
derable period, cultivated almost exclusively in the provinces: 
and it was there that by far the greater proportion of the over
whelming evidence was collected, which afterwards flowed back 
into the different capitals, Paris, Vienna, Berlin, &c., carrying 
conviction into the minds of many even of the most obstinate 
and prejudiced opponent& But it is unnecessary to dwell upon 
filets which are sufficiently well known to all who have enquired 
into the subject, with the view of rectifying the errors and mis
representations of those who prefer an ignorant dogmatism to 
philosophical investigation. For my own part, I disclaim all 
connexion with any such coterie as that described by the critic, 
and of which I doubt the existence; as well as all pretensions to 
the character of an apostle of any new gospel. At the same 
time, I assure the public, that not even the smartest sayings of 
the very smartest of Reviewers, shall ever deter me from in
vestigating the phenomena of Nature, and endeavouring to dif
fuse the truths she reveals to the humble and conscientious in
quirer. 
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mon observation, it ie often exceedingly difficult 

to impress minds, hitherto unprepared for the re

ception of these particular truths, with an adequate 

conviction of the accuracy of the result, or of the 

value of the discovery. The difficulty, too, is great

ly increased. when the phenomena evolved are re

mote from the ordinary paths of scientific inquiry; 

when they are of a nature to excite our wonder, 

rather than to satisfy our reason; and when they 

appear to baftle every effort to bring them under 

any ascertained general laws, or to subject them 

to the rules of any previously-recognised philoso

phical theory. In some instances, indeed, the very 

first aspect of the alleged facts is sufficient to in

sure their immediate rejection. There is always, 

it is true, an ample fund of credulity in the world, 

accompanied with a ready disposition to believe 

any thing that is new, and apparently marvellous, 
and incomprehensible. But it is not among the 

ignorant and the credulous that the true philoso

pher looks for a rational approbation of his labours, 

or for an accurate appreciation of the truth and 

the value of his discoveries. Even men of scienti

fic and otherwise unprejudiced minds-whose opi

nions alone can confer credit upon the efforts of 

the philosopher-are naturally slow in yielding 

their assent to the reality of any series of singular 

phenomena, which do not fall immediately within 
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the sphere of their own habitual investigations, 
which seem inconsistent with the results of their 
previous acquirements, and of the conditions of 
whose existence they are yet necessarily ignorant. 
Nor is this caution perhaps prejudicial, in the end, 
to the interests of science, unless when it is allow
ed to degenerate into downright obstinacy, or be- . 
comes contaminated by the sectarian spirit of party. 
Unfortunately for science, however, there are few 
minds poRSessed of that philosophical energy, which 
enables them to divest themselves of all prejudice, 
and to welcome the evidence of truth, from what

ever quarter it may approach them.• 
In all cases, however, where a class of extra

ordinary facts is presented to us for the first time, 
upon the evidence of others, which we ourselves 

have hitherto had no opportunity of examining, 
the rational means of arriving at a just conclusion 
respecting their reality, appear to be,-

1. To consider the nature of the sultiect, the 

• It has been hitherto the fate of Animal Magnetism, to have 
to contend not only with scientific prejudice, but with profes
sional interest, with Academies of Sciences and Colleges of Phy
sicians; in sh<1rt, with all the great monopolists of learning and 
wisdom. In such circumstances, it is not a little surprising that 
it should have survived until the present day; nay, that it 
should recently have started up, like Antreus, from the earth, 
with renovated vigour. Its ultimate triumph, which is probably 
now not far distant, will afford a most striking proof of the innate 
and unconquerable force of truth. 

VOL. J, F 
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number of the observations and experiments which 

have been made, and the analogy of the phenomena 

which have been observed to occur in similar cir
cumstances. 

2. To satisfy ourselves wi'h respect to the gene

ral character, intellectual fitness, and consequent 
credibility of the witnesses. 

a. To scrutinize the circumstances in which the 
various experiments were made, with a view to de

tect any possible sources of error. 

4. To be assured of the precision nod unambi

guity of the facts themselves, of their dependence 

upon the same principle, and of the rational im

possibility of referring them to more than a single 

cause; and, 

5. If possible, to repeat, for our own satisfac

tion, or cause to be repeated in our presence by 

others, the experiments by which the phenomena 
have been elicited, and that in the same circum

stances, and under the same conditions. • 

• The stricteat attention to this last requisite is absolutely 
necesd&ry. Attempts have occasionally been made, by the op
ponents of the system, to throw discredit upon Animal Magne
tism, in consequence of the alleged failure of certain injudicious 
experiments made by Ignorant and unskilful persons. This is 
most untair. Are we prepared to peril the reality of the pheno
mena of Chemistry upon the bungling experiments of some aw k
ward novice, who is utterly destitute of all knowledge of the ele
mentary principles of the science, and of the necessary conditions 
of successful manipulaticn ? Do not our most. eminent profes
sors occasionally fail in producing the expected result? 
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By judiciously following these rules, every in

telligent and candid enquirer may succeed in ob

taining complete conviction ; whereas, he who de

clines to enquire is not entitled to decide. 

In proceeding to the execution of the task I have 

undertaken in the present publication, however, I 

am quite aware that 1 may expose myself, in the 

ey-es of some individuals, to the charge of draw
ing largely upon the credulity of my countrymen. 

For such a charge, indeed, I am fully prepared, 

and do not eschew it; but, fortunately, I may share 

the burden with a numerous host· of individuals of 

. far higher attai~ments and scientific reputation 
than any to which I can pretend ; while I may hope 

to find the weight diminish, in proportion as know

ledge ex.tend11~ My sole object is to ascertain the 

truth in an important subject of inquiry; and this 

can only be done by an examination of the evi
dence applicable to the different points of the case. 

And here I may take the opportunity of declaring, 

that Lshall bring forward no facts, as such, unless 

they be sufficiently attested by men of unimpeach
able veracity ;_:.;men abundantly qualified by their 
scientific habits and attainments, by their perspi

cacity and cautious spirit of research, ~or investi

gating the reality of the circumstance& 'Wh~h ·they 

profess to have witnessed; -and who, besides, could 

have no motive for deception, no conceivable inte-
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rest in the practice of imposition, or the pr9paga
tion of falsehoofl;-even if the high respectability 
of their characters, and their responsibility towards 
the public,. did not constitute a sufficient security 

against any suspicion of the kind. I may be al
lowed to add, that I have myself produced, and 
consequently witnessed, several of the phenomena 
described in the following pages, and that n~

der circumstances in which no deception was pos
sible ; and the minu~ correspondence of the facts 
which have fallen under my own observation with 
those recorded in the experiments of more prac., 
tised manipulators, induces me to place entire con- . 
fidence in the ev:idence for those other phenomena 

which I have had no opportunity of verifying by 
direct experiment. My object, however, at pre
sent, is not so much to force conviction upc>n the 
unwilling minds of the careless, or the obstinately 
incredulous, as to solicit the earnest attention of 
the philosophically inquisitin to a subject of ra
tional and most interesting inquiry; and, if pos
sible, to excite a corresponding spirit of investiga
tion amongst all the genuine and liberal friends of 
truth and science. 

The reader is requested to observe, that no sub
ject of questionable theory is now to be propounded 
to him. Our business, at present, is with mere 
matters of fact; and these matters of fact he must 
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admit or reject, either on the incontrovertible evi
dence of competent observers, hereafter to be ad
duced, or on the testimony of his own experience. 
All that is required of him is, that he shall bring 
to the investigation of the subjects to be submitted 
to his oonsideration, that candour of mind, and 
that perfect freedom from prejudice and prepos
session, which we ought to preserve in all our re
searches after truth. Indeed, I would strongly re
commend to all who apply themselves to the inves
tigation of this subject, to abstain, in the mean 
time, from any attempt to explain the facts pre
sented to their notice upon the principles of any 
preconceived theory, or of any theory whatever. 
It were best, in the present state of our knowledge, 
to confine ourselves to the observation and classi
fication of the authenticated phenomena. It is the 
facts, and the facts alone, which ought to engage 
ali our attention in the first instance; and these! as 

has been already observed, we are bound to admit 
or reject, upon such evidence as we conceive to be 
satisfactory, or unsatisfactory, in the peculiar cir
cumstances of the case. 

Moreover, I feel it indispensably necessary to 
warn the reader, again and again, against the ab
solute and precipitate rejection of any alleged fact, 
without adequate investigation, merely because it 
may appear to him to be extraordinary, unaccount-
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able, improbable, incredible, or even miraculous*; 
or because the means employed seem, at first sight, 
incapable of producing the particular effects. Let 
him remember that le vrai ne ut pas toujoursle vrai
semhlable; that Nature is wonderful and inexhaust
ible in her manifestatioDfl, . whilst our faculties of 
perception and comprehension are limited ; and 
that there are many facts in science wliieh we are 
compelled by evidence to admit, although we are 

unable to discover the principle which is active in 
their production. What do we know, for example, 
of the real cause of the phenomena of mineral mag
netism, of electricity, of galvanism, of gravitation; 
-of the susceptibility of disease in the animal or
ganization ;-of infection ;-of the salutary opera
tion of many medicinal drugs, &c.? If no facts, in
deed, were to be admitted in science, but such as 
could be immediately traced to n certain and satis-

• " I..es miracles sont selon !'ignorance en quoi nous sommes 
de la nature, non toelon l'estre de la nature. 

" II ne faut pas juger ce qui est possible et ce qui ne l'est 
pas selon ce qui est croyable ou incroyable a notre sene; et I!St 
une grande faute, en laquelle la pluspart des hommes tombent, 
de faire difficulte de croire d'autrui ce qu'eu'l: ne sauroient ou 
ne voudroient faire."-MoNTAIGNE. 

A celebrated philosopher (Bayle) bas said with reason: "On 
ne prescrit point contre la verite par la tradition generale, ou 
par le consentement unanime des tous les hommes." Another 
sage (Averroiis) had previously declared, that" a whole army of 
doctors was not capable of changing the nature of error, and of 
converting it into truth." 
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factory principle as their cause, our whole know

ledge would be confined within exceedingly oar. 
row bounds. • 

• " In every scientific investigation, it must be kept in 
mind, that efficient causes are beyond our reach. The objects 
of our research are physical causes only, by which we mean no. 
thing more than the uniform sequences of events, as ascertain· 
ed by extensive observation. What we call the explanation of 
phenomena, consists in being able to trace distinctly all the links 
of such a chain of sequences, so as to perceive their uniform 
relation to each other. Thus, there may be many instances in 
which we are acquainted with facts forming part of such a chain, 
and are satiafied that they are so connected, while we cannot 
explain their connexion. This is occasioned by the want of 
some fact which forms an intermediate part of the chain, and 
the discovery of which would enable us to see the relation of 
the whole sequence, or, in common language, to explain the 
phenomena. Such a chain of filets was, at one time, presented 
by the rise of water in a vacuum to the height of thirty-two 
feet. The circumstances were well known, as well as their uni
form relation, that is to say, the fact of a vacuum -the fact of 
the water rising-and the fact ot this uniformly taking place. 
But the phenomenon could not be explained ; for an interme
diate fact was required to show the manner in which theae 
known facts were connected. The doctrine of nature abhorring 
a vacuum afforded no explanation, for it furnished no fact; but 
the fact required was supplied by the discoveries of Torricelli 
on atmospheric pressure. The chain of events was then filled 
up, or, in common language, the phenomenon was accounted 
for. 

" There are, indeed, many cases in which the investigation 
of intermediate events in the chain of sequences is beyond our 
reach. In these, we must lx> satisfied with a knowledge of the 
facts, and their actual connexion as we observe them, without 
being able to trace the events on which the connexion depend& 
This happens in some of the great phenomena of Nature, such 
as gravitation and magnetism. We know the facts,_ but we can-
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I may here observe, that the most eminent phi· 
losophers-those who have- made the most pro

found researches into the laws and operations of 

Nature-are generally the most disposed to speak 

with becoming modesty of such facts as they them
selves have had no opportunity of investigating, 

and of which they can only judge from the evi · 
dence of others, and from known analogies. In -

proof of this, I may refer to the following remarks 

of the most illustrious disciple of Newton, which 

are peculiarly applicable upon the present occasion. 
The celebrated M. de Laplace, in his Essai sur les 

ProbabilitU, observes, that " of all the instruments 
we can employ, in order to enable us to discover 

the imperceptible agentR of nature, the nerves are 

the most sensible, especially when their sensibility 
is exalted by particular eaus~s. It is by means of 
them that we have discovered the slight electricity 

which is developed by two heterogeneous metals. 
The singular phenomena which result from the 

extreme sensibility of the nerves in some indivi

duals, have given birth to various opinions relative 

to the existence of a new agent, which has been 

denominated .Animal Magneti8m, to the action of 
the common magnetism, to the influence of the 

not aecount for them; that is, we are ignorant of certain inter
mediate facts, by which thoae we do know are connected to
gether."-AaEacaoxatE, Jnquiriu conceming the Inklllctual 
P--, 4th edition, pp. 413-416. 
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suri and moon in some nervous afFections, and, 

lastly, to the impressions which may be experienced 

from the proximity of the metals, or of a running 

wate1·. It is natural to suppose, that the action of 

these causes is very feeble, and that it. may be easi
ly disturbed by accidental circumstances; but be

cause in some cases it has not been manifested 

at aU, we are not entitled to conclude that it has 
no existence. We are so far from being acquaint

ed with all the agents of nature, and their diffe

rent modes of action, that it would be quite un

philosophical to deny the existence of the pheno

mena, merely because they are inexplicable in the 

present state of our knowledge. It becomes us, 

however, to examine them with an attention the 

more scrupulous, in proportion as we find it more 

difficult to admit them; and it is here that the cal

culation of probabilities becomes indispensable, in 

order to determine to what degree we ought to 

multiply our observations and experiments, with a 

view to obtain, in favour of the agents which they 

seem to indicate, a probability superior to the rea

sons we may have for rejecting them.'' 

The late justly celebrated Baron Cuvier, too, 

(an authority not to be treated lightly in a matter 
of this kind) has, in the second vohnne of his Ana-
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tomie Comparee, expressed his opinion, in regard to 

Animal Magnetism, in the following terms :-" I 

must confess that it is very difficult to distinguish 

the effect of the imagination of the patient from 

the physical effect produced by the operator. The 

effects, however, which are produced upon persons 

already insensible before the commencement of the 

operation, those which take place in others after 

the operation bas deprived them of sensibility, and 

those which are manifested by animals, do not per

mit us to doubt that the proximity of two animat

ed bodies, in certain positions and with certain mo

tions, has a real effect, independently of all parti

cipation of the imagination of one of them. It 

seems sufficiently evident too, that these effects are 

owing to som.e sort of communication which is es

tablished between their nervous systems." 

I shall have occasion hereafter to refer to the 

opinions expressed upon this subject by the late 

Professor Dugald Stewart, and by other eminent 

philosophers and physicians. In the mean time, I 

may observe, that the foregoing specimens of phi

losophical judgment present a striking contrast to 

the supercilious, disingenuous, and irrational me

thods by which the greater number of the antago
nists of Animal Magnetism have uttempted to dis

credit the discoveries of the professors of that doc-

-~ -
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trine, and to discourage and ridicule all inquiry . 
into its phenomena. • 

• In an annotation on Southey's Life of WNI6y, the Metbo. 
dist, the late ingenious Mr Coleridge bas left us the following 
curious record ofbis opinion of Animal Magnetism. It is pretty 
much what we might have expected from such a man of inde
pendent thought and inquiry, who bad derived some knowledge 
of the subject from books and conversation, but was practically 
unacquainted with it. 

Mr Coleridge remarks, that " the coincidence throughout of all 
these methodist cases with those of the magnetists, makes me wish 
for a solution that would apply to alL Now, this sense or appear
ance of a sense of the distant, both in time and space, is common 
to almost all the magnetic patients in Denmark, Germany, France, 
and North Italy, to many of whom the same or a similar solution 
could not apply. Likewise, many cases have been recorded at the 
same time, in different countries, by men who bad never heard 
of each other's names, and where the simultaneity of publication 
proves the independence of the testimony. And among the 
magnetisers and attesters are to be found names of men, whose 
competence in respect of integrity and Incapability of intentional 
falsehood Is fully equal to that .of Wesley, and their competence 
in respect ofphyslo-psychological insight and attainments, incom
parably greater. W.ho would dream, indeed, of comparing 
Wesley with a Cuvier, Hufeland, Blumenbach, Escbenmeyer, 
Rei!, &c. ? Were I asked what I think, my answer would be, 
-that the evidence enforces scepticism and a JWn liquet ;-too 
strong and coneentaneous for a candid mind to be satisfied of its 
falsehood, or its solvibility on the supposition of imposture or 
casual coincidence; too fugacious and unfixable to support any 
theory that supposes the always potential, and under certain 
conditions and circumstances, occasionally active, existence of a 
correspondent fuculty in the human souL And nothing less than 
such an hypothesis would be adequate to the Batwfa«oty explana
tion of the facts; though that of a metastaris of specific functions 
of the nervous energy, taken in conjunction with extreme ner
vous excitement, plus some delusion, p1fJI some illusion, plur some 
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" The essential point," says Nicole, after Aris· 

totle, "when any question arises respecting fact& 

that are extraordinary and difficult to conceive, is, 

not to demonstrate how they exist, but to prove 

that they do exist."* "We must not decide,'' says 

Father Lebrun, " that a thing is impossible, be

cause of the common belief that it cannot exist ; 

for the opinion of man cannot set limits to the 

operations of nature, or to tl1e power of the Al

mighty."t 

There is no doubt that, when phenomena of an 

extraordinary character are presented to us for the 

first time, to which we can perceive nothing ana· 

imposition, plUB some chance and accidental coincidence, might 
determine the direction in which the scepticism should vibrate. 
Nine years has the subject of Zoo-Magnetism been before me. 
I have traced it historit'lllly, collected a mass of documents in 
French, German, Italian, and the Latinists of the sixteenth 
century, have never neglected an opportunity of questioning 
eye-witnesses, e1. gr. Tieck, Treviranus, De Prati, Meyer, and 
others of literary or medical celebrity, and I remain where I 
was, and where the first perusal of Kluge's work had left me, 
without having moved an inch backward or forward. The re
ply of Treviranus, the famous botanist, to me, when be was in 
London, is worth recording :-Ioh .ho.be ge111htm Ulal (loll fll6iu da8) 

I oh ntchl wiirdll geglauhl habtm auf ilwtm Er•iihlung, &c.-' I have 
seen what I am certain I would not have believed on gour tell
ing ; and in all reason, therefore, I can neither expect nor wish 
that you should believe ou mine.' "-Cox.EB.JDGE ; Tabk- Talk, 

vol i. pp. 107, &c. 

• NICOLE; Oeml1'u, tom. vii. let. 46, p. 238. 

t Hilt. Crit. de1 Super1t. I. i. ch. 7· 
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logous in our previous knowledge, it is quite natu
ral that we should require much stronger evidence 
to convince us of their reality, than in the case of 

facts of more ordinary occurrence, and of easier 
explanation.• Here, indeed, it is the duty of the 
philosopher to proceed with great caution, and to 

suspend his belief until be shall have obtained evi
dence of a charooter and weight sufficient to satis
fy his judgment, and to remove every reasonable 
doubt. But when such satisfactory eviden<~e h~ 
()nce been obtained, we can no longer continue to 

withboJd our assent, withoot totally abandoning 

the use of our reason, and surrendering our minds 

to the perverse dominion of an irrational scepti

eism. 

• "In the acquisition of facts, we depend partly upon our own 
observlrtion, and partly on the testimony of others. The former 
80Urce is neceuarily 11mited in extent, but it is that in which 
we have the greateat confidence; for, in receiving facts on the 
teatimony of others, we require to be satisfied, not only of the 
veracity of the narrators, but also ot' their habits as phlloeophical 
obeervers, and of the opportunities which they have had of as . 
certaining the facts. In the degree of evidence which we re-
1JUire for new facts, we are also infiuenced, as was formerly 
4tated, by their probability, or their accordance with facts pre
viously known to us ; and, for facts which appear to us impro
bable, we require a higher amount of teatimony, than for those 
in accordance with our previous knowledge. This neceasary 
caution, however, while it preserves us from credulity, should 
not, on the other 'hand, be allowed to engender scepticism ; for 
'both these extremes are equally unworthy of a mind which de
votes itself with candour to lhe discovery of truth."-AB:a:•
caoxarJt; lfiiJ'Iiriu OllllM'rling tlle lnt6116clwl PWWI't, p. 378. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE effects which are alleged to have been pr~ 
duced through the influence of that agent. which 

bas been denominated Animal Magnetism, appear 
to have hitherto excited little sensation in this 

country, excepting lliJ an occasional subject of ri
dicule. In the case of persons who have never 

made any serious inquiry into the subject, the very 
extraordinary, and apparently mysterious and un
accountable, character of the fa9ts, so startling up
on a first view, might almost justify the derision 
with which they invariably seem disposed to treat 
them. But he who once enters into a sober inves

tigation of these facts, and becomes, in some degree, 

aware of their number, their universality, the con

ditions under which they occur, their analogy with 
each other, and the superabundant evidence which 

exists in favour of their reality, must soon perceive 

~bat they merit more serious attention. During 
the last half century, numberless experiments have 
been made upon the Continent, especially in France 
aDd Germany (where, indeed, the practice bas now 
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been pretty generally introduced), and a \'ast va

riety of cases, of the most remarkable character, 

witnessed and recorded, which, if we consider them, 

RB they seem entitled to be consideredt as well au

thenticated, will be at once admitted to be of a 

highly important nature, whether we regard them 

merely in a medical point of view, or look upon 

them 88 a most interesting and valuable accession 

to our physiological and psychological knowledge. 
These experiments, too, have been conducted, not 

by ignorant empirics alone, • 88 is too generally 

supposed, but chiefly, 88 will be seen in the sequel, 

although not limited to them, by profeBSional gen- . 

tlemen of learning, talents, and high respectability, 

whose characters hold out sufficient security against 

all suspicion of deception, even supposing that, in 

• It 18 ftequentlrthrown out as a reproach to Animal Mag
netism, that it was, at one time, practised principally by em
pirics and unprofe&Bional persons. The fact ia, in some degree, 
true, but the reproach is altogether unmerited. It will be seen 
hereafter, that .Animal Magnetism was prohibited; that the 
doctrine was condemned, and its most enUghtened advocates 
penecuted by the profeBBion; and it was natural enough that 
the practice should have fallen into other hands. The reproach 
might, with far greater justice, be directed against thoee who, 
altho~ they ought to have been the best quallfled for the in
vestigation., neglected the opportunity of extending and im
proving the diseovery, and of rendering it more and more useful 
to science and to humanity. Throughout the entire arma1s of 
scientific dl8covery, we meet with nothing more mean-spirited, 
narrow-minded, and disgusting, than the conduct of the Faculty 
of Medicine towards Mesmer and his disciples. 
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the particular eircumstant>es, there existed any mo

tive for deception, or that it had been practicable, 
or had been actually attempted. 

Before I proceed to the history of this interest
ing discovery, and to describe the various remark
able phenomena which have been brought to light 
by the magnetic treatment, I conceive it ·may be 
useful to advert briefly to certain curious opinions 

and customs, which have prevailed, almost univer

sally, among mankind, in aU ages of the world, 
and therefore would appear to have some probable 
foundation in nature. In what degree they may 
be held to be connected with the doctrine of Ani .. 

mal Magnetism, to be afterwards explained, I may 

leave to the judgment of my readers.• 

• I understand that the facts I stated, and the observations I 
took the liberty of making upon these matters of popular faith, 
in the first edition of this volume, have called forth a vast deal 
of merrh:tent among the wiseacre8 and witlings in certain quar
ters (I wish I could make them at once merry and wise); and I 
have myself beard an infinite number of jokes-a few good, many 

· bad, and some indifferent-sported in relation to this and othu 
subjects connected with the study of Animal Magnetism. 

Now, I do not in the least regret that I have thus furnished 
a rattle to amuse these half-grown-up children of science ; most 
willingly would I leave them in the undisturbed eDjoyment of 
their harmle1111 and unmeaning mirth, provided I am permitted 
patiently to grope my way along the lowly paths of experience 
and observation, and to east an humble but not an undleceming 
eye upon all that I meet of tbe realities of nature. If we are 
desirous of making any assured progfe. in the study of the phi
losophy of man, we must not. neglect those popular opinions, 
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There are various simple operations in almost 
constant practice among mankind, and performed, 
88 it were, instinctively, which, from their very fre

quency and apparent insignificance, RCarcely en
gage our attention, and consequently give rise to 
no reflection. We find, indeed, a number of float
ing opinions relative to the object and efficacy of 

some of these seemingly trifling operations, which 
have been transmitted from age to age, until they 
have at length been permitted to settle down and 
mingle with the elements of popular belief; but 
men of· education and science, especially in thia 

age of intellect, have generally agreed to regard all 
such practices with indifference, aad to reject all 
such opinions with contempt, 88 the offspring of 

mere ignorance and prejudice. Upon due inquiry, 
however, it will probably be found, that Nature 

never confers a general instinct without having a 

thoee habits of thinking, thoee instinctive principles and feelings, 
which Nature herself, for the wisest of purpoees no doubt, seems 
to have originally implanted in the minds even of the rudest of 
mankind. These are frequently more valuable as materials for 
thought, more fertile in interesting results to the inquisitive 
mind, than all the airy speculations of' a fanciful philosophy, and 
will be disregarded, despised, or derided only 'by the self-conceit. 
eel and the wilfully ignorant. 

I will therefore venture to take leave of thet~e laughing phi
loeophera in the words of St Austin: RidealmB Uta ~ qui 

- inUlligil: elego doleam ridenleJn me-" Let them laugh at me 
for speaking of things which they do not understand ; and I 
must pity them, whUe they laugh at me." 
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particular end in view; and it is quite possible that 

these instinctive practices may have their special 

objects, and that the opinions alluded to may con

stitute ihe surviving relics of some rude branches 

of knowledge, cultivated in remote periods of so· 

ciety, which have been alinost entirely swept away, 
and nearly obliterated from. the records of human 

acquirements, leaving but a few faint traces of their 

former prevalence behind, in popular superstition, 

and the deeply-rooted prejudices of the vulgar. 

In all ages, a certain medicinal virtue has been 

ascribed to the touch of the human hand, to the 

placing of it upon a sick person, or using it as a 

topical remedy, by rubbing with it any part of the 

body which may happen to have been injured. 

This fact is familiar to all of us from our infancy, 

although little attent~on appears to have been hi
therto paid to this instinctive operation, and scarce

ly any attempt has been made to assign a reason 

for the soothing influence of the process. 

Natural instinct prompts a patient to apply his 

hand to any part of his body in which he feels pain. 

If he should happen to have received a blow, or 

any local bodily injury, the hand instinctively 

moves towards the suffering pa~t, and probably 
rubs it gently. In the same manner, in the case 

of a headach, a colic, &e. we naturally seek relief 

from the application of the band to the region where 
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the pain is felt. In similar complaints, too, we fre

quently experience relief from the same operation 

perfot•med by another, with the view of alleviating 

the painful sensation. This process is well known 

and appreciated in the nursery, whert• it is often 

resorted to by attendants upon children. When a 

child has been injured, or is otherwise suffering 

bodily pain, it usually runs to its mother or its 

nurse, who place~~ it on her knee, presses it to her 

breast, applies her band to the part affected, rubs 

it gently, and in many cases soothes the painful 

sensation, and sets the child asleep. 

This process indeed appears to be sometimes 

adopted, not merely with the view of alleviating 

any particular painful sensation, but as a general 

corroborant and preservative of the health. In 
some parts of Bavaria, we are informed that the 

peasants regularly rub their children from bead to 

foot, before putting them to bed ; and they are of 

opinion that this practice is attended with salutary 

consequences. The mode of taking the bath among 

the Oriental nations, accompanied with friction, 

and pressing the di.ft'erent parts of the body (cham

pooing ), produces a refreshing, invigorating, and 

highly agreeable feeling, occasions a slight perspi
ration and gentle slumber, and cures, or at least 

alleviates, many diseases. In investigating the 

customs of dift'erent countries, we sometimtls stum-
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ble upon practices still more analogous to the mag

netic processea. The author of the Philosophie Cor

pructtlaire informs us, that a family exists in the 

mountains of Dauphine, who have been in the ha. 

bit of magnetising, from father to son, for centu

ries. Their treatment, he adds, consists in con

ducting the great toe along the principal ramifica

tions of the nerves. Professor Kieser • mentions 

that a similar mode of treatment (called 7reten) 

hM long prevailed in many parts of Germany, for 

the cure of rheumatic and other complaints. We 

have probably all heard of the virtue ascribed to 

the great toe of King Pyrrbus. 

Long before the discovery, indeed, of what is 

now called Animal Magnetism, many eminent phy
sicians appear to have been perfectly well acquaint
ed with the efficacy of touching and rubbing, as a 
means of curing diseases. Nay, if we may credit 

the authority of the anonymous author of the De

narium Medicum, there were many ancient physi

cians who cured diseases without making use of 

any material remedies, and, as it would appear, in 

a manner purely magnetic, corresponding with 

that practised in the modern School of Barbarin. 
Fuenmt, says be, ante Hippocratem multi viri docti, 

qui nulla pror8U8 medicina corporea rui aunt, &ed lOla 

qirittu et animae facultale . 

• KIEBJ:JL; s,.- du Tellurilmvl, &c. voL i. p. 381, sect. 127. 
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Michael Medina, in · his treatise De recta in Deum 

fid£, cap. 7. (Venice, 1564), tells us that he knew 

a boy at Salamanca, who was believed to possess 
the gift of communir.ating health, and who cured 
many persons of the most serious diseases merely 
by touching them with his hand. Thiers, in his 

Traite des Superstitions (1. vi. ch. -4.), mentions se

veral monks who were in the practice of curing 
diseases by the touch. Athanasius Kircher asserts 
that there are some persons who cure the most ob

stinate diseases by the mere touch of the hand 

(solo attactu incurahiles morbos tolltmt quidam ). 

Pujol, in his work on 1rismus, relates a curious 
circumstance which occurred during the treatment 
of a patient, who was aftlicted with the disease 

called Tic doloureux. " Every paroxysm," says 
he, " terminated by the flowing of some tears from 
the eyes, and of some saliva from the mouth ; but 

the patient was obliged to beware of attempting to 
dry her eyes and chin upon those occasions, because 
the slightest touch increased the acuteness and du
ration of the pain. In one of these attempts, she 
made the discovery, that when she slowly and cau
tiously approached the points of her fingers to the 

suffering part, the fit was much shortened. She 
was obliged, however, merely to reach the skin 
with the edge of her nails, to touch it as lightly 
and as rapidly as possible, and then to withdraw 
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them as fast as she could." In consequence of this 

superficial contact, she experienced a painful but 
merely momentary itching; upon which there im
mediately followed a sensation which she compared 

to the noise made by the wheels of a clock in strik
ing the hour, and then the fit terminated. • 

Individuals have at various times appeared in 
this country, who have acquired considerable repu
tation for their skill in reducing obstinate swell
in~, and curing other diseases, principally of the 

jointR, by means of friction Jt.Dd pressure ; and these 
methods have also been frequently adopted in the 
cure of rheumatic complaints. But in such cases, 

the beneficial effects, it is believed, have generally 
been ascribed to the mere friction, and to the in

creased local excitement and activity of circulation 
thereby produced in the affected parts. 

A peculiar and supernatural efficacy bas been 
sometimes ascribed to the touch of particular indi·· 
viduals. Thus, in England and France, it was an 

old belief, that the monarchs of these kingdoms 

possessed the power of curing the scrofula (hence 

called the King's Evil) by means of the touch of 

• Pujol regarded Animal Magnetism as a chimera, and con
sidered the effects of this manipulation as merely electrical. 
Wienholt, however, himself a physician, and one of the moet 
sensible writers upon this subject, is disposed to look upon the 
matter In a different light, and recommends that the magnetic 
treatment should be tried In similar cases. 
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their band. This power is Raid to have been first 

ascribed to Edward the Confessor, in England, and 

to Philip I. in France. The following was the for
mula adopted by the kings of France, in manipu
lating upon such occasions : I.e Roi te touche, Dieu 

te guerisse. The same power is said to have !>een 
previously exercised by the Scandinavian princes, 
and particularly by St Olaf, who is supposed to 

have reigned from 1020 to 1085; so that this tra
ditional efficacy of the royal touch appears to have 
originated in the north of Europe. • 

• See Snorro Sturluson's Hii!Wrfl of the Scandii&IJ!Iian King1. 

That the Kings of England, for several hundreds of years, 
actually exercised their touch for the cure of scrofulous com
plaints, is proved by abundant historical authority; and the 
sanative efficacy of the process is also sufficiently attested.-See 
PoLYDOJIE VIJIGIL, lib. viii. Hillt. Angl. 1; TooiEJI, Charilma, 

rive donum ~mUJtionil, &c. 1597. Mr Wiseman, principal sur
geon in King Charles l''irst's army, and sergeant-surgeon to 
King Charles II. after the Restoration, says : " I myself have 
been a frequent eye-witness of many hundreds of cures per. 
formed by his M~Uesty's touch alone, without any assistance of 
chirurgery ; and those, many of them, such as had tired out the 
endeavours of able chirurgeons before they came thither."
WISEMAN's Chirurgical Treatilea, voL i. p. 387. See also Mr 
Beckett's Enquiry into the Antiquity and EjJicacy of Touching for 

the Cure of the King's Eflil. The method adopted upon these oc
casions was to accompany the touch with prayer, and to hang a 
gold medsl about the neck of the patient. 

Sir William Davenant, in his Tragedy of Macbeth, referring 
to the exercise of this power by Charles 11. of England, ob· 
serves: 

" How thia good King aolicited Heaven 

Himself beat knew: but atrangely-viaited people, 
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These circumstances, relative to the popular be
lief of the sanative efficacy of the touch of the hu

man hand, accompanied, as we have seen, with 

some evidence of its reality, are certainly curious. 

I am aware that many of the writers upon Animal 

The mere despair of surgery, be cured, 
HangiDg a golden stamp about tll.eir neeka, 
Put on with holy prayers." 

And that very eminent divine, Bishop Bull, assures us of the 
truth of this fact, in ~he following passage of his fifth sermon :
" Tlllat divers persons, desperately labouring under the King's 
F.vil, have been cured by the mere touch of the Royal hand, 
assisted with the prayers of the priests of our church, is unques
tionable." 

It has beell seen, that it was usual, upon these occasions, to 
hang a gold mt-dal about the necks of the patients. To those 
who are in the habit of ridiculing the efficacy of charms, amu
lets, &c. I would recommend a serious consideration of the fol
lowing case, which was related by Mr Dicken, sergeant-surgeon 
to Queen Anne, to a respectable physician. " A woman came 
to him, begging that he would present her to be touched by the 
Queen. As, from her appearance, he had no great opinion of 
her character, he told her the touch would be of little service 
to her, as be supposed she would sell her medal, which must con
tinue about the neck to make the cure lasting. She promised to 
preserve it; was touched; had the medal given to her ; and soon 
after her sores healed up. Forgetting her promise, and now 
looking upon the piece of gold as useless, she disposed of it ; but, 
IJoon after, her sores broke out once more. Upon this she ap
plied to Mr Dicken a second time, earnestly entreating him to 
present her again to the Queen. He did so, and once more she 
was cured.'' -DoUGLAs, Bishop of Salisbury; Th6 Crilerioft, p. 206. 

An analogous anecdote is told by Deleuze, towards the con
clusion of his DejtmJJe du Magnetisme Animal. " A Doctor of 
Medicine, who enjoys a high reputation, and who will not be 
accused of ignonnce, for he is a ·Professor and a Member of the 
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Magnetism do not admit that there is much, if any, 
analogy between this mode of cure and the mag
netic procell8e8. I should not have conceived it 
proper, however, to have omitted all notice of the 
belief and corresponding practices alluded to ; the 
more especially as, notwithstanding all the facts 
which have been brougltt forward, and the theories 
which have been propounded upon the subject, we 
are still confessedly very ignorant of the true causes 
which operate in producing the phenomena of Ani
mal Magnetism; and it has never yet beeJ:l correct
ly ascertained in · how far these phenomena may de
pend upon the physical means employed, or upon 
the psychical influences which are exerted, or de
veloped, during the treatment. The general, al
most universal, prevalence of the popular belief re
specting the existence of the influence in question, 
appeared to be a circumstance of too much im
portance to be passed over entirely without notice. • 

Academy of Sciences, declared 'o me that he knew a lady who 
was long aftlicted with . palpitations of the heart. She was ad
vised to wear on her breast a hazel-nut, hollowed out, end then 
filled with mercury, and well stopped. As soon as she began to 
wear this amulet, the palpitations ceased. AfWrafew days she 
thought herself cured, and lald aside the amulet. The palpi
tations returned ; and the eame thing took place during eenral 
.rears.'' 

e ...,., ~' .V ~~~ •&p,war .i•fAAaw«l, lb t"IM 11"tAAtl 

AM) '"";c .. ,,. .. 
Fama vero nulla proraua perit, quam quidem multi 

Populi divlllgaM. Hmodi Op.a d DW., v. 761. 

VO~l. H 
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Some of the writers upon Animal Magnetism 
have been induced to ascribe a great deal of influ

ence to the human eye; and in this opinion, alao, 

they appear to be supported by a very ancient and 

generally prevalent popular belief, which, in many 

instances, no doubt, may have degenerated into 
auperatition. This belief, however, appears to have 

existed from the earliest times. Pliny informs ua, 

in his Natural Hislorg, that a particular colour of 

the eye, and a double pupil (probably meaning a 
variously-coloured or spotted iri&), were believed 

to indicate that the persons having this colour or 

conformation of the eye, were peculiarly endowed 

with this species of the magnetic virtue.• 

Of all the corporeal organs, there is none which 

can be considered so much in the light of an im
mediate and fai,hful inte:rpreter of ihe internal 

thoughts, feelings, and emotions, as the eye. It is, 

as it were, at once the telescope and the mirror of 

the soul. Love, hate, fear, courage, jealousy, in

nocence, and guilt, are revealed by that powerful 

• " Esse, acijicit Illigonus, in Triballis et IDyriis, qui visu quo
. que etfucinent, interimantque quos . diutius intueantur, iratis 
pnecipue oculis : quod eorum malum pnecipue sentire puberes. 
Notabillus esse, quod pupillas binas in llingulis oculis habeant. 
Hujus generis et freminas in Scythia, qure vocantur Bithyre, 
prodit Apollonides :. Philarchus, et in Pon'o Thibiorum genus, 
multosque alios ejusdem naturae ; quorum notas tradit in altero 
oculo geminam pupillam, in altero equi etligiem." And more to 
the f!llme purport.-Plin. Nat. Hist. vii. 2. 
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and delicate organ ; every species of passion, in 

short, is immediately . portrayed in it ; and there 

is probably no feature in the human countenance 

from which we are so much disposed to draw our 

inferences, and to form our: opinions, respecting in

dividual character. Nee enim, says Wierius, ullum 

reperias in humani corporis fabrica organum, quod 

tanto, apirituum copia scateat, et ex quo eorumfulgor 
usque adea emicet, ut de oculi pupilla certum est. • 

The force and fascination of the eye, indeed, have 

been always proverbial, and the common belief of 

the people has ascribed to this influence many of 

those phenomena which are included under the 
description of magic and witchcraft.t The bane
ful effects of the evil eye are recorded in the vul

gar traditions of all ages and nations. Hence pro

bably the derivation of the Latin word lnvidia ; 

and Virgil clearly alludes to the common supersti

tion in his 30th Eclogue, v. 118 :-

• De PrtBStigiU Daemonum, lib. ii. c. 49. 

t The mighty mind of Bacon did not diadMn, like many of 
our physical phllo110phers of the present day, to grapple with 
this interesting subject. This great philosopher defines fasci'na· 
lima to be " the power and act of imagination, intensive upon 
other bodies than the body of the imaginaat." The reality of 
this influence he does not seem disposed to deny ; for, after re
marking that the school of Paracelsus, and the disciples of na
tural magic, had too much exalted this power of the imagination, 
he observes, that " others, that draw nearer to probability, call
ing to their view the secret passages of things, and specia}ly of 
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Neaclo quia teneroe oculus mihi faaciDat agnos. 

According to the accounts of recent travellers, the 

Indians are to this day convinced that many dis

eases are --generated merely by an evil look. In 

Captain Lyon's Travels in Northern Africa, it is 
observed, that among the Arabs, the evil eye is of all 

mischi~fs the most dreaded ; and tor a stranger to 

express particular admiration or a child, a horse, or 

any other valuable, is to bring on it or its posses-

, sor misfortune, unless averted by passing over the 

object a finger wttted with saliva. • 

It has been asserted, and upon evidence, too, 

that the human eye manifests a powerful influence 

in subduing the natural courage and ferocity of 

wild animals, insomuch that bulls, tigers, &c. it 
is alleged, have been known te retire in dismay 
before the firm and fixed look of man. Some sin-

the contagion that passeth from body to body, do conceive it 
should likewise be agreeable to nature, that there should be 
some transmissions from spirit to spirit, without the mediat~~n 
of the senses." ~er alluding to the means used "to raise and 
fortify the imagination," he concludes: "Deficiences in these 
know ledges I will report none, other than the general deficience, 
that it is not known bow much of them is verity, and how much 
vanity ;" in other words, that tile subject had not yet been phi
losophically investigated. 

• As there are some who are said to fascinate by their as. 

pect, so Rodericus a Castro (.~.Ved. Polit. 1. 4. c. 1.), says: " E 
converso, quosdam esse quorum oculi creduntur habere vim be
neficam ad res inspectas: vulgo Ben•edeircn." 
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gular and almost incredible instances of this in

fluence will be fonnd in Van Helmont'a Treati« 
on the Plague, and in other works. • 

The breath and the saliva have both been al-

• See, in particular, Setweu et Remede• eprouvl•, dont le1 pre
paratimu tm1 itt faituau LoutJNJ, de ronJre du Roi, par .M. L' Abbe 
RoU88eau, &c. 2d edit. Paris, 1708. 

I remember having read in a newspaper, some years ago, an 
account. of the escape of a tiger from confinement, which caused 
great terror and confusion in the streets of London. A gentle
man happening to come suddenly out of a house, without any 
previous know ledge or suspicion of his danger, found the animal 
couched within a few yards of him. Fortunately, this gentle
man had spent some part of his life in the East Indies, and was 
acquainted with the nature of these ferocious animals. Instead 
of attempting to make his escape, he stood perfeetly stfll, and 
fixed his eyes steadily upon the tiger, who, in the course of a 
few seconds, made a bound to the opposite side of the stree\, 
and soon left. the gentleman in complete security. 

I need make no apology for extracting the following very cu
rious observations from a popular publication, entitled Ti-'• 
TeleiCOpB, for 1832. 

".RECIPllOCA£ EFFECTS OF BETUYI.NG FEAll. 

" It is well known, that, with regard to most animals, the be
trayal of fear in one often excites another to mischievous at
tacks, or, if these have been commenced, to increased boldness." 
Van Belmont had, long ago; made a similar remark: " In llllnfti 

duello, a pa11ori holti1 ~. animm holtilil roboratur." Tu
KULUS PESTis. " That this does not hold, as is usually sup
posed, in the case of beea, appears from a clrcuinstance which 
occurred to M. de Hofer of Baden. Being a great admirer of 
bees, they appeared to have acquired a sense of friendship for 
hlm, by virtue of which he could at any time approach them 
with impunity, and even search for a queen, and taking hold 
of her gently, place her upon his hand. This was, as usual, 
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leged to poeseea considerable efficacy in the cure 
or alJeviation of diseases. The remedial efficacy 

of the breath, indeed, appears to have been main
tained in ancient times; for we find that Pliny re

commends breathing upon the forehead as a means 
of cure. • Peculiar virtue has, in all times, beeu 
ascribed to the breath of young and healthy per-

ascribed to his want of fear ; but having had the misfortune to 
be attacked by a violent fever, he soon found, after his recovery, 
that the bees considered him as a different penon, and instead 
of being received by them as an old friend, he was treated as a 
treepasser; nor was he ever able, after this period, to perform 
any operation upon them, or approach within their precincts, 
without exciting their anger. It would thence appear that it 
was not so much his want of fear and confidence in their want 
of enmity, as some peculiar eftluvia of his body (changed by the 
fever), which gave rise to the circumstance. 

" That the non-betrayal of fear, however, has a powerful in
fluence upon quadrupeds, as well as upon man himself, there can 
be no doubt. We are BCf!Uainted with a gentleman who affirms 
that he is not afraid to face any animal, not excepting a lion, a 
tiger, or even a mad dog; and when in India, he gave actual 
proof of his courage, by killing, with his own band, more tigers 
than one. His &e~.-ret is to fix his eye firmly and uadauntedly 
on the animal, a method which he maintains will cause the 
fiercest to quail By the same means, he succeeded in subduing 
a furious maniac, who had broke loose from confinement in a 
mad-house." 

• Hilt. NaJ. lib. xxviiL c. 6.-Delrio treats at large ofth011e 
magnetic doctors who cured their patients by anointing them with 
their spittle, by breathing upon them, and by manipulation. 
Rodericus a Castro (M«iic. Polit. L 4. c. 3.) seems to admit the 
reality of these cures, and tells us: " Ira oonfinnalioMIIt addvetmt 
e.rp6f'i8ntiam et mria CtWGtionum u-a mire fr~, et pra.rm 
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sons. On the other han~, the breath of some ser
pents is said to communicate a deadly poison. 

When a child complains, the mother or the nurse 

frequently says that she will blow away the pain; 
and it is usual among the common people, in some 

countries, to treat the disease called St Anthony's 
Fire magnetically, by breathing upon the body. 

Borelli mentions that there exists a sect of physi
cians in India, who cure all sorts of diseases merely 

by the breath. 
The quality of the saliva, in men and other ani

mals, appears to depend much, not only upon the 

bodily health, but also upon the state and disposi
tion of the mind. The natural office of this se

cretion is to prepare the food for digestion. Most 

of us may have experienced the alteration produced 
upon this secreted fluid by corporeal disease : the 
passions seem to exercise a strong influence over 
it; and madness converts it into poison. 

The saliva is said to have a peculiar efficacy in the 
case of swellings. It was employed as a remedy 
by the Enaalmadmes in Spain, who, according to 
Delrio, cured diseases by means of the saliva and 

the breath. • 

quotidtanam milUum qui solo afiiatu, o~~eulo, aut nudi lintei ap
plicatione, sanant etiam atrocissima vulnera, qui omnes dono 
sanitatis in variis morbis se prreditos gloriantur." 

• DELJlJo, DUquirit. Magic. Mogunt. 1606, tc..m. i. p. 69. 
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It is scarcely necessary for me to repeat, that 
the alleged efficacy of these simple natural in
fluences bas been brought under notice, merely in 
deference to the very general popular belief. The 
reader is at liberty to attach what degree of credit be 
pleases to the accounts given of their sanative vir
tues. The spiritual magnetist may hold that there 

is no efficacy in the things themselves, but that the 
salutary influence is derived from the will and in
tention of the individual who employs the pro
cesses. E\'en in this view, however, the circum
stanceR are not und~rving of attention, as they 

may be considered at~ indicating the employment 
of certain means towards a particular end, with

out any knowledge of the operating principle. • 

• Fienus, in his well known work, De J7iribur Jmaginationil, 
ucribel imme111e Influence to the acts of the mind P"' poUnliafn 

i~ " Etenim," says he," inflniti authores diversas et 
admirandas virtutes ei adacripserunt : ipsummet vulgus et to
tua mundus dicit, et quui pro comperto habet, per imaginatio
nem mirabUesetfectus contlngere et corpore proprio et alieno: et 
non tan tum hoc vlri mediocriter doctl, sed et muliercube ipsae no
runt et pneclicant." He then refers to the authority of AristoUe, 
A vicellllllt and other eminent persons, for the truth of the fact. 
The last-mentioned author expressly asserts, among other things, 
" animam humanam posse corpus eanum ad aegritudinem, et e
grum ad eanitatem convertere." Were we to n>ject all the 
other evidence of the reality of this tiact, it could be completely 
aubetantlated by the indisputable phenomena of Animal Mag
netism. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

IN order to enable us to prosecute, with any pros
pect of success, our inquiries into the operation of 
those influences, the alJeged effects of which have 

been considered in the preceding chapter; it may 
be uiieful to direct our attention, for a short time, 

to some . of those more remarkable sympathies 
which have been found to exist between the diffe

rent parts of the corporeal frame, and also between 
the mind and the material organism. Here, indeed, 

we are Jed into an inquiry of vast extent, interest, 

and importance, as regards. both philosophy and 

medicine. I confess that I feel myself quite in
competent to do justice to such a subject-a sub

ject which has been hitherto too little investigated 
by physicians ; and I have in vain sought for ade

quate information upon it, in the Writings of pro
fessional men. There are some points, however, to 

which it is necessary that I should advert, in eon

sequence of their eonnexion with the general ob
ject of this work. 

From a quotation I formerly made from M. de 

VOL. 1. I 
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Buffon, • the reader must have perceived the great 

value which that eminent naturalist set upon this 

inquiry ; but the hints be threw out respecting its 

more extensive prosecution, RO far, at least, as I am 

aware, do not seem to have attracted sufficient at

tention from those most competent to the investi

gation. Yet, as calculated to afford us some in

sight -intothe-oature of thoae hidd8'D spriliga which 

stimulate ~he animal motions and inOoenee · tbe 

'vital . fnnctians-......to unveil, in part, ~be cauees of 

·corporeal change aDd· of moral · affeetaWlity, ·~ 
eially: in those eases where ~ey·are clearly seen to 

'aet and react.reciprocallyupon eaehother-the in

. qui•y is of infinite importance to pbysielogy in ge

;mftl; and more .par.tieularly to .the study of Ani

-mal .Magnetism . . C~viog the indulgence of ~he 

. reader 1 therefore, for ~e very imperfect manner in 
which I am enabled to treat this highly interesting 

·&object, I shall proceed to. lay before him the &Q&Oty 

· information I have beea able to eo11eet; truating, 

. at the same time, tlaat it will soon he rendered 

. more satisfactory, by the co-operation of o~er in

. dividuals far better qualified for the inveatigation. 

Of the fil'Bt of those kinds of sympathy to which 

I have alluded, · there is none more remarkable than 

· that which ·bas heeD ao frequently observed to u;.:. 

ist between the stomach and every other part of the 

• See l~Nm,p. 27. 
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body-w~h the head; for instance; and vice ·wr~ 

with tbe -kidaeys and othelr organs, with the skin, 
&c.-that particular sympathy of the heat't and 
lungs with the stomach and boweli'-'-'tbe sympathy 
of the heart with the lungs, &c. From all which 
it evidently appears. that the stomach is the prin
cipal seat of all the most remarkable sympathetic 
affections which occur in valetudinary states of the 
body-a circumstance to which, although well 
known to medical men, both in ancient and mo

dern times, I w~uld take the liberty of seriously 
directing the attention of physiologists and profes
sional physicians, with a view to farther investiga
tion. • Every disorder accompanied with severe 
pain affects the stomach ; while this viscus affeCts, 
not only in its diseased state, every part of the sys

tem, but at other times, the effects of healthful sti
mulants applied to it are instantly communicated 
to the rest of tl1e body-as when we take food, 
wine, medicine, &c. 

Mental emotions also exercise a very powerful 
influence upon the stomach. Dr Paris observes, 
that" the pasailons of the mind, feat' anxiety, and 
rage, are weJl known to affect the nervous system, 
and, through .that !Mdium, the stomach ; and so 

• Van Helmeot seems to· have- lleen: fully. &1l'lll'e< o§ lllte 81f8t 
illlponance of tllis inCWQiry ; but sillCe his time,- Use suhjechp
pean to have lM!en much· neglected. 
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immediately are its consequences experienced, that 
a penon receiving unpleasant intelligence at the 
hour of a repast, is incapable of eating a morsel, 

whatever might have been his appetite before such 

a communication. 

" Read o'er thu ; and after thu ; and then 
To breakfast with what appetite you may."• 

Moral causes, indeed, have the most powerful, 

and immediate, and permanent effect, of any, upon 

the state of the stomach. Among these have been 
reckoned excessive grief, mental depression, from 
whatever cause, anxiety about worldly affairs, in

tense thought, &c. combined with the deprivation 

• Mr Carbut, in his Clinical Lecturu, makes some very per. 
tinent observations to the same purport. "As every person," 
says he, " has probably experienced, the emotions of the mind 
have a powerful influence on the stomach. Let a person who 
is going to sit down to dinner, with a good appetite, receive a 
piece of news, either exceedingly joyful, or exceedingly dis
tressing, his appetite goes in a moment. Children who are 
about to set out on a pleasant journey, it is well known, cannot 
eat. This, when I was a child, used to be called being 'journey 
proud.' . On the other hand, a blow upon the stomach will some
times take away life instantly ; and a drink of cold water, when 
the body has been very hot, has often had the same effect. At
tend to your companions when on a journey a-foot ; as their 
stomachs grow empty, how sullen and silent the whole party 
becomes ! Let a crust of bread, a little cheese, a glass of ale or 
wine, be taken, and cheerfulness immediately reigns, even long 
before any nutriment had time to reach the general circulative 
system. These things all shew the general sympathy between 
the $tomach and every other part of the body." 
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of sufficient bodily e.s:ercise and free air. u In this 

country," says Dr James Johnson, "where man's 
relations with the world around bim are multiplied 

beyond all. example in any other country, in con
sequence of the intensity of interest attached to 
politics, religion, commerce, literature, and the 

arts; where tlie temporal concerns of an immense 

proportion of .the population are in a state of per
petual vacillation; where spiritual affairs excite 
great anxiety in the minds of many ; and wbeJ"c 

speculative risks are daily run by all classes, from 
the disposers of empires in Leadenhall Street, down 
to the potato-merchant in Covent Garden ;-it is 

really astonishing to observe the deleterious influ
en~ of these mental pertt,~rhations on the functions 

of the digestive organs. · The operation of physical 

causes, numerou~ as they are, dwindles into com
plete insignificance when compared with that of 
anxiety or tribulation of mind.''• 

The celebrated Dr Cullen, in his Phgaiologg, re. 

marks, that there is one very general case of vel"y 
great influence in almost the whole of the doctrines 
of the materia medica, as this particular sympathy 
is concerned in the operation of the most part of 

• The effect of cheerfulness and occasional mirth in the pre
eervation of health, and the promotion of convaleecence, muat 
be 1iuniliar to all medical men. I think it was Dr Arbuthnot . 
who used to say that laughing lengthens Ufe, and that the arri
val of a lingle mountebank in a town contributes more to prn
.mote the health of the inhabitants than a dozen of physicians. 
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medicines, and explains the openmon of many 

whiob is otberwiae dUiieult to be undentood. 

" This is tbe operation ol medicines upon the 

stomach, from which motions· are often propagated 

to almoat every distant part of the human body, 
a11d peculiar effects produced· in those parts, whilst 

the medicine itself is only in contact with the 
stomach. 

"The &tomaoh is the pan by which the most 

part of substances introduced into the interior parts 

of the body- generally pass ; and it is endued with 

a peculiar sensibility, which renders it ready t~ be 
aft'eeted by every substance entering into it that is 

aetive with respect to the human body. Every 

thing, therefore, of this kind introduced into the 

etomaeh, operates almost always there, and for the 

most· part only there. It is now, laowever, well 

known to physicians, that the ·most consiclerab)e 

instance of the sympathy mentioned above, is af

forded by the stomach, so connected with almost 

every other part of the system, that motions excit

ed there are communicated to almost every other 

part of tlie body, and produce peculiar effects in 

those parts; however distant from tbe stomach it

self. This, iod,ec), ia very well. known ; but that 

the efFects of many medicines which appear in other 

parts of the body are entirely owing to an action 

upon the stomach, and that the moat part of medi

cines acting upon the system act immediately upon 
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the etoma.8h. only, ·i•·what· hU:not been understood 

till Tery lately-; ancf; dOes. not• seem. even yet to be 

very generally and fully perceived by the writers 
on the materia medica." . This opinion the lear~ed' 
Doctor pi'IMl8eda to: confirm by.many'¥'qpd reasons 

and striking illustrations. 

It would thus appear that the region of the sto-· 

mach is·a great attd·moetimpolltant·centre of ner

vous sensibility; but .even those writers who have 

been. fo.ooed ~· experience into ap acknowledg
ment of this fact, do- not seem to ·baTe made any 

adequate attempt to explain it; although they might 

naturally-have been Jed to inquire hew~this. s~·m~ . 

pathetic sensibility comes to be distributed from: 

this centre tltroughout the whole sy•teJQ, in the 

manner above described, The nature and func

tions of the ple:l:ua solaris,or great concatenation of 

sympathetic nervee, aituated iu this r~on. . have. 
not yet been sufficiently investigated, although· it · 

evidently appears to act a very important pai;-t in 

the animal eeGnomy, especially in certain morbid 

states of the system, or disturbed sensibility. · The' 

inve~~~on. if . aonduc&ed. with . a view to tlie ge
neral-sympathy in question, might perhaps lead to 

some interesting results.* 

• Dr Bertrand, the ingenio\111 author of a learned work on 
SomnambuUsm, thinks it more than probable that, in relation 
to the internal life, the plutu ltlam performs the same func. 
tiona which we ucribe to the brain, as the organ of the intellec-
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There are also various other sympathies, al~ 

though of less importance in relation to our sub-

tual faculties in the waking state, in relation ·to the external 
life. 

In the· solar pluul, which some of the ancients ealled the 
cerehrutR ~. the soul is thought to derive the materials 
necellllllrY for the formation of ita intuitive judgments. 

A number of eminent German and French anatomists and 
physiologist!!, in recent times, have bestowed considerable pains 
in investigating the structure and course of the nervous ganglia 

and pluul, and of the various abdominal nerves connected with 
them; (See J. F. MEc:r.zL ;.De tl6rtJ fiM'IIi imer-IGlu origine. 
In diu. d8 quiato pari R6nl0r'Um oerebri. Goeting. 1784.--J. G. 
W .ALTER ; .Tabulae neroorum thoracil et abdomini1. Berolini, 
1783.) Bichat in France, and Hufeland in Germany, came, 
about the same time, upon the idea that all these nerves, al" 
though organically connected with the cerebral nerves, consti
tuted a peculiar and independent system of nervou1 influence. 
{See Bichat's Gemm/Anaiomg, and C. W. H ufeland's Pathologie.) 

This idea was sul!eequently farther pursued, and expounded 
with much clearness and ingenuity, by Autenrieth (Handbuch 

1181' Phgrio/Qgie), Burdach (PhgriologiB), and especially by Rei! 
{On tk pectdia,. properliel of 1M Gangli<mic Sg81em, and its f'Bla. 
tiota to 1M Cerelwal Sg118m ; in the ..frohiv fir Phgriologi8, vol. vii. 
No. 2, pp. 189-2M). Humboldt {in the Gautte Litteraire d8 
Berlin, 1788, p. 312) afterwards extended this theory, by his 
evidence in favour of the external expansion of the nervous in
fluence. 

As it would lead me too far, were I to enter minutely into 
the details of this ingenious theory, I think it may be sufficient 
for me to have pc~inted out the various works in which it is un
folded, and to recommend farther investigation by competent 
inquirers. I may observe, however, that the theory is of great 
importance to Animal Magnetism ; as most of the magnetic 
phenomena seem capable of being explained only by the rela
tion in which the cerebral and ganglionic systems stand towarJa 
each other. 
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ject, besides theee already mentioned; such as that 
of the internal membrane of the brottcAi with tbe 
skin, on the application of cold to \he surface of 

the body, in the production of a catarrh-that of 

the skin with the stomach and bowels, and mce 
versa, at tbe commencement and during the conti .. 
nuance of fevers, &c. So univen;al, indeed, is this 

sympathetic connexion between the different parts 

o~ the living system, that we might safely subacribe 
to the dictum of the great father of physic- Coa
jlu:do una, fXIM]Jiratio una, corumtientia omnia. 

This universal sympathy of \he whole frame with ... ~ 

a particular part or parts, appears to owe its exist-. 

ence to that unity and contiguity of substance in 
the brain and nerves, by means of which all t.he 
different parts of the system are 80 intimately con
nected with each other, by means of \he ganglia 

and ple:cua, \hat if any one part is aft'ected, the rest 
must suffer more or less. That this reciprocal 

sympathy, indeed-this action and r~ction-has 
its origin in the various minute ramifications of 
the nervous system, seems liable to no doabt. We 
know that the nerves, which are 80 many elonga

tions of the medullary substance of the. brain, are 

conductors of part of the vital principle to all tbe 
organs of the body, for the purposes of life, sensa
tion, and action, and that it is through the medium 
of the nerves that the vital principle is acted up~ 
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on. In lhort, ~ the n_.... are the· aoodiUona of the 

corporeal a.lfet:ttJlliJit. It ie alao well known to 

the.profelllion, thai many eminent pbyaici8D8. and 

phyaiologiata have a~ uaamed, or found 

tbemaelvea compelled .0. Mmit a certain permea• 

bility of the nerve-, i. e. thM they: contain, .IIBCI'ete, 

circulate, tnm811lit, or in some·· manner CODduet 

aome &id or substance,. and, oooaequently. that 

they have cavities, whether. discoverable by bWWln 

optics or not. To tbis .hypotbeaie, aod the. conclu ... 

sions to, be dnwn from it, l ahall have ,occuion to 

. nn-ert·henalter. In the-mean ti.Jae,.J.have me~ly 
alludecl · u. it aa aiOrdiog· apparen.tly the. ~t ex

plaaetion of those mutual aympa\biea which are 

lmown to exist in the human tiame. · 
I belie'Ve there hae been of tat.. ~me controversy 

reprding this sympathy between dift'erent and diaoo: 

tut parts of the orpnism-whetber it. . ma.y be 

tJOMed to nervoll.l irritatiou, and " a neoeeaary and 
pennanent ooaaent" of these parte, or. whether it 
ui-. simply from the .e&ota of -'~ certain 1Jfa1llal 

.watimu." In aa iDgeniow. .paper by Prof88110r 
Allison;. Ora.IM P~ PriMipls qf Stla]JIIIhr, 
inaera.d in the id valume of the Traaaactiona of 

the Medioo.Cbirurgioal Soeiety of Edinburg)~, in 

wldeb be support~ the I.tter of tbeae views, the 

learned author observes : " Ae this is a subject of 

cooaiderable intricacy and difficulty, 10 .I think it 
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ia oae of thoee whieb hu of Jaie ,_.. not·AtUut. 

ed 88 mach attention fropa-:.medical inqtlirera .. :ita 

importance deaerves. In con~e~~uenee ot~ thi.,. the 

progpe&ll which had been already mue ill tb& in .. 

quiry by physiolop.t. of the- Jut age, &eeJU to 

have been overlooked, aJMI apaeulldio•a ltrought 

forward, whieh a oar•ful coneideration of the facts 

eolleeted by. them might perbape have repn111ect'' 

In hia · obeervations, Dr Alison remarb, that he 

ball chiefty in view " the excitation or altemtioa 

of adion in tbe.aniSPal economy, by the il:rdation 

of 4iltaurt part.;'' and be proceeds thus.: " Thia 

Ml'ikint and imporUIDt general fact in phyaiolegy, 
u&ed to be reguded aa denoting, or 88 depending 

on, a neceaBAry and permanent 001Uidt of ]KIJ'U; 

and the reason of this was anxiously looked for in 

eonnt>xions or aautomMe& of the nerves of the 

parts irritated, and the parts thrown into actioll 
by the irritation, whereby it waa supposed that an 

irritation applied to the one might opera .. on the 

other, in like mann8t' aa if applied to itself. But 

the reaearehea of Dr Wlty;tt ..t Dr Monro on tbia 

subject were, 88 I think, qojte eueceeaful in eata.. 
bliahing tw& points in repl'li, to aooh phenomena; 

lat, That they cannot be e:xplained b.r the eon~ 

ne:xiona of the nervee of the aympathiaing partl ; 
and, 2dly, That they do not indicate any 111110 .... ry 
consent or sympathy between irulit1id1Ull pam qf 
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tile body, but are, in general, simply the effects of 
certain mental aensatWn&; and that, in these in

stances, one part of the body sympathizes with an
other, only in 80 far aa the &emotion, which is tile 

natural and appropriate atimtdus of tile one, is ex
citable by irritatiqn of tile other." 

In a Note to the preceding pauage, the learned 

Profeesor makes the following observations: " We 
know that a certain portion of the nervous sys
tem. (at the origin of the nerves of sense), and can~ 

not doubt that a certain change in that portion, is 
necessary to the production of every sensation, of 
which. an animal is susceptible. The mode. in 
which that physical cbaoge excites a mental act, 

aod the mode in which that or any other mental 

act, in its turn, excites a physical change in any 
part of the nervous system, and thereby acts on 
muscles or othet· organs, are things not only un
known, but manifestly inscrutable_ We have, 

therefore, no means of judging, whether it is strict
ly speaking from mental sensations, that the diffe

rent sympathetic phenomena proceed, or whether 

they are more properly the results of those physi

cal changes in the nervous. matter, . which imme:
diately precede and cause the sensations, and which 
are known to us only through them. But if the 

aensations are the only antecedents, in the order of 

time, which can be pointed out as uniformly pre-
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ceding the sympathetic changell, I apprehend that 

we may lawfully assign them as the causes of these 

changes, without giving ourselves any trouble as 

to that indeterminable question!' 

In a subsequent passage, Dr Alison makes the 

following most important remarks, in which I moat 

cordially agree with that learned physician : " I am 

aware, that some physiologists consider all parti
cular reference to the acts or afFections of mind, 

and to the distinctions existing among these, as fo

reign to the proper business of their science, and 

expect no result from such discuBBions, but endless 

and nugatory metaphysical disputes. But although 

it must be admitted, that such disputes are to be 

found in most writings on the physiology of mind, 

yet I will venture to maintain, Oil; the · other hand, 

that it is absolutely incumbent on every one who 

studies the physiology of the nervous system in the 

human body, to consider carefully the laws of the 
mental phenomena, as made known to us by our 

consciousneu, and as generalized in the writings 

of metaphysicians. 

" Whether the nervous system be intended to 

serve other purposes in the animal economy or not, 

it is certain that it is intended to serve the grand and 

euential purpoae of maintaining the connuion be

tween mind and bodv. The study of its functions, 

therefore, necessarily embraces the consideration 
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of two distinct kinds of phenomena; and however 

minutely the phyeiologist may have eumined tbe 

anatomy of the brain and nerves, a'Dd however ac

curately he may have ntJted the eft'ects of injuries 

of these parte, in experiments on animals, and in 

obeet'YS&ionli·on diseaae; still, unless he has care-

folly coaeidered and genetalized the 1Deo1al part 

of the prooeues, of which the brain and nerve& 81'e 

'he instrumeflts, he has done but half his work." • 

At tb& concluaion of bitt interesting paper, the 

ingenious Profesior observes, that his object had 

been to ~:the gtoonds of his beliof in these two 

priaeiple& in Physiology, ".fortJt, That, what are 

called sympathetic actions-are, in ~neral, actions 

caused by aeo~~&tions· ; and, stcondly, That no ana

tomical expltmaf:ion oan be given of the fact, that 
certain senaations,act upon certain nerves only. t 

• These are sound philosophical views, and it were very desir
able that a professional physician of Dr Alison's high aCqUire
ments should apply himself to a more extensive inquiry into 
this most interesting subject, combining mental with physical 
physiology. 

t This last ground of belief is opposed to Sir Charles Bell's 
views; 'aa• l.ilid them ,apltlll8ed in th& following P-st' of' his 
Bridgewater TrBaliH: " Experiment proves, what is auggested 
by anatomy, that not only the organs of the senses are appro
priated to plrticular classes of sensations, but that the nerves 
intermediate between tae !train., au!, the outw.-d orgaaa 11ft re
spectively capable of receiving DO other sensations but such as 
are adapted to their particular organs.,. 

Into 'he merite of this contNversy, tbr the reasons above 
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The discussion in Professor Alison's paper is too 

strictly professional to entitle me to enter into it 

more at large ; indeed, I do not oont'eive myself 

competent to give any dooided opinion upon the 

subject. But I am not aware that be bas stated 

any thing that can invalidate the propositions I 
have advanced, upon the authority of many emi

nent physicrlans, f!'om Hippeci'Mea dowawards,. re

·lative to dl• sympathies that realJy exiet between 

-different and distant parts of the animal economy, 

thr011gb · the mediation o£ the uer'f'Ous .yatem. My 

bUsm..· ia with facta, rather tbao the· ea~:plauuion 

of facta. Whe~er these aympatl.eUe actions ori

ginate from :a eoonexion between . the diiferent 

nerves, which are the sole instrument. of all sen

·&ationa; or whether they are . determined by men

:tal •....tioJD, aa maintained by Dr Alison-tbeae 

are que&tioDS> which l willingly leave to be decided 

·by acientifie pbyaiologiats and physicians. 

·stated, I do not mean to enter; but in the sequel of this 
worlt, I shall have &clC8Iion to bring forward eome matters, not 
of theory, but of filet, which, I trust, may occasion some fit.rther 

· lDvestigation into tlie powers arid susceptibl.Hties of the nervous 
system. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE second class of sympathies to which I for

merly referred, is composed of those which are 

found to exist between the mind and the body. 

These are of infinitely greater importance in the 

present investigation, but, perhaps~ stiU more dif

ficult to account for upon intelligible and satis

factory principles; inasmuch as it must be easier 

to trace and explain the actions and re-actions of 

one homogeneous substance, than to discover the 

principle which renders this substance susceptible 

of being acted upon by another being of a totally 

different nature and quality.* The very interest,. 
ing nature of the facts, however,-and these are 

matters of observation -independently of any at-

• " As vital properties do not differ from the properties of in
animate nature, in degree, or by any other modification, but have 
nothing in common with them, it follows, that when Iivbig bodies 
affect each other only by their 'rital properties, the result must 
be such as bears no analogy to any of the properties of inani
mate nature; and, consequently, that in all proceaees which 
have any such analogy, one of the agents must operate by the 
properties of inanimate nature."-Dr W. PHILIP, On the Vital 
Function~, 3d ed. p. 202. 
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tempt to explain their causes, will do more . than 
repay the labour of inquiry. 

Bodily suffering always affects the mind, in a 

greater or less degree; while impressions made 
upon the mind have been known to produce sur
prising changes on the habit of the body. The 

remarkable histories of John de Poictiers and 
Henry IV. of France, have been recorded by his~ 

torians, and corroborated by physicians. • 
It is quite notorious, indeed, that the passions 

of the mind occasionally exert a most extraordi
nary influence over the corporeal frame. An ex

cess of joy or of fear has been known to occa
sion speedy death; and the same thing, or, in some 

eases, insanity, has been produced by Rudden sur-

• The former having been convicted of being an a~sociate 
in the conspiracy of the Constable of Bourbon against Francis 1., 
and condemned to lose his h~, became so much distracted by 
fear and violent passion, that, in one night, his hair turned en
tirely grey; and he was seized with so violent a fever, that, 
though his daughter procured his pardon from the king, no re
medies could preserve his life. The latter, when he heard the 
unexpected and mortifying news, that Henry III. had publish
ed the edict of July 1685, against the Hugenots, was so greatly 
affected, that, in an instant, one of his mustachios was turned 
grey.-See MoaEaJ, art. DianB de Poicliwa; Tau AN us, lib. iiL; 
A:N'SE.LXE, PalaU d'lumneur; SuLLY, Memoires, tom. i.-An-

, other story of the same kind is related in HowEL's Letters, 

p. 179; and a still more curious one in VEanuc, Operat. de 

Chirv.rg. cap. xiv.'p. 337. 

l'OL. ]. 
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prise. Aa .. ineuf. medical writer • mentions, up. 

on unquestionable authority, tha" upon the arrival 
of the alarming newa or the taking of Berpn.-op
Zoom, ie the yea• 1'747, such wu the general con

sternation, that many women Wel'e . known to di• 
of fright soon after the intelligence was oommwli .. 

caled to them. Sudden death, from an exoe!l& of 

joy, although equally certain,. ia more uncommon ; 

bnt there ar& m~ny iastaneea of it upon r~rd. 

Li"Y relates, that two wo~ea at Rome died of ex

cessive joy, upon fin4linr illeiJ! soDS return, aafe 

and unhurt., from the hattie of Tharsymene. Tber~ 

are numerous instaaces of swlclen, surpriee ha~ing 

oecasienedt imbecility, inll811it.y., 011 death it.self. t 
The mental at'ee&iona eart a very re~~rkabl~ 

influence over the bodily secretions. Of this many 

familiar in&Wlcea D',light he noticed ; but they will 

readily occur to tbe reader. 1 shall therefore coo., 

tent myself with quoting the following case, be

cause it baa been le&a oommonly observed, resta 

upon the best authority, and is of great impol'tance 

to our argument . 

• Dr GARDUI~·· ()A.~ ECOf!OfDN, p. 40. 

t This is corroborated by the observation of tile ceJebrace4 
Dr :Mead : " Annon hominum pe&~undare vehementet animi 
aft"ectiones ~~~epe experiuntur ? Subitus terror multos iatere
mlt ; et ipsa quandoque supra modum exultans laetitia fuit ex
itio."-:MEAD, Medica Sacra, p. 70. 
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My oW;. ingenioU, and liigtily reapecteid friend, 

.Mr Wardrop of. London, one of the. most eminent 

smgeooa of whom .tbia or any other country can 

boMt, obaerves, in Oa8 of his very able aurgicallec

tores, that" the only. -ciroumatance of importance 

to 1M partieolarly attended to, when eperaiting upon 

an infant, is the management of the ....,..te, I am 

coovinoed, says he, that in many eases where ope

rations on infanta have proveil fatal, the death bas 

been caused· by cbangee .pro®ced in the BW'8e't~ 

milk,.io ~ec&e£ the meatal agitation which, 

• yo~t .may.....,_., ia often .pr.odaced in the. inUld 
eHher of the 'nurae 01' the. mother, when an opera

tion on her yoong cbarp becomes necea~ary. l 

liMe liMit ee.wnl·Naiarb.ble inaWlee& of this kind, 

and similar eaae1t .are recorded hy autbol'& The. 

first ease which came under my own notioe, took 

place SGme :y.ean .ap in. an infant frOm whom I 

bad removei a small, very hard tumour, whieh 

wu .aduated belaind .ta.ear. No fev81! or inftam

mation. super-vened; aod after suppiH'Iltion bad 

been. •tablisbed; and the wouod :was granulating 

in the moet . healthy manner, the. c:hild diecl sud

denly of oonvolaiona. On inq&iey, 1 fOund ~bat 

the mother had been throwa into. a iYiolent fit of 

pusiflft ·Ju&at Dight,. a~uhhat. she suckled her in
fan& soon aftelrwards, immediately subaequent to 

, which the fatal convulaioo snooeecla.l. In another 
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instance, I was sent for in great haste to see an in
. fant in a convulsive fit, and on inquiry found, that 

the nnrse who was employed to suckle the infant 
bad been guilty of some mi&eonduct, for which abe 
had been severely reprimanded. Soon after thie 

mental agitati,oo, the infant was s1tckled by her, 
aad that oceurrence was fo11owed by the convul

sive attack referred to. The late Sir Richard 

Croft, who had the immediate . care of the child, 

informed me; that he bad frequently known simi
Jar cases, and that all the miscAiif wrp w be attri:. · 

buted to the pernicWus .·effect8 whieh mrwal ezcitemmt 
p1'oduces Dn the milk of tlte. nacrae~an eft'ect with 

which, in some degree; every one is familiar. . Mr 

North, in his treatise on the Cmtndlion8 of lnfant8, 
makes allusion to thiS circumstance, and has men-: 
tioned examples of it." 

It is of importance, however, to observe, that 
impressions made upon the mind may exert a be

neficial as well as a prejudicial influence upon the 
state of the body ;-they may restore as well as 
destroy healthy action. This, indeed, is agreeable 

to reason, and the fact bas been abundantly con-' 
firmed by experience. There. are numberless wen
authenticated instances, in which diseases have 
'been found to be alleviated, if not entirely re
moved, by passions excited in the mind-by fear:t 
terror,. anger,.joy, &c. 
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· It is somewhere recorded, ~bat a person afBicted 

with silent melancholy having been put into a vio

lent passion, . immediately recovered liis sanity of 
mind. Ano~her, who was going to drown himself, 

fell in with robbers, defended himself vigorously 

against them, and returned home cured of hie 

suicidal propeneitiee. Fright, sudden affections, 

vehement emotions, have, in hundreds of ca&ell, 

operated the instantaneous retl)oval of insanity. 

It has been usual to refer all such cases to the 

influence of the imagination-a very convenient 

mode of explanation, bat which, in reality, only 

serves as a cloak to cover our ignorance, anti seem• 

to be resorted to for ~he purpose of saving us the 

~rouble of investigation. It appear» quite evident 

that, in all these instances, there is some action 

exerted on the vital principle, probably through the 

medium of the nervous system. 

The same eminent physician to whom I lately r~ 

ferred-the late Dr John Gardiner of Edinburgh, ob

serves in his treatise on the Animal lEconomy, that 

" in chronic diseases, accompanied with a preterna
tural irritability .in the nerveB, and a YRriety of di.ft'e

rent complaints, arising from a morbid mobility of 

particular parts, as in hysterical and hypochoodriac 

patients, in person<J affi.icted with chronic Bllthma, 

or With a fit of the gout, tootluu·h, or rheumatism, I 

have known these several disorders suspended fer 
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a mne,. wbeo tbe ad hu beeP: uuder t.beiofluence 
of' fear, surprise. or roueed to a filed attention to 

some intere~~ting olUect. l have. frequently observed 
in practice. delicate hysterical wOJDeo, who for 
man1 months had seldom enjoyed. one day' a health, 
suddenly relieved from. every complaint, . wlaen a. 
favolJ.rite ahild. wu attacked witb,a dil8888:in whicl.t · 
dug$' wae •pprebended, and. they eootinaed in· 
appeuanee to be in. perfecst health. dwing the whole 
ooune of the illneae, . and .exhibited u u.nuaual 
alarmeaa i11 diaeha;rgiog their duty aa oarsea atHl u 
pa1'!8Dts."-" A gentleman of great oourage aae 
honoor," say• Dr Gardiner," wbo.bai .. heoome va. 

letudimny, and aubjeot to the . asthma, by a long 
eervice.in lodia, u ~ officer in the land forces, 
told we tbat, dudng their eD;CUlpanent, he was at
taok~ with a. aevere 6t of that ditorder, whioh 
usually lasted ten o.r twelve days: That, upon the 
third or fourth d4ly of hia illneaa, wheD he could 
only breathe in an erect poeture, and without mo~ 
tion, im&liPilig that it was not i.u his PQWel" \0 

move six yards U.t.~1ave bia lifes the alarm guns were 
.fired for the whole line w t.Qrn ou.t, beoaua&:a party 
of the Mahrattas hac). broke into the camp, and fear· 
iog certain ~h if be rQJQ&Qled i11 his tent, he 
sprung out. with an alacrity that aatom.becl his at. 
tendants, instantly mou~ his hoJW, apd drew 
his sword with great ease, whicb. the· da)f Wore, 
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be: eould not m&ve from ita ~ thonglt be 
ulled his whole stJtengtb ill . the.aitempt. · Frotll, the 

instant of the alann and eurpri-, the debility left 
him, tOgether with the aatbma; nor did the di.order 

return till i&s ueual period."• 

" Prom the abow instancea," oontinuee Dr Gat'

diner, "and otben of a similar. nature, wbe~te the 

ordinary course of a disease, or the diaeaae itaelf, 

ia suspended for a . time, we have reuon to believe 

that, in di&Ol'den of the· body; as well as in those 

of the mind, there is an -irreguiar. 811d an unequal 

·dietrilmtien of the powen of. 84'tioo,. which eems 

to be rectified by a sudden and• tQJ\tioued e:.nrtion 

of the powers of the mind. '1Jiti6 ~ gitJu 

fll'ealer ltability to Me ~·· (U ' ~·· 1W
CMtdilicm i8 iwrmetlio.tely c~ frotn • ...-bid.to a 

• Cases of the same kind will. be found in the Mmoiru tk 
Cu:t.vAolu.c, p. 33'1·; in GAsn:xnr, OpiN; voL tv. p. 307; ill 
hCRUJU, ON. P~.-; H~b. 1692, pp. ~ 4M, 
466,467. 

HIPPOCRATES was so fully aware of this species ofinftuence, 
thaHrees:presslyncommended oi<-~~,...~, sndden es:dt.e
~~ of pat service in certain dbe&CM!S ; and in thU opj
nion he is supported in the strongest manner by ARET AEUs, 

PAuLus, and GALEN. See GALEN, in LU>. de ThmaoG. 
Tile -e opblien luis lleen CGilJlrmed by eminent m~ 

writ.ers in more modem t\!Des, See, in particular, Fn:xus, De 
viril>w lmaginationil, and P:r:cauxus, ut ~t~p. 

I may here oblleM't!, by-the-b,., that the elder wrl&en appear 
tc! Ute the tel'DI&, I~ P.~ in a somewhat ditreren\ 
and more definite sense than that whkh seems to be attached 
to them at the present day. 
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tMre vigorOU8 8tale : The whole 11111tem acquires such 
a .degree of strength as enables it .to ruist, in a BW"· 

prising manner, the ordinarg action of the cause of 
the dillease." " These facts shew the necessity and 
great use of constantly employing the mind, either 
by business or amusement, in the cure of certain 

diseases accompanied with a preternatural irritabi
lity of particular parts. 

"As a solution of opium taken into the stomach_, 
injected into the bowels, or applied to any part of 

the body, so as to have its full effect on the nerves, 
.never fails, in proportion to the quantity used, to 

lessen or destroy the sensibility, and the powers of 
the nerves to whieh it is applied ; and as these ef
·fects are speedily communicated, in a less degree, 

to the rest of the system; in like manner, when 
any part of the body, from its diseased state, comes 
to be endued with such a preternatural degree of 
irritability, as to be, from the slightest causes, al
. most in constant pain, and this for a number of 
·days or weeks tog.ether, it has always the effect to 
render the rest of the nerves irritable to a morbid 
degree, or, to use a term in music, to bring t.be 
reat of the nerves more in unison with those of the 

diseased part than they were before. This effect 

of long-continued pain, in rendering the system 
more irritable, is not perhaps so observable as the 

effects of opium in a contrary way." 
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Again : " If we wish to moderate the severity of 
pain, or to take off a particular apasmodic affec

tion, in any part of the body, a dose of laudanum 

or opium is prescribed, suitable to the age, consti
tution, or habit of the patient in the use of this 

medicine. In a few minutes after ita application 

to the nerves of the stomach, they become less sen

sible. The same diminished sensibility is soon 

communicated to the whole nerves, and the pain 

in the diseased part is pr&portionably abated, or 
entirely removed." The learned Doctor afterwards 

proceeds to mention, that "we sometimes meet 

with a patient who, from a singularity of constitu

tion, disagrees with opium, in whatever form it is 

given ;" and in such oases, and where the effects 

of an opiate are considered necessary for the remo

val of pain, he endeavours to point out the beet 

means of obviating this inconvenience. 

I need make no apology for introducing this 

long quotation from the excellent work of Dr Gar

diner, because his observations appear to be not 

only judicious, and of great importance to medical 
science, but also exceedingly interesting, when con

sidered in relation to the doctrine of Animal Mag

netism. If by any means whatever (the more 

simple assuredly the better) we can succeed in 

soothing the preternatural irritability of the ner-
VOL. J, L 
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voua l)'t&em, aod ia any way facilitate a restora
tion of ~e healthy action of ~e vital functiou, 
do we oot go a great way towanla the effectual 
cure of a· variety of serious complainta, by lulling 

painful senaations, and alleviatiag or removiag the 
morbid symptoms, Jeaving the rest to be perform
by the vi6 lftedicatriz oo.turtB? Now, tllleae are pre
cisely the effects generally produced by the mag

netic proceasee-they act, at the same time, u a 

sedative and a tonic or·corroboran~ in a degree far 
beyGDd any article in the Materia Medica; and ~ 
better description of these salutary effects could 
hardly be given, than by usiag the laogu.ge of Dr 

Gardiner, wheo speaking of the proper administra

tion ef opiates. These eBeci&, indeed, in the ceae 

of Animal Magnetism, have been saw to depend 
upon the influence .of the imagination •-a hack-

• Those of the opponents of Animal Magnetism who adopt 
the imagination-hypothesis, have never yet, so filr as I am aware, 
coodeacended to ini>rm us what they" mean by Imag!Datioo. Do 
they use the term in the sense of the Archreus of Paracelaus 
and Van Helmont-the anima medica, the vital spirits, the in
telligence, the ~. of other ·eminent physicians P If they do, 
then let tbem say so; for, in that cnse, it may perhaps appear 
upon this, as upon many other OCCIISions, that our controversy 
is more verbal than reaL The Animal Magnetists have incon. 
trovertibly demollltrated, that the phenomena of which tliley 
speak cannot, with an1 propriet;y, be ascribed to the imagina
tion, according to the common meaning of the word. As well 
might we attempt to -refer the effects of ordinary mediemee 
solely to the inftuence of the imagination. 
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neyed and unmewitag assertion, wftieb, SD *r • it 
is at aU iatelligible, baa been colllpletely 4irlpreYed. 
by tile experieDee of ewry pmocieal aagwe&*r, 

and contradicted by aU wtlo hne any real k\ltow .. 
ledge of the •object, but 1VhicA l do not at pre.. 

tlellt intend to combat. But if we mutt ba•e a d. 
terminate cause assigned for every knoWD ;Mt'ect, 

will a~~y phyaiciau be kind ... to mform ~ 
upen what prYrciople he depcmds io the -cue tJf the 
admiaistratieft of itpiatea? Or, if igoonut\ #if thit, 

wby be ever employs the~ or, i&Md, any other 

J:De.iioines ? To me it aJ»P'MN, that all 1f'e can 

know, in the -one ca.e, • ill tl.M:l otbtw, is, that ..-.. 

tain anteelllllientll are generaUy ~1Mve4 b)r ~a11& 
ooneequenta ; and thie is quite ~t 16r all 

practical purposes. And let them depe~td Up611l 

whatever priu.iple tMy may, ·tbose meua are cer

tainly to be aoooanted the \lest, w~, aoo41tdilig 

to experience, do moMt Mfely, an•, at the ame 

time, most efttectuaUy, prot&ote the ob;oot In new, 
vi~. the relief of the pathmt; and fur &eccmlpihbing 

this object, in many cases, the ~or iftlecetiS of 

the magnetic treatment is unquestionable. Tb011e 

individual• who declioo to liaten w tbe doctrine, 

until they receive 8.n explanation of the cause of 

the phenomena, resemble petted children, who re

fuse to eat their bread and butter, until informed 

what particular cow produced the milk from which 
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the butter was made. " If medical men aseert," 

says Mr Chenevix, " that the alleged cures of Mes

merism are performed by the mind, and that this 

is the peculiar province of imaginative therapeutics, 

do they not culpably neglect the moat pow~rful 

agent of mental medicine, if they do not practise 

Mesmerism ? If imagination can cure diseases, 

and if this be its moat energetic exciter, then ex

cite it thus:-Cure by imagination, and the sick 

will bless you. • If the cause be analogous to a ro

tatory or a rocking motion"- this was the opinion 
of some of the profe&Sional gentlemen who wit

ne&Sed Mr Chenevix's expelimenta-" then whirl 

or rock your patients into sleep and health. If it 
be a new agency, find it out, and prove it by ex

periment." 
To these recommendations of Mr Chenevix, I 

would beg leave to add-Do not allow yourselves 

to lose sight of the facts, while attempting to dis

cover their causes ;-do not overlook or disregard 

the effects, although the principle should for ever 

remain undetected. 

· • See the opinion and advice upon this subject of the late 
celebrated Profeaor Dugald Stewart, to be quoted hereafter. 
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CHAPTER V. 

HIPPOCRATES long ago affirmed, that Nature 
ltenelf frequently cured diseases ; and he thought 
that her most vigilant attendants and observers 

were the best physicians. The observation has 

since been often repeated, and the opinion appears 
to have given rise to the various hypotheses con
earning the nature of this sanative principle. * 

• " There is no curable malady from which the patient does 
not sometimes recover, without the aid of foreign remedies, by 
the ull888isted efforts of the vital principle. ..f forlitwi ought 
tbis cure to take place, when, by means of a methodical and 
well understood communication of an effective ftuid, the defec. 
tive ftuid of the patient is restored, and better directed in its 
action. And let it not be thought .that it is essentially the 
quantity or the quality of drugs which effects cures; Nature 
alone cures, by restoring, in some manner or other-whether by 
natural or by artiftcial means-order in the disturbed functiona. 
A cure is nothing else than a victory obtained by the vital prin
ciple over the adverse forces presented by the disease."-Me
fi!Oir mr 16 Fluilk Vital, &c. par 1\1. le Docteur Ch. in the Bi
hltoth. m.Magut. Amm. t. u. p. 26. 
· These opinions are corroborated, in part, by the experience of 
\lie celebrated Dr Hoffinann, and by the great success, in recent 
times, .of the homoeopathic system of medicine, wlaich has proved 
such a lliihbol6tA to the profession. 
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Hence, no doubt, the Archaus of Paracelsus and 

Van Helmont, the Anima medica of Dr Nichols, 

the Vital Seme1 of Dr Lawrence, the Intelligence of 

Stahl, the Life of Hunter and Abernethy, and the 

Imagination of the modern antagonists of Animal 

Magnetism. " Whether the great dexterity and 
seeming contrivance of the vital economy, in the 

~1 oondu.ct and frequent cure oi dileases, be 

only the neceeaary an« mechanical nanlt CY6 that 

atupendoas lrisdom exerted ia the fabrie and ooo

•titutioo of die body, for its own temporary secm

riiy in a 9UaJ. state ; or whether any eonsciou. in

telligence, iisnnct from the . mini, acta with real 

aagae.Uy and intention for the same purpose, seems 

very difficult to ascertain." The fact affirmed by 

Hi~ however,. is, I believe, geaenlly ad
mitted by the most learned and experienced phy

sic~; and mu.ch less confidence is now placed in 
the efticacy of the drugging system, so preqlent 

in the medical practice of a former age. To such 

prac.Utioners as are still attaehed. to the employ

ment of the chemical remedies, and the chemical 

remedies alone, in the cure of all complaints, I 

would humbly recommend the following observa

tions of another eminent physician, Dr Thomas 

Simson, in .his l1UJUiT1J into tlls Vital and ~ 

Actions. " The power of the mind in raising 

sensations, and with them the consequences that 
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aUend them, is past all contradiction. The sight 

of an oraagre gi'f'etl an agreeable taste, and muses 

the dilcbarge of the saillva : the sight of a vomit 

or purge will sometimes produce the effects which 

ordinarily attend them when taken inwardly: bread 

pills, taken with a confidence that they were mer

curial, have prodoeed asalivation. By all which," 

says the Doctor, "I persuade mywelf it must be 

a«<miued, that there> is scarce an action performed 

by any kind of 8limllua, but what call be copied 

and performed by the fancy, or a strong idea of 

what eft'ecta -a certain stimnlua bas p'roduced." 

Now, I do not see how any physician who makes 

such ample admissions aa these, can, in candour, 

presume to deny the alleged efficacy of the mag
netic processes, in the face of an overwhelming 

body of evidence, without any investigation of the 

facts, without any knowledge or study of the con

ditions upon which that efficacy is said to depena. 

While upon this subject, too, of the prevailing at

tachment to physical means of care, I may quote 

the high authority of the celebrated Dr Frederic 

Hoffmann, who. in one of his works, thus declares 

his confidence in simple and familiar remedies: 

" I affirm with an oath," says be, " that there was 

a time when I ran after chemical remedies with 

great ardour; but age and farther experience have 

persuaded me, that a few medicinea, judiciously 
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chosen, taken from substances the most simple, 
and the most unpromising in appearance, relieve, 
with greater promptitude, and with greater effi
cacy, the general run of dilleft8e8, than all the che
mical preparations, the moet rare and the most re
ciln'cheu.'• 

We have thus seen, that, in consequence of some 
sympathetic connexion, impressions made orr the 
mind are occasionally capable of producing extra
ordinary changes on the corporeal habit; and of 
this fact we are as certain . as that a change can be 

wrought on it by means of medicines, or any other 

external cause. • 

• In the curious journal of his disease and curE', which has 
been left us by Aristid~a the orator, the writer infonna us, that 
he dreamt one night that a bull attacked him, but did him no 
other illjury than giving him a push under the right knee. Up
on awaking, he found a small carbuncle on that part of his body. 
We find in the life of Conrad Gessner, that he once dreamt of 
having been bitten by a serpent, at a time when a malignant 
epidemic disorder was raging in the neighbourhood. He pre
dicted that a boil would appear on the spot, and it was accord
ingly ob~erved next day. A man dreamt that he was struck by 
a stone on the breast, and awoke in a fright. When light was 
brought him, he perceived a large black mark on the spot where 
he felt pain.-(Ephftn6ritL Nat. Curter. Dec: i. Ann. ii. Obs. 128.) 
Similar effects have been produced in the waking state. Male
branche tells us, that a young girl suffered ~evere pain for lie• 

veral days tn that part of the foot where abe had seen blood 
drawn from another person. A young man of fourteen, in 1777, 
fainted on witnessing an execution on the wheel, and suffered 
violent pain, and had blue spota on the parts of his body corre
~ponding to those where the criminal. '-had been hit by th~ 
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1 am now about to notice another species of this 

influence, which bas furnished nearly all the oppo
nents of Animal Magnetism with what they seem 

to consider a decisive argument against that mode 

of treatment ;-although the influence in questioa 

can he demonstrated to be very real and very ge

neral ;-and although it may be said to constitute 

one of the greatest, most important, and most cu
rious arcana in medical science. It is laid down 
by the advocates of the particular treatment al

luded to, that faith in the operator, a11d con.fidence 

in the patient, are very important conditions of its 

success. Now, it does appear somewhat strange 
to me, that such a circumstance as this should be 
considered as rendering suspicious the alleged facts 
of Animal Magnetism, seeing that the aame faith 

and confidence are required in all medical prac

tice-nay, are essentially necessary to the success 
of every important transaction in life. In the or

dinary medical practice, would not the prospect of 

success be greatly diminished, if, in any instance, 

the physician had no faith in the efficacy of his 

medicines, while the patient, on the other hand, 

had no confidenee in the skill of his physician ? 

Is it not the primary object of every great physi

cian to inspire his patient with confidence in the 

wbeel.-{Sigaud de la Fond, Diction. d" MenJftllel d1 Ia Na

turf, &c.) 
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efticacy of the treatment. employed ? And is not 

dte faith of the patient in the efficacy of the treat

ment a mighty mean of recovery? 

" That the eager confidence &f the patient in the 

&kill of bia physician, and the firm expectation of 

relief by his means, have sometimes a wonderful 

efficacy in restoring health, is a point not ro be 

doobted of. FIENUS, besides corroborating this 

opinion by the authority of GALEN and others, 

tells ua, that, in general, all physicians subscribed 

to it ; and he gives us several instances of cures 

brought about by the use of means, in themselves 

of DO efficacy, if not ridiculous, nay, which to all 

appearance were hurtful, but which the strong de

aire and ooafidonce of the patients endowed with 

a sanative virtue. • PECHLIN, also, is very full, 

• DB Viribul Imaginali®U, p. 169-170.-" Etenim Gale
nus, I. prognost.. dicit confidentlam regri de medico plurimum 
faeere ad salutem, idque se in eelpso espertum eue; et prop
t.erea ilium medicum meliua sanaturum, qui melius poterit per
suadere. Albertus Magnus, 4. de anima, scribit regrum per 
coufidentlam de suo medico tantum sanare ipsum quantum me
dicus medicamentla. ...... Communiter omnes medici, magnam 
vim ejusmodi confidentire ascribunt ....... Probatur quoque es
perientia et exemplla. ...... Docet etiam experientia multos in 
&hribus hahentes summum clbi al.ic~us desiderium, et fortissi
mam imaginationem quod ta1la cibus esset eoa sanaturos, come
dendo eum, srepissime fuisse sanatos, etiamsi ipsi cibi secundum 
regulas mediclnre illi morbo noxii et contrarii haberentur ..... . . 
Quod cum non fiat virtute naturali lpsorum clborum, reliquum 
est, ut non fiat nisi virtute firmre regrorum confidentire et in-
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to the same purpose. In hit opinion,. vut il the 
power of the mind in daltermining tlte operation 

and efficacy of metlicines. It will, according ~ 

him, not only diminish or increase their OIRlal ef

fecta, but alao change them to a manner of opera

tion directly contrary; and CJOmmunicate a healing 

quality to the moat inadeq11at.e means, even ~ a 

bread.pill disguised aa a medicine, and 11wall~wed 

with a va&t confidence in the skill of the penon 

who administers it." • 

Tbia su.bjeet of the sanative inftuence of faith 

aDd confidence ia medical practice, is ueated with 

profound knowledge, and much pbiloaopbical acu

men, by a learne41 and able writer in a French pub

lication, at one time, I believe, of coWiiderable ce

lebrity and, extensive circulation. The writer in 

question observes, that, "if it be true (and indeed 

it canJlOt be doubted) that among the causes which 

are capable of modifying the atate of the vital func

tions, there are none more rapid, more powerful, 

and more infallible, than JDDral impreBBions, of 

what mighty importance ia i1 for the pbyaician to 

acquire a practical knowledge of the curative effect& 

which these impreaaions. may produce ! And bow 

teDse imaginationls. "-Fienus quotes many other authorities 
Uld gives &eYezal exunple& of the eftkacy of the priDdple. 

• P&cux.nr, Oha. p. 421-422-The above quotation it from 
Douglas, Bishop of Salisbury's treatiee, entitled, Th8 Cntmon, 
&c. 
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can be be permitted to remain ignorant of the in

fluence exerted on the state of the sick by that con

fidence which they accord to the remedies which 

are administered to them. 

"In its most feeble degree, this confidence, pro

duced by the slightest causes, determines those ame

liorations, already sufficiently perceptible, which 

are constantly observed in the case of certain pa· 

tients, every time they change their physician or 

the remedies. 

" More decided effects are manifested when a 

physician, employing, for the first time, a new re

medy, communicates to the patient the hope of an 

efficacy, the precise limits of which have never 

been indicated by any experience ; and this is a 

source of error from which ·even the most experi

enced physicians do not always escape. How many 
new substances are there, th_e efficacy of which, 

supported at first by many wonderful cures, has at 

length been reduced to nothing in the hands of ex

perimentalists, who have made trial of them with 

a sort of doubt and distrust? To what shall we 

ascribe the curative effects of the magnet and of 

Perkinism, and that of acupuncture so recently 

extolled ? It is a demonstrated fact, that the prus
sic acid no longer produces those effects which were 

observed at the time when hopes were entertained 

that it would prove a preservative against phthisis. 
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Has not a well known physician recently announ

ced, that he had administered successively, without 

the slightest effect, enormous doses of that narco

tic, of which some fractions of a grain were at first 

sufficient to soothe with almost complete certain

ty? 

"When the new remedy is kept secret, the ex

cess of confidence inspired in some minds by the 

mystery which surrounds it, renders its curative 

effects still more decided, especially in certain com

plaints in which the imagination plays a great part. 

Hence the miracles produced at all times, and in 

aiJ countries, by the superstitious recipes against 

madness. 

"But, in order to observe the effects of confi

dence in its most elevated degree, we must look for 

them among pious patients, who, with lively faith, 

invoke the aid of superior intelligences. In them 

every requisite is combined-implicit faith-a firm 

and unbounded confidence in the support of a pr~ 

tecting Power which has no limits-:-finally, religi

ous exaltation, which, considered in itself, is suffi

cient to render the organism soft as wax to all the 

modifications induced by the imagination.* It is 

• Nothing can be more manifestly ul\iust and unphilosophi
cal, although there is nothing more usual, than t<> maintain that 
all which takes place in cases of mental exaltation is mere de
ceit and imposition. Such an opinion can only arise from a 
want of due attention to those psychological principles which 
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in such oases, therefore, that are .manifested thoeie 

miracaloOB eul'leiJ in whicla all religious eecbl, with

oat exeeption, La-.e gloiiecl in t8eU- commence-

freqwntly manifest their extraordinary effects on the human 
constitution : For it cannot be doubted that the influence of uie 
soul on the body is often as great as that of the body on the 
110ul, alth~JU8!l, bithertu, ph,YIIf.ciam have confined their studies 
principally to the latter. Even in the ordinary state, we can 
relieve ourselves from pain and suffering by a firm exerciae of 
volition, by ftxing the attention upon other objects; nay, very 
aerious complaints may occasionally be cured in this way. It 
is well known, as has been already observed, what astonishing 
effects may be produced upon the human body by violent ,joy, 
surprbe, ~how easily fear ud anxiety ,ef mind may se
nerate corporeal diseases. How, then, can it be denied that a 
profound devotional feeling, which in some individuals far sur
passes all other feelings in power and intensity, may likewise 
bave the greatelit mfluenoe upon the human body 1 

Indeed, it would be much more incomprehensible if this were 
not the case, than that it is so ; and it must appear at least 
equelly incompl't'bensible that wiBe, which exili1arates, and to a 
certain degree elevate~ the 410Ul of man, lhouJd abo be IIi ad
mirable medicine in many diseases, as that a firm confidence in 
God should penetrate body and soul, and again restore the sink
iugenerp 

No true physician, therefore, will be surprised, wben men are 
relieved from corporeal suffering by a strong and lively faith; 
and he will readily permit the more ignorant to repreeent these 
cures aa m~ wllile he - ia tbem only the ftfects of tile 
same universal power of nature, of the same Spirit, which Hes 
at the bottom of all other phenomena. The miraculous cures, 
so called, must interest him even as mere natural phenomena, 
as from them he can derive new proofs of the high importance 
of the flllldicina fJ811Chica, and he will be equally edified in his 
way by these facta, as that devout mind which CODtemplates 
them as miracles. 
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ment, even when tbe exaltation of their followers 

did not go the length of prodllCiog the ecstatic cri

Ris, along with the incompreheusible phenomena 
which accompany it. In fact, to the manifestation 
of miraculous cures nothing IDOI"e is necessary than 
a general and lively faith; and there ia no religion 

which, even in its decline, bas not endeavoured to 
re-enkindle the zeal of its followers, in order to ob

tain them. When Paganism, everywhere in ruins, 
was rapidly disappearing before the numerous mi
racles performed by the faith of the uew Christians, 
it still endeavoured to maintain its credit in the 

public estimation, by the supernatural cures per
formed in the temples of lEsculapius; and to these 
the defenders of Christianity could only object by 
ascribing them to the devil. • 

• The practice of ascribing these physical or magnetic cures 
to hili Satanic majesty and his ministers, preniled down to a 
very Jate period, and is. perhaps, not even yet entirely extinct. 
The belief iu question appears to have been powerfully en
couraged by the "three black Graces-Law, Physic. and Di
vinity." Amongat a variety of writers upon this subject, I may 
refer the reader to the commencement of the second partition 
of old Burton's Anatomg of Melarwholg, In which be will find a 
variet,y of learned opinions upon this question. Nicholas Tau
rellus says that " common experience confirms to our astoraisb. 
ment, that magicians can work such feats, and that the Devil 
without impediment em penetrate through all the parts of our 
bodies, and cure 8UCh maladies, by means to us unknown." 
But, then, with regard to the lawfulness of such cures:-" It 
matters not," saitb Paracelsus, "whether it be God or the devil, 
angels, or unclean spirits cure him, so that he lle eaeed." In 
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" If we wished to assign a particular rank to the 

phenomena which are produced in our days by the 

partiERnR of Animal Magnetism, we should place 

their cures immediately after those which result 

from religion~ exaltation, and far above an that 

can be produced by confidence in an ordinary re

medy, however new, and however secret. The ar

dent zeal of the magnetizers, the almost supernatu

ral marveJJousness of the phenomena they describe, 

the nature of their processes, which require a long 

continued recueillement-aJI this is amply sufficient 

to explain the difference which exists to their ad

vantage."* 

We may all recollect something of the wonder

ful cures alleged to have been wrought at the tomb 

of the Abbe Paris in France, and of the acrimoni

ous controversies to which the circumstances gave 
rise. By the friends of the Saint, these cures were 

ascribed to the miraculous interposition of Divine 

Power; whilst his enemies, in order to get rid of 

them, were forced into an utter denial of their rea

lity. Both parties were completely blinded by false 

opposition to such atheistical opinions, honest old Burton him
self magnanimously contends,-" much better it were for such 
patients that are so troubled, to endure a little misery in this 
life, than to hazard their soul's health for ever; and (as Delrio 
counselleth) much belln' die, than h8 10 CUf'ed." This last opinion 
would probably be most popular among the faculty. 

• Le Globe; No. 89, 18th July 1826. 
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zeal, and both were most egregiously in the wrong. 

Some of these cures, at least, if not all, were unde

niable; but they were no miracles, in the proper 

sense of the word. The learned Bishop of Salis

bury, who had carefully investigated the subject, 

admits, that " whoever attentively weighs the evi

dence urged in support of some of them, mu,st own 

that few matters of fact ever were confirmed by 

more unexceptionable testimony. They were per

formed openly, in the sight of the whole world; in 

the heart of one of the greatest cities in the uni~ 

verse ; on persons whom every body could see and 

examine; whose diseases could not be counterfeit

ed, because we have the certificates of the most 

eminent physicians who had previously attended 

or examined them ; and whose recovery every in

habitant of the city of Paris could satisfy himself 

ot; because they lived on the spot. And that the 

facts were examined into with all the art and ad

dress of the ruling part of the clergy, backed by 
the civil magistrate, is too notorious to admit of a 

dispute; as it is, also, that some of them could stand 

the examination, and remained undetected."* Ac-

• Tlu Critmon, by John Douglas, D. D., Lord Bishop of 
Salisbury. 

Scenes of a similar character again occurred in more recent 
times, and occasioned a renewal of the same discu88ioll& I shall 
take the liberty of quoting the following observations upon th~ 

· VOL. 1. M 
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cordingly, the Bishop very properly admits the rea-

lity of theae cures, and justly ascribes them to the 
principles I have already notiee~religious enthu
siasm, a lively faith, and unbounded confidence. 

subject, by an ingenious writer, to whom I have already re
ferred. 

" There has been lately diecovered at Lyons an old tomb, 
which, right or wrong, is believed tobethat of StJubin. Here
upon, the imaginations of the pious have become exalted, and 
some diseased persons, anxious to experience the virtue of new 
relics, have found tbeir complaints alleviated near this tomb. We 
are told that a woman, who had been suffering from paralysis. 
was completely cur$!(L These circumstances have given great 
umbrage to 80IDe pbilollophel'll; the wroth of certain journalists 
has been kindled, and apparently to punish this woman for having 
been, or believed herself to have been cured, they have hastened 
to acquaint the publlc that abe bad become insane. It is difficult 
to perceive how this illlanity could diminiah the reality of her 
miraculous cure. In the mean time, the account appeared of im
portance, and Willi repeated in all the journals which espoused 
the same side ; which drew down upon the whole of them a po
sitive contradiction on t.ke pan of the GNtelt6 UttW6r..U. ciB Lyon. 
which, reasonably enough, defended the miraculous cure. 

"With regard to our liberals, why will they not allow there
lics, a11d the newly diacovered tOmb of the aaint, to produce in 
our days, the same effects which the relics and the tombs of all 
the saints have produced in all times i St Jubin may well be 
permitted to do, for some time, at Lyons, that which St Paris 
did, durillg more than te• years, at Parilt, ia the midcUe of the 
18th century-that which Prince Hohenlohe, all alive as he is, 
has be8D doing, aince the commencement of Ule 19th century, 
throughout the whole extent of Catholic Europe. It is an in
cooteltible fact, and demonstrated by the religious history of all 
timet, th~ wllettever a lively fai$h in superior power was com
billed with flrm confidence, eurprlsing cures were the resulL 
Why, then, o~nately deny them? Assuredly, we eught not 
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In concluding these few olMiervations upon the 
vast aanative influence of faith and confidence, I 
shall take the liberty of laying before my readerEt 
the following extract of a communication from a 
gentleman at the HaT&nnah, which will be found 
in the MontlUg MagaziM for February 1820. 

"Since my arrival, for about a year, I have wit

neesed the sucoe88ive extincti&n of about four-fifths 
of those who have arrived from Europe. A terri
ble disorder-the vomito Refi"', or yellow fever
almost invariably attaeks the newly-landed. In 
vain do I inquire what is the cau~e of this disease, 
and what are the remedies provicred again11t it. 
The physician& of the country are aa uninformed 
on this subject as I am ; aa evidently appears from 
the dift'erent preacriptions which they distribute, 
and w)lich all tend to one common result-that of 

to beHeve, upon llght grounds, events which are almost always 
exaggerated by enthusiasm; but instead of feebg annoyed when 
simUar accounts are published. philosophers would do well to 
investigate and ascertain the filets, to present them in their just 
degree of importance, and to enlighten the public on the subject 
of their nature and cauaes. I $Ill much deceived if such conduct 
would not make a greater impression than a ridiculous exaspe
ration, or stale raillery, which are more calculated to excite fa
naticism, than to destroy it. It is time that science should 
fi:ankly take possession of tbeee miraculous cures, which are so 
evidently within its domain, and which constitute a very inte
resting chapter of that powerful influence of the moral over the 
physical nature of man, so frequently appealed to, and yet hi
therto so little appreciated in its more c:uriou• results."-Le 
Globe, ut~~~p. 
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conducting their unhappy patients to the grave. 

At the same time"-and to this passage I would 

especially direct the attention of the reader-" at 

the same time, tile Negro women are mud& more sue.: 

~ful in their treatment of tile fatal fwer than tile_ 

regular faculty ; they inspire confidence, which calms 
tile patient, and then, prohaJJly, Nature doe& tile rest. 

The very captains, who have brought away the 

Negresses from the coast of Africa, are obliged 

to implore their benevolent aBBistance, and are fre

quently indebted for the preservation of their lives 

to those whom they have deprived of their country 

and their liberty." 

Now, these Negro women were undoubtedly 

quacks, and, as such, I presume, would have been 

liable to pr()secution and puniflhment, at the in

stance of the Faculty, in every civilized and well

governed realm. Yet the · sanative processes, so 

successfully employed by them, would appear to 

have been truly Hippocratic; and it must be evi

dent to all who are conversant with the subject, 

that they bore a striking resemblance to the mag

netic treatment.• 

• " The following account of the first appearance of the ve
nereal dlaease 1.1! given by Villalba. When, in 1493, this pre
viously unknown disease appeared at Seville, the king and queen, 
Ferdinand and Isabella, ordered their physicians to attend the 
persons amicted with it in the hospital of San Salvador. Many 
physidans and professors laboured for seven or eight month&> 
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I have said that faith and confidence are requi-· 

site conditions of the success of every important 
transaction of life, as weB as of medicine and mag

netism. • This is a principle which scarcely re
quires illustration. What, I would ask, was the 
grand secret of the brilliant successes of all those 

great men, who, at different periods, have astonish

ed the world by the almost never-failing aecomplish

applying thouaands of remedies without benefit. The tiunous 
physician Mestro Francisco de Gebralion, and the celebrated 
Doctors Bodiga, Aragones, and Infantos, held councils, the re
sult of which was a declaration that the disease was a seourge 
of Heaven, which attacked alike all ages and complexions, cities, 
and villages, and that all physical remedies had till then proved 
inefficacious ; they were therefore of opinion, that every one 
who had greater experience should be allowed to undertake the 
cure of the disorder, and prayed the Iring to permit non-gra
duates to try ~eir skill upon it. 'l'he consequence wu, that a 
weaver actually cured most of the patients with a sort of oint
ment."-Lilerary Gluetts, for February 18. 1832. 

• " We alllrnow that, in undertaking any difficult task which 
requires moral energy, the confidence we have in our powers, 
and the hope of succe5:!, contribute much towards enabling us 
to I!Urmount obstacles. When one body of troops marches to 
the attack of another, if it is well convinced of its superiority, if 
it has no doubt of obtaining the victory, it will possess a prodi
gious advantage over the enemy, even although the latter should 
be superior in numbers. When soldiers make an assault, we see 
them scale walls and clear ditches, which would certainly have 
arrested them, if they were not previously convinced that no
thing could resist their impetuosity. Magnetism has fur its 
prinriple a moral action; it is the will which dartsfurth the fluid 
as it impresses motion ; and is it surprising that confidence 
should augment its energy ?"-DEt.EUZE; Defente du Magne
tisme Animal, p. 106. 
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ment of their splendid, their glorious, their won

derful achievements--the Aleunders, the Hanoi

bale, the Ceaars, the Mahomets, the Tamerlanea, 
the Charlesea, the Cromwella, the Frederica, the 

Bona partes, &c. ? I answer, that it ia to be found, 

in a great measure, in an unbounded corideoee in 

their own powers, a firm, a lively faith, and an 

energetic, a despotic volition. In the words of the 

poet : Pouunt quia poSBe videntur-tbey were capa

ble of performing great things, because they had a 

strong, an unflinching faith in their own ability, 

and confidently looked for succeu in all their en

&erprises. The professors of Animal Magnetism 

will tell us, that these were all magnetic men

men who pos&e&aed, in an extraordinary degree, 

that nervous power, that determiued volition, and 

that indomitable confidence, which gave additional 

vigour to aU their energies, and enabled them to 
perform actions which, to ordinary mortals, might 

almost appear impouible. I may add, in the lan

guage of a noble living author, that "one of the 

surest marks of a great mind is the confidence with 

which it koowe how to inspire others."* 

I have aleady observed, I believe more than 

once, that our modern physiological systems be

tray far too great a leaning to materialism; they 

treat of man as a merely passive being-as little 

• Lord Mahon, Hi•torg of tM War of tM Succeuion in Spain. 
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more than a machine ; while the study of his spi
ritual nature has been almost totally neglected.• 
Yet the latter is, at least, equaUy interesting to the 
phyAieian, and far more so to the philosopher. It 
makes us better acquainted with the various sym
pathies and susceptibilities of our being, and leads 

118 to the discovery of the true springs of our ac
tions, which will always be the more admirable, 
the farther they are removed from materialism and 
meohaniam-the nearer they approach to the na
ture of the incorporeal, the spontaneous, the spiri

tual-the more iounediately they proceed from our 
independent moral energies~the more tnaDifestJy 
they evince the dominion of mind over matter. 

Si voluem magna operari, says William Maxwell; 
one of the moat ingenious of the predecessors of 
Mesmer, C01p(lreitatem a relnu pro po88e deme, fJel 

corpori de apiritN adde: Nili aliqtlid horumfet:eN 

••••••••• ••• niAil tmfU~Jm 11UJf111i tJH!raDeri8.t 

• One great cause of this neglect may probably be found in 
the circumstance. that Physiology has been more cultivated by 
medical writers than by philosophers; and we are told by HoW
mann and Conringius that Medico, qua Medictu, ignola est Ani-
ma. 

t If you would accomplish great things, you must divest ob
jects, as much as pOIIIIible, of their materiality, or add spirit to 
matter: Unless you do one or other of these. you will never 
perform any thing great. · 
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CHAPTER VI. 

APTER the preceding, I trust not altogetht>r un
necessary or uninteresting and uninstructive, epi

sode upon the subject of those sympathetic and 
moral influences. which are occasionally operative 
in the cure of diseases-and which, if treated at 
the length their importance deserves, would pro
bably occupy far too great a proportion of this pub
lication ;-1 shall now proceed to a much more ex

traordinary topic, and direct the attention of my 
readers to some very remarkable instances which 
have been recorded of the wonderful power of hu
man volition, finat, over the corporeal organism of 
the individual exerting it, and then over that of 
others. 

The most surprising cures, indeed, are said to 

have been occasionally effectuated psychically, and, 
as it were, magically, without employing any tan
gible or ponderable remedy, or any visible medium, 
by the mere influence of the will and determination 
of the individual over the corporeal organs. The 
celebrated German metaphysician, Kant, wrote a 
small treatise, addreBBed to Dr Hufeland, upon the 
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power of mentalt'esoltttion in overcoming painful 

.sensations aming from some . derangement of the 

animal economy ; and be observed, that this power 

was most efficaciously exerted in the ~ of spas

modic affections. This observation has been eon

~rmed by the experience of the animal maptizers, 

who have oeeuionally witnessed eases of a similar 

description, and have themselves performed cures, 

by means of a strong efFort of the will and resolu
tion, without the employment of any manipula

tions, oc, indeed, of any physical media whatever. 

Passavant mentions, that he knew a lady who 

cured herself of spasms in this manner.-Ber hus

band, to whom she was tenderly attached, always 

treated her with colclness and indifference when

ever she was seized with aay aft'eetion of this kind; 

and this circumstance induced her to exert a power

ful eft'or' of resolution, of which she was otherwise 

incapable, and in consequence of which she sue-

, ceeded in effecting a complete cure. • Brand hi, 

principal physician to the king of Denmark, re

lates several eases of a similar description ; in par
ticular, one of a lady whom he cured of violent 

spasms, and another of a young man whom he 

cured of St Vitus's dance, by resolutely forbidding 

• UnmlfU!hungen fiber deta Lebem Magmlilmtu tmd daB HeU • 
.,lwn. Von Dr J. C. Passavant. Frankf. aM. 1821. 

VOL I. N 
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him to yield to.the attack.• The treatment resort

·ed to.by ·Boerbaav.e, in the C88e of the convulsive 
children in the Orpbau-Hooae at Haarlem, appears 

to have heell of the IllUDe Jcincl .. 
Indeed, there ia a variety of ins&anees· ·upon re

cord of the moat marvellous and incredible influ

ence of volition over the bodily organnation, even 
in the caae of such operations as cannot be con
ceived to depeud, in any degree, upon the wiJI of 
the-individual. Tbu, in Franklin's Journey to the 

Polar Sec (p. 157), a strange story is tolcl of-a man, 

who, after earnest prayer, became· provided with 
milk,. and· acwally suckled a child. 

Bernier, in his Ceremoniu et Coutume& Religi-

4l1Ue8·{tom. vi. p .. l88), informs us, that voluntary 

somnambuliam .is frequent among the Indian Bra
mins and Fakin, and that even the means of pro
ducing it are taught. In Avicenna's treatise De 

Ani~ .a. case ia reported of a man who pos-
8811sed the power of paralyzing his limbs at plea. 
sure, by an effort of volition. Cardanus relates of 

himself, that he could voluntarily place· himself in 

a state of ecstatic insensibility.t St Auatin, in his 

• Brandis, UeM- prychilche Heilmittel und Mognetinnus. Co
penhagen, 1818. 

t Quatuor mild indita aunt a natura, qure nunquam aperiri 
volul, et omnia(meo judicio) admlratione digna. Quorum prlmum 
hoc est, quod quoties volo, extra sensum quasi in ecstasim tran
seo, &c.-lJe R-V aNtate, lib. viii. c. 43. Something similar 
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work De Civitate Dei, bas recorded two cues. of a 
similar description ~ the . one of . a JD8D who . could 

perspire when he wished it ; and the other of a 
priest, Restitmus by name, who, whenever be 
pleased, could throw himself into a state . of com. 

plete insensibility, and lie like a dead man. • 
One of the. most extraordinary, the.most circum

stantial, and the most au.,.entic instances which 
have been recorded,. of the astoniftbiug power. of 
volition over the bodily organ~nou, is that re

lated by the celebrated Dr Cheyne in one of' his 
medical treatises, t ancl whieh appe$r8. to. have been 
verified . by the most exact obllenation, .. ~d sub
stantiated by the most irrefragable. evidence. It 
is the case of a Colonel · Townsend, who,,aa, in the 

instance mentiouad by St Austin, could die, to all 

is related of that singular character Emanuel Swedenborg ; and 
also, it is believed, of Jacob Behmen.:,,. 

• lllud multo est incredibilius, quod plerique.tratres memo. 
ria recentissima expert! sunt. Presbyter fuit quidam, nomine 
Restitutus, in parcecia Calamensis ecclesbe, quando ei placebat, 
rogabatus aut ut hoc facerit ab els qui rem mhabllem coram ecire 
cupiebant, ad imitatia quasi lamentantis ctijualibet voces, ita se 
auferebat a sensibus, etjacebat simillimus mortuo; ut non solum 
bellicantes atque pungentes minime sentiret, sed allquando etiam 
igne ureretur admoto, sine ullo dolorls seDIIl, nisi poet mooum a 
vulnere; non autem obnltendo, . sed. non sentiendo non movere 
corpus, eo probatur, quod tanquam in defuncto nullus invenie· 
batur anhelltus ; hominum tamen voces, si darius loquerentur, 
tanquam de longinquo se auc,Uase. referebat. 

t Cheyne, EngiW. Maladg, &c. 
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appearance, at any time that he chose, and having 

Jain for a couiderable period in that state, could 

resUIICitate biiD&elf by a voluntary struggle. " He 

rould die," Mys Dr Cheyne,. ·" or expire when be 
pleased, and yet, hy an el'ort, or somehow, he could 

come to life again. He inAisted so much upon our 

seeing the trial made, that we were at last forced 

to comply. We all three felt his pulse first: it 

was distinct, though small aod thready, aod his 

heart bad ita usual beating. He composed blmaelf 

on his back, a'Dd lay in a still posture for some 

time; while I held his right band, Dr Baynard laid 

his band on his heart, and Mr Skrine held a clean 

looking-glass to his mouth. I found his pulse sink 

gradually, till at last I could not feel any by the 

most exact and nice touch. Dr Baynard could not 
feel the least motiou in his heart, nor Mr Skrine 
perceive the )east soil of breath on the bright mir

ror he held to his mouth. Then each of. us, by 

turns, examined his arm, heart, and breath, but 

could not, by the nicest scrutiny, discover the least 

symptom of life in him. We reasoned a long time 

about this odd appearance as well as we could, and 

finding be still continued in that condition, we be

gan to conclude tliat he had indeed carried the ex

periment too far; and at last we were satisfied that 

be was actually dead, and were just ready to leave 

him. This continued about half an hour. By nine 
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in the moming, in autumn, as we were ~ing away, 

we observed some motion about the body, and, opoa 

examinatien, found his pulse and the motien of his 

heart gradually returning! he began to breathe 

gently, and speak softly. We were all astonished 

to the last degree at this unexpt"cted change, and, 

after some farther oonversation with him and among 

ourselves, went away fully satisfied as to all the 

particulars of this fact, but oonfounded and puzzled, 

and not able to form any rational scheme that 

might account for it." 

In the foregoing instances, we perceive the asto

nishing power which certain individuals appear to 

have possessed over their own bodily organization; 

and I am now going to bring onder the view of 
the reader a still more increflible ,awer, treated of 

by many authors, w'bich is said to enable one indivi

dual, by an energetic effort of volition, to produce 

very extraordinary effects upon the corporeal or

ganism of another. The existence of such a power 

was maintained by several ancient writers •; and, 

in modem times, by a numerous, sect -of physiciall8 

and philosophers, during the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries. It would be tedious to attempt 

a minute examination of the various opinions of 

.this numerous class of writerS, and io point out 

their several coincidences. Much of that which they 
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aaeert or relatct, may. have been taken up too ere

cluloualy, upon truat, and without due investigation; 

but still there are many tbiags which they aSirm 
upon their own experhnental . knowledge, or upon 

\be el!edible tettimony of others, and these deserve 

a serious consideration. Of these authors, I JD&Y 

-mention, as the moat e,minent, , Pomponatiua, • Ro

·doipbua Gocleniua, t Adlanaaiua Kircher,.: Van 

Belmont., II Sir Kenelm Digby,§ William -Max
well,~ J. G. Burgrave, •• Sebastian Wirdig;tt 

• PET:aus PoxPOli'.&TIUS, IN I~ Basil, Ili87. 

' t•lllonrGoauxn TNIDI. d# Mti(IMI. Yuln. Ctwtll. Mar
burg!, 1608, et Franco£ 1613. 

~ ATBA:R'· KIBcan, Magnu, .tw d8 ..4ru MagMtioa. Co
lon. 1643, et Rom. 1664.-Magneticum Natur• Regnum, &c. 
Amit; •1667. 

H V.All' HELXO:R'T, IN Mti(IMI. Ytlln. C~. Paris, 
1821-See also the other works of this author. 

§ K. DIGBY, Of thtl Cu,_ qf Wound• bg thtl P0111er of Spl

pathg. · Lond. 1660. 

~ GuL; MA.xwELL, Medttri,.. Mllfi"8L IUwi lru, &c. 

Frank£ 1679, 

•• J. G. Bu:ao:a.A.AVE, ~. I6U LWM'Jia oil., cui 

acceuit oura morborum magMtica. 1629. This work I have not 
seen ; but I fiild it referred to by Kluge, under a title some

what different. 

tt SEBMTI.&x WianuJ, N- M«<icma sprilu-. Hamb. 
1673. This also is a work which I have not been able to procure; 
but I find the following remarkable quotation from it on the 
title-page of a ueatise, entltltd Mumer jwtijU r " Totus mundus 
CODStat et positus est in magnetismo; omnes sublUII&I'ium vicls
situdines fiunt per magnetismum; vita conservatur magnetlsmo; 

interitus omnium rerum flunt per magnetlsmum."-P. 178. 
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Joanne& Bohnius, • &c. All of these writers, and 

many others, assumed the esiMellce of an univer

sal magnetic power, by which they att.9mpttld to 

explain the dependence and reciproeal action of 

bodies, iu general, upon eaeh other, and, in particu

lar, the phenomena of the vital organization. They 

also broadly and diatinctly maintained the propoai

tion, that the will or imagination of man, when en

ergetically called into action, is capable of produc

ing certain perceptible etfecta upon the organi11m of 
other living beings, even at a considerable distance. 

This last proposition has been, perhaps, most 

clearly enunciated by Pomponatius and Van Hel~ 

mont; and considering them as the representatives 

of the whole of this class of writers, I deem it. suf

ficient to give an abstract of the opinions which 

they entertained, upon the subject we are now. in

veatigating. 

Pomponatiua t assumes it as a faet generally 

acknowledged, that there are men .. endowed with 

• Jo.t.:tUfEii Bommrli, ·JH Spirflwutn .f~ Medela. 

Hamb.' 1888. 
To the list of authors given in the text, may be added, Jul. 

Cll!l. Vainius, De .fdmir. NtJiwtllllf'II(Jflo 1 C Agrlppa ab Net
tesheim, 1H 0oou11a · PIMlol&plria1 Christopher Irving; N. Pa
pin; Fludd, and a nriety of others, who have either W'l'itten 
expre.Iy upon the 'nbject, or, at leaat, incidentally alluded to 
it. 

t Petrus Pomponatius was bom at Mantua in 1462, and 
died in 1626. He was Profeaeor of PbUoeophy at Padua. 
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the facult.y of curing c.-ertain disease-, by means of 

an etBuence or emanation, which the force of their 

imagination directs towards the patient. " When 

those," says be, " who are endowed with this fa

culty, operate by employing the force of the ima

gination and the will, this force affects their blood 

and their spirits, which produce the intended ef

fects, by means of an evaporation thrown out

wards."• 

He afterwards observes, that it is by no meanR 

inconceivable that health may be communicated 

to a sick person by this force of the imagination 

and the will, so directed ; and he compares this 

snsceptibility of health to the opposite suRceptibi

lity of the infection of disease. t 
• " PosaibUe eat apud me, quod homo habeat talem dispo

aitionem qualem dlximuL Sic contingit, tales homines qui ha
beant hlUUIIIlodi vires in potentia, et per vim imaginativam et 
deeiderativam cum actu operantur, taliavirtua exi~ad actum,et 
afticit aanguinem et apiritum, qui per evaporationem petunt ad 
extra, et producunt tales eflectua."-Cap. iv. p. 44. 

t " lncredibUe non eat, etiam aanitatem posse produci ad 
extra ab anima taUter imaginante et desiderante de qritudine." 
-P.ol. 

" Quemadmodum allquia poteet in6ci et tegritudinem auaei
pere ab aliquo aJio ex evaporatione, ale e' allquia secundum ia
'um modum poteet auacipere aanitatem."-P. 118. 

V aninius, in his work already referred to, baa a passage to 
the same effect: " V~ imagi~, cui 6piriltu e1-

guV 006diunt, rem menl8 COIIOtlplam ftlaliter diceftl, non IOlum inlnl, 
lid et eztro. Erg9 prrepotentem anim.e de valetudine cogita. 
tionem posse zegroto aanitatia aUquid impertiri."-L lv. diaL 4. 
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In another . passage, our author enumerates the 

conditions of the exercise of this faculty, in nearly 

the same terms as are employed by the modern 

magnetisers : and be adds, that the confidence of 

the patient contributes to the efficacy of the re

medy. 

It is necessary, says be, that he who exercises 

this sort of enchantment should have great faith, 

a strong imagination, and a firm desire to cure the 

sickness. Bnt these dispositions are not to be 

found equally in all men. • 

There is also a curious pa.ssage in MuweU upon this subject, 
which I take the liberty of subjoining·: " Imaginationem utN 

COf'P'U opemri olarwn eue puto. Et quid qull!SO aliud est imagi
natio quam, ut ita dicam, animre manus, per quas ilia sine cor
poris auxilio operatur."-Med. Magmt. L i. cap. 2. 

Here, too, I cannot avoid quoting a remarlrable passage from 
Cornelius Agrippa ab Nettesheim, in which he asserts that it 
is possible for a man to communicate his thoughts to another, 
even at a great distance, and appeals to his own experience, as 
well as to that . of others, for the truth of the .tact: " PoasibUe 
est naturaliter, et procul omni superstitione, nullo alio spiritu 
mediante, hominem homini ad quamcunque, longissimam etiam 
vel incognitam, distant.lam et mansionem, breviasimo tempore 
poese nuntlare mentis sure conceptum : etsi tempus in quo is
tud ftt non pOSBit mensurarl, tamen intra viginti quatuor horas 
id fieri omnino necesse est : et ego id tacere nol'i, et 811epiua feci. 
Novit idem etlam fecitque quondam Abbas Tritbemius."-D. 
Ocoulta PltiloiiOpllia, lib. iii. 

• " Oportet prrecantatorem esse credulum, et magnam fi
dem adhibere, et habere vehementem imaginationem et fixum 
desiderium, et circa unamquamque regritudinem. Modo patet. 
non omnes homines esse requalit.er dispositos."-P. 73. 
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It must not be concealed, however, that Pompo
natius ascribes a much more comprehensive power 

to the magnetic virtue, than any other author whom 

I have yet met with; and he even goes so far as to 

say, that, in certain circumstances, it may render 
the very elements, and matter itself, subject to the 

commands of man. • 
There is no author of that age who appears to 

have so fully anticipated the modern discovery of 

Animal Magnetism, as Van Helmont ;t indeed, in 

perusing some parts of his works, we might almost 
conceive that we were occupied with the lucubra

tions of some disciple of Mesmer. His treatise, 

• " Cum hominia animre voluntaa, et maxime imaginaUva, 
fuerint vehementea, elementa, venU et reliqua materlalia 11unt 
nata obedire eia."-P. 237. 

t John Baptist van Helmont wai bom at Bruaaels in the 
year 1577, and died in 1644. He was educated for the profes
sion of a physician, but spent the greater pert of his life in che
mical reeearches. He discovered the laudanum of Paracelsus, 
the spirit of hartshorn, and the volatile salta; and to him we 
owe the first knowledge of the elastic aeriform tluids, to which 
he gave the name of gu, which they sUll retain. The 111..ience 
of medicine is also under considersble obligations to Van Hel
mont. But some of his most singular and original opinions are 
thoee which relate to our subject. His works were collected, 
some time after his deeth, and beautifully printed by .Elzevir. 
-In speaking of Van Helmont, the leerned Conri.Dgius says: 
" HelmonUo multum debemua, quod philoaophantium sui aevi 
errorea acriter peratringendo, atque impugnando, excitavit tor
pentia ad naturalem philosophiam ingenia, et post V erulamium 
ad experiments l nugacissimis quandoque ratiocinationibus re
vocavit.''~H. Conringii, IntrodwJI. In umw,., ..4rt. M6dtc. L 13. 
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On tAe Mapetic Cwe of Wot#UU, is, in this rd&pt~Ct, 

particularly remarkable. It was intended as· an 
answer to two authors, who had written . upon .the 

same subject-Goclenius, a physical . philosopher 
then in considerable repute,. and Father Robert, a 

Jesuit. The first had maintained the reality of the 

cures etfected by the magnetic means,. and ascribed 

them to natural canees. The latter did not .deny 

these cures, but OQndemned them as proceeding 

from the devil. 

Van Belmont shews that Goclenius had feebly de

fended the cause of truth ; and be proves, in .op~ 
sition to Father, .Robert, that there is nothiug cri

minal or diabolical in the magnetic treatment, but 

that all the phenomena depend upon natural catl688. 

" Magnetism," says be, " is an uninrsal agent ; 

there is nothing new in it but the name ; and it is 

a paradox only to those who are disposed to ridi

cule every thing, and who ascribe to the influence 

of Satan all those phenomena which they cannot 

explain!'• He defines Magnetism to be '' that 
occult influence which bodies exert over each other 
at a distance, whether by attraction or by impul
sion."t The medium or vehicle of this influence, 

• Magnetismus, quia passim vlget, pneter nomen,. nll novi 
continet; nee paradoxus nisi iis qui euncta derident, e\ in Sata
nre dominium ablegant quii!Cunque non intelligant. 

t Sic vocitamus eam oceultam cosptationem qua absens in 
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he designates by the name of the Magnale Magnum, 
which he seems to consider as an universal fluid 

pervading all nature. It is not, he continues, a 

corporeal substance,. capable of being condensed, 

measured, or weighed ; but an ethereal, pure, vital 

spirit, or essence, which penetrates all bodies, and 

acts upon the mass of the universe. With regard 

to the human frame, be conceives that the seat of 

this magnetic influence is in the blood, and that it 

is called forth and directed by the will. Van Hel

mont occasionally gives to this influence the epi

thets of ecstatic and magical, using the latter word 

in its more favourable signification.• 

In the same treatise, the author proceeds to say, 

that he had hitherto delayed the communication of 

absens per influxum agit, sive trahendo vel impellendo fiat.
Sect. 69. 

• Igitur in sanguine est quaedam potestas ecstatica, quae si 
aliquando ardente desiderio excitata fuerit, etiam ad absens ali
quod objectum, exterioris hominis spiritum deducendo sit : ea 
au.tem potestas, in exteriorl homine latet, velut in potentia ; nee 
ducitur ad actum, nisi excitetur accensa imaginatione, ferventi 
desiderio, aut arte aliqua pari.-Sect. 76. 

Eadem vero anima, magica virtute non nihil expergefada, 
extra suum ergastulum, in aliud distans objectum solo nutu agere 
posse, per media deportato; in eo nempe sitam esse totam basim 
maglae naturalis, nuDatenus autem in ceremoniis variisque su
pentitionibus.- Sect. 122. 

Postremo est virtus magica a corpore quasi abstracta, quae fit 
excitamento interioria potestatis animae, unde fiunt potentissi
mae procreationes et validissimi effectus, et per phantasiam suam 
agit, et quo spiritualior eo potentior.-Sect. 1117. 
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a great mystery, viz. that there resides in man a 

peculiar energy, which enables him, by the mere 
force of his will and imagination, to act at a dis
tance, and to impress a virtue, to exercise an influ
ence, upon a very remote objeeL• This power, he 
admit11, is incomprehensible ; bot there are other 
powenJ and agents in nature which we are equally 
incapable of comprehending--each as the power of 
human volition over the corporeal organs. The 
union of the soul and the body, too. and their re
ciprocal influence upon each other, depend upon 
causes which we are unable to diseover.t 

Van Helmont also asserts, that we can impress 
upon another body the virtue with which we oor
trelves are endowed; that we can thus communicate 
to it certain properties, and make use of it as an 
intermediate agent for producing llalutary effects. 
He maintains, for example, that several vegetable 
remedies derive a peculiar efficacy from the imagi-

• Ingens my!terium propalare hactenus distuli ; oetendere 
. videlicet in homine: sltam esse energiam qua solo nutu et phan
taaia 8U8 queat agere in diatans, et lmprimere virtutem, ali
quam lnfluentlam, delnceps per se perseverantem et agentem in 
objectum longissime abseDe.-Sect. 158. 

. t To this may be added our ignorance of the causes of Gra
vitation, of the common Msgnetism, of Electricity, &c. The 
day, perhaps, is noL far distant, when the remarkable anticipa
tion of Kant will be realised, and when It will be generally re
cognised and admitted, that all of these phenomena are the pro
duct of one single and simple principle, differently modified. 
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nation of the individual who gathers, prepares, or 
administers them; and this is quite consistent with 
the alleged experience of many of the modern pro
fessors of Animal Magnetism. Bot one of the moat 
remarkable passages in tllis treatise is that in which 
the author explains the conditions necessary to the 
success of the magnetic treatment. " We have al
ready observed,'' says be, "that aU magical power 
lies dormant in man, and that it requires to be ex
cited. This is invariably the caae, if the subject 
upon whom we wiab to operate is not in the most 
favourable disposition ; if his internal imagination 
does not abandon itself entirely to the impression 
which we wish to produce upon him ; or if he, to

warda whom the action is directed, po8!1e811e8 more 

energy than be who opera*· But when the pa
tient is well disposed, or weak, be readily yields to 
the magnetic infiuen('.e of him who operates upon 
him through the medium of his imagination. In 
order to operate powerfully, it is necessary to em

ploy some medium ; but this medium is nothing 
unless accompanied by the internal action."• All 

this-at least in ita essential points-as we shall 

• Dildmus omnem fortulis maglcam vim dormire et excita
tione opus habere ; quod perpetuo vennn est, si objectum in 
quod agendum est non sit proxime dilpoll.tum, si ejus intern& 
fantasia non prorsue annuat agenda impreEoni, vel etiam si 
robore patiens sit par vel superior -senti; at contra, &c.

Sect. 1711. 
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afterwards see, is quite coincident with the modern 
doctrine of Animal Magnetism introduced by Mes
mer, and. established by the numerous experiments 
aud observations of biB auecesaon. 

There is nothing more striking, and probably to 
most persona, upon a first view, more incompre
hensible, in the works of Van Belmont, and in
deed of most of the early writers on the subject of 
Magnetism, than the vast and mysterious influence 
which they ascribe to the power of energetic and 
concentrated volition-an opinion which could 
hardly be founded but upon experience of the fact. 
In this .respect, too, there appean to be a remark
able coincidence between their opinions and the 
doctrines and practice of the Magnetic School of 

Barbarin, which the . reader will find explained in 

the sequel. 
The will, according to Van Belmont, is the first 

of powers. It was by the will of the Almighty 
that the universe was created ; it was by volition 
that motion was originally impressed upon all ob
jects ; it is the will existing in man, which is the 
principle of aU his actions. Volition belongs to all 
spiritual beings; it is the more active and· power
ful in them, in proportion a& they are disengaged 

from matter; and the energy with which it ope
rates without the assistance of organa, is the essen
tial characteristic of pure spirits. These poeitions 
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are laid down by our author in his treatise, entitled 
Actio Regiminia; where he repeats, in somewhat 
different words~ the opinions which he had so often 
expressed 'in the work to which I have already so 
fully referred.• 

It seems unnecessary to take any notice of the 
theory upon which, in another treatise, Van Bel
mont endeavours to account for the phenomena to 
which he refers. It may be observed, however, 

that he there lays down more clearly a principle, 
which is implied in some of his preceding proposi
tions, viz. that those who exert this magnetic in
fluence, operate more or less powerfully according 
to the energy of the will ; and that the effects of 
their operation may be impeded by the resistance 
of that which is· operated upon. A magiciant will 
operate with much more certainty upon weak than 
upon robust beings; because the power of operat
ing .effectually by means of volition has its limits, 
and he who possesses energy of mind can easily 

resist it.:j: 

• Est ergo tertia actio spiritibus incorporeis propria, qui non 
requirunt ad agendum radium directum, nee aspectum subjecti, 
nee ejus propinquitatem, dispositionem aut colllgationem; sed 
agunt solo nutu potestativo, longe vi infiuentiali eflicaciore.
.Aol. Regimin. Sect. 39. 

T This word might here be very properly translated Magne

IUer. 

;t: See Van Belmont's Treatioe, IH Injectit MGitlriGli!Jul. 
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It woold be premature, perhaps, at present, to 
give any account of the observations and ex peri · 
meots of Van Belmont on the subject of the ecsta
tic, or magnetic, crisis. In the mean time, I may 
observe, that it appears quite evident from the 
. whole works of this author, that be was not only 

perfectly well acquainted with the magnetic influ
ence, but that he made use of it professionally. and 
placed great confidence in its effects. He himself, 
indeed, informs us, that when the plague was ra

ging in the town of Brussels, be thought it his 

· duty to seize the opportunity of instructing him
-self, and of being useful to others. He according
ly offered his services to attend the sick ; neither 
t.be fatigue, nor the fear of infection, could abate 
bis zeal; or extinguish his charity. " Perceiving," 
says be, " that most of the physicians deserted the 

sick, I devoted myself to their service, and God 
preserved me from the contagion. All, when they 
saw me, seemed to be refreshed with hope and joy; 

whilst I, supported by faith and confidence, per
suaded myself that God would at length confer 
upon me the science of an adept."• 

These obRervationsand opinions of Van Belmont, 
·and other writers of his age, are exceedingly curi
ous, and certainly deserved a careful experimental 

VOL. I, 

• Promiua Auctoris, coL iii. sect. 7· 
0 
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inveftigation~ . But the style m whioh moet of these 

treatises were written, was &o ahrouded in .mystical 

espreaion ; the vague and unsatisfaotory theories, 

in whi.t-.h their authors delighted to indulge, tend

. ed &o much to ·obscure .the .few facti' which_ they 

really developed; and the opinions they announced 

-were so much at variance with ihe common philo

sophical systems, as well as With the ordinary ex

perience ·Of life, Uu.t. no Mtempts ap-pear te bave 

-been sueaequently made· to ascertain 'ihe truth or 

falsehood of their pr,inciples by a fair. appeal. to the 

decisive ieat ef scientific, experiment. · · About that 

. period, too, che.mioal iloience-;. . And: . its .application 

to medicine, began to be cultiuted with pat zeal, 

and prosecuted with eminent success ; and it was 

not to be es-pected that much attention shonld be 

·devoted to a anbject so remote ftoom the fashionable 

8Cientific pursuits .of the age. On 'ibe contrary, 

the magnetic authors gradually came to be gene

rally regarded as idle visionaries and contemptible 

empirics ; ·they were placed in the eame clasa whh 

tho astrologers and alchemists; their works · were 

consigned to neglect and oblivioot c>F, at ,most, were 

.only Occa&ionally 'CO!lsulted hy :the cnriolliJ; and re

ferred to as striking instances of the hallucinations 

of the human intellect. ·Thus were the mystical 

volumes of these magnetic philosophers allowed t.o 

repose undisturbed, for a long period, amidst the 
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learned · dust ef our libl'al'ies, until, in recent times, 

when the. subject& of .which. they treated again be
gan ·to attract a considerable share of the attention 

of philosophers upon the Continent, and many of 

the most extraordinary opinions they maintained 

were almost daily receiving fresh confirmation from 

experience, they :were 110ught after. with avidity, 

drawn forth from their obscurity, carefulJy .Studied, 

and appealed to by the profeuors of Animal Mag
netism in support of their principles and practice. 

I am quite aware that . attempts may still be 

made, by the incredulous, to get rid of these autlJo

rities in a short and:: easy way, by representing 

them as quacks, mystics, and visionaries--a charge 

which is frequently brought. against ~1 those indi

viduals who maintain uncommon opinions, or who 

adopt a mode ()f practice different. from that which 

ie sanctioned ,by their professional brethren. But 

now .we are.enabled to su~Uect the obnoxious tenets 

to the test of experiment ; and in all cases it is 

aurely. more rational and ,philosophical · to investi

gate the truth of .certain opinions, ,and ,the reality 

or possibility of. qertain facts,. than, to evade all in

quiry,. and endeavour to ... exeite .prejudice by the 

employmeni of silly and · pr-eposterous ridicule, or 

by using opprobrious names. If :Van .Uelmont 

t;nerits ·tl1e name of q._ck,, what physician of su-
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perior attainment& can hope to escape the imputa

tion of quackery? Opinions supported by evidence, 

however, cannot be invalidated by any such irra

tional mode of opposition ; and many of the opi

nions I have noticed are not only corroborated by 

some striking natural analogies, but confirmed by 

unquestionable and unequivocal fact&. Similar 

opinions, too, were embraced, at a later period, by 

authors of a mueh more p6pular character, who 

did not hesitate to maintain them openly, and to 

give good reasons for the faith that was in them. 

As an instance, I shall take the liberty of laying 

before the reader an exceedingly curious passage 

from the works of a very ingenious old English 

writer, whieh, I think, will sufficiently prove that 

some, at least, of the facts which are said to have 

been elicited by the magnetic practice, are not 
quite such mere visionary ehimeras of modem 

mystics, as many persons, not conversant with the 

subject, may have been induced to suppose. The 
author to whom I allude is Joseph Glanvill, with 

whose entertaining and instructive writings some 

of my readers may be acquainted; and who relates, 

as will be perceived, with great confidence, the 

following remarkable and amusing story. 

" That one man should be able to bind the 
thoughts of another, and determine them to their 
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particular objects, will be reckoned in the first 
rank of impossibilities :• Yet by the power of ad
vanced imagination, it may very probably be effect
ed ; and story abounds with instances. I'll trou
ble tbtl reader but with one ; and the bands from 
which I had it, make me sure of the truth on't. 
There was very lately a lad in the University of 

Oxford, who being of very pregnant and ready 
parts, and yet wanting the encouragement of pre. 
ferment, was by his poverty fotteed to leave his 

• Dr Bertrand mentions two very curious filets, falling within 
his own experience, which seem to prove that somnambulists 
are capable of penetrating the thoughts of others with whom 
they are placed m rapporL In performing upon his first POm
nambulist, the process by means of which he was accustomed to 
awaken her, with a firm determination, at the asme time, that 
she should not awake, she was instantly seized with violent con
vulsions. On his enquiring what was the matter, she answered, 
"How I you bid me awake, and you dont wL!h me to awake.'' 

The other example ia the following :-A poor woman, unedu
cated and unable to read, was said to be capable, in somnambulism, 
of understanding the meaning of words, of the signification of 
which she was ignorant when awake ; and, in point of fact, she 
explained to Dr Bertrand, in tbe most exact and ingenious 
manner, what we ought to understand by the word eAC6p/lal&n, 
which he proposed to her; a phenomenon which, unless we 
assume the hypothesis of an accident as difficult to admit as the 
supposed faculty, can only be explained by acknowledging that 
this woman read, in the very thoughts of the doctor, the signi
fication of the word about which she was interrogated. 

This fact of the intimate rapport existing between the ope;f8tor 
and the patient, may afford us a key to many of the mysteries 
of Animal Magnetism ; but it is not the less extraordinary in 
itsel£-BEB.TilAliD, P· 439. 
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studies there, and to cast himself upon the wide 

world for a livelihood. Now, his necessities grow

ing daily upon him, and wanting the help offriends 
to relieve, he was at last forced to join himself to 

a company of vagabond ()ypaies, whom occasional

ly he met with, and to follow their trade for a 

maintenance. Among these extravagant ~pie, by 

the insinuating subtilty of his carriage, he quickly 

got so much of their love and esteem, as that they 

discovered to him their mystery ; in the practice 

of which, by the pregnancy of his wit and parts, 

he soon grew so good a proficiell:t, as to be able to 

out-do his instructors. After he had -been a pretty 
while well exercised in the trade, there chanced to 

ride by a couple of scholars, who had f()rmerly been 

of his acquaintance. The tJCholara had quickly 
!Spied out their old friend among the Gypsies, and 
their amazement to see him among such society 

had well-nigh discovered him ;"but by a -sign he 
prevented their owning him before that crew; and 

taking one of them aside privately, desired him 
with his friend to go to an· inn, not far distant 

thence, promising there to come to them. They 

accordingly went thither, and he follows. After 

their first salutations, his friends inquired how he 

cal!le to lead so odd .a life as that was, and to join 
himself with such a cheating, beggarly company ? 
The scholar-Gypsy, having given them an account 
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of the necessity which drove him to that kind of 

life, told them that the people he went with were 

not such imposters as they were taken for, but ~hat 
they had a traditional kind oflearning among them, 
and could do wonders by the power of Imagina
tion, and that himself bad learnt much of their art, 
and improved it further than themselves could. 
And to evince the truth of what he told them, he 
said he'd remove into another room, leaving them 
to discourse together ; and upon hia return tell 
them the sum of what they had talked of; which 
accordingly he performed, giving them a full ac
count of what had passed between them in his ab
sence. The scholars being amazed at so unexpect
ed a discovery, earnestly desired him to unriddle 
the mystery.; in which .he.:gave them satisfaction, 
by telling them that what he did was by the power 
of Imagination, his Fancy binding theirs ; and that 
himself bad dictated. to them the ·diacoune they 
held together while he was from them : That there 

were. warrantable :w~ys of heightening the Imagi
nation to that pitch as to bind another's; and that 
when he had compassed the whole secret, some 
parts of which he aaid he.:waa yet ignorant of, he 
intended to leave their company, and give -the 

world an account of what he had learned."* 

• Lord Bacon (long before Glanvill), in his Sglva Sglvarum 
(Century x. sect. 946), tells the following story confirmative of 
the ssme principle. 
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Such is the story told by GlanviJJ, an author 

perfectly worthy of all credit, who afterwards 
maintains that this strange power of the imagina-

" I related one time to a man that was curious and vain 
enough in these things, that I saw a kind of juggler, that had a 
pair of cards, and would tell a man what card he thought. This 
pretended learned man told me, it was a mistaking in me ; ' for; 
said he, ' It was not the knowledge of the man's thought, fur 
that is proper to God, but it was ths enfurcing of a llttmght upon 
him, and binding hil imagination by a stronger, that he could think 
no other card.' .And thereupon be asked me a question or two, 
wliicb I thought he did but cunningly, knowing before what 
used to be the feats of the juggler. ' Sir,' said he, ' do you re
member whether he told the card the man thought, himself, or 
bade another to tell it ?' I answered, as was true, that be bade 
another tell it. Whereunto he said, ' So I thought ; for,' said 
he, ' himself could not have put on so strong an imagination ; 
but by telling the other the card, who believed that the juggler 
was some strange man, and could do strange things, that other 
man caught a strong imagination.' I hearkened unto him, 
thinking for a vauity he spoke prettily. Then he asked me 
another question. Saith he, • Do you remember, whether he 
bade the man think the card first, and afterwards told the other 
man in his ear what he should think.; or el8e that be did whisper 
first in the man's ear that should tell the card, telling that such 
a man should think such a card, and after bade the man think a 
card ?' I told him, as was true, that he did first whisper the 
man in the ear, that such a mau should think such a card: upon 
this the learned man did much exult and please himself, saying. 
' Lo, you may see that my opinion is right ; for if the man had 
thought first, his thought had been fixed ; but tlie other ima
gining first, bound his thoughts.' Which, though it did some
what sink with me, yet I made it lighter than I thought, and 
said, I thought it was confederacy between the juggler and the 
two servants; though, indeed, I had no reason so to think, for 
they were both my father's servants, and he had never played 
in the house before." 
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tioo is no impossibility, and contends that this ex

traordinary influence seems no. more unreasonable 

than that of " one string of a Jute upon another, 

when a stroke on it causetb a proportionable mo

tion in the sympitbiziog coo&Ort, which is distant 

from it, and not sen.sibJy touched."* 

In the sequel of this publication, I shall have 

occasion to bring forward many stories equally 
strange, marvellous, and incredible-stories grave-

• A. still more curious observation occurs in Gardiner's Mtuic 
ef Natu-n:-" It has been found that, in a watchmaker's shop. 
the time-pieces or clocks, connected with the same wall or shelf. 
have such a sympathetic effect in keeping time, that they stop 
those which beat in irregular time; and if any are at rest, set 
a-going those which beat accurately." 

The sympathy between stringed musical instruments, al
luded to by Glanvill, although more familiar to us, is perhavs 
as extraordinary as any of the phenomena of Animal Magnetism. 
This subject brings to my recollection the following affecting 
anecdote, related by Kotzebue in his Joumeg to Paris. A. young 
lady used to play upon the harpsichord; while her lover accom
panied her on the harp. The young man died, and the harp 
bad remained in her room. After the first excess of her dt!spair, 
she sank into the deepest melancholy, and some time elapsed 
before she could again sit down to her instrument. A.t last she 
did so-gave some touches, and, hark! the harp, tuned alike, 
resounded in echo. The poor girl was at first seized with a se
cret 11huddering, but soon felt a kind of soothing melancholy., 
She became firmly persuaded that the spirit of her lover was 
softly sweeping the strings of the instrument. The harpsichord, 
from this moment, constituted her only pleasure, as it afforded 
to her mind the certainty that her lover was still hovering about 
her. One of those unfeeling men, who want to know and clear 

VOL. J. p 
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Jy told by learned, intelligent; and sober men, phy
sicians, professors in universities, and ethers, all 
of them persons of unimpeaehable veracity, having 
no conceivable motive for falsehood, honestly re
lating what fell under their own observation, or 
that of other persons equally eredible, boldly pub
lishing the results to the world at large, anxiously 
challenging criticism, and loudly calling upon phy
sicians and philosophers to inve~~tigate the ,aJJeged 

facts. Let my readers, however, remember that I 
do not insist upon their conceding a blind .and im
plicit belief to any one of·these·stories: I only re
quest them to pause and inquire before they deter
mine to reject them ; and to exercise a little of that 

academical scepticism, which teaches us to suspend 
our judgment until we have obtained rational con
viction. 

up every thing, once entered her. apartment; the girl instantly 
begged him to be quiet, for at that very moment the dear harp 
spoke most distinctly. -Being informed of the .amiable illusion 
which overcame her reason, he la.ughed, and, with a great diaplay 
of leal'Qing, proved to .her by experimental physics, that all this 
was very natural. From that instant, the . ,oung lady grew 
melancholy, drooped, IUld soon ~r died! 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THERE are some persons whose minds are so 

sceptically constituted, as to find great difficulty in 

bringing themselves to believe any uncommon fact, 

or series of facts, however· incontrovertibly esta

blished by evidence, unless they are. placed in a si

tuation, _at the same time, to give a rational and 

apparently satisfactory explanation of the principles 

upon which they depend. S~ch ~rsons generally 
continue sceptics both in regard to religion and to 

philosophy. But the explanation required by theRe 

individuals is by no means essential to our convic

tion of the reality of any phenomenon, nor, in many 

cases, can it be easily afforded. Facts are every 

day believed upon observation, or upon testimony, 

which we should be exceedingly puzzled, if called 

upon to account for. In the Introduction to this 

work, I have ~:~hewn that there are facts which had 

been observed during thousands of years, before 

even their existence was generally admitted. A 

common proverb tells us that " there is nothing 

new but what has been forgotten." 

The phenomena of Animal Magnetism are of a 
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nature so very extraordinary, that it is exceedingly 

difficult to account for them upon any rational and 

satisfactory hypothesis. The difficulty, too, has been 

greatly increased by the very irrational manner in 

which the subject has been hitherto treated by many 

)earned men, and especiaJJy by professional physi

cians. With such; for a long period, the great and 

. sole object appears to have been to get rid of the fact& 
altogether, by argument, by ridicule, by contempt, 

or by any means by which they might be brought 
into general discredit. They determined not even 
to investigate, far less to admit the reality of that 

which, had they taken .the trouble to make the 

slightest inquiry, they would have found completely 
demonstrated. · The advocates of the doctrine, on 
the other band, . were compelled, by this obstinate 

hostility and incredulity of the learned, to multiply 
their experiments and observations, until they had 
obtained such a body . of evidence as should consti
tute an insubvertible basis for their system. This, 
at least, they must be admitted to have accom

plished in the most satisfactory manner; for it is 
quite impossible for any candid inquirer to study 
even one half of what has been written upon this 

subject, without having complt>te conviction forced 
upon his mind. Indeed, scepticism, in this matter, 
is now confined entirely to those persons who ob

stinately refuse to inquire. 
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These circumstances, however, have not been 

very favourable for the philosophical investigation 
of the subject. . The individuals who, at first, ad

dicted themselves to Magootism, were better quali
fied for the ·accurate observation of facts, than for 

the construction of satisfactory theories. The op

~>nents, too, certainly demanded too much, when 
they insisted upon such explanations. Mathemati
cal reasoning is wholly inapplicable to the pheno
mena in question~ nor could they be explained upon 

t.he ordinary principles of Physics o~ Physiology. 

There were serious difficulties in the . way of the 
investigation of these facts, the nature of which I 

cannot better express than in the language of Dr 
Roget. 

" In the investigation of the powers which are 

concerned in the phenomena of living beings," 

says that distinguished philosopher, "we meet with 
difficulties incomparably greater than those that at

tend the discovery of the physical forces by which 
the parts of inanimate nature are actuated. The 
elements of the inorganic world are few and simple; 
the combinations they present are, in . moat eases, 
easily unravelled; and the powers which actuate 
their motions, or eft'ect their union and their 

cbanges, are reducible to a small number of general 

laws, of which the results may, for the moat part, 

be anticipated and exactly determined by caleula-
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tion. What law, for instance, can be more si111ple 

than that of gravitation, to which all material bo

dies, whatever be their size, figure, or other pro

perties, and whatever be their relative positions, 

are equally subjected'; and of which the observa
tions of modern astronomers have rendered it pro

bable that the influence extends to the remotest 

regions of space ? The inost undeviating regularity 

is exhibited in the motions of those stupendou1.1 

. planetary niasses, which continually roll onwards 

in the orbit& prescribed by this all-pervading force. 

Even the slighter perturbations occasioned by their 

mutual influence, are but direct results of the same 

general law, anti are necessarily restrained within 

certain limits, which they never can exceed, and 

by which the permanence of the system is eft'ec
tually secured. All the terrestrial changes de
pendent on these motions partake of the same con
stancy. Tbe same periodic order governs the suc
cesaion of day and night, the rise and fall of the 

tides, and the return of the seuons; which order, 

as far as we can perceive, is incapable of being dis
turbed by any existing canse. EqualJy definite are 

the operations of the forces of cohesion, of elasti
city, or of whatever other mechanical powers of 

attraction or repulsion there may be, which actuate, 
at insensible distances, the particles of matter." 

After observing that all tht"se phenomena, to· 
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gether with th08e of Chemistry, of Light, of Heat, 

of Electricity, and of MagnetiiJID, " have been, in 

like manner, reduced to· laws of sufficient simpli

city to admit of the application of mathematical 

reasoning ;" and that, " to whatever department 

of phyaical eoience OW' reaearchea · have extended, 

we every where meet with the same regularity in 

the · phenomena, the same simplicity in the laws, 

and the sa~e uniformit,- in the results ;" the author 

proceeds : 

" Far ditl'erent is. the aspe.ot of li'ring Nature. 

The spectade here ·offered to our view is every 

where characterised by boundle• variety, by in

scrutable~omplexity, by perpetual mutation. Our 

attention is selicited to a vast multiplicity of objects, 

curious and intricate in their mechanism, exh.ibif>. 

iog peculiar movements, actuated by new and un.; 

known · pewers, and gifted with high and refined 

endowments. In place of the simple combinMions 

of elementa, and the simple properties of mineral 

bodies, all organic structures, · even the most mi

nute, present exceedingly complicated arrange

ments, . and a prolonged sncce&IJion of phenomena, 

so varied and so anomalous, as to be utterly irre

ducible to the known laws which govern inanimate 

matter.:''-Dr Roget'a Bt;idgewater Trtatile, vol. i. 

ppo '7, &c. 

" If we are to reason at all, we can reason only 
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upon the principle, that for every effect there must 

exist a corresponding cause; ·or, in other words, 

that there is an established and invariable order of 

sequence among the changes which take place in 

the universe. But though it be granted that all 

the phenomena we behold are the effectS of certain. 

causes, it might still be alleged, as a bar to all fur

ther reasoning, that these causes arc not only utter

ly unknown to us, but that their discovery is wholly · 

beyond the reach of our faculties. The llrgument 

is specious only because it is true in one particular 

sense, and that a very limited one. Those who 

urge it do not seem to be aware · that its general 

application, in that very same sense, would shake 

the foundation of every kind of knowledge, even 

that which we regard as built upon the · most solid 

basis. Of causation, it is agreed that we know 

nothing; all that we do know is, that one event 

succeeds another with undeviating constancy," &c. 

This .is sound philosophy, and the most zealous 

Animal Magoetist could not· object to its applica

tion to his · doctrine. .The phenomena of the. living 

organism a~e unquestionably much more difficult 

of explanation than those of inorganic matter; but 

this difficulty ought not to deter us from collecting 

and endeavouring to class~fy the facts. . ·And, after 

all, what do we know of the eommon Magnetism, 

of Electricity, of Cialvanism, &c . . but the facts 
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which have been elicited by the labours of experi
mental inquiren, and the laws which have been 
deduced from their generalization ? And would it 

be considered a sufficient reason for the absolute 
rejection of any of these facts, or of a whole class 

of facts, that we are still ignorant of tlae principle 

upon which they depend, and perhaps uuiy never 
become acquainted with it ? If we carry the un

diRputable phenomena of Animal MagoetiRm along 
with us, and regard them as calculaied to open up 

many new and interesting views in the physiology 
of mao, it is quite possible that, in proportion as 
we advance in our knowledge of the subject-in 
proportion as we succeed in ascertaining the con

ditions of their reality-we may ultimately become 
enabled to give as satisfactory an explanation of 

the principles upon which these phenomena depend, 
RR in the case of any other science, or as is compa· 
tible with the limited stretch of our faculties. But 

to discourage all investigation is not the best way 

to extend our knowledge of Natt,ue. 
In order, in some measure, however, to gratify 

those who require some theoretical explanation of 
aU natural phenomena, and to shew to all that the 

professors of Animal Magnetism are not entirely 

destitute of rational principles and scientific analo
gies in confirmation of the doctrines they maintain, 

I shall briefly direct the attention of the reader to 
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the foJlowing philosophical view of the subject. 
Whether it shall be thought satisfactory or not., I 
beg leave to remind him, that the reality of the 
facts does, in no degree, depend upon the accuracy 
of the explanation. 

I formerly observed, that it is through the me
dium of t~e nerves that the vital principle appears 

to be acted upo"-that they are the source of the 
animal affectability-the connecting link between 
matter and mind ; and that many. e~inent physi
cians and physiologists had found themselves com
pelled . to assume the fact of the permeability of the 
nervesr and also the existence of a nervous fluid, 
without any actual demonstration of their reality. 
Indeed, this supposition of a nervous secretion and 
circulation, with its utmost difficulties, seems much 
more rational and satisfactory than any other hy
pothesis with regard to their nature and action. 
It has been maintained, upon speculative grounds~ 

by the ablest physiologists, and enables us to ae· 

count for many phenomena which appear to be 
otherwise inexplicable. But this hypothesis bas 

been almost redueed tG a certainty, in recenHilllft~ 
by· the interesting researches of Reil, AttteMieth, 
Ht~mboldt, Burdach, Biehat, Beclatd, and others, 
who have gone far towards the aetaal demonstra
tion of the fact of the sectetion and circulation of 

a nervous fluid, arid even rendered it extremely 
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probable that this circulating fluid is capab1e of an 
external expansion, which takes place with such 
energy as to form an atmosphere, or sphere of ac
tivity, similar to that of electrical bodies. If it be 
said that this is a mere' hypothesis, yet it must be 
admitted that it is an hypothesis, not only very 

probable in itself, but calculated to enable us to give 
a scientific explanation of many facts which cannot 
be accounted for upon any other principle. • More
over, this hypothesis may now be considered as 
having been almost completely demonstrated by 
the researches of the celebrated French anatomist 
and physiologist, Beclard. This skilful experi

mentalist having cut a nerve of consider~ble size, 
adjoining a muscle, which induced paralysis in this 
part, perceived the contractile action reappear, 
when be approached the two ends of the nerve at 
the distance of three lines. It is quite evident 

• I have somewhere read of late, although I cannot, at this 
moment, refer to my authority, that a recent experimentalist 
had succeeded in injecting the nerves with some fluid. I believe 
there are other physiologists who maintain, that the nerves are 
merely the conductors of some fluid from the brain and spinal 
chord to the different parts of the body. This hypothesis 
would equally suffice for our explanation. 

Dr Roget ( llrid!J611H11er Tr«~lile, vol. iL p. Sf11), observes that 
" the velocity with which the nerves subservient to aenaation 
transmit the impressions they receive at. one extremity, alons 
their whole course, exceeds all measurement, and can be com
pared Ollly to that of electricity passing alons a conducting 
wire." 
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here, that an imponderable substance, that is to say, 
a fluid of some kind, traversed th~ interval of se
paration, in order to restore the muscular action. 

Another experiment of the same philosopher not 
only proves the existence of this fluid, but seems 

also to demonstrate its striking analogy to electri

city. Having frequently placed a magnetic needle 

in connexion with the extremity of a divided nerve, 
. he constantly perceived the deviation of the pole of 

the needle, caused by the reciprocal attraction of 

the two opposite fluids. • To aH this may be added 
the experiments which have been made with re

gard to the action of Galvanism upon dead men 

and other animals ; as also the galvanic phenO

mena exhibited by a pile composed of alternate 
layers of brain and muAcle. 

Farther : It appears, says Dr Ure, that the gal-

• I do not know in what work of Beclard's these experiments 
are detailed, but I find them alluded to in a memoir transmitied 
to the Royal Academy of Berlin, by Dr Leonard, entitled :
Magnetitru, - hiltoir#, •lheoris, &:c. published at Paris in 11134. 
Some experiments are also said to have been made, with a view 

· to demonstrate, more conclusively, the intimate analogy that 
exists between the nervous fluld and electricity ; but it is suffi
cient for me to have drawn attention · to the subject, and I shall, 
therefore, leave the farther prosecution of it to more competent 
inquirers. I may, however, refer the reader to Haller's Ek
menl6 of Phgriology, to Mr Abernethy's Phgriological Llcturu, 
and to Dr W. Philip's work on Th8 Vital Ftmelirm& The expe
riments of the last mentioned author are particularly curiuus 
and Interesting. 
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vanic energy is capable of supplying the place of 

the nervous influence, so that, whi1e under it, th~ 

11tomach, otherwise inactive, digests. food as usual. 

Certain experiments clearly shew a remarkable 

analogy between galvanic electricity and nervous 

influence, as the one may serve as a substitute for 

the other. When the lungs are deprived of ner~ 

vous influence, hy which their function is impeded, 

and even destroyed, when digestion is interrupted, 

by withdrawing this influence from the stomach, 

these two vital functions are renewed by exposing 

them to the influence of the galvanic trough. • 

If we at·e justified, then, in assuming the exist

ence of this nervous fluid-whether secreted or 

merely conducted by the nerves-of its analogy to 

• I understand that Professor Keil of Jena, has recently made 
some very interesting experiments tending to demonstrate the 
susceptibility of the nervous system for the magnetic influence, 
and the efficacy of the magnet in the cure of certain diseases. 
The result of these experiments, I believe, was communicated 
by the Professor to a meeting of the Royal Society of London, 
about the beginning of the year 1833. 

Some of the late German Journals give an account of a singu
lar machine, recently invented by a person of the name of Por
tius, at Leipsic, called the PIJ!Ichomeler. The object of this ma
chine is to indicate the temperament imd character of each in
dividual. At first, we should be apt to look upon such a ma
chine as a mere toy, but it is seriously spoken of, and described 
as exhibiting great accuracy. It is constructed upon the prin
ciple of a supposed affinity existing between the nervous fluid of 
~he animal body, and the electric and magnetic fluids. · 
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·the other known, active, and imponderable fluids, 

and of its capability of external expansion, as in the 

case of electricity; it does not appear to be a very 
violent or unwarrantable proceeding to extend the 

hypothesis a little farther, and to presume that it is 

also capable of being transmitted or directed out

wards, either involuntarily, or by the volition of 

one individual, with such energy as to produce cer
tain real and perceptible effects upon the organism of 

another, in a manner analogous to what is known 

to occur in the case of the Torpedo, the Gymnotus 

electrictu, &c. Indeed, the fact of the actual trans

ference of nervous or vital power, in certain cir

cumstances, from one individual to another, is now 

admitted by some of our own .most eminent.medi

cal writers, amongst others by the learned Dr Cop
land. In Lis Dictionary of Practical Medicine, this 

experienced physician observes, that " this fact"
that of the transference of vital power-" however 

explained, has been long remarked, and is well

known to every unprejudiced observer; but," he 

adds, " it has been most unaccountably overlooked 

in medicine." The. learned Doctor gives several 

instances which, along with others recorded in 

history, leave no doubt of the fact. Now, admit

ting that such a transference takes place-where, 

I would ask, does this vital power reside, and how 

is the transference in question effected ? Is it not 
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pretty evident that this power resides in the nerves, 

and that it is transmitted from one individual to 

another, in certain circumstances, in consequence 

of some eonnexion between their nervous systems, 

and in a manner analogous to heat or electricity? 

And do not these circumstances give a powerful 

confirmation to the views of the Animal Magne
tists? 

·Physical science presents us with many facts 

analogous to the transference in question. Take, 

for example, the ease of the transmission of heat. 

''If two solid bodies"-! quote from Dr Lardner 

-"if two solid bodies, having different tempera
tures, be placed in close contact, it will be observed 

that the hotter body will gradually fall in tempe

rature, and the colder gradually rise, until the 

temperatures become equal. This process is not, 

like radiation, sudden, but very gradual; the colder 

body receives increased temperature slowly, and 

the hotter loses it at the same rate. Different bo
dies, however, exhibit a different facility in this 

gradual transmission of heat by contact. In some 

it passes more rapidly from the hotter to the colder ; 

and in others, the equalization of temperature is 

not produced until after the lapse of a considerable 

time.'• Similar phenomena are exhibited in Mag
netism, Electricity, Galvanism, &e.; and there ap

pear no good grounds for holding it to be impos-
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sible, or improbable, that nervous energy may, in 

certain circumstances capable of being ascertained, 

be transmitted from one animal body to another, 
in some analogous manner; on the contrary, ex

perience, without the aid of theory, seems to afford 

us abundant proofs that such a transmission does 

occasionally take place. 

The foregoing theory, if acknowledged to be 
founded upon just data, might enable us to account 

for many of the more ordinary phenomena of Ani

mal Magnetism, and particularly for the sanative 

efficacy of the processes ; considering this efficacy 

to depend upon a transference of vital energy, and 
a consequent restoration of the vital functions, 

through the medium of the nenous system, to a 

more healthy state of action. There appears to be 

nothing unreasonable in supposing that health may 
be communicated in the same manner as disease ; 
and, as in all morbid states of the system, the 

nerves are always more or less affected, if not the 

actual seat of . the malady, it does not seem irra. 

tional to conclude, that their tone may be restored 

by the action of a healthy organism, and fresh vi

gour thus diffused throughout . thewhole frame. 

Some medical writers, I believe, have . spoken of a 

contagion of health, as well as of disease. • 

. • It is inconceivable that any persons acquainted with the 
most ordinary phenomena of physical science, and especially 
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It is but fair to observe, however, that there is 

a variety of other magnetic phenomena-and these 

with the changes produced upon inanimate bodies by apparent
ly trivial and inadequate cau~~e~~, should obstinately deny the 
possibility of the facts of Animal Magnetism-the effects, per
haps, of analogous causes upon the living organism -without 
condescending to make any inquiry into their reality. To all 
such I would beg leave to submit the following observationL 

The superposition of two different metals produces Gal vanisnt. 
The friction of a plate of glass generstes Electricity. M. Hally 
discovered that the sintple pressure of the hand upon a tourma
line rendered it electrical. The point of contact confers aU its 
force upon attraction. Iron attaches itself to the magnet by 
the point of contact, and becomes magnetic itself by friction : 
it follows the direction of the magnet at a distance, even across 
intermediate solid bodies. The touch developes caloric. }'ric· 
tion causes the wheehl of a carriage to take fire. Phosphorus 
emits light in consequence of friction. ChemiStry teaches us 
that friction causes surprising detonations. ·The union of hy
drogen with an elementary substance which bas beell called 
Cf14flll!l#n. produces the hgdrocgtmic acid. This acid, more com. 
monly called the Pnuric, po8ies8es the most singular physical 
properties. It freezes at 16", and begins to boU at 26•-an in
terval so short, that, if a single drop be e-z:posed to the air, tbe 
evaporstion of a part produces a suftlcient degree of cold to 
freeze the rest. In its pure state, this acid is the most deadly 
poison. The smallest drop, placed on the tongue of an animal, 
kills it like a bullet or a thunderbolt. The same substance 
which, when combined with hydrogen, produces this frightful 
poison, when united with o-z:ygen produces fulminating pow
ders. 

Iron filings, intmersed in a liquid as cold as itself, instantly 
produce a violent ebullition, and vapours susceptible of inflam
·mation. Nay, this metal, solid as it is, is afterwards destroyed, 
in some measure, by the above fluid, and unites with it in such 
a manner, as to pa88 with it through the closest filter. Another 

VOL. J. 
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by much the most extraordinary -as will be seen 

in tbe sequel, of whjch this theory does not imme-

limpid liquor suddenly dissolves this union, and causes the iron 
to fall to the bOttom of the vessel in the form of an impalpable 
powder. 

M. Dobereiner, by p.ting a mixture of oxygen and hy
drogen on a small mass of spongy platinum, obse)'Ved that this 
simple contact combines the two gases, and produces s~,~Ch a de
gr~ofheat as to redden the metal-thus producing a red heat 
by mellll8 of a blast of cold air. Oxygenated water, when thrown 
up .. :t very oxidable metals (such as arsenic), causes them to 
bum and emit light-thus presenting the curious spectacle of 
combustion produced by water: a single drop .is sufficient to 
produce the effect. On the contrary, when thrown upon gold, 
·silver, or platinum, the oxygen suddenly becomes flee, with an 
explosion, and restores the water to ita fermer state, without 
producing any alteration on the metal. The oxides of the same 
metalll produce this effect with still greater force. 

Baron Cuvier observes, that " ail those innumerable substan
ces whose action maintains the admirable and complicated spec
tacle of animated nature, those substances which, independent
ly of the body which has produced them, are still so aatoniahi;ng 
in the variety of their .effects, whether as delicious aliments or 
formidable poisons..,. whether ~ objects or instruments of such 
nuu;1eroua and such v:arlous arta,-only differ from each other, 
at leaatin the eye of chemistry, in the proportion ofthreeor four 
elements. A little more or a little less of hydrogen or of car
bon, is ail the dist~ction we at present see between that atrych
nia which kills like thunder, and those savoury and wholeeome 
fruits which constitute the delicacles of our tables; _and, what 
is still more astonishing, it is all thai distinguishes that bloed 
wllich conveys nutrition and life to all parts, those nerves which 
CQ.Dllect us with externai nature, those muscles which give us 
dominion over her. These are effects greater than their appa
rent causes; which gives us sufficient reason for believing that 
they have causes which are-still concealed from .our view." 
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diately appear calculated to aft'ord any satisfactory 
or complete explanation. With regard to these, 
therefore, it will be best, perhaps, for us, in the 
mean time, to avoid all premature theory, and to 
content ourselves with coll~cting,· arranging, and 
classifying the facts, until we shall, at length, be

come enabled to obtain some insight into the prin
ciple upon wbieh they depend. For this reason, I 
shall proceed, in the next, and some of the subee
queo~·cbapters, ta pre&el)t the reader .,itb an bi&
terical d,educ~ of the · ~etjc doctril'Ml8 an4 
praotioe, and· shall afterwards endeavour to ma,ke 

him aoquainted with all the more remarkable phe
nomen .. which have been elioi~ by. experiment. 

By simple contact, cotton and woollen articles are infected, 
and carry contagion from one hemisphere to another, '&c. 

Now, willl wba~ efticacy may nc& the aune, or, at least, ana
logous causes, act upon living bodies, on irritable and sensible 
parts, on the nerves, the brain, the phrenic plexus, &c.? At 
all everrts, why so readily· admit the reaHty of the phenomena 
in the one class of cases, and so obstinately deny it in the other ? 

Are not both equally susceptible of proof? Do they not equally 
depend upon evidence? Are not· their causes equally obscure? 
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CHAP'rER VIII. 

IN aJl ages, and amongst all nations, phenomena 

similar to thoee which are now known to be prO

duced by Animal Magnetism have been occasion

any observed. The ancient writers, indeed, are 

foil of allusions which, when carefully e~amined, 

leave no room to doubt, that some knowledge of 

these processes, probably, and certainly of these 

susceptibilities, obtained in early times. Amongst 

other inexplicable phenomena, bow are we other
wise to explain, in any thing Jike a satisfactory man

ner, the ancient oracles, the prophetic dreams, and 

the cures produced by the touch of the priests in 

the Temple~~ of Health, which popular belief im. 

mediately ascribed to the miraculous influence of 

some btmeficent presiding deity? At a subsequent 

period, indeed, the reality of these facts was either 

entirely denied, or the singular effects in question 

were attributed to imagination and delusion, or to 

the impositions of the priesthood, aided by the ig

norance and credulity of the people. Other causes, 
into which I am unwilling to enter at present, 
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tended to strengthen and perpetuate the scepticism 
entertained upon this subject. I may observe, how
ever, that to deny a fact is not to refute it, nor can 

it be invalidated by ascribing it to an erroneous or 
inadequate cause. Many of those miraeles, as they 

were called, were probably just as real as those 
said to have been performed at the tomb of the 

Abbe Pari~ and in other instances, and may 
be considered as depending upon tl1e principles 

I formerly explained. And since the discove· 
ries which llave been made during the practice 

of Animal Magnetism, it has appeared . exceed

ingly probable to many learned inquirers, that 

these phenomena were not the offspring of fraud 
and deception, . but · that . they depended . upon . a 
knowledge of certain principles, which was after

wards obscured or lost amidst the decline of ihose 

institutions by which it had been cherished. 

Yet this knowledge d<>es not appear to have been 
totally lost. There occur, in the works of Greek 

and Roman authors, occasional expressions, whieh 
cannot we11 be explained, unless upon the sup
position, that some memory, at least, of these very 
ancient practices had been preserved by tradition. 

In the following verses of Solon, we have, so 

far as I have been able to discover, the. earliest 

.and most directJestimony to the practice of mani
pulation, as a sanative process, to be found in an-
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tiquity. It seems surprising that they ebould have 

hitherto escaped the notice of all the writete upoo 

Animal Magnetiem, m1111y of W001Jl have exercieed 

great diligence in collecting the· variolls allusiom~ 

to this proceee whieh oceur among the- ancieDts. 

flt>.>.J"' f it ~M'Y'Jf ~~~f ~"'" "1/"f''WICI :A"/ff 

K•* :, -rtf >.W..,-r' ;p.,. ~Je..- ~.~. 

Tor ~~ """"'jf 1fWflrl "~f'""' "e"f•J.~ n 

'A ..f-Jf'"Jff ):U(fir, k..f-• -rll-4rr il-y1jj. 

SoLON, apud Stdxzum. • 

Tbe folloWing remarkable expl'ellsions occur in 

the AmpAfti'yO of Plautus : Quid, si egtJ iliUm trae

titn tangam, ut dorttriat. Theile exptessicms · are 

evidently ti~lld - enpb'emisdeally or itotriCAlly, for 

"What ir I shonld 'koook hi111 d<;wn ;''but we- can 

hardly fail to · perceive that there is here an obvious 

allusion to rmme method of setting persons asleep 

by a particlilar· procees ar manipulation ; and, ac

cordit.Jgly they are so explained, in a note upon this 

passage; in 'l'lmbmann's «<ition of Plautatt.t 

• Stanley, in his History of Philosophy (1666), has given 
us a verj competent trandatlob ·of these venes: 

''The 1mallelt h-..lldmll&imee inereue ·and'Hgll 
More than all art or ph)'lic CID U8U8p ; 

Some~e. the fury or the worst diaeaie 
The hana, by gentle moking, will appeall!." 

t The words of Taubmann are these :-Tractim tlltlgtm; ut 
d4)ftldat. PerlleUe vi4etur lwltre, tNlMltJte a~~'Clueta, 
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In the following verses of Mattial, tlie proee88 

in question is not merely alluded to, but pretty 

fuJly deseribed. They .oecur in B. iii. Ep. 82; and 

appear to refer to some refinement of lu.tury. 

Percurrlt agili corpus arte tractatris:, 
Manumque doctam spargit omnibus membris. • 

Sprengel, in his learned History of Medicine, in

forms us that, in chronic affections, Asclepiades of 

Bithynia, who acquired so much reputation, as a 

physician, at Rome, recommended frictions, to be 

continued until the patient fell asleep, which sleep 

he considered as very salutary. Tacitus and Sue

tonius have preserved an account of two remarkable 

magnetic cures, which were performed by the Em

peror Vespesian, at Alexandria. t 
Among the ancient Oriental nations, the cure of 

diseases by the applicauon of the hands appears to 

have been well known. The Cbaldean priests are 

said to havo practised this mode of treatment; as 

qUte pualbne8 palma le.li1ulcuJe demulcent ut dornrlant. Taub
mann's Commentary on Plautus was published in 1612. 

• There is also a passage in Seneca's Epistles, in which this 
proce118 seems to be alluded to, although the meaning, perhaps, 
may .be considered ambiguoui. Qw.dni ego fellciorem putem 
Muctum, qui sic tractavit igttem, qliasi ilium manum tractatori 
pnestitisaet.-Ep. 66. The Latin words Tractatorand Tract&IN 
seem to imply the lrnowledge and practice of some art of this 
kind :among the .Robi&tls. 

t Tacit. Hf#.Jy. ll1 • ...-$.1let.:in .~vii. Sects. 6, 6. 
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also the Indian Bramins, and the Pal'lli. . Accord

ing to the aet'ounts of the Jesuit Missionaries for 

the yf'.ar 1768, the practice of curing diseases by 

the imposition of the hands, has prevailed in China 

tor mao y ages. The theory of Animal Magnetism, 
indeed, appears to have been known in the East 

long before it was ever thought of in Europe. It 
is said that there are individuals in Asia who make 

the pt·actice of that theory their profession, and 

that these persons are persecuted by the ~tollahs. 
· When we reflect that, after the fall of the Ro

man Empire, .literature, science, the arts, medicine, 
&e. took refuge in the monasteries, might we ·. not 

be led to suspect that many of the secrets and prac · 
tices of the ancient Egyptians, the Greeks, and the 

Romans, which had always been confined to tlte 
temples, may have passed into the monasteries · 
which succeeded them, and that hi them the mag

netic medicine had · been mysteriously pre.served ? 
Indeed, we have pretty good evidence that thi~ was 
actually the case. Thiers tells us that Protogenes, 

priest of Edessa, cured the children, his pupils, by 

prayer and the touch qf his hand; aud that the monk, 
John, had received from God the gift of curing the 

gout, and of replacing dislocated limbs. The 

·~onk, Benjamin, cured all kinds of diseases by tk 
touch qf his hand, and anointing with holy oil, &e. • 

· • Tun:as ; Tf'trili d8 Super~~. l vi. c:h. 4. 
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Petrus Thyraeus, the Jesuit, in . his work entitled 

DO!/IUJiniaci, hoc ut de Ob8u8is, &c. refers to a num

ber of cures performed by ecclesiastics, by the im

position of the bands, and ~y other means analogous 

to the magnetic. 

If we admit, to any extent, the efficacy of these 

manipulations, and give any degree of credit · flo 

what bas been alleged · in regard to the efficacy of 

human volition, we shall have the ready means at 

band of explaining, in a pretty satisfactory man

ner, many of those extraordinary eases which have 

served as a foundation fer the popular belief in 

witchcraft, sorcery, possession, &c.--a belief which 

bas led to many absur-dities. in speculation, and oc

casioned many euormities.in practice. Some learn

ed persons, indeed, have expressed an utter scepti

cism with respect to the foundation of the belief in 

question, considering it as entirely delusive; some 

have treated the whole subject as a matter for ri

dicule; while others have attempted to account for 

such of the :phenomena as they conceived to be un

deniable, upon principles which. are altogether in
adequate and unsatisfactory. I~ however, upon a 

more minute and unprejudiced investigation of 

the powers and processes of Nature, and a more 

thorough examination of the physiological and psy

chological principles upon which they depend, it 

VOL. 1. a 
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&hoold appear that the pheaomena, which have oe

cuioned 110 much ridieule, doubt, and distnll&ion, 

may be justly ascribed, partly to .ympathetie sus

ceptibility' to certain recipl'$e'&l maoences of orga

nic and inorganic bodies upon each otlu!r; partly 

to a certain disposition, or idiosyncrasy, (;f the ner

vous •ystem, and probably, in aome instance&, to a 

diseased state of the animal organism ;-would not 

this tend to dissipate, in a . great me&Mre, the clouds 

which have hitherto enveloped this mysterious sub

ject, and usist us in evolving prifteip'les, wliich, ~ 

controlling alike the rash incredulity of eceptieism 

and the irnmooal-errors of soperatition, could not 

fail to conduct us to a more profound knowledge, 

and more accurate appreciaiion of tbe&e apparent

·ly anomalous oocutTencee, and thus prove highly 

interesting and advantageous to the study of the 

philosophy of man? 

Some curious faet.s respecting the great eonfi

. dence which the North American Indians place in 

the pt·ofessors of the magical art, will be found in 

Hearnf31s Journey. Such is &aid to be the influence 

of these professors, that they appear to be capable 

of curing the iilost &erious complaints without re

sorting to any physical means, and that the fear <1f 

incurring their malignity plunges individuals 'into 

diseases which ·often ~rminate fatlllly. One of 

these Indians, Matonabbi by name, conceiving that 
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Hearne wu in possession of supernatural powers, 

requf'is,ted hlm te kilJ, by magic, a man against 

whom he entertained. a cleadly hatred. To oblige 
him, Hearne, without dreaeing any bafl oonse

ctuences, drew some figures upon a piece of paper, 

and gav.e it t.o Matonabbi, advising him t.o make it 
as public as possible. Matonabbrs enemy, who 
enjoyed perfectly good health, scarcely ·beard of 
the paper, when he became melancholy, reftl8ed 
food, drooped, and died in the cour&e of a few days ! 

Here w.e have a very simple case, in which we 

can have little difficulty in ascribing the whole ef

fect produced, primarily, if not solely, to the influ
ence of the imagination. But even here, it is con

ceived, we must presume that the imagination ex

erted a real and most remarkable action upon the 
nervous system of the individual. To this power, 

indeed-the imagination~& we shall see in the 
&equel, many learned persons were, at one time, 

disposed to attribute all the phenomena of Animal 

Magnetism. But there is a vast number of cases, 
as will appear hereafter, which do not admit of be

ing explained upon this hypothe11is. 
The following cue, in BOme of its features, bears 

a striking resemblance to the effects of Magnetism. 
It is quoted from the newspaper report of a trial 
which took place at the Taunton Assizes, on the 

4th of April J 828, before Mr Justice Burrough. 
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Elizabeth Bryant, aged 50, with her two daugL· 

ters, Elizabeth, aged 22, and Jane, aged 15, were 

charged with malicioll8ly 888a.ulting an old woman, 

Ann Burgess, a reputed witch, under the foBowing 

circumstances :-It appears that Elizabeth Bryant, 

the younger, had been atB.icted with fits, which 

were supposed to have been occasioned by the in

fluence of some malignant spirit ; and a noted sor

cerer in the neighbourhood was resorted to by the 

mother for advice. The conjuror, in order to break 

the charm, gave an amulet to secure the wearer 

against witchcraft, and prescribed some medicines 

to be taken internally, and also a paper of herbs to 

be burned with certain ceremonies and incantations. 

But this was not all ; for the prisoners were ac

tually possessed with the horrible notion, that, in 

order to dissipate the charm effectually, it was ne

cessary to draw blood from the witch. Accord

ingly, having fixed upon the prosecutrix as the in

dividual by whom the young woman was bewitched, 

they took an opportunity of making an assault up

on her, and of drawing blood from her arm by la

cerating it dreadfully with a large nail. The pri

soners were convicted, and had sentence of im

prisonment. 
This trial is curious, as affording an instance of 

the rude belief in witchcraft, still prevalent, it 

would appear, in some remote parts of the country. 
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But there are AOme farther circumstances men

tioned in the newspaper report of the case, which 

are more to our purpose. . 
The fits with which the young woman was af

flicted are not very circumstantially or technically 

described. It is said that, " when worked upon, 

she would dance and sing, just as if she was dancing 

and singing to a fiddle, in a way that there was no 

stopping her before she dropped down, when the 

fiend left her. Whilst the fit was upon her, she 

would look wi8hed (wild or frightened), and point 

at something, crying, ' There she stands ! t/w'e she 
8land8 !' One of the witnesses said that she felt for 

the girl very much, and that her state was ' very 

pitiable.' " It Jikewise appeared that she had been 

subject to these fits for twelve months. 

But t.he conclusion of the report is most remark
able. It is said t~at, " as the preparations were 

taken by the ignorant creatures, it could not be as

certained what they were, whether medicinal, or 

mere rubbish, as is most probable. But we are po

sitively assured, that, after the rites were all per

flW'mled, such was the effect upon the imagination 

of the girl, who fancied herself possessed, that she 

has not had a .fit since." 

Had it not been for the brutal assault upon the 

old woman, this case would have been a very in

nocent one, and would merely have added another 
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inltanee to the tnany already on record, of the . ef.. 

~tRey of the psychieal, or, aa aome would probably 
can them, the magnetic remediea. 

Philosoplrieal mfldi(line was a subjeot mueb cul

ti,_ted by the phyllicina of a former age ; but 

seems now inuch negleMed by t.he proft•don, as 

Dr Heberden remarks in his ~ie.9. It 
seems to have boon now almo11t entirely aupeneded 

by a mere empirical pmctiee. Upon tbe subjeet 

of the psychical or magnetic remediea, jolt alltltied 

to, however, I must beg pen:nission to make a quo

tatiofllrobi a work by lln eminent foreign physician, 

whose talents and experience entitle hill observa
tions to be tr~ted with great attlention and respect. 

" It ia a proof," says Dr Ziermann,• "of partial 

and narrow 'Views, which constitutes a great and a 

just reproach to medical science in our days, that 

• Stelglitz's I dun tiber den Thieriachen MaffMtilmw. Beleu
cltt6t 110n Dr J. C L Ziennann. Hanover, 1820. 

Dr Zlermann, I believe, was for many years iD the military 
service of Great Britain. The above work was written in an
swer to a publication, upon the same subject, by Dr .John Stieg
litz, Physician to the King at ltanover, which appeared there 
in 1114. In his work, Dr StieglitB had pntty fully admttted 
tke reality of the greater part of tlle phenomena of Animal Mag
netism, anci did not even pretend to deny the efficacy of the treat
ment as a remedy in diseases-nay, he even went aolkr as to fe. 
commend it in all~~; but JUs boot, upon the whole, 
was composed in a hostile spirit, and it was evident that he 
viewed the magnetic practice with considerable pr'tiudic~ and 
profesdonaljealuusy. 
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il.a pr~ aboulft cooeeive that all diaeaaea must 

be cured merely by medieinal preparation&. This 

opinioD certainly Wrays aa great a defieieacy of 

science and .. perienoe, as is objected to thoee who 

rely O:elasi"Yely upon tlae efficacy of the magnetic 

manipnlatiima. That tMre are great maaters in 
medicine-in tlie art of curing diseases by the ad

ministration of ckugs-ia no proof to the contrary; 

fer they would have been much greater masters of 

tbeiT &Tt, hai they oot themtl8lves limited their 

meaas. They woold have reatore4 tobealth many 

of those patienta whom they now diamias as in. 

curable ; aRd they would oure many patienta m01·e 

rapidly, and more effectually, than tlaey now do. 

Evel"Y ..aos that can be used as a remedy, with

oat greater disadvantages than the disease itself, is 

a aaoatiYJe and an aruriliary, and, -.a eueh, ought to 

be employed by the physician. He. ought not to be 

ignorant of the psychical remedies, w'hinh are inti

mately interwoven with the doctrine of magnetism. 

By peyehical remedies, I understand not merely 

the art of coring mental diseases by means of tan

gible and ponderable dnlgs, but the art of 

operating upon the spiritual powers and capacities 

of man, upon the heart and understanding, the 

temper, character, modes of tllinking, and preju-

. diees,-which may be done in •a variety of ways, 

by words, gestures, signs, and actions, according 
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to the m.,ntal disposition and constitution of the · 
individual ; so as to aff'eet the invisible vital func- · 
tiona, or the ·basis of the phenomenal life, and thUs 
produce salutary change& in the diseased organiza- · 
tion. How this is effectuated, indeed, we know 

not; but that it is effectuated is certain, forw.e have 
experienced it. 

" The physician, therefore, must not be a mere 
dealer in medicines ; he must alBO understand bow· 
to operate in a salutary manner upon his patients 
without drugs, or by employing them only in part; 
and if be· does not know how, or neglects to do 
this, be does not possess, or does not exercise, hill 
art in its whole extent; and were he even the great
est master of medicine in the world, still be is not 
the more perfect physician which be might be. 

All really great physicians have acknowledged this 
troth, and applied it in practice. Along with the 
use of drugs, they have employed the psychical re
medies, in the sense in which I have used the ex
pressions. Hence, too, we can explain how physi
cians possessed of moderate medical attainments, 
bot endowed with much intuitive or acquired know
ledge of human nature, and, on the other hand, 
men of great medical skill, have, with very insig
nificant medicines, been fortunate in operating 
cures throughout their whole livell. In vain, per

haps, would &erhaave have exhausted the whole 
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magazine of antispasmodic drugs, even to alleviate 

the convulsions with which the children in the 

Haarlem Orphan-house were seized. A few words 

from his lips were sufficient to produce a perfed 
cure upon the spot."• 

In the following chapter, I propose to bring un

der notice some instances of individuals, who are 

• Another eminent German physician makes the following 
excellent observations on the M«Hcina P'f~Chic& 

" It is a much more difficult matter to apply the psychical 
method of cure, than to write a prescription. Dr Kreysig says, 
in his c1asslcal work on the Diaea8e1 of the H(I(Jrt: Psychical me
dicine cannot be comprehended in words or rules ; it presup
poses a theoretico-practical knowledge of the human heart, 
which it is the imperative duty of the physician to acquire, and 
the first rule for ita application is this :-Obtain the entire con
fidence of the patient by thy whole conduct, so that be firmly 
relies upon thy power and thy will to relieve him. When the 
physician bas accompliahed this, and knows bow to preserve the 
advantage by his intellectual and moral character, he consti
tutes himself a beneficent ruler and guardian of the mind of his 
patient; and this he must do, because all patients resemble 
children in mind, and require a conductor. In this first maxim 
lies the whole secret of psychical medicine, whose deeply pene
trating effects will always remain an enigma even to ourselves. 
By the application of it, there arises a real raPfJO"I between pby
sician and patient, or a certain spiritual connexion, which in
spires the patient with the hope of that cure which the physi
cian anticipates, before the reasons for this hope and anticipa
\ion are clearly perceived. This is the -r• $j,., of our art, 
which must always render it equally beneficent and important. 

See Remarks by Dr Miiller, Physician to the Court at 
Wiirtzburg, in the ZeiUclwift fur die Anthropologie, edited by 
Dr Nasse. VoL i. p. 197. 
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koown to have cured. diaeuea, 8lld to have pro

dueecl varioa& remarkable phenomena upoo 'he 
human organism, by mea• analogoua to the mag

aetie, previous to the di.covery of Animal Mag

netism, or without any knowledp of ita prin

ciples. 
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CHAPTER IX. , 

ABouT the middle of the seventeenth century, 
there appeared in England a certain gardener, of 
the name of Levret, ltD Irish gentleman Valentine 
Greatrakes, and the notorious Dr Streper, who 
.cured, or pretended to cure, various diseases, by 

I 

stroking with the hand. Their proceedings excited 
considerable sensation at the time ; but no attempt 
appears to have been made by men of science, at 
that period, to aacertain the precise state of the 
facts, or to investigate the subject physiologica11y ; 
on the contrary, the effects of their treatment soon 
came to be regarded by some as a mere piece of 
jugglery, and by others as the con&eqoenee of a 
peculiar virtae specially eonfel't'ed by Nature upon 
these indiViduals.• 

• The learned. Pecbliuua, in.hls w<d, entitled, ~ 
Pllglioo-M~ Uiri ,,_, Hamburgb, 1~1, hu pffterved a 
pretty full account of Oreatrahs ; and there il aleo extant a 
treatise laid to ha'l"e been written and pv.blillhe4 by tbat singu
lar individual himself; •ntitled, ./1. BrWf .Jf000t111t of Mr Yahlilw 
~.&c. London, lfle6. 

Tbe efficacy of the treatment adopted by Greatraket, ie at-
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The method of Greatrakes consisted in applying 

his hands to the diseased parts, and rubbing gently 

downwards. This is very similar to the most com

mon and most simple process adopted by the pre

eent magnetizers ; and it is remarkable, that the 

effects produced by thia treatment appear to have 

borne a striking analogy to some of the most ordi
nary phenomena of Animal Magneti81D, viz. in

creased excitement, different kinds of excretions, 

alvine evacuations, vomiting, &c. No mention, 
however, is made of sleep or somnambulism in the 
accounts given of the cures performed by Great

rakes; whether it be that he did not produce these 
phenomena, or that he did not particularly observe 

them. It is remarked, indeed, by Deleuze, and by 

other writers upon Animal Magnetism, that som
nambulism rarely appears when it is not sought to 

be excited, and that it may take place without be

ing observed, as actually occurred to some of the 

early disciples of Mesmer. 

Many interesting particulars relative to Great
rakes have been related by Joseph Glanvill-an 

tested by a number of the most respectable witneeses (amongat 
others, by that celebrated experimental pbiloeopher, and truly 
pious"Chriatian, Mr Boyle); who also bear ample testimony to 
the aimplicity of his manners, the general excellence of his cha
racter, and his reverence for the principles of religion. The 
philosophic Cudworth was among his patients, and had firm faith 
in the efficacy of his treatment. 
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auth<>r to whom I formerly referred-to whom 
they were communicated in letters from Dr G. R. 
(George Rust), Lord Bishop of Derry in Ireland. 
These all represent him as a simple, unpretending 
man, and shicerely pious. With regard to his cures, 
the Biahop 8ays, "I was three weeks together with 
him at my Lord Conway's, and saw him, I think, 
lay his hands upon a thousand persons ; and really 
tM.re is MJmething in ·it more than ordinary; but I 

am convinced it is not miractt/.qus. I have seen pai1U1 

strangely fly before his hands, till he hath chased them 

out of the body-dimness cleared, and deafness cured 
by his lauch; ·twenty per801U1, at several times, injiU 

of the falling sickness, were in two or thr~ minutes 
brought to themselves, 80 as to tell where their pain 
was; and then he hath pursued it till he hath drawn 

it out at aome extreme part : Running sores of the 

king's evil dried up, and kernels brought to a li'U]JJIU

ration by his hand : Grievous sores of many montM 

date in a few days healed : Obstructions and sfqp

pings remaved; cancerous knots in the breast dis

solved, &c. 
"But yet," continues the Bishop, "I have many 

reasons to persuade me that nothing of all this is 
miracu/nu.s. He pretends not to give testimony to 
any doctrine ; the manner of his operation speaks 
it to be natural; the cure seldom succeeds without 
reiterated touches, his patients often relapse, he 
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fails frequently, he can do nothing where there is 

any deeay in nature, and many distempers are not 

at all oJH,dient to his toueb. So that, I confess, I 

refer all his virtue to his particular t.emper and 
complexion ; and I take his spirits to be a kind of 

elixir aud uuiversal ferment, and that be cures (as 

Dr M. expressed it) by a SatUJtive Ccmtagioo." 
To these particulars communicatad by the Bishop 

of Derry, Glanvill himself afterwards adds, "that 

many of those matters of fact have been since cri

tically inapected and examined by several sagacious 

and wary persons of the Royal Society, and othet• 

very learned and judicious ~n, whom we may 

suppose as unlikely to be deceived by a .contrived 

imposture, as any others whatsoever." 

In short, the evidence in support of the processes 

and eures of Greatrakes appears to me to be as sa

tisfactory and unobjectionable as is possible in the 

circumstances of the case. A mere denial cannot 

invalidate the facts so strongly attested, and .the 

evjdeoce is far beyond the .reach of sophistry.* 

• Since the above was written, I have seen a very curious 
pamphlet by Henry Stubbe, Physician at Stratford-upon-Avon, 
c,pntaining An .-lcci1Untoj Mr GrBlltarickand hi8 Miraculow Cfii"U, 

with the appropriate motto, Non ideo negare debet aptWtum, quia 
comprehsndi non potu~ quod e•t occultum. Thi3 author, an eye· 
witneea in .part, confirms, from his own experience and that of 
others, all that has been said of Greatrakes in the text. The 
pamphlet was addressed to the celebrated Dr Thomas Willis. 
" I do not," ·ays he, " relate unto you the reports of interested 
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A great ,many years afterwards, there appeared 

a snllmore extr&Circlinary character, in the person 

of tlle Gel"1D&1l esorcist, John Joseph G888ner. 

Gauner was born, in l '727, at Bratz, near Pin· 

den:T., in Snabia, aDd became Catholic minister at 

CIOsterle, in the bishopric of Chur. Having talten 

up a notion that DUJ8t diseases arose from demoni· 

acal po1sesaion, au• ~ould be cured by exorcism; 

he commenced by CW'ing some of his parisbionere 

monks and friars concerning things done in monasteries and pri
vate cells : An infinite number of the nobility, gentry, and clel'gY 
of W arwickahlre and W orcesterahire, persopa too understanding 
to be deceived, and too honourable and worthy to deceive, will 
avow, that they have seen him publicly cure the Iaine, the blind, 
the d~ the perhaps not unju~y supposed demoniaa! and le· 
pers; besides the asthma, falling sickness, convulsion fits, fits of 
the mother, old aches and pains." After relating some of his 
own obeervations on ·the caaee he had witnesaed, ~Stubbe pro. 
ceeda, " I considere<hhat there was no manner of fraud in the 
performances, that his hands had no manner of medicaments upon 
them, •. •.•..• nor was his @troking so violent, as that much could 
be attributed to •the friction. I obeerved that he ueed .no man
ner of charms or unlawful words; sometimes he ttiaculated a 
short prayer before he cured any, and always, af\er he had done, 
he bade them give God the praise.'' Now, where is the impos
. ture in all this ? 

I find from the Life of Flamsteed, recently published, that 
that celebrated astronomer had also been a patient of Greatrakes ; 
and although he does not seem to have himself derived much 
benefit from the treatment, yet he, too, bears ample testimony 
to the reality of the cures performed upon others, and to the 
general efficacy of the processes. Divines, physicians, and phi
losophers, therefore, and those cotemporaries and eye-witnesses, 
an unite in giving the most unequivocal evidence in favour of 
Greatrakes. 
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in this manner, and excited considerable sensation 

in the neighbourhood. He went first to reside with 

the Bishop of Constance, and afterwards, in 177 4, 

to the Archbishop of Ratisbon at Elwangen, where 

he performed a number of astonishing cures, espe

cially among patients affected with spasmodic and 

epileptic complaints. The power which he appears 

to have possessed and exercised over the organism 

of his patients would be absolutely incredible, were 

it not supported by the most ample and most re

spectable evidence. A public officer took regular 

and copious minutes of his procedure, which were 

attested by many individuals of the first rank and 

the highest respectability. The phenomena whieh 

occurred assuredly were of the most extraordinary 

character; the facts, however, so far as I am aware, 

never were denied, nor attempted to be refuted, at 

the time; although, at a subsequent period, per

sons wbo had not witnessed the treatment, and 

could not explain these phenomena to their own 

R&tisfaction, found it most convenient, as is usual 

in such cases, to throw discredit upon the whole 

procedure, and to ascribe the effects aJJeged to have 

been produced entirely to quackery and impos

ture.• 

• A full account of GB88ner and his proceedings will be found 
in one of the volumes of the German Archives of Animal Mag
netism ( Arcmo fwr d8fl T~ Mti(TMIUmtu). 
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A number of other instances might be adduced 

of persons who, without any knowledge of Mag
netism, have cured diseases by the touch of the 

hand, believing themselves to have been spe

cially endowed with this virtue. Deleuze, on the 
authority of credible persons, mentions a shoe
maker of Auxerre, of the name of Dal, who ope
rated efficaciously, in this manner, upon persons 
affected with the toothach~ sprains, &c. He would 

accept of no remuneration ; and he even alleged, 

that if he once took payment, he should no longer 

be able to operate with success. 

In the German Archivu of Animal Magnetism 

(vol. i. No. S), there is an extract of a Jetter from 
Silesia, dated 22d July 1817, giving an account of 
a magical or magnetic doctor, of the name of Rich

ter, who had cured many sick and infirm persons 
merely by means of manipulation. He was visit
ed, it is said, by multitudes, from ministers of state 

and noblemen down to the lowest beggars ; and he 
cured them all indiscriminately and gratuitously. 
He refused every kind of recompense; and when 

any thing wu given, it was immediately handed 
over to the poor. The government bad investigat
ed his conduct and procedure, and granted him 

protection. He is afterwards described as a man 

of good substance, an innkeeper at Royn, near 
VOL. I, s 
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Liegnitz, of a healthy and vigorous constitution, 

and the best reputation. Some account of this man 

will be found in· the .eeond volume ef Kauach ; 

Memorabil'ien der Heill&ulule. 

There was also another nktnral magttetizer Jn 
Germany, in recent times, of the name of Gratle, 

a groom, I believe, by profession, of wltom I have 

read some published accounts. H., appears to have 

possessed great powets of coring diseaaee by ·mani

pulation, and 'Was very indefatigable· and disinte

rested in exercising ~them. Although a man of 
j 

perfectly good characterllnd aetive beuefi.ceuce, hU 

proceedings gave great umbrage to tiR! Faculty, at 

whose imtanee be suffered continual persecution. • 

At the same time, be was patronitJed by lOme ae

dical men 'Bod ot'ller reepeetable iedividuals, wlto 

bore ample and satisfactory testimony to tbe pro

priety of his condoc~ and the ediO&cy e~ ·his tl'eftt
ment. 

There are, doubtlees, other innances i>f indivi-. 

• Nothing can be more absurd and disgraceful than such per
secution. ~Vhen facts are attested by evidence, it is surely more 
ratiOnal to examine t.hem philosophically, than to attempt to in• 
validate them by discreditllble means. False. statements of 
facts can z{ever gain any permanent credit ; but when stlch 
statements are op»>sed, not by reason, but by ridicule and per
~tion, ~ cbnsiderable bias in their favour is naturally gene
rated in the minds of all sober, and serious, and .disinterested • 
inquirers. N~. doetrine, pro~bly, was eyer th~roughly eradi-
·cated by the persecution of its adherents.~ · 

. . ' f. ' 
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duals who exercised eimilar powers ; but great 

pains appear to have been always taken, upon sueh 

occaeions, by seeptiee and interested persons, to ri

dicule, dieparage, aDd dilcreciit their proceediags, 

aad to represen.t tlsemselvea aa mer.e .impostors. 

If we earefolly and impartially weigh the evidence, 

however, by which the reality of their cur.es is a~ 

tested, we cannot fail, I think, to .find .3 strong .con

firmtRion of ·the 'propeeitions laid down by the olcl 

magnetic writers, relative to the sanative efficacy 

that may .be ex~ by one individual .over the or

ganism of another. 

But it w.as not until towards the conclu$ion of 

the -~n ... . ceBtuey, ~hat ·this mClflt intereeting 

in«Juiry was systematically revived, and that, after 

an ample series .of experimental investigations, .the 

remarkable efficacy of this mode of treatment by 

manipulation was fully developed, and firmly esta

blished by induction. For this discovery-if such 

we may be permitted to caU it-the world is prin

cipally indebted to a man, whose character, mo

tives, and actions have been pkinted in such oppo

site colours, and whose merits have been so vari- • 

ously appreciated, that, were we to draw our infer

ences merely from a perusal of ·the writings of his 

·partizan& and his opponents, without any serious · 

and impartial examination of th~ labours upon 

which his reputati.on, gQod or bad, must ultimately. 

• 
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rest, we should find it difficult to determine, even 
at the present day, whether we ought to consider 

him as one of tbe greatest benefactors to scienee, 

and to the human race in general, or as one of the 
most impudent and most snceessfol scientific im

postors who have ever contrived to practise upon 

the credulity of mankind. • 

• The greatest caution is requisite in perusing the statements 
of the opponents of Mesmer. The partial and hostile apirit it 
everywhere apparent, and sometimes degenerates into absolute 
malignity. Even the most sober of them appear to be more 
desirous of throwing discredit upon the system, than of boldly 
meeting and &irly investigating the fact& I am not aware that 
the slightest stigma has been attached to the moral character of 
Mesmer; and there can be no doubt that he was \horoughly im
pressed with a perfect conviction of the truth and importance of 
his discovery. The same conviction accompanied him in his re
tirement from the world, as fully appeara from the accounts 
given of him by individuals who visited him in his latter day~. 

---- ---- -. 
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CHAPTER X. 

FREDERICK ANTHONY ME&MER, a native of 

Switzerland, was born upon .the 28d of May 1784. 

In his youth, he came to Vienna, in very needy 

circumstances, for the purpose of studying physic ; 

and after having attended the lectures of Van Swie

ten and De Haen for several years, and taken his 

degree of Doctor of Medicine, he settled in tl1at 

capital as a practising physician, and placed him

self in a situation of independence by an advanta

geous marriage. From his youth upwards, he is 

said to have manifested a decided bias towards the 

uncommon and the marvellous ; · and his favourite 

employment was to search after the almost forgot

ten works of the old mystical writers, particularly 

those which treated of astrology, which be studied 

with great attention and earnestness. The conse

quence of this was, that, upon the occasion of his 

promotion, in the year 1766, he wrote and public

ly defended an inaugural dissertation On the Influ

ence of the Planets upon the Human Body. This 

treatise drew down upon him the almost universal 
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ridicule of his professional brethren, who regarded 

him, from that period, as a strange and eccentric 
visionary; and it is probable that this fint display 
of his natural bias injured his character as a phy
sician during the whole of his s.ubsequent career. 
But the only effect of this treatment upon Mesmer 
himself, was to render him still more ardent and 
enthusiastic in the prosecutden ()f .his favourite 
studies. 

His theory of the influence of the stars upon the 

. human body was founded upon the 888umed e:x;itJt
enoe -of a oertain subtile element, or eueace, per
vading all nature (the ether of New.ton); aud this 

element he at first thought to have discovered .m 
electricity, until, by repeated experimen~ be be

came convinced of the inaufficie~y of that priu-
/ ciple to explain the ,phenomena. 

Atter a variety of fruitless efforts, be at length, 
in the month -of November 177B, resorted to the 
magnet, .to which his attention had been pariicu:. 

larly ;called by the Jesuit Maximilian LieU, Pro
fessor of Astronomy at Vienna • ; for whieh rea-
• . 

• Hell was born at Chemnitz in Hungary in Jhe year 172&. 
and entered at an early age into the order of Jesuits. From 
his youth, .he devoted :himself to tile st~J4.y of utronomy and 
experimentill philosophy. In 1745-46, he auisted Father J. 
Fra01;ols, who had the charge of the Jesuits' Observatory at 
'V~enna, in his obeervations, an~ took an active paJl i.iJ promot
log the establiebment of &!l inatit\ltioo for e-xperimental pbyli" 

• . . 
, 
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son, the latter subsequently 'Claimed for 'himself 

the m~t of the discovery of the magttetic remedy. 

Mesmer was the more reaflily indueed to believe 

that be should be enabled to ae~iD Lis object 

by means of the magnet, as maDy previoos writers 

bad not ooly proved its efficacy upon the human 

body, but bad aacribed to it an extentdve influence 

over universal nature. 

He now proceeded to apply artificial magnew 

in that city. Having taught the mathematics for some year~ 
at Clausenberg in Transylvania, he was ft!CIIlled to Vienna. to 
fill the situation of astronomer and keeper of the Observatory. 
From 1767 to 1786, he published his yearly Ephemerides, which 
form a very interesting collection for the astronomer. Count 
Blchoff, the Danish ambaaulor at Vienna, ursecJ. him to under
take the task of observing the transit of Venus In Lapland ; 
and, for this purpose, Hell set. out in the month of April 1768. 
After accomplishing his purpose, be retumed ·to Vienna In Au
gust 1770. Of his subsequent connexion with Mesmer, some 
notice bas been taken in the text. Hell died at Vienna on the 
14th of April 1792, after having contributed greatly to the ad
vancement of dronomical aclence. His works, besides the 
Ephemeride• above mentioned, are numerous. Among these 
are, Tabu«B Solares N. L. de Ia Caill8, cum auppl. reliquar. tabu

lar. 1763; Ta'bulm Lunar• Tob. Mager, cum mppl. D. CIJ8rini, de 

Lalande, et mi1, 1763 ; De Tranlilu V.,..,;, anle dilcwa So/U die 
3tio Jun. 176!1, Wardt.hurii in Finnma;chia oblervato, 1770; .De 
parallazi Sol~ ez obltJMiatione tranritm V eneril anni 1769. 1773, 
&c. 

It does not appear that Hell can _justly claim much of the 
merit due to the discovery of Animal Magnetism. He may, ~o 
doubt, have originally suggest!)d ·the use of th.e mineral magnet; 
to which "he always continued to ascribe the remedial eftlcacy; 
whereas the experiments of Mesmer, as :will be seen in ihe se-
quel, ul~mately lea to .a. very different result. · 

• 
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(which his friend Hell prepared for him in various 
forms) to diseased parts of the human body. He 

afterwards brought the aff'ected parts into perma
nent connexion or affinity with his magnets, and 

had at length the pleasure of witnessing the most 
satisfactory results. These results of his experience 
he published to the world in a Lettw to a Foreign 

Physician on the Magnetic Remedy. Upon this oc
casion, however, he got involved in a controversy 

with his friend Hell ; but after- some explanations, 

the parties became reconciled. 
As several individuals had been relieved from 

the most obstinate complaints by this treatment, 

some of whom had been induced to communicate 

accounts of their cure to the public through the 

medium of the press, and as other physicians, be

sides Mesmer, now resorted to the same practice, 
and experienced the same satisfactory resu1ts; the 
new remedy could not fail to attract considerable 
attention, although there were ROme who could per
ceive no particular advantage in it, whilst others 

totally denied its effic~cy. 
The magnetic remedy, indeed, was not general

ly sanctioned or patronized by the physicians of 
Vienna; and Mesmer experienced so much calum
ny and persecution on account of the novelty and 
singularity of his practice, that he resolved to with
draw from that capital. Accordingly, in the years 
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.1775 and 1'776, he made travels of discovery into 

Bavaria and Switzerland, and performed several 

remarkable cures, both in private circles, and in 

the public hospitals at Bern aDd Zurich. Upon 

this occasion, too, he is said to have paid a visit to 

the famous exorcist Gassner, at Ratisbon. 

Upon his return to Vienna, in order to be en

abled to prosecute his practice with more secrecy, 

and less interruption, he established an hospital in 

his own house, where he received destitute sick 

persons, whom he subjected to the magnetic treat

ment. 

Hitherto, Mesmer bad always made, use of the 

magnetic rods in operating upon his patients, and 

be believed that the remedial efficacy of the treat

ment was the consequence of a certain virtue in

herent in the mineral magnet. In the course of 

his experiments, however, be was now led to form 

a very different conclusion. • 

• ENNEHOSEB. (p. 30.) says, that Mesmer was led to the 
discovery of Animal Magnetism by the follow·ing circumstafiCe. 
Being present on one occasion wilen blood was drawn from a 
patient, he found a remarkable difference in the flowing of the 
blood when be approached or retired. Having afterwards re
peated the experiment, the same phenomenon was manifested. 
Hence, he was induced to conclude, that his person was endow
ed with this magnetic influence, which may have been stro:1ger 
in him than in other men, as different pieces of iron or steel 
may poaseaa different degrees of magnetic power. I do notre-

VOL. 1. T 
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/ . He observed that, in the ease of nervous patients, 
·in particular, be was enabled to produce a variety 
of phenomena of a very peeuliar character, which 
were not reconcileable with ibe usual eWects of 
the magnet. This induced him to suppose that 

his magnetic rods, perhaps, did not operate merely 
by attraction, but that they, at the same time, 
served as the conductors of a fluid emanating from 
his own body. ·This conjecture seemed to him to 

be converted into a certainty, when he became sa

tisfied, by repeated experimimts, that he conld pro
duce the very same effects without using the mag
net at all, by mer~ly pas'&ing his hands from the 
head of the patient towards the lower extremities, 

or even by making these motions at some distance 
from the body of the patient ; and that he could al-
80 communicate to inanimate objects, by merely 
rubbing them with his hand, the power of producing 
simi1ar effects upon Ruch nervous patients as came 
in contact with them. * 
member to have met with this remark in any of Mesmer's own 
writings, but it is poBBible I may have overlooked it. 

• The disciples of Metimer, therefore, could be at no loss, 
upon their own principles, to account for the efficacy of Per
kins's Metallic Tractors, which, at one time, made so much 
noise in this country. They were, in fact, nothing else than a 
modification of Animal Magnetism; and being themselves mere
ly conductors, it was of no essential consequence whether they 
were made of metal, or (as Dr Haygarth's) of any other con
ducting substance. Yet, if we may give credit to some of the 
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Partly Hwayed by the. fact .ascel!tained br pre~ 
vious expe.cime~ta, that, .in like manaer., . by . re. 

more recent writers upon Animal Magnetism, there is a pecu· 
liar virtue in certain .mNis, whic~ i.iJcapaDle 9f. aftectiog the 
human frame in ~arious ways. But lptq th~ . suJ:U~:C.t we ha11;e 
no occasion to enter at present. 

The hiatory of Perkinism, however, and of its alleged . refu. 
tation by Dr Haygwuib, affords &t1,ong . collawr.l. evidenoe, if 
any such were wanted, in confirmation of the reelity of Animal 
Magnetism. 
P~ .tn'lfellted cerW1l ·iDitrume&t& oalled ·M11Mlio Tmellw1, 

with which he is admitted, . even by hia ~E~ml~, . ~ have fre
quently relieved pain, and performed remarkable cures. In or
der to refute Perkinism, Dr Hay garth made tA100deri lracton, with 
which he and oth~ prodvt:ed . .mular.effects;,rl&y.eft'ellt8;l' wu 
alleged, even greater and more wonderful than what .was ~ted 
of the patent fMtallict,acton of Perkins. The patent tractors of 
Perkins, therefore, were a piece of quackery. True ;-and so also 
were the fDOOd8a t'acloN of Dr . Hayg_arth. A nil: pbi1&\ci&DJ may 
raise the outcry of quackery as loudly and as often as they pleaae 
-they will never~ in-getting rid oftheobnD:deu.ahumbug, 
in one form or anot~ 1Ultil .they shall c:ondesceud: to submit, 
like their brethren upoo.thec:entinent. to a philosophical inYeati
gation of the principlennd·Pl"OC888.ell of Mesmer andhisdiaciplee. 
The effects of Perkiniam, as well as thO(Ie of Animal Magne
tism, were ascribed by all leanwd physicians · to the ~ 
tion. What a wonderful power this Imagination must be, to 
be the sole cause of so many extraordinary effiects ! .Amonp 
its other virtues-not remarked, indeed, by the physicians
it seems to afford an admirsble casemate to ignorance and indo. 
lence. But if the lmagination really does possess such asto
nishing powers, why, in the name of common sense, do not the 
Doctors more frequently dose their patients with ImaginJltion, 
instead of poisonous drugs? Is there greater quackery in curing 
diseases by means of the Imagination, than by Rhubarb, Mag
nesia, Opium, and Arsenic ? But, according to St Real, Qui dit 
~. ftl dit fHU lou}otw• wn homm8 doc/e. By-the-by, I can see 
no good reason why the effects produced by Rhubarb, Magnesia, 
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. peated friction in certain directions, a magnetiC' 

attraction could be exciied in iron, without the ap

p1ication of any magnet, a~d partly seduced, also, 
by the supposed fact, that, ·in the process above 
mentioned, the animal body exhibited a certain po

larity and inclination, Mesmer now jumped at once 
to the conelosion, that there exists in the animal 

frame an original and peculiar species of magne

tism, which is capable of being set iA aetivity whh

out the aid of the artificial magnet. He then ex
tended this magnetic power over all nature, form
ed theories upon this assumed fact, and, in so far 
as this alleged influence was manifested in the ani

mal body, he gave it the name of animal, tQ dis

tinguish it from the mineral magnetism. • 

Opium, .Arsenic, Foxglove, Mercury, &c. should not also be re
ferred to the influence of the imagination. This would tend 
greatly to simplify the theory of Medicine. The universal 
panacea is at length discoYered. The medical report of every 
case successfully treated might henceforth be drawn up in some
thing like the following terms : 

" Visited A.. B. whom I found confined to bed in a very weak 
state, aud labouring under a aevere attack of -· Pres
scribed the following dose: 

:&. 

. ' 
and, such was the effect of this treatment upon the Imagination 
of the patient, that be rapidly recovered, is r.ow quite well, and 
able to go about his ordinary business. 

• It baa been thought proper to point out, thus parti
cularly, the original mistnke of Mesmer, becauae it is quite 
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It is highly probable, if not absolutely certain, 

that the discovery of that organic susceptibility, 

which gave rise to the magnetic treatment, did not 

originate entirely with Mesmer himself, but was 

suggested to him by the perusal of .the works of 

certain mystical writet's of the sixteenth and se-

venteenth centuries, to which reference has already 

been made. But Mesmer has the unquestionable 
merit of having been the first, in recent times, who 

availed himself. of the hints thrown out by these 

earlier writer&J and who, by patient and indefati

gable investigation and experiment, succeeded in 

establishing, as demonstrated fact, that which, so 

far as we know, had previously been, at least in a 

great measure, theory and conjecture. 

From the period of this curious discovery, how

ever, in. whatever manner it may have been sug

gested, its author daily assumed a more mysterious 

demeanour, veiled his experiments and observa

tions in a sort of sacred ob11curity, and talked no 

more of mineral, but of animal magnetism. He no 

t--ertain th9.t a great deal of the argument, and almost the whole 
of the wit and ridicule, by which the magnetic treatment has, 
at any time, been assailed, have been suggested by the name ; 
and many persons, otherwise ignorant of the subject, still seem 
to expect, like the first French Commissioners, to see the mog
fl8tic jlvid ·sensibly exhibited. I formerly n1entioned, that, for 
this and other reasons, many intelligent persons conceive the 
name of Animal Magnetism to be improper; but it would not 
be easy now to substitute one more appropriate. 
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longer ·made use of 1he magnetic rods, but consi

detetl his 'OWR body aR the depository of this mag

aetie· virtue, which he was not merely capable of 

ceWJmuilicating at pleasure, by immediate manipu

lati811, but -oould convey to a distance, by the power 

of-his volitiou, and thus eradicate t'he moat coinpli

oated diseases, witlwut explaining, in an iatelli• 

gible and satiafactory'manner-pt·obably without 

perfectly comprehending-the nature of the ·me

thod by which he performed his cu'rew. 

No person was able to penetrate this myaterious 

obscurity; ·but it was atill commonly believed that 

Mesmer continued to operate by means of magne

tic rods concealed about his person. 1\leanwhile, 

some learned individuals ~ndeavoured to throw 

dieotedit ·on . his treatment; and others, who had 
once been attached to him, afterwards publicly 

and eliiplicitly proclaimed their seepticism. Mes

mer, in short, was pretty generaUy held to be an 

impostor, or, at least, a self-deceiving enthusiast. 

In order to obviate theae st.lspicions, be sent circu

lar letters to the most celebrated learned societies 

in Europe, in which be attempted to explain his 

pdnclples, ·and gave an account of hie magnetic 

cures. Of these learned bodies, the Royal Aca

demy of Berlin alone condesoonded to return an 

answer, in which some doubts were expressed, and 

11ome queries put to the author, to which, however, 
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he did not think proper to make any reply; and 

by this conduct be strength~ned the unfavourable 
qpinion '!hich had been entertained against him. • 

The iU repute in which he now stood in the eyes 
of his professional brethren, and the scientific pub

lic in ge11eral, indu~ed Mesmer to leave Vienna, in 
the year 1777, and~ look out for some new theatre 

for tb~ exe~ise of hiA magnetic. art. Some time 

elapsoo. before the public received any certain in
telligence r~pecting his m~vement!i; but at length, 

in the IDOJlth of Fe.br~ 1778, ~. m.a,dQ his ap

pearance '-t Paris, where, however, he adirat tound 

the leal'JlAid but li~le dispoeed to patroni111ahis dis

coverx.. He was afterwards, howe.ve~; fortunate 
enongP, · ~. JP.B,ke a CQnvert of Dr n•Eslon, who be

came a ~ous paJ"ti~ of tbe mapetic doctrine 

~nd tr~WJ!ttnt, apd e11cou~ Meslller to publish, 
in ~he following y .. , a sh()t1 treatise,t which, be

sides au apol~gy for his conduct 'in VieDDa, ~on

f.l!.ined a conc~ntrJL~ view of his system, in twen

ty·IM)Yftn propo.sition& The 'following is the sub
stance of this system. 

There exists a reciprocal influence between the 

• See ll"wl. d6 r Aoad. 1lOftJI8 a Scitm~Ju, an 1776, p. 33, 
&c., and NOVNllu MMMiru d6 r AcadsA d6 Blf'lira, an 1776.
Hilt. p. SS. 

t MM!Oirf nw Ia IHcouwm dtl MagMiirms Animal. Paris, 
1779. 
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heavenly bodie11, the ear·tb, and animated beings. 

The medium of thiR influence is a very subtile 

fluid, pervading the whole universe, which, from 

its nature, is capable ofreceiving, propagating, and 

communicating every impulse of motion. This 

reciprocal action is subject to certain mechanical 

laws, which have not yet been discovered. From 
this action there result alternative efFects, which 

may be com1idered as a sort of flux and reflux. 

This flux and reflux may be more or less general, 

more or less particular, more or less compounded, 

according to the nature of the causes which deter

mine them. It is by this operation (the most uni
versal of those which nature exhibits to us), that 

the relations of activity are maintained between 
the· heavenly bodies, the earth, and its constituent 

paris. The properties of matter, and of organized 

bodies, depend upon this operation. The animal 
body experienc~s the alternative efFects of this 

agent ; which, by insinuating itself into the sub

stance of the nerve&, affects them immediately. 

The human body exhibits properties analogous to 

those of the magnet, such as polarity and inclina
tion. The property of the animal body, which ren

ders it susceptible of this influence, occasioned its 

denomination of Animal Magnetism. The action 

and the virtue of Animal Magnetism are capable 

of being communicated to other animated and in~ 
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animate bodies. The one and the other, however, 
are susceptible of them in different degrees. This 
action and this virtue can be increased and propa
gated by these bodies. We observe from experi
ence the flowing of a certain subtile matter, which 

penetrates all bodies, without perceptibly losing 
any of its activity; and it operates at a consider
able distance, without the aid of any intermediate 
object. Like light, it is reflected by mirrors ; and 

it is invigorated, diffused, and communicated by 

sound. This virtue is capable of being ac~nmu
lated, concentrated, and transported. There are 

animated bodies, although very rare, which possess 

a property so opposite to Magnetism, that their 

mere presence prevents all its effects in other bodies. 
This opposite power also penetrates all bodies, and 

is also capable of being concentrated and diffused~ 
It is, therefore, not merely a negative, but a rea11y 
positive power. The mineral magnet, whether na

tural or artificial, is likewise equally susceptible 
with other bodies of Animal Magnetism, and even 
of the opposite virtue, wi~hout suffering, in either 
case, any alteration of its agency in respect to iron; 
which proves that the principle of Animal Mag
netism is essentially different from that of the mi
neral. This system will furnish new iJlustrations 
of the nature of fire and of light; as also of the 
theory of attraction, of flux and reflux, of the mag-
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net and of electricity. It will inform us, that the 
magnet and artificial electricity only have, with 
respect to diseases, properties in common with se
veral other agents which nature presents to us ; 
and that, if the former haYe produced some salu

tary effects, these efFects ~re to be ascribed to Ani
mal Magneti8Dl. By mean$ of Animal Magnetism, 
nervous diseases qaay ~ cured UnD1ediately, and 
e,th.er complaints ·meciiately·: It explains to us the 
operation of the reJ,Dediees an~ promotes the salu
tary crises. With the knowledge of its principles, 
the physician can discover, with certainty, the ori
gin, the nature, and the progress of di.seaaes, even 
Ule most complicated; he can arrest their progress, 
and ultimately cure the~, without ev,er e.J;posiog 

'be patienl to ~ngerous or tr~u~lelf(UDe conse
qoences. Lastly, this doctrine will tlnable the phy
sician to judge accurately with res~t to the de
gree of health possessed by all individuals, and to 

preserve them from those diseases to which tb~y 
IIUfoY be exposed~ ThQs, the scieo~~ of Medicine 
may attain its bjghest degree of perf~ti!)n. • 

e S~ce the great light which has been thrown upon this sub
ject by the more widely extended practice of Animal Magne. 
tiam among peraons of learnblg and intelligence, theae early 
mystical theories of Mesmer and his partisans, which apJl!!&r to 
have been borrowed from the writen of a previous age, have be· 
come rather curious than really interestbtg or instructive. In 
a work ~ the prel!!ll&, howev~, 10me notice of th!ml could uot, 
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This novel, extxaordinary, and obscure theory 
found no favourable reception among men of st'ience 
in France; on the contrary, it was, perhaps no' 
undeservedly, treated, as the dream of a visionary, 
with coldness or contempt. 

The Medical Faculty of Paris, however, could 
not be expected to continue altogether indifferent 

to the subject, especially as one of ita membera, 
Dr D'Eslon, was not only a zealous partizan of 

Mesmer, but ~ad actually published a work upoa. 
Animal Magnetism~ But the measures at length 
resorted to, for the purpose of vindieatinJ the ho

nour and privileges of the body, were not, a&~~ured. 
ly, very creditable to the state of science and libe
rality towards the oonclusioo of" the philosophical 
century!' Instead of candidly investigating the 
whole matter, with a view to ascertain the truth or 
falsehood of the obnoxious doetrine,.th&¥ proceed
ed, at once, to deprive the magnetic Doctor of his 
voice in the Faculty for a whole year, and thr8iilt
ened farther, that, if he did not recant his pria
ciples at the expiration of that period, his name 

should be finally erased fro~ th~ lift of ~embers; 
in short, that be should be excommunicated. An 

with propriety, have been omitted. But let no one imagine 
that be bas demoliabed Animal Magnetism, as a met, when he 
bas merely demonstrated the improbability of these hypothesetr 
to explain ita cause. 
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incipient schism in the church, some centuries ago, 
could not have been contemplated at Rome with 
greater horror and alarm, tl1an were exhibited by 
these disciples or lEsculapius on the disclosure of 
the magnetic l1eresy.• 

But although deprived of scientific and profes-

• Learned bodies seldom obtain much credit from posterity 
for their attempts to intertere with the progress of scientific 
discovery. In the year 169, the celebrated Galen came to 
Rome, where be became eminent for bit successful practice; but 
the ignorance of the kamed of those times drove him thence by 
an accusation of practising the maglcill art& The system of 
Copernicus Willi, for a considerable period, embraced by astrono. 
mers only : The learned in all other sciences viewed it with 
~eorn and contempt. In the 17th century, Gallleo was perse
cuted by the Roman Consistory, for maintaining the true theory 
of the planetary motions. The medical faculty have always 
been peculiarly unfortunate in their ludicrous crussdes against 
heretical remedies. Whenever they have ventured to enter 
the lists, they have almost invariably been beaten oft' the field. 
In the year 1566, the Faculty of Medicine at Paria issued a 
mandate prohibiting the .use of antimony, and this mandate was 
confirmed by the Parliament. Paumier of Caen,a great chemist 
and celebrated physician at Paris, having disregarded this man. 
date of the Faculty, thus sanctioned by the Parliament, was de. 
graded in 1609. The Quinquina, or Peruvian bark, was im· 
ported into Europe by the Spaniards in 1640. Nine or ten 
years afterwards, the Jesuits distributed a great quantity of it 
at Rome, curing intermittent fevers with it, as if by enchant. 
ment. The physicians, however, declared war against this effi. 
caclous remedy, and the ecclesiastics prohibited sick persons 
from using It, alleging that it possessed no virtue but what it 
derived from a compact made by the Indians with the devil. 
In 1784, the Medical Faculty of Paria prohibited the practice 
of Animal Magnetism by any of its members, under the penalty 
of being deprived of the privileges of their profession. 
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sional patronage, the practice of Animal Magnet
ism began to make considerable progress among 
the public ; and this progress was greatly accele

rated in consequence of the successful magnetic 
treatment of some patients from among the more 

respectable classes of society1 who published ac
counts of their cures, and being astonished at the 
result of the means employed, took occasion to be

stow the most extravagant panegyrics upon Mes
mer and his remedial art. Among these was the 
celebrated Court de Gebelin, the learned author of 
the Monde Primitif, who, from a very dangerous 
state, had been restored to health by Magnetism; 

and who, in a letter to his subscribers, not only re

lated the particulars of his own case, as a proof of 
the superior efficacy of Mesmer's treatment, but 
extolled the magnetic panacea as the most wonder

ful and the most beneficial discovery that bad been 
made by human wisdom and ingenuity since the 

creation ofthe world.* 

• It is a very great mistake to suppose that allleamed and 
intelligent men were opposed to the doctrines of Mesmer : (ln 
the contrary, he had a considerable number of adherents among 
the mOBt respectable and best educated claa.ses of society. M. 
de Segur, the elder, formerly Ambassador from }<'ranee at the 
Court of St Peterburgh, in his amusing publication, entitled, 
Memoiru, Souvenir• et Anecdotu (voL ii.), informs us, that he 
himself was one of the most zealous disciples of Mesmer, as were 
also MM. de Gebelin, Olavidea, d'Espremenil, de Jaucourt, 
de Chastellux, de Choiaeul-Goufller, de Lafayette, and many 
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The very mystery in which Mesmer enveloped 
his treatment, tended to excite curiosity, while it 
withdrew the attention from the active principle, 
and thus caused him to be regarded individually as 
an e:draordinary personage, fuiJ of the old Egyp
tian wiSdom, and conversant with all the secret in· 
6uences of nature. This, while it extended his re
putation, · seemed to Batter the vanity and mystical 
disposition of the man. His house became crowd-

others, all enlightened and talented men. M. de Segur never 
abandoned his conviction of the reality of the phenomena of 
Animal Magnetism, and he very judiciously appeals to his own 
experience in juatification of this conviction. " I have no de
sire," says he, " to enter into any controversy on the subject ; 
it is sufficient for me to affirm that, having been present at a 
great number of experiments, I have witnessed impressions and 
effects very real, very extraordinary, but of which I have never 
hsd the cause explained." On the supposition that these im
pressions and effects may be the results of an exalted imagination, 
M. de Segur very ~rtinently asb, whether this word imagf~~a
tior. can be considered as a sufficiently satisfilctory refutation, 
and whether the learned and philosophical are not bound, at . 
least, by the love of truth, to investigate the causes of this new 
and strange power of tbe imagination. Assuredly, says he, 
when such men as I have mentioned, and hundreds of other 
learned and intelligent individuals, in all parts of Europe, have 
expreaed their conviction of the realitytlf certain tiu:ts, founded 
upon personal experience, it must require something more than 
a mere theoretical refutation to invalidate the evidence· in fa
vour ofa particular doctrine. It is not sufficient to ascribe the 
effects in question to the inftuence of the imagination; the ad
vocates of Ulat theory are imperatively called upon to explain 
what they mean by imaginstion, and how the peculiar effects 
ean be rationally attributed to the inftuence of that filculty. 
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ed with patients of all ranks, and from every quar

ter ; and such was the extent and success of his 

practice, that, in the course of a short time, he is 

said to have amassed a large fortune . 

• 
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CHAPTER XI. 

ALTHOUGH Mesmer had the unquestionable me

rit of being the first who experimentally discovered 

aud demonstrated the efFects of the magnetic pro

cess upon the animal constitution, and who em

ployed that process systematically for the cure of 

diseases, it cannot be denied that he greatly retard

ed the general acknowledgment of the reality and 

the value of his discovery, by the absurd affectation 

of much idle, unnecessary, and almost ludicrous 

solemnity, in his mode of conducting the treat

ment. We have now no means of ascertaining whe

ther all this was done merely for the purpose of 

mystificatiun, or whether he himself actually be

lieved it to be essential to the success of his prac

tice. There can be ono doubt, however, that this 

afFectation of mystery was highly unfavourable to 

the scientific investigation of the subject, besides 

injuring his own character in the eyes of many 

learned and sensible persons, who, looking only at 
the accessories, and having no knowledge of the 

essential agent, were disposed to regard him mere-
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ly as an imposing quack; whereas, we have every 

reason to believe that he was himself sincerely im

pressed with a conviction of the reality, and the 

great scientific importance, of the discoyery he.ha~ 

made, however much he might attempt. to di11guise, 

disfigure, ~nd obscure it by ridiculous ceremony 

and ostentation. 

He operated not only by the actual touch of his 

hands, or by means of an iron rod extended to some 

distance from his body; but, by means of cords, he 

placed his patients in connexion with magnetized 

trees, or conducted the invisible magnetic fluid out 

of covered vessels (haquets) to the patients, who 

sat round in a circle ; and, by this_ treatmen~, he 

was enabled to throw them into very peculiar states, 

which could not he properly called either sleeping 

or waking, but presented some of the. phenomena 

of both. . It sometimes happened, however, that 

none of all these a~gements was found neces

sary; for a single look from Mesmer was frequent

ly sufficient to produce the same effects. This las~ 

circumstance will be better understood when we 

come. to consider the improvements wMch . were 

made upon the processes of Animal Magnetism 

subsequently to the retirement of its discoverer. 

In order, it iR supposed, to increase the efficacy 

of the treatment, the apartment in which he per-

YOL. 1. u 
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farftMMI ltM o~raeiolJ11 and eurett waa daPkned to 

a $&l'~bft•ilight; a aum'Mlr of mirrors were plaeed 

around it ; and a profound and mysterious ailenee 

ptevailed, w'hieh wai ~nly ~aptecl Gceuionally 

by the totrd& of tile hamcmiea, an illstr1r1nent upon 

Wlridf Mesmer hhnself perfor'iafd wUh great skill, 
or by those of a harpsichord. 

AJl ·tiUe Whimsid&l apparatos and tnyetery, how

ever e&sen:ti~l it may have appe._retl t6 Mesmer 
hiDlfl~lf, bad too mueb the scrnbJanee &f quadmry; 
and' 1V8S certairi)y ~ftlculated to eperate unfavour

ably to tlleretmtation of hietrea~nt 'in· themmds 

of 80bt"r ami soientHic uttm'; w~, tt)'JO'n ·a nperfi

cial view, anti ji:ldging me'rely 'f~· w:hat w• a. 
tuallj submllt~ •to· their seli!Jft, Dtut Mwe bee• 
inclined to· &ttt-ibute· any etreets · fticb ' tlrey' Wi'tr
nessed to· the inftuerrce of the sorrovildiug' aoene 

upon the imaginlt~f' and thell~l'VOGs Bystttan, · ra

ther than to· that seoret ~:netic -ritltu" to whieJt 
the &pemtor· asctltbed·'ibem, but whieh icoold ·not be 
palpably exhibited. It is &aid ·that Mesmer, in hiS 
latter da.ys, apprcved and ·adopted' the·more simple 

and 1]ess ~ious; yet .lly etiaacious, .pro. 

ee88M;•'Which wenr subsequently imroduced by his 

suoni801'4J' in the mapetie 'art. The Mesmerian 
system, however, along with the use of the :baquet, 
was for a long arne lletaine<J, an~ if Dot now, was, 
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at least till lately, prac~~ by some of his ~is
ci,pl~. 

~osmer was not only depriye<\ of the counte
nance of the m~~- ~rofe88ion ~d , the pro~tion 
of g9ve~ment ; be was ridic~l~ by the wits of 
Paris, and attacked and ~umniated :by tb~ public 
journals, into which, we are , told, the cen~rs al
lowed no article to be 34imi~ted wbWh .emanated 
from any of his partizans. lpdignant a~ 11ucb illi:
beral conduct, be at leQgth found it necesaary to 
vindicate himself, and to ~JKI" to the world the 
unfair proceedings of his enemi~ • 

It cannot be denied, however, that Mesme_r dr~w 
down upon himself 11- great d,eal oftb.is.9bloquy ~nd 
persecution by the . o~sc~ty of some of his p~;opo
sitions, the m1,stery attending his pr~tice, . an~ by 
the co~~s and contempt with which he Jlff~~e4 
to tr:eauhe professors, as w:eU as the pro(eliSiop, of 
the _medi~ art. ,He boJPJy se.t ou~ :w:i~ the ex
traorcJinary .JVld noyel pr~nc~pl~ : 'J'/ler~ i8 but one 

hea1th, one di&ea8e, and one remedy ; ~d .he arro
gated to hi.mself the discovery of the grand pana
(ea. 

• See pnci, 'HNI<Iriqu8 tin Faitl relali/1 au Magra8tilw Jfni-
111411, &c. 1781; a work which dePervea to.be caretWly peru.eed 
by aU th~ who are desirous of 4?btalning a full knowled,ge of 
the early hlstoty of tl>e magnetic doctrines and practice, and of 
the violent struggle they bad to maintain with prejudice and 
pe~tipn. 
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To add to the disagreeableness of his situation, 

a misunderstanding arose, about this time, between 

him and his intimate friend and zealous partizan, 

D'Eslon, who had set up a separate and independent 

·magnetic establishment-a step which occasioned 

a serious breach between the disciple and his mas

ter. The consequence of all these unpleasant cir

cumstances was, that Mesmer quitted Paris, and 

went to reside for a time at Spaa ; until at length 

he was induced, by the solicitation of his friends, 

to return to the :French metropolis, for the purpose 

of delivering a course of lectures on his magnetic 

remedy. 

Mesmer now had recourse to a proceeding which 

l1as exposed him to a good deal of animadversion. 

He had previously refused a very handsome pecu
niary remuneration offered him by the French go
vernment for the communication of his secret, up

on the pretext that the knowledge of it might give 

occasion to dangerous abuses ; whereas, upon his 

return to Paris at this time, be agreed to sell this 

secret, which he declined to entrust to the prudence 

and discretion of the magistracy, to every private 

individual who was willing to pay one hundred 

Louis-d'or in return. With this view, he establish

ed a secret society, under the name of "The Har
mony," where be initiated those who paid him the 

above price into his mystery, under the most sacred 
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promises of secrecy ; and by this means he is said 
to have realized a fortune of 150,000 crowns.• 

This society consisted prineipaJly of wealthy per

sons who had not been educated for the medical 

profession ; it reckoned only four physicians among 

its number. 

In consequence of this proceeding, Animal Mag

netism lost a great deal of that impenetrable mys-

• M. Deleuze vindicates Mesmer, upon not unreasonable 
grounds, from the censures to which he exposed himself by this 
proceeding. It must be recollected, that he had purchased the 
right of exercising the medical profession, and he was, therefore, 
entitled to make others pay for the instruction he communicated 
to them. But farther, he had spent a great deal of time and 
labour upon a discovery, which he himself believed to be of vast 
importance to science and to humanity; and he was rewarded 
for his exertions by the persecution of the whole Faculty. He 
had, therefor£>, a right to sell the secret of his method to those 
who were willing to purchase it. But it is known to be a fact, 
that he instructed several individuals gratuitously; and there Is 
an anecdote respecting him, related by Deleuze, which proves 
his liberality, and does great credit to the delicacy and disin
terestedness of his character. M. Nicolas, a physician of 
Grenoble, was one of those who came to be enrolled among his 
pupils. Having paid down the sum required, he confessed that 
the sacrifice embarrassed him a good deal. " I thank you, Sir," 
said Mesmer, " for your zeal and confidence; but, my dear 
brother, don't let this distress you. Here are an hundred Louis; 
carry them to the box, that it may be believed you have paid 
as well as the rest ; and let tthis remain a secret between our
selves." · This anecdote was communicated to Deleuze by M. 
Nicolas himsel£ .Moreover, it is very doubtful whether Mesmer 
ever realised auch large sums, as he is alleged by some to have 
acquired. · 
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tery in which it bad been hi~her~ envelo~, and 

which had, at least, aeeured it from any flagrant 
abuae. Tbe aeeret was not kept : The art was em
pirically praotieed by persons who h ... d obwn.ed 
merely a euperficial knowledge of its principles ; 
and it was frequently exposed to the most lucUcrous 
mieapplieations ; circumstances which cQpld not 
fail to .bring .the whole treatm.ent int_o general djs
credit. 

In the mean time, however, some of Mesmer's 
pupils made a more prudent and cautious use of 
Ani• Magnetism. Tbey established Hamumic 

Societies in the different provinces and towns of 
France, and united then1selves under the general 
superintendeace of Mesmer. In these institutions, 
the destitute sick were magnetised gratis, in the 
presence ,of physici~s; the discoveries made in the 
progress of their practice were communicated to 
each other; and the most interesting cases were 
made.,pul)lic throt,~gh the medium of the press.• 

• These early .p\lblieatioJls on tbe phenomena of Animal Mag
netism, are very numerous, and sollle of them ,e~c4,l,edillgly in" 
terestblg. The follo:tring d~rve ~ nQtice :-

Detail des . Cures o~ 1 Lyon PIU' le llofagn. Anim. ~on. 
lea Prlnclpes de M. Mesmer, lJ(U' );[. {}:felut ; precede d'une 
Lettre i.M. M~er. Lyon, 17a.L-~pport d~ Cures qpe. 
tiles~ :&yonne PIU' Je M.agn. .A.nim. par M.le C!),DJte ~. de 
PJzyllllgllr.; •vec.44!11 :No~ de M. Duval d'F;spremenil. _Bayonne 
et Paris, 1784-.Del&il des Cures Opere&~ Burzancy par le 
Magnet. Anim. Soillllonns, 17~Nouvelles Cures opere's par 
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It is rather singular that the Medical Society of 

Paris paid so little attention to this alleged disco

very, considering the great sensation it bad excited 

among the public; and that they permitted Animal 

Magnetism to be practised for. 1!10 long 8 period, 

without any investigation, interrUption, or hinde

rance upon their part. 

In the year 1778, indeed, at the solicitation of a 

friend of Mesmer's, they appointed a committee to 

le Magnet. Anim. PariJI, 1784--Recueil d'Observations et de 
l''aits relatifs au Magnet. Anim. Publi6 par la Societ~ de Gut
enne i. Bordeaux. 1786.-Apper!JU de la Mani~e d'admlnistrv 
les Remedes. indiqu~ par le Magnet. Anim. a l'Usage des Mag
netiseurs qui ne sont Medicine. 1784~Expose des dift'erentes 
Curea operees .depuiale 16 d'Aout 1780; Juiqu' au 12.de Juin: 
1786, par les Membres de la .Societe H1U'IIlon. de Strasburg. 
1786.-Suite des Cures faites par differens Magnetiseurs de la 
Societll Harmon. de Strasb. ·178'7-~Annales de la Soc. Harm. 
de Strasb., ou .CUiles que le Meml):res de ,cette Societe ont ope
rees par le Magnet. Anim. Strasb. 1789.-Extrait des Jour
naux d'un Magnetiseur (Comte de Lutzelbourg), attache ala 
Soc. Harm. de Strasb. I-7BG.,...;J'oumll du Traitement Mag
netique de la Dem. N. &c. par )1:. Tardy de MontraveL 
Lond. 1786.-Suite du Traitement, &c. By the same.-Jour
nal du Traitement Magnet. de Madame Braun. By the ssme. 
Strasb. 1787.-Lettre a Mad. la Comtesse deL contenant une 
Observation Magnetique, faite par une Somnambule sur un 
Enfant de Six Mois. 1787.-Nouveaux Extraits des J ournaux 
d'un Magnetiseur, &c. Stl'lll!b. 1788.-Faits et Notions Mag
uetiques. Strasb. 1788.-Journal Magnetique d11 Traitement 
de Mademoisselle D. et de Madame N. par M. C. de 'Lyon. 
l7~., ./. ~t deal of cudous. infQnnation upon .this subject 
will.t¥tfo!JPd also in ·t~ peJ;iodical at:~d . other publications of 
tboee times, but much of it must .be received with caution, u 
many false and prejudiced views of it were entertained. 
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enquire into this subject, consisting of the physi

cians, Daubenton, Desperrieres, Mauduyt, Andry, 

Tessier, and Vicq-d' Azyr; but Mesmer himself, al

though be had no objection to receive these gentle

men, or any other individuals, as witnesses of his 

treatment, would not agree to the proposed inves

tigation, on the ground that it might give him too 

much the appearance of a common mystical em

piric. On the other hand, he proposed to the Me
dical Faculty, as a test of the superior efficacy of 

his practice, that twenty-four patient!! should be 

selected from the hospitals, one-half of whom were 

to be treated according to the usual principles of 

medicine, and the other half should be magnetised 

by himself. • This proposal, however, was not ac

cepted by thf' Faculty, who contented themselves 

with commissioning two of their number, MM. 

Andry and Thouret, to investigate the medicinal 

effects of _the mineral magnet, a task which these 

gentlemen performed in a very satisfactory man

ner.t 

• The same proposal, it is said, has been repea~edly made by 
the Marquis de Puysegur, but it has never been accepted. The 
circumstance is remarkable, as it demonstrates, at least, the 
great confidence which the magnetisers repose in the efficacy 
of their peculiar mode of treatment. 

· t See 0~ et IUchmJhes 8Uf' (U8affll d4 raimanl en Mll

deciM, ou Memoiru sur le MagMtinM Medicinal; in the Hutoire 
de Ia Socillte RIJ!Iale d4 MIIMciM for the year 1779. Paris, 1782. 
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At length, when Animal Magnetism prevailed 

to such an extent in France, as to give occasion to 

many abuses of that practice in the hands of the 

ignorant and unskilful, a royal mandate was issued, 

upon the 12th of March 1784, to the Medical Fa

culty, requiring them to appoint commiBBioners to 

investigate the matter. Two commiBBions were in 

consequence appointed : the one consisting of mem-

The medicinal efficacy of the mineral magnet eeems to have 
been observed in ancient times, and its appl!.cation, in certain 
diseases, was, recommended by Galen and Dioscorides. Borelli 
takes notice of its application in the toothache and ear..ache : 
"Quidam sunt, quidentiscalpia, auriscalpiaque habent, quretactu 
aolo dolores dentium, aurium et oculorum tollant.'' Klarich of 
Gotti.r1gen, occupied himself, about the year 1766, with experi
ments on the medicinal efficacy of Magnetism. (See the Ha
noverian MIJflume for 1786, and the GOttingen Literarg ildvertilef' 

for 1765, l766. The reader will also find this subject amply 
discussed in the following works :-

Ludwig, Dissert. de Magnetismo in Corpore Humano. Leip. 
1772. 

J. C. Unzer, Beschreibung der mit demKiillstlicben Magnet 
angestellten V ersuche. Altona, 177 6. 

J. F. Bolten, Nachricht von einem mit dem Kiinstlicben 
Magnet gemachten Versuch la einer Nervenlrrankheit. Hamb. 
1775. 

J, A. Heinsius, Beytriige zutmelnen Versucben welche mit 
Jciinstlichen Magneten in verscbiedenen kranlcheiten anges
tellt worden. Leip. 1776. 

Sammlung der neuesten gedruckten und geschriebenen Na. 
ehrichten von Magnetcuren. Leip. 1776. 

Historia Trismitonici Quadraginta fere Septimanarum a Phi
liatro de W ocher curati. Fteiburg, 1778. 

VOL. I. X 
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ben of the Academy of Sciences-Franklin, · Le 

Roi, Bailly, De Bori, and Lavoisier-and of the 
Medical Faculty-Bovie, and after his death, Ma
jault, Sallin, D' Arcet, and Guillotin ; the other 
composed of members of the Society of Physicians 
-Poissonier, Desperrieres, Caille, Mauduyt, An
dry, and Jussieu. 

The result of the investigation by these commis
sioners is well known. They published reports, 
abounding with inconsistencies certainly, but drawn 
up with great art, and, upon the whole, altogether 
unfavourable to the pretensions of Animal Magne
tism ; and ~ese reports seem to have satisfied tmll9t 

of the scientific men of that period, and have been 
appealed to ever since- more especially in this 
country, where great ignorance of the subject has 
always prevailed-as having set the question, re
specting the merits of the magnetic treatment, 
completely at rest. • 

• ~ Rapport des Commissairee de Ia Societ~ Royale de 
Medecine, nommes par le Roi, pour faire l'examen du Migtre
tisme Animal Paris, 1784.- Rapport des Commissaires chug's 
par le Roi de l'examen du Magnetisme Animal (by M. Bailly.) 
Paris, 1784-E#fiO'e des expettences qui ont 6U firltes sur le 
Magnetisme Animal: Lu a l'Academie des Sciences, par M. 
Bailly. Paris, 1784-&por# ot Benjamin Franklin, and other 
Commissioners charged by the King of France with the natni
nation of the Animal Magnetism, aa now practised at Paris : 
translated from the French, with an historical introduction. 
Lond. 1786. 

The following extract from the Report of the Commissioners 
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The whole of this investigation, however, is al

leged by the professors of Animal Magnetism, and 
upon good grounds, to have been conducted in a 

will sufficiently shew the object they appear to have bad in 
view, and the method In which the !Jivestigation waa conducted: 

1. Le fluide, que les Commissaires nomment Flulde magne
tique animal. n'e:date pas. car n echappe a touele &ens. 

2. Ce fluide echappant a tous les seas, son e:&istence ne peut 
etre demonstr4 que par lea effets curatlfa dans le traitement des 
maladies, ou par ks eft'ets moiDentanM aur l'economle anitMle. 
llfaul ~dB u. MUll priUflel le ~ dR MdldiM, ~
qt~'U 1W pftll /tiiMWtr qtl8 del fW1IIIal8 k/lljourl ~II -t 
lromp«wl. 

3. Lei! veritables preuvee.. lee pl'fll'ftl ~ment phyel.ques 
de l'e:il:istence de ce fluift, SODt lei ~~~ ~& ,.,. le CIH'Jll 
-attimal. 

Pour s'assurer de ces effete, les Commissalres ont fait des 
epreuves: 1. Sur eux-memes; 2. Sur 11ept makdes; 3. Sur 
quatre pet"'!!i!Des; 4. Sur une socleU assemble6 chez M. Frank
lin; &. Sur des malades assembl& chez M. Jumelin; 6. Avec 
un arbre magnetl.tle; 7. Enfin sur differens sujets. 

4. De ces expel1.ences;les Commia8atres ont conclu, que }'ima
gination fait tout, que le Magnetlsme est nul. Imagination, imi. 
tation, attouchement, telles sont lea vrai.s cau~~e~~ des effets at
tribue au Magnetisme AnimaL 

5. Les proCedes du magnetisme etant dangereux, i111uit que 
tout traitement public, ou les moyens du magnetisme seront em
ployes, ne peut avolr a Ia longue que des effets funestes. 

Such is the substance of this celebrated report. It ~eems 
quite clear, that these Commissioners were exceedingly igno

. rant of the subject they were charged to investigate, and that 
their report was addressed to a public even more ignorant than 
themselves. It would appear, however, that their principal ob
ject was to satisfy themselves of the eil:istence or non-existence 
of the alleged magnetic .fluid, which fluid was never any thing 
more than a mere hypothesis in the magnetic theories-a gra· 
tuitous IU!SUmption of Mesmer's, in order to enable him to ac
count for t~e phenomena ; and the reality of these pheiiOIIltS'la 
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very partial, superficial, and unsatisfactory man

ne•·· Franklin is said to have been indisposed at 

the time, and to have paid little atteution to the 

being once established, they could be in no degree affected by 
the rejection of the supposed agent. The facts connected with 
the magnetic treatment would still have stood upon the same 
footing as they did previous to the investigation. 

But, in other respects, the method pursued by the Commie. 
sioners in their inquiries was sufficiently ab1ul'd. Every sys. 
tem of doctrine can be legitimately refuted only upon ita owa 
principles, viz. by disproving its- facts, and invalidating the prin
ciples deduced from them. Now, bow did the Commissioners 
proceed? It was asserted by tbe magnetisers, upon alleged ex. 
perience, that the magnetic treatment was of great efficacy in 
~he cure of diseaaes; but, so fiP.r as I am aware, they never pre
tended to say that the effects could be always produced instan
taneously. But the Commissioners, with singular inconsisten
cy, rejected altogether the proofs resulting from the treatment 
of diseases, for a reason which, if good at all, is equally appli

. cable to every species of remedial treatment, and would esta
blish the utter uncertainty of all medical science, vis. that " it 
could only furnish results always uncertain, and frequently fal
lacious;" and they restricted their investigation to an exami-
nation of the effects instantaneously produced, which formed no 
part of the magnetic doctrine. 

The Commissioners, however, do not pretend to deny that 
, some effects were produced in the course of their experiment., 

which, indeed, is wonderful enough, considering the circum
stances in which they were made. But these effects they as
cribed to imagination, imitation, and attouchetnent.-that is to 
say, they attempted to refute one theory by setting up another 
<>f their own ; and, whether they were right or wrong, is com
paratively a matter of little consequence. It ia the facts, and 
not the opinions of theorists, which are of chief importance 

· here, as in all other scientific questions. The reader, however, 
will find some observations in the sequel, which will probably 
convince him, that, in our present more advanced state of know
ledge upon this subject, the theory of imagination, imitation, 
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proeeedings. Of the whole commissioners, the 
learned and · intelligent Jussieu, it is stated, took 

the greatest interest in the investigation, and be

stowed the greatest attention upon the phenomena 

exhibited ; and it is a circumstance rather remark

able, that this eminent physician not only refused 

to subscribe the general report drawn up by the 

other commissioners, but published a special re

port of his own, in which be presented an entirely 

different view of the matter, and eonveyed a much 

more favourable impression with. regard to the pre

tensions of Mesmer and his disciples. • 

and attouch8menl, Ll utterly untenable, if not manifestly absurd ; 
and, in fact, it has been long since abandoned by all the intelli
gent opponents of Magnetism. 

The dangers attending the empirical and unakilful admini
stration of Animal Magnetism are allowed upon all hands-by 
the partizans as well as by the opponents of the system ; but this 
observation cannot apply to the treatment, when carefully con
ducted under scientific and medical superintendence and con
trol; and, at any rate, it has nothing to do with the truth of 
the facts, unless, indeed, it be to confirm them. 

Jt must always be remembered, that the investigation by 
these Commissioners took place at a period when Animal Mag
netism was yet in its infimcy. The processes, as well as the 
effects, were totally clliferent then from what they are now. 
An experienced magnetiser of the present day cannot but 
laugh when he finds Magnetism described in the lkport of 
these Commissioners, as " the art of disposing sensible subjects 
to convulsive motional" 

• Rapport de ftm du Commiuairu (A. L Jussieu) cluJrges 
par 18 Roi Ill fualll8n du Magn8tima8 .Animal. Paris, 1784. 

I have been somewhere accused of misrepresenting the ten. 
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It is well known that these oommi•ioners, in 

general, although men of undoub~ learning and 

talents, proceeded to the in~esti~tion of AniDULl 

dency of the report made by Jussleu. I have not at present 
that doeument at hand; but having perused it rome years ago, 
I am satisfied of the general correctness of the account I have 
given of it, although the author expresses his sentiments with 
considerable reserve. On turning to Kluge and Deleuze, I find 
t.ha.t both of these authors speak of it in the same terms. De
leuze says, Lu faits qu'il aullit e.mmines at~eo ses collegues lui 
aooient pa"' o.tfrir des preuues certaines de faction du magnetisme. 
In the recent Report of the Committee of the Royal Academy 
of Medicine, Jussieu is alluded to as that '' one conscientious 
and enlightened. man who had published a report in contradic
tion to that of his colleagues." The integrity and manly cou
rage displayed by Jussieu upon this occasion, will appear still 
more conspicuollll, when it is known that great interest was em
ployed, even by the government, to procure his signature to the 
general Report, and to prevent him from publishing his dissent. 

Since the preceding part of this Note was written, I have 
had an opportunity of again seeing a copy of the Report of M. 
J ussieu, and I find that it completely bears out my oripal re
presentation. I appeal to the Report itself; in which the learn
ed auth,or unequivocally admits the influence of the magnetic 
action on the human body. Referring to his own exl'erimente, 
M. Jussieu says:" Cesfaits89ntpeunombr~et peu uariu, parce

que J• n'ai pu oiler que cetu qui etaient bien 11erV,its, tt sur lesquel 
j8 n'a11aisaucun doute. JLS SUFFIRE:NT POUR FAIR ADMETTilE 

LA POSSIBlLlTE OU EXISTENCS D'Ulil FLUU>E, OU .A.G.S:NT, ~UI 
SE PORTE DE L'BOVME ~SON SEMBL.A.BLE, ET EXEilCE o.lUI;L· 

~UEFOIS SUR CE DERNIER UNE ACTION SE:N8Il!LE," And in 
enumeratiBg those influences by which the human 'body m.ay be 
affected, the author includes L'ACTlON D'UN FLUlDE i.MANE 

n'uN coaPs SEMBLABLE· If these expressions do not imply a 
belief of the magnetic action, as asserted by Mesmer and his 
disciples, I confess that I am utterly unable to compreheftd 
their meaning. 
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Magnetism with mindsstronglyprepossessed against 
the subject of inquiry. It is certain, too, that they 
did not possess a sufficiently intimate knowledge 
~f tllat subject, to enable t~em to conduct their 
researches with the requisite skill and judgment. 
They did not, however, pretend to deny altogether 
the -effects produced by the magnetic-tt·eatment, 

imperfectly as it would appear to have been ap
plied ; and this is a circumstance of considerable 
importance. But, as the fluid which Mesmer ~tnd 
his friends alleged t.o be aetive in the prC?cess could 
not be physically exbibited, they ~onceived them
selves justified in denying its existence~ probably 
upon the principle, that de non apparentibua, et non 
existenti!n.u, eadem est ratio-and in ascribing the 
phenomena which they did observe to ~enai.tive ex
citement, imagination, and imitation. The co~mis
sioners, then, admitted that certain effects were 
produced by the magnetic processes which they at
tempted; and t'Dey even put forth a theory to ao

count for the phenomena. But this theory must 

just take its place at the side of all the others 
which have been formed upon the same subject; 
and it must be ultimately received or rejected, ac
cording as it uall be fouod to he ooafi.rmed Ol' re

futed by experience. • 

• Th• followtug ~ wW shew tile spirit Ia wltidl 
the Freuda .Academidana, and other wise aen of that period, 
contemplated the subject of Animal Magnetism. 
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At the period, indeed, when these commissioners 

instituted their investigation, the principles of Ani

mal Magnetism were but imperfectly known. They 
appear to have been almost entirely ignorant of the · 

. . . . 
conditions of the treatment. They were not in-

formed of the great influence of volition in deter
mining and regulating the efficacy of the magna

. tic proceu, and that the external means employed, 
although frequently useful, are not absolutely es

sential, but merely instrumental and accessory, 

and may sometimes be altogether dispensed with. 
They do not seem to have been aware that we 

cannot always be assured of the magnetic influence 

by effects instantaneously produced. In short, they 

ought previously to have studied the subject more 
profoundly;. tO have multiplied their experiments, 
and taken full time to consider the nature of the 

Soon after the Cornmillsioners had made their report, M. 
Thouret published his boot, entitled, ~ 11 tkulea .rur II 
MllgftltinM AnifiUil, in which he proposed to investigate the 
subject, not with a view to ascertain the reality of the alleged 
facta, or the truth of the doctrine, but to point out-ita political 

and fiiOf'Gl relalionl! In the approbation given to the wort of 
M. Thouret by the Royal Society of Medicine, they state that 
they had perceived with considerable anxiety the t1ogve which 
Animal Magnetism had acquired; that they were much dis
pleased that ita procetllle8, good or bad, had been administered 
to patients, without having been previously submitted to them 
for their approval, conform to the orders of government; and 
that they considered it one of their duties to protest against. 
such an abuse. From such prejudiced judges what could have 
been expected ? 
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phenomena, instead of pronouncing an inconside

rate and hasty decision upon a very superficial and 
imperfect. examination. 

The exveriments, too, were conducted, not un
der the superintendence ofMesmer himself, but of 

his pupil D'Eslon, who afterwards protested against 

ihe Reports of the Commissioners, • as did also 
several other professOrs of Animal Magnetism ; 

among whom M. Bonnefoy distinguished himself 

by an ingenious analysis of these Reports, in which 
he shewed that the Commissioners had been guilty 

of a number of errors and contradictions.t 

A variety of other publications appeared, about 
this period, for and against the practice of Animal 

Magnetism ;* and at length Macquart and Brieude 
endeavoured to give a final blow to magnetic science, 

in the article Imagination, in the Encyclopedie Me

thodique de Medecine. 
The facts, howeYer, which the new system of 

treatment almost daily disclosed, were much too 
numerous, too unambiguous, and too firmly esta
blished, to be overthrown even by the united force 

• 0~ "'" k1 diUM Raptl&'rll de M.M. k1 COfllflliuairu 
~ par aa Ma~ pour rUG- dv Magnetirm1 Animal, par 
M. d'Eslon. 1784. 

t ..ff141yse Railorm~e au Rapports, &c. par J . B. BoDDefoy. 
1784. 

; A. list of the most Important of these publications will he 
given in the Appendix. 
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of learning, prejudice, ingen~,tity, ridicule, invee. 

tive, and persecution: Accordingly, the •llbject of 

Animal Magnetism continued to OCClaiion much 

controversy in Fr~nce, until, upon the breaking 

out of the revolution, other int.Ne~Jts than th~ of 

science almost entirely absorbed the poblic atten
tion. It was still practised, .however, .e.s ,a ~me. 

dial ar~ in .BOme of the provinces oi that lcing~m, 
where schQOls were (Qrm~d,.a~d: societies eatablish· 
ed, for its cultiva~ion and hnprovemen.t. 

In the year 1 '787, Lavater, • the celebrated phy

siognomist, imparted t~e system of A.nim.al Mag

netism, as improved by Puysegnr,t to the physi-

• It 1rould appear that Lavater had been originally a disbe. 
liever in regard to .the magnetic doctrlneil, uniij. he lWl ..n op
portunity of satisfying himself by experlment~~o The mystical 
views, then combined with the practice of the system, were wen 
calculated t.o 1114ike a profound impressiOD upon a mind 10 en
thusiastic as his. Some curious letters, upon this wliject, ad
dressed by him to his friend Spalding, have been preserved in 
the 8th volume of Eschenmayer'ti .tfrchi11 fur den Thierilchen 
.Vt1(J1181imtw. 

t Next to Mesmer, the original discoverer, Animal Magne
tism, perhapa, lisl under the greatest obligations to the Marquis 
de Puysegur, especially for the very interesting observations 
which he made and published upon the phenomena of the na
tural and of the magnetic somnambulism. His principal wMs 
upon this subject are. Memoires pour servir a l'Histoire et a 
l'Establissement.du Magnl!tisme Animal, 3d edit. Paris, 1820. 
-Du Magnetisme Animal, considere dans ses Rapports avec 
divenes branches de Ia Physique general 2d edit. Paris, 
1809.-Recherches, experiences, ~observations Pbysiologiques 
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dans, Bic.kers, Olbers, and Wienholt, • in Bremen ; 

and, about the same time, Boeckmann and Gmelin 

received it directly from Strasburg. It was owing 

principaiJy to the zeal, ability, and industry of those 

learned and most reapectable physicians, that . tb& 

magnetic treatment was revived in Germany, where 

it has continued to flourish ev-er since in U!e hands 

of many intelligent adherents, ancl under the direct 

countenanee and pr-otection of some of the local 

govemmenta. Belidea a great va1iety of learned 

works upon this eubject, which have appeared with

out intermi~~&ion, t there are several Journals, both 

sur 1' homme dansl'etat de Somnambulisme naturel, et dans le 
Somnambulisme provoque par l'acte Magnetique. Paris, 18ll. 

• Wienbolt, for a considerable period, would not listen to any 
argument in favour of the magnetic treatment. At length, 
however, he was induced to make some experiments upon his' 
patients, the success of which made him a complete and a sin
cere eonvert. He is the author of some valuable works upon 
the subject. The most useful is that entitled, Heilkraft des 
Thierischen Magnetismusnach eigenen Beobachtungen. Lemgo, 
1802 ; 4 vols. 8vo. 

Wienholt is, undoubtedly, one of the most soller a&d sensible 
writers on Animal Magnetism. His experiments were made 
with great caution, and all his observations breatke the spirit of 
perlect honesty, candour, and conscieotiousnea His preface 
to the work above mentiooed is of considerable importance to 

the early history of the progress of the magnetic treatment. 

t The best elementary publications on Animal Magnetism 
are probably, Kluge, in German, and Delev.e in French, from 
both of whom I have not hesitated to borrow liberally. The 
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in France and in Germanf, entirely and exclusive
ly devot~d to the phenomena and the theory of 

Animal Magnetism ; in which the cases falling un

der that system of treatment are regularly record
ed, in the same manner as other important facts 
which are observed in medical practice .• 

Meanwhile, Mesmer 8eems ·to have withdrawn 

in disgust from that theatre, upon which he had 

hitherto acted so conspicuous a part. He retired 
to his native country, Switzerland, where he is said 

to have continued the practice of the magnetic 

treatment privately, for the benefit of the poor, 

until the period of his death, which took place up

on the 5th of March 1815, at Meersburg on the 

Lake of Constance, at the advanced age of eighty
one years. As a proof of his sincere belief in the 
efficacy of the remedy whieh he himself bad dis-

latest, and most comprehensive, systematic work in German on 
the subject, so far as I am aware, is Professor Kieser's Sgllem . 
tle1 Tellurinnus, oder Thierilchen Magnetinnm. Leips. 1822. 2 
vols. large 8vo. 

• Among the most distinguished of these Journals may be 
reckoned the BibliotMque du Magraelisms Animal, published at 
Paris since the year 1817, instead of the .AnMlu dv Magnsn
.Animal, which it replaced; the .Arcl.t" fvr den Thisrilchen Mag
Miimlm, edited by the Professors Eschenmayer, Kieser, Nasse,. 

· and Nees von Esenbeck, and published at Leipsic; and the 
Ja/wlJVcher fUr den ubm~-Magne&mm, edited by Professor Wol
fart of Berlin, and published also at Leipsic. I have not re
cently ascertained whether all or any of these are still in pro
gress. They constitute a vast repertory of facts. 
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covered, it may be remarked, that he not only con

tinued the practice of Animal Magnetism among 

the poor in his neighbourhood, during his retire

ment, but that he submitted to the magnetic treat

ment in his last ilJness, and experienced from it 

great relief. 

During the active period of his career, Mesmer 

was exposed to a great deal of odium, and his cha

racter was frequently assailed by the most oppro

brious aspersions. But the important and now 

generally recognised' facts which he elicited by his 

practice, prove that he was no impostor. Heap

pears to have been constitutiona11y disposed to 
mysticism ; he paraded his discovery in all the 

trappings of quackery; and his natural vanity con

stantly Jed him not only to magnify his own merit, 

but to treat his opponente-nay, even his profes

sional brethren in general-with a presumptuous 

contempt, which they could not fail to resent. 

Yet he seems to have been perfectly sincere in the 

doctrines which he professed, and honest in the de

tail of that experience upon which his theory was 

founded. In testimony of his liberality, it is worthy 

of notice, that, although during the course of his 

busy life he had ample opportunities of acquiring 

great wealth, and was reported by his adversaries 

to be of an avaricious disposition, his whole for

tune, at the time of his death, was found not to ex-
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ceed 10,000 francs. His loss WH much lamented, 

especially by the poor in his neighbourhood, who 

had regarded him, for a long period, as their father 

and their physician.• 

However probable it may be that Mesmer had 
perused the writings of those more ancient authors 

to wbo·m I have referred in this work, and that 

from them he derived the idea of his theory of na

ture, there still remains to him, in the language of 

one of his most faithful and intelligent disciples, 

the unquestionable and enduring merit of one of 

the grf.>atest and most beneficial disc!)veries ; aud it 

argues a mean and ungrateful spirit to attempt to 

diminish the honour to which he is so deservedly 

entitled. " He raised one corner of the curtain 

behind which Nature conceals her secreta. Envy 

perceives, acknowledges, and admires the wonders 

• In an historical sketch of Animal Magnetism by M. de Lau· 
eanne, published in the Annalu du Magnstilm8 Aniflllll, it is Bald 
that Mesmer refused the offer of a yearly pension of 30,000 
lioru, made to hlm by the king of France through the minister 
Maurepas; bec&use his own pecuniary interest was a secondary 
object with him, and he wished fin.t to have his discovery for. 
malty recognised ~d sanctioned by authority. His answer was: 
-Les offres qui me sont faites me semblent pecher, en ce qu'elles 
presentent mon interet pecuniaire, et non !'importance de ma 
decouverte, comme objet principal. La question doit etre abso
lument envisage(! en sens contraire ; car sans ma dec~verte, ma 
personne n'est rien. This is not the language ofavalice. It is 
also said to have ~n in conaequence of D'.Eslon's breach of 
confidence that Mesmer was induced to sell his secret. 
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of somnambuli&m, which scepticism had previous

ly denied and rejected as phantasms and chimeras. 

Incredulity can now no longer wrench the victory 
from truth, but it tear& the palm of merit in pieces, 

because it bas not fallen ·to its own ·share: In its 
meanness it t!annot elevate itself to the greatness 
of the man ; therefore it endeavours to draw him 

down beneath its own level, in order still to be 
above him. Mesmer expresses himself, upon this 

subject, with great truth and dignity : • As long,' 
says he, 'as any discoveries were viewed as chime

ras, the incredulity of certain learned men left me 

in undisturbed possession of them ; but since they 

have been compelled to acknowledge their reality, 
tbey have laboured to place in opposition to me the 

works of antiquity, in which the words, universal 
fluid, Magnetism, influences, &c. al'«l to be found. 
The question, however, is not about words, but 

about things; and the uses to which we apply them.' 

Who before Mesmer knew any thing of the pecu
liar method of operating upon others, which he 

discovered, and of the art of producing such re

markable phenomena as are manifested in somnam

bulism, which he taught us ? Was not every thing 

that writing or tradition related of this subject as 

true, considered as fabulous or absurd ? Do we 

not owe all that we now know of it, were it ever 
ilo little and unsatisfactory, to Mesmer·? Wltat 
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can those, who distinguish so sharply between 

Magnetism and Mesmerism, who give out, under 
new names (Siderism and Telluri8m), the signifi
cant notions of this man as discoveries of their own, 

or really correct one or two trivial errors--what 

can they answer, when they are asked who it was 
that made them acquainted with all that they know 
of Magnetism, who rendered them so wise as to be 

capable of justly censuring its discoverer in one 
thing or another ? The Pigmy stands upon the 

shoulders of the Giant, looks down upon him with 

contempt, and exclaims-How tall am I! Those 

ideas of the ancients may have given to his mind 
the first impulse, the direction,-may have conduct
ed him, upon the untrodden path, to the end to

wards which he strove, and which he attained. 
But, admitting that Mesmer derived the first idea 

of his theory and art either in Maxwell, or in any 

other forgotten author, would that circumstance 
derogate from his fame ? All great men who have 
lived, or who now li~e, have been indebted for their 
knowledge to teachers and to books ; they increas

ed that knowledge by their own experience and re

flection. But can we justly deny them respect and 
merit, because the foundation was laid by others? 

No one would think of refusing to Boerhaave the 

honourable name of one of the greatest of physi
cians, because he derived his knowledge from the 
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writings of Galen and Hippocrates, or esteem the 

last mentioned as an insignificant empiric, because 

he copied the prescriptions in the temples of health, 

and is thus said to have become the father of pub

lic medicine. Who will deny to Newton tlae fame 

of having discovered the law of gravitation, because 
Gilbert bad previously alluded to it, by viewing 

the heavenly bodies as immense magnets which at
tracted and repelled each other, and, by their re
ciprocal inftuence, were retained in their orbits ? 
Who will venture the ridiculous assertion, that 
Columbus did not discover a new quarter of the 

globe, because America was previously known to 

its inhabitants; or that Aeronautics are no new 
invention, because Icarus bad already .8own over 
lands and seas on waxen wings ? 

"To Mesmer, therefore, there must ever remain 

the originality of his genius and of his invention. 
He collected and combined the scattered threads 
which, in the labyrinth of ages and events, con
duct us to the spot where the knowledge of the sa
native instinct in diseases, and the art of develop
ing it by means of processes which are in them
selves restorative, lay sunk and concealed under 
the ruins of the temples. He calJed it again into 
light, and to it we are indebted for an extended 
science, clearer prospects into the depths of Nature 

VOL. J. y 
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. and tile obeeority of the put ; while we had pre

vioaaly been aceoatomed to deny aa impo.ible, and 

therefore to reject aa abeord, all that individuals 

had reported of it, becaWJe we were yet ignorant 

of the meus and the conditions. A great deal of 

aoond senee and moral courage are required to in

troduce ideas which will only be reoognized u just 

after the elapee of many yean. Nay, even tore
cognise their truth will require more understand
ing than falls to the share of most men. If there 

be any one to whom this 888ertion appears har11h 

or offensive, he is at liberty to avail himself of the 

right, competent to all, of considering himself M 

an exeeption."• 
Such are the elaiDM of Mesmer to public respeet 

and gratitude. Let us remember, that" the most 
arduous seientifie lahours and the most impertant 
discoveries have heen achieved by men w1lo have 

looked forward to negleet, contempt, and perseeu

tion through life, aad have triumphantly endured 
all, in the assurance that their fame, phrenix-likc, 
would spring forth in full splendour from their 
humllle asheR. It would seem that God has im

planted in the noblest spirits of his human family 
a consciousness of immortality, a certainty that 

from their Elysian home they shaU see justice 

• Dr J. C. L ZIEB.MAlflf; ~ lJarfi4llung th• 
ThNri#hen Mognelilmu., &c. pp. 226, &c. 
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awarded ; shall hear the voice of their praise; shaH 

be cheered by the gratitude and love of coming 
generations; shall behold the ever-ripening harvest 
of their labours and their virtues. Posthumous 
fame is a meed •hich posterity ought diligently 
to award when deserved."• 

The time baa aurely gow anived, when well
merited, although tardy, justice ought to he done 

to the character and labours ef the c:alwnniatecl . 
and perseco~d diMover of Animal MAtgnetiaJn. 

; ' .. 
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CHAPTER · XII. 

' I' ,. f 

AFTER the retirement of Mesmer, the professors 

of Animal Magnetism, in France, became divided 

into three difFerent schools, ~arying conSiderably 

from each other in their respective modes of treat
ment. 

The original school of Mesmer, whose chief seat 

was at Paris, operated principally by physical 

means; by touching, rubbing, and pressure with 

the hand, or by the employment of metal eonduc
tora. His disciples made use of magnetic vessels 

(baquetB•) and trees, and magnetized baths; they 
recommended the drinking of magnetized water, 

and the carrying of magnetized plates of glass up

on the stomach; and, in general, their treatment 

was calculated to produce strong crises and reac

tions in their patients. They regarded the con

vulsions which ensued as a remedial process of J1&. 

ture; and, accordingly, they endeavoured to bring 

• The llaqfiBI wu a kind of covered tub, 1illed with water, 
iron, glaaa, &c. which was supposed to contain the magnetic in
fluence; and cords were attached to this vessel, for the purpoee 
of conducting the magnetic virtue to the patients under treat
ment. 
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them on by artificial means, and called them crisu. 
As the first and great object, therefore, in every 

magnetic treatment, was to produce such crises, 

certain rooms, called chambru de cri&e, were fitted 
up for the purpose; apartments of which the walls 
and floors were eovered with matrasses and cu

shions, to prevent the convulsive patients from in

juring themselves in the access of tl1eir crises. 

Mesmer's idea, that light and sound are peculiarly 
favourable to the magnetic procetis, has been al
ready noticed. 

A second school was established at Lyons and 

Ostend, under the direction of the Chevalier Bar
barin, who adopted a mode of treatment totally 
different from the precedilig. 

The school of Barbarin operated in a purely psy
chical manner, admitting no other agents in the 

magnetic process thanfaith and volitUm. For this 
reason, its disciples were distinguished by the name 

!>f the Spiritualist8. They practised no particular 
manipulations ; any physical operations which they 

admitted being considered as merely accessory, or 
auxiliary, and by no means essential to the success 
of the treatment. They endeavoured, therefore, 
to produce all the phenomena of Anima) Magnet

ism in their patients, by firm determination, and 

_by the energy of the operator's volition, even at 
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considerable distances. Their motto was : V e1JiiJ.lez 
le bien-allez et gueri8su I 

The third school was establi$hed nuder the di. 

rection of the Marquis de Puyeegur,•t. Strasburg, 
under the name of the Societe Har~ du atMII 
reunis. It wu distinguished not only hy tlte ad
mirable adaptatiou of its con'"*itw.ion, but: princi
pally by combining, in a happy manntW, the phy
sical and peycbical treatment, and ~bus ~ring a 

mi<Wle cours~ ~tween tbe schools of '.M.estaer and 
Barbarin. The chambres de crise-~ t:Aamlw4f 
d'etifer, as Puysegur called tbem-wwe entirely 

buished from this excellent institution ; ao.cl the 

w~le magnetic trea~ment was ccmduoted in a 
manner the best calculated tq iosu.re the repeae 
and coJ,Qfort of the patients. • The manipulations, 

,{. 

• Kluge gives great credit to Puysegur for abolishing the 
clldmlwM de crW. Other prote.ors of Aalmal M11fr11etillm, how
ever, and IIDWDg these Vau Ghert aud Zlermann, look upon 
this matter in a quite different light, aud, with Mesmer, consi
der the crises, when skilfully regulated, as highly salutary. Up
on this subject, ZieJ'DIIUIJl makes the following judidous oban-
vations: " Nature cures mauy diseases only by means of crises, 
that is, in the meaning in which the word is here used, by vio
lent efforts. In general, it is only the physician who is capable 
of distinguishing this crisis from \he disease itsel£ His t.l· 
portant business is to manage, to moderate, \o increase it, ac
cording to the nature aud necessity of the case. Puysegur, 
DeleUIIle, and the other respectable French :m&gDetilet'll, are DOt 
physicians- they dread that tumult whkh they are ll}capable 
of controlling-that activity which they caunot direct aud re. 
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when employed, were extremely gentle; and the 
hand•, instead of being brought iuto contact with 

gulate. They are right, and act prudently, in not attempting 
to excite powers which they cannot govera. But the physician 
is in a quite different situation. He knows what diseases· are 
cured by Nature througll similar efforts 1 he moderates OP 

avoids them altogether, when it is desirable to do so; but in 
cues •here a contrary procedure is indicated, he excites them 
with courage and caution. It is a peculiarity of the magnetic 
treatment, however, that it promotes thoee crises, developes 
them earl!.et:, 8Bd in a more lively manner, and thwl brings tile 
diaeue 10011er to a tel'llliBation. Theee are IMivsntagee wbieb 
it poesesses in a degree beyond all other means. He wlto M

presente theM l!orliieisl crt-, iD geuet'al, as injurious, arul on 
this account reprobates and rejects them, is ignennt of the very 
essence and advantages of Magn~ism 1 and inetad of rendeF
ing it more practically useful, he, by the ~ation of such 
~tatioll11, diminisheS the benefits whicll its application is 
peculiarly cakulated to afford." \ mippoeratee has a somewhat 
similar idea : ..4rs •lldicG ah 80 ~ fMimum Hllibtlral, e1 td, n 

qtiiJ quiB ~ -.for~, stmUIIIMIJ' MidU. Idem et natura 
per ee facere novit. 

The foregoing views .C Dr Ziermanu might be confirmed by 
the authority of our own most learned and respectable pllysieians~ 
I sball.IJDly make the fullowtng quotatioa from the late eKcel
lent work of Dr Abercrombie On the Brain: " A man mention
ed by Dr Ruesell (Lmd. Med. Oh8. anil E71{1. vol. i.), after .an 
apGplectic attack, with hemiplegia, recovered the use of his arm 
in aix week11, but the lower extremity remained perfectly para
lytic. After twelve months, in which he made no improvement, 
he was one day astonished to find that be had some degree of 
motion of the leg, but it continued enly a few minutes. . On the 
same eno,ing he bad headach, and in the nlgllt he tcla8 BriMd r.MtA 
a Mlrl of Jll> in ..,hlo/a 1M paralt;ttc Ulllh tcla8 1lrongl, com.ulBed, and 
af18r lhU lui hod Blight fKIU'Br of mO!Mg tt. Tlul jllrelumed nul day, 
and ,- ita 1M ftig/11, and 111m lBft him complet6ly frw from para
lyril and in perfect heallh: he had continued well for eight years 
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the patient, were frequently kept at some distance 

from him. In conaequence of this mode of treat
ment, there ensued crises of a quite difFerent kind 

from those which were known to Mesmer and his 

at the time when the aecount. was written. A cue somewhat 
similar, though of aborter standing, occulTed to a friend of mine. 
A middle-aged man was suddenly attacked with hemiplegia 
and loss of speech, while he was using violent exercise in walk
ing quick or running; all the usual practice was employed with
out any improvement for a month ; 1M paralglie lmw lla8n !Je

- ou c1ag ~ corwvlted, and.,,_ tAu ~1M para
IJIY tDGI 1/fJM• In a woman mentioned by Dr Home (Ciintcal 

~), MraiplegW. of~ •tanding tDGI ~ 1Jg 
•n llllack of Jewr. " A man mentioned by Mr Squire ( Philo6o
plaical Traruaclioru, voL 46.); without any previous complaint, 
except a cold, suddenly lost hia speech. He had no other para
lytic symptom, and was otherwise in good health, but continued 
perfectly speechless for four years. He was in general a man 
of temperate habits, but having at thia time been one evening 
much intoxicated, he fell from his horse three or four times on 
hia return home, and was at last taken into a house near the 
road, and put to bed. He soon fell asleep, and had a frightful 
dream, during which, struggling with all his might to call out 
for help, he did call out, and from that time recovered his speech 
perfectly." 

" Several cases still more remarkable are related by Diemer
broek (OhM"Vat. el Cttral. Mecac., Obs. x.) A woman, who had 
been paralytic from the age of six to forty-four, suddenly reco
vered the perfect use of her limbs. when she was very much 
terrified during a severe thunder-storm, and was making vio
lent efforts to escape from a chamber in which she had been 
left alone. A man, who had been many years paralytic, reco
vered in the same manner, when his houee was on fire; and an
other, who had been ill for aix years, recovered suddenly, in a 
violent paroxysm of anger.''-ABEilCBOHBIE On 1M Brain, 3d 
edit. pp. 293-294. 
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immediate disciples: the most agreeable feelings 

were experienced ; the intellectual faculties ap

peared to be wonderfully increased and exalted, 

and, in the higher stages, the patient exhibited a 

very delicate knowledge of his own bodily state, 

as well as of the internal condition of such other 
· 1 d. · · r A pat1ents as were p ace 10 magnettc connexJon en ~ 

rapport) with him. / 

This improved treatment, introduced by Puy

segur, was subsequently adopted, in a great mea

sure, by all the best magnetizers, and even, it has 

been said, by Mesmer himself. It is to the same 

most intelligent magnetizer, too, that we are prin

cipally indebted for the discovery of the magnetic 

Somnambulism, and of its singular phenomena. 

I am not aware that any particular school of 

Animal Magnetism predominates in Germany. In 

that country, however, the practice of the art is 

very generally diffused-many scientific and prac

tical works upon the subject have been pub1ished 

-the treatment is almost universally employed 

and recommended by the most intelligent physi

cians-much attention is bestowed upon the mag

netic phenomena, and great ingenuity is displayed 

in the formation of theories to account for them. 

After the preceding historical sketch of the dis

covery of Animal Magnetism, and of its general 

VOL. J. z 
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introduction upon the Continent, it will appear ne

cesaary, for the benefit of those who may not hither

to have bad an opportunity of studying the subject, 

or of obtaining any correct information respecting 

it, that I should make a few observations upon the 

magnetic power and susceptibility-the peculiar 

method of treatment-and the effects produced 

upon the organization of the patient. • 
It is aJleged by some that every individual does 

not possess the capability of operating magnetically 
upon others; and that even he who does possess 

the power in some degree, will not always operate 

beneficially. t Certain properties, partly physical 

• It would swell out this publication to a most inconve
nient bulk, were I to enter into any minute detail upon these 
particulars. AD that I can afford is a general view of every 
branch of the subject, leaving it to the inqui!itive reader to 
prosecute his researches, by consulting the authors I have re· 
ferred to. To professional men this will be sufficient; and the 
less that unprofessional persons meddle with the practice of 
Animal Magnetism the better. Indeed, after the publication 
of the first edition of this work, had the Faculty taken up the 
investigation of the subject, as they ought to have done, I pro. 
posed to have confined my atteation thenceforward entirely to 
a consideration of the philosophical views suggested by the phe. 
nomena. It is owing to the intellectual sloth of the profession 
that I became, and continue to be, an interloper. 

t The following, however, is the opinion of a competent 
authority: " Every healthy man has the power of communi
cating the vital jiuid; the more healthy he is, the sounder his 
constitution, the more capable he is of communicating it. The 
opposite of these conditions produces contrary effects. Thi1 
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and partly psychical, are said to be requisite in the 
practical magnetia~er, ; and the fortunate combina
tidn of these properties may, in most, cases, be con
sidered as. a gift of nature. There is .a similar in
equality in the susceptibility of patients-some be
ing not at all, others very slightly, and others, 
again, very easily and powerfuUy affected by the 
magnetic treatment. In general, strong and healthy 
persons exhibit little susceptibility; while. weak and 
diseased persons are strongly affected in various 
ways. • 

With regard to physical conatitution, exp~rience 
seems to have demonstrated, what might otherwi.e 

fluid Is transmitted by means of very simple processes, and even 
without their aid, by the sole act of the will. The act of the 
willis not necessary to receive it. It Is transmitted the more 
easily, in proportion as the will of the operator Is real, strong, 
and determined. It will, perhaps, be with difficulty believed, 
that the communication of the fluid Is more or less complete, 
according to the degree in which the will of the operator is more 
or less developed; but daily experience bas enabled us to per
ceive, that, ln order to produce the desired effects, an adept has 
been obliged to learn to exert his will, as a child Is obliged to 
learn to wallc."-Memoire sur 1e Fluids Vital, &c. ln the 2d vo
lume of the Bwliotheque du Mo.,gnelilme Animal. 

• To some of these circumstances, perhaps, we may ascribe 
the confirmed scepticism of certain persoDB, who have made tri
vial and unskilful attempts to bring the magnetic doctrines to 
the te!lt of experimest. They do not reflect, that the magnetic 
action, and, consequently, the manifestation of the .phenomena, 
depend upon certain conditions, and that, if these conditions are 
not fulfilled in the treatment, it Is in vain to expect any satil'
factory result. 
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have appeared agreeable to analogy, that the mag

netizer ought to possess a preponderance of energy 

over his patient. A few instances, indeed, have 

been observed, in which weak persons have mag

netized with effect. But such exceptions are said 

to be extremely rare; and Wienbolt attempts to 

account for them upon the principle, that, in such 

subjects, the vital energy bas a greater tendency 

to the surface, and therefore a more diffusive effi

cacy. 

The magnetizer ought to possess not merely a 

strong natural constitution, but also a sound &tate 

of bodily health. A magnetizer affected with sick

ness will not only operate imperfectly, but, besides, 

runs the risk of communicating his diseased feel

ings to the patient, and of thus increasing those 

sufferings which it. is his purpose to alleviate. The 

age of the magnetizer, too, is said to be a matter of 

considerable importance. The proper age is that 
in which the corporeal and mental powers have at

tained their utmost development, and before they 

have begun to decline; and the doctrinal writers 

have therefore fixed it within the period between 

the twenty-fifth and fiftieth years. To these phy

sical qualifications must be added the psychical, 

consisting of a sound and energetic mind, a lively 

faith, and a determined, despotic volition. 

It has been observed, that different persons are 
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variously susceptible of the magnetic influence. 
This circumstance will be best understood when 

we come to apeak of the ei'eets produced by the 
treatment. 

The magnetic treatment is either simple or com· 
pound. In the former ease, the magnetizer ope
rates solely by himself; in the latter, he makes use 
of certain external nwlia. The simple magnetic 
treatment is usually administered with the band, 
and is tb~mce called manipulati.cm. But the mag
netb·.er can also operate without employing the 
hand-by breathing, or by fixing the eyes or the 
thoughts, or both, steadily and intensely upon the 
patient. When the magnetic connexion baa been 
previously established, a single fixed look of the 
magnetizer, accompanied wilb energetic volition, 
haa frequently been found sufficient to throw the 
patient into the state of magnetic sleep, or som
nambulism. 

The magnetic treatment by manipulation com
prehends several modes of touching and stroking 
with the band, which could not be described here 
particularly without leading us into prolixity. • 

• I have had several queries addressed to me, both by prof'es. 
sional and by unprofeaeional persons, relative to these modes of' 
manipulating; but the inquirers may easily satisfy themselves 
by consulting the works I have referred to. For my own part, 
I am not disposed to assign the preference to any particular 
method, especially, since all have been occasionally employed 
with succesa, and the effects have been t'requenUy produced 
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The usual method is to stroke repeatedly with 
the palms of the hands and the fingers, in one di
rection downwards, from the bead to the feet; and, 
in returning, to throw the bands round in a semi
circle, turning the palms outwards, in order not' to 
disturb the effects of the direct stroke. To mag
netize in the contrary direction-that is, from tl1e 
feet upwards towards the bead-not only counter .. 
acts the effects of the former method, but frequent
ly operates, of itself, prejudicially, especially in the 
case of irritable subjects. If we attempt to operate 

with the back of the band, no effect whatever will 

probably be produced upon the patient. 
If, in the course of this process, the hands Ol' 

fingers of the operator are made actually to touch 
the body of tbe patient, it is called manipulation 
with ccnetact; if, on the contrary, the operation is 
conducted at some distance, it is called manipula- · 
tion in distana. The manipulation with contact is 
of two kinds : It is accompanied either with consi
derable pres~ure, or with slight touching-manipu
lation with strong or with ligllt contact. The ma
nipulation with Atrong contact is certainly the most 
ancient and the most universally prevalent mode 
of operating; and trac.-es of it are to be found in 

without any manipulation at all. The manipulations I should 
consider chiefly useful in fixing the attention, and strengthening 
the will. 
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almost all ages and countries. In manipulating 
with light .contact, the hand, indeed, is conducted 
very lightly along the body of the patient; but the 
magnetizer must perform this operation with the 
utmost energy, and must always have the desire of 
applying strong pressure to it. 

The manipulation in di8tans is administered at a 
distance of generally froQl two to six inches from 
the patient's body ; in the case of very susceptible 
persons, it is performed .at a .still greater distance. 
The effects of this mode of manipulating arc less 
intense than those produced by actual contact, 
and, besides, it requires a greater energy ·Of voli
tion ()n the part of the magnetizer. It is, however, 

trequeJ:ttl.y employed in magnetw.ing very irritable 
patients, who cannot endure any stronger m~ 
thod~· 

It W(,)uld be tedious t.o enumerate and describe 
all the various kinu of manipulation, with regard 
to which the reader will·receive ample information 
by CQnsulting the elementary works upon this sub
ject. All of the$e, however, may be combined to

gether in the magnetic treatment, or employed 

• Wienholt, however, obBerVed several cases. in which the 
patients could not endure the manipulation m dittam. · (See 
Hlillwqfl, &c. vol i. p. 292, el16q. vol. iL p. 349, and voL iiL 
pp. 118, 119.) Kluge observed the same thing in one ofhia pa
tients, but could not discover the reason of it. (Kluge ; p. 337, 
note c.) 
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separately, according to circumstances. Much, 

of course, must depend upon the skill and judg

ment of the magnetizer, who will vary his modes 

of operating according to the effects produced, 

and the degree of sensibility exhibited by the pa
tient. 

I must not, however, pass unnoticed the method 

of administering Animal Magnetism adopted and 

recommended by Professor Kluge, in whose work 

the whole process is described witb great minute-
ness.• 

· Before oommencing the magnetic manipulations, 

it is necessary that the magnetizer and the patient 

should be conveniently placed ; in order that the 

former may be enabled freely to perform his ope

rations, and the latter prepared for the expected 

crisis of sleep. A semi-recumbent posture of the 
patient is, upon the whole, the most convenient, 

the body being, at the same time, so far bent, that 

the operator can reach, without difficulty, from the 

crown of the head to the toes. Should the patient 

be unable to leave his bed; we must endeavour to 

place him in a proper bended position. It is not 

necessary that the patient sbuuld be completely 

undressed, only no silk covering should be allowed 

to intervene. 

• See C. A. F. Kluge, YeriVOh einer Dar11BUung de. Animali
•chen Magmttmaw, &c. Berlin, 181:». 
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·The best situation,-perhaps, in which a magnetic 
patient can be placed, is in an easy arm-chair, with 
his bands resting on the arms, his feet upon a foot
stool, and his knees bent somewhat forward. The 
magnetizer then places himself upon a common 
chair, opposite to the patient, and so near as to be 
able to enclose his knees within his own, but with
out designedly touching them. 

When the magnetizer bas thus placed the patient 
and himself in the most convenient attitude, he 
proceeds to the manipulations, which are distin
guished into the preparatory and the effectiVe. The 
preparatory manipulations were formerly called 
placing in connexion or affinity ( mettre en rapport, 

en ha1'11llmie); denoting that they were employed 
for the purpose of establishing such a sympathy 
between the nervous systems of the magnetizer 
and the patient, as should render the subsequent 
operations more certain and effectual. 

Some magnetizers, and amongst others Wienbolt, 

it is said, proceeded at onoe to the effective treat
ment, without any preparation. Kluge, however, 
strongly recommends a contrary method, and, ap

parently, with good reason; because, otherwise, 
especially in the case of very irritable patients, the 
preparatory manipulations enable them to endure 
the more effective manipulations, which, without 
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such preparation, it is alleged, might be very pain

ful. 

The preparatory manipulations are performed in 

the following manner. The operator Jays hold of 

the shoulders of the patient with both his hands, in 

such a manner that the balls of his thumbs are 

placed in the arm~pits, and the other fingers rest 

upon the shoulders of the . patient. In this position 

h~ . continues for a few seconds, exeites in himself 

the intelltion of pre~&ing the shoulders together, 

and then laying hold of the upper part of the arms, 

glides down to. the elbows, tarries there for a little, 

and then proceeds down to the hands, where he ap

plies the .points of his thumbs to those o( the pa· 
tient, and allows the other fingers ·to reSt .upon the 

back of hia hands. He then returns, by meana 

of the dorsal manipulation ( i. e. the hands being 
thrown round in a semicircle, in ' the .manner aJ. 
ready described), to the shoUlders, and repeats the 

same operation two or three times; after which he 

commences the effective manipulations, of which a 
general description baa alr~y been given. 

N0: per,son ought to attempt the magnetic treat

ment, .unless he bas complied with the requisite 

conditions, or Without having previously prepared 

himself by an attentive study of the best works 

which have been written on the subject by practi~ 
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cal authors, such as those of Tardy du Montravel, 

Puysegur, Gmelin, Heinecken, Wienholt, Deleuz~, 

Kluge, &c. in order that he may thoroughly under

stand the proper methods, and profit by their ex

perience, when analogous cases occur in his own 

practice. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

THE effects produced upon the organism of the 

patient, by the operations described in the preced

ing chapter, are truly wonderful; and, considering 

the apparent inadequacy of the means employed, 

can scarcely be expected to obtain belief, excepting 

from those who have actually experienced or wit

nessed them. These effects are very various, and 

may be divided into two classes. The first consists 

of those general effects, which are produced upon 

the entire bodily frame, and which are not merely 

periodical, but continue throughout the whole treat

ment. The second comprehends those which affect 

only some particular functions of the organization, 

and which are not constantly manifested, but only 

at certain times, and especially during the mag

netic manipulations. These last may be reckoned 

among the particular effects of Animal Magnetism. 

The general effects of Animal Magnetism, which 

may be regarded as permanent states of the organi

zation, and which almost always manifest them

selves, in a greater or Jess degree, in all subjects 
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whose diseases are of such a nature as to indicate 

the application of this mode of treatment, and 

which, therefore, seem to originate from the sym

pathy of the whole body, are chiefly the follow~ 

ing:-

1 .A general excitement and strengthening of 

the vital functions, without any considerable stimu
lus, in the nervous, muscular, vascular, and dige~ 

tive systems. Persons who could not be strength· 

ened by corroborant medicines of auy kind, have 

been restored to health, from a state of great debi~ 

lity, in a short time, by means of the magnetic 

treatment. The application of this remedy quickens 

the pulse, produces an increased degree of warmth, 

greater sensitive power, and mental cbeerfulness. 

The appetite and the digestion are increased ; the 

bowels, which bad previously been kept open by 

artificial means, now become regular ; and the ~ 

tient acquires a relish for such kinds of food as are 

good for him, and an aversion from such as are in

jurious. Animal Magnetism also promotes all the 

other secretions. In those constitutional complaints 

which are peculiar to the female sex, it is ~d to 
be the most certain, the most powerful, and most 

efficacious remedy hitherto discovered. The treat

ment seems to operate principally upon the great 

concatenation of sympathetic nerves lthe p/ezusao
/ari8), situated in the ahdomen, and, by means of 
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their various ramifications, to communicate its in

fluence to the rest of the system. 

2. It affords a gentle stimultU, pervading, gene
rally, the whole surface of the body, by which all 

disturbed harmony and diseased local action are 

removed, and the equilibrium again restored. In 
this way, Animal Magnetism soothes the most vio
lent action of the nervous system, the tumult of 
the muscles, and the over-exertion of tbe vital 

functions in the whole economy. 

S. It draws oft' the increased vital act.ion from 

the diseased parts, and conducts it to others. By 
this means, a twofold advantage is attained. In 
the .first place, the excited action, or irritation, is 
carried away from the internal and more noble or

gans to such whose violent action is attended with 
less injury to the system ; and, in the second place, 

the salutary vital action is strengthened and in
creased in particular debilitated organs. The con

sequences of the magnetic treatment, therefore, are 

-soothing and strengthening. In most instances, 

the agitation produced by the diseased organiza. 

tion is gradually allayed, until, at length, a perfect 
recovery is effected ; because, 

4. Animal Magnetism occasions a diminution 

and total removal of the existing cause of the mor

bid action of the nervous system. 
The particular effects of Animal Magnetism, 
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which are not the necessary consequences of its 

application, but only occasionally manifest them

selves periodically, in a greater or less degree, in 

individual cases, are exceedingly various, and seem 

to depend, · in a great measure, upon the peculiar 

physical and moral constitution, not only of the 

particular patient, but also of the operating mag

netizer. 

It sometimes happens, that no perceptible effect 

is produced upon the patient during the magnetic 

treatment, of which the efficacy only appears in 

the gradual restoration to health. Dr Passavant 

mentions a case of this description which occurred 

under his own eye, where a girl was cured of St 

Vitus's dance in this way, without even exhibiting 

any of the ordinary phenomena of the magnetic 

treatment. Wienholt, in a passage formerly quoted, 

informs us, that similar cases occurred in the course 

of his practice. In most instances, however, the 

magnetic patient experiences a variety of symptoms 

of a nature more or less remarkable. So various, 

indeed, and so peculiar are these effects of the mag

netic processes, that it appears almost impossible 

to arrange or classify them under any general 

heads. Such a classification, it is true, has been 

attempted at different times by Gmelin, Heinecken, 

Wienholi, Hufeland, and others; and Kluge, avail

ing himself of the labours of his predecessors, has 
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distinguished the phenomena produced by the mag

netic treatment into six cJasses; but be admits, at 

the same time, that this classification is still a mere 

essay, and necessarily imperfect. 
This classification, of which I shall presently 

give an abstract, foJJows the order of the different 

degrees through which the patient has been ob

served to pass during the magnetic treatment. 

The first degree presents no very remarkable 

phenomena. The intellect and tl1e senses still re

tain their usual powers and susceptibilities. For 

this reason, this first degree has been denominated 

the degree of waking. 

In the second degree, most. of the senses still 

remain in a 11tate of activity. That of vision only 

is impaired; the eye withdrawing itself gradually 

from the power of the will. This second degree, 

in which the sensibility is partialJy disturbed, is, 

by some magnetizers, called the half-sleep, or the 
imperfect crisis. 

In the third degree, the whole of the organs, 

through the medium of which our correspondence 

with the external world is carried on (the senses), 

refuse to perform their respective functjonR, and 

the patient is placed in that unconscious state of 

existence which is called the ~tic sleep. 
In the fourth degree, the patient awakes, as it 

were, within himself, and his consciousness re-
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turns. He is in a state wllich can neither be pro
perly called sleeping nor waking, but which ap
pears to be something between the two. When in 
this state, he is again placed in a very peculiar re
lation towards the external world, which will be 

explained by examples in the sequel. This fourth 

degree has been distinguished in t.he writings of 
the animal magnetists by the name of the perfect 

crisi8, or simple somnambulism. 

In the.fifth degree, the patient is placed in what 
is called the state of self-intuition. When in this 
situation, he is said to obtain a clear knowledge of 

his own internal mental and bodily state ;-is en
abled to calculate, with accuracy, the phenomena 
of disease which will naturally and inevitably oc

cur, and to determine what are their most appro
priate and effectual remedies. He is also said to 

possess the same faculty of internal inspection with 

regard to other persons who have been placed in 
magnetic connexion (en rapport) with him. This 
state, also, I shall afterwards have occasion to il
lustrate by examples. From this fifth degree, all 
the subsequent magnetic states are comprehended 
under the denomination of lucidity, or lucid vision 

(Fr. Clairvogance; Germ. Hellsehen.) 

In the si:.cth degree, the lucid vision which the 
patient possessed in the former degree, becomes 

VOL. I. A. a 
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wonderfully increased, and extends to alJ objects, 

near and at a distance, in space and in time : hence 

it has been called the degree of aniversallttciditg. 

This exalted state of the faculties, as may easily he 

supposed, is comparatively of very rare oecurrence; 

but some examples of it, likewise, will be adduced 

hereafter. 

No patient, it is said, can reach the higher degrees 

of magnetism, without having previously passed 

through the lower. Individuals, it is true, are some

times placed in the higher degrees at the very first 

magnetic treatment; but they are supposed to have 

previously passed through the intermediate stage8 

in so rapid a manner as rendered·it difficult, if not 

impossible, to distinguish the transitions. External 

as well as internal influences, not yet sufficiently 

ascertained, dispose a patient, more or less, at par- . 

ticular times, to attain a certain degree; and hence, 

the magnetic sleep is never permanently the same, 

but always variable, depending probably upon the 

predisposition of tbe subject, and other inducing 

causes. • 

• It is a very great mistake of the ignorant to suppose that 
the higher states of magnetism can be produced in all indiYi· 
duals, and at all times, at pleasure. Even simple somnambu. 
lism, aa a consequence of the IDIIfPletic treatment, is compara
tively l'llre, and the more exalted state of Clairoogancs still more 
so. It appears to me, likewise, to be a great abuse of the prac
tice (I suspect too prevalent in France), to alm continually at 
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I have thus atteinpted to .describe, as concisely 
as posaible, the proceq.es employed in Animal Mag
netism, and to pOint out briefly the most remark
able characteristic symptoms produced by the treat
ment. I am quite aware that what I have said 
upon this branch of the subject will be considered 
unsatisfactory by the inquisitive student. But, for 
reasons already adduced, it would have been very 
inconvenient for me to have entered into any far
ther details. I have still a great deal of curious 
information to lay before the public, which, as it 
must oo new to many, and will, I have no doubt, 
appear very extraordinary to all, I am anxious to 
state at some length; the more especially, because 
many of the facts, the existence of which I propose 
to demonatrate by evidence, have been roundly and 
confidently denied by very eminent scientific men ; 
and besides, I consider these facta as not only of 
great iJJlt>9rtance in themaelves, but as well suited 
for inductive investigation. 

But before I proceed to this branch of my sub
ject, it. may be proper for me to make a few obaer
vationa .upon the theory put forth by the first 
French Commisaionera, in order to account for the 

the production of Somnambulism, and the develcpment of it8 
higher phenomena. The . primary object, in every magnetic 
treatment, ought to be the cure of disease, to which every thing 
else should be he~ dubordinate. Experiments of mere curio
sity should be as much 8s po111ible avoided. 
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phenomena of Animal Magnetism, which appears 

to have been framed with such consummate art, 

skilJ, and plausibility, as to have imposed upon all 

those learned and sdentific men who were igno

rant of this peculiar subject, and, in a great de

gree, to have checked, for a season, all serious in

vestigation into the matter. 

This theory ascribed the whole of the magnetic 

phenomena to imagination, imitation, and attmu:ke
ment. 

The last element of this theory is at once over

thrown by the single decisive fact, that aJI the mag

netic phenomena are frequently produced without 

touching the patient at all. 

Th~. influence of the imagination, and of the 

imitative principle, seem at first sight-and at 

first sight only-much more capable of affording 

an adequate explanation of the factlq but the ac

tivity of these principles is rejected as absurd by 

every practical magnetizer, as welJ as by every in

teUigent opponent of the system ;-in short, by 

every person who knows any thing of the matter; 

and besides, a great many, if not all of the pheno

mena, wiJl be found, upon due consideration, w be 

of such a nature, that they cannot be rationalJy 

accounted for upon any such theory. Sleep, for 

~xample, is a very common effect of the magnetic 

treatment; and I should like to be informed whe-
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ther sleep, in any instance, can be produced by ex

citing the imagination, or by imitation, where, as 

in the case of the solitary treatment, there is no

thing to imitate. Even Dr Stieglitz, an opponent, 

whose work appeared so long ago as the year 1814, 

ridicules the idea of attempting to trace the mag

netic phenomena to any such sources. " A great 

multitude of facts," says the Doctor, " which, al

lowing for some little variation in the more mi

nute shades, still coincide in the most essential 

points, force complete conviction upon us. The 

number of credible observet·s who attest them, and 

whose representations bear the stamp of truth, has 

increased so much within the last twenty or thirty 

years, in many parts of France, Germany, an<l 

Switzerland, as to overthrow all scepticism on the 

subject"-P. 17. "Have those seized the right 

point of view, who ascribe an these phenomena to 

the influence of a diseased imagination, or to the 

excitement of sexual passion? The partizans of 

Anim~l Magnetism have a right to complain, when 

their antagonists attempt to annihilate many vo

lumes of observations with these turns and tirades, 

eternaJly repeated, although long since refuted. 

Indeed, this is merely to seek an outlet for escape ; 

-to withdraw, in the most convenient manner, 

·from the investigation of truth; -to prevent our 

apathetic repose from being rudely disturbed, by 
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adopting shallow hypotheses, whicl• are t()tally in· 
applicable to the subjoot; -and to parry off attacks 

upon preconceived opiniona, which we are neither 
willing to abandon, nor seriously to defend!' • 

" Imagination and sensual excitement," says the 
celebrated Dr Hufeland, "are not the causes of 
these phenomena; for we have decisive facts to 

prove, that the effects have appeared without the 

slightest co-operation of the imagination, and that 

persons of the same sex have produced them upon 
each other." To the same effect, the learned 

• " In the times of ignorance, superstition laid hold of all 
phenomena, and 1rithout searching .for their real causes, every 
thing 1ras ascribed to the Immediate agency of Divine Power, 
or to the iniervention of the deviL At present, the Imagina
tion plays nearly the same part; and in physiology it is consi
dered as the cause of all that appears to be otherwise inexpJi.. 
cable. The best established facta are, at first, declared to be 
gross errors, and when, at length, they have become incontest
able, they are attributed to the Imagination ; but no one is ca
pable of explaining in 1rhat manner this spiritual faculty pro
duces the physical results. 

" Science, however, teaches us nothing, when it endows the 
imagination with supernatural powers; and the truth is, that, 
in doing so, it merely changes the name of something that is 
unknown. Ignorance concealed under another word is still ig
norance, and the accumulation of phenomena adds little to our 
lmowledge,.so long as none of them are explained. 

" Imaginary hypotheses can neve:J; hold the place of truth, 
nor dispense with the necessity of investigation." -CH.&BDEL, 

Euai de PagclwlCJ!M phtpWoglque. Paris, 18Sl. 
It is rather remarkable that Dr Stieglitz, although he op

poses the general introduction ·of Animal Magnetism into me
dicine, strongly recommends its application in all desperate ot~«s. 
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Sprengel observes, in his Institutions of Medicine, 

that the imagination of the patient is never observed 

to be increased previous.to the manifestation of the 
phenomena, and that the effects are not dift'ereut 

in those persons who have entertained the greatest 

doubts regarding the efficacy of the treatment, 
and in those who never heard a word about it • 

. " Hence," says he, " I hold it to be clear that the 

imagination bas nothing to do in the production of 
these phenomena; and this is confirmed by Gmelin, 

who relates that magnetic patients have frequently 
witnessed convulsions in others without being them

!!elves affected in a similar manner."* 

Sprengel also mentions another decisive fact in 
regard to the allegeil influence of the imagination 
in the magnetic proce!l8-a fact well known to all 

practical magnetiscrs. It is simply this,-that if we 
attempt to manipulate in contrary directions, the 

• Ea autem Diethodua quoenam effectus producat, dictu est 
mirabile. Plerique jucundu habent sena«tiones blandi caloris 
aut etiam aure quasi descelidentis per nervos. Neque unquam 
imaginatio ante accessum eum augetur : neque aliter se babent ii 
effectue in hominibua, qui vel maxime de efficacia earum trac
tationum dubitaverant, neque alios. videbis in .iia, qui nunquam 
de ea re quidquam audiverunt. Unde imaginationem profecto 
nibil posse, ut ea pha!nomena na~antur, exploratum habeo; 
quod conftrmatum ab Eberhardo G melino lego, qui magnetiamo 
eo imbutos refert ~~~epe convulsiv01 aliorum adfectua conape:xilae 
sine ulla noxa.-Sprengel; lnmttu. Medicin41, tom. ii. p. 800, 
sect. 896. 
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usual effects will not be produced, whilst others 
of a totally different nature will be manifested. • 

A great deal has been occasionally said with re

gard to the dangers that may arise from the prac-

• Maxime autem veritatem ejus methodi et observatorum 
candorem probat constantissimus contrariorum tractuum effec. 
tus. Quodsi enim vel frictionem vel etiam lmaginationem ac
cusaveris, neutra agere in contrariis contrariontm tractuum ef. 
fectibus potest. Pallor enim subitaneus, et frigus, et nervorum. 
distentio, nunquam a frictione simili, contrariis duntaxat tracti
bus suscepta, oriri poii8Unt.-Sprengel; InstWt. MMici-, tom. 
ii. p. 306, sect. 398. 

Among the numerous doctrinal writera and practical magne. 
tizera, the only one whom I have foun1l, in recent times, ad
hering to the theory of imagination, and of imagination alone, 
is l\:1. Bertrand, who published a work upon Animal Magnetism 
in 1826. But so far as I can perceive, M. Bertrand seems to 
know nothing of the magnetic treatment as a sanative process; 
he appears to consider it merely as a means of producing som
nambulism. Quant 4 moi, says he, je croi8 arur phmumnaes d• 

•omraomhulisme, et i'ecrir ce litn-e po!VI' pnJUtlef" fJf18 18 magnetisme est 
vne pure chimef"e. It is rather difficult exactly to comprehend 
what M. Bertrand really means; but so far as his opinions can 
be guessed at, they are directly at variance with those of every 
other individual who has a competent knowledge of the subject. 

I may be permitted to observe, that the opinions of Dr 
Sprengel, upon this question, are the more valuable, not only on 
account of his great learning and high reputation, but in conse
quence of the circumstance, that he was originally a sceptic in 
regard to Animal Magnetism, and wrote a small work against it, 
but subeequently became a convert to the doctrine; which, in
deed, with few exceptions, is now universally admitted by all 
the most eminent physicians and physiologists upon the Conti. 
nent. In Germany we know only a single disbeliever of the 
facts of magnetism, among several opponents of the practice. 
That disbeliever is Rudolph!. And what are his arguments? 
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tiee of Animal Magnetism ; but these dangers are, 

in a great measure, chimerical ; they could only be 
apprehended from the ignorant and unakilful appli

cation of the treatment; and nothing of the kind 

is to be dreaded from the preseot improved prac

tice. In the h1mds Gf the intelligent physician, who 

knows how to employ it, it is a safe and most effec

tual remedy in many diseases. Upon this subject, 

Dr Ziermann observes, that " if, in the earlier 

magnetic associations, the storm, once excited, was 

allowed to rage, in the nervous system, in uncon~ 

trolled convulsions-if the salutary activity of na

ture was cherished into a destructive organic tu

mult; it was, indeed, very meritorious to put a stop 

to these extravagances and abuses, and to warn the 

public against them. Here, however, the blame is 

not imputable to magnetism, but to the ignorance 

and imprudence of those, who, without medical 

knowledge, or without a sufficient acquaintance 

with the new method, attempted the cure of diseases 

by its means ; and a great part of the abuses and 

mischiefs of all kinds, which must necessarily have 
arisen from this cause, as well as from the musions 

under which enthusiasts, and others entertaining 

t&lse and exaggerated views, plied this occupation, 

is to be ascribed to those, who, although best qua

lified by their attainments to direct this important 

VOL. t. B b 
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business, stood altogether aloof. .A,s soon as the 

intelligent physician avails himself of this method 
of core, as soon as it is wrested oat of the bands of 

the unprofe88ional, there is as Jittle danger to be 
apprehended from it, as from the poisons and sur
gical instruments which we are in the daily prac

tice of employing/' 
An opinion in some respects similar to that of 

Dr Ziermann, upon the subject of Animal Magne

tism, was expressed by the late Mr Dugald Stewart, 

in one of' the last of those valuable works with 
which he enriched the philosophical literature of his 

country. The ingenious profe880r appears to have 

been well aware of the irresistible weight of the 

evidence which had been adduced in favour of the 

facts ; but bad he been better acquainted with the 

magnetic treatment, and the nature of the pheno

mena, his candid mind would certainly have led 

him to reject that absurd and exploded theory, up
on which, along with the first French Commission

ers, he attempted to account for the facts. 

" Among all the phenomena, however," says Mr 
Stewart, " to which tbe subject of imitation bas 
led our attention, none are, perhaps, so wonderful 
as those which have been recently brought to Hght, 
in consequence of the philosophieal inquiries ·oc
casioned by the medical pretensions of Mesmer 

and his associates. That these pretensions in-
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v.olved much of igaoranee, or of imposture, or of 
both, in their authors, bas, I think, been fully de
monstrated in the very able report of the French 
academicians ; but does it follow from this, that the 
facts witnessed and a11thenticated by these acade-
micians . should share in the disgrace incurred by 
the empirics who disguised or misrepresented them? 
For my own part, it appean to me, that the gene
ral conclusions establiebed by Me8111er's practict>, 
with respect to the physical effectR of the prioeiple 
of imitation and of the faculty of imagination (more 
particularly in cases where they operate together), 
are incomparably more curious, ·than if he bad ac
tually demonskated the existence of his boasted 

fluid. Nor can I eee any good reason why a phy
sician, who admits the efficacy of the moral agents 
employed by Mesmer, should, in the exercise of his 
profession, scruple to copy whatever processes are 
nt>eessary for subjecting them to his command, any 
more than he would hesitate about employing a 
new pky1ical agent, such alielectricityor galvanism. 
The arguments to the contrary, alleged by the 
Commissioners, only shew that the influence of ima
gination and of imitation is susceptible of a great 
abuse in ignorant or in wicked hands ;-and may 
not tbe same thing be said of all the most valuable 

remedies we possess? Nay, are not the mischiev

ous consequences which have actually been occa-
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&ioned by the pretenden to Animal Magneciam, 
the strongest of all encouragements to attempt such 
an examination of the principles npon which the 
eifecta really depend, as may gh·e to scientific prac
titioners the management of agents so peculiarly 
efficacious and overbearing ? Is not this mode of 
reasoning perfectly analogous to that upon which 
medical inquiren are accustomed to proceed, when 
they discover any new substance ~ of poi
aonoru qualities? Is not this considered as a strong 
presumption, at least, that it is capable of being 
converted into a vigorous remedy, if ita appropriate 

and specific disorder could only be traced ; and bas 

it not often happened, that the· prosecution of this 
idea has multiplied the resources of the healing 
art?"* 

• Element~ of tM Philolophgof the Human Mind; voL iii. 4to. 
London, 1827. Pp. 221,222. 

It is, perhaps, not generally known, that. besides the report& 
of which I have spoken, the Commissioners pretented a &eeret 
report. to the Minister of State, in which they represented :P.Ies
meriam in the worst possible colours, and as extremely dan
gerous in a moral point of view. The Commissioners did not 
publish this report themselves, but it afterwards found its way 
to the preu. It is full of exaggeration ; and, at all events, to

tally inapplicable to Animal Magnetism as now practiled. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

IN the preceding chapters, I have given my 

readers an account of the early history of the mag

netic opinions and practices-of the origin and 
progress of Animal Magnetism ; and I have also 
endeavoured to make them sufficiently acquainted 

with the nature of the processes, as well as of an 
those appearances which generally present them
selves during the treatment adopted by Mesmer 

and his disciples. Of these last, as may have been 

observed, Sleep-although by no means an invari
able consequence of the magnetic manipulation!!, 
nor essentially necessary to their sanative efficacy 

-is by far the most common ; and it usually ma
nifests itself, after a longer or shorter period, ac

cording to the degree of energy possessed by the 
operator, or the greater or less susceptibility of the 
patient, or in consequence of a combination of both 

caues. It is proper to mention, however, that, in 
the opinion of all the experienced practical mag

netizers, this artificial sleep is something very dif~ 
ferent from the natural; and I conceive it is quite 
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impossible to witness, with attention and discrimi

nation, one or more cases of the kind, without be
ing satisfied of the reality of this distinction. • It 

• Amongst a variety of other instances, the following case, 
reported by M. Deleuze, is quite decisive of the fact above 
stated, besides presenting some serious difficulties to those who 
are still dispCllled to adhere to the exploded imagination hypo
thesis. 

" I was called in to magnetize a chlld of eleven years of age, 
who wu very ill, and whom I had the good furtune to cure after 
a treatment of two months. At the third aittiDg, she became 
somnambulist ; and two days afterwards, I produced somnam
bulism in an instant. As my other avocations did not permit 
me to visit ray patient during the day, at the eDd of a week I 
agreed with her parents to see her every evening at nine o'clock, 
and to magnetize her during her sleep. When I arrived, the 
cblld, who had been in bed since between aeven and eight o'cloclc, 
had fallen asleep, and.her sleep wu so sound that no noiae could 
awaken her; she could even be shaken without interrupting her 
repose. After talking for some time with her parents, I ap. 
proacbed the bed of the patient, s&retched my haDd· over her, 
and in one minute she puaed into somnambulism. She then 
answered my questions-abe told me how I ought to magnetize 
her~eannounced to me what symptoms she should experience 
next day, and pointed out what remedies I ought to give her. 
When the sitting had continued a quarter of an hour, she said, 
'You must awaken me.' I answered,' You were asleep when 
I came-go to sleep again.' ' That ia imposaible,' she replied ; 
' I cannot pus from the state in which I now am to the natural 
sleep; and this state, if too much prolonged, would do me harm.' 
I then awakened her with a single gesture. She wished' us all 
good night, and turning her bead on tbe pillow, fell asleep again. 
The same phenomenon wu repeated every day for six weeks.'' 
-IHftmU du Magnet • ..ftlim. p. 154. 

M. Deleuze mentions several other instances in which the 
same thing occurred. 
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appears to be the result of an entirely peculiar state 

of the organism-an affection mi generis-and, if 

not identical with, . at least to bear a close analogy 

to, that state of somnolency, which is frequently 

found to precede the somnambulistic or ecstatic 

crisis. Indeed, in a variety of instances, this arti

ficial or magnetic sleep passes into actual Somnam

bulism-a state in which, as wilJ be seen in the 

sequel, while the corporeal organs are apparently 

dormant, and insensible to external impressions, 

the patient still possesses the power of speech and 

of locomotion; there frequently occurs a vicarious 

transferenee of the functious of the faculties to dif

ferent parts of the nervous system ;• while both 

• I &111 aware that this is one of the most extraordinary, and, to 
thole unacquainted with the evidence, one of the most incredible 
facts of which 1 have undertaken to demonatrate the occasional 
occurrence. I am al8o aware that all our most eminent phyeio
logists are of opinien that the thing is' impossible. I quote the 
following paaage from Dr Roget's BridgNalw Tf'«<IUB (vol. ii. 
p. 376, note). 

" The credulity of the public has sometimes been imposed 
upon by penons who pretended to see by means of their fingers ; 
th1111, at Liverpool, the celebrated Miss M' Avoy contrived for a 
loag time to persuade a great number of penons that she really 
possessed this miraculous power. BquallgU~UMWthg of cmlilar6 all 
tM tt&riet of persons, undw tM inft'U611C6 of Animal Magrt6fim!. 
"-ing IO'UIIIlt addrwltlllro 1M pU of the stomaM, and f'6tlding the 
pagu of a book appli«lro tM skin ouer lhal twgtm." 

Now, this is a mere diclu~ opinion opposed to a multitude 
of well observed facts ; and however high my respect fur Dr 
Roget's talents and acquirements, he must pardon me for say-
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the senses and the intellectual faculties appear to 

be exercised with an extruordinary degree of deli
cacy, vigour, and acutene.a. This state of Som

nambulism is sometimes 10ore, sometimes less, per

fectly developed; a circumstance which probably 

ing that there is an authority which I am disposed, in all ques
tions of tide kind, to eetimate much higher than hia-the autho.. 
rity of Nature. .Amicw Pl4to, &.c. Even did the pouibillty of 
this and other phenomena depend upon the authority of man's 
judgment, I could oppose to the opinion of Dr Roget, those of 
men whose names, without any disparagement even to that 
learned gentleman, may be placed at least upon a level with his 
-the namea of La Place, Cuvier, Petet.in, Puyaegur, Deleuze, 
Wienholt, Hufeland, Olbera, Treviranus, Reil, Sprengel, Schel
ling, Eachenmayer, Kieser, Naue, and a multitude of others, 
equally competent to observe the phenomena of nature, and 
equally incapable of misrepresenting the facta they witneased. 

1 always thought the alleged detection of .Mi88 1\1' A voy's pre
tended imposture, to say the leaat of it, exceedingly doubtful ; 
and I have occuion to know that many eminent profeaaional 
men, who took no part in the discU81i.on, were of the same opi
nion. 

I would respectfully remind Dr Roget of the expreaaions made 
use of by hi~ in a pueage formerly quoted from his other
wise admirable, and truly philosophical BritlgewoUr ~. 

" In place of the aimple combinations of elements, and the 
simple properties of mineral bodies, all organic atructurea, even 
the most minute, present exceedingly complicated arrangements, 
and a prolonged succeaaion of phenomena, 80 varied and 80 ano
malous, as to be utterly irreducible to the known laws which 
govern inanimate matter." 

Finally, I would humbly request Dr Roget to examine t.he 
evidence I have adduced in this publJcation, and then to nate 
whether and how far his pri- /IIIIis opinion baa been medifted 
by a consideration of the facta; or whether he requires still far. 
tber evideace--and of what nature, and to what amount. 
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depends partly upon constitutional causes, and 

partly, as in the case of the magnetic sleep, upon 

the energy of the operator, and the susceptibility 

of the patient. 

In order to enable my readers fully to compre

hend, and duly to appreciate, the very extraordi

nary facts which I shall presently have occasion 

to brinr under their notice, it is indispensably ne

cessary that they should have paid great attention to 

the inferior and more ordinary phenomena of Ani

mal Magnetism, and their several gradations ; and 

also that they should make themselves acquainted 

with those analogous cases, which occur in the ge

neral medical practice ; otherwise, their situation 

would resemble that of persons brought suddenly 

out of total or comparative darkness into a bril

liantly illuminated picture-gallery, where their eyes 

might be dazzled and their judgment confounded ; 

but they would be, for some time, incapable of en

during the light, or of distinguishing the surround

ing objects. Every doctrine of extensive applica

tion bas its alphabet, its rudiments, its grammar; 

and to attempt to introduce individuals at once, 

and without any previous preparation, to the phe

nomena manifested in the higher stages of Som

nambulism, would be pretty much the same thing 

as if we were to request them to read some di8i

cult pages of a particular volume, before they had 
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learnt the language in which it was written, or to 

require them to solve a complicated problem in the 

higher mathematical analysis, while they were still 

ignorant of the elementary rules of arithmetic. I 

am the more earnest in insisting upon the neces

sity of this preparatory study, because I have ge
nerally found that a great proportion of the unen

lightened sceptics io regard to the reality of the 

facts of Animal Magnetism, however learned in 

other matters, haYe invariably been disposed to 

fasten opon some of the higher and more extram-

dinary phenomena of Somnambulism, which they 

at once, and in consummate ignorance of the sulJ.;. 

ject, pronounce to be impossible and incredible; 

while they, at the same time, attempt to hold up 

all those who have carefully investigated the mat

ter, examined the evidence, and ascertained the 

truth of the facts, to the contempt and derision of 

mankind. I trust that there is not one of my 

readers in the predicament I have just described. 

I would hope ·that, from serious attention to the 

preceding chaptel'R of this publication, accompani .. 

ed with private study and investigation, they are 

now fully prepared to follow me to the considera

tion of still more striking though recondite truths, 

which, without such initiation, they would pro

bably have regarded with the utmost incredulity. 

But, in order to dispel any lurking remains of 
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suspicious scepticisJ:t~, which may still weigh upon 

the minds of those to whom these pages are ad

dressed, and to convince them that the phenomena 

to be hereafter submitted to their attention are not 

mere inventions of the professors of Animall\fag

oetism, I propose first to bring under their notice 

an analogous class of facts, many of which were 

observed long before the introduction of the mag
netic treatment, and all of them without any re

ference to that discovery : I allude to the pheno

mena of the natural Somnambulism. 

Somnambulism-as all who have inquired into 

the subject are probably aware-constitutes a very 

uncommon, and a very peculiar state of the human 

organism. • Forturuttely, although of comparatively 

rare occurrence, many well authenticated and mi-

• Dr Bertrand, in his treatise On Somnaml>ulilrn, diatin· 
guishea, I think correctly, four species of that extraordinary 
affection: 1st, The U#fllial (idiopathic?) somnambullam, which 
occasionally takes place in some individuals, otherwise appa
rently healthy, during their ordinary sleep, in consequence of 
a particular predisposition of the nervous system ( NoctlmJJu

lilm): 2dly, The 8plplomalic, which is sometimes observed to 
occur during the course of certain diseases, and is considered u 
a symptom or crisis of the complaint: 3dly, The artificial, which 
frequently occurs as a consequence of the magnetic treatment; 
and, 4thly, The «B~D~w, which is produced by a high exaltation 
of the mind, and becomes infectious by imitation, in such per
sons as are predisposed and subjected to the same influences. 
Of this last species, the diJIJOtional ecsttiN is perhaps the most 
frequent, and the most remarkable. 
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nutely observed instances of the natural somnam
bulism are upon record; and they present pheno
mena so remarkable, and so interesting in many 
important points of view, that, since my attention 
was first directed to this curious subject, I have 

frequently wondered how it could happen that they 
should have been so long overlooked, disregarded, 
or, at least, left without sufficient investigation, by 

physicians and physiologists. I can only account 
for this extraordinary neglect upon the principle, 

that these facts were little calculated to afford. their 
support to the prevalent systems of a material and 

mechanical physiology; -systems which, I appre

hend, most crumble in pieces, when, guided by the 

torch of truth, we shall have explored, with greater 

care and exactness, the more secret phenomena of 

Nature 
Somnambulists, • or sleep-walkers, are persons 

who, apparently in a state of profound sleep, rise 
from their beds at night, traverse the most inac

cessible places without awaking, and successfully 
perform the most delicate and difficult operations, 

whether intellectual or mechanical ; and all this in 
the dark, and frequently with their eyes closed, 811 

• I use the words 10mnambuliBm and IOI'IInambuli8t as gene
ric terms, to denote 1leep-talker• as well as 8leep-fll4iker•. This, 
perhaps, is not strictly correct, but it is very convenient. The 
affections are of the same nature, and frequently found In com
bination. 
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in- the ordinary state of sleep. It l1as been ob

served, also, that individuals, \vhile in tllis state, 
occasionally manifest a superior knowledge of sub

jects and of languages, which they had not pre
viously studied, so as to remember them, or with 
which they bad been but imperfectly acquainted. 

It is likewise a striking peculiarity of this state of 

existence, that, upon awaking, the individual who 
had thus insensibly performed all these operations, 
retains no recollection of anything that passed while 
he was under the influence of somnambulism. 

It is worthy of notice, too, that the acts of the 
somnambulist are almost always performed with a 

degree of freedom, boldness, and precision, supe
rior to what he manifest~~ when awake; and that 
he generally succeeds in accomplishing every thing 
he attempts. So far as I am aware, there is no 

instance of a somnambulist awaking spontaneous
ly in the midst of any operation be has once un

dertaken ; nor of his perishing amidst the dangers 

which he frequently encounters. There are, it is 
true, many instances of somnambulists who have 

perished, in consequence of having been suddenly 

awakened by the imprudent alarm of the witnesses 

of those perils to which they were apparently ex

posed ; but the general experien<'e of all times 
seems to lead us to the conclusion, that the som
nambulist is guided by other senses or instincts-
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that he is protected from injury by other means 

and guarantees of security than those by which his 

conduct is regulated in his ordinary waking state. 

So long as he is left undisturbed in his proceed

ingtJ, be acts fearlessly, and is safe; a sudden awa

kening alone, by restoring him to his natural t~tate, 

and depriving him of the protection of that in

stinct which governed his actions, causes him to 

perish. 

In somnambulism, when the criaia, as it is some

times called, is perfect, the functions of the cor

poreal sensitive organs seem to be entirely sus

pended, and the soul, or internal sense, is found 

to energise, if I may be allowed the expreSBion, 

independently of the body. Such, at least, is the 

only adequate explanation we can give of the facts, 

until some philosopher shall find himself enabled 

to account for them satisfactorily upon some more 

material physiological principle. In this state, 

too, there occasionally occurs that most extraordi

nary, that apparently unaccountable phenomenon, 

already alluded to-the vicarious transference of 

the faculties from their appropriate organs to other 

parts of the nervous system ;-a phenomenon, 

than which there is nothing more marvellous and 

incredible, yet nothing more elearly an«} conclu

sively demonstrated within the whole circle of the 

magnetic doctrines-! may say, within the entire 
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limits of science. • From all this, it seems clear, 

tbat the somnambulist is placed in a state of exist-

• I lately 11uoted a dictum of Dr Roget's upon this subject, 
upon which I took the liberty of making a few observations; 
and I must now use the same freedom in commenting upon 
some passages of Sir Charles Bell's Bridgewatllf' Trea&e, which, 
although in a more indirect manner, seem calculated to throw 
discredit upon the fact alluded to in the text. 

Sir Charles lays down the proposition, " that one organ of 
sense can never become the substitute for another, so as to t!X· 

cite in the mind the same idea. When an individual is deprived 
of the organs of sight, no power of attention, or continued ef
fort of the will, or exercise of Lhe other senses, can make him 
enjoy the class of sensations which is lost. The sense of touch 
may be increased in an exquisite degree ; but, were it true, as 
has been asserted, that individuals can discover colours by the 
touch, it could only be by feeling a change upon the surface of 
the stuff, and not by any perception of the colour. It ha.<1 been 
my painful duty to attend on persona _who have pretended 
blindness, and that they could see with their fingei'Bo But I 
have ever found, that, by a deviation from truth in the first 
instance, they have been entangled in a tissue of deceit; and 
have at last been forced into admissions which demonstrated 
their folly and weak invention&" Again :-" Experiment 
proves, what is suggested by anatomy, that not only the or
gans of the senses are appropriated to particular classes of sen
sations, but that the nerves, intermediate between the hrain 
and the outward organs, are respectively capable of receiving 
no other sensations but such as are l!dapted to their particular 
organs." 

Now, I have neither inclination, ability, nor interest, to con.. 
trovert these propositions of Sir Charles Bell ; and I am bound 
to believe that be has fairly stated the results of his experience. 
But these propositions can have no effect in invalidating the 
filet I have stated, because the conditions are not the same. 
The observations of Sir Charles, I presume, apply to the cwdt
f!M7 state of existence. But the Animal Magnetiets assert 
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ence completely different from the ordinary life, 

and the physiological principles, therefore, which 
are applicable to the one, are totally inapplicable 

to the other. In the one case, we see the soul and 

body acting in unison, although we may be inca

pable of perceiving the link that connects them ; 
in the other, the corporeal functions disappear, 

-and I have undertaken to demonstrate-that there is an e:r

traordinary state of existence, called-properly or improperly 
-Somnambuliml, in which the phenomenon in question, amongst 
others, is occasionally manifested. They do not allege that one 
organ of sense ever becomes the substitute for another; but tha~ 
in the state alluded" to, the corporeal organs sometimes become 
totally inseusible, and that their functions are exercised in some 
peculiar manner, being apparently transferred to other parts of 
the system. Should I be fortunate enough to convince Sir 
Charles Bell of the reality of this fact, we Animal Magnetists 
would be delighted to have his valuable assistance in enabling 
us to unravel the mystery, by endeavouring to explain the 
causes and conditions of these extrordinary phenomena. · 

Dr Bertrand, who, according to his own expreasion, regards 
Animal Magnetism as "a pure chimera," tells us that he was 
for a long time sceptical with regard to this fact of the trans
ference of the faculties, even after he had witnessed seveml ex
amples of it; and the grounds of his scepticism were similar to 
those of Dr Roget, Sir Charles Bell, and all our eminent phy
siologists-because, without doing apparent violence to reason, 
the phenomena could only be explained upon the supposition of 
chance or dt!ception. Upon a minute investigation of the evi
dence, however, the Doctor's scepticism vanished, and no doubt 
of the reality of the fact remained in his mind.-See BER· 
TRAND, p. 445, &c. 

If our own physiologists would lay aside all prejudice, and 
condescend to a similar investigation, I am satisfied it would 
lead to a similar result. 
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and life assumes a character almost entirely spi

rituaJ. The one state may be denominated organic 
-the other-instinctive life. In the former state, 

our knowledge is acquired through the instrumen
tality of certain intermediate organs of sense; in 

the latter, it appears to be obtained by means of 

89me species of more im~ediate intuition.* 

In an Appendix to the first edition of this publi

cation, I brought forward abundance of evidence 
with the view of demonstrating the extraordinary 

fact of the occasional transference of the faculties 

in certain states of the organism. While engaged 

• In their state of clairoogance, the magnetic patients may 
be said to ful, rather than to -· Fischer's somnambulist as
sured him that be saw his internal parts, but not as with the 
eyes; but be could not describe the manner in which be per
ceived them. Frederic Hufeland•s patient said, only in the 
higheet degree of lucidity, " I MHJ ;" at other times, she gene
rally used the expression, " I ful'' this or that part, this or that 
change, &c. Gmelin's patient, too, said she did not su, but 
/861, and with great delicacy, both internally and externally; and 
Scherb's patient declared, that, in the magnetic sleep, the sensa
tions were rather tboae of fuling than of right ; and that the 
feeling, during that state, was much more acute and delicate 
than when awake.-See &LUGE, pp. 283, 284. 

A corroboration of these views may also be derived from the 
following curious declaration of Dr Despine's cataleptic patient. 
" You think," said she to those who had plsced themselves ell 

rapporl with her, " that I don't know what passes around me 
every evening; but you are mistaken. I see nothing, but I 
feel something which makes an impression upon me, but which 

· I cannot explain."-See BJCRT:a..um, p. 461, Note. 

VOL. I. C c 
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in colleding that evidence, I found no want, but 

rather a redundancy of materials. I found myself 

-to be very much in the same situation with the in

genious Frenchman, who complained of the embar
ra.s de riche.s.se.s ; and might, with some justice, have 

exclaimed, in the words of the poet, Irwpem me 
· copia fecit ; I am poor in the midst of abundance. 

For this reason, I conceived it sufficient to adduce 

only the most striking and best authenticated· in

stances ; omitting all such as did not bear s~ di

rectly upon the point at issue, as had not been so 

carefully and so minutely observed, or did not rest 

upon equally good authority. 

I have occasion to know, that the evidence then 

brought forward was considered pretty conclusive 

as to the fact, by many persons in every respect 

well qualified to appreciate its force ; although I 

am aware that the whole subject-like every thing 

else relating to Animal Magnetism-bas been 
treated with levity and ridicule by many others, 

equally ignorant, incredulous, and incompetent. 

Some time subsequent to the publication alluded 

to, however, I remembered that, several years be

fore, I had, for a totally different purpose, made a 

pretty ample collection of the most interesting and 

best authenticated instances of the natural Somnam

bulism ; and it occurred to me that it might be of 
use to search for and examine this collection, with 

------ -- -==--=- .::. ~--= 
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a view to discover whether it contained any thing 

that could confer additional swength upon the co

gent evidence already adduced in support of the 

reality of the- very curious &eta of which I had en

dea-voured to demonetrate the occasional manifes

tation. Having succeeded in my' seal'eh, I was a 

good cleal surprised, though pleased, to find that, 

in almost every one of these eases, the facta of the 
iuaenaibility of the corpol'eal organs, and of:i the 

transference of the faculties, had been more er less 

dietinctly observed. I have siece been eaabled to 

add several very interesting recent caees of a per

fectly uniform character, almost all of which have 

been reported with great accuracy by profenioul 

men. The discovery of the manifestation of the 

remarkable phenomena in question appears to have 

been almost always made by mere accident--they 

are seldom brought very prominently forward

and scarcely any attempt is made to account for 

them, excepting upon the strange and inadmissible 

hypothesis, that the organ of one sense supplies the 
place and performs the functions of others. Such 

an hypothesis, indeed,-if otherwise admissible

even did it meet the facta, which it evidently does 

not, is quite as mysterious and incomprehensible as 

that of the actual transference of the faculties to 

different parts of the nervous system, besides being 
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incapable, like the latter, of affording an adequate 
explanation of the phenomena. 

I am, therefore, about to draw my readers aside 
from Animal Magnetism for a short while, for the 
purpose of laying before them a variety of instances 
of the natural Somnambulism; from which, I think, 
it will folly appear, that the phenomena which have 
excited so much.incredulity, and even ridicule, are 
by no means peculiar to the m&gnetic treatment, 
nor the mere inventions of individuals profe88ing, 
and anxious to establish, a peculiar system of doc
trines, but have been frequently known to occur 

spontaneously, in certain abnormal states of the or

ganism. . 
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CHAPTER XV. 

SoMNAMBULISM appears to have been known to 

the ancients, and has been noticed by Hippocrates, 

Aristotle, Galen, and others. It is only in the 

works of modern authors, however, that we find 

minute and accurate descriptions of its pheno

mena. 
Van Helmont te~s us, that, when at college, he 

slept in the same room with one of his comrades, 

who wail subject to somnambulism. He rose du

ring the night, took the key of the garden, went 

and walked in places where be ran the risk of fall

ing; then returned and replaced the key in a press, 

as be would have done when awake in broad day

light. One evening, Van Belmont got possession 

of the key, without being perceived by his com
rade, and carefully concealed it ; but as soon as 

the other became somnambulist, he went to seek it 

in the place where it bad· been hid, and t.ook it 

without hesitation, as if he bad placed it there 

himself.• 

• Van Belmont, Ds orlu Fonna-, sect. 62. 
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Horstios, in his well known work, relates, that 

a young nobleman in the citadel of Brenstein was 

observed by his brother, who occupied the same 

room, to rise in his sleep, put on his cloak, and 

having opened the casement, to mount, by the help 
of a pulley, to the roof of the building. There he 

was seen to tear in pieces a magpie's nest, and wrap 

the young birds in his cloak. He returned to his 

apartment, and went to bed, haviog placed his 

cloak by him with the birds in it. In the morn

ing he awoke, and related the adv.,nture as hav.ing 

occurred in a dream, and was greatly surprised 
when be was led to the roof of the tower and shewn 

the remains of the nest, as well as the magpies con

cealed in his cloak. This indi~idualwould appear 

to have been in a state of imperfect somnambulism, 

otherwise he would ha.ve recollected nothing of the 

circumstances when he awoke. 

Henricus ab Heer mentions the case of a stu

dent at a German university, who, having been 

very intent on the composition of some verses, 

which he could not complete to his satiafaction~ 

rose in his sleep, and opening his desk, sat down 

with great earnestness to renew his attempt. At 

length, having succeeded, be returned to bed, after 

reciting his composition aloud, and setting his pa

pers in order as before. • 

• The author rec:ollecta a circumstance somewhat similar, 
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Several interesting cases of somnambulism will 
be found in Muratori's work, Della forza della 

Fantasia Humana, some of them given· on the au
thority of Gassendi. One of Gassendi's somnam
bulists used to rise and dress himself in his sleep, 
go down to the cellar and draw wine from a cask : 
'M appeared to see in the dark as well as in a clear 

day ; but when he awoke either in tAe street or cello.r., 

he was obliged to grope and ftel his way back to hill 

bed. He always answered his wift as. if awake, bat 

in the morning recollected nothing of what had passed: 

Another sleep-walker, a countryman of Gassendi's, 
passed on stilts· over a swollen torrent in the night, 
but on awaking was afraid to return before day
light, or until the water had subsided. 

The same author, on the· authority of an eye
witness, Vignenl de Marville, gives the following 
account of the somumbulism of an Italian nobl~
man, Signor Augustin Forari: 

".About midnight, Signor Augustin drew aside 
the bed-curtains with violence, arose, and put on 

. which occurred to himself when a boy at the Orammar School. 
At night, he had made many unsucce81!ful attempts to translate 
a difficult pauage in Juvenal, and afterwards went to bed. On 
getting up in the morning, it occurred to him that he had re
ceived some light upon the subject during his sleep; and, upon 
referring to the pa.age which had previously puzzled him, he 
found that he then understood it perkctly well Upon other 
occasions, he had been known to get out of bed and walk in his 
sleep. 
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his clothes. I went up to him, and held the ligllt 

under hi8 eyes. He took no notice of it, although hi8 
eyes were open and staring. Before he put on his 

hat, he fastened on his sword-belt, which hung on 

the bed-post : the sword had been removed. Sig

nor Augustin then went in and out of several 

room@, approached the fire, warmed himself in an 

arm-chair, and went thence into a closet, where 

was his wardrobe. He sought something in it, 

put the things into disorder, and having set them 

right again, locked the door and put the key into 

his pocket. He went to the door of the chamber, 

opened it, and stept out on the staircase. He ap
peared to be sensible to noises, and became fright

ened. He went into a large court and to the sta

ble, stroked his horse, bridled it, and looked for 

the saddle to put on it. As he did not find it in 

the accustomed place, be appeared confused. He 

then mounted his horse, and galloped to the house

door. He found this shut; dismounted, and knock

ed with a stone, which he picked up, several times 

at the door. He afterwards remounted, and con

ducted his horse to the watering-place, let him · 

drink, tied him to a post, and went quietly to the 
house. Upon hearing a noise which the servants 

made in the kitchen, he listened attentively, went 

to the door, and held his ear to the key-hole. M
ter some time, he went to the other side, and into 
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a parlour in which was a billiard-table. He walk

ed round it several times, and acted the motions of 

a player. He then went to a harpsichord on which 

he was accustomed to practise, and played a few 

irregular airs. After having moved about for two 

hours, he went to his room, and threw himself up

on his bed, clothed as he was, and the next morn

ing we found him in the same state ; fot" as often 

as his attack came on, he slept afterwards from 

eight to ten hours. The sernnts declared that 

they could only put an end to his paroxysms either 

by tickling him under the soles of hie feet, or by 

blowing a trumpet in his ean." 

Dr Prichard takes uotice of a man who rose in his 

sleep, saddled his horse, and rode to a market-place, 

which he was accustomed to attend once a-week, 

being all tne lime aiJleep. Martinet speaks of a 

aaddJer who was accu.atomed to rise in his sleep, 

and werk at his trade. The same anther describes 

the case of a watchmaker' a apprentice, who had an 

attack of aomnaJQbuliam every fortnight. In this 

state, altlwugh inseruihle to all external impreuioru, 

be performed his work with his usual accuracy, 

and W88 always astonished, when be awoke, at the 

progress be had made sine8 the commencement 

of the paroxysm. An American farmer mention

ed by Professor Upham, rose in his sleep, went 

VOL, 1. D d 
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to his barn, and threshed out, in the dark, five 

bushels of rye, eeparating the grain from the straw 

with the greateat correctne~& 

" A young man named Johm, who works at 

Cardrew, near Redroth, being asleep in the sump

house of that mine, was observed by two boys to 

rise and walk to the door, against which he leaned; 

shortly after, quitting that position, he walked to 

the eugin~sbaft, and safely descended to the depth 

of twenty fathoms, where he was found. by his 

comrades soon after, with his back resting on the 

ladder. They called to him, to apprize him of the 

perilous situation.in which he was, but he did not 

hear them, and they were obliged to shake him 

roughly till he awoke, when he appeared totally at 
a Joss to account for his being so situated.,• 

Dr Ga11 takes notice of a miller who was in the 

habit of getting up every night, and attending to 

his usual avocations at the miJJ, then returning to 

bed : on awakening in the morning, . ht 'Tecollected no

thi;ng of what had paued during the night. Dr 
Blacklock on one occasion rose from bed, to which 

he had retired at an early hour, came into the 

room wl~ere his family were assembled, co~ 

versed with them, and afterwards entertained them 

with a pleaaant song, without any of them sus

pecting he was asleep, and without his rt.taini"U 

• MACNISH, Phil080phg nf Sleep, 2d edit. p. 166. 
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aftet' he atooAe tAe lealt recollection of wluzt he had 

done. • 

A very curious circumstance is related in the 

memoirs of that eminent phi1080pher Dr Frank

lin. " I went out," said the Doctor, " to bathe in 
Morton's salt-water hot-bath in Southampton~ and, 

floating on my back, fell asleep, and slept nearly 

an hour by my watch, without sinking or turning 

-a thing I never did before, and should hardly 

have thought possible." 

" A case still more extraordinal'y occtlt'red some 

time ago in one of the towns on the coast of Ire

land. About two o'clock in -the morning, the 

watchmen on the Revenue Quay were much sm·· 

prised at descrying a man disporting himself in the 

water, about a hundred yards from the shore. In

timation having be~ given to the. Revenue Do&t's 

crew, they pushed off, and succeeded in picking 

him up; but, strange to say, he had no idea what
ever of his . perilous situation, and it was with the 

utmost difficulty they could persuade him he was 
not still in bed. But the most singular part of 

this novel adventure, and which was afterwards 

ascertained, was, that the man had left his bouse 

at twelve o'clock that night, and walked through 

a difficult, and, to him, dangerous road, a. distance 

of nearly two miles, and bad actually swam one 

• M ... CJIIIB, P· 169. 
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mile and a half, when be was fortunately disco-

vered and picked np. 

" Not very long ago, a boy waa seen fishing otT 

Brest, up to the middle in water. On coming up 

to him, be waa found to be fast asleep."* 

The story of Lord Culpepper's brother is pretty 

well known. In 1686, be was indicted at the Old 

Bailey for shooting one of the Guards and his 

horse. He pleaded somnambulism, and was ac

quitted, on producing ample evidence of the extra

ordinary things he did in his sleep. There is a 

somewhat similar story of a French gentleman, 

who rose in his sleep, crossed the Seine, fought a 

duel, and killed his antagonist, without recollect

ing any of the circumstances when awake. 

The following curious case occurred not long 

ago at the Town-Hall, Southwark :-" Yesterday 

Mary Spencer, a well-looking young woman, was 
placed at the bar, before Mr A1dermao Thorp, 

charged with possessing herself of a pair of trousers 

and a handkerchief, under the following most ex

traordinary circumstances: 

" John Green deposed, be was by trade a plas

terer, and, on Saturday evening, after finishing 

his work, he went to see some friends at Pimlico; 

and returned from thence about ten o'clock, and 

in p888ing through the Borough, be was accosted 

• MAC.l8B, PP· 167, 168. 
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by a female: he had at the time a bundle on his 
arm. He knew no more of what transpired until 

between one and two o'clock on Sunday morning. 
" Alderman Thorp.-What ! . were you so drunk 

that ·you cannot tell what happened? 
" Complainant (with great simplicity),-I was 

not drunk, your worship; I was fast asleep (laug.\

ter.) 
"Alderman-Thorp.-You cannot be serious. I 

never heard of such a thing as a man walking 

through a crowded · thoroughfare, like the Borough 

High Street, without being disturbed .. 

" Complainant-What I have stated, · your wor

ship, is true; I am, unfortunately, too · frequently 

affected with fits of somnambulism, and, for greater 

security from robbery, I always make what articles 

I carry fast to my arm, so that if any one attempt 

to snatch it from · me it would awaken me. 

· " Alderman Thorp.-But how do you know the 
prisoner is the party who accosted you in the Bo
rough ? If you were asleep, you could . not see 

her. 

"Complainant.-Strange as it may appear, al
though I have not the power to arouse myself 

when in such a state of excessive lethargy, yet I 
can retain the sound of persons' voices in my mind, 

and, from the voice of the prisoner, I have not the 
least doubt she is the party. 
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" Alderman Thorp.-How do you account for 

the Japee of hours f'r.om being accosted by the pri
soner up to the time you dieeovered your 1088? 

" Complainaut.-1 am in the habit of walking 
for hours in my sleep, and if an attempt bad been 

made to forcibly take the bundle from my arm, it 
would have aroused me; my handkerchief was cut, 
and thus the bundle was easily taken away. 

" Alderman Tborp.-1 never beard such a case 
before ; was the bundle found ? 

" Acting Inspector McCraw, division M. an
swered in the affirmative, and added, that what the 
complainant had stated about walking the streets 
and ·roads wu true: be bad made inquiries, and 

found it to be the fact; it was well known to the 
police. 

" Watts, police constable 168, division M. de
posed, that the complainant came to the statibn
house between one and two o'clock on Sunday 
morning, and made precisely the same statement 
as he had made before the Alderman. The In
spector thought the tale savoured of the marvel
lous, and told witness to aocompauy him (com
plainant) in search of the property; and on ar
riving at a house in Kent Street, Borough, he said 
he thought the bundle was there. He knocked at 
the door, which was opened, and, by the door of a 
room wherein the prisoner was sleeping, the pro-

---·- - -~- ---
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perty was found: the moment abe spoke, be said 
the prisoner was the person who stopped him in 
the Borough. Witness took the prisoner to the 
station-house. 

" The prosecutor here pointed out the way in 
which the bundle most have been taken away, and 
showed the Alderman the rent handkerchief. 

" Mr Edmonds (for the prisoner) contended, 
that no jury would convict upon the evidence of 
a sleep-walker, in a prosecution against a street
walker (a laugh.) The prisoner laid no claim to 
the bundle ; and as the complainant had sworn it 
was his property, the police would give it up to 
him. 

" Alderman Thorp said it was so strange a case, 
that he hardly knew how to act: be should, bow
ever, under the doubtful circumstances as to iden
tity, give the prisoner the benefit of it, and dis
charge her. The bundle was given up to the com
plainant. 

" A gentleman, who waa in attendance, said be 
had known the complainant many years, and it 

wa rwt an uncommon thing for him to be seized with 
that uMaPP!/ afJiict{on while at work on the scaifold, 
and yet he had never met with an accident, and, while 

in t4at state, would ansWer quution8 put to him as 
tltougla he WQ8 awak" 

Mr Macnish, in his ingenious work already re-
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ferred to, very correctly observes, that " to walk 
on the bouse top, to scale precipices, and descend 

to the bottom of frightful ravines, are common ex
ploits with the somnambulist ; and be performs 

them with a faciJity far beyond the power of any 
man who is completely awake!' 

Equally judicious are the following. observations 
of the same .learned writer: " It is not always 
safe to arouse a sleep-walker; and many eases of 

the fatal effects thence arising have been detail

ed by authors!' ·" Among other examples, that 

of a young lady,who was addicted to this affec

tion, may be mentioned. Knowing her failing, 
her friends made a point of locking the door, and 

securing the window of her chamber, in such a 
manner that she could not possibly get out. One 

night, these precautions were unfortunately over
looked, and, in a paroxysm of somnambulism, she 
walked into the garden behind the house. While 

there, she was recognised by some of the family, 

who were warned by the noise she made on open

ing the door, and they followed and awoke her; 

but such was the effect produced upon her nervous 
system, that she almost instantly expired!' 

A very affecting incident, of a similar descrip

tion, occurred about twelve or eighteen months 
ago at Dresden. One evening, a young lady waa 

observed walking upon the top of a house in one 
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of the streets of that city. The alarm was given, 
and a considerable concourse of penons assembled, 
intensely interested in the event of her perilous 
proceeding. Every possible precaution was taken 
to prevent her from receiving injury, in case of an 
anticipated fall ;-the street having been covered 
with beds, matrasses, &c. Meanwhile, the young 
lady, apparently unconscious of danger, came for
ward to the edge of the roof, smiling and bowing 
to the multitude below, and occasionally arranging 
her hair and her dress. After this scene bad con
tinued for some time, and the spectators were in 
the utmost anxiety for her safety, she at length 
proceeded towards the window of a room, from 

which she had made her exit. In their alarm, 

some of the family had placed a light in this room, 
which the somnambulist perceiving, suddenly a

woke, fell to the ground, and was killed on the 
spot. 

The preceding instances, I presume, sufficiently 
illustrate the more common phenomena of som
nambulism-the expertness. confidence, and se

curity with which somnambulists perform the most 
difficult and dangerous operations- the organic 
insensibility attending the affection, and the com
plete oblivion, when awake, of every thing that 

may have occurred during the paroxysm -and 
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the danger of arousing them out of their extra

ordinary sleep. In the folJowing instances, si

milar phenomena will be found to occur, along 

with others of a still more remarkable charac

ter. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

THE following case of somnambulism is report.. 
ed in the S8tb volume of the French Encyclopredia, 
on the highly respectable authority of the Arch
bishop of Bourdeaux, and bas been frequently 
copied into other subsequent publications. 

It is the ease of a young ecclesiastic, who was in 
the habit of getting up during the night, in a state 
of somnambulism, of going to his room, taking 
pen, ink, and paper, and composing and writing 
sermons. When be had finished one page of the 
paper on which be was writing, he would read over 
what he bad written aloud, and correct it. Upon 
one occasion, he had made use of the expression: Ce 
divin enfmat. In reading over the passage, he 
changed the word divin into adorable. Observing, 
however, that the pronoun ee could not stand be
fore the word adorable, be added to it the letter t. 

In order w aacertain whether the somnambulist 
made any use of his eyes, the Archbishop held a 
piece of pusteboard under his chin, to prevent him 
from seeing the paper upon which be was writing; , -
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bot he continued to write on, without being, appa

rently, incommoded in the sligbtes~ degree. The 
paper upon which he was writing was taken away, 
and other paper laid before him ; but the young 
ecclesiastic immediately perceived the change. 

He wrote pieces of music while in this Rtate, and 
in the same manner, with hi& eyes cloud. • The 
words were placed under the music. It happened, 
upon one occasion, that the words were written in 
too large a character, and did not stand exactly 
under the corresponding notes. He soon perceived 
the error, blotted out the part, and wrote it over 

again with great exactness. 
Now, in what manner, it may be asked, was the 

faculty of vision exercised by this somnambulist? 
He wrote, it will be observed, and corrected what 

he had written, with his eyes closed; and be expe
rienced no inconvenience when an opaque body was 
interposed between them and the paper on which 

• I request the particular attention of my readers to this re
markable phenomenon throughout all the instances of the natu
ral somnambulism which I shall have occasion to adduce. I am 
aware that, in my views upon this subject, I am oppoeed by, all 
the most eminent adherents of the prevailing systems of physio
logy ; but I beg it may be noted that, while they deny the ~
lihiltt, of the phenomenon, a priori, upon mere theoretical 
grounds, I have undertaken to demonstrate its real e.Ntenc. by 
positive evidence of the most cogent and irresistible nature. 
The explanation of the fact is attended with more difficulty ; 
but this clrc:umstance affords no argument against· its reality. 

' 
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he was writing; Is it not evident ht>re that the fa

culty in question must have been transferred from 

its appropriate organ to some other part of the ner

vous system ? 
In the following case, which appears to have been 

most minutely and most accurately observed, the 

phenomenon of the exercise of vision without the 

use of the eyes, and, consequently, of the transfe
rence of the faculty of sight, is still more conspi

cuous. 

Some interesting particulars, concerning a na
tural somnambulist, having been communicated to 

the Philosophical Society of Lausanne, three of its 

members-Dr Levade, and Messrs Regnier and 

Van Berehem-wereappointed a committee to make 
their observations and report upon the ease. The 
somnambulist was a boy of the name of Devaud, 

thirteen .years and six months old, residing in the 

house of M. Tardent, schoolmaster at Vevey. 
The following are some of the facts observed and 

reported by the Committee upon this occasion. I 
have purposely left out of view the theoretical prin
ciples npon which these intelligent gentlemen at

tempted to account for the phenomena they ob
served; being anxious, at present, to confine my

self, as much as possible, to the mere detail of 
facts .• 

• I have quoted from a translation of the French Report, 
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" We can testify," say the Committee, " that be 

dreaeed himself in a room perfectly dark. His 

clothes lay on a great table ; and when we jumbled 

them with other wearing apparel, he immediately 

diacovered the trick, and complained grievously 

that his companions made sport of him. At last, 

by the help of a feeble ray, we saw him dresa with 

great precision." 

" Having snatched one of hia books, wken Ais 
eyu were peifectly sAut, he said, without opening it, 

''Tis a sorry dictionary,' as indeed it was.'' 

With his eyes fast locked, be touched, in our 

presence, st>veral objects, and yet distinguished per
fectly well those be had, from those he had not seen 

before. Once, for example, we thrust into the 

drawer that contained his papers, a book which did 

not belong to him. He stumbled upon it by acci

dent, and expressed great concern lest he should be 
suspected of theft." 

" He i8 sometinau apprised of tAe pr~ of oh

jects, wit1wut being a88i8ted by tAe sense of sigAt or 
oftoucA." 

" Having prevailed on him to write a version, 

we saw him light a candle, take pen, ink and paper 

from his drawer, and then jot down what hismaater 

published at Edinburgh, in 1792. An account of this cue will 
be found also in the Encgclopardia Britaranica. Art. SLEEP· 

WALKJ:B. 
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dictated. Tlwugh we put a thick piue of paper be
fore hill eyes, he ccmtinued to form each character with 
tll.e same distinctne8s as before ; only be seemed to 

feel uneasy, probably from the paper being placed 
too near his nose, and so preventing a free respi

ration.'' 
At five o'clock, on the morning of the 21st De

cember, our young sleep-walker rose from his bed, 

took his writing materials and version book, and 

put his pen to the top of the page, but observing 
some lines already traced, be brought it down to 

the blank part of the leaf. The lesson began with 
these words, Fiunt ignavi pigritia-118 deviennett( 

ignorans par la paresse. What is very surprising, 
after writing several lines, he perceived that he had 

omitted an s in the word ignorans, and inserted 
two rs in paresse ; nor did he proceed further till 
be eorreeted both these mistakes." 

"At anotheF time, he wrote a copy, to please bia 
master, as be said. It exhibited spooimens of large 
and round text, and running hand, each done with 
its respective pen. He drew a castle in the comer 

of the paper, and erased a blot between two- letters, 
without touching either of them. M. Levade, in 
short, has seen him cypher and calculate with great 

exactness. In each of the ahove operationa, the sleep. 
walker had his ~es almost always shut, \mt. there 
was a light in the room." 
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" We lu:wt qften heard him come doum &lair• very 
lttutily, roAm it wu quite doric." 

" We shewed him a book he had never seen be

fore. He said he would examine it in day-1ight ; 
and retiring, with this intention, into a very dark 
kitchen, opened the book," &c. 

" He took from his press several of his own 
books, went to examine them in total darkness, cast 
np the title-pages, and named each, without making 

a single mistake, as we verified by bringing them 
into the light, as soon as he named tbem. He has 

even told the titk of a book, when there wu a tlaiclc 

pl4nk placed between it and his eyu." 

" M. Tardem shewed us a specimen of his writing, 

'fiJhich, he assured us, the sleep-walker had executed 

in the completest darkness." 

In their observa.tions upon this remarkable cue, 
the Committee conclude, that " since the Bleep
walker can write with any thing placed before his 

eyes, we are not to be surpriwl tAat he •lwuld do 110 

iM the greatest obscurity. In darkness, it seems that 
his sense of touch supplies, in some measure, that 
of sight ; that hi& hands, and even his face (for he 
has been seen to approach oiQects so ntar hi& face u 

to touch it), help him out with a just idea of the form• 
and qualities of o/Uects." 

The reader is requested to compare this last ob
servation with the phenomena described in the A p-
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pendix (No. II.), as occurring in the cases reported 

by the Doctors Despioe and Del pit, and by Profes
sor Kieser, which, I have been intormed, have been 
tbe subject ofa great deal of wit and ridicule. In 

these various instances of the observation of a very 

extraordinary fact, it is quite impo88ible that there 
could have been any thing like collusion between 

the parties ; nor is there the slightest ground to 

suspect the competency, or the good faith, of the 

reporters. Had the appropriate experiments been 

made in this Lausanne case, the results, in all pro

bability, would have been very similar to those ob

served and recorded by the learned Profe88or. 
I may here remark, that the hypothesis of one 

sense supplying the want of another, as I formerly 

hinted, is utterly inadequate to explain the facts, 
and therefore quite inadmissible. In some of the 
cases to be afterwards adduced, it will be seen that 

the whok of the sensu were in a state of temporary 
suspension ; so that not one of them was left to 
perform tbe functions of the others, even if such an 
hypothesis were otherwise tenable. On the other 
band, the supposition of the transference of the fa

culties, which apparently takes place during the 
apathy of the organs, combined with an increased 

sensibility and activity of certain portions of the 
nervous system, which has been observed to take 

VOL •. I. Ee 
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place in various instances, is much more consistent 

with the phenomena actually manifested, and reo

- ders the solution of aU difticulties comparatively 

easy. At all events, explain it as we will, the fact 

itself is capable of being demonstrated by evidenee. 

The next instance of the natural &omnambulism 

to which I shall refer, rests upon the most respect.. 

able authority of the Aulic Councillor and Profes

sor Feder of Goettingen, a gentleman whose learn

ing and philosophical talents were highly appre

ciated in his native country. 

The aubject of the Profe&&Or's ob8ervations was 

a student, who, durmg a senre nervous oomplaiJK, 
experienoed several attacks of somnambulism. Up

on these occasions, he would go from his bed-room 

to his parlour, and back, opea and shut the deon, 
as also his closets, and take out of the latter wllat

ever be wanted-pieces .~ music, pen, ink, and 

paper, &c.--attd all tl&ia tJJith 1M eyu s4wt. From 

among his music, he picked out a march from the 

Medea, laid the sheet iii a J>roper situation before 

him, and having found the appropriate key, he 

played the whole piece, with his uaual skill, upon 

the harpsichord. In the aame manner, he aleo 

played one of Bach's sonatas, and gave the moat 

e:w:pre88ive passages with surprising effect. One of 

the pereons preaent turned the notes upside down : 

This he immediately perceived, and wl1en 'be again 
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began to play, be replaced the abeet in ita proper 
situation. While playing, be remarked a string 

out of tune, upon which be stopt, put it in order, 

and then proceeded. He wrote a letter to his bro
ther; .and what he wrote was not only perfectly 

rational, but straight and legible. While Profes

sor Feder was upon a visit to him one afternoon, 
he observed that it was snowing, which was really 

the cue. On the same day, be remarked, notwith.
~ing hi8 eyu were clo8ed, that the landlord of 

the opposite house was standing at the window, 

which was true ; and that bats were hanging at 

the window of another room in the same house, 

which was also correct, &c. No particular experi
ments appear to have been made, in this case; with 

the view of ascertaining the precise state of the 
different faculties; but it was quite evident that 

thia somnambulist saw distinctly without the use 
of his eyes.• 

The following caae of natural somnambulism is 

recorded in the Transactions of the Medical Society 

of Brealau.t 
A rope-maker, twenty-three years of age, waa 

frequently overtaken by sleep, even by day-light, 

• I have miaJaid my reference to the source whence I derived 
ibis case; but I believe it will be found in Moritz's P~logical 
M(JgtuiM. 

t See .Acta Vf'lllillov. C1us iv. art. 7. 
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and in the midst of his usual occupation, whether 

sitting, standing, or walking. liia eyu were firm

ly clo8ed, and he 1061 tile tUe of all hill eztenaal MJU~U, 
Wbi~ in this state, be sometimes recommenced 

doing all that be bad been engaged in during the 

previous part of the day, from his moming devo

tions up to the commencement of the paroxysm. 

At other times, he would continue the .work in 

which he happened to be engaged at tbe time, and 

finished his busine88 with as great ease and succe88 

as when awake. When the fit overtook him in 

travel1ing, be did not stand stil1, but proceeded on 

his journey, with the same facility and almost fas'

er than when awake, without missing tbe road, or 

stumbling over any thing. In this manner, he re

peatedly went from Naumburgh to Weimar. Upon 

one of these occasions, he came into a narrow laue, 

across which there Jay some timber: He passed 
over it regularly, as if awake, without injury. 

With equal care and dexterity, he avoided the 

l10rses and carriages which came in his way. A' 

another time, be was overtaken by sleep, a shor' 
while before settiog out for Weimar on horseback. 

He rode through the river Ilme, allowed his horse 

to drink, and drew up his legs to prevent them 

from getting wet ; then passed through several 

streets, cr011sed the market-place, which w:as tbesa 
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full of people, booths, and carts; and arrived in 

safety at the house where his business lay. 

During the continuance of the paroxysm, he was 

quite insensihle ; though pricked, pinched, or struck, 

he felt nothing. He could not see when his eyes were 

forced open. He could not smell even the mo.t vola
tile spirit ; nor could he hear the report of a pistol, 

when fired clo8e beside him. 
It is scarce) y necessary to observe, that the or· 

dinary material principles of Physiology are quite 

incapable of explaining such a case as this. Here, 

it is at once obvious, there is no foundation for the 

hypothesis of one sense supplying the place of an

other ; because all the external . senses were ascer

tained to be completely dormant. . The case, it is 

cQnceived, can only be accounted for by aasuming, 

as warranted by the facts, a transference of the fa

culties; and that the internal sense-the soul

manifested its energies through other than the 

usual organs. 

Dr Knoll gives a curious account of a somnam

bulist, whom he himself attentively and accurately 
observed during his nightly wanderings in winter; 

and his narrative is accompanied with many judi

cious and interesting remarks. • The subject of 

• H~, t!utoretilche und practuche Betraclltung eine1 kiir•
ljch vor!J8fuJlenen .YacMwar.delm. 1747. 
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these observations was a young man, a gardener~ 

who became somnambulist, and, while in that state, 

performed many extraordinary operations, of which 

I shall notice only the following. 

The lady of the bonae in which be resided, be

ing apprehensive of some danger from his noctur

nal e:xcur&ions, ordered him to sleep in another 

apartment, where be was locked np and watched. 

When be became somnambulist, at the usual hour, 

he began to perform all sorts of operations upon 

his clothes and the furniture of the room. He 

climbed up to the window, aud from thence to a 

stove, which was much higher, and at some dis

tance from it, and rode upon the latter, as if upon 

horieback. The height of the stove, its distance 

from the window, and its small breadth, were such, 

that a person awake would scarcely have ventured 

to go tlarougb these operations. After descending 

from the stove, he knocked a large table about, 

hither and thither, and finding that it was likely 

to fall upon himself, be very dexterously contrived 

to evade it. He gathered all the clothes be could 

find in the room, mixed them together, then sepa

rated them carefully, and hung them up, each ar

ticle in its proper place. The old stockings and 

shoes he endeavoured to arrange together in pairs, 

according to their shape and colour, as if he actual
ly saw them. He laid hold of a needle, which he 
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had stuck into the wall some weeks before, put the 
thread through the eye, and sewed his smaH..clothes. 

Besides these, he performed a variety of other ope
rations too tedious to enumerate ; all, lwwever, re. 
quiring libht and the we of tAe eyes, with tiJhich, it 
would app«lr, he was enahled to dispense. 

In this case, we have an example of the ease and 

confidence with which the somnambulist performs 

difficult and delicate operations, without any aaaist
anae from the sensitive organs. In some of the 

following instances, these and other remarkable 

phenomena wm be still more conspicuously di .. 

played. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

I AM now about to adduce two or three cases of 

aomnambulism, in which the affection appears to 

have been occasioned by, or at least was concomi

tant with, an otherwise morbid state of the system. 

In these, it will be seen, the phenomena were, in 

all respects, analogous to those manifested in the 

preceding instances. 

The following case is given upon the authority 

of M. Sauvage& de la Croix. 

A girl of twenty years of age was frequently at

tacked with cataleptic insensibility, during which 
she continued stiff and deprived of all sensation, 

whether standing, sitting, or lying, in the position 

she might happen to be in at the commencement of 

the attack, and she could be pushed forward, like 

a statue, when it was wished to remove her from 

one place to another. She was afterwards placed 

in a different state, which ('Ommenced with the 

same deprivation of sense and motion, but, at iu

tenrals, presented a wonderful kind of animation. 

She first became motionless, tben, some minutes 
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afterwards, she began to yawn, sat up on tbe bed, 

and enacted the following scene, which she repeat

ed at least fifty times. She spoke with an unusual 

liveliness and cheerfulness, and what she said was 

a continuation of what she had spoken in her pre

vious fit, or a repetition of some·part of thecate

chism, which she had heard read on the preceding 

eveuiag, She frequently addre88ed her acquaint

ances in the house, and sometimes made ironical 

applications of moral apophthegms to them under 

feigned .names, with open.eya, and such gestures 

as she had made the previous ewning. That du. 

Atlfl all this time she was not aWJak, is clear from 

various experiments. A hand was suddenly paued 

fU!ar her eyes, witlwut producing any motion in the 

eye..lids, or any attempt to evade it, or inlemtpting 

her speech in the slightest degree. The same thing 

happened wien a finger was suddenly approached 

cloae to her eye, or a burning taper held so near to it, 

that the hair qf her eye-lids was ru:tually lni.rnt, anti 

also wkeA llR1/ one called loudly into her ear from be

hind, fJfl" threw a stone against the bedstead. Nay 

.ore, brandy tUUl spirit qf hartshorn .were poured in

to her eyes and mouth ; Spanish muff was blown in

to her 1UJIItrilB ; she was pricked with needles ; her 

fingers were wrenched; the ball qf her eye was touch

ed with a feather, and even with tltefinger: She ma-

VOL.I. F f 
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ni.fo*d not de lligA/at ~ She a1ways be
gan to speak with more anii:Da.tion, and, soon after
wards, alae ung and laughed a1oud, attempted to 

get out. of bed, and at length sprang out of it, and 

uttered aery of joy. SM Mpt tM middle . wag be

tf.oeea 1M b6d8teail6 aa well aa wAela awake, and never 

came againtlt llleM---turw.d de:d.erOU&ly round between 

1M betlltJetMh and· a concealed closet, witlwut ever 

groping Atr. fDfl!/, . cw touching the object8 ; aM after 
ttmling rormd, she retw.ned to her .bed, covered her

&elfwitla tAe cWtl&ea, and agaia hecame ati/flU ot the 

couamencement~ ·She then awoke, as if from a pro. 
found.sleep,•and·when she perceived, from the,ap

pearance of .. the bystanders, that .ahe: must have 

had her its again~ she wept the whole day for 
shame, and never knew what had. happened to. her 

during the paroxy.m. 
This .ease bears· eonsiderable analogy to that. of 

Louisa· Baerkmann, reported by Dr Joseph Frank, 
and noticed io the Appendix (No. II.) It teDds. 

aloong .with. others; to demonstrate . the total organic 

im;ensibility attending the , affection, and tbe coll.)

plete forgetfulness\ in .the waking state of every 

thing that OO<lur.-ed during the. paroxysm. 
Lord Monboddo, in the 11th chapter of the Se

cond book of his AntierJ Metaphysics, has record.e4. 
a very curious case of somnambulism, which, al
though I pr~sp.me it is very generally kt,lOwn, I 
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iihall take the liberty of again reluing in hie Lord-
fthip'a own words. . ' . 

" It waa," .· says hie Lordship, " the caae of a 
young girl, in· the neighbourhood of my house in 
the country, who bad a diae&se that ia pretty well 
known in the country where I live, .under the· name 

of the kmpittg, that is the jumping agtie; and which 
ia no other than ·a kind of frenzy ·which seizes the 
patients in their sleep, and makes them jump and 
run like persons ·posaeesed. The girl was attacked 
by this disease thr~ yean ago, in the spring; when 
she waa about sixteen yean of a~, and ·it lasted 
something more than three months. · The fit al

ways seized her in the day•time, commonly about 
seven or eight o'clock in the morning:, after she 
had been out of bed two or three hours. It began 

with a heaviness or drowsiness, which · en<led in 
sleep, at least what had the appearance of sleep, 
f(Jf' her eyes were close shut. In this condition, she 
would leap up upou stools and tables with sur

prising agility; then abe would get out of the cot
tage where abe lived with her father, mother, and 
brother, and run with great violence, and much 

faster than she could do whett well, but always with 
a certain destination to some one place in the neigh
bourhood; and to which place abe often said, when 
she found the fit coming upon her, that abe was to 

go ; and after abe had gone to the place of her 
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destination, if she did not there awake, she came 

back in the same direction, though abe did not al
ways keep the high road, but frequently went a 
nearer way acrou the fields ; and though her road, 
for this reason, was often very rough, abe never feU, 
notwithstanding the violence with which she ran. 
But all tAe while she ran, her eyu u·ere quite shut, 
as her brother attests, who often ran with her to 
take care of her, and who, though he was much 

older, stronger, and cleverer than abe, was hardly 
able to keep np with her. When abe told, before 

the fit came on, to what place abe was to run, she 
said abe dreamt the night before that she was to 
run to that place; and, though they sometimes dis

suaded her from going to a particular place, as to 

my bouse, for example, where they said the dogs 
would bite her, she said she would run that way, 

and no other. When she awaked, and came out 
of her delirium, she found herself extremely weak, 

but soon recovered her strength, and was nothing 

the worse for it, but, on the contrary, was much 

the worse for being restrained from running. 
When she awaAed, and came to herself, she had not 
the least remembrance of what had passed while she 
was asleep. Sometimes she would run upon the 
top of the earthen fence which surrounded her fa

ther's little garden; and, though the fence was of 

an irregular figure, and very narrow at top, yet 
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she never fell from it, nor from the top of the 

house, upon which she would sometimes get, by 

the assistance of this fence, though her eyes were 
then likewise shut. Some time before her disorder 

left her, she dreamed, as she said, that the water 
I 

of a well in the neighbourhood, called the Driping 
Well, would cure her; and, accordingly, she drank 

of it very plentifully, both when she was well and 

when she was iJl. Once, when she was ill, she ex

pressed, by signs, a violent desire to drink of it 

(for she did not, while in the fit, speak so as to be 
intelligible), and they having brought her other 

water, she would not let it come near her, but re

jected it with signs of great aversion ; but when 

they brought her the water of this well, she drank 

it greedily, her eyes being all the while shut. Be

fore her last fit came upon her, she said that she 

had just three leaps to make, and she would nei

ther leap nor run more. And accordingly, having 

fallen asleep as usual, she leaped up upon the stone 

at the back of the chimney, and down again; and 

having done this three times, she kept her word, 

and never leaped nor run more. She is now in 

perfect health." 

Having given these details of this very interest

ing case, his Lordship justly observes: " What I 

have said of this girl remembering nothing of what 

passed while she was in the fit, is the case of all 
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nigb~walkers. It is by this, chiefly, that night

walking is distinguished from dreaming; and it 

proves to me, that the mind is then more disen

gaged from the body than it is even in dreaming. 

For it is not only without the use of the senses, 

but without memory." So far his Lordship. 

Here, then, is a case of natural somnambulism, 

In which we ,find several of the phenomena peculiar 

to the affection, aud which have occurred' in litany 
other instances, verydistinctly developed. With her 

eyes shut, this girl runs rapidly along the high,. 

road, and through the fields, uninjured. She ruus 

with greater rapidity than she wa8 capable of d~ 

ing in .her ordinary state. She also runs securely 

upon· the narrow and irregular· top of an' earthen

fence, and upon the top of the houae; . with ' her 

eyes still closed. In the same &tate, she · diatin

guishe& betw.een the water of a :particular well and 

other water. Wilen awake, abe~ remembers · no

thing of what occurred during her fits ; and she 

predict& the period and the manner of her reco

very ... 

· 'fhe. following account was communicated to Dr 

Wienholt by Dr Schultz of Ham burgh, and it · is 

also inserted in Meiner's collection; be having re

ceived it from the same source. 

Tbe ~tient was a girl of thirteen, belonging to 

a respectable family, who was sick of a:severe ner-
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vous complaint, accompanied with violent convul

sive motioas, insensibility and catalepsy. In some 

of her attacks, she conversed with much acuteness 

and pointed wit. While in a state of somnambu

lism, she distinguished, without difficulty, all co

loon · preeented to her, and recognised the oum· 

bers of cards, and the stripes upon the painted 

cards. She described the colour of the binding of 

books. She wrote as well as usual, and cut out fi

gures in paper, as she was aeou~tomed to do for 

amus~ment in her waking state. Duling .all tAu 

time, her eyu were fa&t cloaed; but m mder· to ~ 

certain, tAat, upon tlie8e occaBion8; w . fiUWMW use 

of her eyu, they· were bandag«l upon the approacA 

of the ~ wlaich preceded tire ·80~ 

lilnt:. 

· I need make no remark upoa this case, except

ing that it co~firms and corroborates some of the 

most remarkable phenomena described in the pr~ 

ceding instaneeR. 

One of the most extraordinary aomnamboliat.v 

upon reOOI'cl is a cer~n John Baptiat Negretti of 
Vicenza, a servant in the family of the Marquis 

Louis Sale• Messrs Rigblini and Pigaatti parti

cularly observed the phenomena he edtibited; and 

the Iauer, in the year 174.5, drew. up a Repo.n up

on . the caie, of which tl•e substance , will btt·i®nd 
in the Journal Encyclopedique for the moJlth of 
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July 1 '762, and also in the work of Muratori al

ready referred to, page 96, and in the Journal E
tranger for the year 1'756. 

I must refer the inquisitive reader to some one 

of the above-mentioned works for a full account of 

this very curious and amusing case; and shall only 

advert to one or two particulars, as illustrative of 

the state of this somnambulist's sensibility. 

Upon one occasion, Negretti dressed a salad, 
having previously taken all that was necessary for 

this purpose out of the kitchen-press ; and when it 

was ready, be sat down at a table to eat it. The 

plate was taken away from before him, and a dish 

of cabbage set down in its place, which be ate in

stead of the salad. While he was still eating, the 

cabbage was removed, and a tart placed before 

him, which he also devoured, without appearing to 
perceive any difference in the things he was eat

ing ; from which circumstance, the reporters ob

se~ve, it may be inferred, that the nsual organs of 

-taste were inactive or insensible, and that the sonl 

only was busy, without any eo-operation of the 

body. 

A similar inference may be drawn from the fol

lowing occurrence :-At another time, be said that 

he wished to drink a little. Accordingly, he went to 

a tavern, called the landlord, and asked for half a 

pint of wine. Instead of wine, half a pint of water 
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was given him, which he drank off. Upon return

ing home to the chateau, he appeared very cheer
ful, said that he had been drinking in the tavern, 
and that his stomach was much the better of it. • 

In Moritz's P8'flchological Magazine (Yol. ii. No. I, 
p. 69), there is a short account, by Ritter, of a boy 

of ten years of age, who became subject to fits of 
drowsiness, and frequently fell asleep suddenly, 
even in the day-time, whether sitting or standing. 
In this state, he would converse with the persons 
present ; and although his eyes were, to all appear

tml'e, completely closed, he wcu ahle to see and diacri

minate all objects presented to Aim. When awaken
ed, he recollected nothing ~?f what had occurred 
during his sleep, bot would talk of other matters. 
On his again falling asleep, the thread of discourse 
could be taken up where it had been previously 
interrupted, and con tin ned. When he again awoke, 
he remembered nothing of the conversation that 
had occurred during his sleep, but recollected what 
had been last said to him when awake ; and thus, 
says the reporter, it appeared as if he bad two sonls, 
one for the state of sleep, and the other for the pe
riod when he was awake. 

In this and the following case, which presents a 
atill more extraordinary instance of this douhk 

• Similar phenomena are quite familiar to those acquainted 
with the lllllgnetic aoumambullsm. 
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perMmalit7/, we might perhaps find some corrobora
tion of the ideas of Reil and others, respect.ing the 

~wo antagoni8t polea of sensibility in the human 

constitution-the pneuwztic and tbe aomatic--the 
cerebtaJ · and the ganglionic systems of vitality, 

The case now to' be referred to occurred in Ame

rica. It is described by· Major Elliot, Pro(easor of 
~ematics in the U oited • &ates' Military Aca

demy at West Point; and waa communicated by 

Dr· Mi.~ hell to Dr Nott; ·in the Medical &ptm/my 

of~ for January 1816. 
The patient was an ·accomplished young lady, 

who, in a atate of somnambulism, lost all recollec
tien ·of her: previous acquirements, and, Jike a child, 

w.. obliged to cOJDmeoce her education anew. 

When. restored to her natural state,. she. again be-

came poMessed of her former knowledge, but re
membered nothing of what had oecbrred in the in

terval. During four years; these two states .alter

nated periOdically ; but she her&elf poueaed. as 
little conacio08oesa of her double character, .as two 

distinct ~r.sons of each other. 

When treating of somnambUlism, Dr Abercrom

bie observes, that " another very singular pbeno.. 
menon presen'ted by some instances of this affection, 
is what bas been called, rather incorrectly, a state 

of OOuble consciorune8s. It consists in the indi
vidual recollecting, during a paroxysm, circum-
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atances which occurred in a former attack, though 

there was no remembrance of them during the in

terval. This, as we11 as various other phenomena 

connected with the affection, is strikingly illnstrat. 

ed in a ·case described by Dr Dyce of Aberdeen, in 

the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions. The 

patient was a servant girl, and the afFection began 

with fits of somnolency, which came upon her sod~ 

denly iuriug the ·day1 and from which she could at 

first be ro01ed by ttlaking, or by being taken out 

into the open air. She soon began to talk a great 

'deal during the attack.a, · regarding things which 

lileemed to be possing before her . as a dream ; and 

~be was not, at this time, sensible ofapy thing that 

was said to her ... : ••••• ; •••••• In her snbstMfuent pa.
·roxysm~ ·she began to understand what was said 

to her, and to answer with a considerable degree 

of con~tenoy," &c. " She also became capable 

of following her usual employments during the pa· 
rox ysm ; at one time she laid· out the table correct. 

ly for breakfast, and repeatedly dressed herself and 

tbe children of the family, her eyes remaining skut 

the whole time. The remarkable circumstance was . . 
now discovered, that, during the paroxysm, sb~ bad 

a diatinct recollection of what took place in former 

paroxysms, though she had no remembrance of it 
during the intervals. ..(\.t one time, she was taken 

to church while under the attack, and· there be-
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baved with propriety, evidently attending to the 

preacher ; and she was at one time so much afFect

ed as to shed tears. In the interval, she had no 
recollection of having been at church ; but, in the 

next paroxysm, she gave a most distinct aeeount of 
the sermon, and mentioned particularly the part of 

it by which she bad been so much affected."-" Du
ring the attack, her eye-lids were generally half
shut; her eyes sometimes resembled those of a per

son aB'ected with amaurosis, that is, with a dilated 

and insensible state of the pupil ; but sometimes 

they were quite natural."_,.." At one time, during 
the attack, she read distinctly a portion of a book 
which was presented to her : and she often sung, 

both sacred and common pieces, incomparably bet

ter, Dr Dyce affirms, than she could do in the 

waking state!'* 
Dr Abercrombie also relates the following ana

logous history. 
"A girl aged seven years, an orphan of the lowest 

rank, residing in the bouse of a farmer, by whom 

• Abercrombie On th8 In18lleclt.lal POlDer•· Fourth Edition, 
pp. 294, &c. 

It appears that this girl was afterwards abll!led, in one of her 
paroxysms, in the most brutal and treacherous manner. On 
tlfllaking, M8 had no~~ of th8 ~; but m G 

~ pGI'Oifllfll, - day• a~, it f'BCfW'I'Id to'- reol
krction, and •hB thtm relatM to'- mothBr all th1 MWlting particular•. 
This case presents a very striking instance of the pbenomenoR 

-gf doullk prrlllfl4lit!l. 
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abe was employed in tending cattle, was accustomed 

to sleep in an apartment separated by a very thin 

partition from one which was frequently occupied 

by an itinerant fiddler. This person was a musi

cian of very considerable skm, and often spent a 

part of the night in performing pieces of a refined 

description ; bot his performance was not taken no

tice of by the child except as a disagreeable noise. 

After a residence of six months in this family, she 

fell into bad health, and was removed to the boose 

of a benevolent lady, where, on her recovery after 

a protracted illness, she was employed as a servant. 

Some years after she came to reside with this lady, 

the most beautiful music was often beard in the 

boose during the night, which excited no small in

terest and wonder in the family; and many a 'vaking 

hour was spent in endeavours to discover the invi

sible minstrel. At length, the sound was traced to 

the sleeping room of the girl, who was found fast 

asleep, but uttering from her lips a sound exactly 

resembliug the sweetest sounds of a small violin. 

On farther observation it was found, that, after be

ing about two hours in bed, she became restless 

and began to mutter to herself ;-she then uttered 

sounds precisely resembling the tuning of a violin, 

and at length, after some prelude, dashed off into 

elaborate pieces of music, which she performed in 

a clear and accurate manner, and with a sound 
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exactly resembling the moat deJicate modulation• 

of that instrument. During the performance she 

sometimes stopped, made tbe sound of re-tuning 

her instrument, and then began exactly where she 

had stopped in the most correct manner." 

" After a year or two, her mnsic was not con

fined to th~ imitation of the violin, but was often 

exchanged for that of a piano of a very old descrip

tion, which she was accustomed to bear in the 

ltouae where she now Jived ; and she then also be

gan to sing, imitating exactly the voices of several 

ladies of the family. In another year from tbie 

time, she began to talk a great deal in her sleep, 

fn which she seemed to fancy herself instructing a 

younger companion. She often descanted with 

tbe utmost fluency and correctness on a variety of 

topics, both political and religions, the news of the 

day, the historical parts of SCripture, public uha

racters, and particularly the characters of members 

of the family and their visit.ors. In these discus

sions she shewed the most wonderful discrimination, 

often combined with sarcRSm, and RStonisbing 

powers of mimicry. Her language through the 

whole was fluent and correct, and her illustrations 

often forcible and even eloquent. She wa& fond of 

illustrating her subjects by what she called a fable, 

and in these her imagery was both appropriate and 

elegant. She was by no means, says my . infor-
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mer, limited in her range,....,...Bonaparte, Wellington, 
Blucher, and all the kings of the : earth, figUTed 

among the phantasmagoria o£ her brain ; .and all 
were animadverted upon with such freedom from 
restraint, as often made me think poor Nancy ha.I 
been transported into Madame GenUs' Palace of 

Truth. The justness and truth .of her remarks .on 
all subjects, excited the utmost astonishment in 
those who were acquainted with her limited means 
of acquiring information. She has been known to 

conjugate correctly Latin verbs which she had . pr~ 

bably heard in the school-room of the family ; and 
she was once beard to speak several sentences very 

correctly in French,--at the same time stating that 
she heard them from a foreign gentleman, whom 

she had met accidentally in a shop. Being ques
tioned on this subject when awake, she remembt!red 
haviug seen·the,gent.leman, but could not r~peat a 
werd of what he said. . Doring Mr ·pa~~Sms; : it 
was ~most impossible to awake her., f!Tld wl&en· luir 
eyelids were raised, and a ct:l!ll.l1k brought ; near the 

eye, the papil seemed ituemihle to the light. For ae
veral years, she was, during the paroxysms, entirely 
unconscious of the presence of other persons ; but, 
about the age of sixteen, she began to observe those 
who were in the apartment, and she could tell cor
rectly their numbers, though the utmost care was 
taken. to have the room darkened. She now also 
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became capable of answering questions that were 

put to her, and of noticing remark9 made in her 
presence; and, with regard to both, she shewed asto
nishing acuteness. Her observations, indeed, were 
often of such a nature, and corresponded so accu
rately with characters and events, that by the coun
try people she was believed to be endowed with su

pernatural powers. 
"During the whole periodofthisremarkableaffec

tion, which seems to have gone on for ten or eleven 
years, she was, when awake, a dull awkward girl, 

very slow in receiving any kind of instruction, 
though much care was bestowed upon her; and, in 
point of intellect, she was much inferior to the 
other servants of the family. In particular, she 

shewed no kind of turn for music. She did not 

appear to have any recollection of what bad passed 
during her sleep; bot, during her nocturnal 
ramblings, she was more than once beard to lament 

her infirmity of speaking in her sleep, adding, how 

fortunate it was that she did not sleep among the 

other servants, as they teased her enough about it 

as it was.''* 

• Aberrrombie, ut mp. pp. 296, &c. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

IN some of the preceding cases, it must have been 

observed, the peculiar phenomena of somnam
bulism, although, upon the whole, of a pretty uni

form character, are more distinctly manifested than 

in others. Sometimes, too, only one or two of 

these phenomena are developed, whi1e the others 
do not appear at aH, or are only slightly noticed. 
These peculiarities may arise from the degree in 
which the patient is affected, from the opportunities 
afForded for experiment and observation, and from 

the knowledge and tact of the observers; But from 
the circumstance that a particular phenomenon bas 
not been noticed in any one case, we are not en
titled to conclude that it might not have been de

veloped, had proper means been employed to as
certain its existence. It is only of late that pro
fessional men have obtained any thing approaching 

to an adequate knowledge of the nature of this af~ 

fection, and of the best means of investigating the 
VOL. J . Gg 
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phenomena it pre11ents. Previously, only such ap

pearances were, in· general, observed, as might hap

pen to be accidentally manifested. 

The readers of the former edition of this publi

cation may remember that, in the Appendix (now 

No. II.), there was inserted, amongst others, a short 

account of a case of Catalepsy, which occurred in 

the hospital Della Vita, at Bologna. The follow

ing very remarkable case of spontaneous catalepsy 

and ecstasy combined, was also observed, at the 

same place, by MM. Carini and J. Visconti, and 

by M. Mazzacorati. I extract the interesting ac

count given of this case in the LANCET for 1832-

33 ( vol. xxiii. pp. 668; &c.) 

The patient was a female of twenty-five years of 

age. I shall omit the medjcal description giv~n 'of 

the morbi~aymptoms, and proceed;gtonce, to:riuo. 

tice the pheno~na which were manifested. · 

The body was altogether iD&ell&ible even to- the 

most intense and painful physical impre88ions~ 

During the fii"M twenty-one days, the eyes were cOm

pletely shut. In the secorul period qfthe disease, she 
opened them, but she kept tltem motionleas, t'linred to

wards the light, and insensible to all the imprea8itm8 
saught to be communU:ated to them. M. Mazzaoorati 

soon perceived that some singular ftlct.Jlties were 

developed in the patient during this state, and, in 

concert with M. Carini, he tried a series of expe-
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riments, the marvellous r~ults of which were the 

foJlowing. 

P~ of Cmu.litioJa.-The patient heard uo 
sound, however loud, which reached her by tb& 

ears ; but if she waa BpOken ~' .even ~ the lowe8t 
whisper, directed on the holJDw of the /vJrl4, or BOle of 
tMfoot,..;..on the pit of the &tomach, Q1' along the troject 
of the ttgmpathetic nerve, &/le lu:ard prifectlg the word& 
addre88ed to her. It was the same, if, whUe ~peak-. 

ing to her in a whisper, the spe~ker appliect.he~ 

hand to any of the places above menti~ned. . But, 

stranger still, she beard also when the perMOn Qd

dressing her was only in distant mediate .CQmmuni, 

cation with the surface ofthe body • .. Amid a crowd 

of experiments, which leave no doubt of this fact, 

it will suffice to mention one in which thfl cbai.n 

was of four persons, three of whom held eacb 

others' bands, and the fourth communicat~ with 
the third by the interposition of a very. long wax-. 

tap.er; the first of the chain, mean whjle, being the 

only person in. contact with the patieut... Under 

these .cil'eams\ancea, Rbe heard perfe«3ly: t.he whls
pers of the fourth person proDOBilced at a consider

able distance. 

Pllenomena of Speech.-:-The patient wb~n..left, f.9 

herself,. kept constant silence; but, when in~M

gated in the manner above mentioned, she an.swered. 

with perfect propriety, always. making U!Je ,of the 
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tone of voice of her questioner. If, during her 

answer, the immediate contact was broken, or the 
chain interrupted, abe stopped soddenly, but the 

instant the communication was r&-e&tablished, she 

finished her discourse, with this remarkable cir
cumstance, that she took it up at the point where 
it would have arrived, bad there been no interrup
tion. It seems, then, that the answer was combined 
in her mind even while the external connexions 

were suspended, and that, during this suspension, 
the vocal organa became paralyzed. 

Phenomena qf Natural or Magnetic 11iaion.-With 

her eyes closed, or even bandaged, she recognised 

things, and their colours, when placed on the regions 
where this special sensibility existed. She pointed 

out to the instant the hours and minutes on every 
watch. She often, but not always, suooeeded in 

reading words written on paper. Later in the dis

ease, this faculty became still more prodigiously 
developed. It sufficed to call her attention to any 
object placed in her room, or in tlae 1CeXt room, or in 
tlte street, or out qf the toaon, or eveta at enormmu dis

tances, to have it described by her as perfectly as 
if she saw it with her eyes. The following are some 
experiments sufficient to prove this assertion.-In 
presence of a celebrated professor of the University, 
it was agreed to ask her to describe a convent in 
the town, in~ which neither herse~f nor any of her 
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interrogators had ever entered. Next, to describe 
a ceHar in a country house, equally unknown to 
the questioners. According to the de&Critltions she 
gave, plans were designed, and on the places being 
visited, they were found to correspond perfectly 
with the designs made by her dictation. She even ·· 

pointed out the number and position of some bar· 
rels in the cellar. In the same sitting, the Profes
eor questioned her respecting the arrangement of 
his study. Her answers were of the most perfect 
exactitude. The fol1owiog questions and answers, 
for example, are extracted from the notes taken on 
the occasion :-" What is in sucb a corner ?" "A 
table."-" And on the table?" "A book."-" And 
on the book ?" " A skull."-" Of what?'' " Of 
an animal."-" Of what animal?" " I don't know 
its name ; but if you pronounce it among many 
others, I can te11 you." In fact, on mentioning 
the names of many animals, she allowed several to 
pass, and instantly stopped at the panther, to which 
animal the skull actually belonged. It is remark
able, with respect to names of things and persons 
unknown to her, that she always pursued the same 
method, and thus obtained an almost intuitive 
knowledge thereof. 

She de8cribed also, with the same facility, the 

healthy and diseased parts qf her own person, and qf 

other individua/8. The Prqfessor already mentioned 
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wJO«ted Aer to an anatorl&ical ezanaination, sometimu 
ift Latin (a language qf which a4e wa1 perftJCtly ig
ftOI'lJitt) aftd «nnetinau in ,JtaJi8n, but always. using 

M:ientific JI011WIClature. He o~Jtaimd in reply, moat 

e:eact d~ iR Italialt, ;qf the heart and ita a~ 

pendogea., tAe solar pleztu, the pancreas, tAe first ver. 

ttbra onttltu, tM mastoid apophyaia, tc. She dUo 

u~ preciae notioru rupeding tAe patltological state 
qf a laiJr all£ did not kftow. After this, the reader: 

will acarcely be astonished when we add, ~hat she 
described, with equal facility, places pointed out w 
her in Rome, Paris, and Naples. 
• During the period in which her eyes 'remained 
open, and her pupils motionless and tamed towards 
the light, the experimentalists believed that they 
observed that the optic axis had become electrome

ten of prodigious sensibility, . since they turned 
constantly and immediately to the side where the 

smallest friction was exercised capable of produc
ing electric tension. They thus perceived electric 
operations performing in an adjacent room. Fi
nalJy, they foUowed, like a magnetic needle, the 
movements of a magnetic bar behind the patient's 
head, or even at the other side of a waU. 

Phenomena qf Smell and Taate.-Odorous sub-
stances were discovered by the patient with the 
same promptitude and precision. At the moment 
they were placed on the sensitive regions, she 
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named them, or, if she bad no previous knowledge 

of the name of the substance applied, she recog

nised the name among many others pronounced 

before her. The touch pre~~ented analogoua qua.
lities. When a substance was placed on a sensi

tive region; she recognised it as perfectly as could 

be done by the most delicate hands •. 

The Intellect, sufficiently acute in its natural 

state, wa8 much more so during the cataleptic ac
cess. Although she was acquainted only with the 

four rules of arithmetic; she succeeded, under the 

catalep1.ic influence, in extracting several roots of 

number&; amongst others, that of the number 4965.. 

However, this experiment was 110t i~~Variably suc

cessful.·. She exposed with much lucidity several 

philosophical systems, and, di~ussed others pro-
posed to her. She discovered and ducrihed the plu:uu 
qf her own di8ease. At present, the patient is per. 

fectly cured, having b•d recourse to no remedy 

whatever ; but the cataleptic access can be now 

voluntarily reproduced and terminated. She has 

pointed out means by which analogous phenomena 

may be occasioned in other persons. The observers 

propose to ma"ke known all these discoveries in a 

work they are preparing on the •ubject. • 

This is unquestionably a very extraordinary, al

though by no means a singular case. My readera 

• I am not aware whether any such work has yet appeared. 
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may compare it with the numerous experiments 
made by Dr Petetin at Lyons, as detailed in the 

Appendix, with the case reported by Dr Joseph 
Frank, and with several others, in which the af

fection appears to have been developed in its high
est degree11. Deception in these instances is totaJJy 

out of the question, and there can be no doubt as 
to the competency of the observers. 

I am happy to observe, that some of our own 

most respectable medical practitioners are now be

ginning to pay some degree of attention to the in

teresting phenomena of catalepsy and somnambu-
.lism, which hitherto they had, in general, either 
totally disregarded, or been accustomed to treat 
with contemptuous scepticism, as pretended mi

racles and impostures. In a recent clinical lee
tore on a case of catalepsy, which occurred in the 

Jervis Street Hospital, Dublin, by Mr Ellis, and 
published in the LANCET (Saturday, May 2. 1895), 
the ingenious lecturer, after describing the usual 
symptoms of the cataleptic affection, and alluding 
to the Bologna case, already reported, observes, 
that " this and similar statements are doubtless 

well calculated to put our credulity to the test; 

but when we call to mind the extraordinary phe
nomena which occur in cases of somnambulism, 

and what we have ourselves witnessed in the case 
of Mrs Finn, we are not, in my opinion, justified 
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in withholding our belief of the possibility of facts 
t10 well authenticated. Mr Ellis considers that 

Ecstasy (or Somnambulism) " bears a strong re
semblance to Catalep8y." If the opinion of an un
professional man who has paid much attention to 
this subject ·might be thought ef any weight, I 
4!hould be disposed. to say, that somnambulism is 

iiOmetimes simple, and sometimes the concomitant 

of some other morbid aifection or functional d&
nngement; while eatalepsy occasionally presents 

a mixed or composite character, being accompanied 
with a more or ' less perfect somnambulism, and 

that it is in this last description of cases, in ge~ 

neral, that the most remarkable phenomena are 

developed. 
" When we eome,~· says Mr Ellis, " to inquire 

into the causes of these· strange diseases, we find 

that some of them arise· spontaneously, and conse
quently, their origin will not admit of explanation. 

Others appear to be the resolt of funct-ional derange
ment, or mental emotion; a third may be the effect 
of sympathetic imitation; whilst a fourth, it is al

leged, may be produced by the mysterious agency of 
Animal Magnetism. The records of medicine fur
nish abundant examples of the two .fif8t. I will not, 

therefore, occupy your time in enumerating facts 

which are well known," &c. " but at once pr<Jeeed 
ro~L Hh 
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to direct your attention to ~ &w eases; in order ttJ 

prove the influence of sympathetic imitation, and 

of Animal MagoetisDJ, in causing these diseases!' 

Mr Ellis then refers to the Bologna case, pub

lished in the Gaz.ette Medicaleof Paris, for Novem

ber 1832, and which will be found, along with a 

variety of others, in the Appendix to this work 

(No. II.), and also to that of Mrs Fino, who be

came decidedly hysterical, in consequence of con,. 

stantJy sitting with an hysterical girt Mr Ellis 

proceeds: " The advocates of Animal MagneHslll 

allege that they can, 'by the exercise of certain ma

nreuvres of the hand, conducted according to tbei.r 

system, produce ecstasy in such pel'tlons as may be 
subjected to its influence. Many cases .in suppor,t 

of the truth of their ·doctrine h!lve ~en publish

ed ;" and the lecturer then refers to t_be case a·e

ported by M. FiJiazzi in his inaugural thesis, which 

I shaH giy_e at length in a subsequent part of this 

work, when I come to canvass the opinions of M. 

Andral. Upo'Q that most remarkable and most 

decisive case, Mr EUis makes the following truly 

philo110phicaJ commen~ry. " l!owever incredibl~ 

or surprising this narrative may appear at the firs.t 

blush, yet, when we bear in mind that it has been 

authenticated by a physician of character, who had 

been himself an unbeliev~r in the doctrines of Ani

mal Magnetism,, we should not, in my opinion, be . 
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justified~ doubting his vmcity. Our knowledge 

of the laws of the animal ~~()my i' u_ot yet auf

ficiel,lt)y perfect to war,...nt O!lf disbelief in the 

possibility of certain phenoQt~na, merely on the 

grounds that we did not ounelve• witness their 

occurrence, or be~use they canJ)ot be satisfactorily 

explained according to our present notions of phy

siology and pathology. For my own part, I have 

made it a rule to receive all information on these 

abstruse but very interestiug subjects, with feel

ings of in) partiality, being uninfluenced by precon

ceived theories, and, I trust, not being hypercriti

cally sceptical of the statements of others, and to 

wait patiently in all matters of (,ioubt, with the 

hope that ti~JM, the g,rowing intelligence of the age, 

and the adV&JlCeiJlent of &Oienoe, will speedily dis

pel the obac!}rity ." 

Mr Ellis then proceeds to report the case of Mt·s 

Finn, who was treated in the Jervis Street Hospi

tal. It was a case of catalepsy, and presented 

many of the phenoiQ.ena which we have seen oc

curring in other instances-such as insensibility 

to external stimuli, the transference of sensation, 

&c. "An lEolian was played close to her ear, but 

she seemed to be uncooacious of what was doing; 

her bead was then placed over a bucket, and some 

cold water was dashed upon her. She screamed 

violently, but did not become conscious. SAe was 
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spoken to on tAe epigastrium, tke palm~ of tke hands, 

and tke solu Q/ tke feet. When she recovered 
from the fit, on being questioned as to whether 

abe bad heard the music, or any person speaking, 
or if she felt the water, she answered by signs in 

the negative." For a considerable period, she was 
deprived of the faculty of speech, but recovered it 
after vomiting. At a subsequent period, when her 
complaint appears to have become much modified, 
" she stated, that having been thinking over va
rious matters which had occurred to her during 

the last two months, she recollected having heard 
a voice one day on the pit of the stomach while 

she was in a fit, and consequeotly otherwise insen
sible. On the occurrence of the first cataleptic 
attack after this communication, she was spoken 
to on the epigastrium as previously; and on the 

subsidence of the fit, she could repeat with accu
racy every word addressed to her through this re
gion. This experiment was often repeated, and 
always attended with similar results. She could 
hear the lowest whisper, or eveo the ticking of a 
watch. However, she was incapable of distin
guishing between the voices of different persons 
who spoke to her. She stated, that the voice ap
peared to her as if it issued from a barrel, and 
that she could form no idea whatever of the state 
she was in." 
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It were exceedingly desirable that we possessed 

many such intelligent and philosophical practi

tioners as Mr Ellis ;-men who would not disdain 

to interrogate Nature, and to listen to reason, in
stead of having their opinions constantly regulated, 

and tht!ir views cramped, by an obstinate adhe

rence to preconceived notions. 
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CHAPTER XIX. . 

I SHALL adduce only one other instance of the 

natural somnambulism. The ease is one of recent 

occurrence. It is so exceedingly interesting in it

self, illustrates so many of the characteristic phe

nomena of the affection under discussion, and was 

so carefully observed by a competent and skilful 

physician, that I am induced to enter much more 

f.Ily into its details, than I have done in the pre

ceding instances. The following account is ex

tracted from a long and minute report by Dr Bel

den, the medical attendant upon the patient, in the 

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, No. 28, 

for August 1834. 

Jane C. Rider, in the seventeenth year of her 

age, subject to frequent headachs, was first at

tacked with the singular affection about to be de

scribed, on the night of the 24th of June. Dr 

Belden, who was called in, found her struggling to 

get out of bed, and complaining much of pain in 

the left side of her head. Her face was flushed, 

head hot, eyes closed, and her pulse much excited. 
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Attributing the attack to the presence of undi
gested food in the stomach, Dr Belden gave her an 
active purgative, which brought away a large quan
tity of green currants, after which she became 
more quiet, and soon fell into a natural sleep, 
from which she did :not awake until morning ; 

wlien she waa totally unconaciotu of every thing that 

Aad paaaed during the night, aNd could scarcely be 

perBUaded that she had not slept quietly the whole 

time. After the lapse of nearly a month, she 
was attacked with a second paroxysm, during 
which, after several attempts to keep ber in bed, 
it was determined to suffer her to take her own 
course, and watch her movements. Released f1·om 
constraint, she dressed herself, went doWn stai,ts, 
and proceeded to make preparations for breatc• 
fast. 

She set the table, arranged the various articles 
with the utmost precision, went into a dark room, 
and to a closet at the most remote corner of it, from 

which she took the ~offee cups, placed them on a 
waiter, turned it sideways to pass through the 
doors, avoided all intervening obstacles, and depo

sited the whole safely oil the table. She then 

went into the pantry, the blinds of which lf'ere 
shut, and tile door closed after her. She there 

skimmed the milk; ponred the cream Into one cup, 
and the milk into another, without spilling a drop. 
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She then cut the bread, placed it regularly on the 
plate, and divided the slices in the middle. In 

fine, she went through the whole operation of pre

paring breakfast, with as much precision as she 

could in open day ; and this with Aer eyes closed, 
and without any light except that of one lamp, 

which was standing in the room, to enable the fa

mily to observe her operations. During the whole 

time, she seemed to take no notice of those around 

her, unless they purposely stood in her way, or 

placed chairs or other obstacleR before her, when 

she avoided them, with an expression of impatience 

at being thus disturbed. She finally returned vo

luntarily to bed, and on finding the taMe arranged 

for breaAfast when she made her appearance in the 

morning, inquired why she had been suffered to sleep, 

while another had perfurmed her duty. None of the 

transactions of the preceding night had lift the slight

est impression on Aer mind. 
After this·, the paroxysms became more frequent. 

Sometimes she did not leave her room, but was 

occupied in looking over the contents of her trunk, 

and arranging the different articles of dress. She 
occasionally placed things wAere she could not find 

them when awake, lnd some circumstances indue«~ 

the heliif that the knowledge of their sitUation was 

rutored in a subsequent paroxysm. In one instance, 

she disposed of her needle-book where she could 
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not afterwards discover it ; but after some time 

had elapsed, she was found one night in her cham

ber, sewing a ring on the curtain with a needle 

which she must have procured from the lost 

book. 
The entire paroxysm was sometimes passed in 

bed, where she sung, talked, and repeated passages 
of poetry. Once she imagined herself at Brattle· 

borough, spoke of scenes and persons with which 

she was acquainted there, and described the cha.. 

ractera of certain individuals with great accuracy 

and shrewdness, and imitated their actions so ex· 

actJy as to produce a most comical effect. 

Generally, her conceptions relative to place were, 

to a certain extent, correct-those relating to time 

were very commonly inaecnrate. She alm08t inva
riably mppo8ed it was day : hence her common re

ply, when reminded it was time for her to retire, was 

-"What! go to bed in the day-time?''-Still het: 
movement& were always regul.aWl by the llefUIU, and 

not by her preconceived notions of things. Her cham
ber was contiguous to a hall, at one extremity of 

which was the stair-case. ~t the head of the stair 

was a door, which was usually left open, but which 

was once closed after she was asleep, and fastened 

by placing the blade of a knife over the latch. On 

getting up, she rushed impetuously from her room, 
anti, witlwut stopping, reached out her hand before 
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• CtJirle to the door, seized the knife, and thrt:nving it 

indignantly on the floor, we/aimed, " Why do you 
wish to fasten me in ?" 

Allusion bas been ma.de to her sewing in the 

dark, and circumstances render it almost certain 

that abe mnst at that time have threaded her needle 

also. Some time after this occurreuce, she con

ceived the plan, diJll'iog a pa"toxysm, of making a 

bag, in wbieh, &18 she said, to boil liome squash. 

She wd8 tJum setn tV thread tz nudl~ ill a fOi7m in 

whieh there tOaS barely light tntmgh fd I!N.ible O'tlitrs 

to pwceif:Je what she was l1lxnlt; and afterwards, the 

81Jme night, s~ was· seen lo do it With her eyes c!JJsed. 

In this condition, she completed tLe bag, and, 

though a. little puckered, as she observed, it still 

ftllawereti very well to· boil the' squash in. In' one 

iuaum~ she raot unly artanged the tolik fljr a f7itiJJ, 

but actually prepared a dirtner in tAt night, With Aet' 
eyes c!JJsed. She first went into the celbir in the 

dark; -ptoeuted the vegetables, washe·d each' Jdnd 

separately, btough~ in the wood and made a fit~. 
Wlrile they were being boiled, she completed ib·e af

i'ange·rnents of the table, arid then proc~ed to try 
tlie vegetables, to as'eer'taiil whetlter they were Rdfii
eiently cooked. After repeated trials, she obse'rv'ed 

the sn'la:ftast of tnetn wete ~ooe~sbe took thein 

np, and, after waiting a little, said the rest wottld 

do, and took them up also. They were actually 
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very well cooked. She then remarked that S., a 

little girl in the fatnily, ate milk, and procured a 

bowl for her-she also procured one for herself, 

and ate it. As the family did not set themselves 

at table, she beca~e impatient, and complained 

that the men· never were ready for their dinner. 

While engaged in her preparal:iuna, she observed a 
lamp lmmittg in the room, and exti'RgUi•hed it, saY
ing, she did not !mow why people wished to keep a 
lamp burning in the day-time. On being requested 

to go to bed, she objectfld, alleging that it was day. 

In the mornmg, she appeared as umal, totally uncon
sciws of the transaction& of the preceding night. 

At · the commencement of a paroxysm, she ap

peared to a spectator Jike a person going quietly to 

Bleep. Her eyes were: closed, the respitations became 

1cmg and deep, her attitude, and the motions of the 

tread, resembled tlwae of a person in a profound 

slumber. Her mallner di1fered exceedingly in dif .. 

ferent paroxysms. Sometimes she engaged in her 

US11al oecupations, and then OOr DlOt~DS Were r&

matkabJy quick and impetuous-she moved with 
aatmaishing rapidity, and accomplished whatever she 
(#tempted with a celerity of which she was utterly m
capohle in her natural state. She frequently sat in 

a rocking chair; at times nodding, and then moving 

her bead from side to side, with a kind of nervous 

queasiness; the band and fingers being, at the same 
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time, affected with a sort of involuntary motion. 
In the intervals of reading and talking, and even 
when engaged in these very acta, her nods, the ex· 
pression& of her countenance, and her apparent in
sensibility to surrounding objects, forced upon the 

.WOd the conviction that she waa aAleep. Pain in 
a circumscribed spot on the left side of the head 
waa generally, if not always, an attendant on the 
paroxysm, and frequently occaeioned a degree of 
suffering almost beyond endurance. To this spot 
abe invariably pointed aa the seat of her agony, 
when she repeated the expression, " It ought to be 
cut open-it ought to be cut.open."* 

Her eyu were generally clo8ed, but at timu tAey 
tOere wit:kly open, and the pupil was tAen very consi

derably dilated. TMae different states of the ege 
seemed to occasion no difference in the power of seeing 
-Me saw apparently as well when tAey were closed 
as ahe did when they were qpen. t 

• Without intending to cast the slightest imputation upon the 
respectable medical attendant on this young lady, and at the 
risk of exposing myse~ perhaps, to the ridicule of the whole 
profession, I have no hesitation in saying that, in my humble 
opinion, the wish of the patient ought to have been complied 
with, and an operation, if possible, performed. It is one of the 
many extraordinary circumstances attending somnambulism, 
fbat no medicine nor mode of treatment prescribed by a patient, 
in that state, hu ever been lmown to operate injuriously ; on 
the contrary, it generally does good; while the neglect of euch 
prescriptions frequently produces bad consequences. 

t In my original abstract of this case, I omitted a passage in 
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Tkere ia abundant evidence that she recollected, 

during a patW:ysm, circumstances which occurred in 

a former attack, though there was no remembrance of 
them in the interval. A single i1lustration wi11 suf

fice, though many more might be given. In a pa
roxysm, a lady who. was present placed in her hand 
a bead-bag which she had never seen before. She 

Dr Belden's Report which here follows, because it appeared to 

me to describe a solitary phenomenon, probably depending upon 
110me peculiarity in this patient, from which no general conClu
sion could be legitimately deduced. I have since learnt, how
ever, that the matter has been viewed by othera in a different 
light; and I, therefore, insert the passage here, lest I should be 
thought to have suppressed any circumstance material to the 
explanation of the case •. 

In order to test the sensibility of the eye, the reporter took 
one evening a small concave mirror, and held it so that the rays 
proceeding from a lamp were reflected upon her closed eye-lid. 
When the light was so diffused that the outline of the illumi
nated space could scarcely be distinguished, it caused, the mo
ment it fell on the eye-lid, a shock equal to that produced by an 
electric battery, followed by the exclamation: "Why do you 
wish to shoot me in the eyes?'' This experiment was repeated 
several times, and was always attended with the same result. It 
was also tried when she was awake, and the effect, though lese 
striking, was very perceptible. The same degree of light 
thrown on the reporter's eye-lids occasioned no pain. 

Understanding that attempts had been made to construct 
some theory upon the above-mentioned fir.cts, I think it right to 

put my readera in possession of the following observation of 
Professor Kluge: 

" Most frequently the magnetic treatment produces an ex· 
cited sensibility in the optic nerve, and a sensation of burning 
in the eyes, accompanied with flashes of light, or a convulsive 
twitching of the eye-llds."-Kx.vGE, p. 363. 
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examined it, named the eol<tun, and compared them 
with those of a bag belonging to a lady in tJte family. 

The latter bag being pre~~ented to ber in a su~e. 
q1,1ent paroxysm, the recollection of the former 
was restored~be told the colours of the beada, 

and made the same remarks respecting the com
parative value Qf the two bags that she had done 

before. The reporter bad taken measures to sa
tiRfy himself in the interval that she then remem

bered nothing of the first impression. 
At the termination of a paroxysm, she sunk into 

a profound sleep. The frown disappeared from 
her brow, the respirations again became long and 
deep, and the attitude was that of a person in un

disturbed slumber. She soon began to gape and 
rub her eyes, and these motions were repeated after 
short intervals of repose. In the course of fifteen 

or twenty minutes from the first appearance of 
these symptoms, she opened her eyes, when recol
lection was at once restored. She then invario,hly 
reverted to the time and place at which the attack 

commenced, and in no instance, when under the care 
of the reporter, manifested any knowledge of the time 

that had elapsed, or the circumstances which tran
spired during the interval. 

The family in which Jane lived were early con
vinced, from the confidence with which she moved 
about, and the facility with which she always 
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avoided obstacles, .that she saw both wben her eyes 

were closed and in the dark; but .no experimenw 
were instituted to determine the fact until the 

evening of the lOth of November, when it was pro

posed to ascertain whether she rould read with her 
eyes closed. 

She was seated in a corner of the room, the lighU 
were placed at a d~ance fr<nn her, and 80 screened 
as to leave her in alrMst entire darkness. In this si

tuation, she read with ease a great number of earth 
which were presented to her, some of which were writf. 

ten with a pencil, and 80 obscurely, that in a faint 

light no trace could be discerned by c<nnrMn eyes. She 
told the reporter the date of coins, even wk.en the .ft. 
gures were nearly obliterated. A visitor handed her a 
letter, with the request that she would read the 1Mtto 

on the seal, which ·she readily did, although several 
per.SQ'I~ prp8!!/IJ! h4d been unable to decypher it witk 

the afd of a /(lmp. The whole of this time her eyu 
were, to all appearance, firmly clossd. 

Upoq pne occasion, she fell asleep while her phy~ 

sician (the t·eporter) was prescribing for her, and 

her ~se having now excited considerable interest, 

sbe was visited during that and the follo~ng day, 

by probably more than a hundred people. Upon 

this occaaion she did not awake until forty-eight 

hours after the attack. During this time, she read 
a greQt variety of cards written and presented to her 
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l¥g different illdividuala, Wid the time by watcllu, and 

wrote ilwrt lle1dencu. 

For greater eeeurity, a second handkerchief was 

110metimes placed below the one which she wore 

constantly over her eyes, but apparently without 

causing any obstruction to the vision. She also 

repeated, with great propriety and distinctness, se

veral pieces of poetry, some of which she had 

learned in childhood, but had forgotten, and others 

which she had merely read several times since, 

without having ever committed them to memory. 

In addition to this, she sung several songs, such as 

'' Auld Lang Syne," and " Bruce's Address to his 
army," with propriety and correctness. Yet she 

never learned to sing, and never had been known 

to sing a tone when awake. 

On the 20th qf November, the reporter took a large 

black silk handkerchief, placed between the .fold8 two 

pieces of cotton batting, and applied it in 8UCh a way 

that the cotton came directly over the eyes, and com

pletely filled the cavity on each side of the fl08e-the 

silk was distinctly seen to be in close contact with the 

skin. r arious names were then written on cards, 
both of per8on8 with whom she was acqu,ainted, and 

of those wlw were unAnount to her, which she read as 
soon as they were presented to her. Thi11 was done 

by most of the persons in the room. In reading, 

abe al~ys held the paper the right side up, and 
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brought it into the line of vision. The cards were 
generally placed in her hand, for the purpose of 
attracting her notice; but when her attention was 
excited, she read equally well _that which was held 
before her by another. 

Being desirous, if possible, to prove that the eye 
was actually closed, the reporter took two large 
wads of cotton, and placed them directly .on the 

closed eye-lids, and then bound them on with the 
handkerchief before used. The cotton filled the 
cavity under the eye-brow, came down to the middle 

of the cheek, and was in close contact with the 
nose. The former experiments were then repeated, 
without any difference in the result. She also took 

a pencil, and while rocking in her chair, wrote her 
own name, each word separately, and dotted the i. 
Her father, who was present, asked her to write 
his name. " Shall I write Little Billy or Stiff 
Billy ?" was her reply, · imagining that the question 

was proposed by a little~ boy of the name of Wil- · 
Iiam, belonging to the family. She wrote Stiff 
Billy-the two words without connexion, and after 
writing them both, she went back and dotted the 
i in each. She then wrote Springfield under them, 
and after observing it a moment, smilingly re
marked that 11he had left oQ.t a letter, and insel'ted 
the l in the proper place. At another time, a 

VOL. I . J i 
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gentletiim pt'eeeut in'ote hili nam~ in· cliara~ters so 

small thllt no one· eltie could distinguilfl it at the 

osual distance from the eye. As s(;()n as the piipet 

was piit into her hand, slle ptdn<n'itu~ed the name. 
Allhough she was closely watc~, no attempt to open 

tlie etfe8 wci8 observed. 
During almost every paroxysm; she' repeated 

poetry and suxrg, and though there are some pieces 

wh.iclr she most Lave re~ted in this way scores 

of tim~ her knowledge of the11t when she is awake 

is not in the least improV'ed by tire practice. These 
experiments were petformed in· the presence or~ 
veral of tile most respectable amt i~tligent geatJe.. 
meh in fo'Wtr, and tlley were ill corrtineed ther~ 

could be no deeeptiijn. 

'Wltile in a pat'oxysm, ttre lights were reMoved 
from her tool11, a1'l'd the W'iiuro\1t's ·se· seeured t~ 

no obJect was· discernible• Two books w~· allen 

preseMeitl to her, wbieh had bee'li IOOec\M for the 
pttrpose; she i~mediately told the titles of ldb; 
toongh one of them was a book she bad ae-ver l8e'ft 

before. 
The tootn in the front pat't of the lloose s~· had 

~Yer ~n, except for a few moirlents afjt~Pal 

months before. The s'hutter& were eloeed, andi it 

was so dat'k thltt it was impoiirible for any on. 

pcsaeasing only ordinary poweril of vision to dia

tinguish the colours on the carpet. She, hoWever, 
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though her eyes were bandaged, noticed and com

mented upon the variotts ar-ticles of furniture, and 

pointed out the different colours in the hearth-rug. 

She al8o took up aiid read several cards which 

were- lying on the table. Soon after, observing her 

with a skein of thread in her hand, Dr Belden of• 

fered to hold it fot her to wind. She imDl'ediately 

placed it on his hands, and took hold of tlte .,nd of 

the thread, in· a ~net which satisfied him thlit 

she saw it, and completed the operation as skilfut

ly and readily as if she were awake. llavi·ng left 

the room a momen-t:, the Doctor found hei', on hili 

return, witli her needle threaded, and hemming a 

cambric handkerchief. Bryant's Poems were given 

tO her ; she opened the book, and turning to the 

Tluinatopris, read the whole (three pages)' a'Od the 

most of it with great propriety. 

At dinner, she took bet seat at th& table, IM!Iped 

herself to bread when it was offered, presented bet· 

tumbler· fot water, and, thto~ghout the wht>le time, 

did not, by her maimer or actions, betray tile least 

want of sight. 

· With a blaclt sillt: handkerchief stuffed with cot

toil bound over her eyes', she wroEe a p&\'t of the 

Snow Sturm, one ot the piooes she was in the habit 

6f repeatiiJg when asleety.· .A pet~~cm standing t.e

Jrind her very cali'efuJiy intet~ed a: piece of lwown 
P'per betlteea bet eye$ and the- paper Qn wbieh she 
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was writing. Whenever tbis was done, she ap· 

peared disturbed, and exclaimed-" Don't, don't.'~ 

During a paroxysm, she went into a dark rbom, 

and selected from among several letters, having 

different directions, the one bearing the name she 

was requested to find. She was heard to take up 

one letter after another, and examine it, till she 

came to the one for which she was in search, when 

abe exclaimed, " Here it is,". and brought it out. 

She also, with her eyes bandaged, wrote of her 

own accord two stanzas of poetry on a slate; ,the 

lines were straight and parallel. 

She occasionally . exhibited an extraordinary 

power of imita.tion. This extended not only to the 

manner, but to the language and sentiments of the 

persons whom she personified : and her perfor. 

mances in this way were so striking, and her con

ceptions of character so just, that nothing could be 

more comical. This, like her other u:traordinary 

potoers, wa1 confiaed to her BOmMmhuliat state-at 
other times, she did not exhibit the slightest trace 

qfit. 
Like other somnambulists, she appeared fatigued, 

and her morbid symptoms were manifestly aggra· 

vated, by the constant trials of her powers. 

In one of her paro~ms, she lost a book, which 

she could not afterwards find. Next day, imme. 

diately on the ace~" of the paroxysm, she went to 
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the sofa, raised the cushion, took up the book; and 

commenced reading. Her eyes were covered with 

a whtte handkerchief, folded so as to make eight or 
ten tbiclmesseti, and the spaces below the bandage 

filled with stripes of black velvet. She then took 

.a book and read audibly, distinct1y, and correctly, 

nearly a page. It was then proposed to her to play 
backgammon. She said she knew nothing of the 
game, but consented to learn it. She commenced 
playing, with the assistance of one acquainted 
with the moves, and acquired a knowledge of the 

game very rapidly. She handled the men and dice 

with facility, and counted oft' the points correctly. 
She had another paroxysm in the afternoon, in which 

she played a number of games of backgammon, 
and made such proficiency, that, without any as. 
sistance, she won the sixth game of Dr Butler, who 

is an experienced player. Knowing her to be a 
novice, he suggested several alterations in her 

moves-these alterations she declined making, and 

the result shewed the correctness of her judgment. 
The Doctor, a little mortified at being beaten by a 
sleeping girl, tried another game, in which she 
exerted aU his lilkill. At its close, she had but three 
men left on the board, and these so situated that a 
single move would have cleared the whole. While 

she was engaged in this game, an apple was taken 
from a dish, in which there were several varieties, 
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and held before her, but higMr than her eyes. On 

being asked ita colour, she raised her head) like a 

person who wished to see an object a little e~va:t

ed, and gave a corteet answer to the qnettion. In 

the lucid interval,. half an hour after de awoke 

from the pttroxysm, it was pro)Mleed W IHir to play · 
backgammon. She obsetved she riever sa\V it play

ed, and was wholly ignorant of the game. On 

trial~ it was found that .tie could not ev~ set 1~ 

men. 
At another time, she opeaed her eye~~, amd de

clared tha:t she could riot· see when they \Vet'e shut. 

W~n reading, the Doctor placed his fin~rs ori 

her eres-st.e said imln'ediately it was total dark
ness, and she· could' not read a word. At.dtaner, 

her eyes .-ere open, and all the family_ sappo~red 
her &Wake ; but she declated in the- evening that 

she had not th~ least recollection of dining, of see

iqg some friends, or of witnessing a eatatrophe in 
the gallery which dieturbed the w'&ole family, a:nd 

in which she was ~mch interested a'" tbe time. 

Soon aftet this, the Doctot observes that she evi

dently had lost bet former' acuten~ of sight; ftoaw 
which circu~staftce it wouJd appear that her &Oin

nambulism had gradually become lesii peneet ; and 

this view is corrol)()rated by a su~eJ!t state

ment, that "lately beT face had been leeii ftUshed, 
an·d· her head Jells pai~fot, 
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In one of her paroxysms, she wrote a long and 

sensible letter to her a:unt, describing her own n
tuation. She afterwards remembered that she had' 

written a letter, but could not recolfect its .con

tents. 
The above is an abstract of tlte history of tllis 

very remarkable case-a case so minutely observed, 

and so ably reported-a case in which, the intelli

gent Reporter assures us, all idea of imposition or 
deception is precluded. I have purposely omitted 

all those particulars which could be inte1·esting 

only to the medical student, and also many insu

lated circumstances and phenomena which appear

ed to me to be unimportant. I do not intend to en

ter into any investigation of the theory upon which 

the Reporter attempts to account for some of the 

phenomena, viz. an excited state of certain por

tions of the brain. It bas hitherto been too much 

the practice, in treating of this subject, to build up 

a theory upon some one solitary fact, or, at least, 

upon the circumstances of some single case; where

as, it appears to me to be much more philosophi

cal, and much more satisfactory in the end, first to 

form a sufficient collection of well-authenticated 
eases to constitute a legitimate basis of induction; 

and then to proceed to classify the phenomena 

which may be found to have been manifested in 

the whole, or in the greater number of instance8. 
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In the preceding case, we meet with the follow

ing phenomena: organic insensibility-vision with

out the exercise of the usual organ-a great exal
tation of the intellectual faculties, and an entire 
oblivion, when awake, of every thing that occurred 

during the paroxysm. The phenomenon of the 

double personality also appears pr.etty distinctly de
veloped. To this I formerly alluded, and other 

instances of it will occur when I come to treat of 

~he Magnetic Somnambulism. 
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CHAPTER XX. 

WITH the preceding case I had originally in

tended to conclud~ my examples of the natural 
aomnambnlism, conceivfng that, with the magnetic 

cases to be afterwards adduced, I should have laid 

a sufficient foundation for a generalization of the 

phenomena. I have been induced to alter this in

tention, however, for reasons which, I think, will 

immediately beeome apparent; and I am otherwise 

not displeased to have an opportunity of bringing 

under the notice of my readers an example of one 

pecnliar species of that remarkable generic affec
tion which has engaged our attention in the fore

going pages-the devotiunal ecatasis. 
The following curious case is extracted from a 

review of M. Auguste de St Hilaire's Travela in 

the Diamond 1Ji8trict of Brazil, in the 42d N um

ber of the Westminster Review, October 1884. The 

Reviewer, Hke many other perROns who write or 

speak in total ignorance of the subject, compares 

this case with what he is pleased to denominate 

VOL. 1. K k 
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" the apeciosa miracula operated by Animal Mag
netism in France," which, he confidently assures 
us, are "susceptible of an easy explanation; ha
ving been in fact nothing more than a voluptuous jug
glery, set unfoot and ca"ied unfor very intelligible 

purpo8e8." 
This is really a very beautiful specimen of the 

alap.daa/1. style of criticism, so common amongst 
our review-writers, and so utterly ludicrous to 
every man of intelligence and candour. The Re
viewer seems to be profoundly ignorant that the 

phenomena-the speciosa miraclda*-to which he 
alludes, have occurred, in thousands of instances, 
not only in France, but in Great Britain, in Ger
many, in Switzerland, in Italy, iD Holland, in RU&-

. sia, in Denmark, in Sweden, in India, in America 

-in all partR of Europe-in all quarters of the 
globe; that no voluptuous jugglery is attempted in 
the magnetic processes, and that the purpose in 
view is merely to heal the sick. But the critic 
evidently did not know what Animal Magnetism 
is, and wanting the ingenuoUB modesty which 
would have led him eitaer to acknowledge hia ig
norance, or be silent on the aubject, and proba\)ly 

• It must never be forgotten that it is the unintelligent op
ponentaaudnot theintelligentad.-oc:ateaof Animal Magnetiam, 
who designate these phenomena as miracles. The magnetiste 
consider them as natural oceurrf'Dcett, and endeavour to diseo.-er 
\heir eauaee. 
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unwilliog to let slip so fair an opportunity of ·say
ing something vastly smart, he utters an oracle of 

flippant nonsense. 

The following is the case referred to :-

On tbe Serra de Piedade, saya the traveller, l 
saw a woman of whom I bad beard much in the 

Comarcas of Sahara and Villa Rica. Sister Ger

maine, the: woman in question, was attacked about 

1808 by an hysterical affection, accompanied by 

violent convulsion11. She was at first exorcised

remedies mal-adapted to her complaint were made 

use of-and her condition degenerated from bad 

to worse. At length, at the period of my visit, 

she had for a long time been reduced to so extreme 

a state of weakness, that she was no longer able to 

rise from her bed, and subsisted upon a regimen 

which could scarcely have supported the life of a 

new-born infant. Animal food, rich SiOups and 

gravies, her stomaeh was no longer in a condition 

to receive. Sweetmeats, cheese, a little bread or 

flour, constituted the whole of her food ;-fre

quently she wall unable to retain what she had 

taken ;-and it waa almost always necessary to 

use considerable . persuasion to decide · her to eat at 

aJl. 

It was on all hands admitted, that the manners 

of Germaine had always been pure, her conduct ir

reproachable. During the progress of her disor-
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der, her devotion had daily assumed a more en.;: 

thusiastic character. Fridays and Saturdays she 

t&sted entirely; at first, indeed, her mother op

posed this practice ; but when Germaine declared 

that, during these two days, it was utterly impoe

&ible for her to take any nourishment, she was al

lowed to have her own way, and accordingly, sub

mitted, on those occasions, to total abstinence. In 

order to indulge her devotion for the Virgin, she 

caused herself to be transported to the Serra de 

Piedade, where there is a chapel erected under the 

auspices of Our Lady of Pity, and she obtained 

from her spiritual director permission to remain 

in this asylum. In this retreat, meditating one 

day on the mystery of the Passion, she fell into a 

kind of ecstasy : her arms grew stiff, and were 

extended in the form of a cro88; her feet were dis

posed in the same attitude; and in this position 
she remained during forty-eight hours. This waa 

four years ago; and ever afterwards the pbenome

non was weekly repeated. She relapsed into her 

ecstatic attitude on Thursday or Friday night, and 

continued in a sort of trance until Saturday even

ing or Sunday, without receiving the slightest nou
rishment, without speech or movement. 

The rnmour of this phenomenon quickly sprt'ad 

through the neighbourhood; thousands of persons 

of allranks crowded to behold it; it was declared 
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to be a miracle; Sit~ter Germaine was regarded as 

a saint; and two surgeons of the province commu

nicated an additional impulse to the veneration of 

the people, by declaring, in a written document, 

that her situation was supernatural. This decla

ration remained in manuscript, but was widely cir-

. culated, and numerous copies of it were taken. 

Dr Gomide, an able physician educated at &lin
burgh, thought it necessary to refute the declara

tion of the two surgeons, and, in 1814, published 

at Rio de Janeiro (but without his name), a small 

pamphlet, replete with science and logic, in which 

he proves, by a multitude of authorities, that the 

ecstasies of Germaine were merely the effects of 

catalepsy. 

The public.- was now divided in opinion ; but 

crowds of people still continued to ascend the 

Serra, to admire the prodigy operated there. Ne. 
vertheleas Father Cypriano da Santissima Trini

dade, the late Bishop of Marianna, a prudent, en
lightened man, sensible of the inconveniences which 

might arise from the numerous assemblies collect

ed by Sister Germaine upon the mountain, and de

sirous of discrediting the pretended miracle, from 

which there resulted at least as much scandal aa 

edification, prohibited the celebration of mass at 

La Piedade, under pretence that permission had 

never been obtained from the king. Many .per-
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sona otferecl Germaine an asylum in their houses: 

but she gave the preference to her confessor, a 
grave middle-aged man, who reaided in the vici
nity of the mountain. The devotees were greatly 
afBicted at the prohibition of the Bishop of Ma
rianna, but they did not sleep: they solicited from 
the king himself permission to celebrate m888 in 
the Chapel of the Serra, aad it was granted them. 
Germaine was now transported a second time to 
the summit of the mountain: her confeasor occa
aionally ascended thither for the celebration of 
maaa ; and the concourse of pilgrims and curious 
persons was weekly renewed. 

A short time previous to my visit, continues 

M. de St Hilaire, a new p~odigy began to mani
fest itself. Every Tuesd'ay she experienced an 
eeatasy of several hours ; her arms quitted their 
natural position, and assumed the figure of a erOS& 
behind her back. In the course of my conversa
tion with her confesaor, he told me that, ror some 
ume, he was unable to explain this phenomenon, 
until he at length recollected that on this day it 
was cu.&tomary to propose to the meditation of the 
faithful the sutfering of Christ bound. The disin

terestedness and charity of thia priest had been de
scribed to me in glowing colours. I had a long 
conversation with him, and found him a person 
not altogether destitute of education. He spoke 
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of his penitent without enthusiasm ; -professed to 

desire that enlightened men should study her con

dition ; aad almost ihe only reproach he uttered 
against Dr Gomide was, that he had written his 

book without having seen the holy woman. .lf 
what this priut related to me of the at/Cendency he 

· pouused ooer Germaine be not exaggerated, the par

tizmt~l{ Animal Magnetism would probably derive 

from it ltrong arguments in support of their 81J&tem. 

He infact Qllured me, that, in the midst oftlte most 

fearful contntlsion8, it was always sufficient for him 

to touch the patient to restore her to perfect tranquil
lity. During her periodical ecstasies, when her limbs 

were so stiff that it would have been easier to break 

tll.an bend them, her confessor, according to his own 
account, had only to Iouth her arm, in order to give 

it whatever position he tlwught proper. However 
this may be, it is certain that, having commanded 
her to receive ihe sacrament, during one of thHe 

ecstatic trancefl, she rose with a convulsive move
ment from tlte bed on which she bad been carried 
to the church, and kneeling down, with her arms 
cro88ed, received the consecrated wafer; since which 

time she has always communicated during her ec
stasies. At the same time, her confe880r spoke 

with extreme simplicity of his empire over the pre
tended Saint ; attributed it wholly to her docility 
and veneration for the sacerdotal character ; and 
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added, that any other priest would have been able 

to produce the same effects. With all that confi

dence which the magnetizers require in their adepts, 

be observed, that so complete is the obedience of 

the poor girl, that should I command her to abRtain 

from food during a whole week, she would not he

sitate to comply. He was also persuaded that she 
would have suffered no inconvenience from the ex

periment, but added, " I fear I should be tempting 

God by making it." 
"I requested permill8ion," continues the traveller, 

" to see Germaine, and was conducted into the smaU 

chamber whe1·e she constantly reclined. Her coun

tenance was visible, though partly overshadowed 

by a large handkerchief which projected over her 

forehead ; she appt>.ared to be about thirty-four 

years of age ... . ......... Her physiognomy was mild 

and agreeable, but indicative of extreme emacia
tion and debility. I inquired respecting her health, 

and she replied, in an exceedingly feeble voice, that 

it ~as much better than she deserved. I felt her 

pulse, and was surprised to find it very rapid. On 
the foJlowing Friday, I again ,visited Germaine. 

She was in bed, stretched upon her back, with her 

bead enveloped in a handkerchief, and her arms 

extended in the form of a croll8 ; one of them was 

prevented by the wall from occupying its proper 

position, the other projected beyond the bed-side, 

-
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and was supported by a stool. Her barid fe1i ex

tremely cold, the thumb and forefin~r were ex

tended, but the oiher fingers were bent, the knees 

drawn up, and the feet placed over each other. In· 

this position she was perfectly immoveable ; and 

her pulse being scarcely perceptible, she might have 

been taken for a corpse, if the rise and fall of the 

bosom in the act of . respiration had not indicated 

the presence of life. I sometimes attempted to 

bend her arms, but without success; the rigidity 

of the muscles increased in proportion to my ef
forts, which could not have been more violent with

out inconvenience to the patient. Certainly, I more 

than once closed her hands ; but on releasing the 

fingers they resumed their former position." 

Such is the case related by M. de St Hilaire, 
which has called forth the sneers of the w estmin

ster reviewer. ·As I have already stated, it consti

tutes one instance, among many, of a specific va

riety of that organic affection which I have been 

attempting to' illustrate under the generic designa
tion of Natural Somnambulism. It presents a spe

cimen of catalepsy combined with devotional ec

stasy, of which many other instances might be ad
duced, were I not afraid of trespassing too mueh 

upon the time and patience of my readers. 

The reviewer observes, in conclusion, that "from 
VOL. J. L I 
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the circumstances attending this transaction, some • 
ineight may be 'obtained into the character of the 
Brazilians, whose ignorance, credulity, and super
stition exceed belief." Now, credulity and super- 
stition, in one form or another, are, probably, pretty 
equally dift'used over the globe ;-witness the fol
)o,vers of Joanna Southcote, • and the adeprs in the 
unknown tongues, amongst ourselves; and there
cent case of Robert Matthews, or Mathiu, in Ame

rica. But if in search of ignorance,- the reviewer, 

assuredly, did not require to travel quite so far be

yond the precincts of Westminster. If the pious 
Brazilians were mistaken in supposing that there 
was any thing miraculous in the case of Sister Ger
maine, the reviewer is still more unpardonably 
wrong in treating a natural occurrence with ridi

cule, and in deiiCribing Animal Magnetism as " a 
voluptuous jugglery." It is equally strange and 
lamentable, that any writer pretending to a compe-

• I find from Dr lung-Stilling's T'-Yof P~, that 
parallel cues to that of Joanna Southcote have occurred in Ger
many. ''A common servant girl in the north of Germany re
oeived, while in a trance, the conuniaaion that abe abould bring 
forth the prince who abould bear rule under Christ in his aP
proaching kingdom. A married clergyman, and in other respects 
a pious man, let himself be deceived by her; he believed her, 
and abe really bore a son; but my readen," aye the author, 
"may. judge whether he will become that to which hla mother 
had destined him. A similar event took place, a few years ago, 
in the south of Germany." 

-~- -
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tent knowledge of the literature and science of the 
age, should not be aware that the case above de

acribed constitutes one of a pretty numerous cl888, 

the phenomena of which have occasionally attracted 
the attention of physicians and philosophers. It is 
part of the busioe88 of Animal Magnetism to collect 

and classify these cases, and, if possible, by meant 
of generalization and induction, to explain their 
peculiarities, to point out the natural principlee 
upon which they depend, and thus deprive them of 

their miraculous character. In this interesting 
philosophical investigation, it is quite provoking to 

be met at every corner by the silly sneers of igno

rance, imbecility, and an irrational incredulity. 

END OF VOL. 1. 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM . 

.CHAPTER XXI. 

FaoM all the cases of the natural somnambulism 

Teferred to in the preceding chapters, l~king to 

the phenomena which are found to occur in -,.u, or, 

.at least, in the greater number of instances, I think 

we are fu.lly entitled to deduce the following con

~lusions:-

In general, the Somnambulist, apparently witlt

out the use of any of the organs of external -sensi

bility, trees and distinguishes objects as distinctly 

as when awake and in his ordinary state ; be moves 

about, by day or night, with equal, if not with su

perior confidence and security, carefully avoiding 

aU obstacles that may happen to stand in his way; 

he performs acts, while under the influence of this 

atfection, of which he is totally incapable when 

VOL, 11. 
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awake, and fearlessly exposes himself to dangers 

which he would otherwise shrink from with terror. 

He reads, writes, sings, plays, thinks, reflects, rea

sons, and performs a variety of the most delicate 

operations, whether intellectnal or mechanical, not 

only as if he bad the complete nie of a:ll his senses, 

but as if the power, acuteness, and delicacy of his 

faculties were actually increased, in consequence of 

being emancipated from their organic thraldom. 

In almost all of these ca&e&, we are a&Snred that 

the eyes of the IIODlllambuliau were either exactly 

closed, or open and staring, and destitute of sensi

bility ;• and .frcm1 the decisive experimeJ,lt& ~at 

were made in .several instances. it appean to be 

clear.ly made out, tbat the fooulty 0f sight ne.ither 

was, nor could possibly have been~ exercised through 

the medium of the usual organ of vision. All the 

other senses, too, are frequently found in a dormant 

• " Somnambulists generally walk with their eyes open, but 
these organs ar~ neverthele1111, frequently asleep. and do not 
.eJrerciBe their functions. This fact was well known to Shak
speare, as is apparent in the fearful instance of Lady Macbeth: 

Doctor.-You see her eyes are open. 
Gentleman.-Ay, but their sensei~ shut." 

Macnish, Philol. uf Slup, 2d. ed. p. 16 •• 

The same author had previously observed, that " some ani
mals, SU(!b u tile bare, sleep with their eyes open ; aad I haw.e 
known siJDilar instances in the human subject. But the organ 
is dead to the ordinary stimulus of light, and sees no more than 
if completely shut.'' -Ibid. p. 26. 
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or suspended state, as appears in a variety of cases ; 

and this fact wo~ld probably have been rendered 

still more prominent in these and other instances, 

had the proper experiments been made with a view 

to I!SCertain its existence. Somnambulists, it also 

appears, are capable of answering distinctly any 

questions that maybe putto them, and, occasionally, 

of carrying on a rational conversation; indeed, their 

intelleetual faculties, whiJe in that !!tate, seem to 

possess much more than ·their usual clearness and 

energy. It has been Jikewise observed, that indi

vidWJ.].$, while under this ai'ection, occasionally 
manifest a superior knowledge of subjects and of 

languages, which they had not previo~ly studied 
so as to remember, or with which they bad been 

but imperfectly acquainted. One of the most re

markably characterjatic circ~Ullltw:Jces at~~di.ng 

this singular state of existence, and which is inva

riably found to accompany the perfect crisis, is, 

that, on awaking, the iodividual who bad thua, as 

it were insensibly, performed all these operations, 

retains no recollection of any thing that occurred 
while be w~ under the influence of. the paroxysm. 
The same individual, when awake and when som

nambulist, appears like two entirely diB'eteJtt per
sons.• 

• In a Note at the I 78th Jlltf'!ofhis HinotriCrUiqwduM-,. 
~te"- .tffliiiUII, M. Deleuze justly observes, that this is the molt 
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It is worthy of notice, too, that the acts of the 

10mnambulist are almost always performed with a 
degree of freedom, boldness, and precision, supe

rior to what he manifests when awake; and that 
he generally succeeds in every thing he attempts. 
There is no instance, so far as I am aware, of a 

distinguishing . characteristic feature of aomnambullam. There 
are, he says, somnambulists who have their eyes open, who hear 
1'ery well with their ears, who lll'li! e'fen m f'tlptiOf't with ·every 
llody ; there are some in whom 'a Bingle faculty II augmented, 
and who, in other respects, have only confused aenaationa; there 
are some who speak with considerable difficulty, &c. But 
hitherto not a single instance has been obaerved in which the in
dividual, when awake, recollected any thing that occurred in the 
atate of somnambulism. 

After noticing the very marked distinction between thllstate 
and that of ordinary sleep and dreaming, M. Deleuze proceeda 
to point. out a very extraordinary psychological phenomenon, 
viz. that some somnambulists have spoken of themaelves as of 
two different indivlduall in that and in the waking state. Of 
this phenomenon he adduces two examples. 

Mademollelle Adelalde de F. became somnambulist without 
having been magnetized. She had no Idea of the personal iden
tity of Ad8/atds and Pelii8-the latter being the name she re
ceived and gave heraelf during the paroxysm. 

Madame N. who had received a distinguished education, ba
ring lost her fortune by a law-suit, determined, with the conaent 
of her husband, to go upon the stage. Whillt .occupied with 
thll project, she fell ill and became somnambulist. As in her 
somnambulism she pve reasons against the step she was about 
to take, her magnetizer asked her to explain herae~ and he re
c:el.ved answers which surprlled him. " Why, then, will you go 
upon the stage?'' " It w twt I, but 1116.'' " But why, then do 
you not diaauade her ?'' " Whal 1hould I ltllkl lwr-tM il a 
foql.'' 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 5 

80JD.nambulist awaking spontaneously in the·midat 

of any operation he bas once undertaken; nor of 
his perishing amidst the dangers which he fre
quently encounters. There are, it is true, several 
instances of somnambulists who have perished in 
consequence of haviag beea suddenly awakened by 
the imprudent alarm and. fatal precautioas of the 
witnes&es .of those perils to which they were appa
rently exposed; but the general experience of all 
times seems to lead directly to the conclusion, that. 
the somnambulist is guided by other senses or in
stincts;in short, that he is protected from injury 
by other and surer means and guarantee$ of secu-

- rity, than those by which his conduct is regula\ed. 

in his ordinary waking state. So long as he is left 

undisturbed in his proceedings, be acts fearlessly 

and is safe; a sudden awakening alone, by restoring 
him to his natural state, causes him to perish. 

The circumstances above enumerated, as consti
tuting the distinguishing characteristics of the state 

The phenomenon of seeing ~r feeling one's eelf double is not 
unfrequently observed in dying persons, who, with full con
.ciousnea~~, 4ie of chronic complaints or gangrene, •· g. consump
tive or dropsical pel'8Qns. They eeparate the suffering creature, 
aa something external, and speak of him as of a third person. 
Brandis tells us that a well known physician, in the last stage 
ef a drop~y, always talked to him as if he were the patient, and 
&he latter the phJ'sician. This is a curious fact, but our medi
cal men, it would appear, deprecate all investigation int.o such 
maL ten. 
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6 ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

of somnambulism, ought, I think, to have been auf

ficient, if duly attended to, to make the phyaiolo-. 

gists aware, that the phenomena are quite incapable 

of being satisfuctori1y explained upon the received 
principles of their science. Here, there can be no 

question about the peculiar mechanism of the eye, 
of the ear, &c. or about the mode in which impres

IIJions are received and conveyed to the mind in the 

ordinary state of the organism. In order to eluci

date this interesting subject, we must investigate 

more profoundly the phenomena of the apiritual 

nature of man, and endeavour to discover how his 

faculties can be exercised without the ordinary UIIJe 

of their appropriate orgaml. • In proceeding to this 
investigation, we ought to reflect seriously upon 

the fo1lowing aphorism of Lord Bacon, which is so 

peculiarly applicable to the present state of Phy-

• In the words of an anonymous author, who is evidently no 
mystic, " it is certain that, in this state, the whole series of or
gans, which is formed for the use of the peculiar internal life of 
the spirit, appears to undergo a change, and thus also the soul does 
nut communicate in the usual manner with the external world. 
The individuals hear, see, taste, feel, smetl-the sensitive power 
is still present, as usual; hut the eye-ball is motionless-they 
do not aee with the eyes, nor do they hear with the ears; it is 
indifferent whether these are open or shut, the whole head, the 
whole brain, seems deprived of its vital energy, and all life ap
pears to be concentrated in the epigast:r;ium ; another proof 
that the organ does not generate the power, but that the power 
forms the organ. ":_See Da• 11er8Ch~ BUd ""' Sais, odeY die 

Wunder des Magnetinnus. Leips. 1830. P. 69, 70. 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM, 7 

t~iology :--Fruatra magnum expectatur augmeatum 
in scientiis ex superioductiooe et in•itiooe oovorum
soper veteTa ; aed instauratio facienda est ab imis 

fundameotM, nisi libeat pt'l'petuo circumvolvi in 

orbem, cum exili et quasi cootemneodo progresau. 
Phenomena in aome respects similar to those we 

have been considering, may be oocaaionally met 

with in some of the lower animals. I shall notiee 

only one remarkable instance. SpaUanzani ob
served that bats can fly with great certainty and 

confidence in rooms, however dark, whhout Rtt-ik
ing again•t the walls. He found, that, when their 

eyes were covered, they could fly with a~ much 

precision as before; and even when their ey• were 

put out, no altera~on in this respect was observed. 

Fro~ bia experiments, Spallanzani was disposed to 

conclude, that the bat must possess a ai:itll smae. 

The appropriate organs of vision bad been destroy

ed, and therefore it could not be by means of sight 

that they were enabled to avoid all obstacles. In 

many individ~lil, the ears were stopped, so that 
it could not be by hearing. In others, the noatrila 

\Vere stopped, so that it could not be by smelling; 
and taste is out of the queation. In these circum
stances, shall we adopt Spallaozani's idea of a 8izt/a 

senae, or shall we pruutM tAat the internal HnSe or 
instinct of t!Je animal Wall informed through other 
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8 ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

media than the usual orgaru of ezternal communica. 

tion ?• 
As matter of history, and with a view to a&Rist 

us in our investigations into this very curious sub
ject, I may here be permitted to advert to some of 
those theories which have been propounded by cer
tain ingenious men, in order to account for the ex
traordinary phenomena of somnambulism. t 

• Sir Charles Bell accounts for this phenomenon in a some. 
what similar maDDer. Speaking of the wing of 'he bat, he ob. 
servea, that " it is not a wing intended merely for flight, but 
one which, while it raises the animal, u oapahle of ,._jtling a new 
~ or uruatiom, in that ezquirite tle[rru 10 111 a/moll to con-
8tilul6 a,_-. On the fine web of the bat's wing nerves are 
distributed, which enable it to avoid objects in its flight, during 
the obscurity of night, when both eyes andean faiL"-Bridge

ti'IIUr TMIIUe, p. 70. 
Of the sufficiency of this explanation I shall say nothing ; 

but it appears to me to stand rather in contradiction to certain 
other propositions laid down by Sir Charles, and formerly no
ticed in this work, viz. that the nerves are capable of exciting 
in the mind no other idea than that to which they are appro
priate; that the organs of the senses are appropriated to parti
cular classes of sensations, while the nerves intermediate be. 
tween the braiD and the organs are respectively capable of re. 
ceiving no other sensations but such as are adapted to their 
particular organs ; and that, when sn individual is deprived of 
the organs of sight, no power of attention, or continued eftort 
of the will, or e.-.ciu of the other -., can make him enjoy the 
class of sensations which is lost. 

1- The very intelligent author of a Memmr on the 'PiJal Fluid 

in the Bihliotheqtu du Magneti8me Animal (tom. ii. p. 26.), gives 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 9 

l observed in a former chapter, that it is through 
the medium of the nerves that the vital principle 

the following ingenious explanation of the means by which per. 
sons are enabled to see and hear during sleep. 

" It. baa been observed," says he, " that, during sleep, the 
senses of sight and hearing, so alert in the waking state, are the 
most profoundly dormant; while, on the contrary, the organ of 
the akin {the cuticular organ), which, as we know, is the prin
cipal seat of the physical sensibility, is considerably more open 
to external impressions and influences, when asleep, than when 
awake .......... But what baa not been suspected is, that this or-
gan is the door by which we may communicate directly with 
the internal sense of man in the state of sleep, excire his intel
lectual faculties, and even direct his moral sense to the object 
we propose. Undoubtedly, this phenomenon appears a prodlgy, 
but only to. those who have not observed it, or who have rea
soned ill on the subject. I can prove it. Is it not very com
mon to make sleeping persons speak-to make them sometimes 
keep up pretty long conversations, and even tell their secreta P 
Certainly you then speak to them, and they answer; but in 
order that they may be able to answer you, it is neceaary, I 
think, that they should hear you. Do they hear you by the ear• 
while, at that moment, the ear is asleep P If they beard by 
the ear, is it not clear that tht>y could not be asleep P They 
cannot, then, hear you by the ear; and it is evident that they 
hear you by the only sense which is awake, that is, by the organ 
of the sldn. In a state of sleep, man is not only capable of per. 
ceiving sounds by the organ of the akin : he is also capable of 
perceiving, in the ~~ame way, the rays of light; that is to say, 
he can see and distinguish objecta through the medium of this 
same organ." 

For proofs of the accuracy of this theory, the author refers 
us to the history of a somnambulist in the Anntllu d• Monlf¥1. 
lier, and to the works of M. de Puyaegur. 

The preceding theory seems to be corroborated by the follow
ing observations of Professor Kluge. He remarks, that the 
Jlhenomena of the corporeal atmosphere in man are most con. 
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10 ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

appears to be acted upon-that they are the sources 
of the animal affE'ctability-that many eminent 

physicians and physiologists llad found themselves 

compelled to assume the existence of a nervous 
fluid, as the vehicle of the influence in question
and that the existence of this fluid, if not actually 

demonstrated, bad, at least, been rendered exceed

ingly p.-obable by the researches of several cele

brated experimental philo11ophers. 
N.ow, the existence of this nervous or vital fluid 

1ies at the bottom of almost all the theories of Ani

mal Magnetism. Of Mesmer I have already spoken. 

The foJJowing are the fundamental opinions upon 

this subject of M. Tardy de Montravel, an early, 
practical, and most intelligent disciple of Magne

tism. 
There exists a fluid diffused throughout all na

ture, which is the pr_inciple of life and motion. 

spieuoully manifested during sleep, when the actirity of the 
cerebral system is diminished, and that of the ganglionic ays
tem, on the contrary, is increased. "In confirmation of this 
filet," aaya he, " I need not refer to the Clllles of sleep-walkel'll 
and magneticsomnambulista, but merely mention an experiment 
noticed by Wienholt, and aeveral times repeated, and always 
with the same success, by mysel£ This experiment conllists in 
approadriDg a sleeping person, and slowly mewing the finser, a 
metal rod, or any other aubatance, repeatedly above the bare 
sur&ce of the skin, at tbe diatance of half an inch or an inch, 
without producing a current of air, when the sleeper will be
come restleaa, generally rub the affected part, and, if the expe
rinumt be longer continued, probably aWJ'ke.''-KLVGE, p. 2&7. 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 11 

This fluid, in traversing bodies, modifies them, and 

is modified by them in its tum. When it circn

lates from one body to another with the same mo

tion, these two bodies are in harmony with each 

other. It is by means of this fluid that our nerves 

receive sensations. Besides the external organs of 

the Aenses, man possesses an internal sen11e, of 

which the entire nervous system is the organ, and 
the principal seat is in the ple:xtu aolari8. This 

sixth sense is the principle of what we can instinct 

in animals. If, by any cauae whatever, the exter- . 
nal aenses are deadened; and the internal organ of 

sensibility acquires more irritability, the latter 

alone performs the functions of an the others : it 
carries to the soul the most delicate impre~sions,and 

these impre~t~ions aft'ect us in a lively manner, be

cause our attention ia no longer distracted by other 

objects. This is what takes place in somnambu

lism. With regard to previsions, • they are en

tirely the re~~ult of the combinations of the intel

lect, which reasons according to the imJ)re•ions it 
experiences, aa a watchmaker foresees the instant 
when a pendulum wi11 stop-as an astronomer 

foresees the various motions which will take place 

in the heavens. In animals, instinct is purely me

chanical : in man it is augmented by all the moral 

• See the following Chapters. 
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12 ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

faculties; and it is for this reason that it sometimee 

becomes the expression of conscience. 

The knowledge which the somnambulist pos
sesses of distant objects, is owing to this fluid, 

which conveys to him the impression of them, tra.. 

versing all bodies, as light traverses glass. • 

A theory similar to the preceding is adopted by 

M. Deleuze in his Histoire critique du Magneti&me 
Animal. Indeed, it appears, in one form or an

other, in the works of almost all writers upon the 

subject. The fluid in question is supposed to be 

ana1ogous to electricity and galvanism. Both are 

thought to depend upon the same principle, and 

to have one common origin; and a very ingenious 

recent author has ascribed all the important phe
nomena of nature to the various combinations of 

this universal fluid with matter. t 
I am perfectly aware, that, in the present state 

of groas ignorance upon the subject, it would be 

equally foolish and futile to enlarge upon any such 

theory as that now briefly touched upon, in this 

country. The facts themselves which have given 

birth to this theory, must first be more generally 

• See Euai mr Ia Thslwie du Somnambulilme Magnetique, and 
the other writings of M. Tardy de MontraveL 

t See Euai d4 Pagchologie Phgriologique, par .lU. Chardel. Pa. 
ria, 1831. Also Appendix, No. III. 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 18 

studied, appreciated, and admitted, as upon the 
Continent, before we can expect that any great at
tention will be paid to the principles upon which 
they are capable of being explained. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

THE phenomena manifested iQ the magnetic 
somnambulism are, in almost all respect&, analo
gous to those which occur in the natural or spon

taneous. In the former, however, when the patient 

is very suseeptible, or the operator possesses great 
magnetic power, the crisis can generally be ren
dered more perfect by the artificial means employ
ed; and much better opportunities are thus afford
ed for making experiments, and observing the re
sults. 

Indeed, it is one of the many benefits conferred 
upon physiological science by the magnetic treat

ment, that it has not only completely demonstrated 
the possibility of producing this remarkable state 
of the human organism artificiaJJy, but likewise 

afforded us the means of more carefully and more 
minutely investigating its various and most inte
resting phenomena. Many of the professors of 
Animal Magnetism, it is true, seem to be of opi
nion, that the magnetic treatment is not altogether 

the primary and efficient, but only the secondary 
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ancl oecatJional, cauae of somnambuJiam ; that is to 

aay, that it merely tenda to develope that atreetion 
in such constitutions as are otherwise prediapoeed 

to it. It is certain, however, that it bas been eo 
produced in a great variety of instances, and thus 

given riae to many io.teresting speculations, both 

with regard to the agency of the magnetic prinw 

ciple upon the human constitution in general, and 

to the nature and extraordinary phenomena of that 

peculiar state of the organism ; speculations which, 

if divested of all mysticism, and conducted in .the 
sober spirit of philosophical investigation, cannot 

ultimately fail to improve and extend our pbyai0w 
logical and psychological knowledge. 

The caaes of the magnetic somnambuliam have 

become exceedingly numereus, since the more ge

neral jntl'oduction of that mode of treatment upon 

the Continent; so numerous, indeed, that it is quite 

unnecessary, and woulcl be intolerably tedious, to 

give any fnll ·and particular detail of them. Tbe 

ehaacter of the phenomena, too, is ao similar in 
all of them, that, after enumerating a few of the 
DlCl!ilt cemarkable, little additional instruction couW 
be derived, so far, at least, as the nature of the af

fection is concerned, from the very few specialt.ies 

which may be f0¥nd to eccur in individual in

stances. I shall therefore merely ad vert to &OJ;De 

.Gf 4he more remar.bble feature~ of this ~y wra· 
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}6 ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

ordinary organic state, referring those who may 
feel desirous of obtaining more ample information 

upon the subject to the various publications enu
merated in this work. 

The phenomena I am now about to bring under 

the particular notice of the reader, may be arranged 
into four classes : 

1. The faculty possessed by almost all Som
nambulists of seeing through intervening opaque 
bodies; 

2. The faculty manifested by some somnambu
listic patients of seeing the interior of their own 
bodies and that of other persons, of pointing out 
the nature and seat of diseased structure, and of 

prescribing appropriate remedies. This has been 
called the faculty of Intuition. 

S. The faculty of seeing objects at a distance ; 

and, 
4. The faculty of foreseeing future events; which 

last has been denominated the faculty of PreviBWn. 
All of these phenomena, it will be observed, are 

comprehended under the fifth and sixth degrees 

into which, as Professor Kluge remarks, patients 
have been found to pass during the magnetic treat

ment.• 
With regard to these phenomena, the Committee 

• See page 281, &c. The evidence adduced In the Appendix to 
the former edition of this publication, relative to the traDBfer-
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 17 

of the Royal Academy of Medicine at Paris ob

serve, in their late Report : " We have aeen two 
somnambulist& who distinguished, with their eyes 
closed, the objects which were placed before them ; · 

they mentioned the c.-olour and the value of earda, 

without touching them ; they read words traced 

with the band, aa alao aome Jinea of book& opened 

at random. This phenomenon took place even 

wbeu the eye-lids were kept exactly closed with 

the fi.ogen. 

" In two somnambulists we reeognizfld the fa
culty of foreseeing the acta of the organism more 
or leu remote, more or leas complicated. One of 

them announced repeatedly, several months pre

vioualy, the day, the hour, and the minute of the 
access ADd of the return of epileptic fits. The other 

announced the period of his cure. Their previsions 
were realized with remarkable exactness. They 

appeared to us to apply only to acta or injuries of 
their organism. 

ence of sensati.m in certain cases of Catalepsy and Somnambu
lism, belongs to this branch of the subject ; and I have there
fore caused the paper to be reprinted at the end of this work. 
(See Appendix, No. II.) To that evidence I have never heard 
any reuonable objection stated; on the contrary, several per-
101111, previously sceptics, have since expressed to me their con
viction of the truth of the fact- fact which is, moreover, con
firmed by almoat every case of the natural as well as of the 
magnetic eomnambullsm. 

VOL. II. B 
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18 ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

" We found only a single 110mnambulist who 

pointed out the symptoms of the diseases of three 

peraons with whom she wu placed in magnetic 

connexion. We had, however, made experimentM 
upon a considerable number."• 

At one time, I proposed to bring theae different 
phenomena separately under the notice of my 

readers; but I soon found that this method would 

necessarily be attended with a great deal of labour 
and inconvenience, and with no little confusion. 

There is scarcely a single patient, in the higher 

magnetic state, who does nGt manifest several, if 

not all, of these pbeoomena, at dift'~ent stage• of 

the treatment. By taking them up singly, there
fore, I should have exposed myself to much trouble 
in repeatedly going back to each individual cue; 

besides diminishing the inteTett which might other

wise be felt by the l"eader in attending to an eDtire 

and unbroken narrative. For these reasons, I shall 

bring each case which I propose to adduce, with 

all its remarkable phenomena, fully under the no

tice of the reader, seriatim ; begioning with the 

• ·with praiaeworthy candour and caution, these Freac:b 
Academicians notice only such phenomena as fell under their 
own observation, while engaged in the investigation entrusted 
to them. I trust, .however, that I &hall be able to demonstrate 
the reality of the other facts alluded to, by the testimony of 
equally competent and credible witnesses. 
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more simple, and advancing t.o tbe more C.OIPpli

cated. 

But before I proceed to tbe detail• of theee very 

remarkable cue-, I am anxious, in oonsequence of 
the little attention which baa been reeenUy paid to 

the subject, to shew that I am supported by com

mon opinion, as well u by many oompet.ent gene

ral authorities and authenticated fut., indepen

dently of magne.tiem, in my views of the qu•tion 

under di~etu~~Sioa. For this purpose, I might relet: 

at some Jength to the writin8'8 Qf Plato, Hippor 
crates, Arebeua, Galen, &c. who held as true, or, 

at least, M probable, many of those phenomena 

which have been experimentally clem~ted by 

the modern magnetizers-thus verifying the adage, 

that "there is DDtbing new but what baa been for

gotten." But my authorities are abundant and 
unambiguous ; and I would avoid being thought 
pedantic and tedious. 

Ammjanua Marcellinua, in def•mding the aybils 
and otbers, thUtJ answers the objections made to 

their predictions : " What signifies these murmurs 

of ignorant people? If there were any such thing, 

say they, as a knowledge of the future, why was 

this person ignorant that be should be ove.roome in 

war? Why did not that other person for~ that 
~ncb and such an accident wou]d happen to him ? 

ExceJlent reasoning ! As if, because a certain 
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grammarian bad committed a solecism in language 
-a certain musician had produced a discord-a 

certain physician had been ignorant. of a particular 
remedy ; as if from these circumstances we were 

entitled to conclude that there are no such things 

as grammar, music, or medicine."• 

Athenagoras-who was first a Platonic philoso

pher, and afterwards embraced Christianity-in his 

apology for the Christians, considers the soul as 

capable of-itself, and by its own powers, of predict
ing fwture event8, and of curing diseases, and that 
these powers were improperly ascribed to. demons. 

His words are :t ·Et cunt suapte vi ac ratione, anima, 

tllpote immortalis, plerumque moveatur et agat in Jw.. 

mine, ita ut fidura prtBdicat, et rerum prtBBentium sta.. 

tum dirigat, aut amendet (the Greek word is "e"''"""' .. 

• Ammian. Marcell p. 180, No.6. (Lib. :ui.) 

t Athenagoras, GUMf'O ln~Mpret8. 

Kluge observea, that this phenomenon manifested by som
nambulists gave great offence to many physicians, who thought 
it an impertinent interference with their leaming and dignity, 
that the patient should pretend to know more than the Doctor. 
The Professor, however, reminds ebese gentlemen, that the ob
jection is founded upon a total mistake of their peculiar duties. 
The business of the physician never was any thing more than 
curatiue (curare); the healing power ( mederi) resided In Nature 
herself, whose servants and subordinates they ought alway.r to 
be. In short, It Is the sole duty of the physician to endeavour 
to place the diseased organism ir. such a state as to allow Na
ture to restore it to heahh. 
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-cures), hujus MJpienti<B laudem dmnones sibi ltt

crantur. 
St Justin, who lived nearly about the same time 

with Athenagoras, remarks, that the Sybils, in ut
tering their predictions, however true, did not 

themselves understand what they said, and that, 
as soon as the instinct which animated them was 

extinguished, they lost all recolkcti<m of what they 

had predicted :-Sed in ip110 qfjlatus tempore aortes 

ilia suas explehat, et evanescente instinctu ip110, nmul 

quoque dictorum memoria evanuit. • This is pre
cisely what takes place in somnambulism. 

The Druid priests were also physicians. Cicero 
says of them :-There are Druids in Gaul, among 
whom I knew Divitiacus of Autun, who pretended 
to have a knowledge of natural things, which the 
Greeks caU Phgsialogg, and who said that, partly 
by the science of augury, and partly by conjecture, 

they foresaw future events. t Pliny describes the 
Druids as " fhat kind of prophets and physicians" 
-hoc genus vatum medicorumque. t 

Montanus the heretic prophesied. He appears 
to have been in a 11tate of habitual crisis. He had 
two women alongwith him, Prisca and Maximi11a, 
wlw fell into ecstasies, and predicted future event&; 

• Justin, ..4dmomtorium ad GNool. 

t D• DivifltllioM, L I. § 41, No. 89. 

~ Hilt. Nat. L 30, c. I. 
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but, li'M all 80mnamhulim, recollected notlting qf w/w.t 

they luzd said when in their ordinary state. • Ter
tullian speaks of one of these prophe~ who, 

in her crises, amongst other thing., prophesied, and 
prescribed remediu for disuues. 

Jamblichua, in his work De M1JIIeriis, speaks of 

tbe phenomena of tbe ecstatic crisis, which he ap

pears to have perfeetly well known. ThoMe wbo 

are thus affected, he ob.erves, neither make use of 

their senses, nor are so awake as those who have 

waking senses. The soul, be uys, bas a twofold 

life, the one along with the body, the other sepa

rable from every thing corporeal. When awake, 

we chiefly make uae of the life wbieb is common 

to the body; but in sleeping, the eotd may be en

tirely released from its chains, and make nee of 

the incorporeal life. In this state, he recognizes, 

amongst others, tb.e phenomenon of prevision, or 

foreknowledge. t 
Johnstoa, in bis Thaumatographia naturali6, when 

treating of hysterical diseases, observes, that those 

who are affected with them experience convulsions, 

palpitations, epileptic fits ; they become deprived 

of sight, their voice utters an extraordinary sound; 

• St Hieron. Proiim. ad I1aiam. 

t See .Tamblichus, D11 M,.,.., in cap. De 8omtdii..-See ai. 
so Rob. Fludd, Hilt. M""-"· Tract. i. sect. 2, part. .L 1. 3. 
c. 1. 
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sometimes they avoid the light, and seek the ob
scurity of the tombs; at other times, tAeg spea4 
unknown languages, and predict future events. • 

Many authors have noticed tbia last mentioned 
phenomenon of s~ing a language unknown to 

the individual in his ordinary state; and it will very 
frequently be found coupled with the prophetic faeul
ty, as arising out of .t.be same or similar eonditio011. 
Among these authors, passing over the andente, I 
may mention Pomponatius, Leinnius, Gainerius, 

Ficin us, Forestus, &e. Pompoo.atius, ( Lih. de lR

cant. c. 4.) refers to the story of the wife of Fran
cis Magresi, who, in an aecess of melancholy, spoke 

in various languages, and, when eured by medical 
treatment, lost all knowledge of these tongues. 
The author of t.be Cliiliad& (in Declam. pro Laudi

lnu Medic.) mentions the case of an Italian, who, 

in a fit of mental aberration, (novo ex vermilnufu-

• " Solet interdum in virginibus retentum semen putrescere 
in utero, deleterlam acquirere vim, et mirlfica excitare sympto. 
mata. Vapor enim malignus suscitatus, intestina, ventriculum, 
hepar ad diaphrsgma comprimit, cordis palpitatio, cardialgia, 
vertigo et pallor oboritur. Alias subito mulier prostemitur, 
resplratione, loquela, visu privatur. Epilepsla, convulsione et 
deliriis interdum infestatur. Exaudiuntur lnterdum ex imis 
vtsceribus mirre voces. His positis, diversa et mirabilia in di. 
versis etism lingnis proferri: Noctumos discuraus, et circa 
mortuorum sepulchra, latebras qureri."-J. JOHNSToN, T/uw. 
mat. nat. Amst. 1633. 

" Aliquando solent tales homines Unguis peregrinis loquf, et 
filtura prredicere." 
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/rori8 genere correptw), spoke good German, alan

guage previously unknown to him when in health, 

and which he again forgot when cured of his dis

ease. Gainerius relates several instances of per

sons, male and female, who spoke languages which 

they had not previously known. • 

Lemnius (Lib. ii. De Occult. Naturm Mirac. c. 2.) 

observes, that, in acute feven, persons have been 

known to discourse, copiously and fluently, in an 

elegant and elaborate dialect, which they were in

capable of using when in health ; and he ascribes 

this phenomenon, not, as was usual in his time, to 

demoniacal possession, but to the influence of the 

disease. Tlte same thing is frequently found to 

occur in the ecstatic somnambulism. 

Morbof (in his Polyhi&t. Litter. lib. iv. c. 4. § 2.), 

quotes from Fulgosus the case of an Italian labour

ing under the plague, and thought to be at the 

point of death, who, suddenly rallying, sent for 

his master, and told him that be bad really been 

in heaven, and had learned who and how many 

persons belonging to the bouse would die of the 

plague ; and having named them, he affirmed that 

his master would survive. And in order that his 

words might obtain credit, he shewed that be un

derstood all languages, spoke Greek with his mas

ter, and attempted other dialects with those who 

• E~ Gent~ in ~1. de lncanlatiaM. 
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knew them, although he bad previously only learned 

Italian; and having lived two days in this state, he 

died, and was followed by those he bad named, his 

master surviving. 

The same author also quotes from La Motte le 

Vayer the ease of a Frenchman, Le Fevre, who, in 

his sleep, when interrogated in any language, could 

answer in the same, although, besides. French, be 

had only an imperfect knowledge of Italian and 

Spanish. He predicted that a certain person should 
die a violent death, and the individual subsequent

ly perished in a duel. When awake. he seemed to 

be asleep, for he bad always something Gbtuse and 

stupid about him ; while, when asleep, be exhibited 

much more alacrity and vigil.ance. In his waking 

Btate, he recollected nothing of what had occurred 

during his sleep, except that, from intense headach, 

he judged that he had been much bara&4ed with 

questions and answers. This case, which seeme 

to have extremely puzzled the observers, was evi

dently one of the natural or spontaneous somnam

bulism; and the symptoms appear to have been 
precisely analogous to those which have been found 

to occur in other instances of the same affection. 

Many other curious iustancesof these phenomena, 

accompanied with learned and ingenious attempt. 

to explain them, may be found in Valeshi,, Hua11e, 

t'OL, 11. c 
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Sennertua, &c. ·The fMta them&elvee were pretty 

Botorious, but: the theoretical explanations, from 

the want of any adequa~ inductive investigation, 

were almost always unsatisfactory. 

· Charron, in his Traite de Ia Sageue (L. i. cb. 15, 

No. 11), remarks, that melancholy; maniacal, fre

netic penons, and those aft'eeted with certain dis

eases, which Hippocrateft calls sacred (morbus sacer), 

apeak Latin witbont' having learnt it, compose 

verses, eonTerae sensibly and wisely, discover hid
den t/Pgs, and predict fvture ~ents (which foolish 

ad ignorant persons ascribe to the · devil, or to a 

familiar spirit), · although they were ·previously 

idiots and rustics, and again become so after their 

cure. 

Vale8iua (De Sacra Philolopla. cap. SO), observes, 

that whatever renders the mind tree from external 

cares, naturaJJy disposes it for divine contempla

tion, and for prophecy ; and that this disposition 

probably becomes ·more efficacious ·in certain dis

eaaee, or in· conaequence of a great prostration of 

bodily strength, as in dying persons. For it is 

certain,' :says · he, that,· in · proportion as the strength 

of the body and the weight· of the flesh are dimi

niahed, the :powen of-the mind beeume more ener

getic end '1110re perfect. 

. :Maupertma not only believed 'in the possibility 

of a faculty of prevision, but he bas even attempted 
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to explain it as something quite natural. . In a pas
uge,ofone of his ~rks,- -tb4!r~ooeur the ·following 

obsenati~s :-H It would, appear that the percep

tions of tbe paat, the present, ,aod ~be future, only 

differ . in tbe degt'ee .· of , the soul's activity. Op
pr~d by .tbe consequenee .. of its perceptions, it 

perceive&. the past;· its Qrdinar.y eta~ shews. it the 

present ; a &tate more exalWd .would, pe~baps, ren

der it capable of c&cQveriQg the f\lture.; and this, 

perhaps, woAld not be .ItO won4e.-fuJ, as to .find it 

representing~- itself things that,do nol exist, never 

existed; aad never will esiat, . We have need of all 

our experience k> prevent us. frQm giviug credit to 

our dreama. If we exallline pbiloaopllically tbe 

ayatems to wbioh we must llave .recourae, iD order 

to explain howwe perceive ebjects, perhaps all that 

we have Just &aiel will no louger appear so strange, 

as it may have .done at .firat. - . .Jf there be no real 

relation · between the objecta and that spiritual es

aence which perceives them; if our perceptions have 

their proper cause in tbe soul, and have no relation 

to the objects but by concomitance, oc by a pre

~tablished harmony; or if. the objects are only the 

occasional causes of that manifestation which God 

wished the soa~ · to have of a substance where all 
the archetypes of it are to be found : the perception 

of tbe past, and that of the future, will be no more 

difficult to comprehend than that of the present." 
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Sir Henry Halford, in an interesting esaay on the 

K•!lnf-brain fever-of Aretaeus, bas the following 

remarkable passage in relation to this t~ubject : 

" The author, Aretaeos, stat.M that the first ef
fect of the suhRidence of the violent excitement is, 

that the patient's mind becomes clear, that all his sen
sations are now e:cquiaitely keen ; that Ae is the first 
person to diBccfver that Ae is about to die, ond an

nounces this to his attenckmtB ; that Ae seems to lwld 

converse with the spirits of tlwae who have departed 
bef()l"e him, as if they stood in his presmce ; and that 

his soul acquires a prophetic power. The author' 
with all the appearance of being himself convinced 

that thia power has really been acquired by the pa

tient in the last hours of his life, remarks that. the 

bye-standers fancy him to be rambling and talking 

nonsense, but that they are afterwards astounded 

at the coming to p888 of the events which bad been 

predicted. Indeed, he attempts to account for it 

by supposing that the soul, whilst ' shuffi.ing off 
this mortal coil,' whilst disengaging itself from the 

incumbrances of the body, becomes purer, more 

eBSentiaJ, ·entirely spiritual, as if it had already 

commenced its new existence. 

"To me, I own," continues Sir Henry, "it does 
uot seem necessary to ascribe to persons under such 

circumstances a supernatural power. We have all 

obRerved the mind clear up in an extraordinary 
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manner in the last hours of life, when terminated 
even in the ordinary course of nature, but certainly 
etiJI more remarkably when it has been cut short 
by disease, which had affected, for A time, the in
tellectual faculties. We have seen it become ca

pable of exercising A subtle judgment, when the 
passions which had been accustomed to bias and 

embarrass itll decisions whilst they existed, were 
extinguished at the approach of death ; when tl1e 
inferences which wisdom had drawn from the for
mer behaviour of men were now made available to 
a correct estimate of their future conduct, in the 
ICDSe of Milton's Jines : 

i When old experience does attain 
' To something like prophetic straln.' 

., An illustration of this argument may be read 

in the beautiful valedictory addreas of the elder 
Cyro8 to his two sons and his friends assembled 
round his death-bed to receive his last instructions. 
The speech, full of good sense, of truth, and of 
practical wisdom, is not less worthy of the favour
ite di~~eiple of Socrates, who records it, than of the 
great king, who having been predicted by name, 
some eenturies before he existed, as the instrument 
hereafter to accomplish the will of Providence, im· 

parted these results of his experience at the close 

of his illustrious life. 

" Nevertheless, that a prophetic power did at-

a 
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tend man's last· boor generally was a notion en

tertained of old,· and bas betm transmitted down to 

us from the earliest records of mankind. We read 

in the Pentateuch, . that, " when Jacob· had made 

an end of commanding his &ens" (or, in other 

words, not lela taitlifo) to ·the original, not' to tb& 

version of the Septuagint, 'when Jaoob·bad finish

ed imparting his 'solemn injunctions to his &oris'), 

he drew up his feet into the bed, and ·yielded up 

the ghost." Now, with these solemn· injunetiona 

Were mixed ·Up mueh prophetic matter, many pre

dictions of their future fate and fortunes: as, for 

instance,-' the sceptre shall not . 'depart from J u

dah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until 

Shiloh come, and to him shaH the gathering of the 

people be.'·· 
" And although the aeoount · here given by M&

sea is, as I believe it to be, in tlae language of in

spiration, abd muat not therefore be h'ilmiliated by 

being coin pared eTen wit.h this sublime account of 

an impertant disease, given by a phy&ician for the 

information Of his profession, and the goOd ·. of 

mankind ; yet we muat allow it' to be remarkable, 

that the ·Aluitgbty should be pleased to choose the 

dying hour of the Patriarch hi :which to inspire him 

with a foreknowledge of his · gracioua purpose to 

send the Messiah into the world for thell'edelnption 

of mankind; nor Will it seem extravagant to 8Up· 
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pose that -this. : moet interesting prediction, at the: 

close of Jacoh's.life, might be the very foundation 

on which the popular notion (that dying persona 

were gifted :with .the power of prophecy-a notion 

which prevailed . through so mRDY succel&ive ages 

afterwards) was built. The pride of human na

ture-easily disposes it to'appropriate to itself extra

ordinary power ; and that which. was peculiarly 

vouchsafed to the aanctity of the Patriarch and 

Prophets of God may have been a&IUlmed to be the 

privilege . of mankind universally · in the. hour . of 

death. 

" That the fame of the Patriarch'•· prophecy,. 

and those of Isaiah at a mueh later period, wu 
not confined to tlie limits of. the country in . which 

they were·first promulgated, w~ are very aoreJ that 
they were uttmded, in. process of time, by the ve

nerated' authority .of. the Sibylline leaves (which 

we have good reason· to believe were a collection 

of prophecies), over the·wholeextent of the Roman 
empire, is probable, and that . their fulfilment was 

expected ·the' more intensely as the time of their 

accomplishment drew near, we may assume, as a 

fair inference, from the Pollio of Virgil, who makes 

use of the very .same beautiful imagery in depict

ing the advantages to follow the · expected birih of 

his august personage, as Isaiah bad employed to 

describe the happy consequences of the advent of 

D'g'"~d by~oog le 
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the Messenger of mercy to mankind. What won
der, then, if the philosophers, both Grecian and Ro
man, if the poets (who inay be considered as his

torians of popular notions) concurred in transmit

ting down this accredited opinion? Cicero, a most 
accomplished philosopher as well as orator, him
self an augur too, and therefore probably weU ac

quainted with the contents of the Sibylline leaves, 

(for they were committed to the safe custody of 

the CoUega of Augurs), in his first book on Divi

nation, gives a story of the prediction of the death 

of Alexander the Great, by an Indian about to die 

on the funeral-pile. His words are : ' There are 
certainly some traces of presentiment and divina

tion even among barbarous nations ; as Calan us, 

the Indian, proceeding to death, when he ascended 

the burning pile, exclaimed: 0 excellent departure 
from life ! when, as happened to Hercules, the soul 

shall ascend into Hght from the ashes of the mor

tal body. And when Alexander asked him whe

ther he wished to say any thing more, be answer

ed : It is well-I shall see yON soon. In fact, in the 

course of a few days afterwards, Alexander died at 

Babylon.'* 

• A somewhat analogous and very singular story is told by 
the late Mr M. G. Lewis, in his Jovmtll of a Wut India Pro
primw. The story relates to Plato-not the celebrated philoso. 
pher of that name, but-the runaway negro, and captain of a 
troop ofbanditti in Jamaica-a man of daring courage, and a 
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"As to the poets, Homer transmits this popular 

notion-Sophocles adopts it-Virgil copies Homer 

-and our own Shakspeare recorda it in variooa 
passages." 

profet1801" of Obi, or the Indian magie. This man was, at length, 
apprehended and executed. " Be died,'' says Mr I..ewls, "most 
heroically ; kept up the terror of his imposture to the lsat mo
ment ; told the magistrates who condemned him, that his death 
would be revenged by a storm which would lay waste the whole 
island that year ; and when his negro jailor was binding him to 
the stake at which be was destined to sutfer, he assured him that 
be should not live long to triumph in his death, for that he had 
taken good care to Obeah him before his quitting the prison. U 
eertai.Bly did happen," continues Mr Lewis, " strangely enough, 
that before the year was over, the most violent storm took place 
ever known in Jamaica; and as to the jailor, his imagination," 
as Mr Lewis has it, " was so forcibly stTUck by the threats of 
the dying man, that, although every care was taken of him, the 

, power of medicine exhausted, and even a voyage to America. 
undertaken, in hopes that a change of eeene might change the 
couree of Ids ideas, stUl, from the moment of Plato's death, he 
gradually pined and withered away, and finally expired before 
the completion ofthe twelvemonth." 

Urban Grandier predicted the death of one of his persecutors, 
Father Lllc~tiua, within a month of his own, and the predlc. 
tion was verified. A simUar story Ia told of Molay, grand master 
of the order of Templars, in respect to King Philip of F~~ 
"'d :Pape Cleme~t V. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

AT the conclus~on . of th.e preceding chapter, I 
took the liberty of making a pretty long quotation 
from an elegant treatise by Sir Henry Halford, in 
order to make the reader fully aware of the uni
versality of the belief, prevalent from the most re
mote times, in the exercise of prophetic powen 

under certain organic conditions ; a belief which; 
however occasionally associated with prejudice, 
superstition, and error, aSsuredly was not entirely 
destitute of a natural fo.undation. Sir Henry's own 
opinion on· the subject is not very clearly or deci
dediy expressed ; but, Perhaps, like many other 
learned and intelligent individual!!, his attention 
had not been attracted to the evidence by which 

the belief in question is supported. I shall now 
proceed to adduce my other authorities for the 

fact. 
The following passages, which are well worthy 

of attention, are extracted from a learned treatise 

written by the celebrated Dr Frederick Hoffmann, 
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physician to tbe king of PrU88ia-entitled, De ~ 
tima Philosophandi ratione. 

" In what manner tbe soul confined by the 
chains of the body may be disturbed in its actione, 
bas not hitherto been Sa.tisfactorily ascertained, but 

is stiJl a moot point in philosophy. In my opinion, 
it appears very probable, that the intellect, origi• 
nally pure, luminous, and inorganic, infused by the 
Almighty into 'a living body at its first creation; 
has a conne.x;ion and commerce with a very 8Uhtik 
ethereal fluid, which is separated from the blood 
and lymph in the minute fabric of the brain, and 
that tbe purer this fluid is, the functions of the 
mind arc · performed with so much tbe more alacri
ty ; whilst, on the contrary, the more impure it iB, 
and the more it is imbued with sulphurous, va• 
porous, and terrestrial particles, men are found to 
be more doll and stupid."* 

" From what has been said, too, we may find the 

• Quomodo autem anima corporis vinculis lnluerens in ac. 
tionibus suls turbarl possit, nolidum satis evietum, sed adlwc 
aub phUosophls lis est. Meam quod attinet· sententlam, ea 
mJhi vldetur vero slmllia, quod intellectus insitus, purus; luml,. 
nosus, originaliter inorganicus, a Deo in prima creatlone corpori 
vivo infusus, cum· subtilissimo aethereo fluido, quod in cerebri 
fabrica tenulssima a sanguine et lympha separatur, habeat vin• 
culum et commt>rclum, quod fluidum, quo purlus est, eo·alacriua 
functiones sunt animi, quo vero impurius, et quo magis multlll 
particulls sulphurela, vaporosis, et terrestribua imbutum est, eo 
hebetiorea et obtusi homines invenluntur. 
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reason why those individuals who are weak in 

body, who take little food and drink, and rather 
indulge in fasting, have a much readier and purer 

power of intellect; which we have not unfrequent

ly obse"ed, especially in pious persona, upon the 
near approach of death. For they, returning to 
themselves during a period of quiet, apeak of the 

wonderful joys they experience, and glory in t.he 

society of God and tbe angels ; which joy and ala
crity of 'he dying, Cicero (De Consolat.) ascribes 
to the gode, when he says that we ought not to de

spair of the benignity of th~ gods, since they soothe 

and lighten the minds of those departing from life. 
Undoubted Rigna of this are very frequently ob

served in the dying, when, as if roused from sleep, 

at the time they are in extremities, they appear so 

sprightly and joyful, that we might imagine they 

departed this life with the greatest pleasure.''* 

• Ex his quoque adductls repetenda erlt ratio, quod iis ho. 
minibus, quorum corpora inflrma, parum cibls et potu onerantur, 
maglsque jltiunils indulgent, longe promptior et purlor intelli
Jendi vis insit; quod etiam in morti proximis, preeaertim piia, 
non raro obeervamus. Hi enim ad tempus quieti ad se redeun. 
tea, mira enarrant gaudia, et de Dei anJelorumque conaortio glo
riantur; quam morientium laetitiam et alacritatem Cicero (.D. 
Ccnuolal.) dils ascribit : cum ait : non desperandum de deorum be. 
Dignitate, quin eo tempore e vita properantem dlscedere foveant 
•Lque allevent. Cujus rei in morientibus signa llll!plssime mi. 
nime dubia cemuntur, cum velut e somno excitl, quo tempore 
'xlremum apiritum edituri aunt, ita gaudentes et alacres adept. 
ciunt, ut Ubentissime e vita judicea proficisci. 
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" Daily experience teaches us that, during sleep, 
the body is at rest, and the mind is not distracted 
by external objects : hence, therefore, the latter 
can more readily and more successfully execute it. 
operations. In dreaming, it not unfreqoently ha~ 

pens that many tl&ings become to u.t cle4r and e:r
posed which were prevUnuly ·concealed, tl&ings long 
forgotten occur to tl&e memmy, and powers which na
ture c!ften 8eemed to have denied to m, are derJeloped 
during skep, when tl&e mind i8 re-instated in ill rigl.u. 
Thus, it has frequently happened to myself, who 
possess no natural genius for poetry, to l1ave com
posed and recited very elegant Latin verses, in 

proper order and series, of which I could still re
member some when awake. .And who i8 so igno

rant of sacred literature as not to know, that God Acu 
revealed tl&e most important rr.atters in dreams, for no 
otl&er reason than tl&at the mind, during skep, i8 more 
attetltive, and more capable of apprehending tlw8e 
things which are revealed. 

"ScaouoN. 
" The most ancient Father of physicians, Hip

pocrates, already in his time diligently noted thia 
in his book De Insomnii&, where be says, near the 
commencement : When the body is awake, the 

thinking faculty of the mind is not in complete 
possession of its powers, but distributes some pan 
of them to the di1Ferent parts of the body, or the 
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eeneee-of bearing, sight, touch, moscolar action 
-and to all the corporeal faculties. But when tAe 

bodg i8 at rut, tlte 80Ul .18 in motion, and pervading 

tm71 part of tAe bodg, governs it8 ltousehold, and, of 
iUe{f, per.forms all tAe actimu of the body. For tAe 
body, cMen a8leep, percavu notl&ing; wlaile the soul, 

.till awake, ANow.f, .1eu, laear1, movu about, fmlchu, 

raanifutl jog or IOn'OW, tc. In ji'M, all the corpo

r«Jl and itttellectual qfficu are· uecuted by the lord 

during 8/eqJ. And Cicero (De Dit1inat. lib. i.J 
says : When tJae mind i8 .,eparated by 8leep from the 

«<Ciety fZIIil contagion qf tJae body; it lkn remember• 
tAe past, perceivu tlt.e pruent, andforueu the .fUture. 

For the bOdy of a sleeper lies like that of one dead, 
bot the mind . lives and is vigoroos. How much 
more so af\er death, . when it ahall have altogether 

separated .from the body! For this reason, upon 
the approach of death, it becomes much more ca
pable of divination."• 

• Tandem experientla c9nstat quotidian&, in somno corpus in 
quiete e~~~e, neque animum ab objectis externis distrahi: hinc 
etlam operationes suas felicius et promptius exsequi potest. 
In insOmniis baud raro multa noble clara fiunt et detects, qwe 
utea nobis fuere abecondita, diu oblita in memoriam veniunt, et 
.quicquid aaepe natura denegasse videtur, id anima in somno, 
lui juris reddita, pnettat. Sic saepe mibi, cui nullum unquarn 
a natura' datum est ingenium poetlcum, aliquoties obtigit, ut 
-elegantisllmoe Iatinos veraus concinno ordine et aerie con8cerinl 
et recitaverlm, quorum aliquot vigilans de somno adbuc recen
iere potuL Et quls in IIIICri8 litt.erls tam bospes est qui nesciat, 
l>eum ia .insomnils maima revelaae 1 non aliam ob causam, 
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' " And ·who has not observed that sick persons, 
especially hysterical females, of whom I have seen 
several, attacked with cataleptic and ecstatic aft'ec.. 
tiona, either during or after the paroxysm, hmJe 
predicted future events, aiul have spoken in languagu 

which tkeJJ themselves had nevtr learnt, although 
their parents knew them."t 

quam quia mens tunc lit attentior ad ea capienda, que reve• 
lantur. 

ScHOLl ON • 

.Antiquissimus medicorum parens, HrPPOCllATES, id suo jam 
tempore observavit sollertissime in lib. d8 If180711niV, ubi inter 
initia scribit : Corpus cum vigiiat, aninue cogitatio non sui 
juris est, sed partem aliquam singuli corporis partibus, sive 
senllibus, distribuit, auditui, visui, tactui, greeaui, actioni ac 
omni corporis facultati. Cum autem corpus quiescit, anima in 
motu est, et corporis partes perreptans, domum susm gubernat, 
et omnes corporis actiones ipsa perficlt. Nam corpus dormlens 
non sen tit, ipsa vero vigilans cognoscit, ac vlaibilia videt, et au. 
dibllia audit, vadit, tangit, tristatur, animadvertlt. ln sumq~a, 
quecunque corporis aut a.nirwe ~lUnia, ea omnia a,nillll' ipso in 
somno obit.-Et CrcEao, De DftMal. lib. L . Cum SODJno sevo
oat~ ai~ ~nim~s a socie~te ~t contaglone COJW~ tum ~mi. 
nit pneteri~orum, pnesentia cernit, fut~ · pnevidet. Jacet 
enim corpus dormientis ut mortui,. viget auteJil. e~ vivit J!nltnus, 
quod multo magis f&ciet post mortem, cum oJ!Dlino e corpore 
~xcesserit; itaque appropinquante morte multo est diviJP.,or. 

t Et quem fugit aegrotante&, imprimis mulleres hyetericu, 
4lUU plUftl vidi, adfectione cataleptica, quam pro ecatasi habue. 
rint; tentatas, pnesente paroxysmo aut· tlnito,:futura pnedixisse, 
et lingUis, · quaa lJllll! nunquam, parentea vero, didicerUnt, In
cut& 

'fhe celebrated Claevalier Folard, who, In his old age, .became 
~Iy devout,·frequentlj·OO •lnto paro:a:y111111 of eeetasie. 
Upon these occasions, he suddenly fell down, and became mo. 
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The same distinguished physician farther oh· 
aerves, in the same treatise, that cachetic or phthy
aical patients, when their bodily strength is ex
hausted, often exhibit a much greater and truly 
wonderful alacrity in explaining divine things, than 
when in health; and that in valetudinary and in
firm persons of more advanced age, the corporeal 
powers-the memory and the imagination-de
crease, while the vigour of the intellect and the 
judgment is augmented. This, it will be observed, 
is coincident with the opinion of Valesius, former

ly quoted. 

tionless; afterwards he sung, then wept, o.nd, at length, suddenly 
began to speak in monosyllables-a sort of jargon which some 
took to be Slavonic, but which nobody could understand. When 
his eyes were open he declared that he could see nothing, but 
was in total darkness; when they were shut, he said be was sur
rounded by brilliant light, and in a most agreeable state. At 
these times he is also said to have prophesied.-See a curious 
work, entitled, Histoire d'un Y ogage Lilt6raire fait 6n 1733 ; also 
the Bibliolh. du Magnetilme .tf.nimal, for December 1818. 

The author of the foregoing narrative ·notices a parallel case, 
mentioned in Jurien's Pastoral Letter•, of Isabella Vincent, a 
shepherdess, between sixteen and seventeen years of age, who 
fell into fits of ecstasis, which resembled a profound sleep, out 
of which it was impossible to awaken her. She was entirely de
prived of sensibility. In her accesses, she spoke and said most 
extraordinary things, although she could neither read nor write. 
Her voice was clear and distinct ; and she bad no violent or con
vulsive motions. She prophesied future events, and promised 
a speedy deliverance to the persecuted church. When the pa
roxysm was over, she recollected nothing of what bad occurred, 
er what she bad said. 
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The opinions of a philosophical physician of sucl1 

eminence as Dr Frederick Hoffmann upon a sub
ject of this nature, originating in a sound, discri

minating judgment, and founded upon an exten

sive practical experience, I should be disposed to 

consider as of very great value. Nor do I attach 

Jess importance to those of another professional 

gentleman, well known and esteemed in the scien

tific world, whom I believe · to have been, in his 

day, perhaps the most learned physician in Europe, 
and who, moreover, bad the advantage of being in

timately acquainted with the discoveries of Animal 

Magnetism: I allude to the late Dr Sprengel. 

This very learned individual published many ex

ceJlent works upon medical and other scientific 

subjects; amongst others, one in five volumes, en

titled the Jnsti.tutiqns of Medicine ; from the second 

Tolume of which I shall take the liberty of making 

one or two quotations, which are exceedingly ap

plicable to the subject I am now. dis~ussing. The 
work is written in Latin; but it is easily accessi
ble ; and I shall translate those passages to which 
I wish to call the attention of the reader. 

Speaking of the magnetic Somnambulist, Dr 

Sprengel observes ( p. 303 ), " Hence also that in

a tinct revives, by means of which the patient ac
quiru a knowledge of hi& own state qf health, and of 

VOL. II. D 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM'. 

that of ang (Jlher perstm ·who i8 placed en rapport 

with him-and is idao· enabled to predict the duratian 

of the crisis and its termination, and· to· preset'ibe the 
appropriate remediu. These remedies are g(meral

ly vulgar and •domestic, when recommended by the 
rustic ; or officinal preparations, when prescribed 

by the better educated mao. , They are frequently 

such a& · a physician would scarcely think of pre;. 
scribing-such as culinary salt, a ·pepper-bath, &c. 
-but in most cases they ·do good; and Dr Wien

holt does not recolJect a single instance jo;which 

they were administered without beneficial·eft'ecta.>r 

In another pasuge ( p. SOi ); the learned Doctor 

admits that " 'the &mnamlnditJts predict tke ·cr.isis if 
their complaints, mad .determine their duraticm and 

end. I hnve myself,"-says he, "seen ayonog.man, 

a relation of my own; who bad· never been 'treated 

in this artificial malinel';~' . viz. · by · Magnetism-wh• 

was therefore, I presume,~ a natural ·Somnambuli&t 

-"who, in the very crises themselves,. predidt.d, 

with the utmost certaintg, tAe repetitiom of the ac'" 

ceases, prescribed the appropriate remediu, and .fore

told the period when the disease should terminate."• 

• Dr .Descottes, in the year 1760, attended, at Argenton, two 
young hysterical women, who were much attached to each other, 
and who knew each other's situation, although living separately 
in distant houses; and who, moreover, always predicted their 
own state of he'alth, and that of the other, three or four days in 
advance. (See Fr. Brouief" de Sauoage1, N~ M11hodica, 
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The volume from .which lhave quoted appears 
to have been published so long ago as the year 
1810, since which period, the .facta to which the 
learned Doctor alludea have been abundantly con

firmed &Ild. elucidated by a. variety of additional 

instances. I may add, however, that the testimo

ny of Dr Sprengel in favour of the aat.benticity of 
these facts is so much the more valuable, becauae, 

like most other learned men, he was originally an 

opponent of Animal Magnetism, and wrote 9inst 

t. iii p. L p. a98, &c.) .. lung-Stilll.ng mentiqna a slmUar case 
(TiuroriB d. GeUterkunM, p. 161); and Wienholt notices two cues 
of a like description (Hei/kr. d. TAierilcA. Mfi(J'ML voL iiL Abth. 

2, u. 3). 

According to the Romish ritual, the speaking various strange 
and unknown languagea, and giving proper answers in each lan
guage, is an undoubted mark of poeeeeeion; as aleo, having an 
Insight into what is transacted in diatan~.countrie., aDd a faculty 
of discovering secrete, without any means of information from 
without. These circumstances, then, must have been known to 
baYe occaeionally occurred, however erroneous and absurd the 
cause to w~ch they w.ere ascribed. 

To the opinions already noticed, in regard to the p<lll8ibility 
of the occasional manifestation of a prophetic faculty, I may add 
that of the late .Mr Coleridge. " It :is unp\)llible," ays he, 
" to say whether an inner sense .does not really exist in the 
mind, seldom developed, indeed, but which may have a pown 
of presentiment. All the external senses bave their correspon
dents in the mind; the eye can see . an object. "fore it is dia
tinctly apprehended ;-why may there not be a corresponding 
power in the soul ? The power of prophecy might have been 
merely a spiritual excitation of thie dormant facultyl''-T4hi<r
Tolk, voL i.. pp. 36, 37. 

~ ···-·· 
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its doctrines and treatment ;-until be appears, at 
length, to · have aatisfied himself of their truth and 
utility :~y· inveetigation, observation, and experi
ment, when he manfully threw off his previous pre

judices. But I am not awar& that he ever was a 
professed practical magnetizer, or that be looked 
upon. the subject in any other light than as a mat-

ter of science. 
Dr Brandis, physician to the King of Denmark at 

Copenhagen, a gentleman of great professional emi
nence, and who, by those who are acquainted with 
him or his writings, will not be accused of an enthu

siastic or undue bias towards the doctrine of Animal 
Magnetism, since he declares himself disposed to 

view, with tbe utmost suspicion and scepticism, 
every phenomenon which bas not fallen under his 

own observation-Dr Brandis, I aay, amply and 
unequivocally confirms this fact of the prevision of 

somnambulists. " The magnetised person," aaya 

he, " predicts most exactly the progress of his dis
ease, and especially the individual incidents-at
tacks of convulsions, syncope, evacuations, &c.

with all their concomitant circumstances ; and, 
with the aame precision, he points out the period 

of his cure. I confess," continue& the Doctor, 
" that the exactness with which all such predic
tions of four clairvoyantu, whom I myself have 
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hitherto bad an opportunity of observing, were ve

rified, greatly astonished me." • 

The celebrated French physiologist Dr Georget 

baa, upon various occasions, and in the most decided 

manner, recorded his perfect conviction, founded 

upon experience, of all the remarkable facta of Ani

mal Magnetism. "During forty years," says be..,

now more than half a century-" magnetism baa 

been studied, practised, propagated in France, and in 

a great part of Europe, by a multitude of enlighten
ed and disinterested men, who proclaim its truth 
in defiance of all the ridicule with which it is vain

ly attempted to overwhelm them. It is a very as

tonishing thing, that Animal Magnetism is not even 

known by name among the ignorant classes : it ia 

among the enlightened ranks that it finds support. 

It is men who have received some education who 

have taken ita cause in baud: it is partly learned 

men, naturalists, physicians, philosophers, who 

have composed the numerous volumes in which 

the facta are accumulated which may now be ad

duced in its favour." 

In auother passage, the same enlightened pl1ysi

cian pronounces the following peremptory opinion 
in regard to the utility of the magnetic practice : 

" I believe that no perfect medicine can exist but 

that of the somnambulists in every thing which 

• BRANDIS, P· 102. 
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concerns themselves; and that it is poasible to de

rive advantage from their admirable instinct in the 

ease of other patients." 

But' it is not only in the works of .the advocates 

of Animal Magnetism, or of the candid aud inde

pendent inquirer, that we may look for an approval 

of ita principal doctrines, and a confirmation of ita 

more remarkable facts. Even the writings of its 

professed opponents supply us with abundant tes

timony in its favour; insomuch, that it is often ex.; 

ceedingly difficult to discover to what particular 

points their opposition is directed. Their contro

versial tactics resemble those eccentric operations 

in actual warfare, which are generally a great deal 

more showy than effective, and are never of any real 

advantage against an antagonist who cautiously 

keeps his forces concentrated, and stands firmly pre
pared to reaiateverya88ault. Theymaysend upafew 

brilliant but harmless rockets into the air, amidst 

the obsc~rity previously produced by their own ar

tificial contrivances; but when these have once 

exploded, and the atmosphere bas again become 

clear, no actual injury is found to have been in

flicted, and the relative situation of the combatants 

continues the same as before. • 

• I am not in the habit of regularly perusing all the Reviews 
which are pubHshed in this country, and consequently, it is pos. 
sible that the opinions which some of them may have been 
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In the foJlowing chapter, I shall produce some 

instances of the inconsistency of the opponents of 
Animal Magnetism, in attempting to deny the 
reality of facts which they either directly or indi
rectly, admit.-Fa• eat ab holte d«eri. 

pleased to expre88 on tht' subject of Animal Magnetism may 
have escaped my notice. This I can hardly regret, as those I 
have happened to aee have appeared to me to be the pure oft'
apring of ignorance and prejudice. I undentand that a criltfw 
of the former edition of thia wo~k appeared some time ago in 
one of the numbers of the Foreign Quarterly Review. I have 
not myself aeen the article,. but tlae sample I have received of 
its logic has not ~mpted me to take the trouble of looking inw 
it. The reviewer, I am informed by a friend, attempts to re
fute the· truth ot Animal Magnetism by means of the follow
ing Sorilu: What u 66/ietled in bgquaclu u quackerr; GGII, Sfn
•hetm, and HahMmann are 66lie1>er1 in Animal Magt~~~tirm; btU 
Gall, Spur•heim, and HahMmann ar1 quack•; ergo Animal Mag
MUm il quac/t"1/• 

Now, without objecting that as neither I nor any other writer 
on the subject have ever alleged the authority of any of these 
gentlemen In favour of Animal Magnetism, it is surely incom
petent to discredit that doetrine by an attempt to discredit .a 
testimony on which it was never sought to be established; widl
out objecting, also, that their quackery cannot be reasonably as
sumed upon the iflle di.ftt of an individual, who has not even evin
ced,hia title, either from privilege or from intellectual and moral 
capacity, to hold so decided an opinion on their merits ;-ad
mitting, I say, all this, what is the nature of the reasoning it
self? Let us test it by another application. What u 66lieml 
in fJg quaclu il qt~aokwr ; G. s. und H. are 66/inlr•. in Chrilt~ ; 
bW G. S. and H. are quack• ; ergo Chmfianify il quack,.,. 

There are few, I think, who would give much weight to the 
opinion of any such logician as thia Reviewer, upon any scien
tific subject. . 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

IN a previous part of this work, I shewed that 

the first French Commissioners who were appoint

ed to investigate the reality of the pretensions of 

Animal Magnetism, in the infancy of the discovery, 

with the very imperfect knowledge they posse88ed 

of the treatment, and with all their avowed scepti
cism and hostility to the system, nevertheless were 

forced to acknowledge that certain effects bad been 

produced by the proee88es they employed, and that 

they even ventured to propound a theory of their 

own, in order to enable them to account for the 
phenomena. I have also shewn that Dr Stieglitz 
of Hanover, another opponent, has been compelled 

to admit the whole of the facts, and that he actual

ly ridicules the theories by means of which these 

French Commissioners and others attempted to 

explain them. I am now about to take some more 
particular notice of another more recent and more 

formidable assailant, and to point out, from an exa
mination of his own works, what are ltis real and 

unprejudiced opinions upon the subject. 
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The article MAGNETISME ANIMAL, in the Dic
tionnaire de8 Sciences Medicalea, was written by M. 

Virey, a medical gentleman of considerable learn
ing and talent. It was composed with great care 

and abiJity, and every poRBible objection to the sys

tem was urged with much force and ingenuity. 
In short, the article was all that the most violent 

and obstinate opponents could have desired ; and 

it will probably be handed down to posterity, in 
the learned work of which it forms a part, as one 
of the most splendid monuments of perverted in

genuity and scientific prejudice. These opponents, 

however, were not long permitted to enjoy their 

imaginary triumph over the obnoxious doctrine. 

The article received a most elaborate and satisfac

tory answer from the venerable M. Deleuze, in 

which the whole of the o~ections urged by M. 

Virey were effectually met and obviated, with all 

that calmness, philosophy, dignity, and decision, 

which so eminently distingui~ the veteran histo
rian .of Animal Magnetism. • 

But I wish to have nothing to do, at present, 

with M. Virey's refutatirm of Animal Magnetism . 

. My object, in the mean time, is to shew that, in his 

• See ~- du MtJ{/Mtilml Animal contre 181 alkl~Juu done il 
m roojet dam 1e DictionnairB ties SciBncu Mldiealu. Par M. J. 
P. F. DELEVZE. Paris, 1819. 
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other writ.inga, when free fmm the fetters of· pre

judice, and not engaged in performing the task of 
a profe&led advocate or ~ial lpleader, this inge
nious geotleman baa actually adopted all the most 
easential opinions of the philosophers whose dog
mas be attempts to controvert-that he is, in fact, 
an Animal Magnetist in every thing bot the name. 

If I am able to satisfy my readen upon this point, 
they cannot, I think, look upon the article in ques

tion in any other light than that of a clever Jeu 
d'uprit.• 

M. Virey speaks of Animal Magnetism, as of an 
influence which may be felt at a distance. Now, 

in the article INFLUENCE of the Did:itnt.naire du 

&iences Medicalu, the author (M. Virey himself) 
endeavours to establish the principle that, when 
two beings are in sympathetic connexion with each 
other ( ont entre e'll3: des rapporu ), when their con
stitutions are in harmony, when two individuals 

have Jived togeth~r, and are united by the most 
tender affection and by similar habits ; there then 

take& place between them a trammission of the vital 
principle, and one of them is capable of acting upon 
the other at a distance. 

" As there is only, as it were, one I between 
these two beings, their souls wiJI correspond ; the 

• For the following references I am indebted to the volume 
of M. Deleuze, mentioned in the last note. 
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b..Other in France will have a presentiment, even 
in his dreams, of what hia brother may be doing 
in America, in a given situation. What stronger 
proof c.an we require of the reality of sympathetic 
influences ?• 

" If there existed between these individuals only 
a simple imitation, witl10ut any transmiuion of 

the vital influence from the ohe to the other, these 
bodies, thus auimilated, would resemble clocks. 
which strike the same hours at 'the same moment, 

• One of the most remarkable instances upon record, of the 
ex«clle of this taeulty of 1ympathetic or magnetlcpresentbaent 
or vision at a distance, is w be found in the Memoire1 de Mar
guerite tie Valois, Reine de Naoarre, a lady who bas never been 
accused of superstition ; and the narrative bears all the marks 
of authenticlt,.. Moreover, from the period it t.ook-place and 
was recorded, it is obvious that it could have .no reference to 
any of the modem doctrines of Anunal Magnetism. I shall 
give the story in the origiBal language. 

La reine, ma mere, etoit a Metz, dangereusement malade de 
Ia fievre. Elle revant, et etant assistee au tour de son lit du Roi 
Charles, mon frere, et de ma soeur et mon frere de Lorraine, 
de plusieurs M:essieun du Conseil et de force dames et prin
cesses, qui Ia tenant bora d 'esperance ne l'abbandonnoient point, 
s'ecria, continuant ses reveries, comme si elle eut vu donner Ia 
battaille de J arnac : Voyes comme ils fuyent ; mon fils a Ia vic
toire; he Mon Dieul relev~s moil fils, il est par terre: Voyes 
vous dans cette haye le Prince de Conde mort ? Tous ceux qui 
etoient Ia croyoient qu'elle revoit. Mais Ia nuit apres M. de 
Lopez lui en -yant apport~ Ia nouvelle: Je le savois bien, dit 
elle ; ne l'avois-je pas vu avant-bier. Lora on reconnut que e 
n'etoit point reverie de fievre, mais un avertissement que Dieu 
donne aux pcrsonnes illustres.-Many instances of the same phe
nomenon will be found in the various cases· of the natural and 
magnetic somnambulism adduced in this work. 
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but there would be no union between them, nei
ther would act upon its neighbour. Let us prove, 
on the contrary, that there evidently exists a kind 
of transfusion of the sensitive principle between 
living bodies." 

After having adduced his proofs, the author an
nounces the conclusion iri the foJlowi,ng terms: 
"There exists then,. in all probability, an invisible 
and transmissible vital fluid; there are real influ
ences in operation." 

In the article HoMME in the same Dictionary, 
written also by M. Virey, the author pronounces 

the following severe censure against the philoso
phers and philosophy of the present times: 

" It is scarcely to be imagined with what an un
pardonable degree of presumption, and in what a 

peremptory and decided tone, the dogmatists esta
blish their at least very problematical opinions, 
and contemptuously treat as absurd, as ridiculous, 
as impossible, or even as ignorance and folly, aU 
that is opposed to their sentiments .................. .. 
Now, is it not manifest, if we will only reflect, 
that man does not constitute the absolute measure 
of all things? that there may exist, and that there 
rea11y do exist, powers or principles imperceptible 
by our senses, and whose existence is only revealed 
by certain indications? Take, for example, Mag- • 
netism-attraction at a distance. Our age, which 
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boasts so much of its superior lights, shews aH 

much horror for spirits, as Nature formerly did, 

according to Aristotle, for a vacuum. We are in

disposed to acknowledge any thing but matter and 

no matter; we should deny the motion emanating 

from living force8, if a thousand proofs did not at

test it every hour in man and otht'r animals. We 

thus voluntarily deprive ourselves of the most won

derful facts, of the highest and most incomparable 

truths, in order to attach ourselves to the uncer

tain reports of the sens~s, to only the most brute 
and material consequences; we do not even inves

tigate ·upon what foundations the nature of man 

reposes, whose sense and reasoning are taken for 

supreme arbiters; as the universal rules." 

In the article INsTINCT in the Dictionary above 

named, likewise by M. Virey, we are told that it 

is wrong to deny that man is endowed with in
stinct, like the other animals; and that this faculty, 

tmexercised in our ordinary $tale, is developed in cer
tain circumstances, and gives us more certain infor
mation than that which we can acquire by the senses 
and experience. 

" Nature, acting then alone, and witlwut being op

posed or deranged by the intellectual faculties or the 
will, manifests tkose aStonishing acts of salutary con
•ervation or direction for the cure of diseases." 

" For the same reason, we frequently experience, 
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durittg sleep, the annunciation or indication of tM 
stale of the body, which is the manifest voice of the 

imtinct." 

M. Virey continues : " We wiJl not be accused 
of giving credit to the iUosions of the pretended 

Animal Magnetism ; but its disciples suppqrt their 

doctrine by well known ca~s, in which the i118tinct 

comes into play, in c01Uequence of the inactivity of tlu 

external senses. Let a delicate or nervous female 
abandon herself to that state of half-sleep called the 

magnetie 10m11ambulism, let her shut up her senses, 
or the doors of external impressiotJS, the internal 

impressions becoming predominant, she will then 
feel in a more lively manner.; she will see, according 

to her own language, all the interior of her eW~UJtTqJ . 

. . "' ......•• It i8 natural, and cunformahle to the laws 

of the organism, that she slundd spt:mtanwusly duire 
and demand those kiftds of remedies which are most 

appropriate to her aibnertt8." 
Now, although the facts here are not very fairly 

stated,• yet, taking M. Viray's own view of the 

• "We do not know why one individual is more susceptible 
of somnambulism than another, why the same person is AUS· 

eeptible of aomnambulilm in one diseaae, and not fn another, 
&.c. ; but we are certain that men of a robust temperament 
and an apathetic character fall i~;~to somnambulism as easily 
as delicate and nervous women. The best somnambulists are 
not those. who, in their waking state, appear to have an irritab~e 
and delicate nervous system. Wienholt even became assured 
that magnetism produces very little effect in inveterate nervous 
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matter, what great difference does there exist be

tween the opinion he has expressed and that which 

is held; upon experimental evidence, by the Ani

mal Magnetista? Does not M. Virey acknowledge 

the reality and the utility of the magnetic som

nambulism ? He does not, indeed, appear to have 

a very .aecurate notion of the nature of the affec

tion in queation, which he improperly denominates 

a half-s~p ; but . be admits the essential pheno

mena. . M. Virey, however, denies that a somnam

bulist can " contemplate the interior or ille econo
my of another individual, prescribe remediee for 
him," &c. But here .the author seems to have fOJ·

gotten what be had previously said in the article 

INFLU:ENa:, in which he acknowledged that aueh 

a sympathetic eonnexion might be established be

tween two individuals, as that the one should feel 

all the complaints of the other. 

It is rather. remarkable, that M. Virey explains 

the phenomena of the Instinct . upon the same prin
ciple to which Kluge and others attribute those of 

Somnambulism. According to his view, the diffe

rence that exists between the instinct and the in

tellect results from the distinction of the two ner-

d~ especially when the patient has made QSe of atim\llants ; 
and I believe that the most of those who have practiBed mag
netism have acknowledged the truth of this observation.''-DE
I.E11ZE, DsftmN, &c. P• 67. 
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vous systems : " The interior or ganglionic sys
tem," says be, " is the exclusive seat of the instinct. 
From thence emanate the spontaneous impulsions . 
. .... . ...... It watches continually over the conserva

tion of the individual, even during sleep, in deli
rium, in disease." l\1. Virey had previously said 
nearly the same things in the article FoRCEs 1\IE
DICATRICES : " When a sensible organization ob

serves itself internally, the i01tioct speaks; it in
spires and i01tructs the individual on the subject 

of his peculiar complaints, and frequently in a 
more luminous manner than the most skilful phy
sician is capable of doing. This internal voice is 

iodeJM'ndeot of the intellect : the most simple per
sons, idiots, individuals half-asleep, are even more 
capable of hearing it, because they are less distract
ed by e.s:temal sensations.•• 

Now, the phenomena described by M. Virey are 
precisely of the same class with those produced by 
Animal Magnetism. M. Virey, indeed, is conti
nually protesting against the idea of his being 
thought to give any countenance to what be is 

pleased to call the " extravagances" of Animal 
Magnetism. But he fully admits that nature some
times, and under certain conditions, produces ex
traordinary and most important changes on the 
animal organism; and all the extravagance of the 
magnetizers consists in having discovered and de-
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termined one of the causes by which these changes 
may be developed, and in having given to this 
caulile a particular name. 

Independently of the articles inserted in the 
Dictionnaire de8 Sciences Medicales, M. Virey is the . 
author of a metaphysical and physiological work, 
in two volumes, published in 1808, under the title 
of J} Art de Perfectionner r Homme. At the period 

when this work was published, M. Virey was per

haps entirely ignorant of Animal Magnetism ; at 
least he does not appear to have then bad any idea 
that he should one day be engaged as the redoubt

ed antagonist of that doctrine, for be makes not 
the slightest allusion to the subject. In this work, 

the author propounds opinions in all respects coin
cident with those already noticed ; and of these I 

shall quote a few, for the purpose of shewing with 

what consistency be~ attempt to controvert the 
doctrines which he undertook to refute. 

M. Virey recognises in man "a soul-a peculiar 
force which animates him." (Vol. i. p. 2). "This 
force has particular facu1ties, independent of the 
organization of the body ............. It is by means 
of this invisible agent that we acquire all our 
knowledge ; .. . ......... it alone constitutes our true 

being." (Ibid. pp. 4, 5). 
"Man is composed of three kinds of principles; 

}. Of an immaterial or intellectual soul; .2. Of a 
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sensitive faculty, or life; and, S. Of material ele

ments."-(P. 7). "In order to aet upon the body, 

the soul makes use of a vital principle, or of a ner
vous fluid, which is capable of impresaing motion 

and senaation upon our organs."-(Ibid.) 

" Although this principle is perhaps more sub
tile than Hght, it appears to be a material sub

.umce, capable of aceumulatmg, and even of pass• 
ing from one body te auotber..''-(P. 8.) 

" 1£ there exist in the intervals of the stan an 

exceedingly rare and subtile fluid, which has been 

called ether, it must possess the most penetrating 

qualities. It must even be capable of producing 

the most wonderful efFects (as Newton and Euler 

imagined). This ethereal substanee being able to 

inainuate itself into the most eompact matters, 

must produce in them difFerent effects, according 

to the nature of the bodies, the modifications of 

which it is susceptible," &e.-(Pp. 15, 16.) • 

" The soul may sometimes acquire a anpernatu

ral development, and rel"eive from God an increase 

of kno"'ledge and of energy."-(P. 59.) 

· " Our soul perceives without reasoning, and by 
a secret action of its faculties, harmonious rela

tions with other souls, sm~h as sounds have amongst 

each other. We do not acquire this instinct by 

• See Appendix, No. ill. 
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science, although it may be rendered more perfect 
by study."-(P. 172.) 

" The sensitive element is not of the same na
ture with thought: it is secreted in the brain; it 

descends into the nerves ; it exhausts itself and is 
renewed ....... An animal is a fountain of life : it 
loses some part every day, and it extracts a fresh 

portion from the surrounding bodies. We never 

live more energetically than when effusing the vital 
principle outwards." -(Pp. 317-320.) 

The author then speaks of the sympathy that 
exists between all human beings by the mutual 
transmission of their vital heat, and quotes the 

dictum of Hippocrates : Si quis animam animal 

miscere non credit, ille decipit."-(P. 321.) 

" There may exist objects which transcend our 
senses, and if we perceive all that is necessary for 
us, we do not perceive all that exists. We only 
know the magnetic fluid by its effects upon iron, 

and its polarity. Electricity was for a long period 
unknown. We may suspect that there are in the 
world several subtile fluids, and certain concealed 

properties, of which we have yet no notion ; and 
this is the reason why we find many phenomena 
inexplicable." -(P. 352.) 

" The presence, the touch, or the words Q{ a very 
eminent man, have a very singular influence on i'llfe

ferior minds, and are capable of curing bodily dis-
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ea8e, Hence fascinations, enchantments," &c.
(Vol. ii. p. 22.) 

" Jj', even in delirium, tM 8QU/ preserves clear and 

lively ideas; if it perceives what i8 suitahle to tM 

malady,.and di8cavers tM appropriat£ remedies; if it 
foresees tM accesses of tM cri8es, tM cure, or death

it i8 a proof that it i8 not changed in its essence. Thi8 

delirium, in fact, only changes the state of tM body, 
tM pure spirit being an incorruptible principle."
(P. 209.) 

" Our soul is susceptible of three principal states: 

I. That of ordinary life, which employs the soul 

and the body; 2. That of dreaming or delirium, 

which chiefly occupies the sensitive faculties of the 

body; 3. The state of ecstatic meditation, in which 

the soul acts almost alone."-(P. 212.) In a sub

sequent paasage, the author observes, that, in this 

last state, " tM 80Ul can rontemplate events from a 

higher point of view, and its dreams have something 
cif a prophetic character; for being prodigiously se

parated from the body by meditation, it seems to 

have diffused itself throughout universal nature, 

where it can remark many effects in their source." 

-(P. 237.) 
" The habit of directing his nervous energies, 

gives to him who contracts it a marked superiority 
over other men ....... Experience proves that the will 
sendS the vital spirits into the nerves."-(P. 267. ) , 
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" Our soul bas spontaneous motions .......... It 

acts alone, without the concurrence of the body: it 

directs the vital spirits to where they are required 

to go .......... It organises the fretus ......... In dis-
eases, it constitutes that natura medicatrix, which, 

taking care to direct the humours in a salutary 

manner, points out to the physician what he ouglll to 
do . ......... It is not an acquired science, but an in-

nate faculty. Instructed by the Author of all be

ing Himself, the soul has no need of aequired know

ledge, which is only relative to external objects." 
-(Pp. S24, 225.) 

" When the equilibrium of health has been dis
turbed, the motion of the soul mechanically tupires to 
restore it . .... ; . Every disease frequently discovers its 
remedy, if we will only listen to its determinations . 

.... .. Medicine is in ourselves ; we do not create, we 

develope it, when, consulting in silence the impulse of 
nature, we favour its direction, according to the axiom 

of HipjJocrfl:les : Quo natu.ra vergit eo ducendum 

est .....•. Nature may produce in every being the de
sire of an unk~ object, and cause an individual 
to divine a remedy, of which, perhaps, all the science 
of the physician would never have dreamt." -(Pp. 

S4.0, 341.) 

" Without doubt, we owe to a certain ability of 

mind those predictions which result from expe

rience and prudence; but nature replaces this ad-
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vantage, in animals, and the most simple of man· 

kind, by very delicate instincts. Our souls have 

naturally a tact which gives them a presentiment 
of aeuons, and sometimes of events ....... The more 

the mind is occupied with science, the less is it 
mowd , by internal impressions. Ignorance, too, 

by leaving the soul in its natural condition, is more 

susceptible of instinctive impressions, than the l~ 

gical and limited march of the reasoning power." 

-(Pp. 346-MS.) 

" Amongst doubtful eventlil, when we cannot 
form a conjecture as to what may be the iBSue, if 

we take them so much to heart as to become heat. 

ed, the soul is enlightened, and aometimes pene-

trates into the future ....... A prophet does not know 

the cause of his prophecying : he feels himself 

moved by a power which exceeds his natural ener
gies; he does not divine all things, but only that 

which comes into his thoughts."-(P. 352.) 

" This species of divination arises, and is loet 

naturally, and i~ with difficulty ~etained. WAen 
the mind manifuts it, all the sensu are in a state o/ 
remporary 81t8pen8ion, and nothing external dis

tracts them." -(P.S54.) 

" Our soul may be placed in such harmony with 

that of another, as to divine many accidents which 

may befal him, although the bodies may be distant 

from each other.'' -(P. 859.) 
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Such are some of the deliberate and unpreju

diced opinions of M. Virey. I do not feel myself 

called upon either to defend or to controvert them. 
But I cannot help expressing my astonishment that 

the individual professing them should affect to be 

so decidedly hostile to Animal Magnetism-a stu

dy which supplies the only experimental data by 

which they are capable of being supported. • 

• M. Fournier, the author of the article EFFLUVE in the 
Dtctionnaire du Scieiwes Msdicales, mentions the following cu
rious &ct. "For ourselves, who have witnessed severn effects 
of magnetism, but who are not yet sufficiently enlightened to 
have a fixed opinion upon its cau~es, its advantages, or even the 
extent of its power, and who in our observations are always guided 
by the spirit of philoeophical scepticism, we attest that many 
persons have vainly attempted to make us experience magnetic 
effects; a single physician succeeds in producing upon us their 
manifestations. Scarcely have we subjected ourselves to his 
attouchemens, when we experience, without being able to p~e
vent it, a somnolency, a numbness, more agreeable than pain
ful, which chain• down our will and our thought; and if in these 
circumstances we feel any spasmodic pain, an attack of megrim, 
it almost suddenly disappeal'l!. Th8 phyrician of whom we speak 
i8 one of lhe contributor• to this DiciWnary, and ha.tt distinguished 
himMiif as one of the most eloquent adW~rsariu of magnetism." 

Can the physician here alluded to be M. Virey. 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

HAVING noticed the almost universally prevalent 

belief in the occasional development of some most 

extraordinary powers and faculties in certain states 

of the human organism ; having produced various 

instances in which the remarkable phenomena in 

question were conspicuously manifested in the na

tural somnambulism; having quoted the opinions 

of many ingenious and impartial physicians and 

philosophers, who have borne distinct and ample 

testimony not only to the possibility but to the ac· 

tual occurrence of the facts, and having, moreover, 

shewn, that the most celebrated antagonists of Ani

mal Magnetism fully admit the eBSential data upon 

which that doctrine is founded ; I trust that my in

telligent readers are now prepared to follow me to 

the consideration of certain cases, which, without 

such preparation, they would unquestionably have 

been di11posed to regard with the utmost scepticism, 

notwithstanding the undoubted competency and-re

spectability of the reporters. The phenomena I 
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. am now about to illuatrate by a few examples, are 

those which "have been found to occur in the ~

netic Somnambulism; and I think, these examples 

will sufficiently shew that the opi~ons I recently 

referred to have been abundantly confirmed by di

rect experiment. 

I shall pass over the works of the Marquis de • 

Puysegur, and those of M. Tardy de Montravel,

whose cases, although of the highest importance to 

the study of this interesting subject, are genera1ly 

too minutely reported for convenient abridgment, 

-and commence with a case of which the details 

will be found in the works of one of the earliest 

patrons of the magnetic treatment after Mesmer, 

and one of the most sober, honest, and intelligent 

writers upon the doctrines and practice of Animal 

Magnetism~Dr Wienholt. The case itself is 

·otherwise interesting, as having first given occasion 

to the introduction of this branch of medical prac

tice into. Bremen.* 

· In consequence of a complete failure of all the 

ordinary means of cure, in the case of one of his 

female patients, Dr Wienholt resolved to resort to 

Magnetism. This resolutionwas approved of by 

his colleague, Dr Olbers-the celebrated astrono

mer,-who, however, had, at that time, little confi-

• WIENHOLT, Heilkr. d. Thierilch. Magnet. voL i. 

VOL. II. I' 
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dence in the efficacy or the treatment. The lady 

was magnetized, for the first time, on the 6th of 

July; and for some weeks there was little percep

tible change in her state, excepting that her com

plaints gradually became le~~s frequent and less vio

lent. After about three weeks, tl1e Doctor per
ceived that, when he manipulated her during a ca

taleptic attack, especially towards the pit of the 

stomach, she occasionally became more restless, 

her limbs appeared Jess rigid, and the fit mol'e 

nearly resembled a natural sleep. I need not fol
low the·progress of this successful treatment farther 

than just to point out the remm·kable phenomeDa 
which occurred. Upon the 4th of September, the 

lady appears to have become somnambulist for 
the firi!lt time, and the doctor now heard her apeak 

in her sleep. She told several stories in a cheerful 

tone, mingled witb some etrob& of good-natured 

satire-her expressions Wet'e dignified and appro

priate, and perfectly coherent-her voice was more 

melodious than usual, and she spoke in a superior 

·dialect. At this time she answered no. question&, 

but proceeded with the narratiTe in which she hap
pened to be engaged. ·When the doctor visited her 

in the evening of the same day, she immediately 
began to speak, and mentioned, amongst other 
things, that a certain physician, otherwiseastranger 

to her, wished her to take rhubarb. The doctor 
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then asked her whether shewoo1d not take rhubarb, 

as it might perhaps do her good. She answered, 

" No ! . it is impossible for me to take it." She was 

then asked whether an emetic would be of service 

to her. She anawered, " No." " Whether she 

w.oold drink some Pyrmont water?" "Not yet," 

was the answer. To other questions she gave no 

uswer at aJJ. After having been again magaeti:r.ed 

for some time, the doctor began to ask -q~ona, 

and received precise answers. She was asked if 

she would eat a particular kind of soup? - She an. 

swered, " No."-" Why?"-" Because I am siek." 

-" Oh ! you are not sick-you look so cheerful 

and pleased-get np and walk about."--" How enn 

I do so ?-my limbs wont carry me.,.-" When 

will your sickness terminate?"-'-" I do not know." 

-"Will yon resume yourbathing?"--No answer. 

~" WiU you drink Pyrmont water?''-~' No."

" Why?"-" Because it would be of no use to me 
at present." On a sudden, she turned round and 

began to questioo ihe doctor. " Did · not you tell 
your wife that you conversed with me during my 

sleep?" The dootor denied this. '' Now," said 
she, "-you are not telling the truth." - Here, Dr 

Wienholt obAerves that neither he nor his wife 

were upon any footing of friendly intercoune trith 

this lady or her relutiont, and, therefore, ·she had 

no means al kno\Ving any confidential communiea-
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tion he might have made to his wife. "Yes." said 

the doctor, " I confesa I told her so." 
Upon another oceasion, the doctor again asked 

her whether she would not resume her bathing. 
She answered in the affinnative. " Should the 
bath be cold, as formerly?"'-" No, rather warmer." 

-" Will you be able to bear it now ?"-" I believe 
I .shall."-" Do you think that steel would be of 

use to you?" This question was also answered in 
the affirmative. " Shall I give it you in drops or 

in powders?''-" In drops."-" Would not some 
glasses of Pyrmont water, taken early in the morn

ing, be of advantage to you ?" -" 0, yeR." When 
asked whether Magnetism ought to be continued 
in the same way as hitherto, she answered in the 
affirmative, and added that it would be sufficient 
to administer it once a-day. This lady repeatedly 

answered many similar questions in her sleep, and 
also pointed out the particular treatment which 
would be of most. benefit to her. 

At another time, Dr Wienholt happened to ask 

her whether she had lately received any letters 

from her brother in Riga . . She answered, ''.No
he bas been sick, very sick."-'' How do you know 

this?" -No answer.-" Who told you so?''-" No

body."-" Have you dreamt it then ?"-A serioua 
and uneasy look, but no answer. The doctor again 
~U~ked her how she had come to entertain auch 
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thoughts. She answered that certainly nobody had 

told her, but, nevertheless, she knew that he bad 

been extremely ill. Her mother knew nothing of 
this illness, and so little did she herself suspect it 

in her wakin-g state, that she expressed great sur

prise when accounts arrived, some days afterwards, 

that her brother had been seriously indisposed, but 

was getting better. 

Upon one occasion, Dr Olbers came into the 

house, and the patient, without being told of it, 
knew that he was in the ante-chamber. Next 

morning, the mother said that she had spoken to 

her daughter, when awake, upon this subject, and 

that she recollected nothing of the circumstance. 

The Doctor asked the patient, when asleep, how 

she came to . know yestercJay that Dr Olbers was 

in the ante-chamber. She answered, because she 

had seen him ; and being again asked how she 

could possibly see him when her eyes were shut, 

and the wall and the door were between them
she could . give no satisfactory explanation of the 

phenomenon. 

At aqother time, this patient, during her mag
netic sleep, predicted two fainting-fits which were 

to take place the next day; and which took place 

. accordingly. 

. This case presents a variety of other instances 

_of the magnetic clairvoyance, which are related 
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with great minuteness by Dr Wienho1t himself, in 

hi& principal work on Animal Magnetism ; but I 

am unwilling to enter any farther into the detail 

of these particulars, and must therefore refer the 

reader to the work itself: being anxiou& to proceed 

to notice other cases, in which phenomena of a si

mHar description were manifested. 

ln the first volume of the Bihliotheque du Mag

netitmte Animal, there is a short a<'Count of the 

magnetic treatment of a Madame G. by M. de Fa

lieres. This lady was much contused and injured 

by an accident, and was magnetized by the gent1e

m8D abon named. At the very first sitting, she 

became somnambulist, described her own com
plaints, prescribed the appropriate remedies, and 

predicted the period of her recovery, with great 

exactness. 
In the same volume, the following case is re

ported by M. Lamy Senart :-A M. Baron was 

magnetized by this gentleman, and placed in a state 

of somnambulism. At the third sitting, the patient 

alluded, by signs and gestures, to a journey which 

the operator was obliged to make, and at which he 

expressed great concern. M. Senart assured him 

that he should return in the course of eight days. 

Upon this, the patient held up first his ten fingers, 

and then a single one, by which the operator un

derstood him to intimate- that he should be absent 
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eleven days. The question was put to him, and 

he answered, by a motion of his head, that such 

was his meaning. M. Senart renewed his p1'0mise 

of being back in eight days ; but the patient per

sisted in holding up eleven finger11. M. Scnart was 

a good deal struck by this prediction ; but, in point 

of fact, although be persevered in his original in

tention, be met with an accident which detained 

him on the road, and b& did not return till the 

eleventh day, thus verifyiilg the p1'ediet.ion of M. 

Baron. 

This patient also Raw and dtacribed his own 

complaint, predicted a severe fit of eonvolsiOJla, 

and, at the request of the operatm'1 .pointed out the 

means of averting it. He was .Jikewiee oonsulted 

upon the complaints of others, and, in tJw words 

of the reperter, such W88 his lucidity, that be was 

never once mistaken with regard to the diseaaes of 

the patieats wh& consulted him, who all went away 

satisfied and astonished at the sagacity and accn• 

racy of his decisions. M. Senart bas appended an 

account of some of these eonsoltations to his report 

of this ease. I may add, that this patient predict

ed, with great accuracy, the period of his recovery. 

One of the consultatio• aJluded to is rather cu

rious and amusing. A eeTtain physieian, having 

heard of the extraordinary faculties manifested by 

M. Baron, came from a distance of fifteen leagues, 
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for the purpose of seeing and examining him. M. 

Senart set the patient asleep by magnetism. His 

sleep appeared to tl1e physician to be so natural, 

that he could not be persuaded that be was in a 

state of somnambulism. He was then placed en 

rapport with the patient, and requested to ask him 

some questions respecting his complaint. The phy

sician, in his examination, made use of medical 

terms: the Somnambulist answered him correctly, 

but without employing the same phraseology. The 

inqui11itive observer pressed the patient with ques

tions, in hopes of leading him into some mistake. 

They conversed about half an hour, at the termi

nation of whil}h period the physician declared: ''I 

can now make no objection to him-in fact, he 

knows more than I do myself." 

But the experiments were not yet at an end. 

" Am I in bad health ?" asked the physician. 

" No," answered the pa~ient. " Have I been in

disposed?" "No." "What is the reason of this?" 

"Thoughtless persons, like you, are seldom indis

posed." The physician asked no more questions. 

His brother, 1\1. Cambronoe, merchant at Saint

Quentin, then said to him : " Well, brother ! he 

never saw you before, but you must acknowledge 

that he knows y~m pretty well." 

In an article upon the Vital Fluid, in the second 

volume of the· ~me Journal, an extract is commu-
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cated from a letter, dated from Cadenet, in the de
partment of Vauclu'ile, in the month of October 
1802, giving an account of two young Magnetizers 

-the one Anthony Tronchon, a lad of twenty-one 
years of age, and the other a girl of twenty, called 
Virginia. The following is the method in which 

Tronchon is described as proceeding to his consul
tations. He sits down in an arm-chair ; his bro

ther then magnetizes him, and be falls asleep 
speedily and profoundly. The patients are then 
brought near him, and, in his somnambulism, he 

describes with great exactness alJ their compJaintR, 
and the symptoms which preceded and which ac
company them, without passing over even the most 

minute particular. The complaints once known, 

he prescribes the appropriate remedies, recom
mending only simples. He points out to the pa

tients the mountains where they grow; and cer· 
tainly, without having studied Linnreus, lae de. 

scribes them in such a manner, that they may be 
recognised at the first glance. The girl, Virginia, 
operates in a similar manner, and with equal suc
cess. . I may here observe, that the cures alleged 

to have been performed of old in the Greek tem

ples, are supjlosed to have been effected according 

to some method analogoua to that now described ; 
VOL. 11. G 
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and upon this supposition we might be enabled to 

explain many of the mysteries of the ancient priests, 
without having recourse to the agency of supersti

tion and delusion. My limited space will not per
mit me to enlarge upon this subject at present ; but 

I am not the first who has had occasion to remark 

that such is often the fate of human knowledge. 
" It is found and lost, and found again ; like one 

of those rivers which, after flowing visibly over a 
certain space, sink into the ground, and are lost 

for a time, but afterwards return to the surfaee of 

the earth, and again roll along in day-light."• 

In the same article from which I have extracted 

the preceding account of the two young Magneti
zers, the author mentions that, at Landau, ,he once 
magnetized a lady of about thirty years of age, who 
had been filtnous from her birth. She belonged to 

an opulent and distinguished family, who had used 

every possible means to endeavour to restore her 

intellect, but without success. When placed in a 
state of somnambulism, she conversed upon vari

ous matters with great propriety; she was noionger 

the same being ; a person who saw her then for 
the first time would never have suspected that she 
was deficienUn mental energy. Her parents, who 
were present, were astonished, wept for joy, and 

• Edinburgh Annual Regilter, for 1810, p. 620. 
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exclaimed: " Ah ! why is she not always a Som

nambulist ?"* 
In the same volume of the work referred to, 

there is a letter from a lady to M. Deleuze, the ce

lebrated writer on Animal Magnetism, containing 

an account of a very curious case. The lady was 

afflicted with a very serious complaint, and, despair

ing of relief from the ordinary resources of medi

cine, she applied to a Magnetizer~ who agreed to 

undertake her treatment. He accordingly did 

' magnetize her during three or four month&, when, 

• The author of the article from which I have made the above 
extracts, makes the following observations upon this subject. 

'· I have often had occasion to remark, that persons affected 
with mania, or labouring under some mental irregularity which 
caused them to be taxed with s~t insanity, are, in the state 
of somnambulism, generally more clairvogants than others, and 
that, at such times, they exhibit no indication of the defect~ of 
mind with which they are charged• I have remarked the same 
thing in cases where the intellectual faculties were absent, or 
manifestly infirm. 

"These phenomena are sufficiently explained by the observa
tions of old and experienced physicians. They know that par
tial insanity, different kinds of mania, symptoms of an habitual 
aberration of mind, have most frequently their principal seat in 
some deeply affected vilcw of the epigastrium; and, in that case, 
the irregularity of the cerebral funct~ons is only sympathetic. 
Now, somnambulism, has the effect of insulating the latter, of 
rendering them, for the time, independent of their usual rela
tions, of withdrawing the brain from its morbid affections ; and 
it is by such means that this organ instantaneously acqqi,res this 
freedom, this facility, this great latitude of operating, which it 
enjoys in this state." 
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visiting her one day, he said he was afraid that he 

should not be able to magnetize her, as he was 

himself very much indisposed. The lady then prO

posed to magnetize him-he consented-and in a 
quarter of an hour he became somnambulist. He 

requested that his eyes might be bandaged, as he 
thought he should then be able to see better. The 

lady then requested that he would examine him

self, and endeavour to discover how his sufferings 

might be relieved. He answered : " I have too 

little fortitude, and am easily affected. My com

plaint is trifling, and I shall be well tO-morrow. 

It is you that I must examine. But how fortunate 

it is that you have made me somnambulist! Hence

forth, we shall always eommence our magnetic 
treatment in this manner, and I assure you that 

you wiJl be well attended to." 

From that period, the lady constantly set her 

magnetizer asleep every day, and in consequence 
of following his prescriptions, while in a state of 

somnambulism, her complaint (a scirrhus) was re

moved. While in this state, too, he predicted that 

she should be attacked, some time afterwards, by 

a complaint of a different nature. This prediction 

was fulfilled, and she was again cured in precisely 

the same manner as before. The veracity of this 
account is vouched by M. Deleuze himself, who 

knew the parties. 
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At the end of the same volume, there are Re

ports of the magnetic treatment of four females, 

amongst others, by M. Germon, Curate of Saint

Aubin-le-Cloux. All of these four became lucid 

somnambulists, and, in . that state, prescribed the 

proper remedies for their different complaints. 

They were_ all cured but one, whose complaint, 

however, was much alleViated, and hopes were en

tertained of her complete recovery. These Reports 

are certified by the authorities of the place, and by 

other respectable Jlersons. 

In the fourth volume of the Bibliotheque du Mag
ndisme Animal, M. de Puysegur gives some account 

of a woman, Agnes Burguet, called La femme 

Marecbal de Buzancy, of whom be bad made men

tion in some of his previous writings. This wo

man bad for many years been subject to irregular 

and periodical fits of convulsions, accompanied with 

other symptoms, which, if left to themselves, would 

inevitably have terminated her existence. She bad 

been treated magnetically by M. de Puysegur, 

whom she always apprised, in due time, of the day 
and the hour when a fit was to come on. When 

ih a state of somnambulism, she not only saw he1· 

own complaints and prescribed for them, but also, 

after careful examination, saw and prescribed for 

the complaints of others with whom she was placed 

en rapport; of which remarkable faculty several 
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ins&an~ are gh•en in the volmne refened to. M. 

de Paysegut observes, tltat it was always necessary, 

upon these occasions, to submit implicitly to the 

dietates, and to execute punctually the directions, 
of the Somnambolist ; and this observation is con

firmed by the experience of every other practical 

magnetizer. The prescriptions of Somnatnbulists 

are invariably found to be efficacious-a deviation 

from them frequently proves dangerous. 

In the same volume of the Bibliotheque, there is 

an extt·act of a letter written by the Countess de C. 

Her son, who bad been under magnetic treatment 
fifteen years before, had predicted, in his last crisis 
of somnambulism, that be should enjoy good health 
for fol1tteen years, but that, at the termination of 
that period, he should again become seriously in

disposed. This prediction was fulfilled, and the 

patient was again relieved by the same mode of 
treatttlent. 

There is also, in the same volume, an account by 

M. Thiriat, Doctor of Medicine and Physician at 

the 'mineral · waters of Plombieres, of a patient 

who was sent to consult him and to drick the wa

ters, on account or some complaints, originating, i~ 
a great measure, from previous injudicious treat
ment. This lady having been magnetized by M. 

Thiriat, she became somnambulist, and gradually 
more and more clairvoyante. In a short time, sbe 
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conversed with the Doctor about her situation with 

a precision which astonished him. She pointed out 

the tause of her complaints, and prescribed the 

treatment necessary to restOre her to health. The 

thermal waters did her good by strengthening her ; 

but the grand remedy, says Dr Thiriat, was the 

magnetic sleep, during which she pointed out the 

manipulations which ought. to' be used, and the 

other medical D?eans which ought to be employed. 

"My knowledge of medicine," says the Doctor, 

"never placed m& for an instant in eontradit~tion 

. with her indications. I may even assert, that she 

sometimes rectified my own ideas." This lady even 

discovered one day, by accident, that the Doctol' 

himself was indisposed, and she pointed out the na

ture of his complaints, and the remedies he ought 

to employ. We have the Doctor's own IUisurance 

that the mode of treatment she prescribed was · ex

ceedingly appropriate and completely successful. 

He also consulted her in the case of some of his 

other patients, and was perfectly satisfied with the 

reflections-she made upon them. 
·Madame Hugaut had a weakly. child, upon whose 

· ease Dr Thiriat thought it advisable to consult 

some of his somnambulists. The husband of this 

lady was very incredulous, and although he had 

witnessed so.me very extraordinary magnetic phe

nomena, be could never be convinced of their rea-
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lity, until this consultation abont his own child. 

Madame Chevalier, another patient of the doctor's, 

was exceedingly dairvoya'lfte in her somnambulism, 

and transported herself mentally to the house of 

this gentleman, whom she did not know, and of 

whose place of residence she was ignorant in her 
waking state. She there saw his son, a boy of 

twenty-seven months, described his situation and 

the nature of his complaints, and predicted some 

f>ther symptoms which were to occur. Mademoi

selle S., another somnambulist, was consulted next 

-aay upon the case of the same child, and repeated 

precisely the same things, only that she entered 

more into detail ; but although in other respects 

quite as clairvoyante as Madame Chevalier, Made
moiselle S. could not transport herself mentally 

into a house she did not know ~ it was necessary 

that she should touch the persons about whom she 

was consulted. 

The following case occurred at Paris, in the 

ehambers of Dr Fouquier, in the year 1830,. and 

was witnessed by a great many persons. 

Petronilla Leclerc, aged twenty-six, was admit

ted into the Hospital de Ia Charite, aftlicted with a 

cerebral, spasmodic, epileptiform atfection. M. 
Sebire, who had charge of her, applied magnetism 

to her several times, when some very remarkable 

phenomena were manifested. 
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In the first sitting, the somnambulist gave seve

ral marks of lucidity. The person who bad mag
netized her, presented to her some objects, such ns 

a bottle filled with vinegar, sugar, bread, &c. which 

she recognised perfectly well without seeing them. 

Besides, she had a bandage over her eyes. In or
der to answer questions which were put to her, she 

turned to the opposite side, and plunged her face 
into the pillow. Without being asked, she said to 

the person who was holding her band, " ~ ou have 
got a headach." The fact was true ; but to try 

her, M. Sebire answered that she was mistaken. 

" That is singular," she replied, " I touched some 
person who had a beadach, for I felt it." She dis
tinguished several persons who were present at the 

experiments by some peculiarities of their dress. 
One of the most remarkable circumstances was 

the following. The magnetizer had retired, after 
promising to return at half-past five o'clock, in or

der to awaken ber. He arrived before the time. 

The somnambulist made him observe that it was 
not yet half-past five. The latter answered . that 

he bad just received a letter which obliged him to 
return sooner. " 0 yes I" she immediately replied, 
" it is that letter which you have in your portfolio 
between a blue and yellow card." The fact waa 
strictly true. M. Sebire, without saying any thing, 
placed a watch behind the occiput, and then asked 
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her what o'olock it was. She answered, "Six mi

nytes past four ;" and she was right. • 

I conceive it quite unnecessary to bring forward 

any more instances, than those already adduced, of 

that phenomenon of lucid vi8ion, which consists of 

the faculty of seeing through intervening obstacles, 

and of intuition, that is to say, that condition of the 

organism, in which, as formerly described, the pa
tient obtains a clear knowledge uf his own internal 

mental and bodily state, is enabled to calculate, 

with accuracy, the phenomena of disease which will 

naturally and inevitably occur, and to determine 

what are their most appropriate and effectual re
medies; as also to exercise the same power of in

ternal inspection with regard to other persons who 

have been previously placed in magnetic connexion 

with him. M. Charde1, the ingenious author of an 

essay on Physiological Psyclwlogy, assures us-and 

I have no doubt of the fact-that he could adduce 

hundreds of examples of these phenomena, which 

occur in almost every magnetic treatment; but that 

it. appears to him quite superfluous to be coutinually 

recurring to the reality of facts which have been 

already so amply established. I shall, therefol'e, 

now proceed, in the progress of my induction, to 

give a few instances of those phenomena which oc-

• Gaw.tle de Sant~, 1830, No. 26. 
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cur in Dr Kluge's sixth degree, and which have 

been thus described in a former part of this work : 

"In the sixth degree, the lucid vision (clairvoy
ance), which the patient possessed in the former 

degree, extends to alJ objects, near and at a di&

tance, in space and in time; hence it has been de

nominated the degree of universal lucidity." 

-. 
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CHAPTER XXVI. 

THE first two or three instances of the pheno

mena in question, I shall extract from the work of 

M. Chardel, already referred to, who treats of Ani

mal Magnetism incidentally, 88 connected with 

psychological science, and who, moreover, speaks 

from personal knowledge of the facts he relates. 
M. Chardel had two sisters 88 his patients, who· 

were both magnetic somnambulists, and in the 

most intimate rapport with each other. M. Chardel 

proposed to bleed the elder of these two sisters in 

the foot. In the mean time, the younger sister, 

after being magnetized, felt somewhat indisposed, 

and went to bed in another room. The father and 

mother remained to assist the operator. At the 

first attempt to in~ert the lancet, a piercing cry 

was beard to proceed from the bed-room of the 

younger sister, who, on entering it, was found to 

be in a swoon, in the position in which she had 

gone to sleep. M. Chardel recovered her, and en

quired the cause of her fainting. She then related 

the details of all his movements in the projected 
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operation. • She said that she had constantly fol· 
lowed him with her eyes, and that, at the moment 

he was going to insert the lancet, an emotion, which 

she could not control, had entirely deprived her of 

sense. In the caRe of ordinary Jife, this !Vould have 

been impossible, considering the distance and the 

intervening walls. 

The same author mentions the following anec

dote, upon the authority of a gentleman of distinc

tion and credit. 

The wife of this gentleman had a femme de 

chambre in a very weak state of health. She mag

netized her, and placed her in a state of somnambu

lism. The lady was assisted by her husband. One 

day, when the magnetic sitting was accompanied 

with some considerable pains, the patient asked 

for some old wine. The husba!}d took a candle, 

and went down to the cellar in search of it. He 

descended the first flight of steps without any ac

cident; but the cellar being situated pretty far un
der ground, the steps in the lower part were wet. 

He slipped upon the stair, and fell backwards, but 

without hurting himself, and even without extin
guishing the light which he held in his band. 

When he returned with the wine, he found that 

his wife was informed of his faU, and of all the 

particulars of his subterranean journey-the som

nambulist having related them to her exactly aa 
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they happened. M. Chardel says that he could ad .. 
duce several other instances, within his personal 
knowledge, of a similar degree of clairvoyance ha
ving been manifested at much greater distances. 

The same respectable author mentions that he . . 
knew the . wife of a Colonel of a cavalry regiment, 

who was magnetized by her husband, and became 
somnambulist. Having himself become indil;posed, 

he was obliged to caU in to his assistance, for eight 
or ten days, an officer of the same regiment. At 
a magnetic sitting subsequent to 'this, the husband 

having placed his wife in a state of somnambulism, 

called her attention to this officer. " Ah ! the 

wretched man !" she exclaimed, "I see him-he is 
at , he is going to kill himself-be bas a pis

tol in his hand-run, run !" The place was about 
a league distant-the husband mounted his horse, 

and made all the haste be could ; but he arrived 
too late-the suicide had been already perpetrated. 

My readers ~y perhaps recollect the ease of 
Madame P., which is recorded by the late Com

mittee of the French Royal Academy of Medicine, 
in their celebrated Report, a translation of which 
was formerly published, and which will now be 
found h:a the Appendix. It will probably be re
membered that this lady was placed, by means of 
Magnetism, in a state of complete corporeal insen

sibility, (lnd, while in this situation, bad a serious 
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and painful operation performed. upon her by M. 

Cloquet. M. Chardel has preserved several addi

tional particulars relati~e to this case, which are 

well \Vorthy of notice. 

This lady, whose name was Madame Plantin, 

bad a married daughter, Madame Lagandre, who 

resided in the country, and was unable to repair 

to Paris until some days after the operation had 

been performed upon her mother. Madame La
gandre, having been magnetized, became somnam

bulist, and manifested a very remarkable degree of 

lucidity. It was proposed to consult her upon the 

state of her mother, and for this purpose Dr Cba

pelain magnetized her on the 26th of April, and 

questioned her on the subject. She answered by 

giving a circumstantial and accurate description of 

her mother's complaints, and predicting her death in 

the course of two day11, in spite of all that could be 

done for her. On the following day, Dr Chapelain, 

upon visiting his patient, Madame Plantin, found 

that the melancholy prediction of the Somnambu
list was about to be verified. She was evidently 
much worse. M. Cloquet requested Dr Cbapelain 

to place Madame Lagandre in a state of somnam

bulism, and put several questions to her relative to 

Madame Plantin. She answered that her mother 

had become very weak during the last few days

that her life was only artifici~lly prolonged by 
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magnetism-and that, notwithstanding every etf'ort, 

she should die next morning early, without pain. 

When asked what were the parts diseased, she 

gave, as will be afterwards seen, a correct descrip

tion of them. M. Cbapelain magnetized Madame 

Plantin several times, with great energy, during 

the course of the day, and could scarcely succeed 

in setting her asleep. When be returned next 

morning about seven o'clock, the patient had just 

expired. 

The two Doctors were very natura11y anxious to 

verify the declarations of the Somnambulist rela

tive to the internal state of the body, and obtained 

the consent of the family to examine it. M. Mo

reau, secretary to the surgical section of the Aca

demy, and Dr Dronaart, were requested to attend 

as witnesses, and it was resolved that the exami

nation should take place next day in their presence. 

It was conducted by M. Cloquet and his assistant, 

M. Pailloux. Dr Chapelain was also present. The 

latter set Madame Lagandre asleep, a short time 

before the hour fixed upon for the operation. The 

medical gentlemen then requested to know, from 

her own mouth, what she had previously said she 

had seen in the interior of the body of Madame 

Plantin ; when the Somnambulist repeated, in a 

firm tone of voice, and without hesitation, what · 

she bad formerly announced to MM. Cloquet and 
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Chapelain. The latter then conducted her to the 

room adjoining that in which the operation was to 

be performed, and of which the door was exactly 

shut. Madame Lagandre was still in a state of 

somnambulism, an~, in spite of the . barriers which 

separated her from these gentlemen, she followed 

tl1e bistoury in the bands of the operator, and said 

to the persons around her : " Why do they make . 
the incision in the middle of the breast, seeing that 

the effusion is in the right side?" 

The indications given by the somnambulist were 

found to be quite correct. The procu-verbal of 

the examination was drawn up by Dr Dronsart, 

attested and signed by all the persons present, and 

inserted at length in the work of M. CbardeJ. 

In the German "Annals of Medicine" ( Jahr· 

biicher der Medicin), the celebrated philosopher 

$chelling, relates the following case, which oc

curred under his own observation. 

"In a crisis of clairvoyance, Miss M. having pre
viously been quite cheerful, began, all at once, to 

assume an appearance of anxiety and sorrow, and, 

at. last, fell a-weeping. When I asked her what 

. W311 the matter, she answered, that she bad just 

then become aware that a death had recently taken 

place in the family, at the distance of more than 

one hundred and fifty leagues. I endeavoured to 
VOL IJ. H 
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diasuil.d~ her from entertaining such thoughts, but 

in vain; she insisted that she was quite certain of 

the fact, at1d contit1oed to weep. Wishing to a!J.. 

certain how she had come by this intelligence, she 

said she l1erself did not well know, but that she 

had at once become quite certain of it. I asked 

her whether she could name the person who had 

died : She said she could nat at that time, but 
• 
should be able to do so in a future crisis. She add-

ed, that the letter containing the intelligence was 

then upon its way. She conjured .me to say no

thing about this presentiment after the crisis, other

wise it would give her mortal anxiety. 

" It is well known," says the Professor, "that 

somnambulists, when they awake out of the mag
netic sleep, have' not the slightest recollection of 

what may have taken place in it. When she a

woke out of her sleep, Miss M. was as cheerful as 

ever, and bad not the' mo8t distant idea of her vi
sion. The expression of pain she exhibited du

ring the crisis, which seemed to proceed so entire

ly from an internal conviction of the reality of 

the fact, and the obstinacy with which she ad

hered to her assertion of its truth, induced me to 

give her credit. I mentioned the case to Professor 

Schmidt, in order that be might be a witness to 

the fact. I awaited with great anxiety the hour 

when I could again set my somnambulist asleep, in 
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order to ascertain whether she would again have 

the same vision. For .a. considerable period during 

the crisis, nothing of the kind appeared. She was 

as usual quite cheerful, and spc>ke a gt·eat deal, un

til, all at once, marks of sorrow were exhibited in 

her countenance. She turned away her f~, and 

hid it on her arm, which she had placed on the arm 

of her chair, and wept in silence. At length, ~ 

asked her what ailed her. ' The same as yester

day,' she answered ; ' a death has taken place in 

our family-. I know it for certain/ She thought 

it fortunate fot• her that she knew nothing of this 

when awake, because it would occasion her so much 

grief. I again asked her whether she did not also 

know the individual who was dead ; and she re

peated that she wo11ld be ·able to tell me in a fu

-ture crisis, provided I put the question to her. In 

the following crisis, as soon as she was set asleep, 
she again began to weep. She requested me to 

use every means of diverting her attention from 

this circumstance during .her sleep, and I endea

voured to do so by introducing other subjects of 
.conversation; yet she frequently reverted to it. 
Had I foreseen the circumstance11 which subse

quently made it impossible for me to place her 

more frequently in a state of crisis, I should, upon 

the last occasion, instead of diverting her thoughts 

from the subject in question, rather have endea-
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voured to ascertain whether sbe could give any far

ther particulars of the event. But I neglected the 

opportunity, and reserved my questions for future 

crises, which could no longer take place. Four or 

five days after the last sitting, upon entering her 

apartment, I found M:iss M. much downcast, with 

appearances on her countenance iudicatiog that 

she had been weeping. On inquiring into the rea

son of this, she pointed to a letter which lay upon 

the table, and said it contained intelligence of the 

death of a near relative and particular friend. I 

asked her whether sl1e bad received any previous 

accounts of the indisposition of this individual. She 

answered, 'No-none at all; the intelligence came 

upon me quite unexpectedly.' Nor was she at all 

aware of any presentiment she bad of the event." 

Dr Arndt, an eminent German physician, re
lates, that being one day seated near the . bed of 

one of his somnambulists, on a sudden she became 

agitated, uttered sighs, and, as if tormented by 

some vision, exclaimed, " 0 heavens ! my father ! 
he is dying !" A few moments afterwards, she 

awoke, seemed quite cheerful, and recollected no

thing of the anxiety she had so recently manifest

ed. She again relapsed twice into the same state 
of magnetic sleep, and each time she was torment

ed by the same vision. Being asked what l1ad hap

pened to ber father, she answered, " He is bathed 
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in blood-he is dying." Soon afterwards she 

awoke, became composed, and the scene finished. 

Some weeks afterwards, Dr Arndt found this lady 

pensive and sorrowful. She had just received 
from her father, who was at a distance of some 

hundred miles -an account of a serious accident 

which had befallen him. In ascending the stair of 

his cellar, the door bad fallen upon his breast-a 

considerable hemorrhage ensued, and the physi

cians despaired of his life. Dr Arndt, who had 

marked the precise time of the preceding scene 

of the somnambulism of this lady, found that it 

was exactly on the day and at the hour when the 

accident happened to her father. "This," ob

serves the Doctor, " could not have been the mere 

effect of chance; and, assuredly, there was no con

cert nor deceit on the pnrt of the observer." 

The next case I shall adduce is still more re

markable than any of the preceding. 

Mademoiselle W., whose disease and its treat

ment have been minutely reported by Dr Klein, 
her physician, appears to have been one of the most 

extt·aordinary natural somnambulists and clairvoy

antes upon recot·d. The following facts concerning 

her, which Dr Klein bas sligl•tly alJuded to from 

1notives of dcllicacy towards the family, are related 

in the third volume of the Bibliotheque du Mogne-
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tUme Animal, by an eye-witnees who i11 worthy of 
all credit. 

After MademoisaiJe W. bad arrived at the house 

of M. St - · -, a respectable and opulent mao, 
whose family is one of the most distinguished in 

the country, thi11 gentleman, wh.o bad previoualy 
heard of the accidental somnambulism of this young 
lady, looked upon her as a very extraordinary per
lion, and requested her to give him, as she bad al
ready done on several former occasions, some proofs 

of the accuracy .and extent of her magnetic telucope, 

and to direct it towarda his son, an officer in the 

army, at that time serving in RullSia. From that 
moment, MademoiseJJe W. directed her thoughts 
to this young man, and in all her paroxysms, al

though she bad never seen him, she drew his por
trait exactly as if she had him before her eyes. 
She Raid that he waa constantly present to her 
mind-she accompanied him in all his military 

movements, and .observed that, naturally.brave, he 

exposed himself too incon11iderately to danger. She 

frequently asked the sister of this young officer, 

whether she did not see him in a corner of the 

room ; and, one day, upon receiving a negative an
swer, she ·said, "Well, then I a.c;k him any questions · 

you please, and I shall return his answers.'' The 
sister, having consented, asked all sorts of questions 
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reiative to family matters, which wer~ uDknown to 

the somnambulist, who ttnawered thein all in a 

manner so precise and 110 accurate, that th!" inter.:. 

rogator afterwards declared that she felt herself 

seized with a cold perspiration, and was several 

times on the point of fainting with fright, during 

what she called the dialogue of the Spirits. 

In another scene, the somnambulist declared to 

the father, that she saw his son at the hospital, with 

a piece of white linen wraj>t round his chin-that 

he was wounded in the face-that he was unable 

to eat, but, at the same time, that he was in no 

danger. Some days later, she said that he waa now 

able to -eat, and that he was much better. 

The family soon ceased to pay much attention to 

these visions, probably putting little faith in them, 

when, some weeks afterwards, a courier arrived 

from the army. M. St. immediately went to Count 

Th. to inquire what news he had received. The 

latter, at once, set his mind completely at ease, by 

informing him that his son's name was not in the 

Jist of the wounded, &c. Transported with joy, 
he returned home, and said to MademoiselJe W., 

who was, at that time, in her somnambuJic sleep, 

that, for once, she had not divined accurately, and 

that, fortunately for his son and himself, she had 

heen completely deceived. At these words-di

vined, deceived-the young lady felt much offended, 
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and, in an angry and energetic tone, 888ured the 

father that she was quite certain of the truth of 

what she had said-that, at the very moment, she 

saw his son at the ho.spital with his chin wrapt in 

white linen, and that, in the state in which . she 

then was, it was quite impossible she could be de

ceived. Soon afterwards, there came a note from 

Count Th.; which, after some expressions of polite

ness and condolence, contained the following in

telligence. That a second list of the wounded had 

arrived~ in which was the name of his son, who 

had been struck by a musket-ball on the chin, and 

was under medical treatment in the hospital, &c. 

According to my information, the veracity of 

the persons, upon whose authority the preceding 

narrative has been given, lies under no suspicion. 
With one other ease I shall close this evidence 

with regard to the extraordinary phenomena of the 

magnetic somnambulism. It is a case which ex

cited a great deal of sensation in Germany some 

years ago, and which is considered as one of the 

most remarkable and b_est authenticated of any that 

ha11 occurred in the annals of Magnetism. 

It is now well known that two patients, in the 

highest degree of somnambulism, predicted the 

death of an illustrious personage-the late King of 
Wirtemberg. The prediction of the first somnam

buJist, in which the year and the month were an-
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nounced, took place four years before the event. 

The circumstance was, . for obvious reasons, kept 

secret amongst a few friends, and, from the length 

of time that elapsed, had been nearly forgotten, 

when it was unexpectedly confirmed by a second 
somnambulist, who announced not only the year 

and month, but the precise day. From the period 

of the second prediction, the report became more 

widely circnlated, and· those in the knowledge of 

the circumstance were naturally exceedingly an

xious to watch the result. Bets to a considerable 

amount were even offered upon the fulfilment of 

the prediction. 

The first prediction was made by the same som

nambulist, Mademoiselle W., of whose extraordi
nary clairvoyance some account has been given in 

the preceding case. It took place in the year 1812, 
in presence of Dr Klein, and several other respec

table persons, and was to the following effect :

" His Majesty will die, in an unusual manner, be
tween the 18th and 20th of April 1816." When 

questioned, in some of her .subsequent crises, re

specting the accuracy of this announcement, she 

said that she ras quite certain as to the year, but 
might be mistaken as to the particular month. At 

a subsequent period, she fixed upon the month of 
October, without specifying any particular day. 

VOL. Jl, 
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M. St., in whose house, probably, these acenes took 

place, had, from former experience, Much confidence 

iii the clairvoyance of this somnambulist, that he 

was induced to offer a large bet upon the event. 

The second prediction was made by a somnam

bulist, Kr., a patient of Dr N., upon the 1 '7th of 

April 1816, in presence of Dr Klein, Dr N., and 

Profell80r L •.•••. t, and was to the folJowing effect. 

" His Majesty will die this year in the month of 

October." When asked whether the event would 

take place in the beginning, the middle, or the end 

of the month, she answered, " The end." " Can 

you determine the precise day ? Will it be the 

26th ?" "No." "The 28th?'' " On that day he 

will be struck with apoplexy." 

The King was actually struck with apoplexy on 

the day predicted, and died in the course of a day 

or two thereafter. 

The Report from which I have extracted the 

preceding abridged account was drawn up by Pro

fessor Eschenmayer, and inserted in the first vo

lume of the German Archives of Animal Magneti8m. 
It is attested by the names of nine well known in

dividual~medical men, and other persons of re

spectability ; and the Professor declares that, if 

necessary, ·he could adduce two hundred witnesses 

to prove the truth of the facts. 

For numeroua additional instances of the mag-
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~etic somll~mbul.~~-' aqd ita highly,, i~.teres~~ng 

pheno~t~ena, I JJiuat r~fer tl:t~ rat'Q~~I).y. !wtuisi,tive 
reader to the works Qf t~e M!lrquis de Puy11egu•) 

to those of M. Tardy de M;~n\ravel~_to th~ ./Jihli
otheque du Magnetisme Animal, to the German 

Archives of Ani~al Magnetism, edited by the Pro

fessors Eschenmayer, Kieser, Na$8e, and Nees von 

Eseobeck-a'nd to all the other publications I ha\'e 

noticed throughout this work. • I could not have 

• The celebrated Dr Georget, a member of the Institute, who, 
from being an obstinate sceptic, afterwards became convinced of 
the reality of the phenomena of Animal Magnetism by nume
rous experiments, gives the rollowing general result of his ob
.eervations:-" My somnambulists are so totally deprived of the 
aense of bearing, that the loudest noise most unexpectedly pro
duced does not cause in them the slightest alarm. Thus a pis
tol-shot, a noisy bell, do not produce the smallest motion, or 
prevent them from continuing without interruption a conver
sation already commenced. But the magnetizer is always heard. •' 
Georget also tells us, that his own conviction, as well as that of 
many other eminent physicians, was acquired from a number of 
experiments, guarded by the most rigorous precautions. 

Dr R011tan, another distlnguiahed physician, affirms that he 
has witnessed all that Dr Georget has published. He, too, was 
originally a sceptic, and during ten years spoke and wrote of 
Animal Magnetism as a system of jugglery and impO!Iture, and 
uf the magnetizers as a set of rogues and dupes. But he also 
became convinced by the unambiguous results of a number 
of cautious uperimenta.-See Dic&mnaift de Mlldiom~. Art. 
Magnetinne Animal. 

M. Dupotet informs us, that, at his famous experiments, per
formed a few years ago, at the Hotel Dieu, more than fit\y per
sona were present, chiefly physicians and students of medicine. 
M. Dupotet 1>ublished an account of tbeae experiments, whica 
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gone more at large into the evidence in favour of 

these extraordinary facts at present, without great 

inconvenience. The cases on record would the•n
selves fill many volumes. 

palllled through three editions ; and although this account bu 
been several years in possession of the public, no objection bas 
ever been made to any of its details. Yet these experiments 
confinn all the more remarkable phenomena of Animal Mag,. 
netism. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 

IN the two preceding chapters, I adduced seve

ral instances-instantim ostensivm, according to Ba

con-of the manifestation of some of the more re

markable phenomena which have been found to 

occur in the magnetic somnambulism-the exer

cise of the faculties without the use of their appro

priate organs, corporeal . insensibility, the exalta

tion of the intellectual powers, intuition, prevision, 

prophecy, &c.• These, it will be perceived, are 

• .AU of these phenomena are fully admitted by an anonymous 
author, to whom I furmerly referred, who, so far as I can eee, 
does not appear to be a practical magnetizer, but who seems to 
have an intimate knowledge of the subject, treats it with much 
philosophical acumen, and loudly condemns the abuses and ex
travagances of the practice. " In somnambulism, the sensitive 
power, no longer attached to the usual organs, but appropriated 
by the aoul itself, now operates certainly in a wonderful man
ner, according to other than the ordinary laws, has a clear vit!w 
of objects through a series of untransparent bodies, and perceives 
things at·a distance which no ordinary human power could pe
netrate. The somnambulist sometimes knows what is occurring 
at very distant placea; nay, he not unfrequently Jl01l&e8&ell also 
the faculty of producing so powerful an effect upon distant per
.IIODs, who are m Mppqrl with him, that his image presents itself 
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exactly similar in kind to those which occur in the 

natural crisis; which latter originates spontaneous

ly, probably in consequence of some constitutional 

idiosyncrasy; whereas, in the former, that peculiar 

state of the organism and the intellect is produced 

by artificial means. · 

Individuals have been known to manifest some 

symptoms of this constitutional affection in theit· 

conduct and behaviour during the whole course of 

their lives. Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans, is 

supposed to have been in a state of habitual crisis. 

Swedenborg appears to have been a natural clair

voyant, as is pretty evident from several passages 

of his life. Jacob Becbmen seems to have been in 

a somewhat similar state. It is not unfrequently 

engendered by religious enthusiasm, exaltation, 
mysticism, and an excessive devotion. Indeed, a 

to their involuntary imagination. But not dnly i8 the sphere 
of their sensitive power so remarkably extended ; their mental 
powers also frequently acquire an exti'ai>rdinary augmentation, 
and 'to them it tiecomes mere child's play to solve questions, 
which they neYer could have answered when awake. .......... .. 
...... ... But their power of operating at a cllitance is not merely 
confined to the unusual penetration of a large spaCe-it even 
extends to the future. They not only know what is occurring 
at the moment in places from which they are often many miles 
distant; but they also know and predict what will happen to 
others or to themselves," &c...:-See D4B V endlletwt• Bild .ftl sm.. 
fuimerly referred to, p. 76, 76. The author abo adinits the 
other remarkable pbehomena-intuition, the instinct of reme
dies, &c. 
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certain degree of this affection is probably more 
common than is generally imagined, and its mani

festations may frequently be ascribed to eccentri

city of character, or to partial or slight insanity. 
Tbe celebrated German poet Goethe tells us, in 

the first volume of his autobiography; that hia 

grandfather possessed the gift of prophecy, espe· 
cially in regard to matters relating to himself and 

his destiny; of which he gives some examples; and 
be mentions it as something still more remarkable, 
that persons, who had never upon any other ocCI\• 
sion discovered any traces of this power, in the 

presence of his grandfather (en rappr:wt with him) 

acquired-that faculty for the moment, and bad a 

presentiment of events which were, at the same 

time, occurring at a distance. 

I have now brought under the view of my readers 

a variety of instances, both of the natural and of 

the magnetic somnambulism, for the purpose of 

demonstrating the reality of the more remarkable 
phenomena which are manifested in these extraor
dinary states of the organism. I request it may be 
considered, however, that all I ha\'e laid bt>fore 
them is but an inconsiderable fragment of the real 

evidence in the case, although sufficient, I should 

think, to give perfect credibility to the facts. To 

have adduced every case upon record-to have 

treated the subject in its fullest details, by dwelling 
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minutely upon the phenomena presented in eaeh 

individual instance, would have spun out this work 

to a size which I never contemplated, and rendered 

it more tedious than instructive. Besides, a few 

well-authenticated cases are as good as a thou~~and 

to those capable of weighing evidence. It has been 

my object, in short, to present my readers with a 

general view of this interesting subject.; and I trust 

I have done enough, if not to secure their complete 
conviction, at }t'a&t to awaken their interest and 

their curiosity, to dispel their prejudices, and in

duce them to pause, and inquire, and reftect, be

fore they proceed to form any unfavourable con

clusion. • Let them not permit the extraordinary 

• I regret that I nm unable to give any better and more pnr
ticular account of the following recent and very remarkable 
caee, than what I have derived from a newspaper paragraph, 
evidently written by a person equally ignorant and incredulous. 
(See the Londo., Weekly Diapalch, 15th March 1836.) 

" The Belgian journals rontain the account of a caae of som
nambulism or catalepsy, of a nature so extraordinary as to merit 

. the attention of physiologists, and, if the assertions of those me
dical men who have seen her be true, must shake the scepticism 
of the most incredttlous. The patient is Sophia Laroche, a 
peasant girl of Virieu, in the French department of the I~re, 
aged fourteen ; and the most ridiculously romantic circumstances 
respecting her are offered to the gullibility of the public. 
Among$t others, Dr Eymard has published an aecount of his 
visit to her during the last month. This is not a place for en
tering into details ; suffice it to aay, that the girl in question, 
in a compktll •tate of -nambtdum, tMth her ~u lxmdau-1, or itt 

loJal dMicnu&, can read, and di.tingui1h 41/ IC#ft/1 voil;e and tow:!., 
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charact.er of the facts to confound their judgment, 

or tempt them to reject them at once, without doe 
investigation, and an attentive consideration of the 

evidenee by which they are supported. Let them 

remember, that if many of those higher phenome

na, to which I lately presumed to direct their at

tention, be extraordinary and apparently unaccount-

ptlr«m6 _,.or at a diltane~J; tll4l tDhillt lahouf'ifagunder tlult~C«•, 
tDhich lam M~WGllwur•, and MnMtimu dag•, •he maku the mod ell
~ rewlationl, ~~ hiddm and lod ohjectl, jindB hef
tDa!/ a6out the toum, undentandl Greek, Larin, peMtratu people'• 
lhoughU, and an•wers que•tionl upon .Wjem tDhich, during hef- u
ttlf'al •taU, lhe iB tDhollg ignorant of. Her IJodg, during - oj 
the# periotU, appetlrl to be endouJed UJith a peculiar lightnal arul 

Blalticilfl, 10 that 8he mag be lifted up a• though 8he onlg tDeighed a 

jetD ounces, or 111 if tluJ mere approach of the hand 1t1rt1ed to render 
hef- ln401!ant. These, together with many other marvels, are re
counted by hundreds of persons who have attentively watched 
her. It appears, however, that the accesses of catalepsy are 
gradually diminishing as she grows older, and that there is every 
prospect of their becoming totally extinct as her body gains 
strength. In the mean time, Sophie Laroche is the wonder and 
admiration of the whole department of the !sere, and has fur
nished fresh arguments for the speculations of the disciples of 
Animal Magnetism." 

The above is all I know of the case In question. It will be 
.een that the phenomena desCribed are precisely the same aa 
those which have been found to occur In other instances, except
ing the circumstance stated of the lightness, elasticity and buoy
ancy of the body, of which, however, I believe other examples 
may be found. If the fact were once demonstrated, it might 
serve, perhaps, to explain some of the extraordinary powera at
tributed to witches, such as flying in the air, &c. The subject, 
therefore, deserves attention. · 

'l'he following cate, menth>ned by l>r Abercrombie, appeara 
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able in themselves, the remarkable organic state 

out of which they arise, or in which they are 

manifested, is· no less so. Somnambulism, as a 

fact, like that of the fall of meteoric siones, has 

been known and observed for ages, and many cu

rious instances of its occurrence have been wit

nessed and recorded. Until lately, however, the 

nature of that peculiar affec.-tion appears to have 

been little understood, and its most remar~able 

characteristic features seem to have long escaped 

the attention of physicians and philosophers, al

though ofimmense interest to physiological science. 

It was generally considered as a diseased, or, at 

least, as an anomalous state of the system, from 

which no important general inferences could be 

deduced; and it is only of late-since the intro

duction of the magnetic practice, and the conse

quent discovery of the possibility of its artificial 

production, for which last we are principally in

debted to the careful and meritorious experimental 

investigations of the enlightened Marquis de Puy

segur-that its peculiar character and conditions 

to have some analogy to the present. " At times, the patient," 
says he, "after lying for a considerable time quiet, would, in an 
instant, throw her whole body into a kind of convulsive spring, 
by which she was thrown entirely out of bed ; and in the same 
manner, while sitting or lying on the 6oor, she -would throw 
herself into bed, or leap on the top of a wardrobe five feet high. •' 
-AB:EBCllOXBIE On thB Brain, 3d edit. p. 407. 
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have been more correctly ascertained, ana its va

rious and interesting phenomena more accurately 

observed and more justly appreciated. It is a state, 

as my readers must now be aware, totally different 

from that of ordinary life-a state in which the 

animal sensibility undergoes an essential change

a state in which the ordinary activity of the corpo

real faculties is· suspended for a time, and the in

ternaJ instinct-the immaterial principle-perhaps 

the soul itself-displays its unfettered energies, in

dependently of the material organs ;• -a state of 

existence which has been almost prophetically, al

though unintentionally, described, in the following 

• " The phenomena of Animal Magnetism are &cts, which 
can no more be doubted, than can the reality of those meteoric 
stones which occasionally fall from the heavens. If there be 
any bridge, any connexion, between this and the other world, 
any transition from the temporary life of the soul to the eternal 
life of the spirit, these phenomena must be capable of giving us 
aome insight into the subject. They deserve, therefore, in des
pite of all danger of deception, our most serious attention ; as 
it would be equally foolish, in the face of such amply atlested 
experience, to deliver ourselves over to an all-denying scepti
cism, 1111 to resign ourselves to a blind faith, in the case of every 
alleged phenomenon. 

" Somnambulism affords us at least, in its already admitted 
facts, the incontestible proof that higher powers reside in man, 
which stretch beyond the narrow sphere of the rude ~nsual 
existence, and tran:~eend the horizon of the human understand
ing entangled in its abstractions.''-C. J. EISENLOH:a (Privy 
Councillor to the Grand Duke of Baden, &c.), Irene, &c. earls
rube, 1831. Pp. 226-228. 
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beautiful Jines of one of the most phiJosophical of 

our living poets ;~ state, 

" In which the burt.ben .of the mystery 
Jn which the heavy and the weary weight 
Of all this unintelligible world 
Is llgbten'd: that serene and blessed state 
In which the aft'ectlons gently lead us on,
Until, the lweaiA of lliU corpol'ftll /rem~. 
And ~~~~en the motion of our human blood 

..tfl~MM .wpended, WE AJll! LAID .ULEJ:P 

IV BODY, Ali'D BECOME A LIVIWG SOUL: 

While tllith an ¥ f1UIIk quiet bg the pou1er 

Of harmony, and the deep potDtlr of jog, 
WE SEE IWTO THE LIPE OP THIJI'GS.',. 

It cannot fail, I think, to be perceived, with 

what remarkable, what wonderfully minute accu

racy, this poetical description tallies with the phe

nomena which actually occur in the magnetic som

nambulism. In that state, we appear to forget all 

knowledge of our previous existence-

"the burthen of the mystery, 
the heavy and the weary weight 

Of all this unintelligible world 
Is lightened ;" 

the ordinary functions of the animal organization 

are suspended-
" ............... we are laid asleep 

In body;" 

the mind becomes divested of the ordinary cares 

• WORDSWORTH; Lins• on rem.itifl{l theBank1 ofllu! Wge; in 
my humble opinion one of the finest pieces of blank verse in 
the English language. 
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and anxieties of the world, and is unusually com

posed, Rerene and cheerful ; while the intellectual 
faculties, free and unfettered, are exercised with 

an extraordinary degree of vigour and acuteness. 

" We become a living soul." 

At the same time, the eye of the mind, the inter
nal power of vision, is wonderfully strengthened 

and enlarged, and seems unconfined within the 

narrow limits of space and time;-we do not see 

objects in a merely superficial manner-we pene
trate beyond external nature-

" We see into the life of things." • 

It must be quite evident, that the phenomena 

of such a state of existence as that described can-

• Dr Jung-Stilling, in his Theory of Pneumalology, discrimi
nates and contrasts the natural and the magnetic states in the 
following manner : 

" The human soul is present in every part of its body: it is 
conscious ·or itself in every part, according as the organs of the 
body.give Occasion; it sees with the eyes, hears with the ears, 
smells with · the notie, tastes with the tongue and palate, and 
feels with the whole skin, or the whole superficies of the body. 
:All this it has in common with the animal soul ; but there is 
something more superadded, which gives It a rank far difterent 
arid more elevated than the brutes ; it is an intelligent being," 
&c.-" The human soul is directed, in the natural state, by the 
nel"Ves, wherever feeling, consciousness, and motion are neces
sary. It appears to have the principal seat in the brain; but, 
by magnetising, it is more or less detached from the brain and 
nen'es, and consequently becomes, more or less, a free agent ; 
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not be explained by the laws and conditions of or

dinary life-the physiological principles whi~h ar~ 

applicable in the one case, are totally inapplieable 

for, as the clear-seeing somnambulist does not see with the eyes, 
but out of the region of the pit of the heart, and as this is al
ways the case, without exception, it is clear from hence, that 
the human soul of itself can not only see without the aid of 
the body, but also so much clearer than in its fleshly prison, 
nor does it stand in need of our material light; for magnetic 
sleepers read wh11t is laid on the pit of the heart, and the con
tents of closed letters. Nay, they can read at a distance, when 
the book or writing is separated from them by dense and opaque 
bodies, as soon as that which is to be read is held by a person 
with whom the somnambulist stands in psychical contact or con
rtexion."-" The human soul, in ·this state, not only sees but 
also feels every thing more acutely than in its natural waking 
state, without requiring for this purpose any one of the bodily 
senses; but it is very remarkable, that it is not susceptible of 
the smallest thing belonging to the visible world, except when 
brought into a psychical contact, connexion, or rapport," &c. ; 

" the somnambulist can then, particularly when he is in a very 
eulted and clear-sighted state, perceive every thing that the 
person thinks, suffers, feels, and enjoys, who stands in connexion 
with hin1." 

" The magnetic facts and experiments above stated prove, to 
a demonsttation, the e~nce of this spiritual, luminous body; 
they further prove, that this human soul has need of its gross 
and animal body, solely with reference to ite earthly. life, in 
which ·man must necessarily :stand in reciprocal operation with 
the sensible or material world; but that it is able withi)Ut· it 
to think a11d feel, and to act upon others,. both near and at a 
distance, in a much more perfect manner, and is also; more 8\16-

c:eptible of suffering and enjoyment. This conclusion must· un
quEIIlticmably arise in the mind of the impartial observer, when 
he assemble.; all the various exhibitions which ~ pro
ducee. and then calmly and rationally reflects upon them.·~-
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in the other. • Yet every system of human phy
siology which declines to investigate these tacts 

upon their own appropriate principles, must nece£

sarily be imperfect. Indeed, an impartial and at

tentive study of the phenomena of somnambulism 

cannot fail to lead us to conclusions highly inte

t·estiug to the philosophy of man. A good deal 

has been lately done for this psychological branch 

of physiology upon the Continent: in this country 

it is still little more than a blank-a sheet of 

white paper; and even the study of it is most 

unaccountably discouraged. The sun of Animal 

Magnetism, as an enlightened foreigner remarks, 

has not yet arisen in the British dominions. May 

his animating beams speedily dispel the darkness 

that envelopes those t·econdite but most important 

truths, to which our eyes have hitherto been blind, 

or which, at present, we only see dimly reflected 

by a remote mirror ! t 

• M. Deleuze has very justly observed, that the antagonists 
of .Animal Magnetism wish to explain a peculiar class of pheno
mena by the same theory they employ to explain phenomena 
of a totally different class. By pursuing such a method the1 
never can succeed. 

t It is a rather remarkable but an indisputable fact, that, in 
modem times, and especially in this country, the term Science 
has become totally perverted from its original and genuine sig· 
nification, and that it is now limited almost exclusively to Phy. 
sics. All our Royal and Philosophical Academies and Societies 
are entirely occupied with objects of mathematical and physical 
researdl; Ment~ and moral philosophy are utterly neglected. 
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I formerly mentioned, that, whatever difFerences 
of opinion may exist in regard to theory, the reality 

Were It proposed to read before any of the Societies alluded to 
a paper on .Animal Magnetism, the proposition would probably 
be almost universally scouted, and the proposer laugh~ to scorn 
as an ignoramru or a visionary, although upon the Continent 
the moat eminently learned bodies have not hesita,ted to encou
rage the investigation of the subjt!Ct, without any losa of cha
racter, or feeling of degradation. With us, the apophthegm of 
the poet,-

" Homo aum, nibil humani a me alieaum puto," 

is quite out of fashion -our philoaophers no longer admit that 

" The proper atudy of maakind ia man"-

all research is directed towards external nsture-and mind is 
considered altogether subordinate to matter. In an article in 
the Edinburgh Reciew, formerly noticed, " the foil~ of Animal 
Magnetinn" are actually placed in marked contrast with the prin
ciples of ICience-meanlng Physics, I presume; and no term of 
contempt is sufficiently strong to designate the absurdity of all 
investigations into the phenomena of mind. 

Now, there is no man more willing than myselt to acknow
ledge the immense advantages which society bas derived from 
the application of the principles and discoveries of physical 
science to the arts of life-to the physical wants of the spe
cies; but I cannot, I never will, admit that Physics consti
tute the whole of science, or lh~t they are best calculated to 
promote the great ends of our being. I cannot consent to 
abandon mental physiology and philosophy- to relinquish the 
study of the splrltual and moral nature of man- to sacrifice 
mind to matter and mechanism. Nor can I allow that such 
pursuits are subordinate to those of the mathematician, the che
mist, the astronomer, the botanist, or thE' geologist. I am quite 
aware that the study of Animal Magnetism is not calculated to 
assist us in discovering the longitude at sea, to enable us to 
apply and to regulate the action of steam, or to be of service 
to us in the building of bridges, or the construction of rsll-
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of the phenomena of Animal Magnetism is now uni
versally admitted by all impartial, competent, and 
intemgent inquirers upon the Continent. There, 

indeed, there can hardly be said to be two opinions 

upon the subject amongst those enlightened men 
who have bestowed any attention upon it. Eveo, 
those professional gentlemen who, from some vague 
notion of imaginary dangers, have manifested a 
spirit of hostility to the practice-as in tb~ case of 
Dr Stieglitz and others-not only do not dispute, 
but, on the contrary, fully admit the fact-s. lndt>ed, 
it would be strange were they to attempt to deny the 
existence of things which they have almost a daily 

opportunity of witnessing. I have no doubt that 
the same wilJ be the case in this country, as soon 

roads. But if it be true that this doctrine involves the disco
very of new therapeutic principles ;-if It bas developed agen
cies and susceptibilities in the human constitution hitherto un
known or disregarded ;-if it has already opened up many new 
and interesting views of the physical and moral nature of man, 
their conne:r.ion and reciprocal action upon each other;-if it 
has given us a clearer insight into the motions of the immate
rial principle which animates and actuates the material orga
nism; -if it has already done nil this, I aay, and if it promises 
stillfiuther to enlarge our know ledge, and to render us " wiser, 
happier, and better," by what just right shall it be arbitrarily 
excluded from the circle of the sciences ? 

See aome excellent observations on the study ofphyskal and 
moral science, in Dr Hampden's second Lecture on the study 
of Moral Philosophy, recently published. 

VOL. U. X. 
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as the subject becomes better known and appre

ciat~-as soon as our professional gentlemen and 

men of science shall have recovered from the sur

prise occasioned by the apparent novelty and the 

extraordinary character of the phenomena-as soon 

as they shall be induced to abandon their prepos
sessions, to examine the matter with philosophical 

impartiality, to look the phenomena boldly and ho

neStly in the face, and submit to be taught the se

crets of nature by patient investigation, careful 

experiment, and accurate observation. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

WHEN we have once obtained possession of a 

new and important series of facts, and become per

fectly assured of their reality, it is an unquestion

ably useful task to endeavour to ascertain in what 

degree they may be considered 88 extending or 

modifying our previously acquired knowledge, by 

tracing the results to which they directly and legi

timately conduct us. This proceeding, indeed, is 

absolutely necessary, in order to arrange and sys

tematize our scientific acquirements. 

Although hostile, 88 may have been observed, to 

all vague and premature theories upon scientific 

&objects-which more frequently tend to retard 

than to advance our progress in knowledge-and 

11till more to all monopolising and exclusive sys

tems of science; I would by no means be under

stood to diSIIuade the philosophical inquirer from 

attempting that cautious method of induction and 

generalization introduced and recommended by 

Lord Bacon, and since prosecuted with such re-
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markable success in several of the depat·tment;; uf 

Natural Philosophy ;-that method which consists 

in collecting kindred facts, comparing them with 

each other, 1·emarking their analogies, discriminat.. 

ing their differences, and grouping them together, 

with a view to discover the common 1IUU8 that ex

ists between them, the principle upon which they 
jointly depend, or, at least, the general law or laws 

under which they may be aU comprehended. On 

the contrary, I consider it exceedingly useful and 

praiseworthy to endeavour to extend and systema

tize our knowledge in this way; for, as Burke long 

since observed, " by looking into physical"-he 

D;lig~t have added moral-" causes, our minds are 
operied and enlarged ; and in this pursuit, whether 

we take or whether we lose the game, the chase is 

certainly of service." This method I consider 

equally applicable to moral as to physical science; 

••o~ indeed to that metaphysical philosophy which 

delights in airy and empty visions, and spurns the 

support of facts ; but to those well-regulated intel

lectual speculation.& which are founded upon an 

accurate observation of the actual phenomena of 

nature. I am also of opinion, that the time has 

now arrived, when we may safely, and perhaps 

successfully, apply this method to the phenomena 

of .Animal Magnetism-since the industry of the 
pioneers of that doctl'ine has already supplied us 
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with an abundant store of well-attested facts ; and 
I shall now take the liberty of pointing out to my 

readers the way in which, as it appears to me, the 

merely philosophical part of the investigation might 
be conducted with the best prospe('t of success. 

I formerly alluded to a theory by which most of 
the ordinary phenomena of Animal Magnetism 
might be, in some measure, accounted for, upon 

the supposition of a certain transference of vital 
power from one subject to another, through the 
medium of the nervous system.* This theory, 
however, besides being founded upon an hypothe

sis which, however probable, may be considered as 

not yet satisfactorily demonstrated, appears quite 
incapable of explaining the higher magnetic phe

nomena. Indeed, it seems utterly impossible to 

assign any sa&isfactory reason why sleep and som· 
nambulism should be, as they certainly are, pro

duced by the processes employed. We only know 

• It would constitute one of the most remarkable incidents 
in the whole history of science, should it be ultimately demon
strated and admitted, thst an universal ethereal fluid pervades 
all nature, producing, in its difterent modifications, and in its 
various combinations with matter, the phenomena of Light, 
Heat, Motion, Magnetism, Electricity, &c. To this point, 
however, although there is yet no sufficient demonstration of 
the filet, recent physical investigation seems rapidly tending; 
and it may ultimately realize one of the boldest and apparently 
most fanciful hypothesis of a certain class of philosophers, who 
have been perhaps too rashly condemned as mere visionaries 
and mystica.-See Appendix, No. III. 
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that, in many instances, the one has been found to 

follow the other, without the presence of any other 

perceptible cause; and this circumstance, however 

unaccountable it may be, is sufficient to justify us 

here, as in other sciences, in a11suming that there 

must be some connexion between them ; and this 

assumption, provided we are assured of the facts, 

cannot be invalidated by any argument whatever 

founded upon the alleged insufficiency of the 

cause to produce the effects.* As in this case, 

however, we are incapable of discovering and point

ing out the precise operative principle, it only re

mains for us to classify the phenomena, by ascer

taining the particulars in which they agree, and 

the analogy that exists between them and other 

constitutional affections, in order to enable us to 
comprehend the nature of these affections, and, if 

possible, the cause upon which these phenomena 

necessarily depend. 

We have already seen that, independently of 

their sanative efficacy, the usual effects of the mag-

• I do not conceive that we are entitled to consider that. in 
theee cases, the effects must be dependent solely upon the ma
nipulations employed, or to reject, without adequate investiga
tion, those other elements which are held by the Animal Mag
netiats to be operative in the magnetic processes. For example, 
it is maintained that the will has a powerful influence in· deter
mining the magnetic phenomena. This is an alleged fact which 
is capable of being demonstrated by experience ; and my own is 
entirely coincident with the results noticed ·by others. 
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netic processeR are the production of sleep and 

somnambulism, the latter ~tate being obviously a 

more profound degree of the former. The pheno

mena invariably observed in somnambulism, when 

the crisis is perfect, are-insensibility of the cor

poreal organs, exaltation of the intellectual facul

ties, a transference of the sensitive powers to other 

than the usual parts of the nervous system, intui
tion, prevision, prediction, and the total oblivion, 

when restored to the natural state, of aJl that oc

curred during the continuance of the affection. 

Let Wl, then, endeavour to trace the analogy be

tween these phenomena and those of another state, 

which is much more familiar to us. 

The philosophy of Sleep and Dreams, which is 

calculated to throw considerable light upon this 

branch of inquiry, has, at various times, engaged 

a good deal of attention, and been the fruitful 

source of much ingenious speculation ; but I think 

i~ may be doubted whether any general1y satisfac

tory theory has been hitherto propounded upon 

this subject, to guide us in our attempts to account 

for the phenomena upon intelligible and correct 

principles.• One reason, and indeed the principal 

• " Aristotle, who hath written a singular tract on sleep, hath 
not, methinks, thoroughly defined it; nor yet Galen, though be 
seems to have corrected it ; for those noctambuloea and night
walkers, though in their sleep, do yet enjoy the action of their 
senses; we must, therefore, say that there is 110methlng in us 
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one, for this failure, appears to me to be, that phi

losophers have not sufficiently generalized their 

views, but have founded their speculations upon 

far too limited an induction of facts, and then at-. 

tempted to explain these facts upon the principles 

of some preconceived hypothesis. Some part of 

their errors, too, may probably be aRCribed to that 

material tendency which, as I formerly observed, 

has long been conspicuous in all our philosophical 

that is not in the jurisdiction of !\'I orpheus; and that those ab
atracted and ecstatic souls do walk about in their own bodies, as 
spirits with the bodies they assume, wherein they seem .to hear, 
see, and feel, though indeed the organs are destitute of sense, and 
their natures of those faculties that should inform them. Thus, it 
is observed, that men sometimes upon the hour of their departure, 
do speak and reason above themselves. For then the soul being 
near freed from the ligaments of the body, beginP to reason· 
like herself, and to discourse in a strain above mortality."-Sir 
THOMAS BROWN, Religio Mediei. 

The latest English work I have seen upon this subject is the 
second edition of the " Philosophy of Sleep," by Mr Macnish, 
a most ingenious and entertaining volume, in the perusal of 
which it is impossible not to admire the industrious research 
and talent of the author. But I cannot agree with this learned 
gentleman in his attempt to account for the phenomena upon 
phrenological prinrlples. Phrenology itself, after long attention 
to the speculations of ita votaries, I never could view in any 
other light than as a mere hypothesis, founded upon postulates 
and 818Umptions, built up with fanciful observations, and ter
minating at length in a ~lino pri1.cipii.. It always appeared to 
me to be entirely destitute of the support of any positive and 
unambiguous facts, and to owe its temporary reception to the 
introduction of a new and imposing nomen~lature, and to the 
ingenious sophistry of its advocates. Every attempt to apply 
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aystems. In the following few observations, I 

shall endeavour to avoid both of. these errors, by 

adapting my explanations as strictly as possible to 

the character of the phenomena. 

. Sleep appears to be the natural state of repose of 
the corporeal organism. I say, of the corporeal or
gani8m, because it cannot be conceived that the 

soul itself-the immaterial principle-ever sleep!!, 

otherwise, it were not sleep, but death. In dream

ing, we occasiona11y pt>rceive the. soul-the imma

terial and inorganic principle-struggling, as it 
were, to, manifest its independent activity without 

the co-operation of the bodily organs. It is prO

bable, if not certain, that all sleep is accompanied 

with dreaming, that is, with the exerci!98 of spiri

tual energy; but in the case of the soundest sleep, 

these dreams-the manifestations .of this spiritual 

activity--al'e not remembered; there has been no 

co-operation of the corporeal organs, and, therefore, 

no adequate impression has been m11.de upon the 

material part of our constitution ; in like manner, 

this ~ to the explanation of phenomena seems to consist 
merely of a translation of one language into another, leaving 
the enquirer just 88 wise 88 be was before. I am surpriaed that 
an individual so acute as 1\{r Macnisb should not have perceived 
that, in resorting to Phrenology for elucidating the phenome
na of Sleep and Dreams, be was only giving an example of the 
o6aourtuA I# ob#uriw. 

VOL. II. L 
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as we have seen that the operatio• performed, and 

. the oonveraations 'held, in the state of perfect som

nambulism, when the sensibility of the corporeal 

organs is altogether suspended, are entirely forgot

ten when the individual awakes, and is restored to 

his natural state. In sleep, the corporeal organs 

are merely more or lees profoundly dormant, but 

Rtill 11e0sible to external impressions, when euffi

ciently strong to affect them ; in somnambulism, 

on the other band; they are in general entirely de

prived of their sensibility for a time ; as has been 
seen in the ease oftbe Breslau rope-maker, in that 

of Madame Plantin, and, indeed, in almost every 

ease both of the natural and of the magnetic aom

nambulism. It appears to he only when the natu

ral sleep is unsound, or disturbed, that the dreams 

are remembered, aud that they recur to the recol

lection with more or less distinctness, in. proportion 

to the degree in which the material organs have 

been affected. The sound sleeper declares that be 

never dreams; that is to say, he has no recollection 

of having dreamt, his sleep having beeu so pro

found. On the other hand, the unsound sleeper 

continuaUy dreams, and he has .also a distinct re-. 

collection of his nocturnal peveries when awake. 

This circa~s&ance proves that tbe corporeal Ql'g&ns 

have only been in a state of partial or imperfeet 

repose. 
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Upoo tbia subject of the OODBtant activity and 
l'eltleunesa of the aoal, duriag the teapo~Wf re
pose of the corporeal sensibility, I find. the f&llow
ing coiocideat observations in the works of that 

t 
eminent divine, Bishop Hall. " I do oot more 
wonder," Rays that diatin~uiehed prelate, "at any 
man's art, than at his who profes~e~~ to thiak of 
nothing; and I do not a little marvel at that man 
who says he can sleep without a. dream ; for the 
mind ,of man is a restlees thing ; and though it 
give the body leave tO repose itaelf, as knowing it 
is a mortal and earthly piece, y.t itself being a 
•pirit, and . therefore ac&ive and iodefatigable, is 
ever ia motion. Give me .a sea that mol'es not, a 
sun tltat sbines ao&, an open eye that aees:n.t, and 
I shall yield .there may be .a reasonable :aoul that 

works not. It is possible that through a natural 
or accidental stupidity, a man may not perceive 
his own thoughts (as t~ometimes the eye <Or ear may 
be 1liatracted not to cliseern his own objects) ; but, 
in the mean time, he . thinks tiat whereof he cannot 
give an account; like as we many times dream, 
when we cannot report our fancy. Since my mind," 
adds the Bishop, " will needs be ever working, it 
shall be my care that it may alwa)'l& be well em

ployed." 
Upon the same principles, too, we may explain 

the frequently fantastic, abaurcl, aad incoherent 
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nature· of our dreams. The union and harmony 

between the soul and the . body, although not ac

tually diR&Olved, is partially interrupted by sleep ; 
the latter is no longer capable of cO-operating ef
fectually with the former. Hence, in imperfect 

sleep, when the sensibility is enfeebled but not an
nihilated, the ROul is still encumbered by the partial 

wakefulness of the body, and, at the same time, and 
for the same reason; it is incapable of freely exerting 
its ·own independent energies. On the other hand, 
when the sleep is profound, when the· corporeal 

11eosibility is completely dormant, the energies of 
the soul are set at liberty and freely exercised, 
without any eo-operation or control of the body, 
but of this exercise there can be no recollection in 
the waking state, because, as formerly observed, 
no adequate impression bas been made upori any 
material organ. 

Moreover, the magnetic sleep differs from the 

natural in this, that, in the former, the organic re

pose is generally more sound, the corporeal organs 
are in a state of greater inactivity. So far as I am 
aware, there is no instance of dreaming during the 

magnetic sleep; that is to say, there is no distinct 
recollection of any thoughts that may have oc
curred to the mind during its cont.inuance. All 
that a patient, when awakened out of this state, 

can remember of having experienced, is a mere 
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vague feeling ofcertain pleasurable sensations. It 
appears, therefore, to constitute the transition-state 
from one .mode of existence to another; and this 

transition is completed in somnambulism, by the 

total suspension or temporary annihilf!,tion of the 
corporeal sensibility-in a far greater degree than 
that which takes place in the ordinary sleep-the 
undisturbed activity of the soul, and .consequently 
the manifestation of a life purely spiritual and in
organic.• 

In following out this investigation and compari
son of the phenomena of the natural and the mag

~etic sleep, and of sleep and somnambulism, I have 
little doubt that we should be enabled to trace, al-

• The subject of sleep and dreams, omeas, sympathetic fore. 
bodings, second sight, &c. are intimately connected with the 
doctrines of Animal Magnetism; but my limits will not permit 
me to enter fully into it at present. There are various well
authenticated phenomena which prove the reality of these oc. 
currence~, and justify the assertion of the poet, that 

" Dreams full oft are f.,und of real eventa 

" The forma and ahadowa." 

The same may be said of omens, presentiments, &c. It is dif
ficult to reject the whole of the evidence upon this subject, and 
absolutely to deny that, upon some occasions, and in certain 
circumstances, 

" Comiog eveuta cut thei.r ahadowa before." 

Animal Magnetism affords us the means of giving a natural ex
planation of these phenomena ; and the whole subject deserves 
to be philosophically investigated, with a view to dispel super
stition on the one hand, and scepticism on the other. 
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though in a more faint degree, in the former, as iD 
tbe latter, the .liatinetion between the material or
ganism and the vital or spiritual principle whiclt 

aaimates it ; and thus succeed,. at leagth, ia with
drawiag a portion, at least, of that veil, hitherto 

deemed impenetraltle, which bas ao 1oew enftloped 
some of the moat im}*taat ~~eerete ef natue, Mad 
concealed fropa our· view the noblest and moat . in

teresting element in the conatitotioa of mao. 
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CHAPTER XXIX. 

APTEJt. the who.e materials for this work bad 

been collected and arranged, my atteution was di

rected to a ~eries . of physiological lectures deliver

ed in the Univ•aity of Paris by M. Amdral, ie wme 

of which the author diiJCoBses the subject ,_ Ani~ 

mal Magnetism. The particular leeturea to which 

I allude are the 18th, 14th, and 15th of the series, 
and they were translated and published in ·the 

Lancet for 1882-SS, vol. iii. pp. '2'69, &e. The 

opinions of a profesaional gentleman of such emi

nence 88 M. Audral upon slieh a subject as this, 

when given with candour and sincerity after doe 

investigation, would of themselves be very va}g. 

able ; but I consider them as still more important 

when indicating the great change which has lately 

taken place in the sentiments of those medical men 

who bad previously viewed the phenomena with 

deep suspicion and inveterate scepticism. 

In his 18th lecture, M. Andral admits that the 

state of ecstasy, or somnambulism, may either be 

spontaneous, or it mag be produced in cnee individual; 
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in C008equence of an iTtftuence exercised on him by an
other. "In entering," he says, ." on the conside
ration of this much-debated and, I must say, deep

ly-inter.esting topic, I have to recommend you to 

follow my example, in determining to separate 

facts from the e:cplanatiun of facts, iu endeavouring 
to ascertain, in the first place, what it is that is 

pt·oved, and then seeking to unravel whatever 

mysteries that presents; and in remembering that 

a thing may not be the less true, because it is not 

included in the category of circumstances which 

the state of human science, or the extent of the Ji.,. 
mits of the human intellect, enables. us to com pre. 

bend, and compels us. to recognize." 

"Many facts," he states, "are on record, which 
permit no one to entertain the least doubt as to the 

possibility of the spontaneous Occurrence of this 

state" (ecstasy); and he relies exclusively upon 

the one instance which occurred at the Clinic of 

Bologna, published in the Gazette Medicale of 

Paris, of the 24th of November 1882 ;* "as it con

tains all the elements of authenticity. and has been 

observed by medical men of high skill and rep uta~ 

tion." 

M. Andral then asks, " Can the state thus de
scribed be produced in one individual by a11y influ-

• This case will be found, along with a variety of others. in 
the A ppendi:l:, No. II. · 
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ence exercised by another i• This question the 

author also answers in the affirmative, relying sole

Jy upon the following evidence. "In the inaugu

ral thesis of M. Fillazzi (Fillassier), defended be

fore our Faculty of Medicine, there is the narrative 

of au occurrence bearing irresistible pr~fs of ita 

authenticity, and which seems to me sufficient to 

decide the question. The facts are particularly 

curious. The author, then au interne at the Hotel 

Dieu, and totally sceptical regarding the powers 

ascribed to this mysterious eBSence, this asserted 

magnetic. fluid, formed, for amusement, the plan, 

with a brother interne equally incredulous, of sub

mitting this friend to the manreuvres of the mag

netizen, in the manner M. Rostan describes. The · 

pa8Bea were continued for about twent-y minutes 

without any remarkable effect, but at the expira

tion of that time, the young man began to yawn, 

his eyelids grew heavy, and closed involuntarily; 

he attempted to shake ofF the torpor in vain ; his 

respiration next became accelerated, his head fell 

on his shoulders, and he uttered a sardonic laugh 

of indescribable expression. ' We thought,' says 

the narrator, ' that he was amusing himself at our 

expense ; but in a little, what was my horror when 

I saw his fingers turn blue, his head fall powerless 

forward, when I heard his respiration ratt1ing 1ike 

a dying man's, and ~elt his skin as cold as death 
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itaelf! I cannot find' words to describe my suffer

ing.. I knew not what ·to do. MeanwhiJe, all 
theee horrid phenomena increased in intensity. I 
tremble at the recollection of what I saw ;-there 

lay my friend, my victim, devoid of the aspect of 

life, in a state of complete and terrible coJlapse. 

With his hand clasped in mine, in a state of agony 

no tongue could tell of, I laid him on a bed, and 

waited the result in a state of mind I can never 

forge'- In a quarter of an boor be recovered, and, 

ueJaiming that in the ecataay be had experieoeed 

aenaations of extreme delight, begged me to re

commence the puses. I did ao with le~& appre

benaion, and again the somnolency proceeded. The 

aollapae, however, WR& less profound and terrific, 

aad in 10me minutes he suddenly awoke wi~ the 

sclamation : ' What happiness ia this I' " 
Upon the strength of these two solitary inatances, 

M. Andral decides in favour of the spontaneous 

development of this ecstatic &tate, and of the possi
bility of ita production by the infloenee exercised 

by one individual on another. "As to their au

thenticity," be remarks, "it is beyond dispute. 

The statements are entitled to BS much credence 

aa any thing can be which we have not ourselves 

eeen." M. Andral then alludes to the theory of 

lolding, imitation, and imagination, which be joat

ly considers inadequate to explain the phenomena. 
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The last cue, be confesses, is " an embarrauing 
one, at any rate, for the imagination hypothesis
both_ the operator and the patient being medical 
men, both sceptica, and both persuaded that no
thiag peculiar could happen." 

"So far, then, as we have gone," continues M. 
Andra1, " we find that the operation of known 
causes and influences ia by no means adequate te 

explain the phenomena which are proved to have 
~induced in penon• thWI treated. We must, 
consequently, either not atteinpt this kiad of ell
planation, or elee we must admit the e.xi•tence of 
affll'ce, a power, which baa been called fllllgffetic. 

The name iB ofno cmaequence fiJiiatever.'' 
Mter alluding to the earlier history of the mag~ 

netic practices, M. Andral proceeda: " Again, 
however, I must press upon you, gentlemen, that 
there are numerous facts which prove that thill 
aubject deaerves your serious attention. So strong 
are they, that many men of high information and 
discernment have not hesitated· to profess their 
faith in the existence of the &~~~~erted principle. At 
Berlin, they have even established a magnetic elM, 
for the purpoae of investigating the matter esperi
mentally, and applying it succesefully to the treat

ment of disease. Now, is all this delusion?'' 
Mter arguing the matter for some time pro aDd 

cora, 1\1. Andral seems to think that the truth may 
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probably lie between the two extremes of plenary 

belief and absolute scepticism. But although M. 
Andral occasionally speaks of evidence, he is ma

nifestly ignorant of almost the whole of the proofs 
by which the magnetic doctrines have been incon
trovertibly established, and geoeralJy supports his 

belief of a particular fact upo~ one solitary in
stance, when additional and easy research might 
have supplied him with hundreds. 

Some of his general observations . upon the sub
jeet, however, are exceedingly just and apposite. 

" We are apt," 11ays be, ". for. example, to start 

with the idea that a thing is hnpossible. This is 
wrong, it is irrational, it is unwise; it leads us tore

ject proofs of these facts, because these proofs do not 
agree with our own previous notions. We must not 
be so proud of our own powers as to fancy that ana
logy, that induction, are omnipotent in the discri

mination of truth, neither must we measure possi

bility by the standard of our own restricted no

tions. How many are the things which we now 

readily admit, and which but fifty years since were 

denied ? How many things do we see daily done 

whi~h we but lately deemed impracticable?" The 
]earned lecturer then cautions his pupils, on the 

other hand, against an excess of credulity. " Too 

great a. facility in belief is as great an evil as too 
Jjgid a tendency to distrust. We must therefore 
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subject the asserted facts to a rigorous scrutiny,'' 

&c. But in proceeding to such a scrutiny, it Is 

absolutely necessary that we have all, or, at least, 

a great part of the evidence before us, in order to 

enable us to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion ; 

whereas M. Andral, with the utmost honesty of in

tention, no doubt, seems to be possessed of only 

one or two recent instances of certain magnetic 

phenomena, and the8e by no means the most im

portant. Upon such a scanty and very partial view 

of the evidence, however, it is manifestly unjust 

to found· any general conclusion. It is somewhat 

singular that M. Andral should not even once al
htde to the excellent work of his countryman M. 

Deleuze. Of the other numerous French and Ger

man writings upon this subject, by medical authors 

and others, he seema to be totally ignorant. 

In considering the phenomena of Animal Mag
netism, M. Andral admits, in the magnetic som

nambulism, 1st, The fact of " the abolition of all 

sensibility by ·the ordinary organs of perception;, 

and, 2dJtl, " The obliteration from the memory of 

all circumstances occurring during the ecstasy;, 

while be considers the asserted connexion between 

the magnetizer and the magnetised as not proved • 

. The admiRSions of M. Andral, however, are of great 

importance, as evincing his conviction of the in

fluence of the treatment. 
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In his 14th Lecture, M. Andral proceed& with 

his strictures on the alleged phenomena of Animal 

Magnetism. He admits that one penon is capable 

of producing certain sY-mptoms upon another " by 

peculiar touches, passes, or manoal maneuvres ;" 

but be " sees no fact softi.ciently deciaive and au

thenticated, to establish the intermediate agency;" 

that is to say, the effects alleged to be prodoeed 

through the intervention of other penoD8 and 

things. Here, I am sorry to observe, M. Andral 

discovers a very imperfect knowledge of the nature 

of the magnetic proeeues, which do not eouist al

together of " ptJCUliar tm1cAe1, pauu, or malafltJl ma
tt«tWru." The advocates of t.hat practice ascribe 

much efficacy to the will and intention of the ope

rator, and of this M. Andral says nothing. Here, 

too, as elaewhere, the leoturer betraya great igno

rance of the facta, as well as of the overpowering 

evidence by which their existence has been -demon
strated ; but the reality of the facts can only be ee
tabliabed or refuted by a due consideration of tM 

whole evidace, thoroughly «ifted and weighed. 

In treating of the alleged cure of various die
..... by means of magnetism, M. Andral alludes 

.to aome eurious facts. " Now, all this I think 

very. probable. A vast number of diseases, esp&

oially tboae .uictly nervous, disappear completely, 

when the mind is powerfully escited." In mag-
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netism, however, aa at preaent practieed (whatever 

may have been the caae in the days of Mesmer and 

hia immediate foUowera), there is a~lutely n~ 

thing that can be suppoaed e&p!:lhle of producing 
any such powerful mental excitement at all; and 

it is a great mi.etake to auppoae that the treatment 

ia peculiarly or ucluaively adapted to nervona dia-
8811M. The beat and most experienced practical 

magnetisen, indeed, hold an opinfon preciaely the 

reverse of this. M. .ADdral proceeda : " lntermi'

\ent fever even has tbua been cured; and it ia no 

lesa whimaical ~ true, that, at one time, the re

petition of the uncouth and unmeaning word
ahracadabrCl-accompanied with various gestura 

and imposing parade, was ~ed a aovereign cure, 

llftd 16eliet7e it tOII'J8 10, for a great number of ner

vous di.orders. NtJf!, it i8 certa~ even tAat 'ROt a 
ftw diaea8t1 ~ ,_ circulsticm, and qf tAe orgau qf 

lt#elion and ntllriti-, were tAus eilker perfodlr 

cured, or at ang rate materially modijwd!' • 

Now, the sceptical opponent. of Animal Magne
tism have always appeared aoxioos to bring for

ward caaee of cures effected in the manner de

ecrlbed above, as if tbeae afforded any eolid groonde 

• The learned T. BarthoUnua said, , • • Why ahalll condemn 
the cures effected by gestures, cbaracten, words, md other uo. 
tural actioDI, without the aid of su~tion, although our ree,. 
reuon comprehends not how these cures are produced, for fMv 
af.. tlerMmlnJted bv ·~. 
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for invalidating the doctrine they opposed. But 

because diseues may have been cured by one mode 

of treatment, that circumstance, of itself, can af

ford no argument against the possibility of their 

being also cured by another mode of treatment ; 

in either case, we must just be content to faJJ back 

upon the evidence. Besides, it is by no means clear, 

that the two methods are not analogous to each • 
other, and may· not depend upon the same prin-

ciple. The advocates of the doctaine in question, 

indeed, have neither any desire nor any interest to 

deny the authenticity of such facts, when brought 

forward by their opponents; on the contrary, they 

rely upon these very lacts as evidence in favour of 

the opinions they mai?tain. M. Andral fully .ad
mits that cures have been effected in the manner 
he describes; but is he quite certain that the cures 

to which he alludes were not produced in conse

quence of some more or less perfect modification 

of the magnetic treatment ? 

. M. Andral continues : " But what seems special 

to this state" -that- of the magnetic ecs~sy or 

somnambulism-" is, that the magnetised person 

is asserted to be capable of maintaining acertain 

kind of connexion with the external world, while 

otherwise compl~tely insensible. Thus, he has 
been known to hear and answer connectedly va

'rious questions and observations proposed to him 
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by one individu_al, while he remains insensible to 

the loudest noises, the most exciting remarks of 

all the other persons about him. It is difficult not 

to admit that this bas happened in se\'eral cases. 

I have not seen the fact myself, but I have, in tl1e 

course of reading, met with several instances of it 

so well authenticated, that I should not be justified 

in refusing to believe it." This admission dofl! not 

seem very consistent with the author's previous -de

nial or disbelief of the alleged connexion, or rap

port, between the operator and the patient. After 

noticing some other remarkable features of the 

ecstatic crisis-such as the occasional ~xaltation 

of the sensibility, hallucinations, an extraordinary 

development of intelligence, increased muscular 

energy, &c. ; M. Andral proceeds to consider the 

instinct of remedies, with which the magnetic som

nambulists and others are said to be endowed. 

Upon this subject, M. Andral is unusually decided 

and peremptory, but, unfortunately, his· opinion is 

directly in the teeth of the evidence. " Now," 

says he, " in the whole of _the statements on this 
point, I must confess that I can again see nothing 

but the acme of imposition, juggling, and quack

ery." 

This, I am aware, is a point upon which medical 

gentlemen, who have not sufficiently studied the 

VOL. IJ. M 
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subject, are peculiarly sensitive; yet here I do not 
hesitate to avow, that, although not a member of 

the prefeaaion, I am direcuy at iuue with M. An· 
dral ; and as thia is a fact which, like all others, 

must be ultimately decided by proof, I would re
fer thia gentleman, and the publie wbo are to 

judge between us, to the evidence adduced in this 
wor~ • Does M. Andral really mean to include 
the Doctors Hoffmann, Wienholt, Hufeland, 01-

bere, Brandis, NasBe, Sprengel, Cabanis, Georget, 

Virey, with a large proportion of the most eminent 
physicians in Paris, among his impostors, jugglers, 

and quacks ? For my own part, I do not hesitate 

to declare, that, explain it as we may, I am ac

quainted with no fact in physics which has been 
more satisfactorily demonstrated than the one he 

thus questions. t 

• Whatever may be said for or against it, the imtinct of re
rMdiu is no longer mere matter of opinion, but a fact which 
reate upon the moat ample and incontrovertible evidence. It 
is manifested more frequently in somnambulism, than in other 
1>tates of the organism ; and even Cabanis, with all his philoso
phical ecepticism, bears his testimony, as an eye-witnesa, to the 
fact, that some patients Julve been known to point out, with 
wonderful sagacity, the remedies most appropriate to their re
spective complaints. 

t " In general, almost all somnambulists possesa, during their 
critical aleep, the faculty of recognizing their own complaints, 
and those of others, of determining their natUI'e, their duration, 
and their accidents; of declaring whether they are curable or 
not; of predicting of what natUI'e the criaea llball be, the man-
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At the conclusion of the 14th, and commence
ment of the 16th Leeture, M. Andral expresaea his 
doubts with regard to the reality of other alleged 
phenomena of the magnetic somnambulism, espe
cially that of vision, without the aasistance of the 

eyes. Upon this point I need say nothing here, 
having already placed the evidence upon it 80 fully 
before the public, aa to enable every intelligent , 
individual to judge for himself. • 

I regret to find, that, in his 16th Lecture, M. 
Andral baa, I trust unintentionally, entirely mis

represented the interesting experiments made by 
Dr Petetin of Lyons. He alludes to only one case, 

of which, however, he admits that" the narrative 
in itself bean all the characters of good faith in 
the narrator, and truth in the details.'' But lae 

afterwards remarks, that " Petetin's testimony is 
corroborated only by the evidence of the husband, 
sister, and sister-in-law, of the cataleptic female. 
No strangers were present, the observations were 
not repeated with sufficient frequency, and, above 

ner in which they will take place, the precise moment of their 
appearance; of pointing out bow they may be best promoted, 
aeconded, sustained; finally, of prescribing all the means pro
per to be employed in order to effectuateacure."-Memoire n1r 

I# Fluide Vital, &c. in the Blblioth. dt1 MagnetinM .dnirnal, t. ii. 
S~~e also the opinions of Brandis and others, formerly quoted,' 
and the numerous instances I have adduced. 

• See .Appendix No. 11., and almost every case of somnam
bulism. 
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all, by different individuals." Now; in t.lae amper 
referred to in the last Note, the .. eader will find 
that Petetin's experiments were made upon· 88Ve

ral patien~ and that they were witnessed andre
peated by all the professional and learned gentle

men in Lyons 1,md the neighbourhood, who were 
perfectly satisfied of the reality and conectness of 
the results. Moreover, it will be seen that these 

results were confirmed, in all essential point~~, in a 

numbel· of subsequent experiments. 

M. Andral afterwards refers to some other cases, 

to which, as it appears to me, he makes some ratl1er 
quibbling and evasive objections. These I shall 
pass over, as I consider the fact in question, viz. 
the transference of the faculties-to have been sa
tisfactorily demonstrated by the most ample and 
unimpeachable evidence.• I must, however, take 

• This, indeed (the transference of the &culties), is a pheno
menon whick is now considered by all who have investigated 
the subject as having been placed tar beyond the reach of scep
ticism. ProfeSBOr Biunde of Treves, in all other respects an 
opponent of Animal Magnetism, speaks of the phenomenon In 
question in the following terms: 

•• If we pay particular attention only to those narratives 
which may be considered most authentic, thus much only can 
with probability be deduced ftom them, that, in the state of 
magnetic sleep, the senses (the inferior spiritual nature in man), 
in the exercise of their functions, are not necessarily bound 
down to the mediation of those organs, which are necessary to 

them in the waking and normal state. Such a transference of 
sensation to other parts of the nervous system must always ap-
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some notice of the two last cases referred to by M. 
Andral, as even be, with all his scepticism upon 
this point, appears to attach considerable importance 
to them, and they · have not yet been laid before 
my readers. They are not at all necessary to my 

demonstration, but perhaps they may make a si

milar impression upon other sceptics as they appeatr 
to have done upon the ingenious lecturer. 

" The sixth case," says M. Andral, "is the most 
serious of all. It is described by M. Rostan-a 
high authority-in his Systeme Medica/e. M. Fe
russ was present at the experiment. A watch was 
held behind the individual's bead. 'I see; said he, 

' something that shines!' ' What is it?'-' A 

pear very remarkable and extraordinary ; but the extraordinary 
and remarkable may lie pen-eived in many other phenomena. 
Thus, magnetized persons have resd perfectly well folded letters 
placed · on the pit of the stomach. In this, however, there is 
nothing wonderful. For the soul of man is a power which, in 
the normf!.}. state of health, can only exercise its functions through 
the medium of the sensitive organs, but manifestly only because 
it stands in as determined relations to the body as to its organs. 
Should this relation be changed in an abnormal state, which we 
must conceive to be possible; then, seeing, hearing, smelling, 
tasting, &c. as energies of the soul, may be manifested in other 
ways and by other means, in a manner with which we can never 
become sufficiently acquainted, because, in such states, the in
dividual is incapable of reflecting upon them, and mere external 
experience cannot lead us sufficiently in!<! the depth of the 
matter."- F. X. Biunde, Ver~t~eh riner ,.mnat. BehaMI. der 
empirilch. P.ychologie, i. b. p. 436. 

The author is a complete sceptic in regard to all the other 
extraordinary magnetic phenomena. 
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watt!h.' He was asked the hour, and replied ex
actly. Two different watches were tried. He was 

equally precise. The watches were taken out of 
the room, and the bands altered. He still told the 

ltours and minutes expressed on the dials. ( MarluJ 
qf attention.) Gentlemen, this is a remarkable 

fact. I wish I had se4ln it. (A laugh.) Had I 
seen it, I eertainly \vould have believed it; but aa 
it is, the experiment demands repetition.'' 

" The last case I shall mention is recorded by 

M. Fillazzi, in the thesis I quoted in the first of 

the lectures on this subject. The subject of the 
experiment was a female. She told the hour on a 

watch held to the back of her bead. Nay, more, 
the watch having been taken into a dark apart
ment, and the hands altered, she again described 
the time they indicated, with exact precision, and 
this experiment was repeated innumerable times, 
the operator himself not knowing the clianges of 

the hands until the answer was given. (Surprise.) 

Gentlemen, with respect to this narrative, I am far 
from considering it very decisive. I want to know 

who took the watch from one apartment to the 

other. ,(Some mummra among the auditors.) Gen
tlemen, this precision is very necessary. Remem
ber, we are investigating a very serious subject, 
respecting which nothing must be admitted, if it 
be susceptible of rational doubt." 
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The above is all that I deem of importance in the 

lectures of M. Andral. The author, I understand, 

enjoys great, and, I have no doubt, deserved repo .. 

tation in his profession ; and I believe him to be a 

perfectly honest and honourable man. But, as I 
formerly observed, it is manifest that he is not ac

quainted with the greater part of the evidence on 

the subject be has undertaken to investigate, anti 

that he cannot entirely divest himself of his prO.. 

fea&ional prejudices. Indeed, a continual eonflict 

appears to be going on in his mind, between those 

prejudices and the impre1111ion made upon him by 

the weight of even that small part of the evidence 
which he knows. A little more profound, mor~ 

extensive) and more impartial enquiry would proo

bably produce entire conviction of the truth. In 

the mean time, hie admissionR, forced, as it were, 

from him, are very valuable; and it is extremely 

gratifying to find, that even the adversaries of the 

system are now beginning to pay much more se

rious attention to a very interesting class of facts, 

and that the old and ·absurd theory of attouchemeni, 
imagination, and imitation, once deemed so satisfac

tory, is now abandoned by almost every intelligent 

opponent of the magnetic doctrine. 

With regard to the theory of the magnetic or 'Dital 
fluid, • and its transmiBBibility, I fully admit th~t 

• .\ most intelligent medical correspondent, who is disposed 
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the omu prohandi lies, if any where, upon 'he mag
netizers ; and I am well aware of the difficulty of 

that proof. But our opponents must not require 
of us impossibilities. Where, I would ask, is the 
exact demonstration to be found of the actual exist
ence of the ordinary magnetic, electric, and gal

vanic fluids? Have they not been in a great mea

sure assumed from the necessity of explaining cer
tain series of physical phenomena? In my bumble 
opinion, the professors of Animal Magnetism have, 
at least, rendered it extremely probable ·that such 

a fluid does exist, that it may be communicated 
under the direction of the will, and that it is ca
pable of producing very extraordinary phenomena; 
although it would be in vain to expect a complete 
demonstration of this fact, at least until physiolo
gists shall have more profoundly investigated the 
economy of the living animal frame, and the ope
rations of the vital functions. In the mean time, 
we cannot do better than proceed with the collec,. 

tion and classification of authentic facts, for of 

these our adversaries cannot deprive us: Factu~ 

infectum fieri nequit. 
It wiJI probably be long, indeed, before the me

dical profession generally, especially in this coun-

to admit the existence of such a fluid, ingeniously suggests that, 
for the sake of distinction, it might be denominated the 1/Mro
ntnMI fluid. This suggestion deserves consideration. 
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try, are brought to acknowledge even the facts of 
Animal Magnetism, however irresistible the evi
dence by which they ar.e supported. Their pride 
is compromised, the esprit du corp8 is tremblingly 
alive, and it is quite natural that they should en
deavou.r to maintain a long and obstinate struggle 
against the humiliation of admitting the truth of 
doctrines which, hitherto, they have persecuted, 
ridiculed, or neglected. Some of these learned 
gentlemen, I am told, have magnanimously de

clared that they will neither investigate nor even 
listen to the subject. It is to the philosophical 
public, therefore, that the appeal must .now be 

made ; they are more likely to be impartial, and 
they are equally capable of pronouncing a satisfac
tory verdict in a matter depending upon evidence. 
The gentlemen of the profession will unquestionably 
be forced to give way, as soon as they are made to 

perceive the ludicrous nature of their position, in 
continuing to close their eyes to generally acknow
ledged truths, and attempting to oppose their wil
ful ignorance to the lights which every where ear
round them. 

" There are few things more disgusting to an 
enlightened mind, than to see a number of men
a mob-whether learned or illiterate, who have 
never scrutinized the foundation of their opinions, 

VOL. II . N 
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assailing with contumely an individual who, after 

the labour of research and reflection, bas adopted 

different 11entiments from theirs, and pluming them

selves on the notion of superior ' knowledge,' be

cause their understandings have been tenacious of 

prejudice."• But " the true conquests, the only 

ones which do not cost a tear, are those which are 

gained over ignorance. The most honourable, as 

well as the most useful, occupation of man is-to 

contribute to the extension of ideas."t 

Many even of the most sublime and most im

portant truths have been left to work out their 

establisbment through many long years of doubt 

and discredit; they have been rejected from preju

dice, or obscured by theory and speculation, until 

forced, at length, upon unwilling minds by the ir

resistible strength of the evidence by which their 
reality was ultimately demonstrated. 

In his Defense du Magnetiame Animal against the 

attacks of M. Virey, M. Deleuze mentions, that he 

had received a number of letters from various in

dividuals, who had been previously hostile to Ani

mal Magnetism, declaring their conviction of its 

reality ; and that one of these was from one of the 
gentlemen who had subscribed the Report of the 

• BAILEY. 

t NAPOLEON BuoNAI'AU'IE.-See ALISON's Hukwg of Eu-
10JJe d-uring the French Ret~olfttion, vol. iii. p. !:179. 
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Academicians in l '784. The same author also states 

that many physicians are as much convinced as him

self, although they dare not publicly avow their 

sentiments ; and that several of them, in this state 
of matters, have privately recommended experi

ments to their patients. Surely this is not as it 

ought to be. Why should we be ashamed of the 

t.rutb? 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

I HAVE now concluded all the practical details 

which I originally proposed to submit to the pub

lic on the subject of Animal Magnetism. I have 

endeavoured to unveil the apparently miraculous 

features of ita peculiar phenomena, and to exhibit 

them as merely the effects of natural agencies. It 
has been shewn to be exceedingly probable, that, 
if not exactly by name, at least in theory and in 

practiee, the influences it develope& were known~ 
in a greater or less degree, in ancient times, and 

among various nations. I have pointed out many 

curious and coincident opinions, observations, and 

allusions, in the writings of ancient and of modern 

authors. I have noticed the analogous practices 

of several individuals, previous to the introduction 

of the more systematic treatment in recent times. 

I have dwelt at some length upon the modern dis

covery of Mesmer, and followed ita progress and 
improvement among his disciples and successors in 

the magnetic art. Both the ordinary and the ex-
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kaordinary phenomena resulting from the treat
ment have, I think, been sufticientJy brought into 
notice; and I have taken the liberty of drawing the 
particular attention of my readers to the very re-

, markable appearances manifested in the natural and 

ia the magnetic somnambulism, to their analogy with 
each other, and to the additional light they seem 
eapable of throwing on the subject of Sleep and 
Dreams, as well as on the manifestations of the 
spiritual principle in general. In the course of the 
work, I have Jikewise had occasion to consider and 
to obviate · nearly aU the objections, so far as I am 
aware, which have been urged against the system,
both by ignorant and by learned individuals. To 
the former, I have ventured to recommend inves
tigation. The hostility of the latter, I trust, I have 
shewn is less in reality than in name. 

It only remains for me, in this concluding chap
ter, to make a few additional observations upon 
the theoretical views which have been taken of the 
subject, and to endeavour to dispel some serious 
misapprehensions, by pointing out more particu
larly the general tendency of the doctrine. 

Limited as is my knowledge. of the medical 
sciences, it may be thought. highly presumptuous 
in me to propound any theory upon a subject so 
very obscure as this; yet, considering the extreme 
ignorance that prevails with respect to the nature 
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of the spiritual principle in man, and of the laws 

which regulate its manifestations, I may, perhaps, 

be permitted shortly to advert ·to certain hypo

theses which have ·been framed by more learned 

and more competent ·persons, with the view of en

abling us to account ·for some of the more extra

ordinary phenomena. 

Although it has long been customary to ascribe 

the operations of sense, as well as of intellect, in 

the normal state, to the cerebral organs, yet I be

lieve it has· never been altogether denied that these 

operations may be influenced, in a considerable de

gree, by the peculiar condition of other .parts of 

the organism, and ·especially of the nervous system 

in general. • 
The late profound and interesting researcbeos of 

those eminent :physiologists, Reil, Autenrieth, and 

Humboldt, have gone far, not only to demonstrate· 

the existence of a nervous circulation, but even to 

render . probable the external expansion of this cir

culating fioid_;_ati expansion which is supposed to 

take place with such energy, as to form an atmo

sphere, or sphere of activity~ similar ·to that of 

electrical bodies. Of this theory I have given 

• Even the Phrenologists-the greatest sticklers for the om. 
nipotenee of the cerebral organs-were at length compelled to 
modify their hypothesis, by the adoption of a peculiar theory of 
the temperaments, and by the convenient postulate of 1:4terii 

paribtu. 
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some account in a previous part of this work. 

Were we, then, to admit the existence of this ner

vous fluid, of its sensible atmosphere, and its ana

logy in other reapects to electricity, it does not 
seem to be a very violent or unphiloaophical hypo
thesis to presume, that, in certain circumstances, 
and under certain conditions, it may be capable of 
being directed outwards, by the volition of one in
dividual, with such energy as to produce a pecu
liar effect upon the organi7.ation of another. This 

hypothesis, too, appears to be supported by the 
fact, that individuals possessing sound health, and 
great nervous energy, operate in geueral most ef

fectually in the magnetic treatment; and that weak 
and diseased persons at·e most susceptible of the 

magnetic influence, and manifest the most extra

ordinary phenomena. 

Almost all the practitioners of Animal Magne

tism, indeed, seem to agree in this, that th~ mag

netic treatment operates principally, if not entirely, 

upon the nervous system, and particularly upon 
those nerves which are situated in the abdominal 

region. • Now, in this region, we find the great 

• The principal effect of the magnetic treatment upon the 
brain, appears to consist in the temporary suspension of the 
sensibility and activity of its organs. But, in proportion as the 
activity of the cerebral organs is depressed, that of the gan
glionic system is exalted. Is not this analogous to polariza
tion? 
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ganglion, or concatenation of sympathetic nerves, 
called-. the ple;ctu solaris, which appears to be the 

centre of the ganglionic system-a system of ner

vous influence opposed, as is now well known, to 

that of the brain. • So important in the human 

economy has the region of this great gangJion been 

considered, that some of the elder philosophers 

conceived it to be the seat of the sentient sou). In 

• The ganglionic system does not spring, as was formerly 
believed, from the fifth and sixth. cerebral pairs, but o~ly com
municates with ihem, as with many others, and with all the 
nerves of the spinal co.rd. It constitutes of itself a separate 
and independent whole. A series uf gaoglions, lying on both 
sides of the spinal cord, linked together by means of connect
ing branches, formed into a circle by 'he rump below and the 
brain above, constitutes the definite boundary of both systems. 
Within this boundary the ganglionic system expands, and commu
nicates outwards with the l.train by means of connecting branches. 
The ganglionic system contained within this elliptical boundary 
consists of a contexture of apparently irregular ple.nu of nerves, 
sometimes more loose, and, where the principal vessels lie, more' 
closely pressed together, and occasionally provided with nervoua 
knots. In this labyrinthic contexture, one particular group pre. 
ponderates in respect to m888, separation, and influence, which, 
in consequence of its form, has been denominated the plezw. so. 

'""'-The uen-es. of the cerel.tral and ganglionic systems differ in 
re11pect to their internal structure; those of the cerebral system 
being more strongly oxidized, w biter, and harder; those of the 
ganglionic system softer, more jelly-like, and of a greyish-yellow 
colour. These and other differences in structure and appear
ance induced Sremmering and other physiolOgists to believe 
that the functions of the two aystems are essentially different
the cerebral system being appropriated to the purposes of th~ 
animal llfe1 and that of the ganglions to the vegetative, 
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diseased states of the organism, this ganglion ap· 
pears to stand in very peculiar relations towards 
the cerebral system ; and it has sometimes been, 

perhaps not unreasonably, denominated the cere
brum ahdominale. 

Now, it is a singular fact, that, in many cases of 
catalepsy and somnambulism, the usual organs of 
the senses have been found to be entirely dormant, 
and the seat of general sensibility transferred from 
the brain to the region of this ganglion, or· cere
brum alxlomina/e. • · Does not this circumstance 

suggest some distinction, hitherto not sufficiently 
investigated, between the intellect and the semihi

lity-between the cerebral and the gangli!mic sys

tems of nervous energy ? t 
There seems little rea&on to doubt, that this im

portant ganglion, with its appendages, was desig
nated by Paracelsus and Van Helmont, in what 

• This fact was long ago demonstrated by the experiments 
of Dr Petetln at Lyons, and has since been abundantly C()n· 
firmed. 

t Although we have good reason to believe that the braln is 
the &eat or centre of the operations of the Intellect, we have 
equally good reason to hold that the ganglionic system-the 
nerves and plexus of the chest and abdomen-ig the primary 
&eat of the passions and affections of the mlnd. Love, hate, 
jealousy, joy, sorrow, anger, surprise, terror,&c. alter the func
tions, and even the structure of these last organs. Any effect 
produced by these passions and emotions upon the brain, ap. 
pears to be merely secondary or sympathetic. 
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they have aaid respecting the existence and func

tions of the .Archetu, which they considered as a 

sort of demon, presiding over the stomach, acting 

constantly by means of the vital spirits, performing 

the most important offices in the animal economy, 

producing all the organic changes which take · place 

in the corporeal. frame, curing diseases, &c. Van 

Belmont even held, that, by virtue of the Archeus, 
man was approximated to the realm of spirits; mean

ing, I presume, that, in cases of ecstasy, catalepsy, 

and somnambulism, the excited sensibility of the. 

Archeus (or ple:cu8 solaria ?) predominates over the 

cerebral energy, supplies its functions with in

creased activity, and, in the absence of the ordi

nary organic influence, seems to transport us into 
another world. Taking into view the whole of 

the facts connected with this subject, the ideas of 
Paracelsus and Van Belmont, when divested of 

their obscurity and mysticism, may be fouQd not 

quite so extravagant and chimerical as bas been 

hitherto supposed. 

In consequence of his minute and most ingenious 

investigations into the nervous system, ReiJ con

ceived himself entitled to assume two poles of ner

vous sensibility in the human organism-the one, 

the pneumatic pole, being situated in the brain
the other, the somatic pole, in the ganglionic sys

tem. The late ingenious Dr Spurzheim, without 
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any reference to the subject we are now investi

gating, bas made the following judicious remark: 

" Sometimes it would appear as if the vital power 
were concentrated in one system, to the detriment 
of all the others. The muscular or athletic con

stitution is often po$eessed of very little nervous 

sensibility; . and, on the other hand, great activity 
of the brain seems frequently to check muscular 

development." • This observation is quite consist
ent with the opinions or ReiJ. Ir we admit the 
relationship, or perhaps rather the antagonism al
ready pointed out, between the intellect and the 

sensibility, between the cerebral and the nervous 
or ganglionic systems, and could we conceive it 

po88ible, either by means of the manipulations, 

&c. employed in the magnetic treatment, or by 
any other accidental or undiscoverable means, to 

withdraw a considerable portion of the nervous 
or vital energy from the cerebral region, and con

centrate it at the epigastrium in the ple:tus solaria, t 
or distribute it throughout the ganglionic system ; 
should we not thus be enabled to account, in some 

degree, for many of the extraordinary phenomena 

• Phrenology in connexion with the Study of Physiognomy, 
P• 16. 

t In fact, this is just what appears to take place in the natu. 
ral and in the magnetic somnambulism. The cerebral organs 
are rendered dormant, and the sensibility seems frequently to 
be transferred to the epigt~~trium. 
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of Anima] Magnetism, occasioned, it would appear, 
by the suspension of activity in the cerebral or
gans, and the exalted sensibility of the abdominal 
ganglion&? And might not the same phenomena 
be manifested in certain diseased or disturbed states 
of .the organism, such as catalepsy and somnam

bulism, in consequence, perhaps, of some unequal 
and irregular distribution of the nervous energy, 
or vital forces, or of some other causes hitherto 
undiscovered. Many physical analogies might be 

pointed out in the phenomena of Electro-Magne
tism, shewing the influence of electric currents 

upon the magnetic needle. At Patis, a sensible 
variation of the needle is produced by Aurorm bo

realea occurring in the northern regions, Jlt a dis
tance of thousands of miles. A stroke of lightning 
has been known to reverse the poles of the mari

ner's compass. • 

• I am no great lover of theories, and feel little interest in 
defending them, a task which frequentt,Y·generates a greater love 
of controvenrial display than of truth, which last ought always 
to be our ultimate end. Yet it is impOliSible for the reftecting 
mind to avoid being struck with the numerous analogies of Na
ture, and with the simplicity and uniformity of the means by 
which she accomplishes the greater part if not the whole of her 
most wonderful effect& But if little inclined to attach much 
value to theories, I would give still less weight, in the present 
state of physico-psychological science, to the mere authorita
tive dicta of philosophers, especially when I find men of such 
eminence as Dr Roget and Sir Charles Bell denying, upon spe
culative grounds, the possibility of phenomena which have been 
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Other ingenious inquirers have endeavoured to 

explain the magnetic phenomena upon similar 
principles, indeed, although upon a still more sim
ple theory than the preceding. The brain they 
consider analogous to a galvanic battery, habitual
ly charged with a neutral or natural fluid, having 
need of isolated fluids, positive and negative, sent 
to the animal and organic life by an act of the will, 
through the medium of the nerves, as conductors. 
Without going farther than the mere simple state
ment of this t.heory, which, I trust, will be suffi
ciently intelligible to my readers, .I shall proceed 
to shew. in what manner a late intelligent writer 
attempts to account for the peculiar phenomena of 
the artificial somnambulism upon its principles. 
. Every man, it is said, has the faculty of causing 
the magnetic fluid to radiate from his brain, by the 
sole act of his will. This fluid is in a neutral or 
natural state. Now, suppose this fluid directed by 
the magnetizer towards the brain of another indi
vidual, the consequence will be this : If the fluid 
of the magnetised person is equally natural, no ef
fect will be produced, because two· neutral fluids 
do not act upon each other ; and this is what ge
nerally takes place when we attempt to magnetise 

obaerved to occur in thousands of instances, and whoee actual 
existence has been demonstrated by the most ample, the most 
unexceptionable, and irrefragable evidence-facts which are all 
but universally notorious. 
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a person in health. But if the fluids are isolated, 

as is usually the case in sic~ persons, each of these 

two fluids will tend to decompose the neutral fluid 

of the magnetizer, and to combine with its oppo

site. 
It is a remarkable fact, that the combination of 

the fluids of one individual with those of another 

bas the effect of producing sleep. This combina

tion causes the brain to pass into a sor.t of ercthis

mus, which, gradually increased by the continua

tion of the magnetic action, determines", in the 

brain of the magnetised person, a considerable dis

engagement or" fluid. It is this excess of fluid 

whose.subtilty, traversing the sides of the crani

um, irradiates the surrounding objects, and occa
sions the wonderful phenomena of lucidity. In 

such circumstances, the brain is enabled to dis

pense with the instruments of the senses, and the 

individual can see without the eyes, and bear with
out the ears. In the ordinary state, the organs of 

the senses are a kind of conductors, which bring 

os the impressions of external objects; but in som

nambuliSm, the fluid comes into immediate con

tact with these objects, so that the natural conduc
tors of sensation become useless. 

We have seen that, in somnambulism, the sen

sibility of the animal life is entirely abolished. 

This phenomenon, in our opinion, is susceptible of 
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a rigorous explanation. We feel nothing, because 

the brain, completely absorbed by the activity of 
th.is new order of perception!!~, entirely abandoned 

to this ecstatic life, no longer perceives any other 

impressions. We may form some idea of this in
capability of · perceiving in the brain, from what 
daily takes place, when a strong sensation annihi

lates within us a weaker one. It is thus that an 
individnal, .profoundly pre-occupied with some great 
idea, or struck with the sight of a very interesting 
object, sees and hears nothing of what is going on 
around him. It is thus, too, that in a contest em
bittered by wrath or vengeance, the two adversaries 

scarcely feel the blows which they mutually inaict 
upon each other. 

After a magnetic sleep, why does the somnam
bulist recollect nothing of what passed in this state? 
He remeOlbera nothing, because every thing has 
taken place out of his brain, since we have seen 

that the fluid goes in search of the objects. We 
can conceive that dreams should leave some recol
lection behind ; in fact, every thing then take& 
place in the brain, and although the impr•ion 
may have been slight, yet it may be retained until 
awaking, and leave. some trace in our memory. 

Why is the magnetizer not always capable of 
acting effectively? Because his wiU, at the given 

moment, may be i.ncapable of directing the fluid ; 
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beeaose be is distracted or indispoaed, and his fluid 

no longer poaseases the requisite conditions; be

eaoae he acta upon a healthy penon, and their neu
tral fluids are ineapahle of acting upon each other; 

becaoae he operates upon a sick penon, whose 

fluid, at the moment, is in a natural state; finally, 

because some third party exerts a contradictory 

action, with or without intention. 

Why ought the magnetised penon to have con

fidence in Magnetism ? Becaoae it is necessary 

that the brain should be in certain moral condi

tions, in order to produce certain moral effects.• 

I r6peat., that I have not presumed to bring for

ward any of the foregoing hypotheses, with the 

hope that any one of them will be found to·aft'ord 

a complete and satisfactory theory to account for 
the phenomena in question, but merely as biota or 

queries addressed to those persons who, with supe
rior qualifications for the task, may feel inclined 

to prosecute the inquiry. Much, indeed, still re

mains to be done in the investigation of this dark 

and difficult subject ; but a patient and judicious 

perseverance in the path of experimental research, 

and especially a more attentive observation and 

classification of the psychical manifestations, as 

• See M..t.GNETlSHE, 10n hiltoire, 1a the&rie, - applica&m au 
lraitemenl du malodtu: Memoire P&fJOtle a f .Acadmaie d8 BerM&. 
l'ar le Docteur LEona». Paris, 1834. 
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contra-distinguished from the mere acts of the sen

sitive organism, may ultimately lead to a success

ful solution of some, at least, of the many difficul

ties with which it is now beset. Nay, the fprtu

nate evolution of some single, and perhaps simple, 

principle may at length dispel the darkness which 

now envelopes this most interesting physiological 

question ; and a . more enlightened posterity may 
even wonder that we should have been imped~, 

by apparently insuperable obstacles, in an investi

gation, in which every thing baa to them become 

comparativflly smooth and easy.• 

But whatever speculative notions we may be 

pleased to entertain, in the mean time, upon this 

abstruse but fascinating subject, I should c.-onceive 

that even a superficial consideration of the facts 

brought forward in this work, independently of all 

• Veniet tempus, quo ipsa qure· nunc latent, dies extrahet, et 
longioris aevi diligentia. Ad inquisitionem tantorum aetss non 
una sufficit. Veniet tempus, quo posteri nostri t.am aperta nos 
nescivisse mirabuntur.-SEXECA. ' 

It is, perhaps, unfortunate, that Physiology is almost exclu
sively cultivated by medical men, and for medical purposes; 
w~thout any sufficient attention to its bearings upon the science 
of mind. Hence, probably, the material tendency of the views 
it presents. Could a physician and philosopher, like Dr Aber· 
crombie of Edinburgh, be induced to devote a portion of his 
time and attention to a systematic work upon this interesting 
subject, I have no doubt it would be made to assume a very dif
ferent aspect. 
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theory, must be aufficient to enable my readers to 
perceive that the phenomena of Animal Magnetism 

come into direct collision with the opinions and 

doctrines of the mere physiological materialist
the advocate of the organic origin and nature of 
the mind, or spiritual principle-and expose, in all 
their nakedness and deformity, the scantiness, in
sufficiency, and utter absurdity of his creed. In
deed, the very material character of the predomi
nant systems of philosophy, in this •mphilosophical 
age and nation, has probably opposed the strongeet 
barrier, in this country, to the general recognition 

of the facts adduced, and the doctrines maintained 
in this work.• But the more diligently; the more 

• I bad conceived that Materialism, in its more grot111 and of. 
fensive form, had been long since exploded ; but I was mistaken. 
I find that It has been recently re.introduced into Physiology, 
not by any philosopher, indee4, but by a physician. Dr Elliot
son of London, in his work on Physiology, asserts that "Mind 
is the functional power of the living brain," and that " the brain 
thinks, and feels, and wills, as clearly as the liver produces 
bile." These assertions are probably results of the BCienc6 of 
Phrenology, of which I have already ventured to give an opi
nion, and in which, I understand, Dr Elliot.'IOn is an adept. I 
might have been induced to make some remarks on the mon· 
strous absurdity of all such opinions, had not this been already 
done to my hand by Mr Roberton of Manchester, in two ad
mirable communications inserted in two recent numbers of the 
.I.Anukn Medical GaltetU. What would Dr Elliotson think if 
I, who am no physiologist, should assert, in opposition to him 
who is, that Mind-.-8cnd, lpirit, the immaterial principle-producu. 
1-. cualu the bmin 11 Yet I might perhaps be able to adduce 
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intimately, the more profoundly, we e:umine into 

the human constitution, and the more attentively 

we observe its most interestiog phenomena, the 

more firmly must we be convinced that there are 

many important springs and operations, many re

markable actions and reactions in the vital econo

my, which never can be satisfactorily explained 

upon the pure principles of Materialism. The Ma
terialists themselves, indeed, seem to be perfectly 

awaa·e of the deficiencies of their own systems ; 

and in order to supply a remedy, they are com-

as many and as good facta, arguments, and authorities, in favour 
of my assertion, as be could in support of his. But, in the 
words of a former quotation; Medico, quaMedictu, ignotaelt anima. 
The materialists, indeed, affect to consider this question, re
specting the nature of the soul, as of little or no consequence. 
But here also I differ from them. 

I beglesve to call the attention of my readers to an excellent 
work lately published, entitled Natural E~of a FuturtJ Lift, 
by F. c. Bakewell ; a truly philosophical production, containing 
one of the most beautiful and convincing specimens of analogi
cal reasoning I ever happened to meet with. I wish I bad seen 
it sooner. 

Sir Kenelm Digby says it cannot be " expected that an ex
cellent physician, whose fancy is alway~ fraught with the mate
rial drugs that he prescribetb his apothecary to compound hie 
medicines of, and whose bands are inured to the cutting up, 
and eyes to the inspection of anatomized bodies, should easily, 
and with success, flie his thoughts at so towering a game as a 
pure intellect, a separated and.unembodied soul.''-Ob.tervation• 
on Sir T. Brovm'• Religio Medici. An anonymous commentator 
on the same work alludes to a common saying : Ubi tre1 Medici, 
duo Athei. 
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pelled to call in to their aid the auxiliary assistance 
oftwo foreign principles: With their matter they 
associate mechanism, which implies design, and 

must therefore be a product of mind or intelligence, 
and postulate motion, the nature of which is direct
ly opposite to that of matter; and they afterwards 
resort to a variety of gratuitous hypotheses, in or
der to enable them to explain the reciprocal action 
of these elements, in a manner corresponding with 

the phenomena of the vital functions. They might 

truly exclaim with the sacred writer : Ambulavi

mus vias difliciles, et erravimus a via veritatis. For, 

after all their expenditure of labour and ingenuity, 
they find it wholly impossible to account for intel
lect and the moral manifestations UPQD their fa
vourite principles: and, at last, they only exhibit 
to view a fanciful, fantastic, and frightful monster 

-like the Caliban-creature of the modern Prome
theus-whose uncouth form and awkward move
ments are calculated to excite the disgust, or the 

risibility, of the rational philosopher. 
· The Animal Magnetist, on the other hand, takes 

a mot·e simple, a more discriminating, and, at the 

liame time, a more comprehensive view of nature. 
He distinguishes, as authorised by the facts pre
sented to his notice, between the materiality and 
the motion of bodies, and the spiritual principle 
which animates and actuates organised beings; and 
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be considers the phenomena manifested by the lat

ter as infinitely more important to the philosophy 

of man, than those of the former. He is not con

tent to examine the fleshless . skeleton, in order to 

acquire a knowledge of the principles of life and 

action ; or to pore over the sapless trunk, with a 

view to discover the causes of the germination of 

the bud, or of the gradual growth and ultimate 

maturity of the fruit. His business does not lie 

among the tombs and the ·charnel-houses-the 

abodes of decay and corruption. In the true spi· 

rit of the inductive philosophy, he cautiously in

terrogates living nature, receives her answers with 

humility, and treasures them up with faith and 

confidence, as infinitely more edifying and useful 

than the most profuse ingenuity of perverse specu

lation ; and he is so much the more assured of the 

reality and the ROlidity of the knowledge he has 

thus acquired, because it ultimately rests upon a 

firm and insubvertible foundation of facts present

ed by nature herself, and discards the feeble, pre

carious, and uns~tisfactory support of unsubstantial 

and unstable hypotheses. He is thus enabled to 

give a simple and sufficient philosophical reason 
for the faith which is in him ; while his whole 

doctrine is calculated to elevate humanity, and to 
dignify, by spiritualising, science. 

In short,-in the phenomena manifested in the 
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higher degrees of Animal Magnetism, we may find 

a complete pract.ical refutation of all the material 

theoriee of the human mind, a moat distinct, co

gent, and impressive proof of the independent ex

istence of the sou) of man, and, consequently, the 

strongest philosophical grounds for preeuming iw 

immortality ; since it has now been demonatrated 

beyond the possibility of rational doubt, that, in 

its manifeetations, it is not necessarily chained 

down to any particular part of the ,;ensible and 

mortal body ; but that it is capable of exercising 

its varioli11 functions, in peculiar circomatancei, 

without the assistance or co-operation of any of 

those material organs, by means of which it usual. 

ly maintains a correspondence with the external 

world.• 

• In eo tamen Wienholto sdsentior, et his phrenomenis ali 
immortalltatis spem ac augeri ; cum nullum supersit dubium, 
posse nos sentire ac percipere sine ullo organorum extemorum 
commercio--SPREWGEL, Ind. Med. p. 311, § 401. 

Dr Georget, to whom I have already referred, a young and 
most promising physician, and also a Member of the Institute 
or Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, published a work of 
great merit, in 1821, under the title of Phgriologie du Sgsteme 
Nt!n1e1U, in which he broadly proft'88ed the principles of mate
rialism ; but afterwards, on becOming acquainted with the phe. 
nomena of the magnetic somnambulism, he found reason to 
change his opinions, and in his last will and testament, dated lst 
March 1826, he earnestly requested that the utmost publicity 
might be given to his recantation. 

Dr Georget is said to have been engaged in a work upon this 
subject at the time ufhis death, in 1828. · 
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With the gt·catest deference to the opinions of 

those more competent than myself to such inquiries, 
it does appear to me, that the only possible method 
of explaining bow this correspondence is carried 
on, in the circumstances aUudcd to, is by aasuming 

the existence of a very tmbtile and attenuated 
ethereal fluid, probably secreted in the brain, or 
modified by that organ, acting under the command 
of the will, and conducted to all parts of the cor

poreal fraine by means of the various ramifications 
of the nerves. This opinion was formerly enter
tained, as we have seen, by the celebt·ated Hoff
man, and by many other learned men, long before 
the modern discovery of Animal Magnetism;* and 

• In consequence of my ignorance of medical literature, I was 
not, until lately, aware, that similar opinions had been adopted, 
and maintained with great knowledge and acuteneas, by those 
eminent practical enquirers, Mr Hunter and ~lr Abernethy. 
The latter, in illustrating the theory of his predecesaor, considers 
Life, or the vital principle; as a sort of connecting medium be
tween mind and matter-each, however, being independent of 
the other ; and that mind is added to life, as life bas been. added 
to orgardzatiuil. " I am visionary enough,'' be observes, " to 
imagine; that if these opinions should become so established as 
to be generally admitted by philosophers, that if they once saw 
reason to believe that life was something of an invisible and ac
tive nature, superadded to organization, they would . then see 
equal reason to believe that mind nrigllt be superadded to life, 
as life is to structure. They would then, indeed, still further 
perceive how mind and matter might reciprocally operate on each 
other by means of an intervening substance. Thus even would 
philosophical researches enforce the belief, which, I may say, 1s 

11 '/ 
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there are various facts and observations, indepen
dently of the analogous phenomena of Magnetism, 
Electricity, and Electro-Magnetism, which almost 

seem to take this assumption out of the category of 
a mere hypothesis. · : Roullier observes, that, in 
Magnetism, the physical processes elicit a fluid, 
which reasoning and analogy would compel us, as 
it were, to admit, even if all somnambulists had 
not besides invariably attested its existence. Tht> 

somnambulists see this fluid white as light, and 

natural to man, that, in addition to his bodily frame, he possesses 
a aentient, intelligent, and independent mind ; an opinion which 
tends, in an eminent degree, to produce virtuous, useful and 
houourable actions." Mr Abernethy is also mvourable to the 
hypothesis of an universal attenuated ethereal fluid or substance, 
pervading all nature, and constituting the life of the world; and 
he thinks that a similar principle may pervade organized struc
tures, and have like effects on them-See ABERNETHY's Phg
.wlogical Lecttwes. I believe that these rational opinions of Mr 
Abernethy encountered virulent opposition from the materialistic 
tendency of the age. 

The late Mr Coleridge thought that " it is a great error in 
physiology not to distinguish between what may be called the 
general or fundamental life-the principium vit<IJ, and the func
tional life-the life in the functions. Organization must pre
suppoae life as anterior to it ; without life there could not be or 
remain any organization ; but then there is also a life in the 
organs,~or functions, distinct from the other."-Table- Talk, voL 1. 
pp. 144-145. 

I do not precisely see the necessity of Mr Coleridge's distinc
tion between the fundamental and the functional life; the latter 
may be considered as merely a porti~n of the former, destined, 
or directed, to a particular purpose. But I conceive that Cole
ridge is quite correct in .aying that organization presupposes 
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sprinkled with brilliant sparks, when the magneti

zer operates, with more or . less energy, wi'h the 
points of his fingers; and among these somnambu
lists, there have been children, persons without 

any knowledge of physics, and even some who, in 

their natural state, had no confidence in Magnet
ism."* And Puysegur makes the following curi

ous comparison between the magnetic procesHs 
and the action of the electric machine : " The elec
tric machine, set in motion by the handle, which 

causes the glass-plate to revolv~ between two CU·· 

life as anterior to it, and that without life there could be no or
ganization. Life, ~mbracing the '"-formali"'" of Blumenbach, 
is, unquestionably, the secondsry cause of all organization, as 
well as of aU functional manifestations. 

The following are some of the general conclusions deduced by 
.Mr Bakewell, in bis interesting work on the Nallwal Evtdmce 
of a Fv.tvre Life. 

The vegetative principle exists prior to the organization of 
the plant, unleas we could suppose that the effect of vegetation 
is produced without any cause. In organized beings, the living 
principle must. exist prior to, and is not consequent upon, animal 
organization. The sentient principle, an.d the intellectual 
powers, are distinct from material substance, and independent 
of the material agents by which they are developed. The brain 
is merely the apparatus for developing the powers of the mind ; 
and any deficiency in the proper development, occasioned hy 
injury, or by the decay of the &Ppsratus, is no more indicative 
of the decay of mental power, than any derangement in the 
machinery of the steam engine, which impedes ita action, is to 
lie considered indicative of the loss of the expansive power of 
heat, by which it was previoualy set in motion. 

• See Bibliolheqve du Ma~ .<fnimal, tom. ill. 
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shioD&, is the image of the hom811. .ugnetizer. Let 
thia motion stop, then all communications eease, 
all the sparks disappear, in short, all kinds of elec
trical manifestations are at an end. In the aame 

manner, the manifestations of Animal Magnetism 
cease, from the moment that our will, the handle 
of our thought, no longer acts magnetically, with 

the intention of producing them."* 

But although we may find ourselves compelled, 

either by the necessity of the case, or by the result 
of experiment and observation, to aclmit that some
thing of attenuated, invisible, and imponderable 

materiality, analogous to Electricity, exists in the 

living body ; in doing so, we in no degree infringe 
upon the important· doctrine of the immateriality 
and indestt·uctibility of the soul itself. The ner
vous, vital, or magnetic energy, or by whate,·er 
othet· name it may be caJled, may be considered as 
an actual fluid, supplied from the blood, elaborated 

by the brain and nerves, pervading the whole sys

tem, and formiug an admirable gradation, a beau

tiful and most appropriate connecting link between 
the more gross material parts and the immaterial 

Roul. Such a theory.....:.viewing it merely as a 
theory-might elucidate many obscure points in 
physiology; such as the evolution of animal hellt, 
the operation of the senses, the separation of the 

• See Bihliotheque du Magnetinne Animal, p. 211. 
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blood drawn during infia&mnatory d.is~ irrita

bility and contractility, the depen~ aQt.ion .(.)f the 

heart, luqgs, and arteries, the reci~oe:al influence 

of the body and mind upon each other; iiJ short, 

many of the ~ost wonderful, and ap.-reiJtly inex

plicable, phenomena of the a1,1imal e®nomy. Such 

a theory, ~' seems far more analogically ~!ilist

eot with that beautiful regularity, that harmoniou• 

and almost imperceptible gradation, which is so 

admira}>Jy manifested in all .the works of Pivine 

Power and Wisdom, than to conceive the ~ate

rial and immortal '8oul to be immediately united to 

the gross and perishable body. Moreover, this vi

tal energy may be considered either as a peculiar 

fluid sui generia, or as a particula.r modificatio.o of 

an universal fluid, pervading all nature, as the ve... 

hicle or medium through which are produced all 

the most remarkable pheno~a that occur in the 

physical and the moral world. • 

The preceding views are powerfully corroborated 

by the speculations of some of the moat eminent 

metaphysicians. 

A certain class of philosophers, deeply impressed 

with the mysterious intimations and manifestations 

of our spiritual nature, in oont.radistinction to 

those of the mere sensible organization, hav~ been 

• See some speculations upon this subject in the Appendix, 
No. III. 
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led, independently of Revelation, to assume a twO

fold world-a sensible and a supenensible, a two· 

told life in mao-the phenomenal and the noumenal; 

the one adapted to our condition, and the circum
stances by which we are surrounded, in the pre
sent state of our existence--the other manifesting 
within us a more spiritual character, and render
ing us capable of anticipating and enjoying the 
prospect of a future. The poets, too, yielding to 

the impulse of these lofty aspirations, have fre
quently appealed, with rapt inspiration, to the 

higher principles of our being~ in their glowing 

ideal representations of the dignity of that spiri
tual nature which was infused into man at the 
creation. The discoveries of Animal Magnetism 
have at length demonstrated that, in all this, there 
is something more than mere metaphysical hypo

thesis, or poetical rhapsody. They have experi
mentally proved that there is something more ele

vated in the nature of man, than appears to com

mon observation in the ordinary state of our exist
ence ; and, from the interesting and consolatory 
truths they have unfolded, there has been deve

loped, as the flower from the bud, that delightful 
faith in the expansive and imperishable character 
of our spiritual being, which, while it exalts us 
beyond the narrow limits of time and space, and 
teaches us to aspire to a brighter, a purer, and a 
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loftier destiny, seems calculated ultimately to pro

duce an eternal reconciliation and harmonious con

cord between Religion and Philosophy. • 

• I have heard with concern that cel'tain clerical pei'IIOnages 
~f what denomination I know not -were disposed to take 
violent offence at my former publication, conceiving it, I p~
sume, to be hostile to some of their religious principles. I have 
not seen their animadversions, nor do I wish to see them; being 
naturally averse to all such controversy, and not particularly 
an:dous to expose myself to the pro.verbial odium theoklgicum. 

An anonymous annotator on Sir Thomas Brown's Religio Me
dici observes, that " the author's behaviour, and genera:l method 
of reasoning as to matters of religion, was always inclining to 
moderation. Upon that account he easily foresaw, and perhaps 
bad uriderg~>ne the imputation of atheism from the narrow
minded bigots, who are so overswayed by a preposterous zeal, 
that they hate all moderation in discoursing of religion ; they 
are the men, forsooth,......qui 10lo8 oredanl habend01 eue D80I fJVM 
ipri colunt.'' At one time, indeed, all those philosophers who 
applied themselves to the study of the operations of nature, 
were accounted irreligious; and there is scarcely any one science 
which has not, in its turn, been denounced as impious. 

But I would just entreat the reverend gentlemen, to whom I 
have alluded, to consider, that the whole of mg offence consists 
in having brought prominently forward some natura:l facts, hi
therto overlooked or neglected. Now, I hold that, to use the 
language of' Lord Bacon, " there is no enmity between God's 
word and his works." If these alleged facts be false, let them 
be disproved or invalidated. If they be true-How can truth 
injure religion ? How can our knowledge of these things di
minish our reverence for that Being who is the author of the 
one, nnd the object of the other? Nothing but gross ignorance, 
and an ill regulated devotion, indeed, could suggest any such 
views ; and their prevalence would only prove that, in spite of 
the boasted intelligence of the present age, the day has not yet 
iarrived, when, as anticipated by the great Kepler, " piou1 
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I lmv« thus humbly endeavoured to make my 
readers acqtrainted, not only with the interetfting 
facts disclosed by the processes of Animal Magnet

ism, but also with the nature and tendency of the 

doctrines necessarily embraced by its advocates. 
If they believe, as firmly as I do, in the trulh ot• 

the facts which have been submitted to their con-

simplicity wiU become ashamed of its blind superstition--when 
men will recogniee tnnh in the book of DBture, 88 well 88 ill the 
Holy Scriptures, and rejoice in the two revelatkloa." 

The doctrines of Animal Magnetism, I apprehend, are emi
nently calculated to promote the true interests of spiritual re
ligion, by associating with it a spiritual plailoeophy. And where 
shall we find a more admirable demonltration of the Power, 
Wisdom, and Goodness of God, than Is presented to us in the 
phenomena detailed in this work P Where a more sublime and 
eiDIObling subject of contemplation, than the manifestations of 
the immaterial110ul of man, breathed into him by the Creator, 
independently of the material orgauiBm? When engased in 
such contemplation, who would not feel dlspoied to exclaim with 
the poet: 

" How poor-how rich-how abject-how augun-
" How complica*e-how wonderful ie man I 
" How paNing wonder He who made him such I 
" Who cenwr'd in our make IUch eb'ange enremee; 

" From different ~WtureB mat'tlelloJUly miz'd; 

• • Com~Uiooa e.rqwilite of dUtont world.!" 

I have always had considerable doubts whether any contem. 
platlon of the merely material universe can produce, in our 
minds, such lofty thoughts of the wisdom and goodness of God, 
or of the nature and destinies of man, as a just and comprehen
sive view of his spiritual, Intellectual, and moral constitution. 
In contemplating the phenomena of the external world, the 
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aideration-and this, I presume, must depend upon 

the attention they have· bestowed upon the evidence 

-they cannot fail, I think, to be convinced, that 

the disconry of the agency in question is of great 

value to medical scienee, and of almost infinite im

portance to philosophy. For my own part, I do 

teelillgs naturally excited in the mind are those of admiration 
and awe; but I much. doubt the propriety of any finite being 
presuming to sit in judgment over the w.:~rks of infinite power 
and wisdom, and attempting to explain them according to his 
own narrow notions of fitness, adaptation and design ; and I am 
therefore exceedingly seeptical with regard to the 'piritual edi
fication to be derived from a perusal of the late Bridgewater 
TreatiseS, excellent u they are in other respects. It appears 
to me, that, in the following truly sublime passage, the immortal 
Kant bas justly discriminated between the feelillgs produced 
by the two species of contemplation alluded to : 

" There are,'' says he, " two tliings which fill the mind with 
ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the longer and the 
more frequently we reflect upon them. The starry heavens 
above, and the moral law within me. Neither of these may I 
consider as involved in obscurity, or as placed infinitely beyond 
my sphere of contemplation. I see them both before me, and 
connect them immediately with the consciousness of my exist
ence. The first <.'Ommences at the place I occupy in the exter
nal world of sense, and extends into the immeasurably great the 
connexion in which I stand towards worlds upon worlds, and 
systems upon systems, with their boundless periodical motions, 
their commencement and duration. The second commences 
with my invisible self, my personality, and represents itself as 
in a world of real infinitude, although comprehensible only by 
the understanding, and with which (as, at the same time, with 
all visible worlds), I find myself placed, not, as in the former 
case, in merely accidental, but in an universal and necessary 
conneldon. The first aspect of an innumerable multitude of 
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not hesitate to avow my sincere and honest con

viction, that the results to which this discovery 

has co11ducted us, are destined, sooner or later, to 

operate a most essential change upon the aspect 

and constitution of several of those sciences which 

have obviously been founded upon too narrow an 

induction, and which yet pretend to exclusivene&B, 

although their profe880rs are compelled to have 

recourse to empty speculation, in order to sup-

yorlds annihilates, aa it were, my importance, as an animal be
ing, which must again restore to the planet it inhabits- mere 
point in the univene-the matter out of which it was originally 
created, after it had been, for a short time, we know not how, 
endowed with vital energy. The second, on the other hand, 
i.nfl.nitely exalts my value, by reason of my personality, in which 
the moral law reveals to. me a life independent of the mere ani
mal existence. and even of the whole sensible world, at least so 
far aa we can judge from the appropriate destination of our being 
through this law, seeing that it is not restricted to the conditions 
and limits of this life, but reaches. into eternity."-Crit. ~ 
Pract. Vern. 

The contemplation of the external universe is calculated to 
make the deepest impression upon the rude mind of the savage;. 
that of the moral world, upon the more refined intellect of the 
civilized man. 

I have already mentioned the case of Dr Georget ; and I am 
informed that the study of the phenomena of Animal Magnetism 
has lately done wonders in France, by weaning many from the 
deadly errors of materialism and infidelity, arul giving birth to 
a sound spiritual and religious faith. 

Notwithstanding some recent phrenological manifestations, I 
trust that our Scottish clergy are not yet indissolubly attached 
to the principles of materialism, and prepared, like Priestley, to.. 
attempt to reconcile them with religion, 
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ply their acknowledged want of a solid basis of 

facts.• 

If, unfortunately, I have been unsuccessful in 

my endeavours to impress upon the minds of my 

readers a complete conviction of the reality and 

• " That which distinguishes this from all previous discove. 
ries, is, that not only have the physical sciences become enriched 
by a fact until then unknown or misunderstood, but that meta
physics will inevitably derive from it lights favourable to the 
development and future progress ot' that science. This first 
cause, this eternal principle of things, this spirit which vivifies 
matter-the freedom of man, the incorporeal nature of thought, 
its immaterial origin, and the immeasurable sphere of its action 
-all these great questions, which metaphysics hitherto could 
only resolve by the help of speculation, seem now to be analy
tically and experimentally demonstrated by the magnetism of 
the will.''-Bibliotheque du MagrUJtilms Animal, tom. U. pp. 146, 
146. 

The following are some of the important inferences which Dr 
Jung-Stelling justly deduces from the phenomena of Animal 
Magnetism. My readers may compare them with the facts ad. 
duced in this work. 

"In our present natural state, we cannot attain to any know. 
ledge of crested things, in any other way, than through the 
medium of our five organs of sense. 

'' If BQy change be made in our organs of sense, or their in. 
temal arrangement be altered, our ideas of things, and, with 
them, our knowledge becomes different; for instance, if our eye 
were otherwise formed, all colours, forms, figures, dimensions 
and distances would also be different, and ·the same is the case 
with all the five senses. 

" Beings that are differently organized from ourselves, form 
an entirely different idea of our world, from what we do. Hence 
it follows, incontestibly, that the ideas we form of the creation, 
and all the science and knowledge resulting from them, depend 
upon 01.1r organizati011. 
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importance of the p~enomeaa of Animal Magne
tism-a circumstance which I should be disposed 

" God views every thing as it is in itself, and in reality, out 
of time and space," &c.-" No space exists out of us Jn Nature, 
but our ideasofit arise solely from our organization."-" Time 
is also a mode of thinking peculiar to finite capacities, and not 
any thing true or re&l." 

" Animal Magnetism undeniably proves that we have an in
ward man, a soul," &e. 

" light, electric, magnetic, glllvanic mauer, and ether, ap
pear to be all one and the aame bedy, 'IUlder different mOOifica
tion~ This ligh's or ether, is the element whicll connects soul 
and body and tile spiritual and material world together. 

" When the Inward man, the human . soul, forsakes the in
ward sphere, where the aenses operate, and merely continues 
the vital functions, the body falls into an entranced state, or a 
profound sleep, during which the soul acts much more freely 
and powerfully, all ita faculties being elevated. 

" The more the soul is divested of the body, the more ex
tensive, free and powerful is its Inward sphere of operation. 
It has, therefore, no need whatever of the body, Jn order to 
live and exist : the latter is rather an hinderance to it," cle. 

" The foregoing inferences are drawn from experiments Jn 
Animal Magnetism. These most important experiments unde
niably llbew, that the soul does not neceiMlily require the or
gans of aense Jn order to be able to see, hear, smell, taste, and 
feel, in a much more perfect state."-" The soul in .. this state 
has no perception whatever of the visible world; but if it be 
brought into reciprocal connexlon ( mpport) with some ene who 
is in his D&turalstate, and acts through the medium of his cor
poreal senses .•••••••• it becomes conscious of the visible world 
through him, and Jn him is sensible of it." 

" Space ia merely the operation of the material orpns of 
seDJe; out of them it has no existence; therefore, as soon as 
the soul forsakes the latter, all proximity and distance cease. 
Hence, if it stand in mppqrl with a person who is many thou
sand m1lea distant from it, it can impart knowledge, by an in, 
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to ascribe to the inability or unskilfulnest~ of the 
advocate, rather than to the weakness of the cause 

-1 trust that I have, at Jeast,,been enabled to dis

pel many unjust prejudices which they bad been 

previously induced, by ignorant or interested per

sons, to entertain in regard to its facts and its doe

trines, an~ to stimulate their curiosity to become 

better acquainted with this highly interesting sub

ject of investigation. Even in this view, I should 

not conceive my time and labour to have been un
profitably spent. Although myself unable to give 

an effective blow to the materialism and scepticism, 

the sensuality and libertinism of the age, I may 

yet have succeeded in giving a favourable impetus 
to public discussion, and furnished arms and argu

ments which may be wielded with greater force 

temal communication, and receive it from such an one, and all 
this as rapidly as thoughts follow each other."-" When the 
soul is separated from the body, it is wherever it thi.nb to be; 
for as space is only ita mode of thinking, but does not exist ex. 
cept in ita idea, it is always at the place which it represents to 
itself, if it may be there. 

" Time being also, in fact, a mere mode of thinking, and not 
existing in reality, the departed soul may be susceptible of fu
ture things, &c. 

" By magnetism, nervous disorders, long continued e&Orta 
of the soul, and by other secret means, a person who baa a na. 
tural predisposition for it, may, in the present life, detach his 
soul, in a greater ·or less degree, from its corporeal organiza
tion," &c. See Dr Jung-StWing's 7"'-r of Pfwumatoltin a 
work containing many curious and important facts, and much 
ingenious reasoning, mixed up with some mysticism. 
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and effect by more powerful hands and mightier 

minds than my own. 

With regard to the bygone fortunes of Animal 

Magnetism, the first report of the French Acade

micians in 1784. threw a degree of doubt and ri
dicule over the whole inquiry, which the subse

quent efforts of many learned men, eager to re

fute, or to condemn, yet unwilling to investigate, 

naturally tended to augment, rather than to dis

pel. They would not grant the new doctrine even 

the privilege of a fair bearing. It has been ob

served by Lord Bacon, that " when a doubt is once 

received, men labour rather bow to keep it a doubt 

still, and accordingly bend their wits." ...... " But," 

says his Lordship, " that use of wit and knowledge 

is to be allowed, which laboureth to make doubtful 

things certain, and not those which labour to make 

certain things doubtful." 

More than half a century hu now elapsed since 

the report in question was drawn up and presented 

to the public, and, during that period, many learn

ed and eminent individuals have, by experimental 

investigation, fully demonstrated the reality of the 

disputed facts, and thrown much light on the prin

ciples upon which they probably depend. The 

truth of the doctrines of Animal Magnetism, there

fore, must be determined, not by the points of 

view in which they presented themselves to the 
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French Commissioners in 1784, but according to 

the more matured form they have since been made 

to assume by the assiduous labours of subsequent 

inquirers. For my own part-a humble labourer 

in the vineyard of science-! should be happy 

to think that I had been, in any degree, instru

mental in dift'using a knowledge of these import

ant but neglected truths, or, at least in promoting 

and facilitating the investigation. I desire not a 

blind belief, but an impartial examination, and a 

rational conviction~ In short, aU that I now ask, 

or have ever asked, for Animal Magnetism, is, what 

I presume no person of intelligence and candour 

can refuse me-a fair field, and no favour. Hoc 
unum gestit : ne ignorata damnetur. • 

It may be, with truth asserted, that the merits 

of the controversy between the Animal Magn.etists 

and their opponents of all descriptions, must be 

considered as having been long since determined 

in the eyes of all enlightened and rational men. 

On the one side, we have a vast number of curious 

and incontrovertible facts, abundantly attested by 

competent and credible witnesses, and supported 

by many natural analogies : On the other, we meet 

with nothing but ignorant ridicule, wilfully blind, 

perverse and invincible prejudices, or with inge

nious but empty opinions, arguments and specula-

• TEilTULLIAN, Apo/Qgelicum, c. 1. 
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tions, inconsistent with these facts and analogies. 
The contest lies entirely between fact and theory 
or preconception; and no ratioMl mind can hesi
tate for a moment, after adequate inquiry, to de. 
termine on which side the truth is to be found. 

Indeed, it may happen here, as in other cases, that, 

in the words of Bacon, " the voice of Nature will 
consent, whether the voice of man do or not." 

By those, indeed, who have thoroughly investi

gated the subject with attention, discrimination, 

and impartiality, the doctrine of Animal Magne
tism is now considered as a real, an important, 
and an imperishable acquisition.· There are few 

truths which have been ultimately evolved under 

more unfavourable circumstances. It has already 

withstood the severe11t trials- time, scientific op

position in an enJightened age, perRecution, misre
presentation, sophistry, contempt, ridicule-even 

the desolating tempests of political revolution. If 

the victory has been at length achieved upon the 
Continent, we owe a debt of gratitude to those ho

nest, those persevering and indefatigable men, who, 

having once been fortunate enough to seize upon 

the truth, held it fast for a time, until at last they 
were enabled to carry it triumphantly into the very 

camp of the scorner. • 

• See the late Report of the French Royal Academy of Me
dicine, Appendix, No. I. 
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But, in order to render the ultimate triumph of 

truth fully available to humanity, it is necessary 
that philosophers and enlightened physicians abould 

at length abandon that irrational state of oppoai~ 

tion or indifference in which they have hitherto 

110ught to entrench themselves-that they should 
restrain that supercilious BCeptieism with whieh 

they have long been accustomed to regard the phe
nomena-that they should condescend to investi

gate the facts carefully, rigorously,aud impartially 

-that, when their researches have produced con

viction, they should endeavour to wrest the mag

netic treatment out of the hands of the unskilful 

emwric, take it into their own management, 8.liWl 
exercise it fo1· the benefit of mankind. Should me
dical men spurn this advice, I do not hesitate to 
maintain, that they wilfully neglect one of the 

most important duties of their profession, deprive 
themselves of a large sphere of usefulness, and ren

der themselves guilty of no slight offence against the 
interests of society. Let them remember, as Lord 
Bacon has justly observed, that " the science of 
medicine, if it be destituted and forsaken by natu
ral philosophy, is not much better than an empiri-

. cal practice." 

To the philosopher, I would repeat the sugges

tion of the venerable M. Deleuze, in his admirable 

Defense of this doctrine against the attacks of M. 
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Virey. Animal Magnetism is a natural cause, 
which explains alJ the effects formerly attributed 

to magic and witchcraft, as electricity explains the 

thunder, as astronomy explains the appearance of 
comets, as a knowledge of the different laws of na
ture explains all those phenomena which, in times 
of ignorance, were ascribed to supernatural agents. 

The opinion that an emanation from one person, 
directed by his will, may act upon another indivi

dual-as an emanation from the brain acts upon 

the fingers-does not conduc:t · us to the belief of 

the action of devils: on the contrary, it annihilates 

this superstition, by teaching us to see in ourselves 

the cause of many effects, which were formerlf as

cribed to strange and chimerical powers. • 
To the Divine I would humbly submit, that the 

doctrine of Animal Magnetism does, in no degree, 
interfere with our belief in real miraclu, because 
it does not prevent us from believing that the om

nipotent Author of nature may, if and when be 

pleases, interrupt or suspen? tbe ordinary Jaws of 
nature. But this doctrine does tend to prevent us 

from believing in false and pretended miracles, by 

• In this view, Animal Magnetism might, perhaps, be not 
inaptly considered as the Philosophy of Superstition ; its object 
being to investigate the natural causes uf many of those pheno
mena which have hitherto been entirely disbelieved against po
aitive evidence of their reality, or held to be the effects of su. 
pernatural agency. 
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demonstrating that the facts, which appeared mira

culous before Magnetism became known, are only 

the eft'ects of a faculty natural to man. • The real 

• The Roman Catholics have a curious, and rather ingenious, 
method of accounting for the extraordinary phenomena of Ani
mal Magnetism. When they are produced by a priest or sain~ 
of their own church, they are the work of God ; when by a pro.. 
estant, or a member of any other persuasion, they are the work 

of the deviL 
I have now before me a work, entitled, La Religion Olnutotlf 

umfl8'fleUef118111, &c. by M. de la Marne, published at Paris in 
1833. The author is a bigoted Roman Catholic. In the course 
of his w~rk, he ha.~ occasion to investigate the subject of Animal 
Magnetism ; and the most zealous disciple of Mesmer could not 
be more anxious, than be is, to establish the reality of the phe
nomena. But, then, he ascribes them all to the devil, or to 
diabolical agencies. Every Protestant writer-every writer who 
is not a blind devotee to the Romish church-be uniformly stig
matizes as an ecriwrin impie or irreligieu# ; and I verily believe 
that if our own venerable and venerated Dr Chalmers should 
happen to come across the path of this zealot, even he would 
not escape the fiery anathema. 

But this jesuitical author is not content with anathematizing 
Christian authors. He attacks the Bible i~lf, as in duty 
bound ; and is not far from designating it as an impiow book. 
The thing is scarcely credible, but it is really so. After telling 
us, in the text, that '' there are no means more easy or more 
efficacious, for becoming acquainted with religion in all its pl~ 
nitude, than to listen with respect to the instructions of the 
Church; he proceeds, in the following manner, in a note :-

" The Protestant sects"-but I must decline to translate such 
irreverent matter, and give it in the author's own language
" Les sectes protestsntes di&ent que Ia Bible, qu'elles appellent 
superstitieuseunt Ia parole d8 Diets, est encore un meilleur moyen. 
Conjecture deraisonable I Car d'abord qui vous a dit que ce 
recueil d'ecrits, rediges tant bien que mal, etait Ia paroled# DW' 

VOL. u. 2 
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tendency of Animal Magnetism, therefore, is to 

give a powerful, although an indirect, support to 

De qui teneY.-vous cette etrange 8118el'tion ? OU eont vos 
preuves, vos ganmties, vos raisons P Helas I la superstition 
voua etourdit.. Vous croyez puerllement iaD8 ombre de preuve. 
Voua ne voyez pas meme que votre credulith attrlbue a Dieu 
de grossleres eneurs, une Ignorance choquante, toutes les ml
sei'es mentales. des ecrlvalns de la Judee. Et ensuite d'ou savez 
vous que toutes les doctrines sacrees se trouvent ecrltes dans ]a 

Bible~ Elle-meme le dlt-elle P N ulle part. Jesus-Christ l'a 
t-U revel6? .Tamais; la Bible d'ailleursn'etait qu'a moiti~ fidte 
de eon temps. L'Eglise enseigne;t.elle ce point capital P Loin 
de Ia, elle assure le contraire. Encore une fois done, ou avez
vous trouvh cette mysterleuse nouvelle? Seotu WHiolatru I icl, 
vous le comprenez, U taut vous talre. :M:ais au moins regardez
la done de pr~ cette Bible quevoua diViniseZ. Remarquez-en 
les nombreux detaut& Considerez auasi cotnbien elle est loin 
d'avoir la moindre apparence d'un recueU complet des veritll' re
llgieuses. Que eont en etfet les livres qui la composent ? l>es 
relations historiques, des dlscours sur quelques doctrines jlarti
culieres, des allegorlhs morales, des predictions. et des lettres. 
Est-ll un seul de ces ecrlts qui ait }'aspect d'un tralth de la lte
ligion ? En est-U un seul qui paralsse le moins du tnonde a voir 
et6 fait pour !'exposer toute ebttere P Et l'ensetnble ne re
pousse-t-U pas avec force cette vaine conjecture ?'' 

After this, the reader will scarcely be surprised to find this 
worthy disciple of Ignatius, Loyola and Peter Dens exalting tbe 
Fathers of the Church above the Bible and its fidthful exposi
tors, and devoting the impious protestant WHiokilra to the wrsth 
and vengeance of God. 

" Male viendrs le jour des vengeances. Alors maiheur a !'in
gratitude; malheur, malheur, a l'implethl Car I' Eternal compte 
lee crimes des liommes, le glaive de sa justice est etendu sur 
leurs tetes, Je feu des chatiments brule dej&, nul coupable n'e
chappera. II ra dU., k ~t~pt"fffM Arhetr1 del e.rilllnou; ll.u ptM'Ollt 
111 JHU#fll point."-See tom. iL pp. 461, &c. 

(This, by-the-by, is rather inconsistent. Where are these 
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true religion, by overthrowing one prevalent species 

of superstition : For, a8 St Cyprian has said, 8f9JW· 

Btitionibus fahis religio "era aulmertitur. 
To the philosopher, the physician, and the di

vine, I would strongly recommend the stndy of 

the proofs, afforded by Animal Magnetism, of the 

immateriality, independence, and immortality of 

the human soul. 

Before I conclude, I must beg leave to be per

mitted to add n few words of solemn warning. In 

attempting to produce the magnetic phenomena, I 

would earnestly caution individuals against all ex.;. 

periments of mere curiosity. Whatever Juc:llcroua 

ideas many persona may have been hitherto in the 

habit of 8880Ciating with this subject, I can serious

ly assure them that experience has proved Mag
netism to be no trifting matter. Even the oppo

nents of the system acknowledge, whilst ita advo

cates admit, that the injudicious practice of it may 

words of God to be found if not in the Bible ? But the author, 
as we have seen, does not admit that the Bible is the Word of 
God.) 

The theology of this writer can impose upon no pet'IIOn of 
eeDie and education. The reason of his hostility to A.llimal 
Magnetism is alao clear. The d~veries of the professors of 
that doctrine have revealed the secret of the pretended Roman 
Catholic miracles ; they have unveiled and expoeed their dlabo· 
Ucal exorcisms; and thus threaten to deprive the priesthood ot' 
that church of one of the main pillara of their establishment, 
- of one of the moat lucrative branches of their trade. 
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be attended with dangerous consequences. We 

muat not recklessly attempt to handle the thunder

bolt, or to play with the lightning of heaven, lest 

we be consumed to ashes. Like every higher gift 

conferred upon. us by the Creator, the magnetic 

faculty ought to be exerted with judgment, pru. 

dence, and discretion, and only for hene\•olent pur

poses. " We do not know," says the great Dr 

Hufeland (in his Journal der Heilkunde)-" we do 

aot know either the essence or the limits of this 

astonishing power ; but every thing proves that it 

penetrates the depths of the o•ganism, and the in

ternal life of tbe nervous system ; that it may even 

affect the mind itself, and disturb its ordinary re

lations. Whoever, then, undertakes to govern and 

direct this mysterious power, attempts a very bold 

task. Let him consider well that .he is probably 

penetrating, as far as is possible, into the most 

elevated laws of nature. Never let him enter thi!i 

sanctuary without reverential fear, and without 

the most profound respect for the principle which 

he endeavours to set in operation. Above all, let 

him beware of magnetizing in sport. In medicine, 

the most indifferent remedy is injurious to persons 

in bealth ; Eltill more so an agent which is perhapt~ 

the most active and ene1·getic of all remedies." 

. For these reasons, while the unquestionable phe. 

nomena of Animal ~netism suggest to the phi. 
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losopher the most interesting topics of scientific in
vestigation, it has always been the wish of every 

intelligent Magnetist, that the remedial practice of 

the art should be consigned entirely into the hands 

of the professional physician. Upon the Continent, 

this object seems to have been already nearly ac
complished. In this country, on the contrary, the 
profession, in general, appear to look upon the 

whole subject with the most profound apathetic in
difference, out of which, it is probable, they will 
only be eventually aroused, in self defence, by the 
superior intelligence of the public. 

In this work, I have merely touched upon some 
of the more important consequences which are like
ly to result from the magnetic discovery. There 

are many other subordina~ topics, connected with 

tbe subject, which may probably suggest them~ 
selves to the mind of the philosophical inquirer ; 

and these may afford matter for farther discussion, 
upon some future. occasion. 
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No. I. 

REPORT 

ON Tim 

MAGNETIC EXPERIMENTS, 

'MADB BY A COM:MJTTBB OF THB ROYAL ACADB'MY OF 

MBDJCJNB, AT PARIS. 

G.l>lNTLEMBN,-More than five years have elapsed 
since a young physicbm, M. Foissac, whose zeal and ta
lent for observation we have bad frequent opportunities 

of remarking, thought it his duty to draw the attention 

of the Medical Section to the phenomena of Animal 

MagnetiMn. With regard to the Report made by the 

Royal Society of Medicine in 1784, he recalled to our 

recollection, that, amongst the commissioners charged 

with conducting the experimentt~, there was one con

scientious and enlightened man, who bad published a 

Report in contradiction to tllat of his colleagues ; that 

since the period in question, Magnetism had been the 

Gbject of new experiments and of new investigations ; 

and, with the consent of the section, he proposed to 

VOL. 11. k 
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1ubmit to their examination a somnambulist who ap

peared to him to be capable of throwing light upon a 

question, which several of the mOlt intelligent men in 

France and Germany considered as far from being re

solved, although, in 1784, the Academy of Sciences 

and the Royal Society of Medicine had pronounced an 

unfavourable judgment. 

A committee, composed of MM. Adelon, Burdin the 

elder, Marc, Pariset, and myself (M. H11180n), were 

appointe41 by you to report upon the proposition of M. 

Foissac. 

The Report, which was presented to the Section of 

Medicine at ita meeting of the 13th December 1825, 

concluded· that Magnedun· ~ght to be BUbjee&ed to a 

new invesligatioa. This collclDflion gave rise to 8J1 

animated•ei8elll8ion, which was proloaged during· three 

meetin~tbe· lOth and ·24th of January, and the 14th 

of February, l826. · At thislaat meeting, the commit.. 

tee replied· to 1all the o'hjt'Ctiona which had been B)ade 

to their :Report ; and at the same meeting, after ma

ture deliberation, aftler · adopti~ the mode hi~berto . un

usual in· matten of· science, of an individual scrutiny; 

the Section< decided that a special eommi~ ahould-· be 

appoinWd1in order to mvestigate anew tilt>· phenomena 

of Animal · Magnetism; 

This new oommitSee, consieting of ·MM. Bonrdoi~ 

Double, ltard, Gueneau. de Hueay, Guersent, Fooquier, 

Laennec, Leroux, Magendie, Marc, and Thillaye, was 

----------.r----~. 
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appointed at1 the meeting of the 28th of February 1826. 

Some time afterwards, M. Laennec, having been ob

liged to leave Paris on account of his health, I waa 

named to replace him ; and the committee, thua conati

tuted, proCeeded to discharge the duty with which it 

had been entrusted. 

Their first care, previous to the retir~ment of M. 

Laennec, Wa8 to exainine the somnambulist who had 
been offered . to them. by M. Foissac. 

Various experiments were made upon her within 

the premise& ·of the Academy ; but we must confeas 

that oor inexperience, our impatienee, oor distrust,. per

haps too strongly manifested, permitted us only to ob

serve certain phyeiological phenomena sufticiently. cu
rious, which we shall communicate to you in. the sequel 

of oor Report, but in which we did not recognise any 

peculiar phenomena of somnambulism. This somnam
bulist, fatigued, no doubt, with oor importunities, ceued, 

at this time, to be placed at our disposal ; and we were 

obliged to search the ~ospitals for the means of prose

cuting our experiments. 

M. Pariaet, physician to the Sal~ was more 
eapable than any other of assisting us in our search. 

He set about the task with an ardour, which, unfortu· 

nately, led to no result. The committee, who founded 

a great part of their hopes upon the resources which 

this hospital might be capable of furnishing, whether 

in regard to the individuals who might be subjected to 
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eXperiment, or to the presence of M. Magendie, who 

had requested to accompany them as one of the com

mittee; the committee, we say, seeing itself deprived 

of those means of instruction which it had expected to 

find, had recourse to the zeal of each of its individual 
members. 

J.f. Guersent promised us his 888istance in the hos

pital del Bnfaru, M. Fouquier in the hospital de Ia 

Chariti, MM. Goeneau and the Reporter in the Hotel
Dieu, M. ltard in the Institution for the Deaf and 

Dumb ; and thenceforward, each prepared to make ex

periments, which were subsequently to be witne11ed by 

the other members of the committee. Other and more 

powerful obstacles soon arrested our labours ; the causes 

from which these obstacles proceeded are unknown to 

us ; bot, in virtue of a decree of the General Council 

of the Hospitals, of date the 19th of October 1825, 

which prohibited the use of every new remedy which 
had not previously been approved of by a commiuee 

appointed by the Council, the magnetic experiments 

could not be continued at the hospital de Ia Oharite. 
Reduced to their own resources, to those which the 

particular relations of each of its individual memben 

might present, the committee ~ade an appeal to all 
the physicians who were known to make Animal Mag-. 

netism the object of their researches. ' We requested 

them to allow us to witneu their experiments, to ac

company them during their progress, and to confirm 
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the results. We are bound to declare that we have 

been most effectually assisted in our investigations by 

several of our brethren, and especially by the gentle

man who first suggested the inquiry, M. Foissac. We 

do not hesitate to declare, that it is to his constant and 

persevering intervention, and to the active zeal of M. 

Dopotet, that we are indebted for the greater part of 

the materials embodied in the Report which we now 

present to you. Nevertheless, gentlemen, do not be

lieve that your committee, in any circumstanct!, intrust

ed to others than its own members the task of direct

ing the experiments which we witnessed, that any 

others than the Reporter held the pen, at any instant, 

for the purpose of compiling the minutes of procedure, 

and of commemorating the succession of the phenomena 

which presented themseh·es, and exactly as they pre

sented themselves. The committee proceeded to fulfil 

their duties with the most scrupulous exactness ; and 

if we render justice to those who assisted us with their 

kind co-operation, we must, at the same time, destroy 

even the slightest suspicion which might arise in your 

minds with rl!gard to the share, greater or less, which 

others than ourselves may be supposed to have had in 

the investigation of this question. Your committee al

ways suggested the different modes of experimenting, 

traced the plan of inquiry, directed the ci>urse to be 

pursued, followed and described its progress. Finally, 

in availing ourselves of the services of auxiliaries more 
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or less zealous and enlightened, we have always been 

present, and always impressed our own direction upon 

every thing that has been done. 

Thus you will see that we admit no experiment made 

without the presence of the committee, even by mem

bers ofthe Academy. Whatever confidence the spirit 
of confraternity, and the reciprocal esteem with which 

we are all animated, ought ~o establish amongst us, we 

felt that in the investigation of a question of which the 

aolution is 10 delicate, we shoold trust none but our

selves, and·that you could trust ouly to our guarantee. 

From this rigorous excluaion, however, we have thought 

proper to except a Ycry curious phenomenon observed 

)Jy M. Cloquet, which we have admitted, because it was 

alreacly, in a manner, the property of the. Academy, 

the Section of Surgery having been occupied in its in
vestigation at two of its meetings. 

This reserve, gentlemen, which the committee im- • 

posed upon itself, in regard to the use of various facts 

relative to the question which we studied with so much 

eare and impartiality, would give us the right to de

mand a return of confidence, if any peraons who had 

not witnessed our experiments should be inclined to 

rai1e disc011ions in regard to their authenticity. For 
the same reason that we only demand your confidt>nce 

in respect of what we ourselves have seen and done, 

we cannot admit that those who, at the same time as 

ourselves and along with us, had neither seen nor done, 
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ean &Uack.or ~11 ·in question that which we allege to 

have ·obeerv641. And, moreover, as we ·always enter

&ained *he.greatest distrust of the anpouncemeB&a .which 

were made to us of wonders to come, aod: ·a& ·this feel

ing couataualy predominated during all our ·researches, 

we think we have some right to require dla*' althOugh 

you may suspend your belief, you. will, at; leas*' raise 

DO doubt in regard to the moral and ,physical · disposi

tions with which we always proeeedecl to 4he observa

tioDS of $be variou phenomena of which we w~ wit

neaaea. 

Thus, geutlemen, this Report, which we are .far from 

presenting to you with the view of fixing your opinion 

upon the question of Magnetiml, cannot aad ought not 

to be COIIIidered in any other light than as the lC!Ombi

oation and olassifi.catiou of the facta wbieh we have hi

therto observed: .we oifer it .to :you as a proof that we 

have endeavoured to justify your confidence; and while 

we regret that it ia not founded upon a greater num

ber of -experiments, we trust that you will receive h 

with indulgence, aod that you will hear it read with 

some ia~reat. At the.aame time, we think olll'88lves 

"hound to make you aware, that what we have seen in 

•he oourse of our experimeD&s bears no son of resem

blance to what the Repon of 1784 relates with regard 

to the magnetizers of that: period. We neither admit 

ner reject ·the ·existence of a ftuid, because we have not 

verified the fact ; we do not speak of the haqtlet,--of 
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the ~-of the chain et~tablished by the medium 

of a communication of the hands of all the magnetised 
patients,-of the application of means prolonged, some

times during several hours, to the hypochondriac region 

and the atomach,--of the vocal and instt·umental music 

which accompanied the magnetic operations,-nor of 

the assemblage of a great number of people together, 

who were magnetised in the presence of a crowd of 

witnesaea ; because all our experiments were made in 

the most complete stillness, in the most absolute silence, 

without any accessory means, never by immediate con

tact, and always upon a single person at a time. 

We do not speak of that which, in the time of Mes

mer, wu so improperly called the crim, and which 
consisted of convulsions, of laughter, sometimes irre

pressible, of immoderate weeping, or of piercing cries, 

because we have never met with these different pheno

,mena. J In all these respects, we do not hesitate to declare, 

that there exists a very great difference between the 

facts obtlerved and decided upon in 1784, and those 

which we have <'.Ollected in the work wliich we have 

the honour to present to you ; that this difference es

tablishes a most glaring line of demarcation between 
the one and the- other ; and that, if reason has done 

justice in regard to a great proportion of the former, 

the spirit of observation and research should endeavour 

to multiply and appreciate the latter. 
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It is with Magnetism, gentlemen, as with many ot 
the other operations of nature; that is to say, a certain 

combination of conditions is required in order to the 

production of such and such effilct11. This is an incon

trovertible principle, which, if it required any proof, 

might be confirmed by that which takea place in divers 

physical phenomena. Thus, without a certain dryness 

of the atmosphere, electricity would be but feebly de

veloped-without heat, we should never obtain that 

oombination of lead with tin, which constitutes the com· 

mon solder of the plumbers--without the light of the 

sun, we ahould not witness the spontaneous combustion 

of a mixture of equal parts of chlorine and hydrogen, 

&c. &e. Whether these conditions be external or phy

sical, as in those cases to which we have just referred; 

whether they be internal or moral, such as the mag· 

netizers allege to be indispensable to the development 

of the magnetic phenomena-it is enough that they ex

ist, and that they should be nacted by them, to make 

it incumbent upon· your committee to endeavour to 

unite them, and to make it their duty to submit to them. 
It was, however, neither our duty nor our inclinatioa 

to divest ourselves of that indefatigable curiosity which 

induced ns, at tbe same time, to vary our experiments, 

and, if we could, to set at fault the practices and the 

promises of the magnetizers. For this double reason, 

we conceived ourselves bound to disburthen ourselves 

of the obligation they would impose of haviDfJ a atrong 
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fai&h, of being animated solely by benevolent motivea. 

We -sought only to be inquisitive, miatruttful, and ex

act observers. 

Neither did we think it our. duty to endeavour to 

explaia these conditions. Thia would have ·beeu a quea

tion :Of pure controveny, .for the solution of which we 

had no better means thim in attempting to e~plain the 

cond:itiona of othar physiological ,pheaomena, such as 

those U. regulate the action of dUFerent medicines. 

These a..:e questions of the same kind, upon which 

aeience Jiaa yet pronounced no judgment. 

In all .$he experiments which we made, we invariably 

obeer¥ed · the . 0101t rigorous ailence, because we con

ceived that, in the development of phenomena so deli
cate, the attention of the magnetizer and of the. mag

netised ought not to be distracted by any thing foreign. 

Beaidea, we did not wish to incur the reproach of hav

ing injured the aucoess of the experiment by conversa

tion or by other distracting causea; and we always 

took care that the expreaaion of our countenances should 

neither operate as a constraint upon the. magnetizer, 

nor inspire doubt into the mind of the penon mag

netilled. Our. position..--we are . anxious to :r.epeat it-
was constantly that of inc_tUisitive and . impartial ob

servers. Thet~e different conditions, -several of which 

had been recommended in the works of the respectable 

M. Deleue, . having been well established, we proce.ed 

to state what we observed. 
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The person to be m~e&ised was plaee4 in .~ •iUing 
posture, either in a eonvenien& elbow-chair, .~r on ·a 

couch-sometime. even in a eommon chair. 

The magne&izer, seated on a chair a little.more ·ele

va&ed, opposite, ani at the dis&ance ()f about a .f,Qotfrom 

the patient, seemed to oollect himself for some momenta, 

doriog which he took the thumbs of the pati~t betweu 

his two fingera, so tJw the interior parts of the thombt 

were in contact wit.h .eh othe'P. -Be fixed his eyes 

upon the patient, &Qd remained in thia. position nutil be 

felt that an equal degree of be•t was etttablish~d be
tween the thumbs of the m~eti:zer aad the mag• 

netised. He then. withdrew his hands, turaiug them 

outward, placed .them . on .the shoulders, ·where he al

lowed them to .remain about a minute, and ~~ducted 

them slowly, by a eort of very slight fric,ion, alQDg the 

arms to the extremity of the fingers. This ,0peration 

he performed five or six times, which the magnetizers 

call a pal&; he thep pl~d his . hands. above the head, 

held them there a momeo&,. drew them downwards in 

front of the face, at the dis&ance of one or two inches, 

to the epigaltrium (pit of the 11tomaeh), resting his fin

gers upon this part of the body ; and he descended 

slowly along the body to the feet. These .paues were 

repeated during the greater. :part of the sitting ; and 

• when he wished to terminate it, be prolonged them be
yond the extremity of the hands and feet, shakiog his 

'fingers each time. Finally, he made transverse ptU8U 
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before the face and the breast, at the distance of from 
three to four inches, presenting his two bands approxi

mated to each other, and separating them abruptly. 

At other times, he approximated the fingers of each 

hand, and presented them at the distance of three or 
four inches from the head or the stomach, lea ring them 

in this position during one or two minutes ; then, with

drawing and approximating them alternately with more 

or less rapidity, he imitated the very natural movement 

which is performetl when we wish to shake off a liquid 

which has moistened the extremity of our fingers. 

These different modes of operation have been adopted 
in all our experiments, without any preference of the one 

to the other. Frequently we employed only one, some

times two, and in the choice we made, we were never 

guided by the idea that one method would produce an 

effeCt more readily and more conspicuously than the 

other. 

In enumerating the facts observed, your committee 

shall not follow precisely the order of time in which 
they were collected; it has appeared to them to be 

much more convenient, and, above all, mnch more ra

tional, to present them to you classified according to 

the more or leiS conspicuous degree of the magnetic 

action recognised in each. 

We have, theref'ore, established the following four 
divisions: 
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I. Magnetism baa no effect upon persona in a atate 

of sound health, nor upon some diseased persons. 

' II. In others, its effect& are alight. 

III. Tbeae effects are sometimes produced by ennui, 

by monotony, by the imagination. 

IV. We have seen them developed independently 

of these laat causes, most probably aa the effect of Mag

netism alone. 

I. .Magndimn tJJillwut effect.- The Reporter of the 

Committee has several times submitted to the operation 

of ~etiam. Once, amongst others, while in the 

enjoyment of perfect health, be had the patience to re

main seated in the same position for a period of three 

quarters of an hour, with his eyes closed, in complete 

immobility ; and he declares, that, during the operation, 

be experienced no kind of effect, although the ennui of 

his position, and the absolute 11ilence which he had re

commended to be observed, might have been very ca

pable of producing sleep. M. Demnssy submitted to 

the same experiment with the same result. At another 

time, when the reporter was tormented with very vio

lent and very obstinate rheumatic pains, he allowed 

himself to be repeatedly magnetized, and he never ob

tained by this means the slightest mitigation, although 

the acuteneu of his sn6erings made him vehemently 

desire to have them removed, or at least alleviated. 

On the 11th of November 1826, our respectable 
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colleagne, M. Bourdois, had experienced, · during two 

months, an inditposition which required partieolar at

tention, upon his part. to his habitual mode of living. 

This indispoaitiotl, he told us, wu not hi4 ordinary or 

normal state, he knew the cause of · it, and could indi

cate the point &om which it proceeded. In these cir

cumatanoos, which, as M. Dripotet aftirmed, were fa

vourable to the development of the magnetic pheno

mena, M. Bourdois was magnetised by M. Dupotet, in 

pretence of MM.Itard, Mare, Double, Gueneau, and 

the Reporter. The experiment commenced at thirty

three minutes past three o'clock; the pulse was then at 

84, which M. Double and M • .Bourdois declared to be 

the normal state. At forty-one minutes past three the 

experiment terminated, and M. Bourdois experienced 

absolutely no effect. We only observed that the pulse 

had fallen to 72, that is to say 12 less than before the 

operation. 

At the same meeting, our colleague, M. Itard, who 
had been afBicted for eight years with chronic rheu

matism, the seat of which was then in the stomach, and 

who was suffering at the time from a recurrent crisis 

of the disease ( crise ·llahituelle atta,cl,ie ~ sa maladie
these are his own expreuions ), caused himself to be 

magnetized by M. DuPotet. At fifty minutes past three 
o'clock, his pulse was at 60; at fifty-seven minutes past 

three he closed his eyes ; at three minutes past four 

the operation terminated. He told us that, during the 
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time he· had his eyes open; he:thonght that he·ft!lt the · 

impression made upon his organs by the passage of the 

fingers, a11 if tl1ey had been 11truck by a blast of 'warm 

air ; but that, aftel' having cloied them, ·8Jld tbe expe- · 

riment continuing; he had no longer· the same 11ensation. 

He added, ·that, at the end of ilve minutes, he felt a 

headach, ·which aftlected all the forehead and• the base 

of the orbits; with a sensation of· dryness in the tongue, 

although· when obse"ed' by us, the · tongue was very 

moist. Finally, he said that the pain which he felt 

previous to tbe operation, and which he had described 

as depending upon the affection of which he complained, 

bad disappeared, but that it was, iii general, very va- · 

riable. We remarked that the pulse had risen to 74, 

that is to say, 14 more than before the operation. 

we might certaiitly have reported other observations 

in which magnetism manifested DO sort of actitity ; but 

besides ·the inconvenience of referring to facts unat

tended ·with any result, we conceived it sufficient for 

you to be made acquainted with the experiments which 

three of. your committee made upon themselvei, in order 

to haYe a•more>complete assurance of · the truth of our 

investigations. 

II. Slight ··ejfoct8 q[ · M~.-It cannot have 

escaped· 'you, gentlemen; that the last case in 'ilie pre

ceding series presented a commencement of the mag

netic aeti'on. · We have, accordingly, ·placed· it at the 
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end of the section, in order to .erve aa a link to con· 

nect tho.e which are to follow. 

M. Magoien, doctor of medicine, aged 54 years, re

siding in the street St Denis, No. -, walked with 

great diffienlty, in consequence of a fall he had some 

years before upon the left knee, and very probably, 

also, in consequence of the growth of an aneurism of 

the heart, which carried him off in the month of Sep· 

tember last. He was magnetized by the reporter upon 

the 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, and 23d of Auguet 

1826. The number of puleations was lest at the end 

of five sittings, than at the commencement, the pulse 

falling from 96 to 90, from 96 to 86, from 76 to 71, 

from 82 to . 79, from 80 to 78, and at the sixth sitting, 

the number was ihe same at the commencement and at 

the termination, viz. 83. The inspiration• were equal, 
excepting upon one occasion, when they were 20 at the 

beginning, and 26 at the end. M. Magoien constantly 

experienced a sensation of coolness in all those parts of 

his body to which the fingers of the magnetiser were 

directed, and kept for a long time in the same direc

tion. This phenomenon never once failed to present 

itself. 

Our colleague, M. Roux, who complained of a chro

nic aifeetion of the stomach, was magnetized six times 

by M. Foiasae, on the 27th and 29th of September, and 

on the bt, Sd, 5th, and 7th of October, 1827. He 

experienced, at first, a sensible diminution in the nom-
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ber of inspirations and pulsations, afterwards, a slight 

degree of beat in the stomach, a great degree of cool

ness in the face ; the sensation of a vaporization of 

ether, even whea no manipulations were practised be

fore him, aad, fina1ly, a decided disposition to sleep. 

Anne .Bourdin, aged twenty-five years, reaiding in 

the street Du Paon, No. 15, was magnetized on the 

17th, 20th, and 21st of July, 1826, at the Hotel-Dieu, 

by M. Foisaac, in presence of the rfWOrter. This wo

man said she complained of headach .(cepRalalgia), and 

of a nervous pain (neuralgia), ~hid&: had· its seat in the 

let\ eye. . During the three magnetic sittings, we per

ceived the inspirations increase from 16 to 39, from 14 

to 20, and the pulsations from 69 to 79, from 60 to 68, 

from 76 to 95. The head grew heavy during these 

three experimente,-the woman fell asleep for some 

minutes,-no change wu effected in the nervous pain 

of the eye, but the headach was alleviated. 

Theresa Tierlin was magnetized on the 22d, 23d, 

24th, ~th, and 30th of July, 1826. She ha"d been 

admitted into the Hotel-Dieu, complaining of pains in 

the belly and in the lumbar region. During the mag

netic operations, we observed th~ inspirations increase 

from 15 to 17, from 18 to 19, from 20 to 25, and de

crease from 27 to 24 ; and the pulsations increased from 

US to 125, from 100 to 120, from 100 to 113, from 

95 to 98, and from 117 to 120. We remarked that 

VOL.JI. 
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this woman seemed to be afraid of the motions of the 

fingers and banda of the magnetizer,- that she at

&emp&ed to avoid them by drawing back her head,:-that 

she followed them with her eyes in order that she might 

not lose sight of them, as if she dreaded that they would 

do her some injury. She waa evidently teazed and an

noyed during *he five sittings. 

We observed in her freqoent and long-drawn sighs, 

sometimes interrqpted, winking and depression of the 

eyelids, rubbing the eyes, repeated deglutition of the 

saliva, a motion which, in the. case of other magnetized 

persons, has constantly preceded sleep, and, finally, the 
disappearance of :the pain in the lumbar region. 

Your Committee, in arranging these ditferentfactt, 

lias only wished to fix your attention upon the seriet 

of physiological phenomena which are develo}led in the 

two las* cues. We can attach no importance what
ever to the partial amelioration in the morbid symptoms 

of the very insignificant disorders of these two _women. 

If these disorders existed, &ime and repose may have 

triumphed over them. If they did not exist, as is too 

frequently the case, the feigned malady might have dis

appeared as well without Magnetism as with it. Thus, 

gentlemen, we have only presented them to yon as the 

first elements, as it were, of the magnetic action, which 

you will see more dt'Oidedly manifested in the sequel 

of this report. 
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III. The~· ~·an.fr!eqwmtly.pl!Odwed by en
nui, lJg: t1W1RIJlM&y,- and by tAe imagiNJtitnt.-.-. Y.our Com
mhtee bu remarked upon seYeral ooouion&, that the 

monotony of lhe gestures employed, the religious si

leace observed during tlle opentiona, the snnui occa-

eioned by remaining long in the same . ,position, have 

produced sleep in seYeral iadividoals who were not 

subjected to the magnetic iofiaence. but who were in 

tbe aame physieal and moral circDDlRances in which 

they had been previoasly ut asleep. In theae eases, 

it was impossible for us not to recogniae the infiaence 

of the imagination; an influence by the force of :w~·hich 

tlulse Uulividual&, believing that they were magnetized, 

- experienced the same dects as if they really had been 

so. We shall adduQe, ia particular, the following ob

serYations. 

Mademoiselle Lemaitre,, twen~y-fiye years of age, 

bad been for three years aBlicted with an atfection of 

the 11ight .( atJtQur.oail ), wh• abe was admitted into the 

~D* She was ml!g08tized. upoo the 7th, 13th, 

14th, 15th, 16th, .l7tb, . l8th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and 22d 

of July, -1826. We shall not here t'epe&t the diiferent 

pbenomena which marked the .CODUilencement of the 

magnetic action; and which we have already detailed in 

the . preceding section,-such as the winking, the de

pression of the eyelids, the rubbing of .the eyes as if to 

get rid of a diaagneable sensation, the sudden inclina

tion of the head and the swallowing of the sal in. These, 
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as we have already said, are signs which we have con

stantly observed, and to which, therefore, we ahall not 

revert. We ahall only obsene, that we remarked a 

commencement of drowaineas at the end of the third 

sitting; that tbis drow11iness i~creased until the eleventh; 

that, dating from the folll'th, there were manifested con

vulsive motions of the museles of the neck, of the face, 

the bands and the shoulder ; and that, at the end of 

each sitting, we found a greater acceleration of the 

pulse than at the commencement. Ba.t what ought 

most to fix your attention is, that after having been 

magnetized ten times, and having appeared during the 

eight last aueeeuively more and more susceptible of the 

magnetic action, at the eleventh aitting, the 2Utb of 

July, M. Dupotet, her magnetizer, upon the suggestion 

of the reporter, seated bimaelf behind her, without 

making any_gesture, without having any intention of 

magnetising her, and tba$ she experienced a more de

cided tendency to sleep, than upon any of the preced

ing days, accompanied, however, with leu of agitation 

and convulsive motions. There was no perceptible im

provement of her sight since the commencement of the 

operations, and abe left the Hotel-Dieu in the same state 

as when she bad been admitted. 

Louisa Ganot, a servant, residing in the street Du 

Baltoir, No. 19, was admit.ted into the Hotel-Dieu upon 

the 18th of July 1826, in order to be treated for a 

leucoN"haa, and was magnetised by M. Dupotet on the 
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2ht, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th of July, 

18i!6. She told us that she was subject to nervoua 

attacks, and, in reality, convulsive motions of an hyste

rical character were constantly manifested during all the 

magnetic sittings. Thus, the plaintive cries, the atitf

ness and contortion of the superior memben, the direc

tion of the hand towards the pit of the atomach, the 

bending of the whole body backwards, so as to form 

an arch of which the concavity was in the back, some 

minutes of sleep which terminated this scene,-all de

noted in this woman hysterical attacks, occasioned, it 

might have been believed, by the magnetic influence. 

We wished to ascertain how far the imagination might 

act upon her, and at the 6th sitting, upon the 26th of 

July, M. Dnpotet, who had hitherto magnetized her, 

placed himaelf in front, at the distance of two feet, 

without touching her, without practising any manipula

tion or external act, but having an energetic intention 

of producing in her some of the magnetic phenomena. 

The agitation, the convulsive motions, the long and in

terrupted sighs, the stifFness of the arms, did not fail 

to manifest themselves as at the preceding sittings. On 

the day after, the 27th, we placed M. Dnpotet behind 

her, and she was seated in the great elbow-chair which 

she had used in the preceding operations. The mag:. 

netizer merely directed his fingers opposite the middle 

part of her back; consequently, the back of the chair was 

interposed between the magnetizer and the magnetised. 
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In a short time, the convuLtive motions of the pre

ceding days were displayed with greater violence. and 

she frequently turned round her head. She told 01 

when she awoke, that she had executed this motion, be
cauae it appeared. to ber that she was Qllnoyed br some

thing which acted npon her from iM!hind. Finally, 

after having observed, upon the 26th and 27th of Jnly, 

the development of the magnetic phenomena, although 

in the one case there were no manipulations at all, but 

only the intention, while, in the other. t~ very simple 

external acts (the direction of the fingers) were exe

cuted behind her back, and without her . knowledge ; 

we were desirooa of ascertaining whether the same 

phenomena conlcl be reproduced in the absence of the 

magnetizer. The experiment waa made upon the 28th 

of Jnly. She was placed in precisely the same circum

stances as in the former experiments,-the same hour 

of the day (half-past five in the morning),-the same 
locality, the same silence, the same elbow-chair, the 

same persons present, the same preparations ; all, in 

short, exactly the same as on the preceding .d&yR, with 

the exception of the magnetizer, who remained at home. 

The same convulsive ~otions ·were evinced, perhaps 

with a lit~le less promptitude an4 violence, but always 

with the . sa~e character. 

A man· aged 27, subject, since his 15th year, to at

t&Qks of epilepsy, was ~etiaed fifteen timee at the 

Bota-/Nu; from tbe 27th of June to tbe 17th of July, 
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1826, by the reporter. Sleep began to appear at the 

4th sitting (1st of July), and becam~ ttronger at the 

5th (2d of the same month). In the following, it waa 

rather slight and easily i~terrup~ed, eit;lter. by noise, or 

by question• put to him. . In the 13th and 14th, the 

reporter took the precaution to place himaelf behind 

the elbow-chair in which he wll.$ seated, and there to 

perform his manipulations. At the 15th sitting, upon 

the 17th of July, he continued to pl~e the pati~nt, aa 

in the case of the woman Ganot, in th~ same situation 

. in wbioh he had been placed sinc:e the commencement 

of the treatment: be also placed himaelf behind the 

elbow-chair, and the _same phenomena of drowsiness 

were manifested, although he did . not magnetise him. 

From this series of experi~ents we found ourselves 

nccc88arily bound to conclude~ that_ theae two women 

and this epileptic patient experienced the same effects 

when they were ar.tually magnetisQd, and when they 

only believed themselves to be so, and that, conse

quently, the imagination was sufficient to produce in 

them phenomena which, with little attention, or with 

a prejudiced mind, might have been attributed to mag

netism. 

But we are ~ions to. decl4J,'e, that there are seve

ral other cases, not less rirorously observed, in which 

it would have been difficult for UII ,BOt to admit magne

ti8m aa the canse of tlae .phenomQna. These we place 

in 9ur 4th claas. 
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IV. Thus, a child of 28 months, subject, like its fa. 

ther, of whom we eball have occasion to •peak in the 
sequel, to attacks of epilepsy, was magnetieed in the 

bouse of M. Boordois, by M. Foisw:, upon the 6th of 

October 1827. Almost immediately after the com
mencement of the treatment, the child rubbed ita eyes, 

bent its head to one side, supported it upon one of the 

cushions of the sofa where we had placed it, yawned, 

appeared agitated, scratched ite head and ita ears, seem

ed to contend against . the approach of sleep, aud BOOB 

rose, if we may be allowed the expression, grumbling ; . 
it was seized with the desire of making water, and, 

after being satisfied in this respect, it appeared very 

sprightly. We magnetised it again; but as there ap

peared, this time, no symptom of drowsiness, we ter

minated the experiment. 

There occurred to us a similar case of a deaf and 

dumb lad, eighteen years of age, who had long been 
subject to very frequent attacks of epilepsy, and upon 

whom M. Itard wished to try the effects of magnetism. 

This young man was magnetilled fifteen times by M. 

Foissac. We need scarcely say here, that the epilep· 

tic attacks were entirely suspended during the sittings; 

and that they did not return until eight montbe after· 

\Yards-a circumstance unprecedented in the history 

of his disease ; but we shall observe, that the appre

ciable phenomena exhibited by this young mau during 

the treatment were a heaviness of the eyelids, a ge-
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neral numbness, a desire tO sleep, and sometimes wr-
tigo. 

A still nwre decided effect was observed in a mem

ber of the committee, M. Itard, who, as we have al

ready observed, had submitted to the magnetic treat

ment on the lith of Novel}lber 1826, without having 

experienced any effect. When magnetised by M. Du

potet on the 27th of . October 1827, he experienced a 

heaviness ·without sleep, a decided sensation of 8 pecu;. 

liar nature-a setting on edge (agacement) in the 

nerves ·or the fa_ce, convulsive motions in the nostrils, 

in the muscles of the face and jaws, and a ftow of sa

liva of 8 metallic taste-a sensation analogous to that 

.which he had experienced from galvanism. The two 

first sittings produced headach, which lasted several 

h~)Urs, and, at the same time, his habitual pains were 

co~siderably diminished. A year afterwards, M. Itard, 

who had pains in the head, was magnetised eighteen 

times by M. Foissac. The treatment almost constantly 

produced a ftow of saliva, twice with a metallic ftavoor. 

We observed little motion and muscular contraction, 

excepting some twitchings (soubresauts, subsultus) of 

the tendons of the muscles of the fore~anns and the 

legs. M. Itard told us that his headach ceased each 

-time, after a treatment of from 12 to 15 minutes, that 

it entirely disappeared by the 9th sitting, when it was 

recalled by an interruption of the magnetic 9perations 

VOL •. II. 'l' 
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for three daya, and again diaaipated by $he same mea~~~. 

He experienced during the treatment a sensation of 

general health, aD agreeable disposition to sleep, som

nolency aceompaDied with vague and ple&18nt reveries. 

His complaint underwent, as before, a sensible amelio

ration, which, however, Wl&l not of long duration after 

he ceased to be magnetised. 

These three. cases appeared to your Committee to 

be altogether worthy of remark. The two individuals 

who formed the . subject of the two fir.at-the one a 

child of 28 months, the other a deaf &Bd dumb lad

were ignorant of what was done to them. The one, 

indeed, was not in a state capable of knowing it ; aild 

the other never had the slightest idea of magnetism •. 

Both, however, were sensible of its inftaenoe; and most 

certainly it is impossible, in either case, to attribuk 

this sensibility to the imaginatioo. Still less is it attn. 

botable to this principle in the case ot1 M. lt!U'd. 
It is not over men of our years, and, like ns, always 

on their guard against mental error and sensible ~ 

lusion, that the imagination, sueh as we view it, has 

any sway. At this period of life, it is enlightened by 

reason, and disengaged from those illusions by which 

young persons are so easily seduced. At this age we 

stand upon our guard, and distrust, rather than oonfi:. 

deuce, presides over the different optll'Btions of our 

minck. These circumstances w,ere happily. united in 

our colleague ; and the Academy knows hb;n too weJJ 
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not to admit that he really experienoed· wlat he de
clares that he felt. His veracity was the ti&IDe npen 

Mie lltlt. of Oceobet· 1826, when he declared that he 
felt nothhag, a~d -apoo the· 21th of October 18<rl, wllen 

he aftlnned to 1llf that Jw '\\"aal sensible of the magnetie 
action. 

The somnolency observed in the three cases which 

we have just reported appeared to us to be the ti'lmsi· 

tion from the waking state to' that which is called the 

magnetic sleept or som'DUllbulism-·"""'ds which your 

CommiHee have deemed impl'Opel'; as· they may giw 
rise to false ideas ; t.ut which we have been forced to 

adopt, in. COll88qtaWce of the imp088ibllity of changing 

them with advantage. 

When the individual subjecced to the operation of 

magnetism) is in dae st&OO of solll'll8Dlboli8m, the mag

netillen aarure ust that, in general, he only het&N those 

peNOna who have been placed in magnede connexion 

(M roppt)f't) with him; either tlie•pel'BOn who ope~s 

upon him! OJ.' ' those whom· the operator hss placed in 

eommntlioa&ion with him, by means of joining hands, 

or some species of immediate contact. According to 

them, the external organs of the senses become wholly, 

or almost wholly, dormant (fJWJfi!JU}, and, notwifa· 
s&anding, he· e~erienees senlllltions; They add, that 

there appears to be awakened in him an internal sense, 

a species· of ins&inct which explains to him, 80Dletimes 

the state of liis own health, sometimes that of other 
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persons with whom he is placed in magnetic connexion 

( m _rapporl). During the whole duration of this sin

gular state, he is, ·say they, subjected to the influence 

of his magnetizer, and appears to obey him ·with aR 

unreserved docility, without manifesting any strong· 

exertion of internal volition, either by gestures or 

words."' 

· This singular phenomenon, gentlemen, appeared to 

your· Committee to be an object the more worthy of 

thei~ attention and investigation, because, although M. 

Bailly seems to have had a glimpse of it, it was still 

unknown at the period when the subject of animal 

magnetism was submitted to the examination of the 

Commiaioners, who presented their . Report upon it in 

1784; and, besides, it was for the purpose of studying 

it that M. Foissac had, if we may use the ·expression, 

disinterred the question of magnetiim. It was only in 

1784, after the publication of the Report of the Com-: 

missioners, that this phenomenon was observed for the 

first time at Buzancy, near_ Soiesons, by one of the 

most zealous disciples and promoters of animal magne

tism, M. de Pnyseg&r. 

·• " Magnetised persons," says the illustrious and unfortunate Bailly, 
at ·the 7th page of his celebrated report presented to the Royal Acade
my of Sciences in 1784, " may appear to be plunged into a.state of. 
total ins~nsibility; but the . voice of the magnetizer, his look, a sign_ 
revives them ; and we cannot hesitate to recognise in these invariable 
effect8 a great influence which acts upon the patients, governa them;· 
a~d of which the magnetizer appears to be the depoeitary." 
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Uf)on a subject which might so easily be gut up by 

quackery, and which appeared to us so remote -from all 

that was previously known, your Com~ittee felt that 

they w~re bound to be very rigid respecting .the kind 

of evidence admitted to prove the phenomenon, and, at 

the same time, that they ought to keep themselves 

continually upon their guard against that illusion and 

imposture of which they might 'dread -being made the 

dupes. 

The Committee request your attention to the follow

ing eases; in the arrangement of which it hu been 
their object, that the development of this singular 

state, and the manifestation of the phenomena which 

characterize it, might be presented to you in ~ regu

larly increasing progression, so as to become .more and 

more evident. 

. Mademoiselle Louisa Delaplane, aged 16 years, re

siding in the street Tirechape, No.9, had a catamenial 

suppression, accompanied with pains, and with tension 

and swelling in the lower part of the abdomen, when 
abe was admitted into the Hotel-Dieu, on _ the 13th of 

June 1826. Leeches applied to the labia wlva, baths, 

. and, in general, an appropriate treatment, producing DO 

relief, she was magnetised by M. Foissac on the 22d, 
23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th of June 1826. 

She fell asleep at the first sitting, at the end of eight 

minutes. She was spoken to, but made no answer ; a 

white iron screen was thrown down near her-she 
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continued in a atMe of complete iDSeD8ibility ; a gJ~s 

bottle was forcibly broken-llae awoke with a stan. 

At the eecoad aif*iug, -abe an1wered by dinnative 

and aegative JDOtiou of &lae bead to the questions 
whlah wwe addreeted to her. .At tlae third, .be gave 

u to understand, that, in two dayw, she would speak 
and point oat the nature and seat of her CQlp)aillt. 

She Willi pinched very strongly, to as to prodaee 

a livid mark-she gave no eign of sensibility. A 

bottleful of ammoniac wae opened nnder her nose. 

She ,.. insensible to the first inspiration-at the se
cond, she carried her lwld to her nose. When 11he 
awoke, she complained of pain in the part which had 

been pinched, ai also of the fumes of the ammoniac, 

and she drew back her head hurriedly. The parents 

of this girl resolved to remove her from the Hotel

Dieu on the 30th of the same month, because they 

beard that the was subjected to the magnetic treatment. 

She was stlll, however, magnetised three or four times. 

In the coune of these experiments abe never once 

spoke, and answered only by signs to the dUFerent ques

tions addressed to her. We shall add that, insensible 

to the tickling of a feather introduced into her nostrils, 

moved along her lips and the tides of her nose, and to 

the noise of a board thrown soddenly upon a table, she 

was awakened by the noise of a copper basin thrown 

against the floor, and at the noise of a bag of crowns 

which was emptied from above into the same basin. 
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At anottler time, upon the 9th of December 1826, 

M. Dupotet, in pre&ence of the Committee, magnetised 
Baptiste Cbamet, carman at Cbaronne, whom he bad 

magnetised two or three years before. At tbe encl of 

eight minuteS, repeatedly interrupted in order to as

certain from him whether he waa asleep, he suddenly 

made an affirmative motion of the head. Several ques

tions were put to him without obtaining an answer. 

As he seemed to sufFer pain, he was asked what ailed 
him, when he pointed with his hand to hia breast. He 

was again asked what part that wai. He answered 

that it was the liver, still pointing to his breast. M. 

Guersent pinched him severely on the left wrist, and 

he manifested no sense of pain. We opened his eye• 
lid, which, with difficulty, yielded to our attempts, and 

we found the ball of the eye turnea, as if convulsively, 
towards the top of the orbit, and the pupil perceptibly 

contracted. 
In these tWo last cases, your Committee witnessed 

the firllt appearance of somnambulism--of that faculty 
by means of which the magnetizers say, that, in the 

dormant state of the external orgims of sense, there is 

developed in the persons magnetised an internal sense, 

and a species of instinct capable of manifesting them
selves by rational external actions. In each of the 

cases above reported, your Committee perceived

whether in the answer given to -questions put either by 

signs or by wordtr, or in the prognostications, a1waya 
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deceitful, indeed, of events which never took place

the first traces of the exprenion of a commencement 

of intelligence. 

· The three following Clllle& will prove to you with 

what distl'lllt we ought to regard the promises of cer

tain pretended semnambnlists. 

~emoiselle Josephine Martineau, aged 19 years, 

residing in the street St Nicolas, No. 37, had been af~ 

fected for three months w~th a chronic infiammation of 

the b<.wels (gatltritU), when she was admitted into ~he 

Hotel-Dieu, upon tbe 5th of August 1826. She waw 

~agn!'!tised by M. Dnpotet, in presence of the reporter, 

fifteen d~y~ consecutively, from the 7th to the 21st of 
the same month, twice between four and five In the 

after:noon, and thirteen times from six to seven in the 

morning. She began to sleep at the second sitting, 

and at the fourth, to answer the questions which were 

addressed to her. · We need not repeat to yon, that at 

the end of each sitting, the p1J}se was more frequent 

than at the ~mmencement, and that she preserved no 

reooll~ction of any thing that took place during her 
sleep. These are ordinary phenomena, which have 

been previously well established by other magnetizer11. 

Our busineu bere is with somnambulism, and it is this 

phenomenon which we endeavoured to observe iu Ma

demoiselle Martineau. In her sleep, she said that sh~ 

did not see the persons prese~t, but that sbe beard 

them; and no penon was speaking. When cross-in-
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terrogated about this · matter, she answered that· she 

heard them when a noise was made. She said that 

11he would not recover until she was purged i and. for 

this she prescribed three ounces of manna, and English 

pills to be taken . two hours after the manna.. . The next 

and following days; the reporter gave her no manna, 

but administered four pilli. of the crumb of bread in 

two days. During these two days she had four stools. 

She said that she would soon awake after five or ten 

minnte11' sleep, and she did not awake until after se~ 

venteen and sixteen. She announced that, upon a cer· 

tain day, she would give us a detailed a~nnt of the 

nature of her complaint; and when the day arrived. 

she told us nothing. In short, she was at fault every 
time. · 

M. de Geslin, residing in the street de Gnnelle St 

Honore, No. 37, wrote to inform the Committee, on the 

8th of July 1 826, that he had at his disposal a som· 

nambulist, Mademoiselle Couturier, lace-maker, aged 

30 years, residing in the same house with himself, who, 

amongst other faculties, possessed that of being able to 

read the thoughts of her magnetizer, and to execute 

the orders which he co~mnnicated to her mentally. 

The proposal of M. de Geslin was too important not 

to be accepted with eagerness. M. Gneneau and the 

reporter waited upon M. de Geslin, who repeated the 

assurances which he had given ns in his Jetter relative 

to the surprising faculties of his somnambulist ; and 
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after h&-ring .et her asleep by the prooeu we have al-

1"eUy deacri&ed, be requested them to iaform him what 

tHy wiahed him &o 1'8Claire, mentally, of his somnam
haliet. 

One of us-the rtjp()rter-plaeed ~If a& a desk, 
for the purpote of writing down with the utmost ex~ 
actuees e...-y thiag that . mi«ht occar; aud the other, 

M. Gueaetlu, und~r&ook to write upon slips of paper, 

which be oommunica&ed to hia colleague, the orders 

which we bodl wiahed to be oommuuica&ed to the pa

tient. 

Upon the first slip of paper, M. Gueneau wrote the 
following words : Go and sit dOflm upon tile stool in 

.front if 1M piano. M. de Geslin having conceived this 
mentally, told the somnambulist to do that which he 
r&quired of her. She rose from her place, and going 

up to the clock, she said it was twenty minutes past 
nine. M. de Geslin told her that was not what he re
quired her to do ; she then went into the next room. 
She was informed that she was still mistaken when 11he 

resumed her place. She was mentally bid to scratch 

her forehead. She stretched out her hand, but did not 
execute the motion required. The magnetizer com

plained that she did not do what he desired her : She 

rose and changed her seat. We requested that, when 

M. de Geslin held up his band, she should hold up hers, 

and keep it suspended uutil that of the magnetizer feU. 

She raised her band, which remained immov~ble, and 
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and did not fall until five minates after that fll M. de 

Geslio. The back of a watch waa presented to her
the said it was thirty-five minutea put nine, and the 

laud poimed at le'nDl o'clock. She Aid dlere were 

three hands, and there wer.e only two. A watch with 

three hande was 8Ubetituted, and abe a id there were 

two-thu ·it wae forty minutee past nine; while the 

watch indicated twenty~five minntH past nine. She 

wa placed ,. Npport wit& M. Gueneau, and told him 

a number of thinga wUb regard to the eta&e of hie oWn 

health which were altogether elTOneoue, and in direet 

e&at.radiction to what our colleague bad written· upon 

this 8Ubject before the experiment. To sum up all, this 

lady did not fulfil any of the promises which had been 

made to us ; and we thought ou~selves authorized to 

believe, that M. de Geslin had not taken all the proper 

precautions to prevent being led into error, and that 

thi. was the canae of his belief in the extraordinary 

factdtiea he attributed to hia patient-faeukies wbielt 

we could in no degree recognise. 
M. Chapelain, dootor of medicine, residing in the 

Cour Bataw, No. S, informed the Committee, upou 

the 14th of March 1828, that a woman of 24 years of. 

age, reaiding in hi. house, and who had been reeom
mended to him by our colleague M. Caille, had an
nounced, when set asleep by the magnetic procese, that 

next day, at fifteen minutes from eleven in the even~ 

ing, 1e tomiam producti<wem brachio ejecturam eue. Your 
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Committee had .toO. great a desire to witness the result 

of this annunciation, to neglect the opportunity thus 

presented. Accordingly;MM.ltard, Thillaye, and the 

reporter, accompanied by two memben of the Acade

my, MM. Caille .and Virey, as also Doctor Dance, at 

preseDt physician to the hospital.Cocbin, repaired next 

day, at fifty-five minutes past ten in the eveaing, 

to the. bouse of this woman. . She . was immediately 

magnetised by M. Chapelain, . and set . asleep at eleven 

o'clock.. (Here are omitted 10me inthlicate detaila, of little 
.,. . no impurtance in IAern.lelvu, and only sliewing. tAe fo· 
lilitg of tAe patient' a progrwsia.) Here, then, are three 

cases, well. established, and we might quote others, in 

which there evidently was error, or an attempt' to ~e·· 

ceive, on the part of the •omnambulists, either in what 
they promised to do, ·or in their annunciations of what 

was to happen. 
In these circumstances, we ardently desired to eluci

date the question, and we thought that it was essentjal, 

as well to the interest of the investigations hi which we 

were engaged, as to withdraw ourselves from · the de

ceptions of quackery, to ascertain whether there was 

any si~ by which we could be assured o~ the real ex

istence of 110mnambulism ; that . is to· say, whether the 

magnetis«ld person, when asleep, w.as..,-permit . us the 

expre~~ion-more than asleep, whether be had arrived 

at the state of somnambulism. 
M; Dupotet, whom we have already mentioned se-
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veral times, proposed, ·on the 14th of November l826, 

to make your committee witneises of certain experi· 

ments, in which he shOuld reduce the question with r&

gard to the magnetic somnambulism to an ·absoluie cer-" 

tainty. He undertook, and we have his ·pr()mise to 

this effect under his own hand, to produce at ple8silre; 
and out ·of sight ()f those individuals whom he. h&d 

plaCed in a itate of somnambulism, convulsive motions 

iu any part ·of their bodies, by merely directing his fin

ger towards· that part. These convulsions he regarded 

as ati unequivocal sign" of ihe existenCe of 'soninambu

lisiu. Your committee tOok advantage of the presence 

of1;Baptiste Chamet, already mentioned (page 223), to 

make experiments upon him, for the purpose of eluci

dating this question. Accordingly, M. Dupotet having 

plaCed this person in a state of somnambulism, directed 

the point of one of his _fingers towards those of Chamet, 

or approximated them with a metallic rod : No convul

sive effect ~as produced. A finger of the magnetiler 

was again directed towards those of the patient, and 

there was perceived, in the fore· and ·middle fingers of 

both hands; a slight niotiou, similar to that produced 

by the galvanic pile. Six minutes afterwardS, the fin

ger of the magnetizer; directed towards the left wrist 

of the patient, imp~essed upon it a complete Convulsive 

motion ; ··and the magnetizer then informed uS, that in 

five minutes he should do all tlw.t he pleased wit4 this man; 

M. Marc then, placing himself behind the patient, indi-
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caW<! that the magne&iser tho.W eD41eavour to ac& upoa 

the. lore-finger of the right baud, : He di:reoted Jus own 

fore-ioger toward& tbia part, . and the con:rolsions took 
place in the left, and in the thigh of the same side. A& 
a later period, the ingers were directed toward& the 
toes, but no eft'ect was produced. Some anterior ma

nipulations were performed. MM. Bourdoist Guer

~ent, and Gneneaa de Mauy; so0088sivelydireetedtheir 

fingers toward& those of the patient, which became con

tracted at their approach. At a .later period, motions 

w.ere perceived in the left hand, towards which, how

ever, no ~r was. directed. Finally, we. suspended 

all our experiments, in order to ascertain whether the 

convulsive motions did not take place when. the patient 
was not magnetised; and. these motions were renewed, 

but more feebly. Bence. yOID' committee concluded, 

that the approximation of the. fiilgellS of the magnetiser 

was not nece~~sary for tho prodoction.of the convtdsioM; 

although M. Dupotet added, that, when they have onoe 

commenced, they may be reproduced of themselves. 

Mademoiselle Lemaitre, of.. whom . we . have already 
ipoken (page 211 ), when treating of the ininenoe of 

the imagination . ia producing the magnetic phenomena; 

also presented an instanoe,of this convulsive mobility, 

but sometimes these motione, pretty similar in quick• 

ness to those experienced from the approach of an elee• 

eric spark; took place in a particular part, in consequence 

oftbe·approximation of the fiilgen, sometimee, also, in-
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dependently of this cenditiea. Sometime~; &oo, we 

perceived them take place at a greater or less dil&ance 
of time after t.be attempt maade to escnte· them.. Some

Dell thie phenom«!DDD took place sn~al times. 1M ODe 

sitmtg; sometimes ita did not Olloe mak& its appearance ; 

aad SOQlfiimes, the approximation. of tbe.fiDgen towardl 

one part 'W88 followed by oon:ml.ioua in ano&her-. 

M. Cbales, F.n~neh Conll11l at Ode8la, fnrnilhed ns 
with another esample of this phenomenon. M. .Dupo

tet magoetited him in onr pre&eDoe, OD· ~e 17th ef No

v em bel! 1826. He directed his finger tcnratods the left 

ear, and immediately we pereeived a-motionJa th•hair 

behind the ear, which was ascribed to a contraction- of 

the m-.cles of that region. The manipulations were 
renewed with a single hand; withollt directing the fin~ 
ger towards the ear, and we perceived in the ear a ge

neral and lively ascending motion. The finger waa 

then directed towards the same ear, and no etrect· "WU 

produoed. 

It was prinoipally in the cue of M. Peti~ tntor 

(i~r) at Athis, aged 82 years, that the convul

sive motions were developed with the greatest precision 

by approaching the fingen of the magnetiser. M. Du

potet presented him to the committee upon the .lO&h of 

August 1826, infol'ming. them that this M. Petit was 

very BD8Ceptible of somnambulism, and thM, when ia 

this state, be, M. Dupotet, could at pleasure, and with

out speaking; by the mere approximation .of his fiDgers, 
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produce risible convulsi've motions iri those parti which 

the committee should point out· by writing. · The pa· 

tient wa• very speedily set asleep, and then the com

mittee, in order to prevent all 8U8picion of collusion, 

. handed over tO M. Dnpotet a note written at the mo

ment in silence, in which they pointed out the particu., 

lar parts which they wished to be convulsed. Provid

ed with. these iastructions, he first directed his hand to

wards the left wrist, which became convulsed ; he then 

placed himself behind the patient, and direeted his fin

ger first towards the left thigh, then towards the left 

elbOw, and, at last, towards the head. These three 

parts almost immediately became convulsed. M. Du

potet directed his left leg towards that of the patient, 

which became so much agitated that · be Was upon the 

point of falling; M. Dupotet then directed his foot to

wards M •. Petit's right elbow, ·which became agitated; 

he afterwards carried his foot towards the elbow and 

the left hand, and very strong convulsive motions were 

developed in the whole upper part of the body. One 

of the committee, M. Marc, in order still farther to pre

vent every kind of deception, put a bandage upon the 

eyes of the patient, and the same-experiments ·were re

peated with a slight difference in the result. After an 

instantaneous mimic signal from one or two of · us, M. 

Dupotet directed his foot towards the left hand : at its 

approaeh both hands became agitated. We desired 

that the action should be carried at once ·to the two in-
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ferior members. At · first, the . fingers were approxi

mated wi&laout any result. Soon afterwarda, the som

nambulist first moved his hands, then drew back, then 

moved his feet. A few moments later, the finger ap

proximated to the band, made it draw back, and pro

duced a general agitation. MM. Thillaye and Marc 

directed their fingers towards aeveral parts of the body, 

and excited some convulaive motions. Thus, M. Petit 

WBI always aJFected with theRe convullive motions, up

on the approximation of the fingers, whether he had or 

had not a bandage upon his eyes ; and these motions 

were more decided when .there was directed toward• 

the parts •objected to experiment a piece of metal, such 

as a key, or the branch of a pair of spectacles. To sum 

up the whole, your committee, although they have wit

nHSed several CBies in which this contractile faculty 

h8l been put in play by the approximation of the fingers 

or pieces of metal, have need of new faet.s in order to 

enable them to appreciate this -phenomenon, upon the 

constancy and importance of which they do not con

ceive themselves sufficiently informed to entitle t.hem 

to pronounce a decided opinion. 

Reduced, in consequence, to the necellity of relying 

upon our own DBceasing watchfnlness, we pursued our. 

reee&rches, and multiplied our observations, with re

doubled care, attention, an~ distrust. 

Perhapa, gentlemen, yon may remember the experi~ 

VOL.U. ' J.] , 
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menta which were made in 18i0, M the H«Al-Dial, ia 

pre.ence of a great number of phyeieiaaa, 10111e of wJaoa 

are memben of this Aoadeany, and under the eyes of 

the Reporter, who aloae conceiTed the plan of them, 

directed the details, and eouligned tlaem, minute after 

minute, to a pt'OCU~ which wat tubecribed by each 

of the at&iatantt. Perbape we should· hate abtwned 

from alluding to them upon the present occasion, had 

it not been for a particular eircum~taace, which rendera 

it imperatiY'e upon us to break ailence. You may re

collect that, in the midtt of the diacuuiou which were 

excited in the bosom of the Academy, in contequeBCe 

of the propoeal to submit Animal Magnetism to a new 

inv.-igatioo, a member, who, however, did not deny 

the reality of the QU&gDetic phenomena, affirmed that, 

while the magnetizers proclaimed the cure of Made

moiselle Santon, elae requested of him to be again. ad· 

mitted into the Ho161-Diev, where, he added, she died, 

ia consequence of an orgauic lesion which the physi

cians deemed incurable. 

NevertbeleSt, this same Mademeitelle Saaeou re-ap

peared, six yean after her pretended death, aad your 

committee, 88118Dlbled on the 29th of December 1826, 

for the purpose of making esperimeats upon her, W«'e 

desirous of ascertaining, first of all, whether the incli-. 

vidual presented to them by·.M • .Dupotet, whose good. 

faith was, moreover, perfectly well known to them, was 
the identical person, who, nine years before, had been 
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magnetized at the Hutsl-Di4u. MM. Bricheteau and 

Patiuier, who had been present at these fint experi

ments, had the goodness to comply with the request of 

the commhtee, and, conjointly with the Reporter, they 

certified by a writing which they signed, that it was the 

same person who had been the subject of the experi· 

menta made in the Hot8l·Dieu in 1820, and that they 

perceived no other change in her than that which indi

cated a senl5ible amelioration of her health. 

The identity having been thm verified, Mademoiselle 

Sanson was magnetised by M. Dupotet in preaence of 

the committee. The manipulations had IICarcely coin· 

meneed, when Mademoiselle Sanson became restless, 

rqbbed her eyes, expressed impatience, complain'ed, 

coughed with a hoarse yoiee, which recalled to tb~ rew 
collection of MM. Brioheteau, Patissier, and the Re~ 

porter, the ~ soilnd of voice which had struck them' 

in l8j(), and which then, u upon the present occasion, 

pointed out to them the commencement of the magnetic 

action. Soon after, she stamped with her foot, support· 

ed her head upon her right hand, which rested upon 
the elbow-chlrir, and appeared to fall aal~p. We raised 

her eyelid, aad pere1eived, a11 in 1820, the ball of the 

eye turned convulsively upwards. Several queations 
were addressed to her, and remained unanswered; then, 

when new' ones were put, she exltimted signs of impa• 

tience, and said with ill humour that we ought not tu 

annoy her. At length, without having intimated his 
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iin~ntion to any one, the · Reporter threw down upon 

· the tloor a table and _a bUlet _of w.ood . which be had 

·placed upon it. · ·Some of those present _uttered a ery 

of terror,-Mademoiselle .Sanson alone heard nothing; 

made no sort of mofion, and continued to aleep after as 

before the sudden and violent nois·e. ·She was awakened 

four minutes afterw81'ds, _by rubbing her eyes in a cir

cular manner with the thumb11. The same billet wae 

then suddenly thrown upon the tloor ; the noise made 

her st&l't now that she was awake, and she complained 

bitterly of the fright. that had been givea her, although 

six minutes before she had been insensible to a much 

greater noise. 

You have all likewise he81'd of a case, which, att8e 

time, attracted the attention of the Surgical Section, and 

which wu eommlinicated to it at the meeting of the 16th 

of Aprill829; by M. Jules Cloquet. Your cOmmittee 

have thought it their duty to notice it here, as afford

ing one of the most unequivocal -proof11 of the power of 

the magnetic sleep.· The case is that of a lady, P--, 
aged sixty -four years, residiDg in the street 'of -St Denis, 

No. 151, who consulted· M. Cloquet, upon: the 8th of 

Aprill829, on account of an ulcerated cancer on the 

right br~t, of several years' standing, which was com

bined with a considerable swelling (engorgement) of 

the corresponding axill81'y gangliona. M. Chapelain, 

the ordinary phyllician attending _this lady; who bad 

magnetized her for some months, with the inten~ion, 
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as he said, of diuolving the swelling ( engorgenrent) of 

the breast,. had obtained no other result than that of 

producing a most profound sleep; during which all sen

sibility appeared to be annihilated, while the ideas re

tained all their clearness. He proposed io M. Cloquet 

to operate upon her while she was plunged in this mag

netic sleep. The latter having deemed the operation 

indispensable, consented. The two previous evenings, 

this lady was magnetized several times by M. Chape
lain, who, in her somnambulism, disposed her to sub

mit to the operation,-who had even led her to con

verse about it with calmness, although, when awake, 

she ri.'Jected the idea with horror. 

Upon the day fixed on for the operation, M. Clo

quet arriving at half-past t.e~ in the morning, found thl.' 

patient dressed and seated on an elbow-chair, iu the at

titude of a person enjoying a quiet natural 11leep. She 

had returned about an boor before from mass, which 

abe attended regularly at the same hour. .Since her 

return, M. Chapelain had placed her in a state of mag

netic sleep, and she talked with. great calmness of the 
operation to which she was about to submit. Every 
thing having been arraaged for the operation, she un
dressed herself, and sat down upon a chair. 

M. Chapelain supported the right arm, the left was 

permitted to hang down at the side of the body. M. 

Pailloux, house pupil of the Hospital of St Louis, W'8S 

employed to pre111ent the instruments, and to make the 

ligatures. A first incision, commencing at the arm-pit 
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was oontinued beyond the tumour as far as the internal 

surface of the breast. The second commenced at the 

satne point, separated the tumour from beneath, and 

was continued until it met the first. The swelled 

ganglions ( ganglioru engorge.) were disaected with 

precaution on account of their vicinity to the axillary 

artery, and the tumour was extirpated. The operation 

luted from ten to twelve minutes. 

During all this time, the patient continued to con

vene quietly with the operator, and did not exhibit tlae 

alighteat aign of sensibility. There was no motion of 

the limbs or of the features, no change in the reapira

tion nor in the voice, no emotion even in the pulse. 

The patient continued in the aame state of automatic 

indifference and impassibility, in which she was some 

minutes before the operation. There was no occasion. 

to hold, but only to support her. A ligature was ap

plied to the lateral thoracic artery, which was open 

during the ntraction of the ganglions. The wound· 

was united by means of adhesive plaster, and dressed, 

The patient was put to bed while still in a state of 110m• 

nambulism, in which she was left for forty-eight hortrs. 

An hour after the operation, there appeared a slight 

hemorrhage, which was attended with no eonaequence. 

The fint dressing was taken oft' on the following Tues

day, the l4th,-the wound was cleaned and dressed 

anew-the patient exhibited no sensibility nor pain.:.:.... 

the pulse preserved its IIIJUal rate. 
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After this dressing, M. Chapelain awakened the pa· 
tient, whose IIOIDIUUXlbulie sleep had continued from an 

hour previons to the operation, that is to say, for two 

days. This lady did not appear to have any idea, any 

feeling, of what had pasaed in the interval; but npon 

being informed of the operation, and seeing her children 
around her, she experienced a very lively emotion,. 

which the magnetizer checked by immediately setting 

her asleep. 

In these two cues, your committee perceived the 

most evident proof of the annihilation of sensibility 

during somnambulism ; and we declare, that, although 

we did not witnea~J the last, we yet find it impressed 

with such a character of tr~th, it has been attested ano 

repeated to us by so good an obierver, who had com

municated it to the SUFgicalSection, that we have no 
fear in presenting it to you as tile most incontestable 

evidence of that state of to&-por and iaseoaibility which 

is produced by Magnetism. • 

• In :M: Cbardel'» Euai tk P•ychologie PhyllitJlogique, to which 
the readet ia referred, there will be found a number of additional curi
ous particulars respecting this very extraordinary cue. In a note 
(P• 261 ), M. Chardel aleo gives a short account of another case, in 
which a surgical operation was performed upon a somnambulist, in a 
similar state of insensibility. 

John--, farmer, bad an abecess in the internal and upper part , 
of the thigh; the operation required prudence, ae the crural artery 
cr081<'d the tumour. Count B-- placed the patient in a state of 
magnetic somnambuliam, and produced complete insensibility. The 
operation waa performed in the bouse of the Juge de Paix of the Can
ton of Condom, department of Gere, in the presence of several diatin-
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In the midat of the experioientll in which your com

mittee sought to appreciate the faculty of setting in 

motion, without contact, the contractility of the muscles 

of M. Petit of Athls (page 146 ), other attempts were 

made upon him with the view of observing the lucidity 

(clairvoyance), that is, the power of seeing through the 

closed eyelids, which he was said te possess during 

aomnambulism. 

The magnetizer informed us that his somnambulist 

would recognise, among twelve pieces of coin, that 

which he M. Dupotet had held in his hand. The re

porter placed there a crown of five francs, of the coin· 

age of 1813, and afterwards mixed it with twelve others, 

which he arranged in a circle upon a table.- M. Petit 

pointed out one of these pieces, but it was of the eoin

age of 1812. Afterwards, we presented to him a 

watch, the hands of which we had deranged, in order 

that they might not point out the actual hour of the 

day; and twice, consecutively, M. Petit was mistaken 

in attempting to point out their direction. An attempt 

'vas made to explain these mistakes, by telling us that 

M. Petit had lost some of his lucidity since he had been 

less frequently magnetized; however, at the same sit

ting, the reporter engaged with him in a game of pi

quet, and frequently attempted to deceive him by an

nouncing. one card or one colour instead of another; 

«ui•hed pei'80DS, by Dr Lar .•• , and ie reportecl in the Journal of Tou
louse.-Note by tM Tratulator. 
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but the bad faith of the reporter did not prevent M. 

Petit from playing correctly, or from ascertaining the 
colour of his advenary's point. We should add, that 

each time that we interposed a body-a sheet of paper 

or pasteboard-between the eyes and the object to be 
perceived, M. Petit could distinguish nothing. 

If these experiments bad been the only ones in which 

we bad sought to recognise the faculty of lucidity 

(clainJO!Jfl'IC6), we should have been led to conclude 

that this somnambulist did not p011ess it. But this 

faculty appeared in all its clearness in the following 

experiment ; and upon this occasion, the auccess en

tirely justified the expe<:tations held out to us by M. 

Dupotet. 

M. Petit was magnetised on the 15th of March 1826, 

at half-past eight in the evening, and set asleep in about 

one minute. The president of the committee, M. Bour

dois, ascertained that the number of pulsations, since be 

was set asleep, diminished at the rate of 22 in a minute, 

and that there was even some irregnlarity in the pulse. 

M. Dupotet, after having put a bandage upon the eyes 

of the aomnambulist, repeatedly directed towardll him 
the point. of his fingers, at the distance of about two 

feet. Immediately a violent contraction was perceived 

in the bauds aud arms towards which the action waa 

directed. M. Dupotet having, in a similar manner, ap

proximated his feet to those of M. Petit, always with-

VOL. 1(, 
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out centaet, tAe latter quickly withdrew hi1. He com

plained of ,great pain and a burning heat in the limbe, 
towards which the action had been directed. M. Bour

dois endeavoured to produce the ~&me effilctl ; and he 

succeeded, but less promptly, and in a more feeble de

gree. 

This point being established, we proceeded to ascer

tain t.lte lucidity ( clainlogance) of the somDtUDbulist. He 

having declared that he could notsee with tile balldage, 

it was taken off; but then we determined to assure our

eelves that the eyelids were exactly cloaed. For this 

purpose, a candle was -elmost constantly held, during 

the experimenta, before the eyes of M. ~it, at • dis

tance of one or two inches; and several penens laad 

llheir eyes coJitinully fixed ilpon .INs. Nooe of us oould 

.perceive the slightest sepan.tien of the eyelid11. ~ 

R.Ntes, indeed, remarked that their edges .were auper

impoeed .o taat the eye-lashes crossed each other. · 

We also exami•ed the state of the eyes, which were 

forcibly opened witbout awakening the somnambulist ; 

and we remarked that the pupil was turned down

wardt1, and di~d towards the great angle of the 

f!ll!e· 
,After theae preliminary observations, we proceeded 

to. WI)Uy the phenomena of viaion with the eyes ·closed. 

Mr Rilles, member of the Academy, preaented a ca•a

logue which he took from his . pocket. The i80DID&~

buli~tt, after some efforts which seemed to fatigQe ltim, 
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read very diJtiuctly the words, LJva/!n'. ll e# bien dif

fieilede cqnnaitre /As lwmmes. The last words we.re printed 

in very a014U .c~r~~s. A passport w-.s placed 11nder 

his eyes ; he rpcogJ~ised it, and called it a pa~~e-lwm1111!. 

Some .nwments afterwards, . a port cl armes wu substi

tuted, which we all .know to be in almost all respects 

similar to a paiiSport, and the bll!.nk side of it "811 pre

sented to him. M. Petit, at first, could only re(!egnise 

that it w$8 of .a particnlar figure, and very like the for

mer. A few- .moments afterwa.r~ll!, he told us what it 

WI&$, ~d re.,d .disW.etly the words, ~par le roi, and 

1)Jl theW~ port~ arm.es. Agai,n, ~e was shewo.~n open 

letter ; ,he deelar~ that he .eooh:l ~ot read it, as he did 

not :wtdet-.tand English. In fact it was an English 

letter. 

M. Bourcjois to()k from his po~et a sn11ff-box, upon 

wlaich · tbQre was a cameo • in gold. At tir•t the 

aonmam~lis,t collld not see it distinctly; }Je sajd that 

the gold setting dazzled him. When the ~tting ,was 
COVered wlth the fi-'gers, 1\e s•i4 ~ he Sl'W t,J,le em

blem of ,~elity. When pressed to tell \Vbat this em

lllem was, ~ 3().ded, · " I see a dog, he is as if on his 

hhad legs before an altar.!' This, in fact, was what was 

represented. 

A c19sed letter was presented to him. .He could not 

discover any of its contents. He only followed the di

rection of the 1\i;nes ;.vith Ids finger ; . b11t he ~ily r~ 

.the ,addr.ess, .W.ough j~ .eontai11~ a pretty ~C\W.t 11,1\Ple : 

To M. ,4e &ookeostrob. 
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All these experiments were exceedingly fatiguing to 

M. Petit. He was allowed to repose for an instant. 

Then, as he was very food of play, a game at card11 

was proposed for his relaxation. As much as the ex· 

periments of pure curiosity seemed to annoy him, with 

so much the more ease and dexterity did he perform 

whatever ·gave him pleasure, and this he entered into 

of his own accord. 

One of the gentlemen present, M. Raynal, formerly 

inspector of the university, played a game at piquet 

with M. Petit and lost it. The latter handled his cards 

with the greatest dexterity, and without making any 

mietake. We attempted several times in vain to set 

him at fault, by taking away or changing some of his 
cards. He counted with surprising facility the points 

marked upon his adversarY's marking card. 

During all this time, we never ceased to examine the 

eyes, and to hold a candle near them ; and · we always 

found them exactly closed. We remarked, however, 

that the ball of the eye seemed to move under the eye· 

Jicls, and to follow the different motions of the hands. 

Finally, M. Bourdois declared, that, according to all 

human probability, 8nd as far as it was possible to judge 

by the senses, the eyelids were exactly closed. 

While M. Petit was engaged in a second game at 

piquet, M. Dupotet, upon the suggestion of M. Ribes, 

directed his hand, from behind, towards the patient's 

elbow, and the contraction previously observed again 

took place. Afterwards, upon the suggestion of M. 
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Bourdoie, be magnetised him from behind, and always 

at the distance of more than a foot, with the ·intention 

of aw~eoing him. The keenne111 with which the som

nambulist engaged in play resisted this action, which, 

without awakening, seemed to annoy and di.aJconcert 

him. He carried his hand several times to the back of 

his head, 88 if he suffered pain in that part. At length 

be fell into a state of semnoleney, whic.la seemed like a 

slight natural sleep ; ud some one · having spoken to 

him when in ·this state, he awoke 88 if with a start. 

A few moments afterwards, M. Dupotet, always placed 

near him, but at a certain .distance, set him again at~leep, 

and we recommenced our experiment& M. Dupotet 

being desiro01 that not the slightest sbadGw of doubt 

ebould remain with regard to the nature of the physical 

intluence exerted at will upon the somnambulist, pr.o

posed to place upon M. Petit as many bandages 88 we 

might think proper, and to operate upon him while in 

this state. In fact, we covered his face down to t.he 

nostrils with several neckcloths ; we stopped up with 

gloves the cavity formed by the prominence of the nose, 

and we covered the whole with a black handkerchief, 

whjch descended, in the form of a. veil, as far as the 

neck. The attempts to excite the magnetic susceptibi

lity, by operating at a distance in every way, were then 

renewed; and, invariably, the same motions were per

ceived in the parts towards which the hand or the (oot 

were directed. 
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After tbege new experiment~~, M. Dupotet having 

taken the bandages off M. Petit, played a game at 

~ With him, ;n order to divert .him. He played 

with the same faeility as beforet and continued snecese· 

fnl. He became 110 eager at hie game, that he remained 

insensible to the inftuenoe of M. Bonrdois, who, wbile 

he was engaged in play, vainly attempted &o Opei'Me 

upon hint from behind, and to make him perfohn a 

command intiiiUIII&ed merely by the wiiJ, 

After his game, the I!Omnarribnlist rose, walked aerou 
the roomt potting aside the chairs, which he found ifl 

his way, and went to sit down apu'- in order to take 

!iome repose at a distance from the inquisiti'f'e experi· 

mentalists, who had fatigued him. There M. Dupotet 

awaktm~d him at the distance of several feet; but it 

seemed that he was not completely awake, for some 

moments afterwatds he again fell asleep, ttnd it was ne· 

cessary to make fresh efforts, in order ro rouse him 

efFectually. 

When awake, he said he had no recollection of any 

thing that took place during his sleep. 

It is most certain, that if, as M. Bonrdois has re

corded apart in th" proces-verbal of this iitting; " the 

constant hnmobillty of the eyelids and tlieir edges su

perimposed lio as. that the eye-lashes appearell to crol!s 

each other, are sufficient guarantee! of the lucidity 

(cl1Ji1'floyance) of this somnambulist, it wa1 impo8llible 

to withhold, if oot our belief, at least. our asronisbment; 
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Mall \hat took place at this sitting, andnot to be de

sirous of witneasiog new e:x.perimeDts, in order to en~ 

able ua to fix our opinion in regard to the existence and 

the value of Animal Magnetism.'' 

The -,vith expre811ed npon this subject by our preai

dent was not long of being gratified by U.ree somnam

bulists, who, besidea th.ia #Jla~, observed in the 

pr~ing ease, preiM!nUld proofs oi' an intuition, and of 

a prevision very remarkable, whether for themselvett 

o.r for othen. 
Here the sphere seems to enlarge ; we no longer 

want to satisfy a simple cnriosity,-no longer t>ndea

vour to ucertain whether or not there exists any ct·ite

rion which may enable m1 to ~ide whether somnam· 

buliam hu or hu no* taken place,-whetber a som

natnbuliat can read widt hi• eye• closed,-whether., 

during hia sleep, he can forin combinations at play more 

or letlt! complicated,-curiou.s and interesting questions, 

the solution of whieh, especially of the lut, is, considered 

as a mere apectacle, a moat extraordinary phenomenon ; 

bot which, in PQiut of real inter81Jt, and in the hope of 

benefiting the acience of mediciaJe, are infinitely beneath 

thOMe with which your commitUle are now about to 

make yog acquainted. 

There is not one amongst· you, gentlemen, who, 

amidst all that he has been told about magnetitlm, has 
not heard of that faculty which certain somnambulists 

have, not only of discovering the speciee of diiM!aae 
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with which they themselves are aifected-the endurance 

and the iune of these di11eases ; bot even the species, 

the endurance and the issue of the diseases of others 

with whom they are placed en rapporL The three fol

lowing cases have appeared to us so important, that we 

have thought it our duty to make you acquainted with 

*hem at large, as affording most remarkable examples 

of this intuition and of this prevision ; at the same time, 

you will find in them a combination of various pheno

mena which were not observed in the other magnetised 

persons. 

·Paul ViUagrand, student of law, born at Magnac 

Laval (Upper Vienne), on the 18th of May 1803, suf

fered a stroke of apoplexy on the 25th of December 

1825, which was followed by a paralysis of the whole 

left side of the body. After seventeen months of dif
ferent modes of treatment, by acupuncture, a seton in 

the nape of the neck, twelve applications of mo.xa along 

the vertebral column-modes of treatment which he 

foJlowed at home, at the Maison de Sante, and at the 

H~ de Perfedionnement, and in the · course of which 

he had .two fresh attacks-he was admitted into the 

Hopitalde Ia CIUJnte, on the 8th of April 1827. Al

though he had experienced perceptible relief from the 

means employed before he entered this hospital, he still 

walked with cruwbes, being unable to support himself 

upon the left foot. The arm of the same side, indeed, 

could perform several motions ; but Paul could not lift 
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it to his head. He scarcely saw with his right eye, 

and was very hard of bearing with both ears. In this 

state he was entrusted to the care of onr colleague, 

M. Fouquier, who, besides the very evident paralysi., 

discovered in him the symptoms of hypertrophy of the 

heart. 

During five months, he administered to him the al

coholic extract of nu t10miea, bled him from ~ime to 

time, purged him, and applied blisters. The left arm 

recovered a little strength ; the beadacbs, to which be 
was aubject, disappeared ; and his health continued sta

tionary until the 29th of August 1827, when he wu 
magnetised for the first time by M. Foissac, by order 

and under the direction of M. Fouquier. At tbi1 firlt 

aitting, be experienced a sensation of general beat, then 

twitcbinga (IOUhrtJMJutl) of the tendons. He was asto
nished to find himself overcome by tile desire of aleep

ing; he rubbed his eyes in order to get rid of it, made 

visible and ineffectual efforts to keep his eyelids open, 

and, at length, hie head fell down upon his breaat, and 

he fell asleep. From this period, his deafness and 

headache disappeared. It was not until the ninth sit

ting that his sleep became profound ; and at the tenth; 
be answered, by inarticulate sounds, the questions which 

were addressed to him. At a later period, he an"!' 

nounced that he could not be cured but by meana of 

magnetism, and he pre~eribed for himself a continuation 

of the pills composed of the extract of nvz wmicQ, 
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tillapMDI, aild baths of Bareges. Upon the 25th of 

8eptetnber, your Committee repaired to the Hopittd de 

lis CllariJi, made the patient be undreeled, and atiCer

t.aiDed that the inferior left limb was manifestly tbirmer 

shan the right-,.tb&t the right hand closed much more 

atrongly than the left-that the tongue, when drawn 

eat of the month, wa8 earned' towards the ri~ht eom

uft811mJ, and that the right cheek was more convex 

dran the left. 

Paul wM then magnetised, and soon placed in a state 

of somnambulism. He recapitulated what related to 

his treatment, and prescribed that, on that t~ame day, a 

sinapism should be applied to each of hia legs for an . 

hour and a half; that next day he should take a bath 

of Bareges ; and that, upon coming out of the bath, si

napiams should be again applied during twelve hom 

without interruption, sometimes to one place, and some

times to another; that, upon the following day, after 

having taken a second bath of Bareges, blood should 

be drawn from hinight arm to the extent of a palette 
add a half. Finally, he added, that, by following thi1 

treatment, he would be enabled, upon the 28th, i. •· 

thtee days afterwards, to walk without cmtches on 

leaving the sitting, at which, he aai.d, it would still be 
neeenary to magnetise him. Tbe treatment which he 

bad prescribed was followed ; and upon the day named, 

the 28th of September, the committee repaired to the 

Hilpibzl de Ia C/uzrite. Paul r..ame, supported on hia 
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crutebes, intb the ciOnsulting·rOOm, where be wai tnlig· 

netiaed a8 U8ttal, and· placed in a &tate of somnamboli•m. 

Jn this state, he &INUred us that he shonld retilrn to bed 
without the uab of hi• crotchet, without sopport. Up<m 

awaking, he asked for his cnkbet,-we told him thee . 

he· had no longer any need of. them. In fact, be rON, 

suPitorted himaelf on tbe paralysed leg, pllssed throop 

tbe crowd who f<»llowecl him, descended the step of th• 
chamhre d' u;periencu, erotaed the second eourt • . 1tJ 

CII.IWiU, ascendl5d two steps ; and when he . atrrved at 

tbe bottom of the 8talr, he aat down. After resting 

two minutes, he aaeended, with the IUIIistance of an arm 

and the balustrade, the twenty·four steps of the stair 

.hieh led to the room where he slept, went to bed 

without support, sat down again f'or a moment, and 

then sook anothttr walk in the room, to the great asto· 

nlihment of all the other patients, who, until then, had 

8eeD him constantly confined to bed. From this day, 

Paul never resumed his crutches. 

Your committee a88embled again, on the 11th of Oc .. 

tober following, at the Hopilal lh ltJ ChafoitE. · Paul 

was magnetised, and he announced to us that he should 

be eompletely cured at the end of the year, if a seton 

were placed two inche11 below the region of the heart~ 

At thia sitting, be was repeatedly pinched1 pricked with 

a pin, to the depth of a line, in the eyebrow and in the 

wrist, without producing any symptom af senlibility. . 

Upon the J 6th of October, M. Fonquier received a 
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1eUer t'rom the Cmueil General du B08pieu, requesting 

him to auapend the experimeats which be bad com

meaced at the Hopilol fk Ill CAarite. We were ob· 
liged, therefore, to interrupt this magnetic treatment, 

the efticacy of which our paralytic patient laid he could 

not sufticiently praise. M. Foiuac procured his dis
JDiual from the hospital, and placed him in the Rtu 
tlu pdiU AU{/IUtim, No. 18, in a private apartment, 
yhere he continued the treatment. 

Upon the 29th of the same month, your commiUee 

met at the apartment of the patient, in order to exa

mine into the progress of hit! cure ; but before he was 

magnetised, they ucertained that he walked without 

crutches, and more firmly, to all appearance, than at 

the preceding sitting. We then made him try his 
strength upon the dynammneter. When pressed by the 

right hand, the hand of the instrument indicated thirty 

Trilogrammu, and by the left, twelve. The two handa 

united caoaed it to mount to thirty-one. He wat1 mag

netised. In four minutes aomnambuliam wu manifest

ed, and Paul assured us that he ahonld be completely 

cured upon the 1st of January. We tried his strength: 

the right band carried the band of the dynamonuJter to 

twenty-nine kilogrammu (one leu than before his sleep), 

the left hand (the paralysed one) to twenty-six (four

teen more than before his sleep), and the two hand• 

united, to forty-five (fourteen more than before). 

While atill in the state of somnambulism, be rose to 
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walk, and got over the ground cleverly. He hopped 

upon the left foot. He knelt down on the right knee ; 

then rose up, supporting himself with the left hand up

on one of the assistants, and resting the whole. weight 

of his body upon the left knee. He took and lifted up 

M. Thillaye, turned him round, and (lat down with him 

on his knees. He drew the dynamometer with alJ his 

strength, and made the scale of traction ( ecAeUe de trac
ticm) mount to sixteen myriagramme1: At our request 

that be would go down stair11, he rose quickly from his 

elbow-chair, took the arm of M. Foissac, which be quit· 

ted at the door, descended and ascended the stain, two 

or three at a time, with a convulsive rapidity, which, 

however, be moderated when he was bid to take them 

one by one. As soon as he awoke, he lost this asto

nishing augmentation of strength ; in fact, the dynamo
meter then indicated no more than Sf myrisgramme~, 
i.e. 12! less than when asleep. His walk was slow, 

but sure ; he could not sustain the weight of his body 

on the left leg (the paralysed one), and he made an in

effectual attempt to lift up M. Foissac. 
We ought to remark, gentlemen, that, a few days 

before this last experiment, the patient had lost two 

pounds and a half of blood, that be bad still two blister• 

on his legs, a seton in the nape of the neck, and ano

ther on the breast;; consequently, you will perceive 

along with us what; a prodigious increase of strength 

Magnetism had produced in the diseased orgaua, that 
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of die sound organa remaining tbe same, seeing thM, 

during the wltole ti.me tbe somnambulism contin11e.I. 

the total strength of the body was more than quad

rupled. 

After this, Paul . renouneed all medical treatment, 

wishing to btl magnetised only; and, towards the end 

of the year, as he expressed a wish to be placed and 

-kept in a state ~f eomn~~o~nbulism, .in order to complete 

Lis cure by the bt of January, he wu magnetised upon 

the 25th of December, and continued in a state of som

nambulism until the lst of J~uary. 

During this period, be was awakened about twelv.e 

hoU1'.8, at ilDBquaJ interv!lls ; al)d i~ these short moments 

he :was made to believe tbat he had be.en only a few 

hours 811leep. During the whole of his sleep, his diges.

tive functions :were performed with an increased acti

vity. 

He bad been asleep th.ree . ~ys, when, io comp,any 

with M. Foissac, he set out .on foot, on the 28th of I)e

cember, from the Rue Mondovi, and went in search 

of M. Fouquier. at the Bopital de Ia Charite, where he 

arrived at nine o'clock. .He r(lCognised there the pa

tients near whom he had slept before his discharge, the 

pupils who were upon dllty in the room, and he read 

with his eyes closed, a finger having been applied to 

eaoh eyelid, some words which were presented to . bim 
by M. Fouquier. All that we bad witnessed app~d 

to us ao .astonishing, that your ®m~ittee, behag de.t-
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rous of following out the history of this somnamhulin 

t.o the end, again met, upon the 1st of January, in the 

house of M. Foissac, wh.et-e we found Paul asleep.since 

the 25th of December. Fifteen days before, he had 

taken out the setoos iB the neck and .t.he breast, arul 

had estabHsbecl, on the left arm, a eautery, which lle 

was to continue all his life. M.oreover, he declll!fei 

that he was now cured, that, unless «uilty of lome ia· 

prudence, he should live to · an ad~aneed age, and that 

he should die at last of an a1tack of apoplexy. While 

atill asleep, lle went out of the houee of )f. Foiuae, 

and walked and ran along the street with :a b an4 

asa~ured step. Upwt his return, ·he carried, with 1be 

greateat facility, one of the persons .present, whom M 
could searcely have lifted before be was set asleep. 

Upon the 12th of January, your committee met 

again at the house of M. Foissac, where there were pre• 
.sent M. E. Lazcase, dep\ity, M. De-, aide-de-oaap 

to the king, and M. Segalas, member of the Acade~~~y. 

M. Foisaac told us t'bat he was going to set Panl asleep, 

U.at, in this state of Mnmnambulism, a finger should be 
applied to each of his closed eyes, and that, in spite of 

this complete occlusion of the eyelids, he should dis

'tinguish the celoar of cards, that he should read the 

title of a work, and even some words or lines pointed 

out at random in the body ofthe work. At the end of 
two minutes of magnetic manipulations, Paul fell asleep. 

The eyelids being kept closed, constantly and altemM&-
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ly by MM. Fonquier, ltard, Marc, and the Reporter, 

there was prt>sented to him a pack of new cards, from 

which the paper covering hearing the government stamp 

was torn oif. The cards were shuftled, and Paul easily 

and successively recognised the King of Spades, the 

Ace of Clubs, the Queen of Spades, the Nine of CJobs, 

the Seven of Diamonds, and Q11een of Diamonds, and 

the Eight of Diamonds. 

· While his t\yelids were kept closed by M. Segalas, 

there was presented to him a volume which the Report

er had brought along with him. He read upon the 

title-page : Histoire de Pra7Ule. • He could not read 

the two intermediate lines, and upon the fifth be read 

only the name, Anquetil, which is preceded by the pre

position par. .The book was opened at the 89th page, 

and he read in the first line-le twmhre de su-he passed 

over the word troupes, and continued : Au moment<* 

on k crogait occupe des plaiNs du car11aval. He also 

read the running-title Lmis, bot could not read the 

Roman cypher which follows it. A piece of paper was 

presented to him, upon which were written the words, 

Agglutinaticm and Magnetisme Animal. He spelt the 

first, and pronounced the two others. Finally, the 

procea-verbal of this sitting was presented to him, and 

• Histoire de Fruce depuia lee Gauloie juaquea a Ia mort de Louie 
XVI. par Anquetil. 13 voJ.. 8vo. Parie, 1817. 

The puaage read by Paul ie to be found upon the 89th page of the 
7th TOlume. 
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be read very distinctly the date, and some words which 

were more legibly writtenthan the others. In all \hese 

experiments, the fingers were applied &o the whole of 

the commiuure of both eyes, by pressing down the up

P£11' upon the under eyelid, and we remarked that the. 

ball of the eye was in a constant rotatory motion, and 

aeemed directed towards the object presented to his 

vision. 

Upon the 2d of February, Paul was placed ~n a state 

ef somnambulism in the house of Meun Scribe and 

Bremard, merchants, Rue St Honore. The Report

er of the committee was the only member present at 

this experiment. The eyelids were closed as before, 

and Paw read, in the work entitled Tile Tlwruarul. mul 

One Nights, the title-page, the word Preface, and the 

first line of the preface, with the exception of the word 

pelt• There was also presented to him a volume en· 

titled, Lettru d£. dew: amiea, par MadtztM Campan. He 

distinguished on a print the figure of Napoleon ; be 

pointed out the boots, and 88id that he also 88W two fe.. 

male figures. He then read currently the four first 

lines of the third page, with the exception .of the word 

raf)jfHJJ", Finally, he recognised, without touching them, 

four cards, which were successively presented to him 

two and two,-these were the King of Spades and the, 

Eight of Hearts, the King. and Qoeeri of Clubs. 

At another sitting, which took place upon the lath 

\'OL, IJ, y 
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of Mateh foUowmg, Paul attem~ted in vaia to distin

guish difFerent cards which ~r'e applied to tile pit of 
the stomach ; but be read, with hit eyes still closed, in 

a bOok opened At random, and, 'At this time, it wlls M; 
Joles Cl011net Who kept his eyes shut. The Repl>rter 

also w .. ote np()'n a slip of paper die words, Ma:cimilien 
Rohelpiffloe, Which he read equally well. 

The conclusions to be drawn from this long ahd 

eurio.U Care are easy; They tlow naturally froln the 

siinple exposition ·of the facts which we have reported 
to you, and we establish them in the folloWing man· 

ner:-

1. A patient, whom ·a tati'o'nal mtdical treatment by 

one of ·the most distingurshed practitioners of the capi~ 
tid ·could not cure of a pln'alysrs, found his cure .from 
the administratidn of Magnetism, and in consequence 

of fofto>Wing 'exactly the treatment which he prescribed. 

for him~f whtm in a state of somnambulisln. 2. In 
t'h'is state, 'liis strength waiJ remarkatlly increasett. · 3; 

He gaie us ·the most on doubted proofs that he i'eild 

with his eyes Closed. ·· 4. · He predictecl the petlod of 

his dare; aud tbiil cure took plllce. 

In t~ 'foflo-Milg ·case, we 11hall t1ee this foresight iiSt 
moi'e 'fully 'developed in a man belonging to the Iotter 

C1ass, ·quite iguoran't; 1Uilt who, assuredly, bad never 

heard of Animal Magnetism. 

'Pierre Cazot, aged 20 yellrs, by tnu1e a batter, born 

of an epileptic ·mother, had been subject for· ten years 
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&o attacks of epilepey, which ecearred five or aix timet~ 

a-week, when he was admitted into the Hopital de Itt. 
Cllarite, about the beginning of tbe month of August 

1827. He waa immediately subjected to the magnetic 

treatment, was set asleep at the 3d sittiJtg, :awl became 

ttOmnambolist at the lOti&, which took pia~ upon the 

19th of August. k was then, at 9 o'clock in the morn

ing, that he annOQilced te us that at four e'cleak of die 

aftemooa of that day, he sbelid have an attadl of epi

lepsy, llut thilt it might .be prevented by magnetiling 

him a little preTioasly. We preferred v~ the 
aaetne88 of his prediction, and no precaution WM ta

ken 1o prevent its fuJfilment. We conte~~ted ourselves 

with observiag him, without elliOiting ia him any suspi

cion. At one o'elock, he "'*' seised with a violent 

beadadl. At three, he waa ublipd to go to btMI, aad 

precisely at four the .fit caMe on. It lasted fiTe mi

nu•. Qn the seoond day following, ~t being jo a 

Mate of IMNDD88lbulism, M. Fouqaier saGeenly tbn~~~~t 

a pin of Ml ineh in length het11n:1ea tlte fure-~ 8ltd 
dsnmb of :his .-igbt hand ; 'l'r'Kh the same fiB :be pierced 

tlte lobe df .~!is -ear ; his eyelids w-ere eeparated, aad t.he 

~ .track •eTeral times with the ihead.C a pia, 

. bat :the patient did not manifest the •ig...., aign of 

~ility~ 

V our GMDmittae l'lepliired fie Use Hcpital de Ia Clw.
~ open tbe .2~ of Augu-, at nine o'clock ia the 

.lQoraing, in etder. to witaess die experimeDts which 
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M. Fooquier, one of ita members, proposed to continufi 

1o make upon dlis patient. 

M. Foiesac, wlto had already magnetised him, placed 

himself opposite, and at the distance of six feet from 

Cuot; he looked steadily at him, made use of no ma
nipulations, preserved absolute silence, and Cazot fell 

-asleep in eight minutes. Three times there was placed 

under hia nO.e a bottle filled with ammoniac : his face 

coloured, hia respiration increased, but he did not a

wake. M. Fouquier thrust into his fore-arm a pin of 
an inch_ in length. Another . was introduced to the 

depth of two lines obliquely under the breast-bone 

(*"11U111); a third, also obliquely, at the pit of the 

·stomach; a fourth perpendicularly into the sole of the 

foot. M. Guersent pinched him in the fore-arm, so as 

to produce a livid spot in the skin : M. ltard leant up

on his thigh with the whole w41ight of his body. We 

endtlllvoured to produce tic,:kling, by bringing a small 

piece of paper under the nose, and conducting it along 

the lips, the eyelids, the eye-lashes, the neck, and the 

sole of the foot. Nothing could awaken him. We 
pre8sed him with questions. How long will your fita 

COlltinue? For a year.-Do y~u know whether they 
-will follow close upoo each other? No.- Will you 

have any this month ? I shall have one oo Monday 

the 27th, at twenty minutes from three o'clock.--Will 

they be tevere? Not half so severe as the one I had 

last.-Upon w:hat other day will you llave 'a11otber at-
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tack? After exhibiting some symptoms of impatience, 
he auswered : Fifteen days hence, i. e. on the 7th of 

September.- At what hour? At teo minutes before 

six in the morning.- Tl1e indisposition of one of Ca

sot's children otliged him to leave the hospital this 

nry day, the 24th of August. Maison agreed to make 

him retUrn on the morning of Monday the 27th, in or

der that we might have an opportunity of observing 

the fit, which he told us was to take place that day at; 

twenty minutee to three. The keeper having refused 

to admit him when he presented himself, Cazot went 

to the hquse of M. Foissac· to complain of this refusal. 

The latter told uo~ that he preferred putting a stop to 

this fit by magnetism, than to be the sole witnt'ss of it : 

Conilequeotly, we could not ascertain the exactnest1 of 

this prevision. But we bad still to oh11erve . the fit 

which he had announced for the 7th of September, and 

M. Fouquiez:, who procured for Casot admission into 

the huspital upon · the 6th, under the pretext of sub

jecting him to some treatment which could not take 

place out. of the eetablishment, made him be magnetised 

in the course of the day, by M. Foissac, who set him 

asleep by the mert' intlneoce of his v"lition, and his 

&sed lock. In thi11 sleep, Ca&ot repeated that he 

should have an attack 11ext day at ten minutes to six, 

and that it might be prevented by magnetising him a 

little before. 

Upon a signal agreed upon and given by M. Fou-
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qaier, M. Foiuae, of wh011e preeenoe Oazot waa ~ 

ran&, awakened him, as he bad let him asleep, by tiMt 

mere in6uenoe of his volition, in spite of the qweetioaa 
we addresaed to the somnambulist, 'be only object of 

which was to conceal from him the momeBt whea be 

1fU to be awakened. In order to witnE'ss dae aecoai 

6&, your Committee met, at a quarter before six of &he 

-.mmg of the 7th of September, in the Slllk 8t .Jii. 

Dllel of the Hopittzl dt Ia Cllarite. There we Jeam&, 

that, upon the previous evening, at eight o'clock, Cuot 
bad been seized with a pain in hi• head, wt.ich had tor

.mented him all night; that this pain Jrad eaused the 

eensatioa of the ringing of bells, and that be bad ex

perieneed &~looting pains Jn the ears. At ten mioatell 

to six, we witnessed the epileptic fit, cb81."80teri:aed by 

rigidity and contmction of the limbs, the repeated pro

jection and jerking back of the head, the arched cur

·vature of .the body backwards, the oonv\)}sive closing 

tJf the eyelids, the retraction of the ball of the eye to

ward• the upper part of the orbit, sighs, ICI'e81Ds, in~ 

iensibilityto pi11ching, squeezing of the tongue between 

the teeth. All these sympt<lms continued five minutel, 

•ring wllich there were two short intervals of remis

llion, each of ~orne seconds.; and afterwards there en

-lined a relaxation ( lnilement) of the limbe, and gel*'al 

il•~ude. 

Upon the lOth of September, at seven o'clock in the 

M'ening, -pur COminiUee met at the bo111e of M. ltard, 
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ill order to continue their expt~rimf!nta upon Cazot. The 

latter ftt in the parlour, where we ente!ed into 0011• 

vertation with llim, and kept it op until half-past lie· 

ven-the period at which M. Foissac, wile ltad atrived 

after Ut, and remain~ in the antechamber, which wa8 

teparated.from the parlour by tM) closed. doors, and at 

a dilttllnte of twelve .feet, began to magnetise him. 
Three mmutes after, Casot said : " I believe M. Fois

aac is there, for I feel myself stupefied ( abasourdi.") 

At the end of eight minutes he was set completely 

uleep. We que&tioned him, and h~ again assured us; 

that in three weekt! from tb~t day, i. toJ. apon tlte 1st of 

OcWber, he should have au epileptic fit ~t two minutes 

before noon. 
We .mi&de it oar business lo 'Obstertte, 1ritb as muL-h 

cue u we had d(me up<M the fdl 'flf &!ptember, tbe 

epilieptic it whiuh be hMI -preMcted t'or the bt Of Oc· 

teber. Fer this p.rpese, the Olmmittee repaired at 

half~ elmea. ilpCm that day to the hotl8e of M. 

Georgea, laat-saaou&ctorer, Rtt£ tk M~, No. 17, 

when~ Cazot nt.i~ci, and followed hill employment~ 

We learnt . from \his M. Gilorges, that Cazot was a 

very .t('IMiy workman ; that llis .con«iact wu excelleut, 

alad &lurt, whether from simplicity at character, or fnma 

.olenl pr:inciple, he was incapable of lending himself • 

any kiml of fraud:; that Casot, feeling himself india

posed,. had remained in biB room, ud w8a not at work; 

Snt .'he had e:tperietrcetl no a*c~. of epilepsy sinee 
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dlat which the Committee had witneued at the Hopi
tal th la CMrite; that there was now in company with 

Cazot an intelligent man, whose veracity and discretion 

might be depended upon, and that this man had not 

announced to Cazot that he had predicted an attack 

upon this day; that it appeared certain, that, since the 

lOth of September, M. Foissac bad communication with 

Cazot, but from this no inference could be drawn that 

he bad reminded him of hiM predk1ion ; on the oon

u-ary, M. Foissac appeared to attach very great import

ance to its being concealed from Cazot. M. Georges, 
at five minutet before noen, weu.t up to a room situated 

under that inbabitated by Cazot ; and a minute after

wards, he came to inform us that the fit bad com

menced. We all went ap in haste, MM. Gueraent, 

Thillaye, Marc, Gueneau, de Mussy, Itard, and the 

reporter, to the sixth story, where, upon our arrival, 

the watch of one of the Committee indicated a minute 

before noon, true time. Assembled rGUDd the bed of 

Cazot, we found the epileptic fit, characterized by the 

following symptoms:- Tetal'lic rigidity of the trunk 

and limbs, the head and sometimes the trunk bent baek

wards, a convulsive drawing upwards of the b~ of 

the eyes, of which nothing was to be seeu. but the 

white, a very decided sufFusion of the faee and neck, 

contraction of the jaws, partial fibrillary convulsion~ in 

tho muscles of the fore-arm and of the right arm : 

Soon &fterwards opillllotono8 so dec~ that the trunk 
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was bent back into the arc of a circle, die body resting 

only on the head and feet, which motions were termi

nated by an abrupt relaxation. A few momenta after 

this attack, i.e. after a minute's respite, another tit came 

on similar to the preceding. There were inarticulate 

sounds, the respiration was stifled and tremulous, the 

larynx being rapidly depressed and elevated, and the 

pulse beating from 132 to 160. There was no foam at 

the mouth, nor contraction of the thumb towards the 

palm. At the end of six minutes, the fit terminated 

with sighs, sinking down of the limbs, opening of the 

eyelids, which allowed him to look upon the bystanders 

with an air of astonishment, and he told us that he was 

lamed (courbature), especially in the right arm. 

Although the Committee could entertain no doubt 

as to the · very decided eWects which magnetism pro

duced upon Cazot, even without his knowledge, and at 

a certain distance, we wished to have still another proof 

of its influence. And as it had been proved at the last 

sitting that M. Foissac had had communications with 

him, and might have reminded him of his having pre

dicted the attack which was to take place on the 1st of 

October, the Committee, in making new experiments 

upon Cazot, wished to lead M. Foissac into an error 

with regard to the day which the patient should pre

dict as that of his next attack. In this way we should 

prevent every species of collusion, even if it could be 

VOL II. z 
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supposed that a man whom we had always found to be 
upright and conscientious would enter into a compact 

with another, destitute of eoucation and knowledge, in 

order to deceive us. We confess that we could never 

entertain an idea. so injurious to the one and the other; 

and we must render the same justice to MM. Dupotet 

and Chapelain, of whom we have repeatedly had occa

sion to speak in this report. 

Your Committee, then, met in the cabinet of M. 

Bourdois, upon the 6th of October at noon, at which 

hour Cazot arrived there with his child. Here M· 
Foissac had been invited to m~et us at half-past twelve; 

he arrived unknown to Cazot, and remained in the 

drawing-room, without having any communication with 

us. A person, however, was sent by a concealed door 

to tell him that Cazot was seated on a sofa, about ten 

feet distant from a closed door, and that the Committee 

requested that he might be set asleep and awakened 

at this oistance, he remaining in the cabinet, and M. 

Foissac in the drawing-room. 

At thirty·seven minutes PW~t twelve, while Cazot 

was engaged in conversation with us, and in examining 

the pictures which hung round the cabinet, M. Foissac 

c~mmenced his magnetic operations in the next room, 

and we remarked, that, at the end of four minutes, Ca

zot winked slightly, ~ppeared restless, and at length, in 

nin,e minutes, fell asleep. M. Guersent, who had at

tended him ~t the Hopilal des Enfam for his epileptic 
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attacks, aaked him if he reoognised him. He aaswer

ed in the affirmative. ,M. Itard asked him wlaen he 

should have another fit. He answered that he should 

have one in four wee~s from that day (the 3d of No

vember), at five minutes past four in the afternoon. 

He was then asked when he should have another. He 

answered, after collecting himself, and hesitating, that 
it would be five weeks after the preceding, upon the 

9th of December., at half-past nine in the morning. 

The proces-verhal of this met>ting having been read 

over in presence of M. Foissac, in order that he might 

sign it along with us, we wished, as we have said above, 

to lead him into an error ; and iu reading it over to 

him before getting it signed by the members of the 

Committee, the reporter read, that Cazot's first fii 

should take place upon Sunday the 4th of November, 

instead of Saturday the 3d, as predicted by the patient. 

He was equally deceived in regard to the seoond fit, 

and M. Foissac took a note of these false indications 

as if they had been correct; but some days afterwards, 

having placed Cauot in a state of somnambulism, as he 

was accustomed to do, in order to free him from hill 

headacbs, he learnt from him that the fit should take 

place upon the 3d, and not the 4th, and of thi11 he in
formed M. Itard, believing that an ~~or bad crept into 

our proces~vt(T'baL 

In order to observe the fit of the 3d of November, 

the committee took the same precautions as in examin.-
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ing that of the 1st of October. At four o'clock in the 

afternoon, we repaired to the house of M. Georges, 

where we leamt from him, from his wife, and from one 

of the workmen, that Cazot had wronght, as · usual, all 

the morning until two o'clock, and that, at dinner, he 

had felt a headach ; that, nevertheletca, he had come 

down for the purpose of resuming his work ; hut that 

the headach had increased, and having experienced a 

stupor, he bad retumed to his room, lain down in his 

bed, and fallen asleep. MM. Bonrdois~ Fouquier, and 

the reporter, then went up, preceded by M. Georges, 

to Cazot's room. M. Georges entered alone, and found 

him in a profound sleep, which he made us observe by 

the door upon the stair being left a-jar. M. Georges 

spoke loud to him, moved him, shook him by the arms, 

without being able to awaken him, and at six minutes 

past four, in the midst of these attempts to awaken him, 

Cazot was seized with the principal symptoms which 

characterise a fit of epilepsy, and in all respects similar 

to those which we have previously observed. 

The second fit, announced at the sitting of the 6th 

of October to take place upon the 9th of December, i.e. 

two months before, occurred at a quarter from ten, in

stead. of half-past nine (a quarter of an hour later than 

had been predicted), and was characterised by the same 

precursory phenomena, and by the saine symptom11 as 
those of the 7th of September, 1st of October, ·and 3d 

of November. 
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Finally, npon the lith of February, Cazot foretold 

the period of another fit, which was to take place npon 
Sunday the 22d of April, five minutes after noon ; and 

this annunciation was verified, like the preceding, within 

abont five minutes ; that is to ~~ay, the fit took place 

ten minutes after noon. This fit, remarkable for its 

violence, for the fnry with which Cazot bit his hand 

and his fore-arm, by the abrupt and repeated starts 

With which he lifted himself up, lasted thirty-five mi

nutes, when M •. Foissac, who was presenl, magnetised 

him. The convulsive state soon ceased, and gave way 

to the magnetic somnambnlism, during which Cazot 

rose, sat down upon a chair, and said that he was much 

fatigued, that he should still have two fits-one in nine 

weeks from to-morrow (25th of June), at three minutes 

past six o'clock. He did not wish to speak of these

cond fit, because it would be neceuary for him to think 

of what was to happen previously-( at this moment he 

sent away his wife, who was present)--and he added 

that, about three weeks after the fit of the 25th of 

June, he should become insane, that his insanity should 

last three days, during which be should be so wicked 

as to fight with every body, that he shonld even mal

treat his wife and his child, that he ought not to be left 

alone with them, and that be did not know but be 

might kill some penon whom be did not name. He 
ought then to be bled successively in the two feet. 

Finally, he added: " I shall be cured in the month of 
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August; and when once cured, the diseMe will never 

attack me again under any circumstances.'' 

It was upon the 22d of April that all these predic

tions were made ; and two days afterwardfll, the 24th, 

Cuot, attempting to stop a spirited horse who had 

taken the bit in his teeth, was thrown against the wheel 

of a cabriolet, which shattered the arch of the left or

bit, and bruised him shockingly. He was taken to the 

hospital Beaujon, and died there upon the 15th of May. 

Upon opening his skull, there were found a recent in

ftammation of the cerebral membranes (meni1lgitis), a 

collection of purulent matter under the integuments of 

the cranium, and, at the extremity of the pla:us clunoi

du, a substance yellow within and white on the outside, 

containing small h!fdatida. 

In this case, we see a young man, subject during ten 

years to attacks of epilepsy, for which he was under 

medical treatment at the Bupital dea Enfans and that 

of StLouis successively, and also exempted from mili

tary service. Magneti11m acts upon him, although he 

is completely ignorant of what is done. There is an 

amelioration in the symptoms of his disease ; the fits 

diminish in frequency ; his oppression and headachs dis

appear under the influence of Magnetism ; he prescribes 

a mode of treatment adapted to the nature of his com

plaint, and from which he predictl a cure. When mag

netised without his knowledge, and at a distance, he 

falls into somnambulism, and is withdrawn from it as 
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promptly as when he was magnetised near. Fmally, 

he pointed out, with singular precision, one or two 

months before, the very day an4 hour when he was to 

have an access of epilepsy. However, although gifted 

with the faculty of foreseeing the fits which were so 

distant, nay, those which were never to take place, be 

could not foresee that, in two days, he should meet with 

a fatal accident. 

Without attempting to reconcile all that may, at first 

sight, appear contradictory in such a case, the cofumit

tee would request you to observe, that the prevision of 

Cazot related only to his fits ; that it was restricted to 

the consciousness of the organic modifications which 

were preparing, and which took place in him, as the 

necessary result of the internal functions ; that this pre

vision, although more extensive, is quite similar to that 

of some epileptic patients, who recognise the approach 

of a fit by certain precursory symptoms, such as head

acb, giddiness, moroseness, the aura epikplica. Is it 

surprising, then, that the somnambuliattt, whose sen•i

bility, as you have seen, is extremely lively, should be 

capable of foreseeing their fits a long time before, in 

consequence of some symptoms or internal impressions, 

which escape the waking man ? It is in this manner, 

gentlemen, that we might explain the prevision attest

ed by Aretreus in two passages of his immortal works ; 

by Sauvage, who relates an instance of it, and by Ca

banis. We may add, that the prevision of Cazot was 
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not rigorous and absolute, but conditional, inasmuch u, 

when predicting a fit, he announced that it would not 

take place provided he were magnetised, and, in reali

ty, it did not take place ; it was altogether organic and 

internal. Thus we can conceive how be did not fore

see an event altogether external, viz. that he should 

accidentally meet a restive ho1'8e, that he 11bould have 

the imprudence to attempt to stop it, an~ that he should 

receive a mortal wound. He might, then, have fore

seen a fit which was never to take place. It is the 

hand of a watch, which, in a given time, ought to tra

verse a certain portion of the circle of the dial-plate, 

and which does not describe it, because the watch hap

pens to be broken. 

In the two preceding cases, we have presented you 
with two very remarkable instances of intuition, of that 

faculty which is developed during somnambulism, and 
by virtue of which two magnetised individuals perceived 

the diseases with which they were aft'ected, pointed out 

the treatment requisite for their cure, announcing the 

term, and foreseeing the crises. The case of which we 

are now about to present you with an analysis, awa

kened in. us a new species of interest. Here the mag
netised person, plunged into somnambuliam, determine• 

the diaeue.s of others, with whom she is placed in mag

netic connexion, describes their nature, and point• out 

the proper remedies. 
Mademoiselle Celine Sauvage was placed in a 11tate 
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of somnambulism, in presence of the committee, on the 

18th and 21st of April, the 17th of June, the 9th of 

August, the 23d of .December 1826, and 13th and 17th 

of January, and 21st of February 1827. 

In passing into the state of somnambulism, she ex

perienced a coolness of several degrees, appreciable by 

the thermometer, her tongue, from being moist and 

flexible, became dry and wrinkled, her breath, until 

then sweet, became fetid and repulsive. 

The sensibility was almost entirely annihilated du

ring the continuance of her slet>p, for she made six in

spirations, having a bottle filled with hydrochloric acid 

under her nostrils, without manifesting any emotion. 

M. Mare pinched her wrist ; a needle used in acupunc

ture was thrust to the depth of three lines into her left 

thigh ; another, to the depth of two lines, into her left 

wrist. These two needles were united by means of a 

galvanic conductor ; very perceptible convulsive mo

tions were produced in the hand ; and Mademoiselle 

Celine seemed quite nnconseious of aU that was done 

to her. She heard U.e voices of persons who spoke 
close to her and touched her ; but she did not remark 

the noise of two plates which were broken beside her. 

It was while she was sunk in this 11tate of somnam

bulism, that the ~mmittee recognised in her three 

times the faculty of discoursing upon the diseases of 

other persons whom 11he touched, and of pointing out 

tbe appropriate remedies. 
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The committee foond, amongst its own members, one 

who was willing to submit to the investigations of this 

eomnambnlist. This was M. Marc. Mademoiselle 

Celine was requested to examine attentively our col

league's state of health. She applied her hand to his 

forehead, and to the region of the heart, and in the 

eouree of three minutes, she said that the blood had a 

tendency to the head ; that, at that moment, M. Mare 

bad pain on the left aide of this cavity ; that be often 

felt an oppre111ion, especially after having eaten ; that 

be mast often have a slight cough ; that the lower part 

of the breast was gorged with blood ; that something 

impeded the alimentary passage ; that this part (point

ing to the region of the xiphoid cartilage) was contract

ed ; that to enre M. Mare, it was necessary that he 

should be copiously bled ; that cataplasm& of hemlock 

shou'ld be applied, and that the lower part of the breast 

should be rubbed with laudanum ; that he should drink 

gummed lemonade ; that he should eat little and fre

quently, and that he should not take exercise imme

diately after having made a meal. 

We were anxious to learn from M. Mare whether he 

e:tperieneed all that thi.s somnambulist bad announced. 

He told u11 that, in reality, he felt an oppression when 

he walked upon leaving the table ; that, as she an

nounced, he frequently bad a cough ; and that, before 
this experiment, he bad felt pain in the left side of the 
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head, but that he was not sensible of any impediment 

in the alimentary passage. 

We were struck with this analogy between the feel

ings of M. Marc and the announcement of the somnam

bulist ; we noted it with care, and awaited another op

portunity of procuring a new confirmation of the exist

ence of this singular faculty. This opportunity wiu! 

prellented to the reporter, without his having sought 

it., by the mother of a young lady, whom he bad at

tended for a very short time. 

The patient was from twenty-three to twenty-five 

years of age, and had been aftlicted, for about two 

years, with dropsy of the abdomen (mcites), accompa

nied with a number of obstructions, some of the size of 

an egg, some of the size of the fist, others as large as 

a child's head, which were situated principally on the 

left side of the belly. The belly externally was un

equal and corrugated ; and these ineq.ualities corres

ponded to the obstructions which had their seat with

in the abdomen. M. Dopuytren bad already punc

tured this patient ten or twelve times, and had always 

withdrawn a large quantity of clear, limpid albumen, 

without sme11, and without any mixture. An allevia- . 

tion of the symptOms always followed this operation. 

The reporter was once present at this operation, 

and it was easy for M. Dupuytren and him to ascer

tain the size and the hardness of these tumours, and, 

consequt'Dtly, to become sensible of their inability to 
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cure this patient. Nevertheless, they prescribed diffe

rent remedies, aud they attached some importance to 

the putting Mademoiselle upon a regimen of 

goat's milk, the goat having been previously subjected 

to mercurial frictions. 

Upon the 21st of February 1827, the reporter went 

in search of M. Foiasac and Mademoiselle Celine, and 

conducted them to a house in the Rue Faubourg 

du Rotde, without mentioning the name, or the resi

dence, or the nature of the disease, of the person whom 

be wished to submit to the examination of the som

nambulist. 

The patient did not appear in the room where the 

experiment was made until M. Foitsao had set Made

moiselle Celine asleep, and then, after having placed a 

hand of tbe one in that of the other, she examined her 

during eight minutes, not as a phytiioian wonld do, by 

presaiug the abdomen, by percussion, by scrutinising it 

in every way ; but merely by applying her hand re

peatedly to the atomaob, the heart, the back, aud the 

head. 

Being interrogated as to what she obaerved in Made-

. moiaelle-, she ans\Yered that the whole belly was 

diseased, that . there was in it a scirrhus aud a large 

quantity of water on the side of the apleen ; that the 

inteatines were very much puffed up ; that there were 

pouches containing worms ; that there were swellings 

of the aise of au egg, containing a puriform matter, 
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and that these swellings must be painful; that at the 

bottom of the stomach, there was an obstructed gland 

(glande engorgee}, of the thickness of three of her 

fingers ; that this gland was in the interior of the sto

mach, and must injure the digestion ; that the disease 

was of old standing; and, . finally, th~t Mademoiselle 

must have headachs. She prescribed the use of a diet

drink of borage and nitrated Peruvian bark(?) (chiena 

ennitrle), five ounces of the joice of parietary taken 

every morning, and a very little mercury taken in milk. 

She . added, that the milk of a goat, which had been 

rubbed with mercurial ointment half an hour before 

drawing it off, would be the most proper.• Besides, 

she prescribed _cataplasms of flowers of elder constantly 

applied to the belly, frictions of this cavity with oil of 

laurel, or, instead of it, with the juice of this shrub 

combined with. the oil of sweet almonds, a clyster com

posed of a decoction of Peruvian . bark (kina), mixed 

with an emollient decoction. The diet should consist 

of white meats, milk and flour, and no lemon. She al

lowed very little wine, a little orange-flower rum, or 
the liqueur of spiced mint. This treatment was not 

• Without attaching much importance to . this aiDgular agreement 
between the prescription made by the somuambulist of the milk of a 
goat rubbed with mercurial ointment, aud the same prescription recom
mended to . the patient by M. Dupuytren aud the r~porter, the com" 
mittee were bound to notice this coincidence in their report. It U. 
presented as a fact, of which the reporter guarantees the authenticity, 
but of which no explanation cau be given. 
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followed ; and if it had, it could not have saved the pa

tient. She died a year afterwards. As the body was 

DOt opened, we could not verify what had been said by 

the somnambulist. 

Upon an oecaaion of great delicacy, when very aLJe 

phyaiciana, aeve~al of wlaom are member• of the Aca

demy, had prescribed a mercurial treatment for an ob

arnction (engorgement) of the glauda of the neck, 

which they attributed to a syphilitic taint, the family 

of the pa$ient under thia treatment, alarmed at the ap

pearance of some seriona consequences, wished to have 

the advice of a somnambnJist. The reporter was called 

in to assist at a consnJtation ; and he did not neglect to 

take advantage of this new opportunity of adding to 

what the committee had already seen. He found a 

young married woman, Madame La C--, having the 

whole right side of the neck deeply ?hstrncted by a 

great congeries of glands close upon each other. One 

of them was opened, and emitted a yellowish purulent 

matter. 

Mademoiselle Celine, whom M. Foissac magnetised 

in presence of the reporter, placed herself in connexioB 

with this patient, and affirmed that the stomach had 

been attacked by a substance liRe poison; that there was 

a slight inflammation of the intestines ; that, in the up

per part of the neck, on the right side, there was a • 

scrofulous complaint, which ought to have been more 

considerable than it was at present ; that, by following 
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a soothing treatment, which she prescribed, the disease 

would be mitigated in the course of fifteen days or three 

weeks. This treatment consililted of some grains of 

magnesia, eight leeches applied to the pit of the stQ• 

mach, :water-gruel, a saline cathartic every week, two 

clysters each day--one of a decoction of Peruvian bark 

(kina), and, immediately after, another of the roots of 

the marsh~mallow,-friction of the limbs with ether, a 

bath every week ; food made of milk (laitage), light 

meats, and abstinence fro~ wine. This treatment was 

followed for some time, and there was a perceptible 

amelioration of the symptoms. But the impatience of 

the patient, who did uot think her recovery proceeding 

with sufficient rapidity, determined the family to call 

another consultation of physicians, who decided that she 

should again be placed under mercurial treatment. 

From this period, the reporter ceased to attend the 

patient ; and he learnt that the administration of the 

mercury had produced very serious affections of the 

stomach, which terminated her existence, after two 

months of acute suffering. ·A proces-verbal upon open

ing the body, signed by MM. l<,ouquier, Matjolin, Cru· 

veillier a.nd Foissac, verified the existence of a scrofu

lous or tubercular obstruction of the glands of the neck, 

two small cavities full of pus, proceeding from the tu

bercles at the top of each of the lungs ; the mucous 

D,l,em})rane of the great cul-de-sac of the stomach was 

almost entirely destroyed. These gentlemen ascer-
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tained, besides, that there was no indication of the pre

sence of any syphilitic disease, whether old or recent. 

From the preceding observations it follows, 1, That 

in the state of somnambulism, Mademoitlelle Celine point

ed oot the diseases of three individuals, with whom 

she was placed in magnetic connexion. 2, That the 

declaration of the tint, the examination which was madt' 

of the other after three punctures, and the past 111()1'/em 

examination of the third, were found to correspond with 
the annunciationil of the somnambulist. 3, That the 

different modes of treatment which she prescribed do 

not exceed the limits of that circle of rt'medies with 

which she might have been acquainted, nor the order 

of the things which she might reasonably recommend; 

and, 4, That she applied them with a species of dis

cernment. 

To all these facts which we have so laboriously col

lected, which we have observed with so much distrust 

and attention, which we have endeavoured to classify in 

such a manner as might best enable you to follow the 

development of the phenomena which we witnessed, 

which we have, above all, exerted ounelves to present 

to you disengaged from all those accessory circum

stances which might have embarrassed or perplexed 
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the narrative ; we might add those which ancient, and 

eYen modem history have recorded on the subject of 

previsions which have frequently been realized, on the 

cures effectuated by the imposition of the hands, on ec

stasies, on the convulsionaries, on oracles, on hallucina

tions ; in short, on all that, remote from those physical 

phenomena which may be explained upon the principle 

of the action of one body upon another, enters into the 

domain of physiology, and may be considered as an ef

fect depending upon a moral iniluence not appreciable 

by the senses. But the committee was appoint~d for 

the purpose of investigating somnambulism, for the 

purpose of making experiments relative to this phe
nomenon, which bad not been studied by the commis

sioners of 17 84, and of reporting to you. We should, 

dlen, have exceeded the limits prescribed to our inqui

ries, if, in attempting to support that which we ourselves 

had seen by the authority of others who had observed 

analogous phenomena, we had swelled out our rep.ort 

with facts which were foreign to it. We have related 

with impartiality what we have seen witll distrust; we 

have exposed in order what we have observed in diffe
rent circumstances,-what we have prosecuted with the 

most anxious, minute, and unremitted attention. We 

are conscious that the report which we present to you 

ia the faithful exposition of all we hr.ve observed. The 

obstacles which we have encountered in our progress 

VOL. II. A a 
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are known to you. They are, in some measure, the 

cause of the delay which has taken place in presenting 

our report, although the materials have been for a long 

time in our hands. Nevertheless, we are far from wish

ing to excuse ourselves or to complain of this delay, 

since it confers upon our observations a character of 

maturity and of reserve, which ought to secure your 

confidence in the facts which we relate, divested of that 

prejudice and enthusiasm with which you might have 

reproached us, had we collected them in haste. We 

may add, that we are far from thinking that we have 

seen all; we do not, therefore, pretend to desire you to 

admit, as an axiom, that there is nothing positive in 

magnetism beyond what we have noticed in our report. 

Far from setting limits to this part of physiological 

science, we hope, on the contrary, that a new field hati 

been opened up to it; and warranting the authenticity 

of our own observations, presenting them with confi

dence to those who, after us, may wish to engage in 

the investigation of magnetism, we shall only deduce 

from them the following 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

The conclusions of the report are the result of the 

observations of which it is composed. 

1. The contact of the thumbs or of the bauds ; fric

tions, or certain gestures which are made at a small 

distance from the body, and are called PtUw, are the 

means employed to place ourselves in magnetic cou

nexion, or, in other words, to transmit the magnetic 

influence to the patient.-(Pp. 203, 204.) 

2. The means which are external and visible are not 

always necessary, since, on many occasions, the will, 

the fixed look, have been found sufficient to produce 

the magnetic phenomena, even without the knowledge 

of the patient.-( Pp. 260, &c., 263, 266.) 

3. Magnetism has taken etfect upon persona of dif

ferent. sexes and ages. 

4. The time required for transmitting the magnetic 

influence with etfect, has varied from half' an hour to a 

minute. 

5. In general, magnetism does not act upon persons 

in a sound state of health.-(P. 205.) 
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6. Neither does it act upon all sick penona.

(P. 206.) 

7. Sometimes, during the proeeu of magnetiaing, 

there are manifested insignificant and evanescent eft'eda, 

which cannot be attributed to magnetism alone ; mch as 

a slight degree of oppression, of heat or of cold (p. 209), 

and some other nervous phenomena, which can be e't

plained without the intervention of a particular agent 

(p. 210),-upon the principle of hope or offear, preju

dice and the novelty of the treatment, the ennui pro

duced by the monotony of the gestures (p. 212), the 

silence and repose in which the experiments are made ; 

finally, by the imagination, which has so mnch iniluence 

on some minds and on certain organizations.-( Pp. 212-
215.) 

8. A certain number of the effects observed appeared 

to us to depend npon magnetism alone, and were never 

produced without its application. These are well esta

blished physiological and therapeutic phenomena.

(Pp. 216-218, 249, &c.) 

9. The real effects produced by magnetism are very 

various. It agitates some, and soothes others. Most 

commonly, it occasions a momentary acceleration of the 

respiration and of the circulation (p. 209), fugitive fibril

lary convulsive motions, resembling electric shocks 
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(pp. 217-231), a n~mbneas in a greater or less degree 

(p. 216), heavine.a, somnolency (ibid.), and in a sma11 

number of cases, that which the magnetizen call som

nambnlism. 

10. The existence of an uni.form character, to enable 

us to recognise, in every case, the reality of the state 

. of somnambulism, has not been established.-{Pp. 228, 

232-238.) 

11. However, we may conclude with certainty that 

this state exists, when it gives rise to the development 

of new faculties, which have been designated by the 

nanaes of clairfX!!/ance (pp. 241-246, 255-258); intuition 

(p. 249); internal prevision (PP· 251, 259, 260); or 

when it produces great changes in the physical econo

my, such as insensibility (pp. 222, 223, 235-239, 251); 

a sudden and considerable increase of strength (pp. 253, 

260); and when these effects cannot be referred to any 

other cause.--(Pp. 235, 236, 237, 238.) 

12. As among the effects attributed to somnambu

lism there are some which may be feigned, somnambu

lillm itself may be feigned, and furnish to quackery the 

means of deception.--(Pp. 225, 226, 227.) 

Thus, in the observation of those phenomena which 

do not present themselves again but as insulated facts, 

it i& only by means of the most attentive scrutiny, the 
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molt rigid preeandoDB, and utunerons and varied expe

riments, that we can escape illnsion. 

13. Sleep produced with more or less promptitude, 

is a real, but not a constant efFect of magnetism.

(P. 249.) 

14. We hold it as demonstrated that it has been pro

duced in circumstances, in which the persons magne

tised could not see or were ignorant of the meaDS em

ployed to occasion it.-(Pp. 216, 263.) 

15. When a person has onee been made to falJ into 

the magnetic sleep, it ie not always neeessary to hue 

recourse to contact, in order to magnetise him anew. 

The look of the magnetiser, his volition alone, possess 

the same iniluence.-(P. 260.) We can not only act 

upon the magnetised person, but even place him in a 

complete state of somnambulism, and bring him out of 

it without his knowledge, out of his sight, at a certain 

distance, and with doors intervening.-(Pp. 262-264.) 

16. In general, changes, more or less remarkable, 

are produced upon the perception and other mental fa

cnlties of those individuals who fall into somnambuli8m, 

in consequence of magnetism. 

a. Some person11, antidst the noi~e of a confused con-
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versation, hear only the voice of their magnetizer ; lie

vera! answer precisely the questions he puts to them, 

or which are addressed to them by those individuals 

with whom they have been placed in magnetic coD'

nexion ; others carry on conversation with all the pt'r

lons around them. 

Nevertheless, it js seldom that they hear what is 

passing around thtlm. During the greater part of the 

time, they are completely strangers to the external and 

unexpected noise which is made close to their ears, 

such as the sound of copper vessel!! struck briskly near 

them, the fall of a piece of fw·niture, &c.-(P. 236.) 

b. The eyes are closed, the eyelids yield with diffi

culty to the efforts which are made to open them; thilil 

operation, which is not without pain, shows the ball 

of the eye convulsed, and carried upwards, and some

times towards the lower part of the orbit.-(P. 242.) 

c. Sometimes the power of smelling appears to be 

annihilated. They may be made to inhale muriatic 

acid, or ammonia, without feeling any inconvenience, 

nay, without perceiving it.-( P. 222.) The contrary 

takes place in certain cases, and they retain the sense 
of smelling. 

d. The greater number C1f the somnambulists whom 

we have seen, were completely insensible. We might 

tickle their feet, their nostrils, and the angle of the 

eyes, with a feather-we might pinch their skin, sou 
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to leave a mark, prick them with pins under the nails, 

&c. without producing any pain, without even their 

perceiving it.-(P. 261.) Finally, we saw one who 

was insensible to one of the most painful operations in 

surgery, and who did not manifest the slightest emo

tion in her countenance, her pul&e, or her respiration. 

-(Pp. 237-238.) 

17. Magnetism is as intense, and as speedily felt, 

at a distance of six feet, as of six inches ; and the 

phenomena developed are the same in both caaes.

(P. 263.) 

18. The action at a distance does not appear capable 

of being exerted with success, excepting upon indivi

duals who have been already magnetised. 

19. We only saw one person who fell into somnam

bulism upon being magnetised for the first time. Some

times somnambulism was not manifested until the 8th 

or lOth sitting.-(P. 249.) 

20. We have invariably seen the ordinary 11leep, 

which is the repose of the organs of sense, of the intel

lectual faculties, and the voluntary motions, precede 

and terminate the state of soiDOambnlism. 

21. While in the state of somnambulism, the pa-
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tients whom we have observed, retained the use of the 

faculties whicll they possessed when awake. Even their 

memory appeared to be more faithful and more exten

sive, because they remembered every thing that passed 

at the time, and every time they were placed in the 

state of somnambulism. 

22. Upon awaking, they said they had totally for

gotten the circumstances which took place during the 

somnambulism, and never recollected them. For this 

fact we can have no other authority than their own de

clarations. 

23. The muscular powera of somnambulists are some

times benumbed and paralysed. At other times, their 

motions are constrained, and the somnambulists walk 

or totter about like drunken men, sometimes avoiding, 

and sometimes not avoiding, the obstacles which may 

happen to be in their way.-(P. 246.) There are some 

somnambulists who preserve entire the power of mo

tion ; there are even soine who display more strength 

and agility than in their waking state.-(Pp. 252, 253, 

255, 260.) 

24. we have seen two somnambulists who distin

guished, with their eyes closed, the objects whicll were 

placed before them (p. 243); they mentioned the co-
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lour and the value of cards, without touching them 

(p. 256); they read words traced with the hand (pp. 

256-257), as also some lines of books opened at ran· 

dom. This phenomenon took place even when the 

eyelids were kept exactly closed with the fingers.
( Ibid.) 

25. In two somnambulists we found the faculty of 

foreseeing the acts of the organism more or less re

mote, more or less complicated. One of them an

nonnced repeatedly,several months previously, the day, 

the hour, the minute of the access, and of the return 

of epileptic fits.-(Pp. 260-261, 267.) The other au

nonnced the period of his cnre.-(P. 254.) Their. pre

visions were realized with remarkable exactness. They 

appeared to us to apply only to acts or injuries of their 

organism. 

26. We found only a single somnambulist who point

ed out the symptoms of the diseases of three persons 

with whom she was placed in magnetic connexion. 

We had, however, made experiments upon a consider

able number.-(P. 276, &c.) 

27. In order to establish, with any degree of ex~ 

nes'- the connexion between magnetism and therapeu

ties, it would be necessary to have obaerved its effect& 

upon a great number of individuals, and to have made 
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experiments every day, for a long time, upon the same 

patients. As this did not take place with us, your 

Committee could only mention what they perceived in 

too small a number of cases to enable them to pro

nounce any judgment. 

28. Some of the magnetised patients felt no benefit 

from the treatment. Others experienced a more or 

less decided relief: vi•. one, &be suspension of habitual 

pains (p. 217); another, the return of his strength; a 

third, the retardation for several months of his epilep

tic fits (ibid.); and a fourth the complete cure of a se

rious paralysis of long standing.-(P. 248, &c.) 

29. Contidered as a cause of certain physiological 

phenomena, or as a therapeutic remedy, Magnetism 

ought to be allowed a · place within the circle of the me

dical sciences; andi consequently, physicians only should 

practise it, or superintend its use, as is the caae in the 

northern coun&ries. 

30. Your Committee have not been able to verify, 
because they had no· opportunity of doing so, other fa

culties which the magnetizers bad announced as exist

ing in somnambulists. But they have communicated 

iil their report· facts of sufficient importance to entitle 

&hem to think, that the Academy ought to encourage 

&he investigations into the subject of Animal Magoe-
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tism, as a very curious branch of psychology and n~otu

ral history. 

Arrived at the termination of our labours, before 

closing this report, your Committee have asked them

selves, whether, in the precautions which we have mul

t~plied around us, in order to avoid all surprise ; whether 

in ·the feeling of continual distrust with which all our 

proceedings were conducted; whether, in the examina

tion of the. phenomena observed, we have scrupulously 

fulfilled our commission. What other course could we 

have followed ? What means more certain could we 

have adopted ? With what distrust more decided and 

more discreet could we have been actuated? Our con

science, gentlemen, proudly answers, that you could 

expect nothing from us but what we haYe done. In 

short, have we been honest, exact and faithful observers? 

It is for you who have long been acquainted with us, 

for you who see us continually near you, whether in 

the intercourse of the world, or at our frequent meet

ings-it is for you to answer this question. Your an

swer, gentlemen, we expect from the long friendship. 

of some of you, and from the esteem of all. 

Indeed, we dare not flatter ourselves with the hope · 

of making you participate entirely in our conviction of : 

the reality of the phenomena which we have observed~ 

and which yon have neither seen, nor followed, nol' 
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studied along with us. we do not, thet·efore, demand 

of you a blind belief of all that we have reported. We 

conceive that a great proportion of these facts are of a 

nature so extraordinary, that you cannot accord them 

such a credence. Perhaps we ourselves might have 

dared to manifest a similar incredolity, if, in changing 

characters, you came to announce them here to os, 

who, like you, at present, had neither seen, nor ob

served, nor studied, nor followed any thing of the 

kind. 

We only request that you would jndge us, as we 

shoold judge you-that is to say, that you be com

pletely convinced, that neither the love of the marvel

lone, nor the desire of celebrity, nor any views of in

terest whatever, intluenced us during our labours. We 

were animated by higher motives and more worthy of 

you-by the love of science, and by an anxiety to jus

tify the expectations you had formed of onr zeal, and 

of our devotion. 

Signul by Bouanots DE LA MoTTE, Pruident; 

FouQUIER, GUENEAU DE Mussv, GuERSENT, HussoN, 

ITARD, J, J. LERoux, MAac, THILLAYE. 

Note. MM. Double and Magendie did not colltlider 

themselves entitled to sign the Report, as they had not 

assisted in making the experiments. 
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No. II. 

ON THE SINGULAR PHENOMENON OF THE TRANSFERENCE 

OF THE FACULTIES FROM THEIR USUAL AND APPRO· 

PRIATE ORGANS TO THE EPIGAIITRIUM AND OTHER 

PARTS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, WHICH HAS BEEN 

OCCASIONALLY OBSERVED TO OCCUR IN CASES OF CA• 

TAL'BPSY AND SOMNAMBULISM. 

" OmDil verior interpretatio Natune cooticitur per inatantias, et expe
riment& idonea et apposite.; ubi sensus de experimento tantum, ex
perimentum de Natura, et re ipsa judicat. "-BAcoN, N. Organum. 

NtUs ie; ,.:. ¥tiis ... ,,;., 9'G;).A.a ,,,._ ... ; vu4'AL 
Epicharmi. 

Cernit animus, animus audit ; reliqua surda et creca aunt. 

Grotii. 

IN reviewing the history of knowledge, it is impos:. 

sible to withhold our assent from the observation made 

by Bacon, and repeated by many of his most eminent 

disciples, that there is nothing more detrimental to the 

progress of philosophical discovery, than the formation 

of exclusive systems of science. It is, no doubt, natu

ral to retlecting minds, to endeavour to bring the ~if

ferent branches of their acquirements into systematic 

arrangement; and this method, under proper regula· 
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tion11, and with due precautions, can be productive of 

no harm, but, on the contrary, may even faeilitate their 

own studies and those .of others. The great danger 

lies-and this could be proved from the whole history 

or philosophy-in setting arbitrary limits to science; 80 

that, when we happen to stumble upon any new or un

usual phenomena, which appear to be irreconcileable 

with our preconceived opinions, instead of being in

duced to suspect any imperfection in our system, we feel 

inclined to overlook the incompatible facts, to resort to 

immediate and unqualified rejection, and to make every 

possible effort to exclude the obno'X:ieus and unwelcome 

intruders. Systematic pride engenders scientific blind-

ness. 

To none of the t1ciences are these observations more 

applicable than t.o physiology. Almost every writer on 

the subject agrees in pointing out and lamenting its 

barrem1ess in respect to carefully observed facts, and 

the general propensity to speculate, within its territory, 

upon ambiguous, erroneous, or insufficient data. The 

sciences of physiology and psychology, indeed, have 

many acquisitions yet to make; we are stilJ, confessedly, 

ignorant of many of the functions and capabilities or cer

tain portions of the corporeal organism; as wen as of 

the various modes in which they are liable to be af

fected by the powers and processes of nature. Of the 

basis of the mental manifestations we know little, and 

even that little is almost entirely hypothetical. We 
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have yet to learn to ·distinguish between the intellect 
and the sensibility in the human constitution, to observe 

· their different phenomena, and, if possible, to ascertain 

and discriminate their respective sources. And yet, in 

this avowedly imperfect science, as in others, the sys

tem of exclusion has been unhappily permitted to pre,

v_ail, and philosophers have exhibited a determined re
luctance to admit any new facts, however well authen

ticated, when they appeared to militate against prin

ciples previously established upon a false or inadequate 

induction. 

In these circumstances, at the risk of incurring the 

imputation of an irrational credulity, I am about to di

rect the attention of scientific_ men to ce1 tain very sin~ 

gular phenomena, occasionally occurring in cases of ca

~epsy and somnambulism, which, as it appears to me, 

have not, in this country at least, been hitherto suffi

ciently known or investigated, although they are un~ 

questionably calculated to open up many new and most 

important views in physiological and psychological 
science, if not to operate an entire change upon the 

principles established in these departments of know
ledge. I am aware, indeed, that the facts to be brought 

under notice m111t appear, at first t~ight, so very extra

ordinary, and so utterly un~untable upon any known 

philosophical principle, tbat they will probably be re

jected by many at once, and, without farther inquiry, 

as absurd and altogether incredible. Some; perhaps, 
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may feel disposed to class them among those deceptions 

which, for some selfish purpose, have been frequently 

practised upon" the credulity of the multitude by em

piries and impostors. Bot before adopting meh a 

hasty conclusion, it would undoubtedly be more philo

sophical to consider the character and probable motives 

of the obsen'e~to weigh, carefully and impartially, 

die evidence by which the facts in question are mp

ported.- to reflect attentively upon their eonnexioa 

ad analogy with each other-to ascertain the eonclo

sioos to w:hich they naturally lead, and, if possible, the 

causes to which they may be rationally ascribed. Let 

us satisfy ourselves, in short, of the credibility of the 

authorities, the accuracy of the experiments, and the 

reality and unambiguous nature of the facts. Let us 

remember, too, at the same time, that it is no good 

ground for rejecting a fact alleged to have been ob

aerved by competent witoeues, that, in the present 

state of our knowledge, we cannot immediately explain 

its cause. 

There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio, 

Than are dreamt of in our philosophy I 

To be assured, upon satisfactory evidence, that a 

fact, however extraordinary it may appear, is true, 

ought to be a sufficient incentive to farther inquiry; 

and it is only by means of accurate experiments, and a 

cautious inductive investigation, that we can hope, at 
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length, to become acquainted with the canses of the 

more mysterious phenomena of nature.• 

Van Helmont ioform11 us that, at one time, he enter

tained an opinion, that many strong poisons might be 
employed with advantage as remedies, if we only knew 

how to regulate the doses, and to administer them at 

the proper time. In order to enable him to ascertaiD 

this fact, he resolved to make some experiments upon 

himself with tbe nopellua; and, accordingly, ha'riag 

rudely prepared a root, he tasted it with the poiDt of 

his tongue. He swallowed none of it, an4 spat oDt a 
good deal of saliva. At first, he felt as if his head,.. 

bound tightly with a bandage; and soon afterward•, 

the following symptoms occurred :-He perceived, with 

astonishment, that he no longer heard, thought, knew, 

or imagined anything by means of the cerebral organs, 

but that all their ordinary and peculiar function• ap

peared to be transferred to the epigtutr.itu~~, or pit of 

the stomach. Thl1, he says, he perceived clearly and 

distinctly, and he paid the greatest attention to it. His 

head still retained motion and feeling; but the reason

ing faculty had passed to the epigastrium, as if his in· 
telleet had taken up. ita residence in tbat part of the 

corporeal organism. S~ck with surprise and wonder 

• '' Quicquid oritur, qualecunque est, causam habeat a natura ne-
88188 eat ; ut etiam ai pra:ter eonauetudinem exatiterit, pneter natul8111. 
tamen non poaait exiatere. Causam igitur inveatigato in re nova atque 
admirabili, ei potea ; ei nullam reperiee, illud tamen exploratum habeto, 
nibil fieri potuiue sine cauaa, eumque terrorem, quem tibi rei novitu 
attulerit, ratione natura depellito."-CICX&O, De nm .. ano... 

.. 
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at thia unUIUal phenomenon, he atudied himself care

fully, ob11erved all that be experienced, examined all 

hie ideu, and felt that, during the whole continuance 

of tbie extraordinary state, his intellect, thus apparently 

transferred, possessed more than its usual energy and 

acoteneu. This state lasted two hours, after which he 

experienced two attacks of wrtigo. During the first, 

he . felt that a new change was going on within him; 

and after the second, be found himself in hi11 ordinary 

sate. Van Belmont adds, that he afterwards re

peatedly tr!ed the same experiment with the Mpellus, 

but that he never succeeded in obtaining the same re. 
8Ult.• 

This case of Van. Belmont may be considered by 

some as little more than a common instance of deli

rium; and had it atood alone, it would scarcely have 

deserved any particular notice. It appears to me, how

ever, to present some features analogous to those which 

nave been observed to occur in other caaes, to be after

wards noticed, in which the phenomena were, with some 

variations, more decidedly developed ; and I have, 

therefore, thought proper to refer to it at the out.Jet, 

as probably belonging to the same class, although ex

hibiting only the incipient stage of that very singular 

organic etate, of which I have undertaken to demon

atrate the ocC&Iional existence. t 

• Van Belmont, Demem itka, sect. 11, et I«J. 

t I am donbtfu1 whether I ought to include under this deecription, 
that speoiea of ecetatic delirium produced by the reapiration of the ni· 
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These curious observations of Van Belmont do not 

appear to have attracted any attention, or given rise to 

any experimental investigation, at the time. They 

either passed entirely unnoticed, or seem to have been 

considered by the learned as a merely fanciful conceit 

of this extraordinary and eccentric genius. 

About a century and a half after the time of Van 

Belmont, however, the singular phenomena he observed 

seemed to derive a decisive confirmation, while others 

of a still more surprising character were elicited, by 

the following experiments which were made in France. 

M. Petetin, an eminent physician, and Honorary and 

Perpetual President of the Medical Society of Lyons, 

made a variety of experiments, with a view to verify 

this fact of the transference of the faculties to the epi-

trous oside gas. Sir Humphry Davy h88 given the following account 
of his sensations, while under the influence of thia intosicating ftuid : 

" By degrees, 88 the pleasurable sensations incre88ed, I loet all con
nexion with external things; trains of vivid visible images rapidly pasa
ed through my mind, and were connected with words in such a man
ner, 88 to produce perceptions perfectly novel, . I existed in a world 
of newly modified ide88, I theorized ; 1 imagined that I made disco· 
verie"' When I W88 awakened from this semi-delirious trance, my 
emotions were enthusiastic and sublime ; and for a minute I walked 
round the room perfectly regardless of what W88 said to me. As I re
covered my former state of mind, l felt an inclination to communicate 
the discoveries I made during the esperiment. I endeavoured to reeal 
the ide88 ; they were feeble and indistinct ; one collection of terms, 
however, presented itself; and with the moat intense be,lief and pro- . 
phetic manner, I uclaimed, Nothing e:Dsts but thoughts I the universe 
ie compoeed of impre11ions, ide88, pleuures, aud paine 1"-Rt~earchu, 
tc. London, 1800. 
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gastric region. These experiments arose from an ac

cident. He had a eataleptic patient, who appeared to 

be, for a long time, in a lltate of absolute insensibility. 

No stimulant had any effect upon her ; her eyes and 

ears had entirely lost the power of receiving sensations. 

M. Petetin, howeYer, was greatly astonished by the ac

cidental discoYery, that sbe heard him perfectly when 

he spoke upon her stomach. Having satisfied himself 

of this fact by repeated trials, he afterwards perceived 

that the case was the same in regard to the senses of 

sight and smell. The eataleptic patient read with the 

stomach, even through an intervening opaque body. 

At last, he found that it was not necessary for him to 

speak immediately upon the stomach; but that it was 
quite sufficient to speak at the extremity of a conductor, 

of which the other extremity rested upon the stomach 

of the patient. • 
At the period when these experiments and discove

ries were_ made, the doctrines of Animal Magneti8m 

bad begun to excite considerable sensation, in conse

quence of the exertions of Mesmer and his followers. 

M. Petetin, however, was by no means an advoeate for 

the Mesmerian system, of which, at that time, he does 

not appear to have had any experimental knowledge. 

On the contrary, his opinion with regard to that doc

trine seems to haYe coincided pretty nearly with that 

• Yide Memoire wr Ia decouverte dn pbenom~nee que prNentellt 
1a catalepeie et le aomnambuliame, &c. Par M. Petetin, &c. J 787 • 

.. 
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contained in the report of the first French Commis

sioners. The magnetic crises he considered as very 

dangerous, and ascribed them principally to the in

fluence of the imagination. He ~ndeavoared to account 

for the singular phenomena evolved by his own expe· 

rimenW, upon a pec~ar theory of animal electricity, 

which, at a subsequent period, was sufficiently refuted 

by M. Lallier Winslow and others, • and of which, 

therefore, it appears unnecessary to take any more par· 

ticular notice. 

Some years after the publication of the memoir, of 

which some account has just been given, M. Petetin 

found other cataleptic and aomnambulic patients, who 

exhibited precisely the same phenomena as the former, 

with this difference, that, in some of the eases, the fa

culties were found to be transferred, not only to the 

epigaltrium, bat also to the extremities of the fingers 

and toes. 

The facta, indeed, which were brought to light in 

the course of these experiments, are of a nature so 

very extraordinary and surprising, that we should he

sitate to admit them as well observed phenomena, with

oat the most clear, unsuspicious and incontrovertible 

evidence of credible individuals, well qualified, in every 

respect, for conducting the· investigation. Fortunate· 

ly, in the present case, we have not only the advan-

• Yilk M. Coniaarf1 Joanal de Medecine, 'I'OL 18th, for October 
1809. 
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tag~ of capable and attentive observers, but also the 

concurrent testimony borne by a great variety of other 

iastances in which the same appearances were mani: 
fested. 

The experiments were tried by M. Petetin upon eigkt 
different patients, all of whom exhibited the same phe

nomenon of the transference of the faculties to the epi
gastrium, and to the extremities of the fingers and 

toes; with the addition, as in the case of Van Bel

mont, of a prodigious development of the intellectual 

powers, and a presentiment or foresight of their future 

diseased symptoms. 

The experiments were conducted in the following 

manner: 

M. Petetin secretly placed pieces of cake, biscuit, 

tarts, &c. upon the stomach of one of these patients, 
which was immediately followed by the taste ·of the 

particular article in the mouth. When the substance 
was enveloped in silk stufF, no sensation was felt by 

the patient ; but the taste was immediately perceived 

on removing the covering. An egg was covered over 

with varnish, and the patient felt no taste until the var

nish was removed. One of the patients distinguished 

a letter addressed to her, which was folded four times, 

inclosed in a semi-transparent box, and held in M. Pe

tetin's hand upon her stomach.* 

• Plutarch relates, that a certain governor of Cilicia wished to try 
w hetber the oracle of Mops us could read, without opening it, a sealed 
note, containing the following words 1 " Shall I sacrifice to thee a 
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A letter was placed upon . the fingers of one of the 

patients, who immediately said, " If I were not dis• 

creet, I could tell you the contents; but to prove that 

I have read it, there are just two Jines and a half.'! 

The same patient enumerated exactly the most remark· 

able articles which were in the pockets of a whole com

pany. 

These phenomena are sufficiently wonderful; bot the 

following experiments afForded still more surprising 

re~~ults. Another patient, Madame de St Paul, was in 

a state of as perfect somnambulism as the preceding, 

only that, during the crisis, she was incapable of speak· 

ing. She carried on a conversation, however, by means 

of signs, with the Chevalier Dolomieu, brother to the 

celebrated naturalist, who interrogated · her mentally. 

" After placing the chain," says M. Petetin, " upon 

the epigastrium of the patient, I gave the 1·ing to M: 

Dolomieu. No sooner had this gentleman touched his 

lips, than the · features of Madame de St Paul expressed 

attention. Every question addressed to her mentally 

gave a new expression to her countenance, and vro-· 

duced a great change upon that of the interrogator. 

She ended by smiling, and making two approving signs 

with her head. M. Dolomieu declared that this lady 

had answered categorically to his thoughts." 

white or a black ox?" The oracle returned the note unopened, with . 
the anawer, "black."-PLUT.r.acn, On tlae Ceuation of Oracle•. 

VOL. 11; cc 
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M. Dolomieu then requested the patient to answer, 

by affirmative or negative signs, to the questions which 

he was about to put to her aloud. He succeeded in 

making her expreu that what he had in his pocket w~ 

a silver seal with three aides, and the name of the ani

mal l'ngraved en his arms. 

Finally, it was found, in the course of these experi

ments, that if several persons form a chain, ~be last 

having hi11 hand upon the stomach of the patient, and 

the first, who is at the greatest distance, speaks in the 

hollow of his band, the patient will hear perfectly well; 

bot will cease to hear even the loudest voice, if the 

communication between the chain be interrupted by a 

stick of sealing-wax. • 

The work of M. Petetin, t in which these remark· 

able -observations are recorded, was published after his 

death, and contain a variety of other singular facts, 

which he still continued to explain upon his favourite 

hypotheses of animal electricity, although he found rea-

• I am aware that the greater part of these phenomena are sufficient 

to stagger all belief; and there may be individuals who would have been 

inclined to pass over the most wonderful of them UDllOticed, in order 

the more readily to obtain credence for the othera. I was unwilling, 
however, to exhibit the evidence in an imperfect or garbled state. All 

the facts rest upon the same reepectsble testimony- they are all con.. 
nected with each other, and have all been witnessed, and consequently 

confirmed by other olleervers; a& I trust I shall be able to prove in the 
oequel, to the satisfaction even of the moet sceptical. 

t Electrieite animate prouvee par Ia decouverte dee phenom~nea 
pbyaiques et moraux de Ia cata.leplie hy1terique, et de aes varietes, &c. 

par M. Petetiu. &c. 1808. 
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son to change his opinion with respect to Animal Mag

netilm, after becoming better acquainted with the sub

ject. The accuracy of the experiments made by this 

author, and the truth of the results, have, so far as I 

am aware, never been called in question. They were 

witneued and attested by all the physicians and learn

ed men in Lyons and the neighbourhood-by MM. 

Coladon, Ginet, Dominjon, Dolomieu, Ballanches, Jac

qoier, Martin de Saint-Genis, Eynard, &c. all of whom 

declared that they had repeated the experiments upon 

Madame de St Paul, and were perfectly convinced of 

the reality of the phenomena. 

I shall only add, upon the subject of these experi

ments, that, in refuting the theory of Petetin, M. Lul

lier Winslow, in the paper already referred to, admit

ted the accuracy of the facts, and the identity of the 
phenomena with those which ·occur in the magnetic 

practice ; and he invited his brethren to make farther 

experiments and observations with a view to confirm 
them. 

I am not aware that the recommendation of M. Lul

lier Winslow was immediately attended to in France. 

Catalepsy, I believe, is by no means a common disease, 
and it is possible, therefore, that opportunities of making 

farther experiments, similar to those of M. Petetin, may 

not have occurred to professional men. Some time af

ter, however, an ac:count of a very curious case was 

published in Germany by the Baron de Strombeck-
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a case of spontaneous tomnamboliiDI, in which pben<l!

mena equally remarkable with those recorded by Pe

tetin were obterved, miouted, and attested, by three 

eminent physicians besides the Baron himself. • Upon 

fint discovering the strange fact of the transference of 

the faculties in this case, M. de Strombeck emphatically 

observes, that " he was as much horrified as if be had 

t~een a spectre." 

Dr Bertrand, the very respectable author of a work 

upon Animal Magnetism and other writings, has shewn 

that the same phenomenon repeatedly appeared among 
the Quakers ( Trembleurs) of the Cevennes, the Nuns 

of Loudon, and the Convulsionaries of St Medard. t 

• Hiatoire de Ia guerison d'un jeune peraoone par le mago~tiame ani

mal produit par Ia Nature elle-meme. Par un temoin oculaire. 

t Du magoetiame animal en France, par M. Bertrand. Pari., 1826. 
" L'exorciste Surin, parlant dea religi~uaea de Loudun, dit qu'il 

peut jurer devant Dieu et aur aon egliae, que plua de deux cents foil 
elle1 lui ont decouvert dea choaes tree secretes cachees en sa penaee ou 
en oa peraonne. Ainai dans !'affaire de Marie Bucaille, cette meme 
faculte eat egalement miae en avant; je copie textuellement les deux 
paaoagea du factum redige en sa faYeur. 

" I.e aieur cure de Golleville rapporte que ladite BucCI&ille etant dana 
une de sea extaaea, illui mit une lettre dana Ia main au au jet de Ia femme 
d'un de aea amia qui etait malade; et qu'auaaitot, aans avoir ouvert la 
lettre ni entendu ce qu'en lui voulait, elle 88 mit a oft'rir a Dieu dea 
prierea pour cette peraonne, qu' elle nomma. 

" Le meme cure rapporte que pendent une autre extaae, ayant mi1 
un autre billet entre at'& maina, plie et cachete, ou un homme demaD
dait eclairciuement sur pluaieurs choaea, elle repondit pertinemment aux 
demandea qui lui etaient faitea, aane ouvrir le billet." 

With regard to the Convulaionariea of St 1\ledard, :'If. Bertrantl 
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The celebrated German physician and professor, Dr 

Joseph Frank, in his very learned work, entitled Praz

ws Medica Uninersr.e Prt£Cepta, (Lipsim, 1817,) has 

given along account of a curious and highly interest

ing case of this description, which occurred in his OWII 

practice, and in which several of the most extraordi

nary fact11 mentioned by Petetin were again witnessed 

and confirmed by competent observers. · From thit~ ac

count I shall extract such of the particulars' as illus

trate the subject we are now investigating. 

Louisa Baerkmann, a married woman, twenty-two 

. years of age, was delivered of a child, which died soon 

after birth. Some time after, the mother was seiz('d 

with a violent fever, accompanied with peculiar symp

toms. She could not endure to ~e touched or moved, 

lay continually upon her back, suffered excruciating· 

pain day and night, and scarcelf slept . . At first, sbe 

submitted to medical treatment ; bot afterwards lost all 

confidence in it, and followed the advice of certain em

pirics and old women. In consequence of an acciden

tal fright, in her state of extreme weakness, she be-

quotes the following pasaage from the work entitled Coup d'aril sur leo 
Conwlsion& : 

" Un fait indubitable, certifie par uoe Joule de penonnes de merite 
et tres digneo de foi, qui l'ont vu et examine avec tout le soin et !'at
tention possiblee, eat celui d' un convulsionnaire qui reconnait et dis
tiogue par l'odorat, au point de lire ce qu'on lui preaente, quoiqu'on 
lui couvre euctement les yeus: avec un bandeau tres epais, qui lui 
derobe entierement Ia lumiere. La supercherie ne peut avoir ici de 

lieu; nulle malr die ne aaurait r roduire cet eft'et," &c.-See Bortrand., 
pp. 451, &c. 
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came delirious, and aftenrarcLI exhibited IIOIDe catalep

tic symptoms. The patient, worn to a skeleton, re

jected all bnman advice, put her whole trust in God, 

and prayed fervently day and night. After an inSer

val of a week, her delirium returned, accompanied with 

singing, and a renewal of the Cataleptic symptom&. At 

length, she had two paroxy~m~ every week regn]arly, 

between .four and five o'clock in the afternoon, in the 

conne of which she became tiJ'IIt cataleptic, then ecsta

tic, and at Jut ended by·lingin~, deploring her dread

ful &tate, and praying aid from Heaven. Dr Frank 

WM at length ealled in, and found her in a moat de-

. plorable condition, almoatt as iflife were extinct. In vain 

be called her by her name, and shook her by the arm. 

She appeared to be quite in~enaible. This state lalted 

a abort time, and then she recovered, and had some 

conversation with the i>oetor, who consoled her as well 

M he could, and took hie departure. He returned in 

the evening, and found her agaiu immoveable, and ap

parently insensible, with the exception of a certain sligh' 

motion of the lips, as if she were praying and speak
ing to herself. In a abort time, she began to sing, at 

first in a low, and afterwards in a loud and sonorous 

voice. The Doctor moved her arms with cllilieulty, 

and they always preserved the position in which he 

placed them, however incommodious. When the Doe

tor had witnessed this strange phenomenon for half an 

hour, he endeavoured in vain to ro01e her, J.y repeat-
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edly calling to her in a louder and louder tone. Her 

eyes were open, but fixed; the pupil immoveable ; the 

eyelids did not wink even at the approacll of the finger, 

and there were no symptoms of vision. When pierced 

with a needle, no sign of pain was observed. The ob

servationll of Petetin then occurred to the Doctor ; and 

having approximated his mouth to the epigastric re

gion, he began to speak in a very low tone of voice, so 

as not to be heard by any of the byatanders. Imme

diately, the patient, as if returning to her senses, an

swered the questions put to her, nearly in the follow

ing manner: 

Quat. Are you a•leep? Ans. I was, but not now. 

-Quest. Do you feel any pain? Ana. As usual, in 

the legs and loins.-The patient being now allowed 

to rep011e, she again became cataleptic, and, after a few 

minutes, began to Bing, as before. . The Doctor then 

attempted to rouse her in the usual manner, but could 

not accomplish his purpose. But when he spoke upon 

the stomach, he received an immediate answer. Thus, 

the experiment succeeded twice, the intervals being 

filled up with catalepsy and singing. The Doctor 

declat-ed this disease to be ecstasy combined with ca

talepsy; and be desired to bave an associate and wit

ness in a man rather incredulous, and not readily dis

posed to admit the reality of strange phenomena, viz. 

Andrew Sniadecki, professor of chemistry, and, at the 

•ame time, a 11kilful phyaician. Next day, about five 
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o'clock in the afternoon, the whole scene of the previous 

day was repeated in his presence. 

On the following day, she again answered when 

spoken to, in a very low tone, upon the stomach ; and she 

also answered, when spoken to by M. Sniadecki in a low 

tone, near the right ear; but she did not seem to hear 

when any one spoke upon the pillow on which her head 

rested. She answered when an iron rod, a yard and a 

half in length, was applied to. her right ear, M. Sniadecki 

speaking, in a low tone, at the other extremity of it. 

M. Niszkowski repeated the same experiment, with the 

same success, applying the rod to the 08 fronti8. 
Upon another occasion, when several physicians were 

present, Dr Barankiewicz interrogated the patient, but 

received no answer. Dr Frank then requested this 

gentleman to give him his hand, be (Frank) keeping 

his other hand constantly upon the epigastric region. 
Dr Barankiewicz now asked her : J< Who am I ?" She 

immediately answered: "Dr Barankiewicz," although 

she had not previously perceived him enter the room. 

A cloth moistened with a solution of sugar in water 

was applied to the pit of the stomach, and she was ask
ed what it was. She answered that it was· sugared 

water ; and being again asked how she came to know 

this, she said that she felt a sensation of moist heat as

cending from that region to the tongue, which imme~ 

diately became affected with a feeling of sweetness. 

The cloth was removed, and she awoke. She was then :' 
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uked what it W&ll that bad been placed upon the epi

gastric region, and she an11wered that it was something 

moist, but she could not tell what. 

At another time, the persons present formed a chain, 

each holding a hand of the other, Dr Frank placing one 

of his upon the .epigastrium of the patient, and giving 

the other to · Sniadecki. She answered the questions 

pot to her by all, and named them io their order. 

When the Doetor's .hand was removed from the epi

gastrium, she could bear nothing ; but when it :was re

placed, she again beard and answered questions. 

I must refer the reader to the work of Dr Frank for 

many other . particulars of this curious case, which is 

altogether exceedingly interesting, recorded with great 

minuteness of observation, and affords a strong confir

mation of the results of Petetin's experiments. We 

find in it the transference of the faculties of bearing 

and sight to the epigastric regioB, and other parts of 

the body; of that of taste to the epigastrium ; and the 

experiment of the chain succeeded in tbi11 instance, as 

in those mentioned by Petetin. The respectability of 

the learned Doctor, and of the other medical gentlemen 

who .witnessed the phenomena, precludes all suspicion 

of imposition or deception. I may add, that, in former 

time11, this case would probably have been considered as 

one of demoniacal pouession. The patient was cured. • 

• Jell. Frank, Prax. Med. Univ. Pri!Cepta, Part ii. vol. i. pp. 495, &c. 

'VOL. JJ, Dd 
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Some years ago, a very corioaa memoir upon this 

subjeet was read in the Pbilomatbic ·Society, at Pam, 
by M. Francreur, the disthiguished mathematician, who 

had recently returned ftotn the waters of Aix, where 

be bad ~n in the habit of associating with several re• 

ape~ble physicians; and partieularlywitb M: Despine, 

priitcipal physician to the establillhmerit. These . gentle'

men mentioned to hiin that they had witnesaed, during 

s'eTeral 'months, the ·extraordinary phenomenon of · th"e 

tranlferenee of' the sensei; and M. Franoomr thought 

himself bound to communicate their obServations to the 

Society.' 

· The following is the substance of the observations of 

M• .Despine :~ · " 

In the fint case, the patient, who was the subject of 

it, bad-'the faculties of ·sight, b~aring, and smelling 

transferred to· tlhe fingers and toes. · · 

The second Case is a gTeat deal more curioOI. It is 

that' fJf the ·daughter · of M. R.; a man of education, and 

much retpect~ by all· the inhabitantS of the tOwn ·of 

Grenoble; where he lived retired. He was mach af. 

feeted by his daughter's indisposition, whiCh he made 

every elfor' to conceal, and 'declined the visits' of ' ~ 

in>qmsitiv-e. · · 

Among the difFerent phenomena successively mani
fested by Mademoiselle A;; and• wmcb Dr Despine hu 
described ~ considerable length, be dwells p!P'ticularly 
upon that of ~mnambulism. M. Bertrand, in hi, work 
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already referred to, baa transcribed the following pat

sage, relative to the transference qf the seat of the 

senses of sight, of hearing, and of smelling. 

"Not only did our patient hear with tbe palm of the 

hand, but we saw her ·read without the aasittance of 

the eyes, by means of the extremities of t.he fingers 

alone, which she moved with rapidity above the page 
she wished to read, and without to~bing it, as if· to 

multiply the sentient surfaces ;.;_she read, I say, a 

whole page of Madame Montolieu'li romance, entitled 

Lu C/v.ztequ~: en Suiue. In the page there were tbree 

proper nalt)es, of which she probably had never heard, 
and which she pronounced as correctiy as a reader iD 
the Academy. At othe_r times, we saw her seleet from 

~ongst a packet of upwar<ls of thirty letters, one which 
had been previoul!ly pointed out to her ;-read upon 

the dial-plate and through the glals the hour indicated 

by a watch ;-c>pen the watch, wind it up, and set it ; 

-,-write several letters (three of·tthem are bl my pos
session) ;-correct, upon· a 1:eperusal, tbe errors which 

had eiC&ped her, always with th.e points of her fingers; 

-re-copy one of her letters, word for word, reading 

with her left elbow, while she wrote with her right 

band. We beard her describe the smell (of which the 
nostrils simulated the impression) and the species of 

such and such a flower, the leaves of which were placed 

in the paloi of her hand. Doring all the experiments, 

a screen of thick pasteboard intercepted, in the strict-
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est manner, every visual ray which might otherwi.e 

have reached her eyes. 

" The same phenomena were manifested at the soles 

of the feet, the epigaatriom, and, indeed, all the dift'e.. 

rent parts of the surfaee of the body.''9 

Donor Delpit, in a curious memoir on two nervoul' 

· aft'eetions, inserted in the BihlWf!WJue Medicale, has re

corded a case very similar to that observed by Dr De

spine. 

" One of the patients," says this author, "read very 

distinctly when her eyes· were entirely closed to the 

light, by «::ndocting her fingers over the letters. I 

made · her read in this way; whether by day-light, or 

in tAe mOlt profound darlmu8, printed cbaraciers; by 

opening the first book which came to my hand ; and 

11ometimes written characters, by presenting to her notes 

which ] had prepared on pUrpOSe before I went to her. 

Was it the sense of touch which supplied that of sight ? · 

I know not; but I affirm that she read quite fluently 
by conducting .her fingers along the letters. One day 

she even pretended that, with a little more exertion · 

(I quote her own expressions), she should be able to 

read with her toes."t 

• Bertrand, p. 458, et 1eq. 

t Bertrand, pp. 462, 463.-Upon the eame aothority, I may men
tion that, in the short rellectione made by Dr Delpit upon theee experi
ments, a reference ia made to several known authors, and particularly 
to Dumu. "Five years ago," aaya thit celebrated author, "a young 
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The case of Miss M•Avoy of Liverpool, which oc

curred a good ntany years ago, and occasioned a great 

deal of acrimonio01 dit~euaaion, presented phenomena 

perfectly analogous to the two preceding. 

This young lady was about fifteen years of age, and 

became blind in the month of June 1816. In the mid-

lad7 ol the department of Ardeebe, who bad cnme to Montpellier in 
order to eoDIUit the pbJtic:iaDa about an bJtterieal afFection aeeompa· 
Died with eataleplf, prel8nted an inttanct'l of a mange phenomeDOD. 
She experienced, during the whole eontiDD&Dce of her attack•, aoch a 
eoncentrauon of the aenaibilit7 in the precordial region, that the organs 
ol the 180181 appeared to be enurel,.bed there ; ebe referred to the 
etomach ell her 18neetiona of sight, bearing, and amelling, which were 
not, at tbete time~, produced in the ueual Org&DI. Tbit rare pheno
menon, oh18"ed in a penon 10 interesting, became an object of atten
tion to mfdieal men, and of curiotitJ to the public.'' 

(Van Ghert, in hie account of the magnetic treatment of the De. 
moieelle B., mention~ a limilar circumstance. In that eate he obterved 
the transference of the facultiea to the pit ol the stomach ; and the pa· 
tient gave the following description ol her feelinge :-" When 70u fix 
your thougbta intenael7 upon me, I can 18e every thing ; at thel8 
times, the eyes and the brain leave m7 head, and take up their resi
dence betide the atomaeb. Wonderful u tbia ma7 appear, I aeeure 
you that it ie true. When I am startled, or you are diaturbed, then 
the e7es and the brain return to m7 bead.''-Arcltio.fo tkla tltinUclt. 
. Magrut. voL ii. No. 1, p. 70.) 

" I do not diaaemble," continues M. Delpit, " that facta of this de
eeription, oppoaed to ell the lmo'l'l1 lawe of nstnrl', ahould not euily 
and without restriction obtain the assent of men of eober and experi
enced minds. But if we mnltiply our obtervauone of thie kind,- if we 
eerupnloualJ verify the moet minute eircumetance of each eaae, we ehall 

be forced to reeogniae the pouibility of a phenomenon, which, perhapt, 

onl7 appean 10 ma"elloua in conaequenee of our want of a aufticient 
number of analogoue facta to enable ue to in1utnte a eomparieon."

See BaaTa.t.ND, pp. •a6, leo. 
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die of the month of October of that year, she acciden

tally discovered, for the tint time, that she was able 

to read when she felt the letters of a book with her 

fingers. The following experiments were made npo~ 

her:-

Her eyes were bandaged in such a manner as to 

exclude every ray of light. Six wafers of different co

lours, plalled between two plates of gl&lls, were present

ed to her, and she named exactly the colour of ,each. 

When she touched the surface of the glass above the 

red wafer, she was asked whether that which was be

neath might not be a piece of red cloth or paper? She 

answered, "No, I think it is a wafer." She described 

the colour and figure of a triangular or semi-circular 

piece of wafer, placed, in a similar manner, between 

two plates of glass. She named the seven prismatic 

colours, which were painted upon a piece of paper, and 

said that the perception of these prismatic colours af

forded her the gt·eatest pleasure she had experienced 

since her blindness. The violet ray was the least 

agreeable to her. 

She read several lines of small print by touching the 

letters ; and she afterwards read, by means of a convex 

glass, at a distance of nine inches from the book. When 

she . read, she touched the surface of th.e glass gently 

with the points of her fingers. A penknife was laid 

upon the line she was reading, and she immediately 

perceived and named it. She could distinguish cut-
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glaas from rock-cry.tal, and pronounced several pieces 

of o.rnament, which had . ptevioual y been considered aa 

ery11tal, to. be. glaaa, which. was. afterward~&. confirmed. 

SeYe.tal. other eX})erim4tDts were made, in this cue, 

which it appears u,_necessary to part.icularise • . At cer

tain times, she .posiessed . this power. of .diatinguisbiug 

colo1U'I and objects more perfectly than at others. 

Sometimes it disappeared entirely, and, indeed, sudden-.. 

ly ; and, upon these occasions, every thing appeared 

to her tQ be bla(:k.. This sudden change .she.~pared 

to that which she recollected .to have experienced when 

a candlff was extinguished, and she was left in dark., 

ness. 

It .does not appear that Miss M•Avoy could. have 

had any conceivable motive for deception, even admit

ting that, with all the precautions that were · taken du

ring. the experiments, any such deception had been pos
aible. Her health . waa very infirm: and her di.position 

· &eaiJitive. The slightest noise Wall exceedingly diaagree-. 

able to her ; and some of those persons whom . curio

sity brought to see her, did not· always treat her with 

that delicacy which was due to her sex and circum

stances. 

The eue of Miss M•Avoy excited a good deal of sen

sation among the physiologists ; and a keen controversy 

arose between the believers and the sceptics. The phe

nomenon was declared by the latter to be contrary to 

all the known laws of nature and philoaophy,-fact, 
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therefore, mut bend to theory and preconceived opi

nion,--the thing was impouible and could not be true, 

-the whole buainess, in abort, was pronounced to be 

mere deception, and the yonog lady herself an arrant 

impostor. . This reaaoniug, however, did not shake the 

conviction of many of those iudividuals who had wit

netted the experiments,-investigated the whole cir

camatances,-and satisfied themselves of the reality of 

the facta.• 

Another case of catalept1y occlll'l'ed very recently, 

and appear& to have presented phenomena in all re

spects similar to those already described. I regret n
ceedingly to find my~elf under the necesaity of giving 

the particnliU'I of this very curions case at third hand, 

in conseqnence of having no aooess to the original 

sources. The following account, therefore, is extract

ed from the. London Medical and Surgical Journal for 

December 1832, whlch professes to have borrow~ it 
from the French Gazet/8 Medicale of the previous · 

month. 

" In a late number of the Bulletin of Medical Scimcu 

of Bologna, there are details of the case of a yoang 

mao treated in the HOipilal della Y'ata, in the month of 

September last, to . which, indeed, no cr.edence could 

be given, were they not furnished by persons of cha-

• See the pamphleta publiahed upon this ~on by Dr Renwick, 
Mr Egerton Smith, and othel'8. Al10, Thomson'• A•rtah of Pllilo
•oplly, and the PAilNopAical Maga~ for Februarr 1818. 
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racter, and likely to have taken doe precautions against 

probable imposition. This man, who was of short sta

ture, but well organized, and hom of healthy parents, 

laboured under mental anxiety for some time previous 

to the 25th of July last, when, in affording aid to a per

son attacked with convolsions, his arm was grasped by 

the individual, and firmly held for a long time. From 

the impression produced by this last event, hi. health 

began to be affected, and he suffered particularly in the 

lower extremities. 

" On the 15th of August, the following symptoms 

took place, which recurred, for the most part, in a ter

tian type, and regularly at a particular hour. After a 

most violent agitation of all the muscles, those of the 

face excepted, intense coldneu of the extremities, hur

ried respiration, and other amnt-courier1, the man be

carne insensible to surrounding objects ;· ceased to reply 

to questions, though pot to him in " loud voice ; sus
pension of vision, taste, and sense of smell ; the skin 

inaensible to pain when pinched, except at,the epigas

trium and palms of the hands, where feeling seemed to 

remain in all its energy. These symptoms usually last

ed for about an hour lUWl twenty minutes, and the pa

tient bad no recollection afterwards of any thing that 

occurred during the fit. 

" The must surprising part of the history, however, 

is, that he answered questions, when put to him in a low 

voice, provided the mouth of the speaker was placed 
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ne..- the epigastrium ; and during this trial, great car:e 

seems to have been taken, by plugging, bandaging, &c. 

to block up the pauages of the ears. He seems to have 

been capable of indicating, during the access, the na

ture of certain bodies when applied to the epigastrium, 

or palms of the hands. It is stated, that, when desired 

(the voice of t}le speaker being directed to the part in

dicated), he would open hi~ hands, which were firmly 

clenched during the fit. Ry the latest acoowits, the 

disease seemed to have been mollified," &c. by medical 

tre~~ent. 

Even in the meagre details which are given of .this 

case in the acconnt referred to, we cannot fail to recog· 

nill& a. striking resemblance between the facts observed, 

and those :which occurred in the experimen~ of Pete· 

tin, a.s well aa in all the other cases which . have been 

p..-ricularly noticed. In all of them, the functions of 

the usual organs of senae appear to·have been suspend· 

ed, and transferred to the epigastrium and the extremi· 

ties. There are, no doubt, pretty strong shades of 

difference ~~tween some of these cues ; but in all, I 

think, the facia present analogo~sfeatnre8, sufficient to 

entitle the phenomena to be arranged in the saine class. 
Here, then, perhaps l may bt> permitted to pause and 

inquire, whether, in the curious observation of Van 

Helmoni,-in the phenomena exhibited by some of the 

Quakers of the Cevennes, the nuns of Loudun, and the 

convulsionaries of Saint Medard,-in the numerous, 
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minute, and careful experiments made by Dr Petetin, 

-in the other eight cases to which I have referred 
more or less a~ large ;-whether, I say, in the instances 

and observations I have already brought forward, the 

fact in question baa not been fully and satisfactorily es

tablished. The phenomena themselves were unambi
guous and obtrusive. The cases in which they were 

manifested, it may be remarked, occurred at different 

periods, and in different couiltries,-in France, Qer,. 

many, England, and Italy; and they were all witness

ed and recorded by the mos.t competent observersi..,....., 
medical men of eminence in their profession,-withotit 

any possible concert all)ongst each other; many ofth•m, 

indeed, apparently ignorant of the observation• of thei&· 

predeces:iors, and stumbling upon the astonishing dis

covery, .as it were, by mere accident. 

But I have hitherto adduced ~carcely one-half of the 

evidence upon record, with which I am acquainted, in 

support of -the e:xistewce of this extraordinary pheno

menon ; and, in the far~her prosecution of this interest.
ing investigation, I shall not hei!itate to avail myself of 

the light thrown upon it by the professors of Animal 

Magnetism; becauee, whatever differences of opinion 

may prevail iri the views entertained upon this subject, 

considered as matter of theory, or whatever doubt$ 

may be expressed with regard to the prnpriety or the 

efficacy of the magnetic treatment, as a sanative pro

cess, every intelligent and competent judge now admits 
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that the most important facts, which are alleged to oc

cur in the course of that practice, have been abundant

ly confirmed by evidence of the most irresistible co

gency. 

M. Tardy de Montravel• found that, during the mag

netic somnambulism, in some cases, the region of the 

stomach was the seat of the ~~ensitive facultie11, and par

. ticularly of the sight. A somnambulist recognised the 

hour upon a watch, which was pressed close to the pit 

of his stomach. This species of perception was at first 

imperfect, but gradually became more and more dis

tinct. 

Dr Gmelint made some interesting experiments, in 

order to verify this fact. He drew a card out of a 
mixed pack, and pressed the coloured side of it close 

upon the pit of the stomach of a somnambnlist, so that 

DO person oonld distinguish it. He then asked the IIOID

nambnlist what card it was, and she answered that it 

was a pictured one. Some time after, she could dis

tinguish whether it was a king, a queen, or a knave; 

she afterwards named the colour, and, at length, mea

tioned whether it was diamonds, clubs, &c. Upon look

ing at tht> card, she was always found to be in the right; 

and the resnlt was always the same, when, to satisfy 

the aceptical, the eyes of the somnambulist were ban

daged. M. Tardy also mentions the cue of a somnam-

• Traitemerd Magrut. de la Dem. N., vol. i. 
t Material.fw dk AAtliropol., val. ii. 
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buliat, who, with her eyes completely bandaged, ao as 

to exclude the light, could read writings which were 

s~nge and unknown to her, provided they were placed 

close to the pit of her stomach. • When the somnam

bulists have cUltivated this faculty by frequent exercise, 

it is no longer neceesary to bring the object to be re

cognised into immediate contact with the patient ; it ie 

then quite sufficient if it is held, at some distance, op

posite to the pit of the stomach.t When this faculty 

becomes still more developed, somnambulist~ it is said, 

can even distinguish objeCts through. other intervening 

bodies, provided these be not electrical, auch as sealing

wax, silk, &c. 

The following case is very remarkable in many re

spects; and the rank and character of the party, upon 

whose authority it rests, render it impossible for us to 

entertain the slightest doubt with regard to the truth 

of the facts related; while the situation and known pro

bity of the patient preclude all suspicion of deception. 

It occurs in ·a· letter addressed by his Excellency the 

Russian Count Panin, ft~rmerly Imperial Ambassador 

at the Court of Prusllia, to a society in Paris4 I pro
pose to extract from this letter such passages only as 

bear upon the point of the transference of the faculties. 

James Macgill, a Scotsman, 46 years of age, and of 

a phlegmatic temperament, had been more than twelve 

• Tardy, ut mpra. t Gmelin, ut mpra. 
t See the Bibliotll. duM~. A~timal, vol. iii. p. laf). 
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yean in the Count's service, in the capacity of garde

ner, and wu much esteemed by his maaeer. He was 

always remarkable for hie love of truth, and his ~

horrence of falsehood. 

While in the service of the Count, Macgill bad al

ways euJoyed good health; bot in the month of May 

1817, having gone upon a journey on some b01ine88 of 
his master's, the horses ran down a declivity, and over

turned the chariot, one of the wheels of which passed 

over his body. The fright and the shock occasioned 

by the fall, togeth~ with some considerable contusions, 

rendered bleeding advisable; but, unfortunately, no

body thought of it, and Macgill had recourse only to 

palliatives. · No advice was to be had, and two months 

elapsed before the patient bad an opport1,1nity of con

tlolting an English physician, who resided in the neigh

bouring town. Before the arrival of the Count, Mac

gill had taken a great deal of medicine without eWect ; 

and upon being questioned, the physician candidly con

fessed that be could not tell the nature of the gardener's 

complaint. The latter derived no benefit from the 

frictions, pills, and other remedies which were admi

nistered to him. He was extremely emaciated, and 

could not eat or drink without experiencing violent 
pains in the intestines. In these circumstances, the 

Count resolved to attempt a care by meani of ..d.nimal 
MagMtilm. From this resolution he was not deterred 

by .the presence of one of the Emperor's pbysicia_.s, a 
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man of high reputation, t'he English Dr Crichton,. who 

was then upon a vi.it to a relation of the Count's in the 

neighbourhood. 

'After a consultation with the two able physicians re

ferred to, upon the nature of. this disease, which ap

peared :to be both very serious and difficult 'to define, 

thi!y declared that the man's recovery was very doubt

ful. The Count afterwards ucertained that these two 

medical gentlemen did not conceal that they considered 

the 'case to be a desperate one. • r 

·upon the Count's recommendation, the patient now 

renounced all medical prescriptions; ·and the following 

are some of the re~ults of ~he treatment to which he 

was subjected, and which terminated successfully. in a 

complete cure; 

At the third sitting (28th September 1817), between 

one· and 'two o'clock . in the afternoon, Macgill entered 

into the state of· S9muam~uli!lm, after IJ&ying been ma

nipulated about fifteen minutes ; and soon 'after, he 'was 

able to answer questions.' His first answers, however, 

were rather. inc0herent. A gold ring having been 

placed upon the pit of his stomach, he was asked what 

it was. · He answered that it ·was a ring ; but he could 

not discover the colour of it, and took it for lead. Du~ 

ring all this time, the patient's eyes were completely 

closed. · · · · 

· At the fourth sitting, an E;gAt of Heart• was applied 

to the pit of the patient's stom~. He did' not recognise 
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i&, but took it for a bound book. He aaw a watch when 

placed in the aame situation. He perceived . the eilver 

dial-plate and the bands, but could not tell the hour. 

Some momenta afterwarde, having been more effectually 

magnetieed, he recognised a card applied to his etomach, 

called it firet the Qveen of Diamonds, but almost im

mediately correcting himeelf, he said that it · was the 

King, which wu the fact. 

At the fifth sitting, several cards were successively 

applied to the pit of his stomach, and he recognised 

them all with more facility, and less heeitation, thari. the 

day before. At first, he mentioned the colour of the 

cards and of the marks impressed upon them, then their 

number, &c. 

At the sixth sitting, a packet of calomel powder wu 

applied to the pit of his stomach, and he .was asked 

what he saw. He answered, without hesitation, that 

it wu calomel, such u is ·prepared by the apothecaries ; 

that it was divided into five small packets, and he de

scribed precisely the colour of the powder. 

At the seventh sitting, a mixed powder, which be 

wu to take as a medicine, was placed upon the pit of 

his stomach, and he exactly described the colour of the 

powder, although inclosed in paper. 
Such are a few of the phenomena described by Count 

Panin, in his very interesting letter. The characters 

of the Count and ·of his ·patient, ·together with their 

relative situation, preclude all saspicion of deception in 
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thfs cas~; the whole narrative contains only a plain 
statement of facts, without any attempt at embellish

ment; and these facts are analogous to a number of 

others, reported by different observers, all belonging 

to the same class. 

In proceeding to the next case, I would beg leave to 

reeal to the recollection of the reader, the particulars 

related, not ouly by Petetia, . but by the Doctors Des

pine and Delpit, and others, who describe the faculties 

as having been apparently transferred, not merely to 

the epigastrium, but also to the extremities, as wen as to 
other prominent parts of the body. 

The celebrated Profe110r Kieser of Jena, an eminent 

anatomist and physiologist, and, otherwise, a man of 

extensive and varied acquirements, has given very 

ample and minute details of a most remarkable case of 

magnetic somnambulism, which occurred in the course 

ol his own practice. This account is much too long to 

be given entire, besides that a great part of it is irrele

vant to our present purpose. I shall, therefore, extract 

from it only such of the particulars &II have a direct re

ference to the subject I am now investigating. • 
Anthony Arst, the son of a shoemaker in Jena, aged 

eleTen years and a half, was constitutionally subject to 
frequent and severe attacka of epilepsy. The profeesor, 

finding that the disease would not yield to the ordinary 

• Archi,. fU,. dera tAiuilchera MapeliiM••• voJ. iii. No. 2. 

VOL. II. Ee 
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remedies,. determined to aubject the paiient to the mag
netic treatment. He wu accordingly magnetised, aud, 

after a oonaiderable period, placed in a ata.e of somnam

bnliam. This appeared, at first, in the form of a simple 

sleep, accompanied with varioos other phenomena,

soch aw oonvnJ.ions, catalepsy, telanlu, ri8fU MJt'donict.u, 

St Vitus's dance,-ontil, at length, the somnambulism 

became perfect. While in this state, the viaoal power 

of. the eye appeared to be completely annihilated, aud 

the facolty of vision transferred to the whole surface of 

the patient's body, but especially to the more promi

nent parts. He saw distinctly with the points of his 

fingers, with the toes, the elbows, the shoulders, the 

abdominal region, the point of his nose, the chin, and. 

the surface of the face. I~ was remarked, however,, 

that this somnambulist required light in order to enable 

him to etercise this transferred faculty of vision, and 

that he could not see in the dark. But it was perfectly 

well ascertRined that he did not see in the usual manner, 

as his eyes were closely bandaged. 

These facts must, unquestionably, excite great sur

prise in the minds of all those who come, for the first 

time, to the investigation of this curioos subject. The 

scientific reputation, however, and the honolll'able cha

racter of the learned professor, afford a sufficient gua

rantee for his veracity ; and we have not the slightest 

reason to suspect imposition or deception in the phe

nomenR which he so carefully observed. In a demon-
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at.ration of this Da&lll'e1 too, ee fiat que lepremier pa8 qwi 
t:f** ; ....... if we have ODce utiafied ourselve11 of the poe

eibility Df ~e traufereDCe.of. a· panicalar faculty f1·om 

ita .Wiual and appropria*& o~rgan.to ,one part of the or

ganism, .we can have leas dif1iculty in coneeiving that, 

in. pecali&l'. cirewilstances, it may be also tranafel'l'ed to 

·others. . Besides, a vast variety of other instances of 

the .. same .pl!enenie~U;', which are more or lea~t (:urious 

and ·interesting, will be found in the worka of Pet.r 

tin, Puysegur, Caullet de Veaumorel, Mouillesaux, 

Gmelin, Heinecken, Wienholt, and a number of other 

aut bon.. 

I should be afraid of exceeding all reasonable bounds, 

w.ece I to proceed to enumerate all those particular in• 

11tanpes in . which this phenomenon of the ·transference 

of. the faculties has been observed. Hitherto, I have 

been careful to bring forwar-d only· such cases as have 

been recorded by . individuals of competent attaiuments, 

and whole characters are, otherwise, above allstl.lpieion. 

I .~ perfectly aware that, in demonstreting the exist

ence .of a fact 10 extraordinary and ineredible as this, 

the maxim of the la"ers peculiarly applies, Tutimonia 

ptmderonda MH nunreranda.;-the character of the wit

ueases is a matter of much more importance than their 

number; and, therefore, I have been particularly care

ful in the selection of my aUthorities. In the only two 

other cases which I propose to adduce,. I shall rigidly' 

adhere to the same rule. These two instances are not 
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only exceedingly remarkable in .themselves, . but they 

are supported by snob evidence aa eveu the most acep
'"-1, I shonld think, would hesitate to rejeet. . They 

are extracted. from the lat., very able aDd impanial 
Report,-already ~nbmitted to the . reader,-of nine 

French physici&Ds of eminence, members of the Royal 

Academy of Medicine, who were appointed a commit

tee to in veJtigate anew the reality of the phenomena of 

Animal Magneli#m. The extreme caution with which 

these intelligent gentlemen conducted their experiments, 

and obaerved the resulta, would, of itself, afford ao 

ample security against any species of deception or im

posture. I mu't quote the paaages having refel'80ce 

to the subject in question at full length ; lest, amidst 

the various interesting matter contained in the Report,· 

they fltould not have been perused with that attention 

which the4-.importance deserves. 

M. Petit was ~netieed, in presence of the com

mittee, upon the 15th of March 1826, at half-past eight 

o'clock in the evening, and was set aaleep in the space 

of about one minute. The committee were determined 

to assure themselves that the eyelids were exaetly 

closed. " For this purpose," in the words of the Re

port, " a candle.!RB eloiott conataD&l y held, during the 

experiments, before the eyes of M. Petit, at a diataooe 

of one or two inphes ; aDd several persons had their 

eyes continually fixed upon his. None of us could per

ceive the slightest 116paration of the eyelida. M. Ribea, 
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indeed, remarked that their edges were superimpoeed 

so that" the eye-lubes crossed each other. 

· " We also examined the state of the eyes, which were 
forcibly opened without awakening the somnambulist; 

and we remarked that the pupil was turned downwards, 

and directed towards the great angle of the eye. 

" After these preliminary obaervations, we proceeded 
to .-erify the phenomena of viaiou with the eyes closed. 

"M. Ribes, member of the Academy, pre&ented a 
catalogue which : be tOok from his pocket. The som

DIUDbulist, after soine efforts which seemed to fatigue 

him, read very distinctly the words : LatJater. II ut 

him dijfit:ile de .connaitre lu lwmmea. The last words 

were printed in very sm&ll . charaCters. A passport 

was placed under his eyes ; he recognised it, and called 

it a paue-lwmme. . Some momenti afterwards, a port 

d'armea was substituted, which we all know to be in 

almost all respects similar to a passport, and the blank 
side of it was ·presented . to him. M. Petit, at first, 

could only recognise that it was of a particular figure, 

and very like the fonner. A .few moments afterwards, 

he told us what it was, and read dis\inctly the words : 

De par le roi, and on the left, port d'armu. Again, be 

was shewn an open letter ; be declared that be could 

not read it, a8 be did not understand English • . In fact, 
it was an English letter. 

. " M. Bourdoi• took from his pocket a snuft'-box, up

on which there was a cameo. set in gold. At first the 
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eomnamboliat could not see it distinctly; he said that 

the gold setting dazzled him. When the setting was 

covered with the fingers, he said that he saw the em

blem of Fidelity. When pressed to tell what this em

blem was, he added : ' I see a dog-he is as if on hia 

hind lega before an altar.' This, in fact, was what was 

represented. 

" A closed letter was presented to him : He could 

not discover any of its contents. He only followed the 

direction of .the linea with his finger : But he easily 

read the addresa, although it contained a pretty difti• 

colt name : To M. de Rockenstroh. 

"All these experimenta were extremely fatiguing to 

M. Petit. He was allowed to repose for an instant : 

Then, as he was very fond of play, a game at cards 

was propoaed for his relaxation. As much as the ex~ 

perimenta. of pnte curiosity seemed to unoy him, with 

eo much the more ease ud dex&erity did he perform 

whatever gave bim pleasure, and this he entered into 

of his own accord. 

" One of the gentlemen pr8j8Dt, M. Raynal, former

ly Inspector of the University, played a game at piquet 

with M. Petit, and lost it. The latter handled his cards 

with the greate!tt dexterity, and without making uy 

mistake. We attempted several times in vain to set 

him at fault, by taking away or changing some of his 

cards; He counted with .surpri11ing facility the points 

marked upon his adversary's marking card. 
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" Doring all this time, we never ceased to examine 

the eyes, .and to hold a candle near them ; and we al. 

ways found them exactly closed. We remarked, bow

ever, that the ball of the eye seemed to move onder 

the eyelids, and to follow the different motions of the 

hands. .l:i'ioally, M. Bo~rdois declared that, accord

ing to all human probability, and as far as it was pos• 

sible to judge by the senses, the eyelids were exactly 

closed." 

After some other experiment~!!, M. Dopotet played 

a game at eearte with.M. l'etit, while still io a state of 

so~nambulism, in o,rder to divert him. The latter 

played with the same facility and dexterity as before, 

and with similar success. 

The other cat~e reportec;l by the Committee of the 

Royal Academy ~f Sciences, is ~Jiat of Paul Villagrand, 

student of law, who had an attack of apoplexy, which 

was followed by paraly11is of .tbe whole left side. 1~ 

this case, the magnetic .tl-"eatment was pursued with 

remarkable success. . The following phenomena were 

observed with regard to his exercise of the faculty of 
vision. 

" Upon the 12th of January, your co~ittee met 

again a.t the ho~se of M. Foissac, where there were 

present M. E. Lazcase, deputy, M. De---, aide-de

camp to the king, and M. Segalas, membt'r of the Aca

demy. M. Foissac told us, that he was go~ng to set 

Paul asleep, that in this state of somnambulism a finger 
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ehould be applied to each of hi• closed eyes, and that, 

in spite of this compl(lte occlusion of the eyelids, he 

should distinguish the colour of cards, that he should 

rearl the title of a work, and even some words or linell 

pointed oat a& random in the body of the work. At 

the end of two minutes of magnetic manipulations, Paul 

feU asleep. The eyelids being kept cloeed, constandy 
and alternately by MM. Fouqnier, ltard, Marc, and the 

reporter, there was presented to him a pack of new 

cards, from which the paper covering bearing the go· 

vernment stamp was tom ofF. The cards were shuftled, 

and Paul easily and suooessively recognised the King 

of Spades, the Aee of Clubs, the Queen of Spades, the 

Nine of Clubs, the Seven of Diamonds, and Qneen of 

Diamonds, and the Eight of Diamond~~o 

" While hie ey(>Jida were kept closed by M. Segalas, 
there wu presented to him a volume which the report· 
er had brought along with him. He read upon the 

title.-page: Irutoire tk France. He could not read the 
two intermediate lines, and upon the fifth he read only 

the name, Anquetil, which is preceded by the prepoti

tion par. The book was opened at the 89th .page, and 

he read in the first line-le nombre tk .w-he paned 

over the word troupe~, and continued : Au nuwnent ou 

em le crogait occupe du plaUir1 du carnt.nNJI. He also 

read the running title Louil, but could not read the 

Roman cypher which follows it. A pieee of paper wu 
presented to him, upon which were written the wordl, 
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Agglutination and Magnetisme Animal. He spelt the 

first, and pronounced the two others. Finally, the 

proc'Cs-verbal of this sitting \Yas presented to him, and 

he read very distinctly the date and some words which 

were more legibly written than the others. In all these 

experiments the fingers were applied to the whole of 

the commissure of both eyes, by pressing down the 

upper upon the under eyelid, and we remarked that the 

ball of the eye was in a constant rotatory motion, and 

seemed directed towards the object presented to his 

vision. 

" Upon the 2d of February, Paul was placed in a 

state of somnambulism in the house of M11ssrs Scribe 

and Bremard, merchants, Rue St Honore, The re

porter of the committee was the only member present 

at this experiment. The eyelids were closed as before, 

and Paul read, in the work entitled The 'I'!Iousand and 

One Nights, the title-page, the word Preface and the 

first line of the preface, with the exception of the word 

peu. There was also presented to him a volume en

titled, Lettres lk deuz amies, par Madame Campan. He 

distinguished on a print the fignrc of Napoleon ; he 

pointed out the. boots, and said that he also ~:~aw two 

female figures. He then read currently the four first 

Jines of the third page, with the exception o/ the word 

rafJiver. }i'inally, he recognised, without touching them, 

four cards, which were successively presented to him 

VOL. II. F f 
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*wo and two,-these were the King of Spades and the 

Eight of Heart~ the King md Queen of Clubt. 

" At another sitting, which ~k place upon the J&h 

of March fullowiog, Paul attempted in vain to di11tingui•h 
4iif£erent cards which were applied to the pit of the 

Aolllaeb ; but he read, with his eyes still closed, in a 

book opened at random, and, at this time, it W88 M. 

Jules Cloquet who kept his eyes shut. Tbe reporter 

ako wrote upon a illip C)f paper these words, Ma:x:imilim 
~Wapierre, which he read 'equally well." 

Tbe two cases last referred to, are assuredly very 

remarkable, and they appear to have been observed 

with uncommon care and attention, and e'f'ery po•ible 

precaution. Nothing, imleed, is there-said of that trans

ferenee of the faculties which, BB we have seen, is re

ported to have been mallifested in various other in

stances : and, with · tbe exception of one unsuccessfu~ 
attempt in the last OOie, no experiments seem to have 

been made witb the Tiew of ascertaining the existence 
of that phenomenon. But tbe circumstance of its not 

having occurred or been observed in either of theee 

two eases, 'aft'ordi 'no .good ground for suspecting ita 

reality in othen. The phenomena occasionally ... 

''eloped i~ catalepsy and somnambulism, although, upon 
the whole, of a pretty uniform character, od eapable 

of being 1lrranged under one class, are exceedingly va
riable in different itJdi'riduals; dep~uting, probably, ·in 

a great degree, upon the perfection or imperfection of 
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the crisis, as well u apoa the par\icular idiosyncrasy 

of the patient. M. Rostao, in his article Ma~ 

Animal. inserted· in the new .I>ictWmtaWe de MtxltJcine, 
mentions that he of,served a somnambulist, who told 

him, exactly •liAI repeatedly, t~ hour indicated by a 

watch· placed beltind his head. The celebrated physio

logist Dr Geo~ also aftirmed, that he had obae"ed 

a aomnambnlia who presented the most aetonishmg 

phenomena of preYision and elaif'I70Yattce; ioeomacb, 

be added, that ia no work upon MagBetism, not enn 

that of ~n, had Ita ever met with any thing more 

extraordiaary, nor even in all the other instances which 

be himaelf had witnessed. It is quite clear, indeed, 

from the description giYen of tbe state of the eyes of 

the patients, in ·the two cases reported by the French 

Academicians, that they could not possibly have exer

cised the faculty of vision in the usual manner; and 

this fact beiug 01100 admitted, we can feel less difficttlty 

in assenting to the reality of t~e phenomena which have 

been observed to occur in other inetaneea.~ 

• The following eurioua particulars appeared in the Mornirog CAro

"icle of' the 28th March JaN, and in other neWipapen. 
" Bow &rau'l', SecorW.Iight.-Thomu M•Kean, the father of the 

boy who haa made eo much impreeaion b.Y hia «ift of the •econd a,ht, 
wu yeeterday charged.& this oBiee. &c. , 

" Mr Burnaby. the clerk, harillg mentioned thU the youth gifted 

with aecond eight wu ia the office, Mr Halla (the llllgiatrate) apr-· 
ed. a wish to witneu a little of hia myaterioua powen. Bia father then 

bliDdfolded biJia ; aad l'!fr Buraaby, taking out hia w&*ch, the father 

uked him of what metal it wu composed. He promptly anawere4, 
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From the many well-authenticated cases I have been 

enabled to adduce upon this interesting point (and 
many more might have been brought forward, had it 

been thought necessary)-if there be any such thing 

as a rational belief in human testimony of the most 

cogent nature and unimpe$Chable. character-any faith 

to be reposed in the most complete demonstrative evi

dence- I conceive myself fully entitled tO conclude, 

from this induction of facts, that individuals have been 

known to exercise the faculty of vision without the or

dinary use of .the natural and appropriate organ of sight, 

and that, in many cases of catalepay and somnambulism, 

this faculty, along with others, bas been observed to be 
transferred to the epigastrium, and to . other parts of the 

organism. Indeed, in confirmation of this fact, I might 

• gold,' which was the fact. Mr B. then took out hie purse, when the 
father asked the boy (who was etill blindfolded) of what material it w11 
made ? He answered, correctly, ' of silk;' and in answer to further 
questions, said there was gold at one end, and silver at the other; and 
even told the dates of the years when the shillinga and eixpences h&d 
been coined." 

" The father stated that he had live children all gifted in the 88llle 
extraordinary way." · 

I know nothing more of the history of thie boy or of hla family ; nor 
am I aware whether any inveetigation into hie case has been made by 
profeeeional men-a. I woult( &trtmgly r~commend. That the pheno
mena exhibited are of possible occurrence, I think I have sufficiently 
proved. At the same. time, it ie evident, that, in caies of this descrip
tion, there is much room for deception.-Firlt Edition. 

I have heard nothing further of this case, and COlllle<luently, am not 
aware whether my recommendation has been attended to,-$e(:;>nd 
Edition. 
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refer to almost every ease of the natural and of the 

magnetic somnambulism. 
This phenomenon, indeed, is probably by no means 

aitogeiher of inodern discovery. It seems to have oo
cuiTed in ancient times, and in all ages ; of which fact, 

did it not lead to a tedious, and not very uiefal inquiry, 

pretty strong evidence ·might easily be adduced; Pre

viously, however, to the more general diffilsionof know

ledge~ and to the recognition of that truly philosophi

cal principle suggested by Lord Bacon, of carefully in

terrogating Nature, and diligently treasuring up her 

answers, the subject appears to have been considered 

much too mysteriow to be approached by the profane, 

and, . therefore, was not likely to be subjected to a sa- . 

tisfactory scientific investigation. Nay, even within 

theie last fifty years, when the extraordinary fact was 

again accidentally brought to light, carefally examined; 

honestly submitted to the Consideration of the learned, 

and confirmed hy numerous experiments iu a nriety of 

instancee, a great deal of cliuoour was excited by the 
systematic physiologists, who set about demonstrating, 

by long theoretical reasonings, that the thing wai ab
solutely impossible-contrary to all the known laws 
of nature, and inconsistent with all the acknowledged 

principles of science. Their adversaries answered by 

merely opposing the facts to the reasoning•, and by 

maintaining that the laws of nature can only be legiti

mately deduced from an attentiYe observation of the 
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pllenomeaa of nature. They migh$ have adde4.• in tlae 

words of FemeJi111: Duipimtia ~e81, m,..,... 
MlioJtU ~ 1eJ1111imt tJtiCioritali ~; and 

here wu a eimple queetion of fact, whic~ lajiug lilJ 
the o&her evideuee aeide, may be eOilaidered ai benng 

1MMtn compl.nely aet at reet by the deeilive eXperimeau 

JUde upon the ea&aleptic patiea~ of Dr Petetia at 

Lyona. 

In ucertaiDiog the actual exmenee of a nuaral phe

nomenon, it iB by no meana neceetiary that we 1bo-ald 
be able to point out its cause. There are many facu 

in nature, of which, in the present atate of our bow~ 

ledge, we are unable to a&~~ign the canaee. lo the 
• wordt of Vigneul de Mal'\'ille, " we are not aequaintad 

with the whole of man's consti$Ution. Hit ltody is a 
delicate pneumatic, hydrauli~ and lt$tio machi"- whieh 

poaeeaes a million of secre' springs, pl'OCluciog a mil~ 

lion of ei"eeta which we. do not know, ao«l upon which 

we never reflect. When any strange phenomenon . doea 

force itaelf upon our notice, in oonaequenee of some 
organic ehuge ; not knowing to what ·ca1ile we should 

aaeribe it, we immediately exclaim, " A miracle I"
wbereaa, were we carefolly to inveetigae the matter, 

we might probably find something of every clay's oec:or
rence, when the secret baa once been discovitred, ud 

that our aurpri11e has been excited ·by uothblg in the 

Jeut degree woU:derfu]." 

If theie observations are just in reference to tiM 
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cltaages that occur in the corpot'eal organiam, mueh 

more are they applicalile to all our Mtempt* to iaf'ea

tiga&e and flxplain the operationa of the vital principle 

widain UL " I admit," aays a moat respectable writer 

ia the Bihliol/wpM dM MaglletUmt~ Aftit1tal, " I admit 

that &he phenomena produced by the f1illll ftwid are ftl'Y 
atnmge ; .Ome of them, indeed, are eo Rtraordinary, 

tlaat we can eoareely believe onr own eyee :.1 admiuhat 

&My eanDot be reeonoiled with the physical renlu hi

therto colleeted, aod that they are ofteu appHently in 

manifest contradiction to the general lawa of nature ; 

80 that the more learned we are, the Jess are we dis

poeed to beline them. In short, it is more difficult to 

observe and beoome acquainted with the phenometta of 

tole living world, although th&y take place within '01, 

than with the pbeDomena of those phf1ical wol'lds; of 

which the Kepleraand the Newtons have disoovered t1ae . 
law•: they have no resemblance to any thing we llCte 

elaewhere; nd thi1 made Bldfon aay that they were inw 

eomprehenaible, beoule they were incomparable." • 

I do not, therefore, oonceiTe myself bound, u I 11n• 

questionably do nCJt feel m'yaelf competently qualifi;ed, 

to o6r any thing in &he ahape of a regular theory, u 

an Mtempt to account for the Tery extraordinary phe

nomena which I have thought proper to bring onder 

notice. Indeed, ia all inveltigation like the p1"818Dt, 

• Biblioth. du Magnet. AnimaL vol. i.-M,moire aur 1e lluide Tital, 
par M. le Docteur Cb. Prof-ur. 
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the unprofeuional inquirer, at least, might be permitted 

to take shelter under the principle, Ubi ~ con-
1141, ratio peti non tUhet. At the same time, I trust I 

shall be exeueed for taking the liberty of referring the 

intelligent reader to the few hints I have ventured to 

throw out at the conclusion of the introduction to this 

work. If not considered as entirely unphiloaophical 

and inadmiuible, they may perhaps be found to lead to 

a JCientific explanation of other singular facts, besides 

those which almost daily preseni themselves in the 

practice of Animal Magneti8m. · 
I shall conclude this paper with the following obser

vations :-For some time past, our physiological theo-. 

ries have manifested a decided tendency towards mate

rialism. Of late, indeed, we seem to have got so much 

into the habit of speaking of the mental functions as 

being performed by certain organs, that we wou1d ap

pear to have entirely forgotten that every organism re

quires to be vivified by an active principle- that the 

employment of an ins~rument presupposes the existence 

of an intelligent agent. In our specu1ations npon thea~ 

matten, we become !O much interested in the play of 

the puppets, that we total) y overlook the moving power; 

while contemplating the conditions of intelligence, we 

become blind to the principle. 

B11t sensation and thot~ght, as has been frequently 

remarked, are neither the properties, nor any of the 

necessary effects of matter ; material structure alone 
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cannot be the cause of the vital phenomena; it may 

supply the organs or tools, through the medium of 

which these are ostensibly manifested, but these mani

festations cannot take place without the operation of 

an intelligent cause. · " That there is some invisible 

agent in · every living orgimized system, seems to be 

an inference to which we are led almost irresistibly. 

When we s~ an iuiiinal starting from its sleep; con

trary to the known laws of gravitation, without an ex

ternal or elastic impulse, without the appearance of 

electricity, galvanism, magnetism, or chemical attrac

tion ; when we see it afterwards moving its limbs in 

various directions, with different degrees of force and 

velocity, sometimes . suspending and sometimes renew~ 

ing the same moti~ns, at the sound of a word or the 

sight. of a slladow, can we refrain a moment from think .. 

ing that the eaus.e of these phenomena is internal, that 

it is something different from the body, and that the 

several bodily organs arenothing more than the mere 

instruments which it · employs in its operations?" • 

In the human economy, this invisible agent-this 

intelligent principle, which operates through the me

dium of certain corporeal organs-is called the soul. 

In the normal state of the organism, we know that our 

faculties of sensation and perception, at least, are ex

ercised through the instrumentality of certain material 

organs, and hence physiologists have been led to con~ 

• Barclay On Life and Organization, p. 370. 
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aider theee ifteko~enu as die n~y oonditiNI· of 

•e ex81leite of these faculties. Bot are we preJ*'ecl 

to maiatain, that, in aoy circumetaneee, the soul it in

oapahle of exerting ita energiee in a ddrer•t maoner ? 

Do we hold that it is dae eye aloue tJaat 1ee1, &he ear 

Jlloae &hat bean, &io. ; or ahall we admit &hat there is an 

iatenaal aen11e to which dae impreaeiona of eight, hear

iliff, &c. are oon-.eyed, anti to which the_ material ot
paa are merely nbaervieat? Aad if we are disposed 

to make tltja admisaion, can we deny the posailtili&y of 

impreasions being communicated to this internal senae, 

in eome extraordinary manner, without the neeeaaary 

intoerTention of the uao!U organa? This is a quearlon 

which is eapable of being sol Yeti by experi~; and if 

the eaaea I have adduced in this paper ha1'8 been acen
rately observed and faithfully reported, of which there 

188ms no reaaon to doubt, the question may he oouidered 

u having been satisfactorily decided in the aftirmative. 

In &he words of Epieharmus, quoted in the motto tothi• 

paper, " T.W mind MJU, and 6\e mind N!m-1; tlf1er!J tMng 

u i8 deaf and blind."' If· the phenomena observed are 

caloulated to excite our wonder, and to call forth our 

scepticism, if they appear to be inexplioable and irre

concilable with any of our preYions notions, let 01 re• 

member that the cause of this may be found in the nar

rowness and imperfection of our preoonceived systems; 

and this consideration should lead us to a careful re

view of the principles of our knowledge, rather than to 
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an ohstinate and irrational denial of the facts presented 

to us by experience. 

Nil adeo magnum, nee tam mirabile quidquam, 
Quod non paulatim minuant mirarier omnea. 
Deaine quapropter, novitate exterritua ipaa 
Expuere ex animo rationem ; aed magia acri 
Judicio perpende: et, ai tibi vera videntur, 
Pede manua ; aut, ai falaum eat, adcingere contra. 

LucaKTIV&. 
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No. III. 

ON THE COMMON CAUSE OF THE PHENOMENA OF LIGHT, 

HBAT, MOTION, LIFB, ELASTICITY, SONOROUSNESS, 

MAGNETISM, ELECTRICITY, GALVANISM, ELECTRO

MAGNETISM, &c. BEING THE Jo'OUNDATION OF A NEW 

THEORY OF PHYSICS. 

The great object of all philosophy is the intuition of unity in varie-
ty, and of variety in unity. Plato. 

Audendum ett, et v~ritaa inveetiganda; quam etiamei nonueequa
mur, omnino tamen propiue, quam nunc aumua, ad eam perveniemue. 

Galen . 

IT sometimes happens that philosophers even of .the 

moat profound and penetrating genius, when on the 

very verge of the most important discoveries, are acci
dentally diverted from the straight-forward path of le

gitimate investigation, and unaccountably permit them
selves to be seduced' into some of the by-ways of con
jecture and hypothesis. Of this tnitli we have, I think, 

a very striking example in the case of the . illaatrioos 

Sir Isaac Newton. To many persons, no doubt, it will 

appear to be the very ne plua ultra of arrogance and 
presumption tO attempt to impeach the accuracy of any 
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of the speculations or conclusions of this prince of Na

tural Philosophers. But be who sets out honestly in 

search of truth, must not allow himself to be appalled 

by the splendour of names and authorities, however 

gt'Mt and imposing : The paramouot intenet.~ of seieDCe 

demand that we should boldly endeavour to beat down 

all those barriers by which her progress might other

wise be impeded. Besides, it will be · observed that, 

upon the present occasion, no attempt, equally absurd 

and impotent, is contemplated to deprive Sir Isaac of 

his just, and fair, and honourable fame ; the object is 

not to impeach what he has done, bot to point out what 

be has left undone--to shew that this truly great man 

was actually upon the very verge of one of the most 

brilliant and most interesting discoveries that ever re

warded the investigations of science ; but that, instead 

of trusting to his own natural sagacity, and steadily fix

ing his eye upon the aimplicity .C nature. he aaddenly 

1topt short, and permitted hiaself to be drawn Miele 
in~ the unfruitful regiolifl of 'doubt and conjecture. 

The preceding observations apply to Newton's in

quiries into the nature of Light aad Heat. Admi~ag, 

in its fullest e:xient; the vaet merit to which poRel'ity 

have justly fuwnd lBm entitled ea account of hia pro

found and accurue investigatioae iaw the properties 

and the phenomeaa of t~e elements, we may, aever

dtelees, be -permitted to e_xpre.ss some astonialmumt 

Utat ·thfl 181M acute and penetra~ gellins, nioh dia-
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eovered and demona&rated $he principle of gravi&ation 

and the lawa of material motion, should not have made 

an equally sueceasiul iattuiry into tkir nature aud 

aour.oe ; and ~t it alaould have been reamed fer far 

iafetoior philolophicial ialent, in an after age, to accom

plish the development of principles which appear to 

bave been almost within ais mighty grasp, and thile to 

perform a taak which would have. added no •mall ac

oeasion of aplendour to that which already encircles his 

illustrious name. 

In a supplementary letter to the 1 Jth chapter of the 

2d part of Voltaire's Eleaenu of Me P~ t( 

Nete~on, there oeclll'l a pusage relative to this subject 

which merits som~ atteiKi.on, as it appears to indicate 

the point at which this great philosopher was induced 

-., sk)p &bert in his inquiries, and •signs the most pro

bable reaiiOIII for tbia termination of his interesting in

vestigations. "You say," observes Voltaire, in answer 

to .a correspondent, " ·you say it is to be regretted t.bat 

he (Newton) did not oiore clearly e-.:plain himself con

ceming the reason which eften occasions .the attractive 

force to beoome repulsive, and eonceniog the foroe by 

wirieh the ra,-. of light ere darted forth with sach a 

prodigi.us velocity ; to whioh ·I may ventatoe to add, 

that it i6 to be regretted tllat he oould not know the 

Cdtle -ohilese plten«*NNIIa. Newm, the 6nrt of men, 
was wevenltele88 but . a li'Rll ; and the ..ftst wprillp 

which nature empteya ~ · ·'"' \lflithi'll •o11r reM!b, wbeft 
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they cannot be subjected to calculation. It is easy to 

compute the force of the muscles, but all the mathema

tics are insufticient to inform us why they act at the

command of the will. All the knowledge we have of 

the planets can never inform us why they turn from 

west to east, rather than in the contrary direction. 

Newton, though he anatomised the light, has not dis

covered its . intimate nature. He knew ·well that the 

elementary fire is endued with properties which the 

other elements have not. 

" It passe11 through · an hundred and thirty millions 

of league11 in a quarter of an hour. It does not appear 

to tend towards a centre, like body ; but expands itself 

uniformly and equally in every direction, contrary to 

the other elements. Its attraction towards the body 

it touches, and. from whose body it rebounds, bas no 

common ratio with the universal gravity of matter. 

" It is not even proved that the rays of elementary 

fire do not penetrate each other. Newton, therefore. 

struck with all these singularities, seems always to 

doubt whether light be a body or not. For my part, 

if I durst risk my doubts, I must confess to you that I 

do not think it impossible that tire · ekmentary fir6 may 

be a being apart, wkick animates nature, and pouesaes tire 
intermediQu step between ·body and some otlrer being we 

are unacquainted with; in the same manner as . certain 

organized plants serve as a passage or gradation be"? 

tween the vegetable and animal kingdoms." ·' 

m m r 
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In the foregoing passage there are three things re.: 

markable. In the first place, the idea thrown· out by 

the author, or at least implied in hili obaervatio1111, that 

no element of nature is ascertainable, unless it is capa

ble of being subjected to mathematieal calculation-an 

idea which seems to have mililed almost all natural phi

losophers since the days of NeWton; secOndly, the 

doubts which Newton himself appears to have ahvays 

entertained respecting the pecliliar· nature of light ; and, 

thirdly, the suggestion of the authOr that the elemen

tary fire may be a substance aui gener.ia, which animate• 

nature, and possesses the intermediate step between 

body ud some other unknown being-a suggestion 

which, it is hoped, will be confirmed and elucidated in· 

the sequel of this paper. 

Originally, Sir Isaac appears to have been· disposed 

to adopt the principle of solar emanations or emissions 

as the primary cause of .light ; but he afterwards wa

vered in his opinion~ probably in consequence of the 

difficulty or impossibility of subjecting these emissions 

to mathematical calculation, and also, perhaps, intlu

enced by a aimilar objection to that which subsequently 

occurred to Euler, viz. that the sun must necessarily 

become exhausted by this continual lost of a portion of 

ita substance. Thereafter, following the eiaunple of 

Huygena and some other natural philoaophenr, NeWton, : 

abandoning his wonted caution, ultimateJy advanced a · 

VOL. II. 
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very bo14 pbyUcal hYJ*Iaeeil, &em which •e eocrea
YOur.ci &o dedooe tJae DaWre of light ud heat, and t.be 
ezplaouion of all the pheDOmeaa of eombi•tlon er mo.

tioa whiola appear to reiolt from oertain iataagible and 

impoaderaWe principles. For this JMb'P8118, he 8181lmed 
the exiatenoe of a laighly elutic S.id (ethereal medium 

or ether) imperceptible to 0111' lle11888, which extenu 
eYery where in BpKe, and peaetl'MIBI all bodies with 
diiWent degrees of dentity. The. cliatubanoe or asi
t.Mion of this ether, lty any c:atlle wha&entr, prodnoiDg 

a vibratory motiOD, he thought woald occaaion undula

tions, which must tl'aDIBiit this vibntory metioa tbroaA'h · 

all the reet of the medium, in the ..uae way that sooud 

is transmitted through air, bat much more rapidly, by 

reason of the greater elasticity of the tluid. Newtea, 

however, held that light itself coasiata of a peculiar aub

staoce ditferent from this ether, aDd that their partielea. 
W'8l'e independent, but that they mutually acted and re
acted upon each other ; ao that this hypotbe&ical appa
rata8 of ether, nitrations, ud undalatiODs, ,.... ooly 

created for the purpose of faeilitating the explanation 

of the transmission of the snb.Unoe ef light, without 

attemptiag to trace the 10urce -.vheace tile subatauot it

self is derind. This hypothesis, indeed, ia entirely 

gratuitmas, 11I1Amfactory, and unneceeury; aad ita il
lustrious aathor himself neYer appears to have placed 

auy confidence in it. 

Since the days of Newton, "two dii"erent hypothuet 
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have been propoaed ~ng the natUe of heat. In 

the first, it is regarded u a materialsubstaaee.u ·!14-

,.,v, which pervadea all naare, and it eapable of com• 

biDation with other bodies." " In the other, heat i1 

regarded not aa a ma&erial nhstaneEt, but as a quality 

ol matter." A body it laid to manifett heat when "itt 

conltitaent molecules, or the moleoules of some .ubtie 
taid which pervade& it, are put into . a atate of Tibra.. 

tioo." This Tibratory tlaeory ae.,m• jut a modiftcation ' 

of the hypotheei. of Newton, and aft'ords no adequate 

aoluuon of the quettion. 

Two eimilar theoriee-the eorpo1cular aad the undu

latory-have been propoeed with a Tiew to explain the 

pheaomena of light. Both hue been supported by 

gre.t authoritiet, and the quet~tioa regarding their IU • 

perior merit still continues uuettled. It eao be shoWll 

that they are equally gratuitou11, nneatisfadory, and 

uDfonnded. 

The great progress which has heeD made in the ex

perimental scienoes during the lait half century, aJHI 

the many important di.rooT.-ies which haTe rewarded 

the induetry and the ingenuity of thew votarietl, appear 

to have now brought the quet~tion respeeting the nature 

aud causes of light and heat much nearer to a satisfac

tory solaticm. Indeed, eveo preTioaa to Ute period al

tuded to, the unity of the cause of thet1e and other ele

ments wu str011gly aupeeted from tbe analogy (I{ their 

phnom en. 
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The ceJebra&ed German metaphyaician, Kant, in one 

of thoae early treatiaea in which he displayed the aame 

penetrating aagacity and subtlety of geniUB in the phy-, 

sieal as he aubseqaently manifeated in the moralscieucea; 

bas expreaaed himself, upon thia subject, in the follow

ing term&. of prophetic anticipation. •! In general, the 

magnetic. powers, Electricity and Heat, appear to be 

manifested through one and the same medium. They 

can all be produced by friction, and I auspect that the 

4Ufe.rence of polarity, and the opposition of the positive 

and negative influence, might, by mean& of suitable ex .. 

periments, be as clearly obaerved in the phenomena of 

heat. The inclined plane of Galileo, the perpendicular 

of Huwens, the quicksilver tubes of Torricelli, the air

pump of Otto Guericlre, and the glass prism of N6U1Wn, 

have given us.the key to great natura) secrets. Th~ 

po11itive and negative influence of substances, especially 

in the case of electricity, to all appearance still conceals 
important I!Cientific r~sults ; and a more fortunate pos

terity, whoJSe happy days we may anticipate in pros

pect, will, it is hoped, recognise the general laws of 

those phenomena which, a,t present, we perceive only 

in an ambiguous connexion.''• 

• See Ver8UCla ckn Begrijf der Kegatioen Grassen in die WeltrDeis
Mit eirmifVlaren, originally published in 1763, and iluerted in Tief
'runk'e Collec,ion of ~t'a miacellaneoua writiuge. Conaidering the 
atete of the physical science& at the period when this treatiae wu writ
ten,-the science of Electricity wu yet in ita infancy ,--the phenome
na of Galvanism had not yet been brought to light,-Electro-Mapet-
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I believe it is now the general opinion of the most 

eminent natural philosophers that light and heat are, 

in 11ubstance, identical-that they manifest similar pro· 
perties-that they are probably derived from the same 

110urce, and, in all likelihood, depend upon the same 

principle. Radiation, for example, is well known to be 

a common. property of light and of heat. Dr Lardner 

ob11erves that " a hot body, such as a ball of iron, raised 

to the temperature of 400°, placed in the middle of a 

chamber, will transmit heat in every direction around it; 

Now, this heat may easily be proved not to be trans. 

mitted merely by means of the surrounding air; for 

in that case the effect would be an upward current of 

hot air, · which wonld ascend by reuon of its comparative 
lightness. On the other hand, the heat which proceeds 

fromthe ball is found to be transmitted downwards, 

horizontally, aud obliquely, and in every possible direc. 

tiou •.. It is likewise transmitted almost instantaneously, 

at leut the time of its transmission is utterly inappre

ciable. A delicate thermometer, placed at any distance 

below the ball, will be immediately affected by it; and 
the proof that thi~ is true radiation; is found in the fact 
that the rays may be intercepted by a screen composed 

ism waa unknown,-the above mticipation, eo comiatsnt with the re
aulta. of aubtequent inveatigation, appears truly wonderful, md wprthy 
of that geniua which led the aame eminent phlloaopher, from a profound 
conaideration of the harmonious lawa of the univene, to predict the ex
istence of the planet Henchel mmyyeara .before ita actual discovery. 
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of a material DOt pervious to beat. The rays may be 

proved to be tranemiUed in etraight; Jines in exactly 
tile I8IDe manner, and by the I&JDe reaeouing, u is ap

plied to rays of light. 

" Bat the radiation of heat, independently ef any 

power of traneminion which may reeide in the air, is 

pat beyond dispute by the fact, that a thermometel' IUB

pcmded in the reeeinr of an air-pomp, wl!ea it is ex

haalted, is afFected by the solar rays directed upon it." 

The same philoeopher afterwards l'eiD8I'b, that C. the 

ealorific property which constantly accompanies the so

lRI" rays, u well as the rayw proceeding from ftame, 

would indicate that heat is a necessary concomitant or 

property of light." MoreoTer, " if rays of heat be re

ceived on a concan reflector, they will• be reflecited to a 

foe111 in exactly the same manner M rays of light; and 

in a word, all the phenomeBa explained in optiee con

cerning the reftection of Iipt by mrfaees, whether plane 

or CDI'Ted, are found to aeeompany the reftection of the 

non-luminous ealorific rays." Finally, thit iaentity is 

tanher confinned by the experiment.· of Berard, and 

othere, on tbe polarisation of Jight and heat. 

In hie treatise upon El~rieity, in the valuable col

lection published by the Society for the DifFusion of 

Ueenu Knowledge, Dr Roget obaerves, tbt, " besides 
the well-known mechanical forces wllieh belong to ordi

nary poDderable matter; the phenomena of nature exhi

ha. to ew fteW' aMber cJ.. of powen, die preM~~Ce 
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of which, although sufficiently characteriaed by certain 

eft'ecta, is not attended with any appreciable chanse in 

the weight of the bodies with which they are connect

ed. To thia clus belong heat,ligit, flet:lrit:ittl, and t~~t~g

tldian: eaeb of which, res~M!ctively, produces certain 

cbutges on material bodies, either of a mecba.nical or .a 

chemieal. nature, which it is natural to regai'd as the ef. 

feata of motion eommmrleated by the impulse of mate

rial agentl, of so aob&ile and .atteDuated a kind, as to 

elude all detectiOD when we apply to them the .testa of 

gra'rity or inmia. If we admit heat aad light to be 

JDAterial, analogy will lead us to aseribe the same cha

l'IIC&er to electricity and to magne\ism, notwitbataading 

their lleiag impondell'dle." And in tlae preface and· 

poatacript to these treatieea tm the plroenomena of elec

trieity and in~etiaa, the tame diatiDguislled au.thor 

farther obiJ81'1'a1, tat tlaose phenomena nich were 

formerly regarded as the eft'eo&s :of ttrO per.feedy dil

tinct agents, are now discovered to have an intimate 

relation to oue another, and, in all probability, to be. 
dependent 011. oBe and ~ saiDe prineiple." 

It will be observed, that Dr Roget considers it natu-. . 
ral to regard the changes produced ou material bodi• 

by the action of heat, light, electricity, and magnetism, 

as the efFects of communicated motion. Now, Sir Hum

phrey Dary argues, that tlae immediate ense of laeu 

is motion ; and " that the Jaws of its communication are 

precisely the same as the Jan of IIIOtion." This opi-
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nion of Sir Humphrey ia entirely coincident with that 

to be maintained in thia paper ; and if we are entitled 

to asaume, aa warranted by correct induction from 

experiment and obae"ation, that light, heat, electri

city, and magnetism are all dependent upon one com

mon principle, and are, in fact, the results of commu

nicated )Jlotion ; the question then comea to be, Wilen« 

is motion itaelf deri:ved 'I And if we are able to disco

ver the ultimate natural canse of any one or more of 

these elaasea of phenomena, it is highly probable that 

the same principle will afford an adequate expl~ation 

of the whole. It is the object of this paper to demon
strate, that motion and heat are both the product of 

one common cause; and that electricity and galvanism 

are referable to the same source, aud are, in f~, pro
duced by the agency of the former principles. This 

demonstration, it ia hoped, will conduct ns ~o the source 

of the elementary motion. • 

• I have lately obtained p011ellion of a IDI&lJ. pamphlet, entitled, 
" Outlinee of a Coune of Lectures on Chemical Pbiloaophy : or of a 
Theory which c:Onaiden Attraction, !lepuleion, Electricity, Caloric, · 
Light, &c. as the divenilied phenomena and effects of one· Power. 
By MAtthew Allen, Lecturer, &c." Published· at London in 1819.
Thie small publication, I preeume, is no rarity. The author con-' 
eiders all the_ phenomena of Nature to be dependent upon one sole 
principle or power, which he denominates the Grand Agent, He very 
ingeniou.dy refen to the varioua phenomena of Attraction, Repulsion, 
Light, Heat, Electricity, Galvanism, Magnetism, -"c. and shews that· 
they are the different products of one cause, the undoubted effects of 
the Grand Agent of Nature, in some of ita diversified combinationa. 
But, however ingenioua and aublime this synthetic view of Nature may 
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With regard to light and heat, it seems strange that 

any doubt should ever have been entertained respect

ing the source whence they are derived. · Nature, at 

once, and without the necessity of any philosophical 

hypothesis, compels us to refer the effects of light imd 

beat to the influence of the solar rays; and as we can 

ascend no higher in .our search after a natural eause of 

these phenomena, and we know that motion is neces

sary tO their production, we are warranted in con

cluding that the sun is the source of the elementary 

motion. Light, heat, and motion, then, being all cen

tered in the day-star, a little reflection will probably 

convince us that the same inftoence is active in pro~ 

ducing the analogous phenomena of electricity and mag

netism. It is well known, that, when the electrical 

equilibrium of two bodies has been destroyed; its sud

den restoration is attended with an exhibition of light, 

and an intense heat; and a similar efFect is observed to 

take place in the. Voltaic electricity. The reason of 

this phenomenon · will be explamed in the sequel. 

The influence of the sun, as M important secondary 

cause or agent in the economy of the universe, has been 

more than suspected by many ingenious philosophical 

writers. Sir Charles Bell, in the Introductory Chap-

be, the author does not prett>nd to point out what tbie Grand Agent 
is in iteelf, . althoilgh,' in other. reepeete, his theory aeema to coincide 

entirely with that which I have undenaken to elucidate in this paper. 

VOX.. II. H h 
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ter to his Bridgewater Treatise, obae"ea, that " we 

perhaps preaome too much, when we aay that ligAt baa 
been creatt>d for the purpose of viaion. We are hard1y 

.entitled to ~· over ita propertie~ aa a chemical agent; 

-i~ influence on the~' and, in all probability, on 

~h~ ~oaphere ;-ita iJnportanee to vegetation, to the 

fo~tiop, of tbe ..-oma~i~ and. vo~tile principlea, and 

to ~e&jfi~n ; -r. ita inft,.en~ on the animal anrfac:e, 

by . inyjgor~llg·~he circulation, and imparting health," 

&.c. ••.• ,. .• , .. , : .. ... 

'~ Jt ·~e .... ~QNI ~QJ. ~. ~Jl!!ider li~* u. eecond 

only to attraction, in reapec~ to i~ i~porti&Il~ in , Na

.ture, and. &B ;a link ~waeeting syeieB)I of ·lnfinite re-

'l'~e t.h~ry.which ~aintaiDB.\Ju! i.dMtity of th.e :e&JUe 

.of ,tlul p)l.enomena <!f light, heat, ll)otion, el~city, 

magnetism,: &c.lUJ.d · :ref.-e tlte w&ole · to a Bingle aud 
siq~l.e. p,ril}cipJ,e--.th.e enr-~ye .irdluen(l4! of t~e rays 

of ~~un~~. at once, •onatural and satiefaet!Jry, and 

so fertile in j~ e~planations pf, ~atiu-e, that it appears 

almos~ l'fO'f\derful. ~~wit .a~ou~d so long ~ve escaped the 

perspieaci~y 9f p\ailos9p4ieal inquiry.. n,e well-kno~ 

.Ger.~n . p~lo,opher .. Oken . propounded a tll~ry, in 

wh~ch . he ,d~uced: th~ : phe~menon. of lig~ from tb,e 

action and re-action of the solar and planetary syRtems 

upon each other~ · According tO· th~· hypotheais, the 

sun alone is incapable of producing light, which is only 

ge~erated ,br: the conflict between the sun an4 th~ pia-
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nets. Light, therefore, is produced by the activity of 

the sun, modified by the re-action of the planets. This 

theory, originally; I believe, suggested by Oken, has 

been systematically expounded and applied to the ex

planation of other phenomena, by another ingenious 

philosopher, Dr. Runge, in· an euay entitled, "Die Gene

Ilia iJM ,.nslieken MQgnttiamu&, in Professor Kieser's :Jfr• 
ohru fur d£,. tlfterisclrba MagnetiiJ1Tl1U, vola. 8. and 1 o~ · 

A similar theory hail been lately brought forward by 

a very intelligent French author, in an B•iai . de Pay
cliOlogie p/ttutNJiogiquB, and he bas explained and illus.o 

trated it ·witb •e6pieusness; a clearnen, and. a eogeney 

well calcuJated,w rivet the attention, at lea8t, if not to 

eniure a genenl ooilviotion of ita truth. I shall there

fore take tHe liberty of entering at · some length into 

the demollftration of· this theory, as given by M.- Char

del. 

Hitherto, according to this author, philosophers have 

generally proceeded to the iDveatigaUon of Nature by 

the methocJa,of. allalysis and decompoaition~they have 

atsempk!d ~.advance from the compound to the simple 

-they have carefully examined effects, and, after im

mense labour, have declared that first principles are 

uncJiiCOIVerable; ud that W8• otlgbt to abandon the search 

at\er-.caosea. 'T-hey observed the elasticity of solids and 

ftuida,·- ,f81'1D&tion ' of undulations, the phenoml'na of 

IICMDld, and ita mode of propagation, and arrived at lut 

at the. examination· of· those of ·light, which, guided · by 
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a auppoted analogy, they attributed to the elasticity of 

a 6uid diftUeed throughout apace, thus terminating 

their inquiriea by the anumption of a gratuitous hypo

thesis. 
A question, however, may atill arise, whether this 

eluticity, which plays so great a part in phyaics, be 
really a eaoae, or merely an efFect. By investiga

ting Nature according to a method more analogous 

to that which she follows in her operations, might 

we not be led to recognise the properties of the .solar 

rays as producing, in the formation of oompounda, the 

sonorous quality of the gaaea, the elasticity of 6oids, 

and that of solida ? This methoa is simple, easy to 

follow, and conducts us to none of those brilliant hy

potheses, the very erroril of which shed a lU.tre on the 

genius of their authors. By pursuing it, we shall find 

it unneeeasary to invent any subsidiary hypotheses. 

We have only to observe Nature, and endeavour to 

aaeertain the distinctive properties of her elements. A 

single principle being once demonstrated, all the conse

quences immediately 6ow from it in an eaayand natu

ral order. 

The cause of motion and of life appears to be the 

same with that of light, heat, and elaaticity. The sys

tem we are about to expound, recognises two phyaieal 

elements- the terrutrial and the aolar...:...matter ·and 

motion. Matter is that which oonstitutes the eon

ailltence of bodies. The rays . of the 11un unite · with 
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matter, and are the sole and ever-active principle of 

motion. It is they which constitute the life of beings ; 

for life is the cause of organic motion in 'vegetables and 

animals. It will he easily perceived how fruitful this 

discovery must prove in its application to the sciences. 
Hitherto, the science of Physics has been unable to 

find the element of motion, and abandons the research. 

Physiology is ignorant of what life is, and yet pretend• 
to explain its phenomena; and Psychology, not know

ing in what manner the spiritual faculties are united to 

the organization, i& compelled to investigate the opera

tions of the intellect, as if they were performed inde

pendently of the body; whereas, they are only mani

fested through the intermediate agency of the corpo• 

real organ!', and Nature nowhere exhibits to us a soul 
acting without a body. 

several philosophers have deservedly obtained great 
reputation in consequence of the discoveries they have 

made in the domain of experimental science, and a 

number of most important facts have been elicited by 
their geniDI and industry. But it may he doubted 

bow far it is advisable to restrict ourselves entirely to 

the investigation of eiFects, systematically to abandon 

the examin8tion of causes, even when they obtrude 

themselves upon our notice, and to exhaust the genius 

of man in the accurate observation of the most minute 

insulated details, which can never lead us to a general 

and satisfactory theory. 
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All our lmowledge ought to rest upon Phytice, a 

*nee which embraces all Nature; but ~ preaen'- our 

physical theories are merely ingeniou methods, ofno 

other utility dum to facilitate the calcul~on of reaultt~ • 

. The aoience rests upon no solid foundatior). It is. di

l'ided into two compartments- the colleoting of obaer

vaaons, aod the explanation of pbenomeaa. ' 

The utility of the fint compartment ~ unqoea&iQD,

abJe, and it baa been conducted with admirable . 48re 

and precision ; but the second, consisting of 1ystem• 

produced by 10 much honourable labour, preeenta ~y 

hypotheaea 10 unsatisfactory, that even thoae who make 

use of them in their demonstrations seem to place little 

confidence in them. 

The system about to be unfolded, beaictes ita simpli

city, has the additional advantage of e~plainiJ)g every 
thing upon a single principle, and of affordiug a &on

dation for the sciences of Physics, Phy11iology, and 
Psychology. 

When for ages men of genius have exha01ted them

selves iu fruitless efforts to ascertain the principle11 of 

things, it is probable, either t~ succet~s was impos

sible, or that they had followed a wrong path. It is 
necessary, therefore, either to abandon all research, or 

to re-commence our investigations iu another method. • 

• This is quite in accordance with the opinion of Lord Bacon : 
.. lnaanum quiddam esset, et in .. oootrarium, e:listimare, ea, quae 

adhuc nunquam facta aunt, fieri poaae, nisi per modoa adhuc nunquam 
tentatoa."-Noo. Organ. i. 6. Again : " Fruatra magnum expect&· 
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The latter is generally viewed by· philosophers With 

displeasure and disgust ; for it is painful, after a career 

of imagined glory,· to be forced . back to the point from 

which "we s~t out. 

The study of. Nature commeneed with the •examina

tion of bodieti, because they·wet"e easily apprehended> 

and first were observed their ·consistence, their weight, 

and their forni. These bodies, however, are compo~ 

of dift'erent materials, and it wu soon· petcelved tHat 

sever81 of them ·had · a common basis : it was thought: 

possible, by decomposing them, to arrive at 'first· prin

ciples. Nature forms aggregaiions, ·by means of · ele~ 

mentary substai.ce$, and attempts were made by philo

sophers to discover ' ihese · elements, · by undoing her 

work. She begins ai the beginning- they begatr at 
the end, proceeding from the compound to the simple;. 

Such Wa& the. direction · given to the finit labour$· of 

philosophers: . their object was to discover the secret: 

of Nature in the decomposition of bodies. · This ine~ 
thod, which has been oonstailtlyfollowed since, ·hail led 

to the verification of a gTP.at number of etfects in Phy; 

sics; but it has rendered the discovery of causes al

most impossible, and given occasion to the substitution 

of hypotheses necessarily chimerical. To convince us 

tur augmentum in acientiis ex auperinductione et inaitione novorwn 
super vetera; sed inatauratio facienda eat ab imis fundamentis, nisi li
beat perpetuo circwnvolvi in orbem, cum exili et quasi contemnendo 
progreBBU, "-Ibid. 31. 
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of thi .. it will be. sufficient to give a brief outline of 

the progress of science. 

The first Natural Philosophers called rNIIIllr the sub

stance upon which nature impresses all forms ; they 

supposed that it was homogen8C)us, and designated by the 

ll&llle word the paste or mould common to the genera

lity of things. They gave no name to the moTing prin

ciple, although it is still more universal, . because it was 

intangible, and their innstigations were limited to that 

which fell under their hands. Experience demonstrated 

that bodies resi11t impulse in a ratio corresponding to 
their mass ; and from thence were deduced the inertia 
of matter, and the calculation of the lawa of motion. 

These ideas of inertia and motion, then led _the phy~ 
sical philosophers, who had decided that all was inert 

matter, to recognise in nature a principle of attraction 

and a principle of repulsion. At a subsequent period, 

they attempted to explain motion and rest by declaring 

that they were modes of being in bodies-as if these 

modea of being had not a cause. These contradictions 

were the consequence of that confoaion of language 

which, under the name of matter, designated the union 

of two difFerent elements, one of which remained un

perceived. We owe the idea of rest to that substance 

which constitutes the consistence of things ; and if this 

material element is euentially immoveable, it ia evident 

that some other principle must agitate nature, because 

every part of it is in motion. 
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Moreonr, rest is the negation of motion, as darknesa 

is the privation of light; and we may consider it as de

monstrated that matter is . essential! y immoveable, since 

the difficulty of setting it in motion increases in the 

ratio of its mass. Originally, tangible substance was 

considered as the sole element . in nature, and this was 

called matter. The word acquired a more extended 

signification in the progres_s of discovery, and, at pre

sent, it designates the unknown cause of all known ef

fects. In order to give more precision and exactness 

to the expression, it. is necessary to bring it back to its 

~riginal meaning, and to give the name of matter only 

to that su}lstance which constitutes the consistence of 

bodies. 

Heat produces 8 particular sensati9n, and it was thought 

to .have 8 special principle. Experience subsequently 

established the fact that caloric was the cause of the 

elasticity of fluids; bot the same thing could not be 

said of the elasticity of solids, the vibrations of which 

were confounded with the sonorous quality, which, to 

speak properly, belongs only to the gaseous combina
tions. 

The motion of liquid undulations served to explain 

the propagation of sound and of light. It was at firat 

supposed that undulations were formed in the air, and 

there propagated sounds ; but when arrived at light, it 

was found necessary to create a substance adapted to 

invest the undulating forms; for, in this respect, nature 
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pretented nothiug. It was imagined, therefore, that 

an imperceptible ether 'WaS diff11.1ed throagbout spaee; 
which transmitted to us the vibratio111 supposed to exist 

in lominoua bodies. 

Such was the progress of science, advancing from the 

compound to the simpl~. 
The human mind, in general, only m_akes new aequi· 

sitions in order to conne~t them with the oid. · Science, 
in nndoi~g the workS of nat~re, . had at firSt . onl.y met 

with compound p~opeities, and when arrived at -th~ 
simplicity of light, it was attempted to explain the pJte.; 

nomena according to the analogies previoiasly obServed, 

that is to say, the nnk~own eiement which now pre.: 

sented itself was examined along with the known pro

pertieS it had exhibueci in combining With bodies. 

This absurdity in Physics is one of the con~~equences 

of the method of investig&tion &dopted. When from 

the compound we advance to the simple, the compound 
properties are n~eesarily investigated first; they . be~ 
come the basis of our subsequent kno,;ledge, . and when 

the elements afterwards present themselves, our sys

tems are already completed, and, with their aid, we at~ 

tempt to explain the inexplicable simplicity of first 
principles. 

Philosophers, in advancing from elasticity to sonor

ousness, and from the latter to light, arrived, at length, 

at an elementary substance; and as elements cannot be 

explained, the explanation they attempted must neces-
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88rily.have·beeri chimeriCal. I shaH prove that it ~ · 

in reality, and that all elasticity is produced by the en_ 

billllltibns of the solar ray8 with· matter. I shall be~ 

by exiunining what confidence is due to that ether, witl ·. 

which the natural philosophers attempt to aecount for 

the phenomena of light. 

' When ·an hypothesis tJakes place of an element of na

ture, it ought to be ev-erywhere recognised. Thu8 the 

undulations of the ethereal tloid had this fate ; to them 

were attributed the production Of ·light, . of oolorirs, of 

heat; aild of the chemical combinations. · Their sub~ 

stance was declared to be ·homogeneous; . but in order 

to produce so many different effects, they were sup

posed to be of various extent; and philosophers even 

'Went so far as tO calculate the size of every JJndnlation, 

yeUilw, green, or blue. 

It would appear that; in creating the hypothesis of an 

ethereal tluid, the origin of the properties ascribed to 

it bad been forgotten. In point of fact, · we know that 

calo•ic is the productive cause of all tluidity; and it has 

been demonstrated to be the cause of the elasticity of 

ftoids. If, then, the undulations of the ethereal tluid 

were the source of heat, we might ask-whence does 

this ether itself derive its tluidity and its eluticity. 

This question could only be answered by supposing it 

to possess an inherent ftuidity and elasticity, · which 

would be to make it an eleme~t; but, in ~bat case, why 

create an ether, without any evidence of its existence, 
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· ,..m it were more natural and more simple to recog

-;e immediately the same properties in the rays of the 

.m ? Science would undoubtedly have adopted this 

1dea, if it bad not already investigated the elasticity of 

compounds, their fluidity and their undulations ; the ob

ject ~as to connect the phenomena of light with thoae 

previonaly observed, and, thenceforward, there was 

imagined in space a peculiar elasticity, which may be 

supposed to exiat in vibration. 

Such is the origin of the ethereal ftuid, and the ques

tion to be solved might be reduced to this, Is it the 

light which produces. the elasticity, or the elasticity 

which produces the light ?• The answer would not 

long continue doubtful for him who should consult only 

his instinct, and nobody would ever have thought of 

creating an ether and 11Jldulations in place of the solar 

rays, if an erroneous direction had not been previously 

given to the study of nature. 

The method of reversing the order of formation, by 

ascending from compounds to their elements, baa led 

to materialism ; for as soon as the human intellect 

bad first laid hold of the tangi!Jility of bodiet, it · waa 

forced to make this the resting point of all certainty, 

and th~ basis of all future knowledge. If, on the con-

• The eluticity of bodies ja a compound property which doet not 
manifest itself spontaneously ; an action ia neceaaary to aet it in play ; 
therefore, in order tO complete the explanation of light by meana of an 
~er, it wu neoeuary to create vibrations in Jaminoue bodies. 
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trary, philosophers had commeoced'Y ascertaining the 

properties of light, they would }u,e become convinced 

that nature contains two princples, and they would 

then have invet~tigated· tleir diB'erent combinations. • 

· This .methOd was. simple; and in .all probability it 

would have been fo)bwed had it presented itself first; 

but now it is oppolld to that which has been adopted ; 

and tbe prejudi~ over which reason triumphs with 

most difficulty, are aJways those of science ; they have 

exerted the most troublesome influence in all depart~ 
ments. · PhysiQs owe to them their ignorance of first 

motio1i ; Physiology, that of the vita1 principle; iuid 

Metaphysics,; the impossibi.ity of explaining the ·con~ 

nexien between the will and the aCts ofthe 'organism. ' 

Moreover, 'the elasticity of the ethereaJ fluid was not 

IDftiCient for the explanations of the physical phlloSO" 

phers, and in order to set it in play, they imagined the 
vibrations of luminous ·bodies. Thus, there was a se

cond hypothesis brought forward in support of the first. 

A third would have · been required in order · to · explain 

the formation of the vibratory apparatus, and . then a 
fourth, to hiform us how they begin to vibrate in com~ 

bastion ; bot philosophers had the prudence to stop. It 

is no less certain that the continuation of these explana

tions led to the necessity of creating first principles, 

· · • The element of tengibility i8 alao that. of immobility, for that 
wliil:h conatitutes tbe couaiateucy of bodies alaO collltitutes their re
pose ; : 10 that we may Coulider tbe . DDiverae u couteiuiDg two ·gauefal 
principla.-tbat of rest, BDd that of motioli. 
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which, without th6\jd ef 10 mauy hypotheses, might 

have been recogniaet. at <.nee, in the solar rays. 

In tr~tb, when weak na~ plaUoaopbera the cauee 
of the solar. vibrations, tbey ab..ndon tlleir auppoaition1, 

and answer that prinCiples ve. Jll)t capable. of explana

tion. But here there is no queaton about a principle, 

for the vibrations are aceidenta whcll acieuce. CMI@ht to 

accouQt for. 

We can ~nceive, that if light be an efement of na

ture, it ihonld escape from bodies which are iestmyed 

by .combuation ; . but. we canDot so easUy ~ceile how 
phil~op~eri have admitted into. e:very combita~e uw.~ 

lecJlle an invisible vibratory apparatila formed· in imifa

tion.of that which they.suppose to exist in.: the tu&• 
Beside~, the. rays of the 'day-s~ change their-.direction, 

and become inflected in .order to r~h na. Light, then, 

ia a .substance ; for attraetion would not exerfi r.ny pat

~cnl.ar infl11ent<e .on tlte undlllations of a tluid, whiqh, ln 

rea.t aa in m~tion, al~ys equally occupied ;a~. 

The rapiqity of . the vibratory propagations 4e!)Pnct& 

,.pon ~h!'l pp~er of ~~gation in the bowea which rJ~ 

ceive them.t We know, for example, t~t. they.ad~ 

• We might add, that the eombuetioil of bodies wowi destroy the 

vib~torr apparatl,ls bY. setting_ it in motion, while in the IUD It would 

be indemuctible Sf'd in perpetuaJ activity. 

t The mode ~( ~egation in the gaae~~ ehould be more iote~ ~ 
that in the ether, if we judge from the reeietance w~ th,y ,preeent: 

how comee it, then, that the propagation of aound in tht. air ie ao alow 

11~en we compere K Jrith. that o( light, whioh ia atmbut&d·.to the un, 

dulatiou or the ethereal fluid ? . 
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vance more rapidly in certain solids than sounds in the 

air ; • and we ask ~ow it happens that they should be 

so rapid in ·an ether, of which the parts have no cohe

lion among themselves. 

The neetllsity of expJaining the divenity of colours 

bas· alone lbd to ibe supposition of the inequality of the 

lnminons undulations, for the ring& of the liquid undn

laaons have always the same thickness; but this ine

qnality.sbould· be. destroyed in their rencounter, and 

produce new undulations necessarily uniform. Never

theleiS; the experiment of the prism recallt all the co

lours, and ·makes thein reappear. 

Shall we wppose that the luminous undulations meet 

and ·mingle, and- that· each pre~rves its. peculiar form ? 
This is conceivable, if light be the elementary motion ; 

for it ·may be colnpOsed of mOtiou of several natures ; 

but this phe~omenon is im.,ossible · in the case of com

municated motions~ 

Finally, the llimitioiis rays ieem to model themselves 

upon bOdies, because th,ey present u~ with their formll, 

a fact which ill agrees with the determinate form of 

eihereal undulations. 

These observations appear lllfficient to demonstrate 

the non-existence of the ether . and its undulations. All 

. these hypotb'eses, we cannot 'too often repeat, owe their 

• A blow hu been etruck upon pipee of ~metal of the length of 
~0 _metres, and w~ are &~~ured that the vibratione are propapted more 
rapidly in the ~~~~ than ~unde in tl\e air. 
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origin to the method of decomposition, which, advanc
ing from the compound to the simple, has given an er

roneous direction to the investigation of nature. . 
The lominoUB emiaiou are· a fact attested by our 

aen~~e~~. Euler wai the first to doubt them, because he 
though.t they would exhaust the day-star. But Nature 

every where reproduces henelf by reciommencing the 

circle ; and it is probable that light is eonducted back 

to its source by an unknown route, • as the rains re8tore 

to the ocean the waters it has lost by· evaporation. 

The direct testimony of the senses has lost its autho• 

rity, and philosophers go in search of troth by more in~ 

direct methods, ever since Galileo discovered that they 

had deceived us in respect to the immobility of ·the 

• The earth receivn the greater number of eolar raya-the elemen
tary motion--between the tropics, and, after having made 'uae of them, 
parts with them at the poles. This, perbapa, is the cause of the 
aarora boreali•, and of the accumulation of electricity which ia ob
oerved in theoe regiona. This may abo be the cause of the motion of 
the globe on ita uia, for all the motiona of the earth are produeed by 
the ray• of the euo. The impulse which. they occuion givn it, uid 
the internal agitation they produce may explain ita diurnal rotation, 
and ita annual revolution. 

Attraction manifeete in bodiee an active power which matter, e~oen·
tially inert, could not eommimicate to them. Attraction is perhape 
produced by the elective aftinity which ia oblerved between motion. and 
matter. This affinity acquires a material action in bodiee ; conoe
quently, it tendo to re-unite them, and incr~e in a ratio comp-d of 
their m- and their distance. Moreover, we know that the magnet 
and the electric ftuid attract iron and oeveral other IUbetanct'a ; and 

magoetiam, galvanism, and electricity, are only modification• of tho 
motion of the earth, which bU been already explained. 
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earth. In *hat case, however, reasoning was more to 
blame than they in leading us into error, by tranlfer

ring to the relations of the heavenly bodies a proposi

tion which was unquestionably true in reference to onr
.elves. 

Science had meco?••lld that light contains the colours. 
From this it was a necessary in~-'! that it fixed it
self in bodies, because they were coloured. This "'"....J.d 

have been simple as nature. On the contrary, it was 

supposed that the colour of bodies was only a pheno
menon of reflection, of which an explanation was at· 

tempted by saying that they appeared white when they 

reflect equally the luminous undulations, and black when 
they extinguish them, and that the other colours are 

the result of intermediate effects. This ingenious by~ 

pothesis is by no means satisfactory, for by throwing 
red rays upon a yellow body, it is made to appear 

orange ; that is to say, of its own colour compounded 

with that of the light thrown upon it : therefore, 

the colours exist simultaneously in the light and in 

bodies. 

It is remarkable that the creation of false systems 

almost always requires a greater effort of ingenuity 
than the discovery of simple troth. By a fatality not 

easy to explain, men .of science are generally disposed 

to keep at a distance from the easy route : it appears, 

that, in order to attract their attention, some reasoning 

YOL. JJ. 
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is aeeenary, eufticien&ly ingenious && be incomprehen

sible by the common sense of &he unlearned. -If, with 

leu labour, philosophers had convinced themselves that 

the colouring of bodies depended upon the solar rays 

which became fixed in &hem, it would have followed 

that it was they which, in combiDI&ion, produced, in es

caping, light and "-"' • 
Tbls discovery led to that of elementary motions ; 

• We ahould the more readily admit that combuation ia nothing elee 

than a diaengagement of the solar raya, becauae thia explanation pre. 

nnta, in the case of all &rtificial ligbta, an unity of caun and a eim

plicity of me&DI entirely conformable to the 1113rch of Nature (CA.) 
I take tho liberty of adding the following paaeage from Dr Roget'e 

Treatin on Electricity : " The particles of air electrified by a pninted 

conductor are repelled by that conductor, and repel it allo; and, more· 

over, repel one another: and the same effect takea place whether their 
electric state be of the positive or negative kind. Hence the atream 

of air which procaeda from any electrified point ill very natUrally ac

counted for. H the quantity of electricity which ia traoaferred is con· 
tiderable, it excites a more violent commotion among the particlea 

which it ialluencea in ita puaage. The intenn energy of ita repul· 

oive action producea the· m~~tt audden and forcible expamion of that 

portion of the air which occupiet tbia line; thia air, thua expanding, 
muat be expelled laterally agai.nat the aurrouodiog particles, and must 
occuion their audden compreaaion. The ecolution of heat aad liglot~ 

--of the aolar rays, according to M. Char del--" u the necu•arv co" • 
•etJW~&« of thu toiolent compreuion.'' 

Atmospheric air, when tuddenly condensed, producea such a conei

derable es.tricatioo of caloric, that cotton, aod even heated charcoal, 
have beeo eet on tire by it. Ioataocea of this will be found in the air· 

guo, in compreaaiog pumpa for kiodliog tinder by m~ans of violent 

compreaaioo from a single emart etroke of the piaton, in pel'Cilllioa. 
locka for fowliDg.pi~cee, ·&c. · 

The cauae of tbia phenomenon is easily e:rplained upon the principle• 
laid down by M. ChardeL-(J. C. C.) 
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for communicated motions cease as ,soon 88. they .meet 

with adequate ret~iatance ; wbilelight, retained in com

pound bodies, preserve• its in:tri01ic activity, and es· 

capes from them with iu original velocity. 

The luminous emanations suffice for all explanations • 

but . they were examined after . the. · impolsions, and 

the mind, pre-occupied with the · calculation of ma~e~ 
rial diaplace~ents, did not recognise motion in itself, 

because it is intangible. This was another conse
quence of the method of study. When the investiga~ 
tion of Nature has once commenced with the consist

ence .. of bodies, we endeavour to . make every . thinS~ 
~iqge upon it. Thus, 88 soon as there is a want of 

materiality, the field of hypotheses opens, and it is then 

that . philosophers proceed to create an ~thereal fluid, 

sonorous Qr .lnmin~s undulations, and vibratory appa

ratllll, in order to set them in motion. • 

. All theMe fictions were difficult to invent, and re

quired .learning, and even geni\ls; while the mere ob

servation of that which exists, would have been alone 

sufficient to enable ns to recognise the truth. t 

• The ayatem of aolar emiuiona adopted by Newton, is anterior to 
that of luminoue unduletione; but it waa found ineuBicient, beca1111e i' 
was conceived after the obeervation of the material emisliona, in ad
vancing from the compoimd to the simple-a methOd from which science 
has never departed, and which must lead it astray from the nature of 

principles. The motion of light is not the reault of an impulsion, but 
of the motility inherent in itself ; for it is the elementary motion, and 
all impnlsiona depend upon it more or leu immediately. 

t One might be tempted to apply to the present method of phytical 
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The sun is the sole source of motion ; his rays ~mi

mate nature by combining with it ; and combuation af. 

terwarde does nothing elle than reproduce them to our 

eyes. They are the principle of vitality, and it ia they 

which, abeorbed by the earth, constitute the latent heat 

of Dr Black ; for heat is nothing more than a name 

given to the agitation they produce in matter• I 
shall by-and-by explain this phenomenon, but I moat 

first say a word or two with regard to the sonorous 

ondulationa, and their progress. 

The idea of hypothetical undulations is borrowed from 

liquids. They owe the property of forming them to 

the special mode of agglomeration which places them 

between solids and ftuids, by giving to their parts too 

much union to permit them to separate without efFort, 
and not enough to produce vibrations. It is not the 

same either with the gases or with solid bodies, which, 

consequently, can never produce real undulations. Phi
losophers, however, without being arrested by this dif

ficulty, which they do not appear to have perceived, 

have determined that nndulatimis are formed in &he air, 

and that sonorousness is merely an application of the 

elasticity of bodies to a particular use. By this means, 

they confound vibrations and sounds, which it is neces

sary to distinguish, if these two phenomena of elasti

city be produced, as I think they are, by combinatioua 

inveatigation these words of the aacred writer, Ambulallimu llitu diJfi· 
rilu, et errallimu a Ilia writatil. 
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in which motion acts in an opposite man~er. It ap

pears to me, in reality, that, in solids, matter a~orhs 

motion and retains it in the bodies ; hence their cinsist

ency and the immobility of their forms ; wh,-au. in 
fluids, on · the contrary, it is motion which hold, matter 

in aolution ; hence an internal circuJation, anJ the con. 

tinual expansion of the molecnlet1, which d~ not per

mit them to stop at any determinate form. 

The vibrations of solids are the result of accidental 

impulsions communicated at shor.t distaaees following 
the continuity of their aggregations ;• whilst in fluids 

there exists no material aggregatio~ it is motion 

which in them is found in a state of ec~Jtinuity, and the 
I 

vibratory accidents only impress upan it an agitatioa 

of a pecuJiar nature, which, in ce.....,in ·cases, produces 

11ounds.t 

It is astonishing that philosoph,-'• who consider the 
propagation ~f sounds in the air·as · a phenomenon of 

elasticity, should have borrow~in order to explain 

it, the idea of undulations in ufaids ; for these last are 

• Strike a beam at one extremity, i/18 vibration ia immediately com
muoicated to the other ; but it ceaaei il you strike it transversely : thus 
it followa the direction of the fibre.. 

t The uniformity of the intenoal . motion of the air expl&ioa much 
more simply thg equality of the ~n of IOUnda, than all the hy
poth- wbith have been SO laboriouaiy 8Kcogitlted upon thi& subject. 
When the · vibrations of the IOJI()roua boiJit. beu·. principally upon the 
motion of the gaseoua combila&tiooe, the ~d poduced ia of great pu. 
rity ; and, on the contrary, the more they-act 1fOD the material part, 
the more noise ia the retalt. 
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notllng but air divested of the caloric which rendered 

it elaatic. 

In "'uth, .the principle of beat is no better known 

than t•t of.· elasticity; but let any one examine the 
nature tl the solar rays, and he will be convinced that 

they aretnotion in themselves, and that heat is nothing 

el11e than \he agitation they produce in bodies. 

The soU. rays, .or, if you please, caloric communicates 

to ftuid co•binations an internal action which resists 

compression~eing always at work to extend their ma

terial part; dis is called their elasticity.• 

Solids pres$ an opposite combination ; in them the 

tangible part p•dominates ; it exists in a state of corv 

tinuit.y, and mo6tn, confined within the forms, confers 

upon them the power of returning to themselves when 

opposed : Such is dte cause of the phenomena of elasti

city by ftexion and by exteiiSion• 
These explanatioas, whiCh are believed to be as true 

as they are simple, may be applied to Physiology. In 

faCt, muscular contractility and excitability are pheno-. 

mena of elasticity prodaeed b.y the vital element in ani

mals, which f~rm it by illdividualisi~g motion. It is 

• In the gueooa combiaationt, 110tion coaatantly labours to .expand 

matter, which ooafera apon them an interntl action to retiat comprea
aion ; but if the. latter is mole powarfll, it drawa off the material put 
of the gaa, and cbe !ipt is daengaged ~ thia is what takea place in ~ 
experiment of the brifUet ~matique, where the material part of ~e 
air being suddenly witLdra'IID, lea-.ea the elementary motion at liberty, 
that ia to say, the solar raya, which immediately eacape. 
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always an· internal power, generated by the union of 

the solar rays with matter; for life ii nothing else than 

this; everywhere, by combining, they confer upon com

pound bodies their appropriate action. This is the se

cret of nature ; and if the cause has remained so long 

concealed under its effects, it is because 11cience has 

been confined to the observation of the latter. 

It has been supposed that there e~ists in the universe 

an attractive and a repulsive principle ; and the elasti

city of solids has been ascribed to the former, and that 

of ftuids to the latter. This · ~.>rror is another conse· 

quence of the method of investigation. When the exa

mination of nature commences with compound bodies, 

opposite effects give rise to the supposition of contrary 

cauiles, although it is evident that the accidents of elas

ticity are all phenomena of mntion. 

From. the period when Newton discovered that the 

elasticity of ftuids was owing to the caloric lodged in 

the interstices of their molecules, . it was experimentally 

demonstrated that that of solids had the same cause. 

In fact, it was enough to place 'Water on the fire to be 

convinced that the gaseous elasticity was produced by 
the caloric which disengaged itself from the solid when 

in a state of combustion. The principle of elasticity; 

then, only makes solids pass into ftoids by changing the 
morle of combination.• 

• The operation of this principle may he exemplified by a Tery lim
pie e:rperiment. " Let a tm~l quantity of water he placed in a glan-
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Na&aral pbUoaophy constantly speaks of tloids with

oat properly defining what tloidity is. It is unques

tionable, however, that liquefaction, vaporization, and 

electro-magneiism preeent a teries of phenomena in 

ftuk of contider8ble ailte, and then cloaed ao u to prevent the eacape 

of any npour. Let thil T-1 be now plued over the !lame of a spi

rit-lamp, eo u to e&WI8 the water it contains to boil. For a conaider
able time the water will be observed to boil, and apparent! y to diminish 

in quantity, until at length all the water diaappean, and the nu~l ia 

apparently empty. . If the veaael be now remoTed from the lamp, and 

euapended in a cool atmoapbere, the whole of the interior of ita surface 
will presently appear to be covered with a dewy moisture; and at length 

a quantity of water will collect in the bottom of it, equal to that which 
bad been in it at the commencement of the . proceaa. '1'hU no water 

hu at any petiod of the experiment -ped from it, may be euily de
termined, by performing the experiment with the glaaa ftuk suspended 

from the ·arm of a balance counterpoised by a sufficient weight suspend

ed from the other arm. The equilibrium will be preaerved through
out, and the veaael will be found to han the aame weight, when to all 

appearance it ia empty, u when it contains the liquid water. It ia evi· 

dent, therefore, that the water e:Data in the veaael in every stage of the 
proceu, but that it becomea invisible when the proceaa of boiling bu 
continued for a certain length of time, and it may be shewn that it will 
continue to be invisible, provided the fluk be expoaed to a temperature 

COIIIiderahly elevated. Thua, for example, if it be auapended in a vee

eel of boiling water, the water it contains will continue to be invisible ; 

but the moment it ia withdrawn from the bolling water, and expoaed to 
the eold air, the water will again become visible, forming a dew on the 
ioner aurface, and finally collecting in the bottom, u in the commence-_ 

ment of the experiment. 
" In fact, the liquid bu, by the proceaa of boiling, been converted in

to vaptn<r or .team, which ia a body aimilar _ in ita leading propertiea to 
common air, and, like it, ia inviaible. It liltert.Ve pOUU8e1 tile pro
perty of ,lalticity, cmd otlaer meclaaaical qualitiu mjoyed by ,_. i11 

g~~~eral."-LAIUI .. a; 0. HIIGI. (J. C. C.) . 
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which motion goes on increasing until it attains to 

light, where it stops as at its source. • 

It is of consequence, in investigating the formation 

of sonoro01ness, to examine the transition fi·om the 

elasticity of solids to that of tluids. Liquids, placed 

in the intermediate state, show how the change is ef

fected, and the proof of their small share of sonorous

ness results from the obstacle they oppose to the pro

pagation of sounds. t we know, for inl!tance, that a 

thick mist stops them at a short distance, and that the 

most sonorous bodies cease to produce sound when 

plunged if!to a liq11id. Again, in the muteness of fishes 

we find a proof of the insonorous nat1H"e of water. The 

percussions ef a bell placed under the exhausted re

ceiver of an air-pump, prove that sound is extinguished 

in a vacuum, and that it revives upon the readmission 

of air; hence the conclusion that it (the air) was the 

only really sonorous hedy. It bas been since believed 

that sonorousness is a property of all vibrations, because 

they create sound upon reaching our ears.:j: But these 

• Heat liquefies, and end. by reducing to vapour the greeter part of 
•olids, and we have aeen that caloric ia only a 11&1De given to the eolar 
'aye eombiaed in bodiea. Moreover, it ia well known that Electro
Magnetism abounds ln luminoua phenomena. 

f The diminution of sound follows the progr- of the IOiidification 
of the gases, and the coatrary is obaerved in the vaporisation of solids • 

. We may concl~de from thia, that eonorousneu ia a property peculiar to 
&he nature of the gaaeoue elasticity. · 

t The aounds produced in the air contained in our eara do not pron 

VOL. II. K k 
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contain air, and notwi&b.HawUng the esperimeau to the 

contrary, it seema to be riprpusly demonlltl'ated that 

vibratioRI are not aounds, because deafnetll allows tJaose 

to feel vibrations who are iftleBsible to 8Clands. Be

aides, we have just seen that the fomaer reaeh us in 

conaequence of a aeries of ma~rial shocks, which ate 

communica~d at small distances, while the latter are 

traDllmitted to us by the internal motion of the air, 

which does not permit matter to conglomerate.• 

In fact, it is to the continuity. of the :wlld combina~ 

tions that they owe the property of formiDg vibration., 

whilst, on the contrary. it is the diuolution _of matter 

in the motion of the gases w.hich co01tit1Mea their so

norouanellllo Thus, in the transition of i£e to the state of 

vapour, aonorousneu is manifested after the mhracity 

has disappeared, and we may be a&~ured thai the con· 

trary takes place in 'be opposite tranaitiOJl. Liquids, 

of which the consistence is intermediate, are remarkable 

for the struggle which their ephemeral and ambiguous 

state present£!; for in them motion labours to dissolv.e 

that the vibrations which cauae them are sounds, but that the conti
nuity of the molecules transmits. the vibra~ona. 

• The touch. inspires ua with ao much confidence, that attempte have 
been made to IWirnilate all our other aelilationa to thoae we derive 
from it. The sensation of touch, however, results (rem immediate 
material contact, and that of sight, on the contrary, is· owing to the 
impreuions we receive from something immaterial and intermediate : 
the one addresses itself principally to the materiality of the organa, th~ 
o$her to the llfe which aniaatea them. . The oth• s- all pertici
pate, in different proportions, in these two modes of being aft'ectelj. 
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matter, whieh laat, 011 the oth•r baud, bu a eoilstallt 

tendency to conglomerate ; so that the. sounds thereiu 

fm·med are immediately arrested; and the vibratiOBt 

become changed into undulations. 

Make water pus into the state of oongelaaion-it 

becomes solid ; its molecules conglOillerate, and elaatieity 

by flexibility is manifested. Expose it to heat-it. be~ 

comes liquid, its motion is increased, ita parts have almost 

no cM1ereuce, and the elu,icity by flexibility disappears. 

Finally, redace the water to steam-its volwne the11 

augments prodigio11Sly, the continuity of motion take11 

place of that of matter, elasticity by compreMibility is 

manifested, and sonorousness along with it. 

Caloric· predominates in the guel) whilst it is im· 

prisoned in the forms of solid bodies; hence the so, 

norousne!S 9f the one, and the vibracitg of the other. 

What has been said of the diversity of size in the 

luminous undulations is, in all respects, applicable to 

the sonorous. It is asserted that the extent of the 

latter varies from the infinitely 11mall to thirty-two feet; 

and to give some CODsistency to this supposition, it is 

sought to be supported by calculations which are inap

plicable to it. 

It is certain that, in the formation of sounds, the. ra

pidity of the vibrations increase!! in the ratio of the 

shortening of the sonorous body, so that the diminution 

of length is exactly compensated by the increased ra

pidity. The pipe of an organ, for example, which be-
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ing thirty-two feet long, vibrates thirty-two times in a 

second, would vibrate sixty-four times, if it were only 

sixteen feet long. This applies to all lengths, and tO 
all degrees of velocity, when compared.• Proceeding 

from this observation, it has been supposed that ana

logous undulations propagated sounds in the air, and 

their size bas been measured by establishing a propor

tion between the time employed ·and the space tra· 

ver!!(l!d ; but the exactness of this calculation, which 

rests upon the examination of vibrations, proves no· 

thing in regard to the supposed existence of gaseous 

undulations, and, in this respect, the question remains 

entire. It has been already demonstrated that the na

ture of the gaseous combinations does not permit the 

formation of undulations ; arid it can be shewn that all 

the accidents which affect the rapidity of the vibrations, 

such as shortening the size and tension of the sonorous 

body, partake of the nature of the solid aggregation!!, 

and are inapplicable to those of gases, so that nothing 

analogous can be produced.t 

Philosophers do not clt>arly explain bow sonorous un-

• The relation between the length of the sonorous body and the ra
pidity of its vibrations, upon which, it would appear, the aize of the 
sonoroua undulations ie inade to depend, is not applicable to stringed 
instruments ; for tension increues the rapidity of their vibrations, 
without altering the length of the vibrating body. 

t Fluids are not susceptible either of tension or of shortening. All 
these changes are accidents wbit'h affect the form of bodiet, and fluids 
have none. 
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dulations are formed, and still less how, with an extent 

of thirty-two feet, they are enabled to advance un-· 

broken. Besides, we know that sounds, when expiring 

in the sir, produce the 12th and 17th sharp, and make 

their octaves resound; whence it would follow that a 

single undulation could produce others of every size. 

The phenomena of sound have a great analogy ·to 

those of light, for the latter contains the colours nearly 

as the motion of the air contains sounds. An accident 

of refraction displays the one-an accident of vibration 

. causes the others to he heard ; and it is remarkable that 

the minor gamut presents the sounds in the same order 

as the colours are presented in the successive bands of the· 

rainbow. Moreover, these phenomena have a common 

origin, for we are indebted for light to the free expan

sion of the solar rays, and for sound to the continual 

motion they maintain in the gaseous combinations. 

Light, heat, and elasticity are produced by the ele· 

mentary motion ; we call light the cause of the impres· 

sions which our eyes receive from it; beat, the sensa-· 

tion which it makes us experience when it penetrates 

our organism; and elasticity, the action it communicates 

to compound bodies by combining with them. 
The solar rays enlighten us so long as they continue 

to expand around us ; but light ceases as 1100n as they 

are arrested in a combination. They warm the atmo

sphere by uniting with the vapours exhaled by the 

earth ; and if we examine the processe~ of nature, we 
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may easily .. ure oanelves that they enter int.o the 

formation of all vegetables. 

In faet, a tree, when growing, daily absorbs and con

fonnds with itl substance a certain quantity of solar 

nays ; bat they aury be separated again by homing it, 

and tlhen light is reproduced ; for eombaation dilunitee 

tlae elements which its v~tion bad rol\eeted to

getller.• 

The solar rays agitate the molecllles of bodiea in pe

netrating them. This agitation is what we call lteat ; 

it is the operatien which pr.eoodes the formation, or 

which accompanies the destructioa of compound bediea ; 
it place11 itlelf in eq11ilibrium and oommunicatea itlelf, 

for motion eugaged in matter enends itself oatil it 

either beeomes fixed or escapea. 
AD combustion ciiaen!ages motion, and, COD~equeotl y, 

producee beat; .but the eause .of the latter does net be

come luminoM until it .entii-ely altandoos matter, and 

r8produces itself at liberty ; until then, the effects of 

heat approximate those of light in pl'9portiou as its in

W~Iity iocreases.t 

To the rays of the sun w.e are indebted for light and 

heat ; but the .one is the eifeet of the expauion of mo

tion DDCOmbifted with matter, and the other is cmly a 

name giYen to the agitati~ wlrich it carries into matter 

• Friction produce~~ heat, because it destroy• the bodies, and re
places in expalllioa tbe moaon whillh wu combiDecl in them. 

t An intense beat traveraea crystal nearly ia the same way u light, 
w bilat it obatrum a moderate beat. 
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upon entering it. Thence it happens· that, in propor

tion as~ recede from the ea'l"tlt, the light of day in

crl'ases, while beat diminishes. It is certain tllat at a 

great elevation, even under the tropics, the !In ow never 

melts. 

Thus, in order to separate the solar rays from the 

heat they produce, it is sufficient to insulate them from 

the terrestrial emanations ; this effect is obtained arti

ficially under the receiver of the air-pump, and the 

same thing occurs naturally beyond the atmosplll'ric 

air.• 

The sun and the earth are the sources of motion and 

of the consistence of bodies, and we are only surrounded 

by different combirr&tious formed by their union. 

These may be arranged in three principal classes, re

latively to the decrease of motion-Fluids, Liquids, and 

Solids. 'The earth furnishes the ba8is of the consistence 

of bodies; it is ibis substance which we call matier. It 

is impossible, in the present state, to disengage it en

tirely from motion ; but experience proves that the den

sity and j;zity of ·bodies diminish as motion increases, 

and augment, on the contrary, when it is withdrawn. 

• Although 'the T&ya ef .the wun Snt reacb tille beighta, before they · 

de10eud ioto the valleya, DeYertbeleaa beat ia always formed in the 

plai01 ; and e:rperieoce prow. that 00111lnntion dift'DSet less h81t in 

"'1 elnated eituatiooa. u bu been ·oble1'1'ed in Tbibet. Moreover, 
we ill appl'lloiate the beat of ~e eun wbea we judge of it by tbe ef'ecta 
which hie raya produce upon the earth ; foT heat reaulte from tbe mix. 

ture : The wolar raya are tbto elemeatary 1110\ioa, and beat ia the agita. 
tion which they earry. illto auMer whtm· they penetrate it. 
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We know, for e:tample, that the augmentation of beat 

converLs wa&er into s&eam, and that ita subtraction 

makes it pllllll into the state of ice. In solids, matter 

predominates, giving na the idea of reat. Liquids, 

placed in an intermediate state, preserV-e a doubtful 

character ; a little more motion converts them iato 

steam, a little less renders them solid. With regard to 

ftoids, and especially the electric ftuid, they present us 

with motion almost without re~~traint; and it may be 

proper to say a word or two of thi11 last, before pro

ceeding to discus!\ the formation of individnallife, with 

which it has the greatest analogy. 

At present, we designate, under the name of Electro

Magneti.Jm, the cause of the magnetic, galvanic, and 

electric phenomena. The electro-magnetic fluid is a 

mixt sub11tance, in which the solar rays exiat in super

abundance. It is in some sort the life of the earth, for 

it is that portion of the elementary motion of which it 

forms its own particular motion. • Ita rapidity hu not 

yet been calculated, but it is far from being equal to 

that of light, because it only makes our planet traverse 

about 2;3,000 league& in an hour. t 

• Tbie explains the inftuence of the sun upon the magnetic pheno
mena, it.e connexion with the variati0.118 of the magnetic needle, and the 
difference of the galvanic st.etee in bodies, produced by change of tem
perature. It "'flpears that we have succeeded, by insulating the violet 
rays of light, and causing them to fall upon steel needles, in renclering 
the latter magnetic; which preeuppoaes a etrODj[ analogy, if not a com
plete identity, ltetween them and the electric ftuid. 

t Light requires no more than eight minutes to travel about thirty- . 
four milliona of leagues, which separate ua from the eun. 
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The union o~ the two elements in electricity give~J to 

its action a character of Tiolenoe which is capable of 

breaking in pieces the most solid bodies, whereas, light 

does not allow us to perceive the possibility of a col

lision. In the latter, all is motion-ii agitates matter 

and can separate its molecules ; but it never· clashes 

with the consistency of subaiances. • 

The- phenomena of the electre-magnetie 6oid have an 

analogy with those of the- individual life ; it is produced 

by thtuolar rays, of which the earth receives the greater 

part between the tropic11, and exhales, probably, at the 

poles. t From this there results a circulation and an 

internal process, by means of which the atmospheric air 

eicapes around our globe as a sort of transpiration. 

Such is aa abstract of the theory propounded lly M. 

Chardel-a theory which appears to be completely 

borne Olli, and 6rmly supported by all the phenomena 

of Nature hitherto discovered and investigated, to con

firm the anticipations of preceding philosopher!!, and to 

• The electric ftuid breaks bodiea in pieeet, because matter entero 
into ita formation ; that ie to eay, something of tbe constituent prin· 
eiple of the conailteney of things. 

t Tbie ia llelieved to be· tile .oause of tbe atorOI'<IIxweo.lU, aDd of the 
accumulation of electricity which is fount! at the poles. The heat pro· 
duced by the eatth in forming it11 life, that is to say, ita t>i8 motri.r, 

must be greater internally than e,_temaHy, and this see11111 to be con
firmed by observation; hut it does not fonow that the planete are ex
tinct eune, for their nature, their functions, and the rl'latione of the 
stare among themselvee, place them in an order so different, that hypo
thesi• ought nevet to havo confouaded tllem.. 
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place, M it were, the keystone upon the arch ef physi

cal sc:iellce. It eetl eat nom the simple principle, that 

there M'e jut two elemeotl io Nature, 111t111er and~ 

-&he one baring a terrell&rial, tile other a solar origin ; 

aad by the peeoliar oomltiaationa of tlleee two 4!1elll8ftt., 

which have an elective dinity towvck each other, all 

phyaical phenomena a-e produced. Light, heat, mag
netimt, eleetri«My, pl..m.tn, eleetro-1D88'Jie&iam, &c. 

remit from the combina&n Of the elemen&ary lllOtieo 

with matter. Tbe solar rays are the source of the ele

menwy motion, which, again, confer11 apon certain 

lllbMancea their elutie and sollOI'OUI qualities. 

Should any perao11s be disposed to deeline the inves

tigation of thia theory, on the ground that they do not 

tiiad it sutTOaDded by a mfficient 011mber of experi

mentl, it maybe obeerYed, &hat no 11ew experiments 

were neceuary, and that it relies for its support upon 

all tboae which have 1teen aheady made. It is Gnly re

cpime. that we change the mode of ~a-that 

we descend from the · elements to the compounds, in

stead of attemptiag, aa .has been hitherto done, to as

cend from the compounds to the elemente. It ie not 

JUkleil~~~ry that we elaoald abandon the lmowlecJ«e al

ready acquired, 'but only that we ahonld give a more 

rational . d.irectiOA to the method of inveltigation, and 

tllen we shall probably anon pereeive, that the ana

logy which led philosophers to create an elastic 6uid, 

in order to enable them to explain the phenomena of 
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light, is the most complete proof that light contains in 

itself the principle of eluticity. The question, then, 

comes to ·be, . whether tJae solar rays are the effect or 

the ca111e; &Dd, asiUn!dly, the solution wouJd not be 
long doabtfuJ, if we unly .oonsolted common ~use. 

The pr-ee.eut method · of inveatigation is ·opposed to 

the orcler Of Nature. · ·~ attempt, by destroying her 

worb, to ascend from tihe compound 1o the simple, is 

to investigate in an erreneons din!ce.;en: it>iscbeginning 

at the end, and it were much better to begin at the be
ginning. In following tihe old method, the compound 

properties, ~y presenting themselves ·firet .to ~ur notice, 

take the place of elements, and are etrq;loyed tO··ex

plain the latter when we examine them at a later pe· 

riod ; and it is thti, that, in order to explain the phe

nomena of light, pb'iloeephers have ended lry creating 

a -ebimerieal i!la!ticity in an imaginary ftoid, wltilst it 

would ha"f'e Men more natural ·aiHJ mor<e .-y 'te ia.-es

tigate first tfle properties ·af tlle lfOitn- rays. 

After expounding t~ principles of hie new pbyMoal 

theory, M. Chardel proceeds ·to i!xplain ·their applica

tion to phisiological and psyebo1ogical science. But 

into this branch of his inquiries I do not propose to en· 

ter 'llt present; because it appear.s to me that the prin· 

dple themselves wbieh eonstitnte the foundation of the 

whole system, should fint be recogni8ed as true, before 

we attempt to extend them to otlser depal'tments of 

philosophy. 
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I have already observed, that. the theory here de\'e· 

loped ia remarkably distingoiahed for ita extreme sim· 

plicity, as well as for the Atiafactory mauner in which 

it enables us ..to account for the most importaut pheno· 

mena of Nature upon one commoa pdneiple, and with· 

out the necessity of having recourse to any subsidiary 

hypothesis. That the day-stal' is tile great dispelller 

of light and heat throughout the . whole 110lar system, is 

a fact obvious to our senses and common observation. 

We see our ann continually engaged in darting forth 

his brilliant emanations, communicating light, heat, mo

tion, and animation to all objects within the aphere of 

their inftuence ; and the aame connant motility i11 mani

feated in the incessant acintillations of the fixed stars, 

which apparently preside, as other suns, over other pla

netary systems. We find that, in proportion as this 

luminary recedes, and withdraws his enlivening beams 

from the earth, all nature droops, .and languishes and 

dies, or, at least, becomes dormant, and is only resUB

citated after a time, by the influence of his returning 

light and beat. We cannot wonder, therefore, that, in 

the infancy of the world, an4 among nations which 

had not been generally illuminated by th~ superior 

lights of Divine Rev.elatioo, this great second cause 

should have become the principal object of religious 

worship, and that the devotional gratitude of mankind 

should have prompted them to pay the highest adora

tion to that vaai luminous body " which looks from his 
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sole dominion like the god of this · world." The ra

tional devotee, indeed, was too enlightened to regard 

this luminary aa the supreme object of his worship ; he 

considered it only as the visible emblem of that invi

sible Sun-that Eternal Spirit-which is the sole au

thor of all material existence, and the sole object of all 

intelligent adoration. · 

" Let us," says the Hindoo in the Gayatri, or holiest 

verse of the Vedas, " let us adore the supremacy of 

that Divine Sun (opposed tO the visible luminary), the 

godhead who illuminates all, who recreates all, from 

whom all proceed, to whom all must return, whom we 

invoke to direct our understandings aright in our pro

gress towards · his holy· seat. What the sun and light 

are to this visible woTld, that are the supreme good and 

• truth to the intellectual and invisible universe ; and, as 

our oorporeal eyes have a distinct perception of objects 

enlightened bythe sun, thus our souls acquire certain 

knowledge, by meditating . on the light of truth which 

emanates from the Being· of Heings." 

We know that organic vigour, and redundancy of 

life, increase as the genial warmth augments, from the 

poles to the equator. In earthquakes and volcanoes, 

which appear to have one common origin, we may wit

nella the tremendous efforts of the elementary motion 

which bas been absorbed by the earth, to disengage it

self from matter. In the thunder and Jightning, we 

perceive several of the effects of the primary element 
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placed in awful activity-motion, light, heat, an4 souad. 

The same proeeu of diaeng&8'emeot is observed to tekAt 
place, in a les~J fearful degree, and leM destnetive form, 

in the aurora boreali$, and . the otlaer eleemc phenomeDa 

which ocelir at the' poles. 

Philoaophers 11~m·now to be almost uwmimously of 

opinion, that light, beat, magnetism, and electricity, are 

all the modified prod'ucti of one common principle. and 

if they are right in their interpretation of Nature, it 

only remains for u& to discover what that principle 

is. Now, wJth regard to light· and heat, this principle 

can hardly admit of a serious question; and in respect 

to the others, if we are compelled to attribute them to 

the same cause, we cannot do otherwise than refer them 

to the influence of the solar rays, modified by their 

combination with matter. The whole of the pheno

mena to which I have alluded, may be produced, as 

Kant long ago observed, by friction. Light and hftllt 

escape without intermission from the sun, and are con

tinually emanating from the earth. They are both evi

dently evolved by the coinpl'ession of ftuids, and by 

the destruction of the particles of solids. • 

• Mr Lyell observes, that " the heat and cold which surround the 
globe are in a state of constant and universal ftux and reftux. The 
heated and rarified air is always rising and fto'lriug from the equator to
wards the poles in the higher regions of the atmosphere ; and, in the 
lower, the colder air is ftowiug back to restore the equilibrium,"
Geol. vol. i. p. 174. Mr Lyell further remarks, that a corresponding 
interchange takee place in the nU: Does not a similar interchange 
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By coaceDt.ratiDg- the solu rays, and caus_ing them to 

converge into a foc08, we caa produce intense heat, 

light, and combustion. By insulating the violet rays 

of the solar: apectrnm, and making them fall upon steel 

needles, the latte.r may be rendered magnetic, ail ·bu 

beea demeoetmed by the aperimentll of Moriehini, 

Mr Christie, and-Mrs Somerville. We know that tbe 

needle of the compaas does not. continue stable during 

the whole length of the day. In proportion as the sun 

becomes elevated in the hori110o, the needle ach·auces 

towards the west until towards one·o'elock ip the after

noon : it then approximates its primitive position until 

sunset ; and when the sun has aet, it continues at rest 

until next morning. The extent of these diurnal varia~ 

tiona varies from day to day, and the variations are much 

greater in different latitudes ; • and, which is still mnre 

of electricity take place throughout the universe, for the purpose of 
maintaining the equilibrium? 

The following singular fact waa elicited during the examination of 
Captain Fitzroy of the Beagle surveying ship, upon a naval court-mar~ 
tial lately held at Portsmouth.-( Case of the ship Challenger, 1836.) 
He stated, that the late earthquakes on the western coast of South 
America have had the extraordinary effect of transforming what waa 

once a current of two miles an hour to the northward, into a current 
of five miles an hour to the southward, and that the soundings along 
the whole coast have been materially changed. 

• At Paris, in the month of June, the extent of the variations is 
fourteen minutes, and in th~ month of December; only Dine. At St 
Helena and Sumatra, the diurnal variations are considerably lees. 

It had been at one time announced · that . the magnetic needle expe" 
rienced no diurnal variations in Russia; but it seemed probable that 
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remarkable, the amount of these variations is greater 

in aummer than in winter, and during the day than in 

the night. 

The foregoing observations seem to place beyond all 

doubt the decided inftuenoe of the solar rays in deter

mining the magnetic phenomena. With regard to elec

tricity, Sir Humphrey Davy has observed, that "its 

silent and slow operation in the economy of Nature is 

much more important than its grand and impre11sive 

operation in lightning and thunder. h may be consi

dered," he ,lldds, " not only as directly producing an in-

tbia extraordinary and altogether inexplicallle exception waa entirely 
owing to the imperfection of the inatrumenta employed by the RWIIian 
obtervers. Thie eon;eeture 11'81 fully nrified by M. KupiFer, as ap
pears from eertai!l obeervatione communicated to M. Arsgo in 1826. 

M. KupfFer had carefully provided himeelf mth very delicatE! inatru
menta at Parit, and proceeding to K,uan, on the confines 11'hich sepa
ratE! Europe from Asia, he eetabliahed experimentally that the diurnal 
variation ie not 1811 there than at Paris. The only difFerence 11'88, that 
under thia longitude, the declination being towards the east, 11'hilat in 
our climatee it ia toward• the welt, the diurnal variatione take place 
there in a contrary eenee from those 11'hicb are obaerved at Paria. 

M. KupfFer not only este'blished at Kuan the exietence of the diur
nal variations in the aenee of declination, but thought he even remark
ed that the magnetic intell8ity of the earth varied according to the 
hours of the day, and also according to the aeuone of the year. M. 
Arago thinks, that, in the preeent atate of our knowledge, 11'e cannot 
accord entire confidence to auch reeulta. We are still in a atete of un

certainty relative to the diurnal variations which may take place in the 
inclination of the needle ; and it ia only when thia Jaet alem&D& ahall 

han been demonatrated in a rigoroua manner, that we ahall be able to 
form a judgment on the question 11'hich M. KupfFer thought himaelf 
~titled to decide. 
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finite variety of changes, but as influencing almost all 

which take place : it would seem, indeed, that chemi

cal attraction itself is only a peculiar form of the ex-· 

hibition of electrical attraction.''-Consolat. in Travel, 
p. 271. 

Electricity has been considered as a source of vol

canic heat. · This is probably a mistake of the effect 

for the cause. According to the principles of the theory 

I am now illustrating, it would be more philosophical 

to consider electricity as the product of a peculiar com

bination of heat (the calorific rays of the sun) with 

matter. · 

It has now been demonstrated by the discoveries in 

Electro-Magnetism, that magnetism and electricity are 

always associated, and are probably only different con

ditions or modifications of the same power. Soon after 

the great discovery of Oersted, it was suggested by M. 

Ampere in France, and by Mr Fox in this country, 

that all the phenomena· of the magnetic needl~ .might 

be explained by supposing currents of electricity to cir

culate constantly in the shell of the globe, in directions 

parallel to the magnetic equator. Some philosophers 

were disposed to ascribe these currents to the chemical . 

action going on in the superficial parts of the globe to 

which air and water have the readiest access ; while 

others, with greater probability, referred th.em to ther

mo-electricity, excited by the action of the solar rays 

on the surface of the earth during its rotation. This 

VOL. JJ, L l 
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last hypedl..U, indeed,- w IHt cwreltorMed. by dae 

faets I la&ely stated, relative *et tJ.e C!Om:lllpcmdeaoe flf 

the diurnal T&riationa of the maguet wid! the apparent 

motioR of dae AD ; ancl l.y the reoeot es:periiDellltll of 

Profeaor Seebeck, pro'ring that electric currents may 

be produced and maintaiRecl iu --ia formed exclo

eively of solid -coadae-.1"8 by tlae panial application of 

heat. 

Profel10r Cumming Nmarka, that M.gnetism, to a 

oon.-denble eJttent, ia eJtcited by the anequal diatriba

tion Of heat UDOIIg meUllie, and powibly amoagst other, 

bodiea. " Ia it improbable," he ask&, " that the diw
nal variatien of the needle, · whiela follow8 the coane of 

the aun, aod therefore MeiDl to depeoclapon heat, may 

reealt from the metala, and e~tller aabttaneee wlriela 

compote the enrfaee of the earth, beifl« unequally hf.et

ed, and ClOilleflllently suffering a change iu their tmll8'
netie inftoeuce ?" Dr Traill CODaiders " that the dis

turbance of the equilibriam of temperature of our pla

-net, IJy the C8Btinual action of tbe sun's rays on its in

tertropieal regMtle, and of the polar ioes, must oonftrt 

the earth into a vast thermo-~ apparatu11 ;" and 

" that the di.tlll'banoe of the eqailibrium of tempera
ture, even in stony strata, may elicit 1eme degree of 

magnetitm." Mr ChriHie fo.and daat, wben dif"mtllt 

metals had .their aorfaeea symmetrically uited thro-agh

oat, electric ~nrrents were still excited on the applica-
tion of heat, tJae phenomeua corretpondi.Dg to magnetic 
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polarifl&tioll in a particular direetioR nh refereBce to 

the place of greateet heat. Captain Foster'11 observa

tioas at Cape Hom, So11th Shetl111nd, and the Cape of 

Good Hope, whew most decidedly tt.t, itt the BmtMtm 

hemiephere, the diurnal deriations -of the BOtJtk end of 

the Dl'edle correspond vt~ry precisely with those of the 

fiM'IA in the fiO'rlAern hemiephere. Mr Christie con

cladM that, apoa the whole, there en he " no doubt 

that the diurnal variation of the Medle is due to elec

tric c11rrent:s excited by the beat of the 11un." 

In anotller passage, the same gentleman observes, 

that, "if electrical currents are exeited in the eartl1 in 

consequence of its rotation, we mnst look to some body 

exteriot' to the earth for the inducing cause. The mag

netic influence attributed by Morichini and Mrs Somer

ville to the violet ray, and the efFect which I found to 

be produced on a magnetised needle when vibrated in 

sunshine, and which appeared not to admit of explana

tion without attrib11ting saeh iniluence to the SliD's rays, 

might appear to point to the san as the indacing body;" 

and he afeerwll'l'ds remarks, that even Mr Harris's re

sults, which were difFerent upon a repetition of the 

same experimeBts, may poasibly be considered to indi

cate that the effects observed were due solely to cur

rents of air excited by the sun's rays. Captain Foster, 

in perfect accordance with the conclnsiens previously 

drawn by Mr Christie from his experiments, considers 

that the timt~s of dle day when the dinl'Dal changes of 
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magoeUc infttaeoce are the greatest and least, point 

clearly tO the IUD as the priJnary agent in the produc

tion of them ; and that this agency is such as to pro

duce a constant iotJeetion of the pole towards the sun 

<luring the twenty-four hours. 

"Upon a review of all the phenom('na of terrestrial 

magnetism, and considering the intimate relation which 

has been established between magnetism and electri

city, by which ia appears that,. if not identical, they are 

only different modifications of tha same principle, there 

can be little doubt that they are due to electric currents 

circulating rGUnd the earth ;" and we have every rea

son to presume that these currents are produced by the 

ever active influence of the solar rays. " It bas been 

said," continues Mr Christie, " that,. if we refer the 

magnetism of the earth to-. another body, .we only re

move the difficulty, and gain little by tha supposition. 

It, however, appears to me, that, if we could shew that 

the magnetism of the earth is due to the action of the 

sun, independent of its heat-which, however, I think 

the more probable cause-the problem. would be re

duced to the same class as that of . accounting for the 

light of the suo, the beating and chemical properties of 

its rays : we only know the facts, and are not likely to. 

know more~··• 

• See Chrietie'• Rtpod oa tit. Magnetism of t/te Earth, in Rqwf't 
of the Tllil'd .Muting of the BritUh Aaaociation for the AdaanctfM'lt 
ef Science. Lond~ 1 834. · 

'Ihia fact of the dependenee of 1\bgnetiam ud Electricity upon the 
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Lightning is decidedly an electrical vhenomenon ; and, 

as Dr Roget observes, it has been known, in numbe~:.

less in~Jtances, to del4troy, and sometimes to reverse, the 

polarity of the compass; and he adds, that many disas

trous accidents happening to ships, in consequence of 

mistaking their course, may very probably haTe been 

owing to this cause. A ship, in latitude 48°, encount

ered a violen$ thunder-storm ; 'he mast was struck by 
lightning, which also reveraed the poles of alt the com

passes, in the ship. It is t~1.atet1, that in one of the com

pBSSes, the end which had before pointed to the north 

now pointed to the west. In another instance, a stt·oke 

of lightning pa811ed through a box containi-ng knives 

and forks, melting some, and scattering the rest about 

the room. All tliou not melted bad been rendered strongly 

magnetic. In this last instance, we may clearly pe,.... 

ceive the eonnexion between motion, light, heat, elec

tricity, and magnetism. 

The appearance of the Aurora horealil is also consi

dered as a phenomenon of electricity. Now, this me

teoric pheAomenon 1las been frequently observed te be. 

accompanied by a disturbance in the position of the 

compass; and a delicately suspended magnetic needle 

has generally exhibited, upon these occasions, very fre-

inlluenee o£ the solar raye, seems deducible not only from the researches 
of British philosophen, but also from the inquiries, experiments, and 
observations of our Continental neighbours, as is endent from the re. 
cent interesting labours of Alexander von Humboldt, Profeaaor Gauu 
of Goettingen, ·&c. 
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quent oscillatiOBS. • The following singular iMtance 

ef this influence ia metltioned by M. Kupffer, wltoae ob

~ervations on the diumal Tariatious of the magnetic 

·needle Jtaye been already referred to. It appears ·tlrat, 

• " The magnetic property of the Aurora borealia--or ite power of 

agitating the magnetic needle-had long been euepected by philoeo
. phen ; and, though etill doubted by eome, and not confirmed by the 

'*-tions of .Captaios Parry ud Fetter, -now nftioiendy ecaa
blished by the ebeervatione of Captain Franklin, Lieut. Hood, ad Ds
Richardson. At present, however, little more than the fact seems to 
haft been aaeerteined ; aa gT8&t obecnrity still benge over the C8Wie 

frem which this ei'ect proceeds, and the miMie ol ita opeaiion ; .aad it 
sometimes happens that one observation baa a tendent'y to neutralise 
the conclusion to which another would 'lead. The Aurora sometimes 
approeehed tile senith without protbaeing the usual .Wect on the posi
tion of the needle. It is generally most active wher.e it -111!1 to have 
emerged from behind a cloud ; and the oscillatione appear ooly to take 
place when beams or fringes of the meteor are on the 18.1118 plane with 

-the dip of tbe needle. Capt,ain Frua1diu - led tci oonsider that tlae 
effect of the Anrora on the needle varied with ill height above the 
earth. That it did not depend on the brilliancy of the meteor was 

manifeet from the fact, that, in buy, clondy nigbte, the needle lleviated 
_OOIIoliderably, tllougb ilo Aurora wu then yiaihle; and he felt uuable 
to determine whether this proceeded from a concealed Aurora behind 
the clouds, or entirely from the state of the atmosphere. Clouds aome
·timea dving the day aaumed the forme of tlt.e AowUI'tl, lllld he was in
clined to connect with their appearance the deviation of the nee4le 
which waa oecaaionally observed at euch timee."-Pe~~ny Magazine, 
2 ht December 1833. 

These ob.rwationl are pezfeedy eolllliltent wUh our hypotheeia. 
Preeu'ming that the phenomenon of the Aurora is occasioned by the 

·exhalation ef light frMD the eaTth in the polar regions, the electrical 
inAuence would not depen.d apiln the apparent brilliurey of 'the meteor, 
but upOD the <:ODlbinatioa df ibillligbt "With the other teneetrial exha
is:tions eonteiaed in t1le atmosphere; ·and, coneequelltly, thil inluence 
would be greater in the lower regione. 
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en the 18th of :N01rember 182a, the magnetic needle 

esperietlced at Kasan unusual and -rery IMmlible varia

tiona. The same pbenome•on waa observed at Paris 

em &he Bailie day, and at an hoar wtticb eorresponded 

exactly with tft«t in whieh it was observed by M. 

Kaptfer, at the eastern extremity of the Ro11ian em

pire. M. Anago had alr~ady notieed this faet in the 

A1lllllle& de Cllimie d de Pltyftq.e. Other oblt'rvations 

attest the fact that, at the nme time, an Ate'I"'m l1ort:ali8 
wu visiltle in the north of Sootland. Moreover, it is 

a very rentarltable fact, 'that ah1tougf1 at present no 

Aurrwti! .lxweales are seen at Pam, yet ,tfte magnetic 

Medle there is nevertbele• very 'Feasibly deranged by 

aH those which appear n. the 'Polar ~ons. The ob

servatie of M. Kupfter 8bews that the influence of tbe 

tme whiG& appeM'ed on Ute I:Stit of Novemlter 1825, 

wu equally &It at Ka~U and at Pari1. 

F-rom ali the facts ancl obeernl&iCJmJ now brought for

wat>d, i& appears abondaiatly evident that the pheno

mena of light, heat, motion, electricity and magnetis111 

are intimately connected with each other, and in all 

probability have a common origin. Nature compels us 

to consider the solar rays as the source of light and 

heat; and these must necessarily possess an original 

and inherent motilU!J, in order to permit their elements 

to expand. The pheno~ena of electricity and magne

tism, we have every reason to believe, are produced by 

t.he combination of these primary elements with terres

trial matteJ'. 
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If there exi•t any serious objections to this hypo

thesie, I must confess that, at present, I am unable to 

perceive them. I think it unquestionably entitled, at 

least, to the candid attention of philosophers, because, 

whether we con11ider its extreme simplicity, its confor

mity to nature, or its capability of affording an adequate 

and satisfactory explanation of the most important phe

nomena of the univeree upon one common principle,· it 

must certainly be allowed that it pouefses a decided 

superiority over any other of a more complicated 

·structure, which is not only forced and insufficient, but 

can only maintain itself by the feeble, unsatisfactory, 

and ephemeral support of a variety of subsidiary and 

still more gratuitous assumptions. I trust,· therefore, 

that the subject will be minutely and impartially exa

mined by others more conversant with physical inqui

ries, and, consequently, more competent to the investi

gation ; and who, at the same time, feel an equal inte

rest in the discovery and dissemination of scientific 

truth. 
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No. IV. 

LITERATURE. 

IN addition to the opinions incidentally expressed by 

many learned and eminent men, in favour of the rea

lity of the action and of the phenomena of Animal 
Magnetinn-some of which have been noticed in this 

work- I 11ultloin a Jist, for the benefit of the student, 

ef works written exclusively upon the subject. 

MEsMER, Meuioire snr Ia decouverte du Magnetisme 
Animal. Paris, 1779.--Precis historique de faits rela
tifs au Magnetisme Animal, &c. Londres, 1781.

Memoire sur ses decouvertes. Paris, an vii. 

D'EsLoN, Observations sur le Magnetisme Animal. 

Paris, 1780.-Lettre a M. Philip, &c. La Haye, 

1782. 

BERGASSE, Lettre d'un Medecin de Ia Faculte de 

Paris a un Medecin du College de Londres, &c. La 

Haye, 1781; 
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CouRT DE GEBELIN, Lettre de l'auteur du Monde 

Primitif a MM. ses Souscripteurs. Paris, 1783. 

CAULLET DE VEAUMOREL, Aphorismes de Mesmer. 

Paris, 1784. 

Mesmer justifie. 1784. 

L' Antimagnetisme, &c. Londree, 1784. 

TaouRET, Recherches et doutes sur le Magnetisme 

Animal. Paris, 1784. 

Rapport des Commissaires de Ja Faculte de Medecfne 

et de 1' Academie des Sciences, &c. Par M. Bailly. 

Paris, 1784. 

Rapport des Commiuaires de la Sooie~ Royale de 

Medecine, &c. Paria, ~784. 

Rapport de l'un des Commisaaires (M, de Jussieu). 

Paris, 1784. 

~pportaecretaur le Me.merisme, .&c. This Report 

was not published by th~ Comll,lilllioners . th4Uilselves, 

but it will be found in the Comervateur, vol. i. 
Observations sur lea deux rapports, &c. Par M. 

d'Eslon. 1784. 

GALARD DE MoNTJ.o:YE; .Lettre .sur le Magnetisme 

Animal, &e • . Paris, 1784. 

Deutes d'un. provinci,a), &c. 1784~ . 

J. BoNNEFOI, Analyse raisonu.ee des rapports des 

Commissaires, &c. Lyon, 1784. 

Redexions impartiales sur. le Magnetis~ . Animal, 

&c. 1784. 

Observations adressees a MM. Jes ~mm~s,aire1, 

&c. 1784. 
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Supplement.auxdeox rapports, &c. 1784. 

BEROASSE, Considerations sur le Magnetisme Ani

mal. La Haye} 1784. • 

Le ColoMe aux pied& d'argile. Par M. DevillerF. 
1784. 

Traite theorique et pratique du Magne,isme Animal. 

Par M. Doppe'- 1784. 

Exttait de Ia correspondanee de la Soci~ Royale de 

Medecine relativenient au Magnetisme Animal. Par 
M. Thoure't. 1785. 

Lettre a M. Thouret, pour servir de refotati~, ·&c. 

Par M. -de Ia Boi88iere. 1785. , 

Examen do compt-e rendu par M. Thouret, &c. Par 

J. Bonnefoy. 1785. 

Lettra de M; d'Eslon a Meuieurs lea auteurs du 

Journal de Paris, &c. 178&. This letter was refused 

insertion in· the journal to which it was addresaed. 

Rapport au public de quelques abus en Medecine, 
&c • . Par M. L. F. Thomas d'Ongl~e, &c. 1785. 

Memoire pour M. Charles-Louis Varnier, Doctenr 

Regent de la Facolt8 de Medecine de Parie, et Membre 

de Ia Soeiete Royale de .Medecme, &c. 1785. Varnier 

was one of those doctors who were expelled from the 

Faculty of Medicine, in consequence of hie adherence 

to Aminal Magnetism~ He was· a man · of talent, and 

of a noble character. The Memoir, or Case, is exceed

ingly curious. 
Exatnenserieox et impartial .do Magnetisme ADimal. 

Paris, 1784. 
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Euai sur lee probabilites du Somnambolisme Mag

aetique, par M. Fournel. 1785. 

Proc8des du Magnetisme Animal. 1785. 

. Systeme raisonne da Magnetisme uniYersel, &c. Par 

la Societe de l'Harmonie d'Ostende. 1786. 

Du ftuide univenel, &e. · Paris, 1806. 

Prospectus d'un nouveau coors theorique et pratique 

du Maguetisme Animal, &e. Par M. Wurtz, Doeteur 

en Medecine, &c. Suasbourg, 1787. 

Le Maguetiseur amoureux; par 1\l. V. (Charles 

Villen). Geneve, 1787. 

Considerations sur l'origioe, Ia cause et lee eff'ets de 

Ia fievre, &c. Par M. Jodel, Docteur en Medecine, &c. 

Paris, 1808. 

De Ia Nature de I' Homme, &c. Par M.P. J. Rache

lier d'Ages. Paris, an VIII. 
Appel au public sur le Magnetisme Animal, &c. 

1787. 

Lettre de M. le C., C. D. P. (le Comte Chastenet de 

Puysegur) aM. le P. E. D. S. 1783. 

Detail des cures operees a Busancy, &c. 1784. 

Rapport des cores operees a Baionne par le Mague

tiame Animal, &c. Par M. le Comte Maxime de Puy

segur. 1784. 

Recueil d'obse"ations ~t de faits relatifs au Magne

tiame Animal, &c. Par Ia Sooiete de Gnienne. Paris, 

1785. 

Nouvelles cures operees par le Maguetisme Animal. 

1784. 
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Detail des cures operee11 a Lyon par le Magnetisme 

Animal, &c. Par M. Orelut. Lyon, 1784. 

Lettre de M. V. de la Boissiert', Medecin a Berge

rac a M. Thouret, &c. 1785. 

Du Magnetisme Animal et de sea partisans, par M. 

de Montegre, &c. Paris, 1812. 

TARDY DE MoNTRAVEL, Essai sur la tbeorie du Som

nambulisme Maguetique. 1785.--Lettres pour servir 
de suite a cette essai. 1787 .--Journal du traitement 

magnetique de Mademoiselle N.--Journal do traite

ment magnetique de Madame B. 
Journal magnetique du traitement de .Mademoiselle 

D., et de Madame N. Par M. C. de Lyon. 1789. 

Extrait du journal d'une cure magnetique, tradnit de 

l' Allemand. Rastadt, 17 87. 

Annales de Ia Societe ltarmonique des amia reunis de 

Strasbourg, &c. 1789. 

Extrait des journeaux d'un magnetiseur attache a Ia 

Societe des amis reunis de Strasbourg. 1786. 

Nouveaux extraita des journeaux d'un magnetiseur, 

&c. 1788. 

M. DE POYSEGUR, Memoires pour servir a l'histoire 

du Magnetisme Animal, &c. 2d Edition. 1809.-Du 

Magnetisme Animal, &c. 2d Edit. 1809.-Rechercbes, 

experiences et obsenations pbysiologiques aur l'bomme 

dane l'etat de Somnambulisme, &c. Paris, 1811. 

DELEUZE, Histoire critique du Magnetisme Animal, 

&c. Paris, 1813.-Defense du Magnetisme Animal, 

&c. Paris, 1819. 
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M. FlLLABIIIER, Quelques faiti et considerations pour 

serrir a l'histoire du Magnetisme Animal. 

DUPO'l'&T, Experiences publiques faites a l'Hotel

Dieu en 1820. 

M. P. FoxssAc, Rapports et Discussions de 1' Acade

mia Royale de Medecine sur le Magnetisme Animal, 

&c. PIU'is, 1833. 

LF..ONARb ( Doct:mr ), Magnetisme; son Histoire, sa 

Theorie, son Application au traitement des Maladies, 
&e. Paris, 1834. ··· 

WIENHOLT, Beitrag zu den Erfahrnngen iiber den 

Thierischen Magnetismus. Hamb. 1787.-Heilkraft 

des Tbierischen Magnetismus, &c. 1802-8. 

E. GMELIN, Ueber den Thierischen Magnetismus,&c. 

Tiibingen, 1787.-Neue Untersuchnngen iiber d~m 

Thieriscben Magnetismus. 1789.-Materialien fiir die 

Anthropologie. 1791-1793~ 

C. W. HuFELAND, Gemeinniitzige Aufssatze. 

C. L.' TaEVIRANus, V ersuch die haupsachlicbsten 

Phinomene des Thierischen Magnetismus zu erklaren. 

GOttingen, 1803. 

J. HEINECEEN, Ideen und Beobachtungen den Thier

ischeri Magnetismus, &c. betreffend. Bremen, 1800. 

Bi>cKMANN1 .Arcbiv fiir Magnetismns und Somnam

bulitmus. Strasb. 1787. 
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C. A. F. KLUGII, Ve.rauch. einer DarstEillung des Ani

~aliscben Magnetismus, &e. Berlin, 1815. 
J. D. BBAN».IS1 Ueber psycbiscbe Heilmitte) und 

Magnetismus. Kepenb.l818. 
J. El'INEHOSEit, Der Magnetismu1, &e. Leipsic, 1819. 

J. R. LICIITIINSTABDT, Erfabrnngen in dem Gebiete 
des Lebens~Magnetismus. Berlin, 1819. 

STIEGLITZ, Ideen iiber den Thierh!chen Magnetismus; 

J. C. L. ZIERMANN, Stieglitz's ldeen iiber den Tbier

iscben Magnetismus beleucbtet. Hannover, 1820.

Geschichtliche Darstellung des Thierischen Magnetis
mus, &c. Berlin, 1824; 

J. C. PASSAVANT, Untersuchungen iiber den Lebens

Magnetismns nnd das Hellsehen. Frankf. aM. 1821. 

D. G. KIESER, System des Tellnrismus oder Tbier

ischen Magnetismus. 2 vols. 8vo. Leipz. 1822. 

P. J. HENSLER, Ueber die verschiedenen Arten des 

Thierischen Magnetismus, &c. Wiirzburg, 1833. 

J. F. SIEMERS, Erfahrungen iibet' den Lebens-Mag

netismus und Somnambulismus. Hamb. 1835. 

The above are but a few of the numerous works which 

have been published on the Continent, on the subject 

of Animal Magnetism; and I request it may be noted, 

that they have all been written by gentlemen of edu-
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cation and intelligence, and by far the greater part of 

them by respectable, learned, and eminent physicians. 

Besides the magnetic Journals referred to in this work, 

a vast variety of interesting articles upon the pheno

mena and doctrines in question will be found in the 

medical and philosophical periodicals of the times, as 

well as in other publications in which the subject is in

eidentally trea,ed or alluded to. 

FINIS; 
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